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1. The GPS ‘Quest Curriculum’ – Our Vision 
 

 
 
 

We have used the word Quest because: 
 

 It reminds us that an effective Curriculum is a ‘journey of discovery’.  The word 
curriculum is derived from the Latin ‘currere’, which means to run or to 
proceed along a course or route (this evolved to mean ‘a course of study’). 

 

 A successful Quest involves planning, challenge, engagement, focus and 
adventure - as does effective learning and an effective curriculum. 

 

 A Quest involves an ultimate goal (the intended end-points), as well as a set of 
many intermediate goals and milestones (knowledge & skills along the way) – 
these are all features of an effective Curriculum. 

 

 To succeed in the Quest requires accumulated knowledge, wise use of that 
knowledge, and a build-up of suitable skills and personal attributes. These 
factors are present in an effective curriculum and in a successful classroom – 
carefully sequenced knowledge and the deliberate teaching of a range of 
subject-related skills; interpersonal skills and personal qualities (for example 
perseverance) are also acquired through an effective curriculum; skilled 
teaching is crucial. 

 

 The word Quest reminds us that an effective Curriculum incorporates a range 
of experiences. At Grangetown, we ensure that those experiences are all 
meaningful, all related to learning, and all designed to enhance knowledge, 
understanding and skills. 

 

 A Quest is – essentially – a Story. An effective curriculum helps to create a 
vibrant, engaging backdrop for the ‘story’ of each child’s journey through 
primary school. A good story is coherent, has a start, middle and end, and is 
populated with a range of characters, experiences, events and settings – all 
true of an effective Curriculum! 

 

So - Let the Quest begin!... 
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1. Introduction 
 

“The GPS Curriculum is characterised by aspiration, enrichment and rigour. It meets the needs of 
our children, aims to close the gaps in cultural capital, is carefully sequenced, builds-in strategies 
to embed knowledge & understanding into long term memory, and carefully prepares the 
children for the next stages of their education.”          Quoted from our Self-Evaluation Document (SEF). 
 

During 2019-20 we embarked on a major Curriculum Review, and this produced a 1st draft of 
our 'Quest 1 Curriculum'. That document structures our long-term planning, so that there is a 
clear and meaningful sequencing of knowledge and skills across Key Stages 1 & 2.  
 

In 2020-21 we embarked upon our ‘Quest 2’ project, designed to add detail, with the aim of 
ensuring well-structured and carefully sequenced Medium Term Plans….and during that time we 
also continued to update and develop Quest 1. 
 

During 2021-22 we continued to develop and refine our Curriculum, with the focus this year on 
Quest 2 – the Medium Term Planning. 
 

Though our Long Term (Quest 1) and Medium Term (Quest 2) planning are now fully in place, 
the aim is to continue add updates based on our teachers’ experience of implementing the 
planning. Thus, Quest 1 and Quest 2 are ‘live’ documents – they will evolve as our experience of 
implementing and evaluating the Curriculum grows. 
 

At Grangetown, our curriculum is designed to inspire enthusiasm for learning, to ensure 
achievement and to support pupils' well-being.  
 

We have used the term Quest Curriculum because learning is, in part, a 'quest for knowledge 
and understanding'. Given the key role that knowledge plays in learning, we have ensured 
that subject content - i.e. knowledge - is clear and carefully organised. This careful sequencing of 
knowledge ensures that each step builds upon the last, and prepares the children for what lies 
ahead.  
 

We provide first-hand learning experiences that enable children to deepen their knowledge, and 
to link this to the skills required for successful learning. 
 

Our curriculum encourages and nurtures interpersonal skills, self-confidence, curiosity and 
mutual respect. It is broad and balanced and provides a wide range of curricular activities 
involving visits out of school and visitors to school, to enhance learning and extend pupils’ 
cultural capital. 
 

Our PSHE lessons and assemblies promote positive attitudes, which reflect the values and skills 
needed for future learning and success. We are an inclusive school, and our curriculum 
recognises and celebrates the differences within our diverse community. We encourage all to be 
kind and respectful of themselves and others. 
 

Running parallel to our KS1/KS2 Curriculum Review, we also reviewed and further developed 
our Early Years curriculum. 
 

There is a comprehensive Learning and Curriculum section on our website which includes all of 
our Long Term and Medium Term planning, together with other curriculum related information 
including Intent–Implementation–Impact statements, Assessment information, and some 
examples of our curriculum in action (Case Studies). 
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2. Early Years Foundation Stage 
 

 
 

 

Our Quest 1 document contains extensive Early Years planning – these long term 

plans support our more detailed medium term planning. Each half-term we plan 

most of our activities around a new topic/theme and link these to the prime and 

specific areas. Core texts and songs are used to engage the children as well as 

'hooks' along the way. These plans are adapted to meet the needs of the children 

in our setting using observations as a starting point. Our medium term planning 

provides a structure and direction to our weekly short term plans, with on-going 

assessments throughout each half-term.  

 

Current Medium Term Planning for Little Butterflies, Nursery and Reception can 

be viewed in the 3 drop down menus on the EYFS page on our website: 

https://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum/Our-EYFS-Curriculum/  

 

Our medium term (half-termly) planning changes & develops annually, in-line with 

the needs of the children. However, to demonstrate how we typically plan for the 

medium term, we will keep all of the Planning for 2021-22 online (and we will 

gradually add the half-termly plans for 2022-23. 

 
 

https://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum/Long-Term-Planning--Curriculum-Maps/
https://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum/Our-EYFS-Curriculum/
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3. English Medium-Term Planning 

 
 

 
Reading and writing are key life-skills, required throughout both education and employment and 
also crucial on a personal level too. We therefore place huge importance on teaching children to 
read with confidence and on enabling our pupils to become lifelong readers. Our curriculum 
aims to teach children to write with fluency for a variety of purposes and to vary their 
vocabulary and grammar appropriately to suit the task or circumstances. 
 
We aim to create a nurturing environment where children take pride in their reading and 
writing, from a very young age. In Key Stage 1 during daily phonics lessons, our focus in reading 
is on the decoding of words and developing fluency when reading age related texts. At Key stage 
2, we have daily whole class guided reading sessions which look at a wide range of high quality 
texts as we know children must be exposed to high quality reading material throughout their 
school journey. 
 
Across all year groups, in our daily English lessons, we focus on writing two genres each half 
term so children are able to fully understand each genre as both readers and writers. Our 
English curriculum is well-sequenced and progressive across each term, and across each year 
group, to ensure that learning builds carefully upon what has been taught before. 
 
We have the highest of expectations for our children. The children are regularly assessed using 
formative methods so that teachers are able to identify any gaps in learning immediately and 
provide the required support for children to progress. 
 
We believe strongly in recognising celebrating children’s achievements in English – this happens 
on a daily basis in every classroom, and also at a whole school level via our termly Writing 
Awards, our on-going Eager Readers scheme, and our half-termly Handwriting Heroes 
assemblies. 
 
Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for English, our Long and Medium Term 
Planning, our Policies, plus some ‘English in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
https://grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/English/  

https://grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/English/
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Reception Autumn Term  
Knowledge and Skills 

Birth to 5 Matters (Range 5 & 6) Phonics (30 minutes per day) Possible Activities 
 Talks about events and principal characters in stories 

and suggests how the story might end 

 Shows interest in illustrations and words in print and 
digital books and words in the environment 

 Looks at and enjoys print and digital books 

 Independently 

 Knows that print carries meaning and, in English, is read 
from left to right and top to bottom 

 Handles books and touch screen technology carefully 
and the correct way up with growing competence 

 Begins to develop phonological and phonemic 
awareness - Shows awareness of rhyme and alliteration 

 Recognises rhythm in spoken words, songs, poems and 
rhymes 

 Claps or taps the syllables in words during sound play 

 Hears and says the initial sound in words 

 Enjoys an increasing range of print and digital books, 
both fiction and non-fiction 

 Uses vocabulary and forms of speech that are 
increasingly influenced by their experiences of reading 

 Describes main story settings, events and principal 

Children can read graphemes within words: 
 
GRAPHEMES  
s a t p i n m d g o c k ck e u r h b f ff  l ll ss 
j v w x y z zz qu ch sh th(v) th ng oo (long), ar 
 
Children can read HFWs; 
a at as in it is I an and am dad to into go no the get dog 
can got on not cat up mum put had oh him his big has 
he she me we be of if off you my they for was will all 
went from help too her with are yes then them that 
this, said 
 
Practise oral blending and segmentation 
Practise blending for reading 
Teach segmentation for spelling. 
Demonstrate reading captions. 
Demonstrate spelling captions 
 
 
 
 

Core Books:  
Autumn 1: 
The Go Away Bird  

-  Feelings, friendships and family  
Goldilocks and the 3 Bears  

- Families, feelings, emotions and rules  
 
Autumn 2: 
One Snowy Night- Talk for Writing  

- Travelling and weather changes 
Stickman 

- Celebrations, families, changes, Christmas  
 

 Introduction of Helicopter Stories using stories that 
we’ve read so far to support  

 Introduce Big Talk- who, what, why and where questions 
to discuss the pictures 

 Daily whole class story time reading books of interest 
&/core stories for this term  

 Answering questions about what has been read to them 

 Making simple predictions about what might happen 
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characters in increasing detail  

 Re-enacts and reinvents stories they have heard in their 
play 

  Knows that information can be retrieved from books, 
computers and mobile digital devices 

 Is able to recall and discuss stories or information that 
has been read to them, or they have read themselves 

 Begins to recognise some written names of peers, 
siblings or “Mummy”/”Daddy” for example 

 Begins to develop phonological and phonemic 
awareness  

 Continues a rhyming string and identifies alliteration - 
Hears and says the initial sound in words 

 Begins to segment the sounds in simple words and 
blend them together and knows which letters represent 
some of them 

 Starts to link sounds to letters, naming and sounding the 
letters of the alphabet 

 Begins to link sounds to some frequently used digraphs, 
e.g. sh, th, ee 

Individual/ Whole Class Reading Questions  
 

 What is this book called? 

  

 Which Monster is this book about?  

  

 Can you turn the pages yourself?  

  

 Who read the book with you? Who is the book about? .. 

  

 Did you like this book?  
 
Can you segment this word? And blend it?  
 
What sound/ grapheme is this book about?  
 
At the end of Autumn term children should be reading 
Monster Phonics 3.1 book 2  
 

next 

 Introduce core songs and practise at least few times a 
week  

 Use QR codes to watch the core stories on ipads  

 Children to make own picture books linked to the core 
stories   

 Children to read 1:1 at least three times a week focusing 
on fluency- reading back to caption for understanding  

 Goldilocks and the Three Bears role play area with mask, 
props, photos and books  

 Introduce Talk for Writing- make a story map- practise 
and rehearse until fluent. Innovate the story to make 
some slight changes- practise and rehearse  

 Match labels of family names such as mum, dad, sister, 
brother, Nana etc linked to family stories  

 Find rhyming words in the stickman story and match 
them  

 

 

Reception Spring Term  

Knowledge and Skills 

Birth to 5 Matters (Range 6 & ELG) Phonics (45 minutes per day) Possible Activities 
 Begins to read some high frequency words, and to use 

developing knowledge of letters and sounds to read 
simple phonically decodable words and simple 
sentences  

 Engages with books and other reading materials at an 
increasingly deeper level, sometimes drawing on their 
phonic knowledge to decode words, and their 
knowledge of language structure, subject knowledge 
and illustrations to interpret the text 

 Includes everyday literacy artefacts in play, such as 
labels, instructions, signs, envelopes, etc. 

Children can read graphemes within words: 
 
GRAPHEMES 
oo (short) ow ee ur ai or oa er igh air oi ear ure 
 
Children can read HFWs; 
look down now see going just have it’s do so come some 
were one like when little what by day away play children  
 
 
Practise blending for reading. 
 

Core Books:  
Spring 1: 
Little Red Hen 

 Jobs within the story linking to bakers then to other jobs 
of people who help us - Real life ‘Superheroes’- Talk for 
Writing  

Supertato the veggies assemble   

 Superheroes 
Spring 2: 
The Mole Who Knew it was None of his Business 

 Animals in the UK 
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Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 
10 digraphs 
 
Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by 
sound blending 

Practise segmenting for spelling. 
 
Practise blending to read sentences including tricky words  
 
Practise segmenting to write including tricky words 
sentences. 

Non-fiction Animal encyclopaedia  

 Animals beyond the UK 

 Continue Helicopter Stories using stories that we’ve read 
so far to support  

 Continue Big Talk- who, what, why and where questions 
to discuss the pictures 

 Daily whole class story time reading books of interest 
&/core stories for this term  

 Children read and re read simple sentences  

 They can answer simple what, why, how questions about 
what they have read  

 Children read and understand simple sentences.  

 They understand when talking with others about what 
they have read 

 Uses vocabulary and forms of speech that are 
increasingly influenced by their experiences of books 

 Ren act Little Red Hen story using characters and 
repetitive language  

 Hot seat each character- why didn’t you help the Hen?  

 Find out about different job. Why do you think we call 
them real life superheroes?  

 Which job helps to save lives?  
 

Individual/ Whole Class Reading Questions  
 
What happened to one of the black cats?  
 
Why didn’t the cat take the medicine? 
 
How did the tricky witch get the cat to take the medicine?  
 
Can you re read that sentence? 
 
What are veggies?  
 
Whose poo do you think it is?  
 
What animals would we find at backhouse park?  
 
Can you tell a friend about the story we have just read?  
 
At the end of Autumn term children should be reading 
Monster Phonics 3.1 book 15   
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Reception Summer Term  

Knowledge and Skills 

Birth to 5 Matters (ELG) Phonics (1 hour per day) Possible Activities 
Read aloud simple sentences and 
books that are consistent with their 
phonic knowledge, including some 
common exception words. 
 
 

Children can read graphemes within words: 
 
GRAPHEMES 
All graphemes that were not secure in term 1 and 2  
 
Children can read HFWs; 
 
your, here, saw time, out, house, about made make came I’m, very, old 
called, asked, looked their our Mr, Mrs people could don’t 
 
CVCC, CCVC, CVC + DIGRAPHS, CCVCC, CVC + POLYSYLLABIC, CCC ONSET 
 
camp band frog twin bench train crisp drift helper giftbox spring crunch 
printer grasping 
 
Practise segmenting graphemes to spell CVCC, ccvcc, cccvc, cccvcc  words 
including previously taught diagraphs  
 
HFW: revision of HFW taught so far. 
 
Practise blending CVC+ combinations to read words including those that are 
polysyllabic. 
 
Practise segmenting CVC+ combinations to spell words including those that 
are polysyllabic. 
 
Practise blending CVC+ combinations to read sentences that include 
polysyllabic words. 
 
Practise segmenting CVC+ combinations to write sentences that include 
polysyllabic words. 
 

Core Books:  
 
Summer 1 
It Starts With a Seed 

- Planting and growing  
Jack and the Beanstalk 

- Talk for Writing  
Summer 2 
Commotion in the Ocean 

- Rhyme  
Home for Hermit Crab 

- What make a good home   
 

 Continue Helicopter Stories using stories that we’ve read 
so far to support  

 Continue Big Talk- who, what, why and where questions 
to discuss the pictures 

 Daily whole class story time reading books of interest 
&/core stories for this term  

 Understand of what has been read to them by retelling 
stories  

 Re-reads stories to develop confidence, fluency and 
understanding.  

 Uses and understands recently introduced vocabulary 

 Anticipates – where appropriate – key events in stories 

 Can you match the instruction- how to look after a seed 
to the photo or picture?  

 Talk for writing- rehearse and retell, innovate and 
change character/ what he took 

 Talk for writing- match the sentence to the picture from 
the story map  
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Individual/ Whole Class Reading Questions  
 
Why are the black cats so interested in the shopping?  
 
Did they mean to fly away? 
 
Do cats normally like swimming?  
 
What does poor mean? What’s the opposite of poor?  
 
Do you think Jack was right to take the money/ goose?  
 
What does a seed need to grow?  
 
Can you tell me about a lobster? Sting ray?  
 
What makes a good home?  
 
At the end of Autumn term children should be reading Monster Phonics 3.2 
book 15   

 Match key facts about each sea animal to the picture 
from the book  

 Can you draw a good home for your animal- tell your 
friend why it makes a good one?  
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Year 1 Guided Reading 
Define 

Draw on knowledge of 
vocabulary to understand 
texts. 

Retrieve 
Identify / explain key aspects 
of fiction and nonfiction texts, 
such as characters, events, 
titles and information.  

Sequence 
Identify and explain the 
sequence of events in texts. 

Infer 
Makes inferences from the 
text. 

Predict 
Predict what might happen on 
the basis of what has been 
read so far. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / 
ordering 

Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction: Non Fiction: Poetry: 

Use a variety of cues when reading: knowledge of 
the story and its context, and awareness of how it 
should make sense grammatically. 

 Use own knowledge and background knowledge 
and pictures when reading a new word to 
support with understanding. 

Understand how story language works and use 
some formal elements when re-telling stories 

 Retell a story using story language (once upon a 
time…, she lived in a …, he replied…. 

Read stories with predictable and repeated 
patterns and experiment with similar patterns. 

 Read a range of traditional tales with the 
children joining-in.  

 Retell a story through role play using predictable 
phrases. 

Explore and understand the difference between 
fiction and non-fiction and distinguishing features 
of each.  

 Know the basic features of each text type 

 Be able to sort fiction and non-fiction texts 
based on their features. 

 Compare a fiction and non-fiction text about the 
same topic. 

 
Read recounts and begin to recognise generic 
structures.  

 Order events chronologically. 

 Look for adverbs for time (first, next, after). 
 
 

 Listen to poems being read and talk about likes and 
dislikes. 

 Read a range of poems such as rhymes, riddles 
and tongue twisters and discuss if they like them. 

 Give reasons why they like disliked commenting 
on ideas, puzzles, the words used and patterns. 

 
Explore acrostic poems noting the structure and 
theme. 
 

Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction: Non Fiction: Poetry: 

Re-tell stories and rhymes with predictable and 
repeating patterns 

 Improvise on patterns by substituting words and 
phrases. 

Make simple notes on a text. 

 Underline key words or phrases 

 Add labels and captions to pictures 
Read and note basic features of simple 

Identify and appreciate rhyme and alliteration in 
poetry. 

 Look for rhyming words within simple poems 

 Discuss and spot alliteration by highlighting these 
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 Extend the pattern by adding more words or an 
extra line. 

 Invent own pattern to fit in another part of the 
story 

Retrieve basic information about a character using 
pictures and simple language.  

 Describe a character based on an image using 
adjectives. 

 Look for describing words with a simple 
sentence 

Re-enact stories in a variety of ways. 

 Use role play to act out the story 

 Use puppets or props to react the story. 

instructional texts  

 Look at a recipe and discuss features making 
simple labels for these 

features 
Join in with class rhymes and poems. 

 Memorise and perform a simple class poem or 
rhyme 

 Sing familiar children’s rhymes 

Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Locate and read significant parts of the text. 

 Find the names of key characters/ places 

 Read stories with rhymes/chants (The 
Gingerbread man, Jack and the beanstalk) 

 Discuss main problem/issue within the story  
Identify and record some key features of story 
language from a range of stories, and practise 
reading and using them. 

 Create a word bank of commonly used opening 
sentences. 

 Create a word bank of common ending 
sentences 

Use some simple processes for finding out 
information. 

 Highlight key words to support fact finding 

 Read headings and subheadings to discover 
what that page/page is about 

 
Read a variety of recount texts noting perspective  

 Read a diary entry noting this a first person 
perspective (I & we) 

 Understand a newspaper report is in third 
person (he, she, they) 

Link themes in poetry to their own experiences. 

 Read poems with common childhood experiences 
in. 

 Discuss their own experience of what the poem is 
describing eg winter, animals, celebrations 

 
Explore Shape Poems/Calligrams 

 Note how the poem is presented in the shape of 
an object it is describing. 

 Know the layout may either be with the words 
inside a shape or around the outline of the shape. 

Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction: Non Fiction: Poetry: 

Identify and discuss a range of story themes, 
collect and compare. 

 Know each story has a theme (friendship, family, 
growing up, bravery, school life) 

Understand the purpose of contents pages and 
indexes and to begin to locate information by page 
numbers and words by initial letter. 

Identify simple repeating patterns describing the 
effect. 

 Read poems with repeating lines, questions, 
phrases and highlight the repeated part 
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 Group stories with similar themes 

 Discuss similarities and differences. Between 
stories based on their theme 

Recognise ways that emphasis has been created in 
a text. 

 Identify bold words and discuss why these are 
this way 

 Know why capitalisation has been used 

 Discuss what effect this has on the poem and the 
reader 

Perform in unison, following the rhythm of the poem 
and keeping time. 

 Perform a poem from memory with repeating 
pattern 

Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Describe story settings and incidents and relate 
them to own experience and that of others. 

 Read stories with familiar settings and incidents 
e.g. at school, at home when something is lost, 
stolen, someone is hurt, someone is unkind 

 Identify the setting in the text and discuss their 
own experience within this setting 

 Discuss if any of the incidents in the story have 
happened to them. 

 How are they similar or how are they different? 
Compare and contrast stories with a variety of 
settings, e.g. space, imaginary lands, animal 
homes. 

 Read a selection of stories with different 
settings. Can children identify where the story 
takes place? 

 Explain what is the same about the settings and 
what is different 

 
Identify descriptive language e.g. adjectives. 

 Read a story or extract and identify what is 
being described (character, setting, object etc.) 

 Identify the adjectives used to describe  

Recognise that non-fiction books on similar themes 
can give different information and present similar 
information in different ways. 

 Explore non-fiction books/ texts about the same 
topic 

 Discuss how it is presented and the features 
used e.g. title, heading, picture and captions 

 Compare with a different non-fiction book about 
the same topic. 

Explore instructional texts (recipes, instructions, 
directions) 

 Compare with similar texts 

 What features engaged/helped the reader 

 What was difficult to read/understand in that 
particular text 

 
 

Collect class and individual favourite poems for class 
anthologies, participate in reading aloud. 

 Read a selection of children’s poems both long 
and short 

 Discuss why it is a favourite 

 Read some aloud sometimes knowing them by 
heart 

Explore riddles  

 Note how the poem describes a noun but does 
not name it 

 Know the last line usually directly addresses the 
reader and uses a question 

 Understand the mood of the poem is fun and 
light-hearted. 
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 Is that the best adjective? Could you 
improve? 

Summer Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Identify and discuss different characters 

 Discuss a characters appearance, behaviour and 
qualities 

 Become familiar with character descriptions 

 Use a role on the wall to show this 

 Make predictions about how they may behave in 
the story 

Discuss how characters are described in the text; 
and compare characters from different stories. 
 
Become aware of characters and dialogue 

 Understand how a character speaks and what 
they say depends on what type of person they 
are 

 Role play different characters changing dialogue 
and voice 

Identify simple questions and use text to find 
answers.  

 Answer simple find and retrieve comprehension 
questions 

Locate parts of text that give particular information 
including labelled diagrams and charts. 

 Highlight specific parts of a text 

 How did you know to look there? What were the 
clues? 

Make simple comments on aspects such as word 
combinations, sound patterns (such as rhymes, 
rhythms, alliterative patterns) and forms of 
presentation.  

 Discuss sound patterns and how they make a 
poem interesting 

 Know what alliteration is and how it can be used 
in poetry 

 Know that poems aren’t always set out the same. 
Recite some poems in an audible voice by heart 
performing to others, taking account of punctuation. 

 Perform a favourite poem as a class 

 Understand the importance of rehearsing and 
working together 

 Understand that punctuation informs us when to 
pause 
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Year 2 Guided Reading 

Define 
Draw on knowledge of 
vocabulary to understand 
texts. 

Retrieve 
Identify / explain key aspects 
of fiction and nonfiction 
texts, such as characters, 
events, titles and 
information.  

Sequence 
Identify and explain the 
sequence of events in texts. 

Infer 
Makes inferences from the 
text. 

Predict 
Predict what might happen 
on the basis of what has been 
read so far. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / 
ordering 

Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Use phonological, contextual, grammatical and 
graphic knowledge to work out, predict and check 
the meanings of unfamiliar words and to make 
sense of what they read. 

 
Identify and describe characters, expressing own 
views and using words and phrases from texts. 

 Use appropriate expanded noun phrases to 
describe a character 

 Discuss why an author has used a specific word 

 Improve on the word choice used by the author 
 
 

Identify similarities and differences between fiction 
and non-fiction; understand how they are 
structured.  

 Compare different texts about different topics 

 Compare texts about the same topic 

 Understand how fiction and non-fiction texts 
can be structured differently 
 

Explore and note features of non-fiction books that 
are structured in different ways. 

 Compare and contrast non-fiction texts and their 
features 

 Make notes about the similarities and 
differences 
 

Use dictionaries and glossaries to locate words by 
using initial letter. 

Talk about own views, the subject matter and 
possible meanings in poems. 

 Explore a range of children poems by different 
authors 

 Discuss possible meanings giving reasons for this 

 Discuss likes and likes and why 
 

Comment on which words have most effect and 
why. 

 Explore a range of descriptive poems 

 Identify the expanded noun phrases and 
descriptive vocabulary used 

 Pick out words which the reader feels are the 
powerful and have the most impact 
 

Explore Diamantes 

 Note how the poem is presented in the shape of 
a diamond  

 Understand that precise verbs and adjectives are 
used 

 Explore each line and the pattern they follow 
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Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Use knowledge of familiar texts to re-enact or re-
tell to others, recounting the main points in correct 
sequence. 

 Verbally retell a familiar story (traditional tale) 
ensuring the main points are included 

 Act out familiar stories with actions ensuring the 
main points are included 

Be aware of story structures, e.g. 
actions/reactions, consequences, and the ways 
that stories are built up and concluded. 

 Read familiar stories and plot out their 
structures e.g. introduction, build up, problem, 
resolution and ending 

 Discuss consequences of actions within a story 
both good and bad 

 

Explain how the main features of non- fiction texts 
are used. 

 Know why the different features of a non-fiction 
text including heading, sub heading, picture, 
captions, introduction, key facts, contents page 
and glossary 

 Practise using the different features in different 
types of non-fiction texts 

 
Pose questions for research and read non-fiction to 
find answers. 

 Related to a curriculum topic, be able to find 
answers to self generated questions 

 use the features to successfully locate the 
answer 

 Use skimming techniques to support finding the 
answer 

 
Locate books by classification in the school library. 

Identify and discuss favourite poems and poets 

 Give reason why they like a poem or poet 

 Use appropriate terms (poet, poem, verse, 
rhyme, etc.)  

 Refer to the language of the poems and the way 
it is used 

Identify alliteration and describe the effect. 
 
Perform individually or together; speaking clearly 
and audibly. 

 Perform a favourite poem as a class/individual 

 Understand the importance of rehearsing and 
working together 

 Know we need to speak clearly and with 
appropriate volume 

Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Discuss reasons for, or causes of, incidents in 
stories; 

 identify the problem/incident in a story 

 answer questions about why and how it 
happened 

Identify and compare basic story elements. 

 Look at the beginnings of a familiar stories and 
discuss similarities and differences 

 Compare a range of story endings 

 Does the type of story have an impact on the 
ending? E.g. traditional tale/adventure/journey 

Use a contents page and index to navigate a text 

 Scan a text to find specific sections, e.g. key 
words or phrases, sub-headings. 

Identify how written instructions are organised  

 Look for lists, numbered points, diagrams with 
arrows, bullet points, keys. 

Identify and discuss simple poetry patterns and 
structures. 

 Understand a limerick has a rhyming pattern 
(AABBA) 

 They are 5 lines long and are usually humorous 

 Identify the rhyming words within them 
Explore Haikus noting its structure, origin and 
mood.  

 know Haikus originated in Japan 

 They are 3 lines long with a pattern of 5, 7, 5 
Perform poems; use actions and sound effects to 
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stories 
Explore patterns of literary language. 

 to understand stories can repeat an idea 
throughout 

 the effect of alliteration on the reader 

add to the poem’s meaning. 
 

Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Re-tell stories, to give the main points in sequence 
and pick out significant incidents. 
 
Understand time and sequential relationships in 
stories,  

 Know what happens when in the story 

 Identify events that happen before and after 

 Look at the words used to show this 
Identify and discuss reasons for events in stories, 
linked to plot. 

 Understand what has caused an event and how 
that then changed the plot 

Understand how to read different non-fiction texts  

 Know that the reader doesn’t need to read the 
text in order 

 Use the contents and index page to find what 
they are looking for 

Learn about cause and effect non-fiction, the 
features and language associated with it. 

 Know what has caused a problem and what the 
consequences are of this. 

 Know key words used in these text types 
(because, so, then, as a result of) 

Explore adventurous word choices and explain the 
effect. 

 Choose words that enhance the effect of the 
poem 

 Discuss how it makes them feel 

 Discuss meanings of new vocabulary 

Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Predict story endings/incidents, while reading. 

 Make predictions at various points in the story 
e.g. after the introduction, during the build-up, 
when the problem/incident has occurred. 

 Discuss how and why their predictions change as 
you read the text 

Make connections by comparing books by the 
same author. 

 Compare settings and characters 

 Discuss themes that are similar 

 Use the language of similarities and differences  
Compare books by different authors on similar 

Skim-read title, contents page, illustrations, 
chapter headings and sub-headings, to predict 
what a book might be about. 

 Identify the features of a non-fiction text 

 Understand skimming is a quick read of the main 
parts to gain an understanding of what the text 
is about 

 
Know that glossaries give definitions and 
explanations. 

 Discuss what definitions are  

 Explore some simple definitions in dictionaries 

Explore Shape Poems 

 Understand that the poem is presented in the 
shape of an object it is describing. 

 Pick out words from the poem that are linked to 
the shape. 

 Discuss which type of shape poem they prefer 
the outline or the words inside 

 
Discuss meanings of words and phrases that create 
humour, and sound effects in poetry and to classify 
poems into simple type; to make class anthologies. 

 Read a selection of poems including nonsense 
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themes or with similar characters to evaluate and 
give reasons. 

 Discuss similarities and differences about each 
books theme/character 

 Evaluate and give reasons why they are similar  

 
 
 

poems, tongue twisters and riddles 

 Know the features of each type 

 Sort these into types and create an anthology 
 
 

Summer Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Identify typical themes 

 Read various texts with specific themes e.g., 
good over evil (Super worm), weak over strong 
(The Gruffalo, Three Little Pigs), wise over 
foolish (The Foolish Tortoise) 

 Discuss how we know the theme of each text. 
What happens to show this? 

Understand how to use alphabetically ordered 
texts to retrieve information. 

 Explore a range of alphabetically ordered texts 
including dictionaries, thesauruses and 
encyclopaedias  

 Know the purpose of these types of texts 

 Discuss the usefulness of having things in 
alphabetical order 

To evaluate the usefulness of a text for its purpose. 

 Using alphabetical text describe the ease of use 
and why 

 Discuss how a text could be improved to make it 
easier to use for the reader 

Listen and read, discussing and expressing views 
about classic poetry. (Owl and the Pussy Cat, Please 
Mrs Butler)   

 Know that classic poem were written a long time 
ago but are still read today 

 Understand that the language in classic poetry 
may be different to modern poetry 

 Give an opinion about the poem saying what 
they like liked and disliked. 

Act out a poem using voices and intonation. 

 Chose a favourite class poem and rehearse until 
know by heart 

 Perform to an audience 
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Our KS2 Guided Reading Curriculum 
 

 
 
In Key Stage 2, guided reading is taught daily for 30 minutes. In this time, children will be spending an 
equal amount of time on fiction, non-fiction and poetry. The order of these genres across the half-term 
does not matter, but their place within the curriculum is important as objectives are sequential and build 
upon prior learning between each half term.  
 
At the top of the guided reading planning, there is a small table which shows the range of activities 
children should be accessing throughout the teaching of these objectives. These are the standard 
questions that children will be asked during formal assessments; therefore practise applying their 
knowledge to these types of questions is vital. There are also definitions of the key reading skills which 
have been taken from the national curriculum and show which skills the children will be developing over 
each year.  
 
For each objective shown in bold, smaller steps have been designed in order to support teachers with 
their planning and ensuring the objective is fully covered. Based on the needs of individual classes, these 
steps may be further broken down when the teacher is planning at a daily level.  
 
When skimming and scanning is referred to in the document, it is expected that all teachers are using the 
same vocabulary and strategies so that there is a consistent approach. This will enable children to 
become effective in this highly vital skill and also to ensure consistency for the children across different 
year groups. 
 
Children may not record in their books during every lesson, and photographs are not required as 
evidence, but children should be given adequate opportunity to record their ideas and discussions during 
guided reading lessons. Examples in books may be annotations of texts, drawings to represent what has 
been read, or examples of the activities mentioned at the top of the document. Numerous 
comprehension questions are not required as these assess children rather than teach them reading skills.  
 
Skimming and scanning is as follows: 
 

1. Remembering roughly where in the text that information was read (beginning, middle or end) 

2. Skimming the topic sentences of the paragraphs in that section and choosing the most appropriate* 

3. Scanning the paragraph chosen for a key word or phrase linked to the question 

4. Re-reading the sentence containing the key word or phrase in closer detail, and reading the 

sentence before if required.  

* In Non-fiction, this stage is replaced by skimming the sub-headings and choosing the most appropriate 
section  
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Note that for Year 3, we have made changes to the MTPs – in blue – which are designed to continue to address the gaps following the disruption and school 
closures of the covid period. This was built into the Quest 2 English planning for Y3, as a follow-on from our evaluation of the 2022 Y2 SATs assessments. Both 
versions of the planning are below – firstly the amended planning, followed by the non-amended. 

 

Year 3  

Define 
Give / explain the 
meaning of 
words in context. 

 

Retrieve 
Retrieve and 
record 
information / 
identify key detail 
from fiction and 
non-fiction. 

Summarise 
Summarise main ideas 
from more than one 
paragraph. 

Infer 
Make 
inferences from 
the text / 
explain and 
justify 
inferences with 
evidence from 
the text. 

Predict 
Predict what 
might happen 
from detail 
stated or 
implied. 

Relate 
Identify/Explain how 
information / narrative 
content is related and 
contributes to meaning 
as a whole. 

Explore 
Identify / explain 
how meaning is 
enhanced through 
choice of words 
and phrases. 

Compare 
Make comparisons 
within the text. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / ordering Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Develop an active attitude towards reading: seeking 
answers, anticipating events, empathising with 
characters and imagining events that are described. 

 Create questions based upon what has been read 

 Share and discuss plausible predictions which are 
based upon evidence from what has been read 

 Show an understanding of character’s feeling 
throughout an event or dialogue. 

 Show how the author tells the reader what the 
character is feeling 

Discuss (i) characters’ feelings; (ii) behaviour, e.g. fair 
or unreasonable, brave or foolish; (iii) relationships, 
referring to the text and making judgements. 

 Compare how a character feels at different points 
within a story 

 Identify the language the author has used in 

Retrieve and record information from non-
fiction, discussing main ideas, taking and 
organising notes. 

 Use gathered information to summarise what 
has been read 

 Use skimming and scanning to locate key 
information 

 Identify the key word or words within a 
sentence that carries meaning. 

 Gather information from a specific paragraph, 
using layout features which guide the reader.  
 

Locate information, using contents, index, 
headings, sub-headings, page nos., 
bibliographies. 

 Understand that non-fiction texts use 

Explore Clerihews noting structure, rhyme pattern 
and mood.  

 Identify the rhyming pattern 

 Identify the ways in which a poet makes the 
poem humorous  

 Compare descriptive language used in different 
clerihews   

 Use visual representations to show 
interpretations of poems  

Read aloud and recite poems, comparing different 
views of the same subject. 

 Read poems aloud individually and as part of a 
group, following the rhythm of each verse 

 Identify any similarities  and differences in 
language used by poets discussing the same 
theme 
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reference to both characters 

 Make statements based upon retrieval and 
inference.  

 Make statements about the patterns identified 
through reading.  

 

additional layout features and locate in 
different examples of texts.  

 Explain the purpose of contents, index and 
headings and their effect on the reader 

 Gather information from directed reading, 
using the layout features to locate.  
 

 Identify any similarities or differences in the 
layout and structure of poems covering the same 
subject.  

Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Identify the purpose of dialogue and how it is 
presented in stories, e.g. through statements, 
questions, exclamations; how paragraphing is used 
to organise dialogue. 

 Identify the punctuation that is used to show a 
character is speaking. 

 Identify what the characters say and what can be 
learnt from what they say 

 Identify the layout conventions of dialogue within 
a narrative e.g. new line for a new speaker and 
the punctuation required.  

 Compare how questions and exclamations in 
dialogue create different effects.  

Recognise and discuss key themes and conventions. 

 Identify similarities in vocabulary used between 
two texts e.g. through the choice of adjectives and 
adverbs for description, and adverbs to show time 
and place or link ideas.  

 Identify the themes of different short stories  
 

To read information passages, and identify main 
points or gist of text, e.g. by noting or underlying 
key words or phrases, listing the 4 or 5 key points 
covered. 

 Identify the difference between fact and 
opinion 

 Read texts on the same subject and identify 
whether the key information is the same 

 Make concise notes based on more than one 
paragraph of writing 

Summarise a paragraph, generating appropriate 
sub-headings.  

 Justify choices and relate answers back to 
what has been read in the paragraph 

 Compare different subheadings, identifying 
that some use humour, some use questions 
and others are statements.  

 Create a summary which is based upon factual 
information from one paragraph 

 

Distinguish between rhyming and non-rhyming 
poetry and comment on the impact of layout.  

 Identify words which rhyme and words which are 
near rhymes 

 Compare rhyming poems to non-rhyming poems 
when performing aloud 

 Identify the rhyming structure of different poems 
Discuss the choice of words and their impact, 
noticing how the poet creates ‘sound effects’ by 
using alliteration, rhythm or rhyme. 

 Locate examples of alliteration and rhyme  

 Read poems aloud and reflect upon their rhythm  

 Explain why the poet has created sound effects 
and which examples they like/dislike  

Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Re-tell main points of a story in sequence;  

 Summarise each paragraph of a text, identifying 
the main points 

 Use summaries to retell the main points of a story 

Compare the way information is presented, e.g. 
by comparing a variety of information texts 
including IT-based sources. 

 Identify the different structural features 

Explain use of figurative language e.g. simile and 
how this is used to create pictures. 

 Identify similes across a range of poems 

 Compare the effect similes have e.g. positive or 
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 Compare the structure to other stories. Are any of 
the main points similar?  

Compare different stories; evaluate and justify 
preferences. 

 Plot the structure of a narrative and compare any 
similarities. 

 Identify how an author makes the reader feel with 
their choice of language 

 Generate questions based on what has been read  

 Give opinions on stories, using evidence to justify 
opinions  

Understand how writers create imaginary worlds, 
particularly where this is original or unfamiliar, such 
as a science fiction setting and note how the writer 
has evoked it through detail. 

 represent authors choice in language through 
pictorial interpretation 

 Identify the ways in which the author uses 
different senses to describe a setting 

 Compare two settings and identify any similarities 
in authors techniques through the use of 
vocabulary choices such as adverbs, adjectives, 
conjunctions and similes.  

(paragraphs, sub-headings, images, diagrams, 
glossaries) of non-fiction texts 

 Compare different versions of the same genre  

 Compare an online source to a paper based 
source. 

Know and use efficient skimming and scanning 
techniques to purposeful retrieve key 
information. 

 Identify how layout features such as sub-
headings can support with skimming and 
scanning  

 Show efficient skimming and scanning by 
remembering, reading the topical sentence, 
scanning for a key word, and then closer 
reading the sentence containing the key 
words. 

negative imagery  

 Compare similes in terms of their effectiveness 

 Use visual representation to show an 
understanding of the similes chosen by poets 

Prepare poems to read aloud and to perform, 
showing understanding through intonation, tone, 
volume and action. 

 Read poems aloud independently or in a group, 
choosing different ways to add action to the 
poem 

 Read poems aloud independently or in a group, 
showing how intonation changes based on the 
meaning.  

 

Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Refer to significant aspects of the text, e.g. opening, 
build-up atmosphere, and identify how language is 
used to create these, e.g. use of adjectives for 
description. 

 Compare the use of adjectives in the opening to 
the closing of a narrative 

 Compare the vocabulary choices in the build-up 
and the resolution 

 Identify how adjectives carry different shades of 
meaning and identify why the author may have 

Follow a line of enquiry, knowing what 
information to look for.  

 Be able to identify a question which could be 
answered from the text  

 Make note of key information which links to 
the question  

Understand how to use contents pages and 
indexes to locate information. 

 Use contents and indexes to find the 
information required to answer questions  

Compare forms or types of humour in poetry, e.g. 
word play, joke poems, word games, absurdities, 
cautionary tales, nonsense verse, limericks. 

 Read a range of different humorous poems and 
identify the techniques the poet uses 

 Compare the similarities and differences in terms 
of creating humour 

 Identify how words can be chosen for a specific 
effect (word play). 

Discuss how word play is used for extra impact. 
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made their choice, linking responses to what the 
author is hoping the reader will feel. 

 Compare sentence lengths from the opening to 
the build-up.   

Summarise in one sentence the content of a 
passage, and the main point it is making. 

 Be able to make concise summaries and justify 
summaries  

Explain features of different forms of non-
chronological reports. 

 Compare leaflets, informative posters, 
websites and documentaries, identifying the 
similarities and differences in language and 
layout. 

 Compare different forms of non-chronological 
report which cover the same subject 

 Identify a list of language and grammar 
features which are evident in most non-
chronological texts e.g. third person pronouns, 
questions for sub-headings, factual adjectives 
and conjunctions. 

 Identify examples of word play and describe the 
impact on the reader 

 Evaluate different examples of word play and 
identify the most effective examples.  

 Identify any figurative language the poet has 
used (repetition of words and phrases, similes, 
alliteration)  
 

Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Explore narrative order: identify and map out the 
main stages of the story: introductions – build ups – 
climaxes or conflicts – resolutions. 

 Identify each of the key structures in a range of 
fiction texts 

 Identify a narrative which uses a different 
structure and give preferences. 

Understand how writers use figurative and 
expressive language to create images atmosphere, 
describing the effect on the reader. 

 Identify examples of figurative language (similes, 
repetition, alliteration and personification) 

 Create a visual representation based upon the 
language chosen and justify each part of the visual 
representation 

 Compare the language used to create a tense 

Develop library skills to independently research a 
topic. 

 Compare the titles and front covers of library 
books to establish whether they will hold the 
required information 

 Compare blurbs of non-fiction texts and 
establish which are age or reading level 
appropriate 

 Evaluate the information provided by the 
blurb  

Use scanning to locate information quickly and 
accurately. 

 Show efficient skimming and scanning by 
remembering, reading the topical sentence, 
scanning for a key word, and then closer 
reading the sentence containing the key 

Explain the pattern and structure of different 
simple forms of poetry e.g. haiku, cinquain, 
kennings. 

 Identify the differences between haiku and 
cinquain poems  

 Identify the rhyming patterns of different poems 
and give preferences with justification.  

Rehearsing poems for performance. Discuss 
language, including vocabulary, extending their 
interest in the meaning and origin of words. 

 Identify interesting language and begin to 
identify the origin of the words they’ve identified 

 Rehearse being able to recite poem aloud, 
without having to read directly from the text.  
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atmosphere and a positive atmosphere 
(adjectives, adverbs, use of pronouns, use of 
minor sentences)  

words. 
Identify different purposes of instructional texts. 
Discuss merits and limitations of particular 
instructional texts and compare with others to 
give an overall evaluation. 

 Identify the features used within different 
instructional texts (imperative verbs, adverbs 
for clarify, prepositions for clarity)  

 Compare and contrast instructional texts 

 Give opinions on different instructional texts 
and justify opinions.  

Summer Half Term 2 
Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Investigate and compare the styles and voices of 
traditional story language – collect examples, e.g. 
story openings and endings; scene openers, e.g. 
’Now When…’, ‘A long time ago…’, list, 

 Gather examples of traditional story language 

 Compare where in the story the traditional 
language is used  

Identify and explain how dialogue is used to create 
characterisation and move the story on. 

 Identify what can be learnt about a character 
from what they say  

 Identify the action that takes place around the 
dialogue  

 Gather vocabulary used in reporting clauses and 
identify what the reader can learn from inferring 
based on these word choices.  

Research a topic using online sources, identifying 
useful content and discuss bias. 

 Compare two versions of a text covering the 
same subject  

 Identify the language chosen by the author 
and make comparisons between the language 
chosen 

 Give examples of facts and opinions which are 
presented as facts.  

Read a range of persuasive texts. Compare 
considering, e.g. -the deliberate use of 
ambiguity, half-truth, bias; -how opinion can be 
disguised to seem like fact. 

 Identify the difference between fact and 
opinion 

 Identify words or phrases which cause 
ambiguity  

Explore poetry that uses sound to create effects, 
e.g. onomatopoeia, alliteration, distinctive 
rhythms.  

 Read aloud poems which have distinctive 
rhythms  

 Identify alliteration and onomatopoeia across a 
range of poems 

 Describe the effect that alliteration and 
onomatopoeia has on the reader.  

Recite by heart poetry that plays with language or 
entertains; to recognise rhyme, alliteration and 
other patterns of sound that create effects. 
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Non-amended Y3 version: 
 

Year 3  

Define 
Give / explain the 
meaning of 
words in context. 

 

Retrieve 
Retrieve and 
record 
information / 
identify key detail 
from fiction and 
non-fiction. 

Summarise 
Summarise main ideas 
from more than one 
paragraph. 

Infer 
Make 
inferences from 
the text / 
explain and 
justify 
inferences with 
evidence from 
the text. 

Predict 
Predict what 
might happen 
from detail 
stated or 
implied. 

Relate 
Identify/Explain how 
information / narrative 
content is related and 
contributes to meaning 
as a whole. 

Explore 
Identify / explain 
how meaning is 
enhanced through 
choice of words 
and phrases. 

Compare 
Make comparisons 
within the text. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / ordering Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Develop an active attitude towards reading: seeking 
answers, anticipating events, empathising with 
characters and imagining events that are described. 

 Create questions based upon what has been read 

 Make plausible predictions which are based upon 
evidence from what has been read 

 Show an understanding of character’s feeling 
throughout an event or dialogue, explaining how 
the author portrays this to the reader. 

Discuss (i) characters’ feelings; (ii) behaviour, e.g. fair 
or unreasonable, brave or foolish; (iii) relationships, 
referring to the text and making judgements. 

 Compare two characters within the same text 

 Compare the language the author has used in 
reference to both characters 

 Make statements based upon retrieval and 
inference.  

 Make statements about the themes and patterns 
identified through reading.  

Locate information, using contents, index, 
headings, sub-headings, page nos., 
bibliographies. 

 Understand that non-fiction texts use 
additional layout features and locate in 
different examples of texts.  

 Explain the purpose of contents, index and 
headings and their effect on the reader 

 Gather information from directed reading, 
using the layout features to locate.  

Retrieve and record information from non-
fiction, discussing main ideas, taking and 
organising notes. 

 Use gathered information to summarise what 
has been read 

 Use skimming and scanning to locate key 
information 

 Identify the key word or words within a 
sentence that carries meaning. 

Describe the effect a poem has and suggest possible 
interpretations. 

 Identify any figurative language the poet has 
used (repetition of words and phrases, similes, 
alliteration)  

 Identify the descriptive language (adjectives and 
adverbs) the poet has used and how this might 
make the reader feel 

 Use visual representations to show 
interpretations of poems  

Explore Clerihews noting structure, rhyme pattern 
and mood.  

 Identify the rhyming pattern 

 Identify the ways in which a poet makes the 
poem humorous  

 Compare language used in different clerihews   
Read aloud and recite poems, comparing different 
views of the same subject. 

 Read poems aloud individually and as part of a 
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  gather information from a specific paragraph, 
using layout features which guide the reader.  

Read flow charts and cyclical diagrams that 
explain a process. 

 Identify the purposes of diagrams 

 Evaluate how effective the diagrams are in 
terms of their effect on the reader.  

group, following the rhythm of each verse 

 Identify any similarities  and differences in 
language used by poets discussing the same 
theme 

 Identify any similarities or differences in the 
layout and structure of poems covering the same 
subject.  

Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Identify the purpose of dialogue and how it is 
presented in stories, e.g. through statements, 
questions, exclamations; how paragraphing is used 
to organise dialogue. 

 Identify what the characters say and what can be 
learnt from what they say 

 Identify what the characters do not say and what 
can be inferred from this.  

 Identify the layout conventions of dialogue within 
a narrative e.g. new line for a new speaker and 
the punctuation required.  

 Compare how questions and exclamations in 
dialogue create different effects.  

Recognise and discuss key themes and conventions. 

 Identify similarities in vocabulary used between 
two texts e.g. through the choice of adjectives and 
adverbs for description, and adverbs to show time 
and place or link ideas.  

 Identify the themes of different short stories  

 Compare how authors represent the same themes 
in different ways.  

To read information passages, and identify main 
points or gist of text, e.g. by noting or underlying 
key words or phrases, listing the 4 or 5 key points 
covered. 

 Identify the difference between fact and 
opinion 

 Read texts on the same subject and identify 
whether the key information is the same 

 Make concise notes based on more than one 
paragraph of writing 

Summarise a paragraph, generating appropriate 
sub-headings.  

 Justify choices and relate answers back to 
what has been read in the paragraph 

 Compare different subheadings, identifying 
that some use humour, some use questions 
and others are statements.  

 Create a summary which is based upon factual 
information from one paragraph 

Identify and discuss causal language. 

 Identify examples of causal language across a 
range of non-fiction texts (conjunctions) 

 Gather a bank of words which show cause and 
effect  

 Explain why, in relation to the text’s purpose, 
causal language is used.    

Distinguish between rhyming and non-rhyming 
poetry and comment on the impact of layout.  

 Identify words which rhyme and words which are 
near rhymes 

 Compare rhyming poems to non-rhyming poems 
when performing aloud 

 Identify the rhyming structure of different poems 
Discuss the choice of words and their impact, 
noticing how the poet creates ‘sound effects’ by 
using alliteration, rhythm or rhyme. 

 Locate examples of alliteration and rhyme  

 Read poems aloud and reflect upon their rhythm  

 Explain why the poet has created sound effects 
and which examples they like/dislike  
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Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Re-tell main points of a story in sequence;  

 Summarise each paragraph of a text, identifying 
the main points 

 Use summaries to retell the main points of a story 

 Compare the structure to other stories. Are any of 
the main points similar?  

Compare different stories; evaluate and justify 
preferences. 

 Plot the structure of a narrative and compare any 
similarities. 

 Identify how an author makes the reader feel with 
their choice of language 

 Generate questions based on what has been read  

 Give opinions on stories, using evidence to justify 
opinions  

Understand how writers create imaginary worlds, 
particularly where this is original or unfamiliar, such 
as a science fiction setting and note how the writer 
has evoked it through detail. 

 represent authors choice in language through 
pictorial interpretation 

 Identify the ways in which the author uses 
different senses to describe a setting 

 Compare two settings and identify any similarities 
in authors techniques through the use of 
vocabulary choices such as adverbs, adjectives, 
conjunctions and similes.  
 

 
 
 
 

 

Compare the way information is presented, e.g. 
by comparing a variety of information texts 
including IT-based sources. 

 Identify the different structural features 
(paragraphs, sub-headings, images, diagrams, 
glossaries) of non-fiction texts 

 Compare different versions of the same genre  

 Compare an online source to a paper based 
source. 

Know and use efficient skimming and scanning 
techniques to purposeful retrieve key 
information. 

 Identify how layout features such as sub-
headings can support with skimming and 
scanning  

 Show efficient skimming and scanning by 
remembering, reading the topical sentence, 
scanning for a key word, and then closer 
reading the sentence containing the key 
words. 

Explain use of figurative language e.g. simile and 
how this is used to create pictures. 

 Identify similes across a range of poems 

 Compare the effect similes have e.g. positive or 
negative imagery  

 Compare similes in terms of their effectiveness 

 Use visual representation to show an 
understanding of the similes chosen by poets 

Prepare poems to read aloud and to perform, 
showing understanding through intonation, tone, 
volume and action. 

 Read poems aloud independently or in a group, 
choosing different ways to add action to the 
poem 

 Read poems aloud independently or in a group, 
showing how intonation changes based on the 
meaning.  
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Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Refer to significant aspects of the text, e.g. opening, 
build-up atmosphere, and identify how language is 
used to create these, e.g. use of adjectives for 
description. 

 Compare the use of adjectives in the opening to 
the closing of a narrative 

 Compare the vocabulary choices in the build-up 
and the resolution 

 Identify how adjectives carry different shades of 
meaning and identify why the author may have 
made their choice, linking responses to what the 
author is hoping the reader will feel. 

 Compare sentence lengths from the opening to 
the build-up.   

Follow a line of enquiry, knowing what 
information to look for.  

 Be able to identify a question which could be 
answered from the text  

 Make note of key information which links to 
the question  

Understand how to use contents pages and 
indexes to locate information. 

 Use contents and indexes to find the 
information required to answer questions  

Summarise in one sentence the content of a 
passage, and the main point it is making. 

 Be able to make concise summaries and justify 
summaries  

Explain features of different forms of non-
chronological reports. 

 Compare leaflets, informative posters, 
websites and documentaries, identifying the 
similarities and differences in language and 
layout. 

 Compare different forms of non-chronological 
report which cover the same subject 

 Identify a list of language and grammar 
features which are evident in most non-
chronological texts e.g. third person pronouns, 
questions for sub-headings, factual adjectives 
and conjunctions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Compare forms or types of humour in poetry, e.g. 
word play, joke poems, word games, absurdities, 
cautionary tales, nonsense verse, limericks. 

 Read a range of different humorous poems and 
identify the techniques the poet uses 

 Compare the similarities and differences in terms 
of creating humour 

 Identify how words can be chosen for a specific 
effect (word play). 

Discuss how word play is used for extra impact. 

 Identify examples of word play and describe the 
impact on the reader 

 Evaluate different examples of word play and 
identify the most effective examples.  
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Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Explore narrative order: identify and map out the 
main stages of the story: introductions – build ups – 
climaxes or conflicts – resolutions. 

 Identify each of the key structures in a range of 
fiction texts 

 Identify a narrative which uses a different 
structure and give preferences. 

Understand how writers use figurative and 
expressive language to create images atmosphere, 
describing the effect on the reader. 

 Identify examples of figurative language (similes, 
repetition, alliteration and personification) 

 Create a visual representation based upon the 
language chosen and justify each part of the visual 
representation 

 Compare the language used to create a tense 
atmosphere and a positive atmosphere 
(adjectives, adverbs, use of pronouns, use of 
minor sentences)  

Develop library skills to independently research a 
topic. 

 Compare the titles and front covers of library 
books to establish whether they will hold the 
required information 

 Compare blurbs of non-fiction texts and 
establish which are age or reading level 
appropriate 

 Evaluate the information provided by the 
blurb  

Use scanning to locate information quickly and 
accurately. 

 Show efficient skimming and scanning by 
remembering, reading the topical sentence, 
scanning for a key word, and then closer 
reading the sentence containing the key 
words. 

Identify different purposes of instructional texts. 
Discuss merits and limitations of particular 
instructional texts and compare with others to 
give an overall evaluation. 

 Identify the features used within different 
instructional texts (imperative verbs, adverbs 
for clarify, prepositions for clarity)  

 Compare and contrast instructional texts 

 Give opinions on different instructional texts 
and justify opinions.  

Explain the pattern and structure of different 
simple forms of poetry e.g. haiku, cinquain, 
kennings. 

 Identify the differences between haiku and 
cinquain poems  

 Identify the rhyming patterns of different poems 
and give preferences with justification.  

Rehearsing poems for performance. Discuss 
language, including vocabulary, extending their 
interest in the meaning and origin of words. 

 Identify interesting language and begin to 
identify the origin of the words they’ve identified 

 Rehearse being able to recite poem aloud, 
without having to read directly from the text.  

Summer Half Term 2 
Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Investigate and compare the styles and voices of 
traditional story language – collect examples, e.g. 
story openings and endings; scene openers, e.g. 
’Now When…’, ‘A long time ago…’, list, 

Research a topic using online sources, identifying 
useful content and discuss bias. 

 Compare two versions of a text covering the 
same subject  

Explore poetry that uses sound to create effects, 
e.g. onomatopoeia, alliteration, distinctive 
rhythms.  

 Read aloud poems which have distinctive 
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 Gather examples of traditional story language 

 Compare where in the story the traditional 
language is used  

Identify and explain how dialogue is used to create 
characterisation and move the story on. 

 Identify what can be learnt about a character 
from what they say  

 Identify the action that takes place around the 
dialogue  

 Gather vocabulary used in reporting clauses and 
identify what the reader can learn from inferring 
based on these word choices.  

 Identify the language chosen by the author 
and make comparisons between the language 
chosen 

 Give examples of facts and opinions which are 
presented as facts.  

Read a range of persuasive texts. Compare 
considering, e.g. -the deliberate use of 
ambiguity, half-truth, bias; -how opinion can be 
disguised to seem like fact. 

 Identify the difference between fact and 
opinion 

 Identify words or phrases which cause 
ambiguity  

rhythms  

 Identify alliteration and onomatopoeia across a 
range of poems 

 Describe the effect that alliteration and 
onomatopoeia has on the reader.  

Recite by heart poetry that plays with language or 
entertains; to recognise rhyme, alliteration and 
other patterns of sound that create effects. 
 

 
 

Year 4  
Define 

Give / explain the 
meaning of words 
in context. 

 

Retrieve 
Retrieve and 
record information 
/ identify key 
detail from fiction 
and non-fiction. 

Summarise 
Summarise main 
ideas from more 
than one 
paragraph. 

Infer 
Make inferences 
from the text / 
explain and justify 
inferences with 
evidence from the 
text. 

Predict 
Predict what might 
happen from detail 
stated or implied. 

Relate 
Identify/ explain 
how information / 
narrative content 
is related and 
contributes to 
meaning as a 
whole. 

Explore 
Identify / explain 
how meaning is 
enhanced through 
choice of words 
and phrases. 

Compare 
Make comparisons 
within the text. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / 
ordering 

Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Explore chronology in narrative, by mapping how 
much time passes in the course of the story, e.g. 
noticing where there are jumps in time, or where 
some events are skimmed over quickly, and others 
told in detail. 

 Compare and contrast two sections of text, one 

Explain the techniques the author has used to 
organise a non-fiction text. 

 Identify the structural and layout features used 
to organise a non-fiction texts (explanations, 
non-chronological reports and persuasive texts) 

 Compare the structural and layout features used 

Compare and contrast poems on similar themes, 
particularly their form and language, discussing 
personal responses and preferences. 

 Identify how poems are written from different 
perspectives and give reasons as to why the 
poet may do this 
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where details are skimmed and one written in 
depth 

 Identify the language used by authors to move 
the timing of the story forward (commenting 
upon adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions) 

 Identify the grammatical features which show 
jumps in time (e.g. conjunctions and adverbs) 

Explore and discuss how sentence structure and 
powerful language create different effects on the 
reader.  

 Identify different sentence structures used 
within narratives and their intended effect on 
the reader 

 Identify whether the same sentence structures 
are used in a range of narratives 

 Compare language that has been chosen with a 
text that was written for a different purpose 

in different non-fiction texts (explanations, non-
chronological reports and persuasive texts) 

 Identify how the use of topical sentences 
organise a text 

 Identify how adverbs, prepositions and 
conjunctions can organise a non-fiction text  

 Identify how the use of pronouns and nouns 
organise a non-fiction text  

Identify how and why paragraphs are used to 
organise and sequence information. 

 Identify the purpose of different paragraphs 

 Identify the ways in which the author has group 
information together.  

Identify the features of recounted texts such as 
sports reports, diaries, police reports: 

 Understand that the author uses an introduction 
to orientate reader and the information they 
include in order to do this 

 Compare the use of a chronological sequence in 
recounts. 

 Explain why an author may choose to use an 
illustration  

 Reflect upon the degree of formality chosen by 
the author and the impact this has on the 
reader, discussing the use of personal pronouns.  

 Compare and contrast poems with different 
narrative voices, giving preferences to each.  

 Identify similarities and differences in language 
choices between different poems on the same 
theme. 

 Identify poems which use similar structural 
features such as rhyme and rhythm 

Recognise some different forms of poetry e.g free 
verse, explaining features and purposes. 

 Understand that free verse poems have no 
regular meter or rhythm  

 Compare the features of a free verse poem to 
that of a highly structured poem covering the 
same theme.  

 Explain why poets may choose free verse poetry, 
by exploring the language choices they have 
made 

Understand the following terms and identify them 
in poems: verse, chorus, couplet, stanza, rhyme, 
rhythm, alliteration. 

 Have a clear understanding of the difference 
between a verse and a stanza  

 Identify examples of verses and explain why 
they may have been chosen 

 Understand how the rhythm and rhyme within a 
stanza follows a structure  

Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Compare the structure of different stories, to 
discover how they differ in pace, build-up, 
sequence, complication and resolution. 

 Read a range of short stories to identify their 
purpose and audience using language from the 
text as evidence. 

 Compare the build up of fairy tale to an 

Identify different types of non-fiction text, e.g. 
their content, structure, vocabulary, style, layout 
and purpose. 

 Identify the purpose of different non-fiction 
texts (explanations, non-chronological reports, 
newspapers and instructions)  

 Compare the layout of two different non-fiction 

Describe a poem’s impact and explain own 
interpretation by referring to the poem. 

 Explain the meaning of different poems and give 
reasons for responses 

 Identify poems which are intended to be 
humorous and those which are intended to 
show emotion  
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adventure story, identifying the different 
language and grammar features used. 

 Compare the use of dialogue between an 
adventure story and fairy tale to identify how 
dialogue affects pace.   

 Identify what is learnt about a character or 
events based on the dialogue chosen in 
adventure stories and fairy tales.  

Identify the main characteristics of the key 
characters, drawing on the text to justify views, use 
the information to predict actions. 

 Make inferences based on a character through 
the use of dialogue 

 Identify the main events in a story and make 
inferences about a character based on their 
actions within the story  

 Make plausible predictions which are based on a 
good understanding of the character, using the 
text to justify predictions.  

texts  

 Identify the changes in vocabulary between 
explanations and instructions (imperative verbs, 
personal pronouns and tenses)  

 Identify the purposes of each paragraph in 
different non-fiction texts and identify any 
similarities or differences  

Investigate how style and vocabulary are used to 
convince the intended reader in persuasive texts 
and evaluate advertisements for their impact and 
honesty. 

 Identify examples of exaggerated claims and 
relate this to the desired impact on the reader 

 Gather examples of the rule of 3 and explain 
why it is used within persuasive writing 

 Comment upon the use of alliteration and its 
effectiveness.  

 Reflect upon the use of puns by identifying their 
meaning and why they were chosen.  

Identify and discuss the powerful words that are 
linked to the senses.  

 Read a selection of different poems and identify 
the words that are used to describe different 
senses 

 Compare the effectiveness of different words  
 
Explore Kenning Poems noting structure and the 
use of metaphor and description. 

 Identify the link between verbs and nouns 
within the kenning structure 

 Explain the metaphors used within kennings and 
compare to metaphors used within free verse 
poetry.  

 Give opinions on kenning poetry and evaluate 
their effectiveness.  

Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Understand how paragraphs or chapters are used 
to collect, order and build up ideas. 

 Identify how pronouns are used to create 
cohesion by avoiding the repetition of nouns.  

 Begin to identify the use of a topic sentence and 
how they are used across a range of paragraphs 

 Compare paragraphs which are chronological 
and those which are not. 

 Summarise paragraphs and identify that they 
only discuss on topic or time period.  

Explore different cohesive devices. 

 Identify the use of the unmarked ellipsis and 
how the reader is still able to understand 
meaning 

Investigate how reading strategies are adapted to 
suit the different properties of IT texts, i.e. those 
which are scrolled and non-linear in structure; 
incorporate sound or still and moving images etc.  

 Identify the layout features used in a range of 
different non fiction IT texts 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of these features 
based on the reader e.g. how do sub-headings 
help focus the reader? How do hyperlinks allow 
the reader to understand something more fully? 

 Evaluate the information presented in terms of 
its importance. Then establish where this is 
located within the IT text.  

Identify key features of explanatory texts: 

Explore, discuss and describe a specific rhyming 
form, e.g. a rap 

 Identify the rhythm of two different rap poems 
and identify any similarities between them 

 Gather information on the syllables of words 
chosen and how this relates to the rhythm 

 Identify places where the poet had to change 
order to fit the structure. Compare whether this 
affects meaning or understanding. 

 Evaluate and give preferences on the two 
different rap poems (retelling of 3 little pigs and 
King of the dinosaurs- CLPE) 

Identify different patterns of rhyme and verse in 
poetry, e.g. choruses, rhyming couplets, alternate 
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 Understand that repetition of key words or ideas 
creates cohesion within paragraphs 

 Identify how conjunctions allow the author to 
make links between ideas within and across 
paragraphs.  

 Purpose: to explain a process or to answer a 
question 

 structure: introduction, followed by sequential 
explanation, organised into paragraphs; 

 language features: usually present tense; use of 
conjunctions and cause and effect; use of 
passive 

 voice; 

 presentation: use of diagrams, other illustrations 

line rhymes and to read these out effectively. 

 Identify the use of different rhyming patterns in 
poems on the same theme 

 Identify poems which use choruses 

 Reflect upon which rhyming patterns are easier 
to perform and give reasons as to why this may 
be. 

Use actions, sound effects, musical patterns and 
images to enhance a poem’s meaning. 

 Identify the meaning of a poem 

 Identify where a poet has used sound effects or 
rhyming patterns to support with understanding 
the meaning.  

Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Understand how the use of expressive and 
descriptive language can create moods, arouse 
expectations, build tension, and describe attitudes 
or emotions. 

 Identify the use of similes, metaphors and 
personification within a text, and compare their 
effectiveness 

 Establish that some adjectives and nouns have 
different connotations  

 Identify the use of short sentences to create a 
tense atmosphere.  

 Identify the different words or phrases which 
are used to open sentences and the effect they 
have on the atmosphere.  

 Compare the adjectives used to create a tense, 
sad or busy atmosphere. 

 

Appraise a non-fiction book for its contents and 
usefulness by scanning, e.g. headings, contents list. 

 Make predictions about the information 
contained in a paragraph based on the 
subheading 

 Compare the subheadings of a text to identify 
whether it will hold required information 

 Make judgements about reading level by 
scanning the first sentence for understanding 

Prepare for factual research by reviewing what is 
known, what is needed, what is available and 
where to search. 

 Make plans on which research to gather 

 Make concise notes to show information already 
known and information needed 

Summarise a sentence or paragraph by identifying 
the most important elements and rewording them 
in a limited number of words. 

 Summarise sentences in a few words and reflect 
upon how accurate the summary is 

Study narrative poetry. Compare and contrast to 
stories. 

 Identify how similes or metaphors can be 
extended and continued throughout the poem 

 Compare the similarities and differences 
between narrative poetry and narrative stories, 
focusing on the use of dialogue and tenses.  

 Give opinions on a range of different narrative 
poems.  

Use drama approaches to understand how to 
perform poems to support their understanding of 
the meaning. Use appropriate expression to 
support comprehension. 

 Use role on the wall to show how a 
character/narrator may be feeling at different 
points within a poem  

 Represent different parts of the poem using 
freeze framing techniques 
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 Summarise a paragraph by highlighting the key 
information and consolidating into one 
sentence.  

Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Understand the use of figurative language in 
stories; compare poetic phrasing with 
narrative/descriptive examples. 

 Identify which senses have been used to create 
imagery and evaluate their effectiveness. 

 Compare a poem to a narrative on the same 
theme. Identify how the language is similar or 
different. 

 Understand how similes and metaphors within 
poems may be different to those in narratives, 
making comparisons between them. 

Understand and explain the difference between 
what is written and what is implied.  

 Show what they know for certain from a text 

 Show what they think they know, and what this 
is based upon. 

 Make inferences about a setting based on what 
is implied 

 Make inferences about a character based on 
what is implied.  

Mark extracts by annotating and by selecting key 
headings, words or sentences.  

 Identify key words or phrases within a non-
fiction text 

 Add annotations which summarise main ideas 
from a sentence or paragraph 

 Compare the key information in different texts 
on the same theme 

Identify the main features of newspapers, including 
lay-out, range of information, voice, level of 
formality; organisation of articles, advertisements 
and headlines; 

 Identify the use of the passive voice within a 
newspaper report 

 Compare layout features of newspapers from 
two different sources 

 Compare the level of formality between a 
newspaper and a familiar version of the same 
event (e.g. three little pigs, goldilocks) 

Predict newspaper stories from the evidence of 
headlines, making notes and then checking against 
the original. 

 Make predictions based on the headline and 
justify these predictions based on word 
meaning. 

 Gather notes from the newspaper, showing the 
ability to summarise key ideas.  

 
 
 

Recognise, compare and evaluate several different 
forms of poetry such as free verse, rhyming, shape, 
narrative, humorous. 

 Read a range of poems of different structures 
which cover the same theme  

 Compare the language features of free verse, 
rhyming and shape poems and identify any 
similarities 

 Reflect upon any limitations of shape or rhyming 
poetry 

Refine performance of poetry by varying volume, 
pace and use appropriate expression when 
performing 

 Independently or within a group, perform a 
range of poems using appropriate volume and 
expression  

 Annotate poems to show where words or 
phrases should be emphasised to enhance 
meaning when performing.  
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Summer Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Identify social, moral or cultural issues in stories, 
e.g. the dilemmas faced by characters or the moral 
of the story and discuss how the characters deal 
with them.  

 Summarise the dilemmas of different stories  

 Identify how the dilemma links to the moral of a 
story   

 Make inferences about character’s emotions 
during different stages of the story. 

 Reflect upon the social, moral or cultural issues 
within different stories.  

Explore “show not tell” techniques.  

 Respond to a description by creating a pictorial 
representation 

 Identify the ways in which the author helps the 
reader build up an image and critically evaluate.  

 Compare the description which is told and the 
description which is implied 

 Compare different texts and the strategies they 
use to ‘show’ the reader 

Make short notes, e.g. by abbreviating ideas, 
selecting key words, listing or in diagrammatical 
form. 

 Use notes which are gathered from a text 

 Understand that some words are more 
important than others when note taking 

Collect information from a variety of sources and 
present it in one simple format, e.g. wall chart, 
labelled diagram. 

 Gather notes from a range of different texts, 
both paper based and online 

 Choose texts which will suit the purpose or 
answer the question posed.  

Investigate language used for comparison and 
contrast. 

 Identify how conjunctions can be used to show 
contrasting ideas 

 Reflect upon why an author would choose to 
compare and contrast ideas.  

Identify clues which suggest poems are older, e.g. 
language use, vocabulary, archaic words;  

 Identify any archaic words used within a poem 
and establish their meaning 

 Compare poems on the same theme from 
different time periods and reflect upon the 
language choices 

Comment on the use of similes and expressive 
language to create images, sound effects and 
atmosphere. 

 Identify similes used within a range of poetry 

 Compare and contrast the adjectives used to 
create images in poems for different purposes 
e.g. humour compared to a ballad.  
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Year 5 

Define 
Give / explain the 
meaning of words 
in context. 

 

Retrieve 
Retrieve and 
record information 
/ identify key 
detail from fiction 
and non-fiction. 

Summarise 
Summarise main 
ideas from more 
than one 
paragraph. 

Infer 
Make inferences 
from the text / 
explain and justify 
inferences with 
evidence from the 
text. 

Predict 
Predict what might 
happen from detail 
stated or implied. 

Relate 
Identify/ explain 
how information / 
narrative content 
is related and 
contributes to 
meaning as a 
whole. 

Explore 
Identify / explain 
how meaning is 
enhanced through 
choice of words 
and phrases. 

Compare 
Make comparisons 
within the text. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / 
ordering 

Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Understand aspects of narrative structure,  

 Identify the grammatical ways in which an 
author links paragraphs together e.g. through 
conjunctions, repeated ideas or words, 
pronouns or adverbs. 

 Compare the adverbs used to show movement 
through time in narrative with flashbacks 

 Identify the layout features which are used by 
authors to show shifts in time 

Identify language the writer has chosen for impact 
and discuss and evaluate the impact on the reader. 

 Compare the use of similes, personification 
metaphors across narratives 

 Identify the language which has been used for a 
specific impact across a range of narrative 
paragraphs and make comparisons between the 
language 

 Identify the adjectives and verbs chosen by the 
reader whilst reflecting on their connotations 
and the impact this has on the reader  

Discuss the purpose of note-taking and how this 
influences the nature of notes made.  

 Identify the ways in which note taking for an 
individual would be different for note taking for 
someone else 

 Compare note taking for information and note 
taking to re-write based on a text  

Use simple abbreviations in note taking. 

 Make notes from a range of non-fiction texts, 
including recounts and newspaper reports 

Identify techniques, sentence structure and 
language techniques that support precise and 
concise presentation of information.  

 Read and compare different non-fiction texts 
and evaluate how important the information is 
in each text 

 Reflect upon the way authors use relative or 
embedded clauses to drop in information 

 Compare sentence structures between non-
chronological reports, reflecting on how an 
author is able to make the information more 

Read a number of poems by significant poets and 
identify what is distinctive about the style or 
content of their poems. 

 Read poems by William Shakespeare, John 
Donne and John Milton  

 Reflect upon their use of iambic pentameter and 
compare them to poets such as Rosen or 
Coehlo.  

 Identify any similarities in themes or language 
choices across examples of their work. 

Explore Iambic Pentameter noting how different 
lines are constructed, pattern of stressed and 
unstressed syllables. Explain the effect of lines 
being constructed in this style. 

 Be able to explain the difference between a 
stressed and unstressed syllable  

 Explain that iambic pentameter consists of five 
sets of unstressed and stressed syllables. 

 Identify the use of iambic pentameter within 
poems. 

 Relate the use of iambic pentameter to the 
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concise.  spoken word 
Prepare readings of poetry, with appropriate 
intonation to show their understanding. 

Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Identify the key features of different types of 
literary text. E.g. stock characters, plot structure, 
and how particular texts conform, develop or 
undermine the story. 

 Identify the traditional structure of adventure 
stories, good vs bad and warning stories 

 Compare the ways in which the ‘bad’ character 
is represented in traditional stories 

 Make comparisons between similar characters 
in different stories. 

Identify and discuss writer technique such as 
repetition, recap, alliteration, onomatopoeia to 
create specific effects. 

 Identify examples of onomatopoeia and why the 
author may have chosen to use it 

 Identify words or ideas which have been 
repeated and explain how this supports 
cohesion across a paragraph  

 Compare the use of repetition for cohesion and 
repetition for impact 

 Identify the use of alliteration and the reasons 
why it has been used 

 Compare different narratives and identify which 
techniques are used in both. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Secure the skills of skimming, scanning and 
efficient reading so that research is fast and 
effective. 

 Choose an appropriate strategy for skimming 
and scanning. E.g. Read the subheadings first, 
then skim the topic sentences at the beginning 
of each paragraph, scan the chosen paragraph 
for a key word and then read the sentence its in 
with more precision.  

 Show skimming and scanning techniques by 
explaining why they’d look in specific 
paragraphs for specific information or to answer 
given questions.  

Locate information confidently and efficiently  

 Choose which paragraphs to locate information 
in through the use of subheadings or topical 
sentences 

 Skim and scan, using an appropriate strategy, in 
order to locate information  

 Retrieve information to answer questions based 
on a text  

 

Discuss a poet’s possible viewpoint, explain and 
justify own response and interpretation. 

 Gather language which suggests view point from 
a range of poems by different poets 

 Justify own interpretation of the poem based 
upon evidence and quotation from the poem. 

Discuss how poets draw upon observation, 
memory and imagination.  

 Identify examples where the poet has related 
their poem to a real life experience 

 Identify examples of poetry where the author 
has based the poem on their childhood and 
identify the language which has been chosen to 
convey the emotions linked to this. 

 Compare a realistic view of a memory or 
observation to that of an imaginary 
memory/observation 
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Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Explore and understand the differences between 
literal and figurative language, e.g. through 
discussing the effects of imagery.  

 Identify examples of metaphors, similes, 
personification, alliteration and onomatopoeia 
across a range of narratives 

 Identify and compare the literal and figurative 
language used within narratives and reflect 
upon the impact they have on the reader. 

 Reflect upon the imagery created through the 
author’s use of language. 

 Compare the effects of literal and figurative 
language on the reader. 

Analyse how individual paragraphs are structured 
in writing 

 Identify the function of the opening sentence of 
a paragraph 

 Analyse different narrative paragraphs in 
relation to chronological order 

 Explore the language (adverbs, conjunctions and 
repetition) which is used to make connections 
within the paragraph.  

 Evaluate the effectiveness of different 
paragraphs and give reasons for the evaluative 
statements.  

Evaluate texts critically by comparing how different 
sources treat the same information. 

 Read non-fiction texts which cover the same 
subject and identify the key information 
presented in each 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of the texts based on 
the information they provide to the reader 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of a text based on the 
audience and the language features used to 
present the information.  

 
Read and evaluate letters in terms of how they are 
set out and the language chosen. 

 Identify the ways in which letters are presented 
and whether this varies depending upon the 
intended audience or purpose. 

 Compare letters which are for different 
audiences, regarding the same subject. Identify 
any similarities and differences in the grammar 
or language choices made. 

 Compare and contrast a letter to inform and one 
to persuade.  

Recognise themes in the poems they read, such as 
love, loss or heroism. 

 Read different poems by the same poet and 
identify any similarities between ideas/themes 

 Compare poems different poets, on the same 
theme, and identify any similarities in the 
language choices made. 

 Critically reflect on poems of the same theme 
and give opinions as to preference, using 
quotations from poems.   

 
Explore and explain imagery including metaphor 
and personification. 

 Identify examples of metaphor and 
personification used within a poem 

 Identify examples of an extended metaphor and 
explain the ways in which the author continues 
the metaphor 

 Explain what is meant by the identified 
metaphors and personification and the impact 
this has on the reader’s understanding.  

 

Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Articulate personal responses to literature, 
identifying why and how a text affects the reader 

 Give opinions on a range of fiction texts, basing 
their answers on evidence and quotations from 
the texts 

 Give comparative opinions between two 

Comment critically on the language, style, success 
of examples of non-fiction such as, reviews, reports 
and leaflets. 

 Read a range of non-fiction texts including 
reviews, reports and leaflets and give 
preferences. 

Explore emotive poems noting techniques poets 
use to impact on the reader.  

 Retrieve the words which have been carefully 
chosen and identify their intended effect 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of author’s choice in 
similes and explain the ways in which the reader 
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narrative texts, drawing on ideas from both 
texts.  

Identify writer techniques for creating an impact 
on the reader.  

 Identify the ways in which the author creates an 
impact on the reader through their choice of 
grammar and vocabulary 

 Compare the techniques used by two authors 
attempting to create the same impact 

Analyse the success of texts and writers in evoking 
particular responses in the reader, e.g. where 
suspense is well-built. 

 Identify the language features used to create 
tension, focussing on the use of marked and 
unmarked ellipsis, questions, the use of 
pronouns to create mystery and adjectives 

 Relate the language choices to the reader and 
evaluate how effective they are.  

 Compare different texts with the same purpose 
and evaluate which is most effective to the 
reader.  

 Compare and contrast the language used 
between the three forms. 

 Summarise each of the non-fiction text types 
and give opinions as to which met the purpose 
most effectively.  

Read and evaluate a range of procedural texts in 
terms of their:-purposes; -organisation and layout; 
clarity and usefulness. 

 Read explanation texts and identify the 
strategies used by the author to ensure 
procedural or chronological order. 

 Reflect upon the level of detail provided by the 
author, through the use of parenthesis or 
embedded clauses and relate this to the 
effectiveness of the text. 

 Compare and contrast multiple explanation 
texts in terms of language and layout, identifying 
which is the most effective.  

 

may interpret them. 

 Compare the use of abstract and concrete nouns 
within the poem 

 Reflect upon the connotations of the words 
chosen by the author. 

Explore how precise word choice evokes more than 
is described. 

 Reflect upon poets meaning, and the words 
which could have been used to convey the 
meaning.  

 Identify why the precise word choice was made 
and the desired impact on the reader. 

 Explain and justify personal tastes; to consider 
the impact of full rhymes, half rhymes, internal 
rhymes and other sound patterns. 

Comment critically on the overall impact of a 
poem, showing how language and themes have 
been developed. 

 Identify the themes of different poems and the 
key language which is related to the theme 

 Comment upon the themes that have been 
developed through the poem and the 
techniques the poet has used to do this. 

 Evaluate poems based on their overall impact on 
the reader.  

Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Investigate how characters are presented, referring 
to the text: 

 Use dialogue to establish what they know about 
a character and what they can infer about a 
character 

 Identify the actions a character takes and 
explain what can be learnt about them from 
these actions 

Read, compare and evaluate examples of 
arguments and discussions, e.g. letters to press, 
articles, discussion of issues in books, e.g. 
environment, animal welfare; 

 Identify the use of emotive language within a 
non-fiction text. 

 Compare how authors write opinions so they are 
presented as factual information 

Explain the use of unusual or surprising language 
choices and effects, such as onomatopoeia; 
comment on how these influence meaning. 

 Identify where a poet has chosen language to 
complete a rhyme or fit a rhythm 

 Reflect upon whether these language choices 
affect meaning  

 Read nonsense poems and identify how the 
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 Gather words and phrases which are used to 
describe contrasting characters and relate these 
to how the reader perceives them. e.g. are they 
good or bad? a victim or a hero?  

 Identify what can be learnt about a character 
from the way in which they interact with other 
characters 

 

 Explore the use of rhetorical questions within an 
argument or discussion and explain the impact 
these are intended to have upon the reader 

 Identify the language used by the author which 
is factual and that which is emotive and reflect 
upon why both may be used. 

 Identify the use of compare and contrast 
conjunctions and explain how these are used to 
signpost the reader.  
 

Note how arguments are presented, e.g. ordering 
points to link them together so that one follows 
from another; how statistics, graphs, etc. can be 
used to support arguments. 

 Identify the structure of paragraphs within an 
argument 

 Compare the structure of paragraphs between 
different examples which cover the same topic. 

 Identify the use of adverbs, conjunctions or 
repetition of ideas or pronouns to link sentences 
within a paragraph. 

 
 

meaning is altered.  
 

Prepare poems to read aloud and to perform; 
showing understanding through intonation, tone 
and volume so that the meaning is clear to an 
audience. 

Summer Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Distinguish between the author and the narrator, 
investigating narrative viewpoint and the 
treatment of different characters.  

 Show how the narrator’s viewpoint changes 
throughout different parts of a narrative across 
a range of narrative texts. 

 Identify the narrator’s view point and reflect on 
why this may be different to the author’s.  

 Compare the ways in which the main character 
is portrayed in comparison to a minor character, 

Retrieve, record and present information from 
non-fiction following own lines of enquiry. 

 Choose appropriate books to follow a line of 
enquiry and justify why the choices were made 

 Gather notes which can be used to expand upon 
and support skimming and scanning for 
information 

 Use the language and layout features of other 
non-fiction texts to present gathered 
information. 

Discuss and evaluate how poets use language, 
including figurative language, considering the 
impact on the reader. 

 Identify the range of similes, metaphors and 
personification used by poets 

 Compare multiple poems on the same theme 
and compare the figurative language used by 
them 

 Explain the figurative language in terms of what 
the reader will infer from them.  
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looking at what is known or can be inferred 
about each character. 

 Explore the reasons why an author may give 
more detail about one character in comparison 
to others, with reference to the reader.  

Read a range of explanatory texts, investigating 
and noting features of impersonal style,  

 Identify the use of causal conjunctions within 
explanation texts and explain their impact on 
the purpose of the text. 

 Compare the use of sequential language, 
using conjunctions or adverbs to make links 
between ideas. 

 Identify the use of technical vocabulary and 
evaluate their appropriateness for the 
purpose and audience.  

 Read explanation texts and identify the use of 
the passive voice for formality 

Discuss how linked poems relate to one another  

 identify poems which link together by themes 

 Identify poems which are similar in terms of 
repetition of structures or vocabulary 

 Identify poems which are cyclical. e.g. seasons 
poems.  

 
 

Year 6 

Define 
Give / explain the 
meaning of words 
in context. 

 

Retrieve 
Retrieve and 
record information 
/ identify key 
detail from fiction 
and non-fiction. 

Summarise 
Summarise main 
ideas from more 
than one 
paragraph. 

Infer 
Make inferences 
from the text / 
explain and justify 
inferences with 
evidence from the 
text. 

Predict 
Predict what might 
happen from detail 
stated or implied. 

Relate 
Identify/ explain 
how information / 
narrative content 
is related and 
contributes to 
meaning as a 
whole. 

Explore 
Identify / explain 
how meaning is 
enhanced through 
choice of words 
and phrases. 

Compare 
Make comparisons 
within the text. 

Discussion Multiple choice Ranking / 
ordering 

Matching / 
labelling 

Find and copy  Short response Investigate Open-ended 
response 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 

Fiction: Non Fiction: Poetry: 

Compare and evaluate a novel or play in print and 
the film/TV version, e.g. treatment of the plot and 
characters, the differences in the two forms, e.g. in 
seeing the setting, in losing the narrator. 

 Identify the ways in which a novel sets the scene 

 Identify the ways in which a TV/Film version sets 

Review a range of non-fiction text types and 
characteristics, discussing when a writer might 
choose to write in a given style and form.  

 Read non-fiction texts on the same subject but 
in different forms and identify the purpose of 
the different texts 

Read a range of narrative poems.  

 Read narrative poems by Tennyson, Carroll and 
Coehlo  

 Identify the features of narrative poems and 
how they compare to narrative stories. 

 Compare narrative poems which were written 
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the scene 

 Compare the way in which a book and TV 
version sets the scene 

 Explore the narrative voice and how the narrator 
is lost within the TV version. Explain the ways in 
which the narrator moves the story forward.  

Evaluate the effectiveness of dialogue and its 
purpose.  

 Identify what can be learnt about a character 
through the dialogue 

 Make inferences about characters and plot 
based on dialogue  

 Compare different examples of dialogue and 
critically reflect on the dialogue.  

Identify techniques and explain how writers create 
specific atmospheres.  

 Identify the language choices the author has 
made to create tension. e.g. the use of pronouns 
for ambiguity, rhetorical questions, words with 
negative connotations, effective similes and 
metaphors. 

 Compare different texts which aim to create 
tension and identify the features used by 
different authors 

 Critically reflect on the author’s ability to create 
tension and give preferences based on 
responses.  

 Explain the differences between the two genres 

 Explore how the author’s choice of form allows 
them to suit their purpose. 

Identify intended audiences and purposes for 
writing and how a writer meets the intentions.  

 Read a range of non-fiction texts and identify 
the intended audiences and purposes 

 Identify the language and layout features which 
suit the intended audience 

 Evaluate which texts meet the needs of the 
audience  

Describe layout and presentational devices. 

 Identify the layout and presentational devices 
used in a range of non-fiction texts 

 Make comparisons between non-fiction texts 
and the layout features used. 

 Reflect upon how the layout features may 
change based on the target audience.  

historically and those which are more modern, 
identifying any differences in language choice. 

 Give opinions on narrative poems and reflect 
upon personal preferences.  

Interpret poems, explaining how the poet creates 
shades of meaning; justify own views and explain 
underlying themes. 

 Show an understanding of poems by 
summarising the meaning and key themes 

 Describe, in depth, the poet’s choice of 
vocabulary, simile or metaphor and how this 
impacts the reader. 

Understand terms which describe different kinds of 
poems, e.g. ballad, sonnet, rap, narrative and 
identify typical features. 

 Explain the differences between a narrative 
poem and a ballad 

 Explain the differences between a sonnet and a 
rap 

 Identify the typical features of ballads, sonnets 
and raps.  

Autumn Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Take account of viewpoint in a novel through, e.g.: 

 Identify the narrator based on language choices 
made in the text.  

 Explain how the author’s viewpoint influences 
the reader’s view point of a character and then 
contrast with a different character. 

Explore how writers control impersonal writing, 
particularly the sustained use of the present tense 
and the passive voice. 

 Identify examples of the passive voice in a range 
of non-fiction texts 

 Identify examples of the present tense in a 

Explain the impact of figurative and expressive 
language, including metaphor. 

 Identify examples of figurative language 
(similes, metaphors, alliteration, 
personification, onomatopoeic and idioms) 
across a range of poems 
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 Reason how events may look from a different 
point of view and how the language chosen 
would be different. 

Evaluate how effectively the writer has met the 
purpose of the writing.  

 Identify the purpose of a range of different 
narrative texts. 

 Identify the features the author has used to 
reflect the purpose 

 Evaluate how the author has met the purpose of 
the writing, in relation to their language and 
layout choices made.  

  

range of non-fiction texts 

 Compare an impersonal writing to a personal 
writing style and reflect upon the impact this has 
on the reader.  

Note how writers demonstrate an assured and 
conscious control over levels of formality.  

 Read a range of non-fiction texts and order in 
terms of formality  

 Identify the intended audiences of non-fiction 
texts based on the level of formality used by the 
author. 

 Identify the language strategies used to create a 
level of formality. e.g. use of standard English, 
passive voice, lack of contractions and 
embedded clauses.  

 Evaluate the use of metaphors throughout the 
poem and show an understanding of what the 
poet is intending to convey.  

Comment on poems’ structures and how these 
influence meaning. 
Analyse how messages, moods, feelings and 
attitudes are conveyed in poetry. 

 Read a range of poems and identify the poet’s 
feelings, justifying responses with evidence from 
the poems. 

 Reflect upon the strategies chosen by the poet 
to convey a message 

 Identify similarities between different poets who 
are conveying similar messages or feelings.   

Spring Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Be familiar with the work of some established 
authors, articulate what is special about their 
work, and explain their preferences in terms of 
authors, styles and themes. 

 Identify the similarities and differences between 
the work of different authors 

 Comment upon the work of authors such as 
David Almond, Katherine Rundell and Elizabeth 
Laird.  

 Read or re-visit work by the same author and 
give preferences in terms of author’s style, 
giving reasons to justify. 

Describe and evaluate the style of an individual 
writer. 

 Make comparisons between different pieces of 
work by the same author 

 Make evaluative comments based on evidence 
from different texts. 

Collect and investigate use of persuasive devices: 

 Gather a bank of words or phrases which lead 
the reader to believe a certain way 

 Identify the use of persuasive definition e.g. 
‘Only a fool would…’ 

 Identify the ways in which author’s use 
rhetorical questions and reflect upon their 
effectiveness.  

 Read a range of persuasive texts and identify the 
features which the author uses in order to suit 
the purpose 
 

Read a range of texts showing well-structured 
arguments: 

 Identify how the author pre-empts potential 
objections and the impact this has on the reader  

 Comment upon the structure of paragraphs and 
the language the author uses to sequence and 

Explore how poets use language imaginatively to 
create surreal, surprising, amusing and inventive 
poetry. 

 Read a range of poems and identify the poet’s 
purpose and give reasons to justify the answer.  

 Make predictions based on the title or the 
opening line, and identify the ways in which 
poets create surprise. e.g. The book by Rosen 

 Explore how alliteration can be used to amuse 
the reader and identify effective examples of 
this technique 

 Read Please do not feed the animals and identify 
how the rhyme or near rhyme is used to create 
humour 

Perform poems varying pitch, pace volume, rhythm 
and expression in relation to the poem’s meaning 
and form. 
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 link points together  

 Evaluate the effectiveness of argument texts 
based on the features they use to provide 
persuasive examples, appeal to known views 
and provide evidence (or opinion as evidence) 

 

Spring Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Use implied and multi-layered meaning to predict 
what might happen.  

 Make plausible predictions based on implied 
clues and justify predictions  

 Establish the difference between what is known 
and what is suspected, drawing upon evidence 
from the text. 

Identify and discuss the tone (register) in what is 
read with reference to the text to justify opinions. 

 Understand that tone or register refers to the 
way grammar, vocabulary and expressions are 
chosen to make it appropriate for its intended 
contexts 

 Identify the level of formality or informality and 
identify the ways in which the author has 
created this. 

 Establish whether the writing is abstract or 
concrete and give examples from the text to 
justify. 

 Compare two texts for their tone and identify 
examples which lead to this conclusion. 

Identify the features of balanced written 
arguments: 

 Identify that balanced arguments summarise 
different sides  

 Gather and identify the language used to make 
links or contrast ideas.  

 Evaluate how effectively texts clarify the 
strengths and weaknesses of both sides. 

 Identify how authors show personal opinion 
through their balanced argument  

Recognise how poets manipulate words: 

 Gather words which have been selected or 
adapted for their quality of sound, e.g. rhythm, 
rhyme or assonance 

 Gather words which are selected for their 
connotations and identify the effect this has on 
the reader  

 Identify words which have been chosen for their 
multiple layers of meaning, e.g. through 
figurative language ambiguity. 

 

Summer Half Term 1 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Justify views about texts, offering coherent 
evidence to support it.  

 Read two different texts on the same subject or 
theme and identify the literary techniques the 
author has chosen to use 

Identify distinctive language, structural and 
presentational features in non-fiction texts, 
demonstrating an understanding of how these help 
the reader draw meaning from text. 

 Compare the structural features of explanation 

Read and interpret poems in which meanings are 
implied or multi-layered; discuss, interpret 
challenging poems with others. 

 Identify the meaning of stanzas or verses in 
isolation and reflect upon the author’s language 
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 Reflect upon the intended audience and which 
features are suited to the audience.   

 Compare two texts on the same subject and give 
views about the texts. 

Summarise main ideas, identifying key details and 
using quotations for illustration.  

 Summarise an idea from more than one 
paragraph, choosing the most important 
information from the paragraphs. 

 Consolidate the information into a concise 
and accurate quotation.  

Identify and discuss how the writer has used word, 
structural, audible and visual techniques to create 
an intentional effect on the reader.  

 Read a selection of short narrative passages 
and identify the intended effect on the reader 

 Compare and contrast the language features 
used by the author to create the effect on the 
reader.  

texts, instructions and non-chronological reports 

 Explain the ways in which the structural features 
of explanation texts, instructions and non-
chronological reports support the reader 

 Compare the language features of explanation 
texts, instructions and non-chronological reports 

 Explain the ways in which the language features 
of explanation texts, instructions and non-
chronological reports support the reader 

 Compare different examples of the same genre 
and evaluate them based on their structural and 
language features.  

 

choices 

 Give impressions of the poem overall and make 
interpretations about meaning. 

 Discuss poems which may have more than one 
meaning and use quotes from the poem to 
justify interpretation  

 

Summer Half Term 2 

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry 

Use active reading strategies to summarise, 
annotate a text, and identify key information and 
note-take. 

 Whilst reading, be able to make plausible 
predictions about what may happen next, or 
later in the narrative, based on inferences about 
character and plot 

 Generate questions which link ideas and themes 
together, and show a greater understanding of 
the text 

 Summarise ideas from more than one paragraph 
in order to annotate a text. 

 Choose which notes to take and how best to 
organise the notes.  

Independently research a topic that interests them, 
choosing what information they need, how best to 
record and present the information. 

 Choose a line of enquiry and use titles, blurbs 
and contents pages to select appropriate 
sources of information 

 Design an effective method of note taking 

 Skim and scan effectively for information and 
record information in an efficient manner 

 Summarise what has been read. 

 Relate what is known about reader and 
structure/language choices in order to present 
information in an effective manner. 

Investigate humorous verse; 

 Explain how poets play with meanings of words 

 Investigate nonsense words and explain how the 
reader is able to make meaning of them 

 Explain the desired impact on the reader and 
comment on why readers may enjoy them 

 
Use actions, sound effects, musical patterns, 
images and dramatic interpretation when 
performing poems.  
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Reception - Writing 
 

Autumn Term 

Birth to Five Matters (Range 5-6) Key Vocabulary 
 Makes up stories, play scenarios, and drawings in response to experiences, such as outings 

 Sometimes gives meaning to their drawings and paintings 

 Ascribes meanings to signs, symbols and words that they see in different places, including those they make themselves, 
including mark making and early writing in their play 

 Imitates adults’ writing by making continuous lines of shapes and symbols (early writing) from left to right 

 Attempts to write their own name, or other names and words, using combinations of lines, circles and curves, or letter-
type shapes 

 Shows interest in letters on a keyboard, identifying the initial letter of their own name and other familiar words 

 Begins to make letter-type shapes to represent the initial sound of their name and other familiar words 

 Begins to break the flow of speech into words, to hear and say the initial sound in words and may start to segment the 
sounds in words and blend them together 

 Starts to develop phonic knowledge by linking sounds to letters, naming and sounding some of the letters of the alphabet, 
identifying letters and writing recognisable letters in sequence, such as in their own name 

Front cover,  back cover, author, picture, 
blurb, beginning, middle, end, letter, word, 
sentence, full stops, capital letter, rhyming 
words, adjective and describing word, 
sequence  

Knowledge and Skills 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 

Core text: Go Away Bird  Core text: Goldilocks and the 3 Bears  Core text: One Snowy Night- Talk for 
Writing  

Core Text: Stickman  

How might the Go-Away Bird be feeling 
at this point in the story?  
 
Why might she be feeling like that?  
 
Who would help you if you got scared?  
 
Who would you go to talk about your 
feelings?  
 
What kind words would help in the 
situation? 

What did Goldilocks want?  
 
What could she have done?  
 
Can we write a letter to the bears from 
Goldilocks? What might it say?  
 
What would you say to Goldilocks?  
 
Why do you think she is called Goldilocks?  

What might happen next? 
 
How do you know it is cold?  
 
What words tell us it’s cold? 
 
Can you name some of the animals you 
saw?  
 
What action should ____ be?  
 

What rhyming words can you hear?  
 
What rhymes with me?  
 
How long do you think the stickman was 
away? What do you notice about the trees 
and how they change? 
 
When does Santa come?  

Could you make a special card or 
picture to send to your friend? 
 
Draw a very special picture on the front 
cover. 

Can you sequence the story pictures?  
 
Can you trace your name to stick on your 
own chair?  
 

Can you make a list of animals you can 
see in the story?  
 
Can you retell the story using the actions 
and pictures?  

Can you make a list of rhyming words from 
the story?  
 
Can you tell a friend how to play pooh stick? 
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Can you trace your name at the end of 
the card?  

Can you help Goldilocks spell some words?  Finish the sentence- I would be the 
_________ (cheeky fox, fast rabbit) 

Can you label the stickman scene?  

The children should be able to: 
 
Spell cvc words using magnetic letters  
 
Trace own name and can form some recognisable letters 
 

The children should be able to: 
 
Write their name by copying. 
 
Here, say and write the initial sound when writing labels  
 
Write cvc words and some HFW taught 

Physical Development & Handwriting  
Creates lines and circles pivoting from the shoulder and elbow. 
 
Manipulates a range of tools and equipment in one hand, tools include paintbrushes, 
scissors, hairbrushes, toothbrush, scarves or ribbons 
 
Letter Join lessons 1-12  
 
Tripod grip  
Marks on paper  
Describing patterns  
Circles and spirals patterns   
Lines and diagonals patterns  
Jelly patterns  
 
 

Begins to use anticlockwise movement and retrace vertical lines 
 
Letter join lessons 13-25  
 
Zig-zag patterns  
Patterns vocabulary  
Loopies and waves patterns  
Practise writing letters i, l and t  
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Spring Term 

Birth to Five Matters (Range 6) Key Vocabulary 
 Gives meaning to the marks they make as they draw, write, paint and type using a keyboard or touch-screen technology 
• Begins to break the flow of speech into words, to hear and say the initial sound in words and may start to segment the 

sounds in words and blend them together 
• Starts to develop phonic knowledge by linking sounds to letters, naming and sounding some of the letters of the 

alphabet, identifying letters and writing recognisable letters in sequence, such as in their own name 

 Enjoys creating texts to communicate meaning for an increasingly wide range of purposes, such as making greetings 
cards, tickets, lists, invitations and creating their own stories and books with images and sometimes with words, in print 
and digital formats 

 Uses their developing phonic knowledge to write things such as labels and captions, later progressing to simple sentences 

Once upon a time, next, then, after that, who, 
initial sound, segment, blend, book, pages, 
speech bubble, later, chaos, massive, blush, 
letter, note, invitation, mammals, birds, 
reptiles, amphibians, water life, bugs and 
butterflies  

Knowledge and Skills 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 
Core text: Little Red Hen- Talk for 
Writing 

Core text: Supertato- The Veggies Assemble    Core text: The Mole Who Knew it was 
None of his Business 
 

Core Text: Non-fiction Animal 
encyclopaedia  
 

What happens next?  
 
Why won’t the Little Red Hen share the 
bread?  
 
Would you share your bread?  
 
Would you be a baker? What would you 
be? What jobs can you do? 

Who might save the day?  
 
Who is your superhero? Do you know of any 
cartoon superheroes?  
 
Who created chaos in the Supermarket?  
 
Can you think of another word for ‘massive’ 
which was used to describe the muscles of 
the super veggies? 
 
Why did Supertato blush at the end? 
 

Who do you think pooed on his head? 
 
How do you think mole felt? 
 
Have you ever seen rabbit poo? 
 
Who pooed on the moles head in the 
end? 
 
Why did he poo on the dogs head? 

Which animal is your favourite?  
 
What are amphibians?  
 
Which birds can we see in our local area?  
 
What is the life cycle of a frog? 
 
Which animals live in the sea?  
 
Which special senses do reptiles have?  

Can you label the ingredients needed to 
make the bread?  
 
Can you label the animals who the Hen 
asked?  
 
Can you make your own book with 
pictures of the animals in the story?  

Can you free the carrot? What might he say? 
 
Can you write that in a speech bubble? 
  
Can you draw and label some of the veggies 
in the story?  
 
Can you write a letter to say why the evil pea 
should be freed?  

Can you write a sorry letter from the 
dog?  
 
Can you write a note to ask who pooed 
on his head? 
 
Can you write a party invitation to the 
animals? 
 

Can you write a letter to Angela’s Ark 
explaining why we would love a special 
visit?  
 
Can you make an animal fact file? 
 
Can you write some captions about the 
real-life photograph from under the sea? 
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The children should be able to: 
 

 Consolidate writing their name.  
 

 Write simple CVC words including some diagraphs taught  
 

 Writes simple labels using recognisable letters 

The children should be able to: 
 

 Write CVC words independently including some diagraphs and trigraphs taught  
 

 Write simple captions dictated by an adult 
 

 Spell all Autumn 1 HFW from memory  
 

Physical Development & Handwriting  
Begins to form recognisable letters independently 
 
Letter join lessons 26-35  
 

 Practise writing letters u, w and e 

 Practise writing letters c and o  
 
 
 

Uses a pencil and holds it effectively to form 
recognisable letters, most of which are correctly 
formed 
 
Letter join lessons 26-45  
 

 Practise writing letters a and d 

 Practise writing letters n. m and h 
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Summer Term 

Birth to Five Matters (ELG and Key Skills) Key Vocabulary 
Children write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed, they spell words by identifying sounds in them 
and representing the sounds with a letter or letters; they write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others. 

 Forms lower-care and capital letters. 

 Spells words by identifying the sounds then write the sounds with letter/s.  

 Writes short sentences. 

 Re-reads what they have written to check it makes sense.  

 Writes recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed.   

 Spells words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters. 

 Writes simple phrases and sentences, which can be read by others.  

Seed, grow, root, leaves, seedling, soil, tree, 
seasons, trunk, branches, animals, poem, sycamore 
tree, beanstalk, Jack, Giant, ocean, sea creatures, 
shipwreck, crab, turtle, dolphin, angel fish, jellyfish, 
shark, swordfish, octopus, lobster, shell, home, 
claws, sea urchin, family, months, alliteration, 
feeling  

Knowledge and Skills 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 
Core text: It Starts with a Seed Core text: Jack and the Beanstalk- Talk for 

Writing 
Core text: Commotion in the Ocean 
 

Core Text: Home for a Hermit Crab 

 Which plants can we grow? 

 What grows on our early years 
garden? 

 What is the plant life cycle? 

 What comes after the seed? 

 What does a plant need to grow?  

 Which character is your favourite?  

 What happens next? 

 Which symbol can we use to represent 
this scene? 

 Why does the giant become so cross? 

 Why is jack’s mother so upset with him at 
the beginning?  

 What does Jack steal from the giant? 

 Which sea creature’s poem is your 
favourite? 

 What do you like about the 
characters?  

 Can you use alliteration to describe 
the crab? A crazy crab. 

 How was the walrus feeling? 

 Why does the hermit crab think his 
home is perfect? 

 What would your perfect home like 
look?  

 Which friendly sea creature does he 
meet?  

 Which other books by Eric Carle have we 
read?  

 Using a photo from the book- can 
you write a short caption about the 
life cycle of the plant? 

 Can you write some simple questions 
about a plant at different stages of 
growth?  

 Write some simple sentences about 
the seasons of the year 

 Order the story and write captions about 
the pictures from the book 

 Describe the character E.G The giant is 
angry 

 Write short sentences into speech 
bubbles, using direction from adult.  

 Can you write your own mini poem 
about your favourite sea creature?  

 Can you edit a sentence to check for 
errors and improve?  

 Can you write a mini story about your 
own creature?  

 Can you write some descriptive 
sentences about the animals? 

 Can you write a caption about the 
Hermit Crabs perfect home.  

 Can you write a description of your own 
home? 

 Can you describe one of the sea 
creatures for your friend to read and 
guess which character you picked?  

The children should be able to: 
 

 Write captions using finger spaces using some of their ideas- use Keezy to record  

 Writes short sentences dictated by an adult  

 Spell all Autumn HFW from memory  

 Re-reads what they have written to check it makes sense 
 

The children should be able to: 
 

 Writes at least two simple sentences that can be read by themselves and others 
using their own ideas  

 Spell all Spring HFW from memory  

 Re-reads what they have written to check it makes sense and make appropriate 
changes with support  
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Physical Development & Handwriting  
They can hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod 
grip in almost all cases.  
 
Letter join lessons 46-60  

 Practise writing letters j and y  

 Practise writing letters g and q  

 Practise writing letters b, p and k  
 

They can hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod 
grip in almost all cases.  
 
Letter join lessons 61-70   

 Practise writing letters v, s and r   

 Practise writing letters f, x and z  

 Practise writing letters b, p and k  
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Year 1 - Writing 
 

Autumn Term 

National curriculum objectives:  Key Vocabulary 

Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English appendix 2 by: 

 leaving spaces between words 

 joining words and joining clauses using ‘and’ 

 beginning to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question mark or exclamation 
mark using a capital letter for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the personal pronoun ‘I’ 

 learning the grammar for year 1 in English appendix 2 

 use the grammatical terminology in English English appendix 2 in discussing their writing 

letter 
capital letter word 
singular 
plural  
sentence  
punctuation 
full stop 
question mark 
exclamation mark 

Knowledge and Skills 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 

Dear Zoo by Rod Campbell Teacher example text The Bear Who Stared by Duncan 
Beedie 

The Giant Jam Sandwich by  Janet 
Burroway and John Vernon Lord 

Text: Retell a simple story  
Audience: Reception 
Purpose: To show repetitive phrases 

Text: Recount matching sentences to 
pictures 
Audience:  A classmate/ trip organiser 
Purpose: Remember their visit and recall 
events from the day 

Text: Retell a 3 part story about a  
central character  
Audience: Reception  
Purpose: To entertain younger 
children and introduce them to 
characters 

Text: Write simple instructions  
Audience: The towns people of Itching 
Down 
Purpose: To help the towns people 
solve a problem 

 Orally retell a familiar story 

 Use predictable or repeated 
phrases.  

 Use language which they have 
identified from their reading, e.g. 
We’re going on a bear hunt, Billy 
Goat’s Gruff or Three Little Pigs 

 Use images to sequence a familiar 
story 

 Write simple sentences to form a 
short narrative 

 Separate words with finger 

 Order/sequence pictures of an event 

 Write sentences to match pictures 
explaining what they did 

 Structure writing with adverbs for 
time e.g. first, next, then 

 Separate words with finger spaces 

 Begin to use full stops to end 
sentences 

 Begin to use capital letters to start 
sentences 

 Know that adjectives can be used to 

 Orally rehearse the story using a 
story map 

 Describe a character using simple 
adjectives 

 Use language which they have 
identified from their reading 

 Write simple sentences to form a 
short narrative 

 Separate words with finger spaces 

 Attempts to use full stops to end 
sentences correctly  

 Write instructions to match a picture 

 Use some imperative verbs 

 Use some technical/specific 
vocabulary  

 Separate words with finger spaces 

 Attempt to use full stops to end 
sentences correctly  

 Attempt to use capital letters to start 
sentences 

 Form capital letters correctly 

 Use Phase 2, 3 and 4 phonic 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Janet-Burroway/e/B001IGJR54?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1633954685&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Janet-Burroway/e/B001IGJR54?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1633954685&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/John-Vernon-Lord/e/B001H6EPFM?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1633954685&sr=8-1
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spaces 

 Form many of the lower case 
letters correctly. 

 Use Phase 2 and 3 phonic 
knowledge to make words 
phonetically plausible 

add description to an object or person 

 Correctly form all lower case letters 

 Use Phase 2, 3 and 4 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts at spellings 

 

 Use capital letters for the name of 
a familiar character 

 Begin to use capital letters for 
other names  

 Form capital letters correctly 

 Use Phase 2, 3 and 4 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts at spellings 

knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts at spellings 

Greater depth 

 Add additional detail joining 
sentences using and 

 

 Independently structure writing by 
ordering a sequence of events using 
adverbs 

 Choose precise adjectives 
 

 Add instructional features such as a 
list of equipment, numbered lists, 
bullet points 

 
 

Spring Term 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 

Rapunzel by Bethan Woollvin  Teacher example text Leaf  by Sandra Dieckmann Shine by Sarah Asuquo 

Text: Retell traditional three part 
tale  
Audience: A teddy bear 
Purpose: To sequence ideas and use 
traditional story language 

Text: Recount linked to personal 
experience 
Audience:  A classmate/ trip organiser 
Purpose: Show three main events in the 
past tense 

Text: Retell a familiar 3 part story 
Audience: Reception  
Purpose: To include accurate 
sentence punctuation 

Text: Write a report based on a 
character 
Audience:  Kai’s friends 
Purpose: To describe using a consistent 
tense (present) 

 Use a story map to plan  

 Use traditional story language, 
Once upon a time/ they all lived 
happily ever after. 

 Know once upon a time comes at 
the beginning and introduces the 
character and where they live 

 Know a problem comes in the 
middle of the story 

 Know that a story has an ending, 
and ends with they all lived 
happily ever after. 

 Ideas are sequenced to form 

 Order events 

 Use the first person within a sentence 

 Use a capital letter for the word I 

 Write in the past tense 

 Describe a setting, event, or object 
with appropriate adjectives 

 Use a range of adverbs for time at the 
beginning of sentences (first, next, 
then, after) 

 Spell most common exception words 
taught so far 

 Capital letters begin most sentences 

 Full stops end most sentences 

 Use a story map to plan  

 Use appropriate adjectives to 
describe characters and settings 

 Experiment with exclamation 
marks 

 Group similar ideas together 

 Capital letters begin most 
sentences 

 Full stops end most sentences 

 Form most lower case letters 
correctly and all upper case 

 Form lower case letters of the 
correct size 

 Features of a report (character 
profile) (heading, subheading, 
pictures and labels/captions) 

 Use appropriate adjectives 

 Write consistently in the present 
tense 

 Group similar simple ideas together 

 Use ‘and’ to extend sentences 

 Full stops end most sentences 

 Form most lower case letters 
correctly and all upper case 

 Form lower case letters of the 
correct size 
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narrative 

 Capital letters begin most 
sentences 

 Full stops end most sentences 

 Form most lower case letters 
correctly and all upper case 
letters 

 Use phonetically plausible 
attempts at phase 2,3 and 5 
spellings.  

 Form most lower case letters correctly 
and all upper case 

 Separate words with finger spaces 

 Correctly form all lower case letters 

 Use Phase 2-5 phonic knowledge to 
make phonetically plausible attempts 
at spellings 

 

 Use capital letters for the names of 
characters and places 

 Use Phase 2-5 phonic knowledge 
to make phonetically plausible 
attempts 

 Spell most common exception 
words taught so far 

 

 Use capital letters for the names of 
characters and places 

 Use Phase 2-5 phonic knowledge to 
make phonetically plausible 
attempts 

 Spell most common exception words 
taught so far 

 
 
 

Greater depth 

 Independently choose to use 
and apply vocabulary from 
reading. 

 Focus on a describing a setting 

 Expand by adding simple descriptive 
detail in more than one area 

 Write own version of the story 
with small change 

 Independently use vocabulary 
from reading. 

 Add a simple introduction 

 
 

Summer Term 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 

I want my hat back by Jon Klassen 
 

Teacher example text Traditional tale  Grace Darling non fiction texts 

Text: Retell a complete simple 3 
part story  
Audience: Reception children 
Purpose: Write story based on own 
experience 

Text: Instructions with expansion  
Audience: Adults at home 
Purpose: Use imperative verbs 

Text: Write own 3 part story  
Audience: A friend in another class 
Purpose: have strong 
characterisation 

Text: Assemble information about a 
topic to form a report 
Audience: Light house keepers in 
training 
Purpose: To describe different aspects 
of a subject  

 Write a 3 part narrative 

 Use a text to identify with loosing 
something and to support 
planning 

 Make own changes so the story is 
their own (what they have lost/ 
who they ask/main character) 

 Form a narrative by sequencing 

 Write instructions with expansion of 
the bits they know well 

 Structure writing in the form of 
instructions 

 Use imperative verbs 

 Use ‘and’ to extend a sentence and 
explain a process. 

 Use some quantifiers to add clarity to 

 Write a 3 part narrative 

 Use a traditional tale with a good/ 
bad character to support planning 

 Make own changes so the story is 
their own 

 Form a narrative by sequencing 
sentences 

 Use appropriate adjectives to 

 Assemble information about a topic 
describing different aspects of the 
subject 

 Structure writing in the form of a 
report 

 Features of a report (heading, 
subheading, pictures, labels and 
opening sentence, questions) 
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sentences 

 Use appropriate adjectives to 
describe characters and settings 

 Experiment with question marks 

 Group similar ideas together 

 Begin to re-read sentences to 
check for mistakes 

 Spell words containing all of the 
40+ phonemes taught 

 Use capital letters, full stops and 
some exclamation marks to 
demarcate sentences 

 Form letter correctly with most 
letters accurate in shape and size 

 Spell most common exception 
words correctly 

sentences. (100ml/a dash of) 

 Begin to re-read sentences to check 
for mistakes 

 Spell words containing all of the 40+ 
phonemes taught 

 Use capital letters, full stops and some 
exclamation marks to demarcate 
sentences 

 Form letter correctly with most letters 
accurate in shape and size 

 Spell most common exception words 
correctly 

 

describe characters and settings 

 Re-read sentences to check for 
mistakes 

 Spell words containing all of the 
40+ phonemes taught 

 Use capital letters, full stops and 
some exclamation marks to 
demarcate sentences 

 Form letter correctly with most 
letters accurate in shape and size 

 Spell most common exception 
words correctly 

 

 Group ideas into sections with 
subheadings 

 Write consistently in the present 
tense 

 Use ‘and’ to expand and add detail 

 Use descriptive and technical 
language 

 Spell words containing all of the 40+ 
phonemes taught 

 Use capital letters, full stops and 
some exclamation marks to 
demarcate sentences 

 Form letter correctly with most 
letters accurate in shape and size 

 Spell most common exception words 
correctly 

Greater depth 

 Include patterns of language eg. 
repeated phrases 

 Include more instructional features 
eg. list of equipment or numbered 
lists 

 use of commas in a list 

 Change the character to have 
opposite traits to first draft and a 
focus on superlative adjectives 

 Use vocabulary gleaned from reading 

 Accurate use of sub headings 

 
 

Year 2 Writing 
 

Autumn Term 

National curriculum objectives Key Vocabulary 

Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English appendix 2 by: 

 learning how to use both familiar and new punctuation correctly - see English appendix 2, including full stops, 
capital letters, exclamation marks, question marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contracted forms and 
the possessive (singular) 

Learn how to use: 

 sentences with different forms: statement, question, exclamation, command 

 expanded noun phrases to describe and specify [for example, the blue butterfly] 

 the present and past tenses correctly and consistently, including the progressive form subordination (using when, 

noun 
noun phrase  
statement  
question 
exclamation 
command  
compound 
suffix  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
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if, that, or because) and co-ordination (using or, and, or but) 

 the grammar for year 2 in English appendix 2 

 some features of written Standard English 

 use and understand the grammatical terminology in English appendix 2 in discussing their writing 

adjective 
adverb 
adverbs for time 
verb  
tense (past, present)  
apostrophe 
comma 

Knowledge and Skills 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 

How to Catch a Star The Great Fire of London The Three Billy Goats Gruff by  
 

Teacher example text 

Text: Retell a 3 part story that has a 
key central character.  
Audience: Year 1 
Purpose: To retell a story with 
effective characterisation following 
a simple model. 

Text: Short non-chronological report  
Audience:  parents/school library 
Purpose: Use information from research to 
group and assemble information into a non 
chronological report. 

Text: Retell a traditional tale with 
repeated events 
Audience:  Younger children 
Purpose: Use the rule of three. (an 
event happens 3 times) 
 

Text: Write a simple first person 
recount (visit/activity) 
Audience: School newsletter 
Purpose: write in and maintain past 
tense and consistent use of first 
person. 

 Use simple descriptive language 
to accurately describe characters 
and setting 

 Ensure story has 3 clear parts  

 Use a simple planning model to 
support writing 

 Understand how to write in the 
third person 

 Use the co-ordinating 
conjunctions and & but 

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops. 

 Form lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting and 
finishing in the right place 

 Begin to form lower-case letters 
of the correct size relative to one 
another. 

 Collect information with support about a 
historical event  

 Use this information to produce a simple 
plan with similar grouped ideas 

 Know the features of a simple non 
chronological report (Heading, 
subheading) 

 Understand how to write in the past 
tense 

 Use coordinating conjunctions and & 
but. 

 Begin to use because as a subordinating 
conjunctions 

 Demarcate sentences with capital letters 
and full stops. 

 Form lower-case letters in the correct 
direction, starting and finishing in the 
right place 

 Use traditional story language, 
once upon a time, they all lived 
happily ever after. 

 Understand that there are good 
characters and bad characters. 

 Describe these characters using 
appropriate adjectives 

 Know that there is a problem/issue 
that needs to be solved, that this 
comes in the middle of the story 
and happen 3 times 

 Begin to use a variety of sentence 
starters to engage reader: One 
day, Early one morning, Suddenly, 
The very next day 

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops. 

 Form lower-case and capital letters 

 Consistently use the first person 

 Write events in chronological order 

 Use a range of adverbs for time at 
the beginning of sentences (first, 
next, then, after) 

 Add specific details to inform 

 Give personal opinions 

 Use capital letters for Names of 
people and places 

 Use capital letters and full stops 
consistently within a sentence 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make increasingly 
accurate attempts 

 Begin to use the rules for adding 
suffixes to change words into the 
past tense 

 Spell most common exception words 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf
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 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts. 

 Begin to form lower-case letters of the 
correct size relative to one another. 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic knowledge 
to make phonetically plausible attempts. 

 Begin to use the rules for adding suffixes 
to past tense words 

 Spell most common exception words 
taught so far 

correctly 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts. 

 Begin to use the rules for adding 
suffixes  

 Spell most common exception 
words taught so far 

taught so far 
 
 

Greater depth 

 Re write the story from the stars 
point of view 

 Expand on the information using 
expanded noun phrases to describe and 
specify 

 Innovate how problem is solved  Write same recount as a third person 
recount 

 
 

Spring Term 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 

The Sea Saw by Tom Percival Sam’s Sandwich by David Pelham The Bear and the Piano by David 
Litchfield 

Little People Big dreams- Amelia 
Earhart 

Text: Plan and tell a 3 part story 
based on own experience (Losing 
something) 
Audience: A little girl/boy who has 
lost something special 
Purpose: Use expanded noun 
phrases to provide detail and 
specification. 

Text: Write instructions with some 
expansion about something they know 
well 
Audience:  Siblings wanting to play a 
trick 
Purpose: Use imperative verbs and 
precise language choices, commands 
and negatives commands. 

Text: Plan and re-tell a story in four 
parts  
Audience:  Year 1  children for their 
end of day story 
Purpose: Use clear 
subordination and co- 
ordination. 
 

Text: Write a narrative recount in role 
Audience:  People visiting the Land, Sea 
and air museum 
Purpose: Recount an event in the first 
person. 

 Write about a real experience 

 Use expanded noun phrases to 
describe and specify  

 Ensure story has 3 clear parts  

 Use a simple planning model to 
support writing 

 Use a range of subordinating 
conjunctions (when, if, that, 
because) to join clauses 

 Write instructions with expansion 
about something they know well 

 Use imperative verbs  

 Make precise language choices and 
some technical vocabulary 

 Include commands and negative 
comments 

 Demarcate most sentences with 
capital letters and full stops. 

 Use a simple planning model to 
support writing in 4 parts (boxing 
up) 

 Use expanded noun phrases to 
describe and specify  

 Use a range of subordinating 
conjunctions (when, if, that, 
because) to join clauses 

 Demarcate most sentences with 

 Consistently use the first person 

 Use capital I for personal pronouns 

 Write events in chronological order 

 Add specific details to inform the 
reader 

 Give personal opinions 

 Use capital letters for Names of 
people and places 
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 Demarcate most sentences with 
capital letters and full stops. 

 Form lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting and 
finishing in the right place 

 Begin to form lower-case letters 
of the correct size relative to one 
another. 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts. 

 Spell common exception words 
covered so far 

 Form lower-case letters in the correct 
direction, starting and finishing in the 
right place 

 Begin to form lower-case letters of the 
correct size relative to one another. 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts. 

 Spell common exception words 
covered so far 

capital letters and full stops. 

 Form lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting and 
finishing in the right place 

 Begin to form lower-case letters of 
the correct size relative to one 
another. 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make phonetically 
plausible attempts. 

 Spell common exception words 
covered so far 

 Use capital letters and full stops 
consistently within a sentence 

 Use phase 2,3,4 and 5 phonic 
knowledge to make increasingly 
accurate attempts 

 Begin to use the rules for adding 
suffixes to past tense words 

 Spell most common exception words 
taught so far 

 
 

Greater depth 

 Revise the way nouns are 
expanded e.g. adjective after the 
noun and use additional 
information. 

 Expand on the information using 
expanded noun phrases to describe 
and specify 

 Expand the main event with focus 
and verbs and adverbs 

 Change the form of the recount e.g. 
Postcard/diary or letter considering 
how language and vocabulary may 
change 

 
 
 

Summer Term 

Half Term 1 Half Term 2 
The Storm Whale by Benji Davies Harry Watts The Forgotten Hero The Fox and the Star by Coralie Bickford-

Smith 
Teacher example text 

Text: Plan and write own four part 
story 
Audience: to add to the class library 
for peers to read 
Purpose: Show the use of a range of 
sentence types and language to add 
detail 

Text: Non chronological report 
Audience:  Sunderland Museum visitors 
Purpose: - Use the language and 
structural features in a specific form eg. 
leaflet 

Text: Plan and write a familiar story 
Audience:  younger children learning 
about the woodland/hibernation 
Purpose: Use a range of 
sentence types – applying the 
skills of Year 2. 
 

Text: Write a simple persuasive piece 
(letter) 
Audience: a company that is cutting 
down a forest to build houses 
Purpose: base on research, a topic of 
interest or a fictional book 

 Use a simple planning model to 
support writing in 4 parts (boxing 
up) 

 Support planning by using a 

 Collect information with support 
about a topic  

 Use this information to produce a 
simple plan (boxing up) 

 Use a simple planning model to 
support writing in 4 parts (boxing 
up) 

 Support planning by using a 

 Collect information with support 
about a topic  

 Produce a simple plan (boxing up) 

 Include a rhetorical question 
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familiar text as a scaffold to write 
own story 

 Use a range of sentence types 
(question, statement, command, 
exclamation) 

 Use past tense mostly correctly 

 Use expanded noun phrases to 
describe and specify  

 Use coordination (or/and/but) 
and some range of subordination 
(when, if, that, because) to join 
clauses 

 Spell many common exception 
words. 

 Present this information in a specific 
way (leaflet, information poster) 

 Know the features of a simple non 
chronological report (Heading, 
subheading) 

 Use language and structural features 
of the specific form 

 Form lower-case letters in the correct 
direction, starting and finishing in the 
right place 

 Form lower-case letters of the correct 
size relative to one another. 

 Segment spoken words into 
phonemes and represent these by 
graphemes, spelling many of these 
words correctly. 

familiar text as a scaffold to write 
own story 

 Use a range of sentence types 
(question, statement, command, 
exclamation) 

 Use expanded noun phrases to 
describe and specify  

 Use coordination (or/and/but) and 
some range of subordination 
(when, if, that, because) to join 
clauses 

 Spell many common exception 
words. 

 Form lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting and 
finishing in the right place 

 Form lower-case letters of the 
correct size relative to one 
another. 

 Segment spoken words into 
phonemes and represent these by 
graphemes, spelling many of these 
words correctly. 

 Chose emotive language  

 Use  emotive language to convince 
the reader 

 Spell many common exception 
words. 

 Form lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting and 
finishing in the right place 

 Form lower-case letters of the 
correct size relative to one another. 

 Segment spoken words into 
phonemes and represent these by 
graphemes, spelling many of these 
words correctly. 

Greater depth 

 Expand on the language by 
introducing simple figurative 
language and more adventurous 
vocabulary. 

 Change the form of the report from a 
leaflet to a page in a non-fiction book 
or letter to inform 

 Retell the familiar story with inclusion 
of some dialogue experimenting with 
speech punctuation 

 Change a simple persuasive piece 
based on research, a topic of 
interest or a fictional book into an 
advert 
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Year 3 Medium Term Planning for English - Writing 

National curriculum objectives Key vocabulary  
Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English Appendix 2 by: 

 extending the range of sentences with more than one clause by using a wider range 
of conjunctions, including when, if, because, although 

 using the present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the past tense 

 choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to avoid 
repetition 

 Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause 

 Using fronted adverbials 

 Learning the grammar for years 3 and 4 in English Appendix 2 
Indicate grammatical and other features by: 

 using commas after fronted adverbials 

 indicating possession by using the possessive apostrophe with plural nouns 

 using and punctuating direct speech 

 use and understand the grammatical terminology in English Appendix 2 accurately 
and appropriately when discussing their writing and reading 

 

 Preposition 

 Conjunction 

 Clause 

 Subordinate clause 

 Direct speech 

 Consonant 

 Vowel 

 Inverted commas 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 Autumn Half Term 2 
Oliver and the Seawigs Maps The Tin Forest A day in the life of a poo, a gnu and you 

Text: Write a four part narrative with a 
clearly structured ending.  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To entertain and create a sense 
of adventure  

Text: Write a recount of an event, in the 
form of diary 
Audience: The narrator of the diary  
Purpose: To reflect upon a major event 

Text: Write a story in the third person 
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To show historical knowledge in 
an engaging way.  

Text: Write an explanation in the form of a 
‘how to’ guide. (How to make fire in the 
stone age) 
Audience: Reader’s of a children’s 
encyclopaedia   
Purpose: To explain a historical process  

 Identify the narrator’s voice and how 
this is reflected through language 
choices.  

 Plan writing with a clear form 

 Fully understand the function of a full 
stop. 

 Confidently use full stops within a 
paragraph.  

 Group sentences of the same topic or 
time to make a paragraph 

 Use dictionaries to check the meaning 
of words 

 Maintain writing in the first person 

 Organise events in chronological order 

 Form paragraphs with sufficient detail, 
organising sentences into chronological 
order. 

 Use adverbs to show time, place and 
cause. 

 Choose nouns or pronouns for clarity 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Begin to discuss words and phrases 
which capture the reader’s interest 

 Begin to use inverted commas to mark 
direct speech  

 Maintain writing in the third person  

 Use adverbs, showing time and place, 
to open sentences 

 Extend sentences with a wider range of 

 Use the first 2/3 letters to locate words 
in a dictionary. 

 Use extended sentences to explain a 
process 

 Apply and spell correctly all Key Stage 1 
spelling rules and those covered from 
Year 3 so far.  

 Use quantifiers to add clarity to 
sentences 

 Use irregular simple past tense verbs 
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 Use a or an correctly before the 
following word. 

 Use adverbs to show time and place 
within a sentence. 

 Begin to use adverbs (single words) to 
open sentences. 

 Join sentences using co-ordinating 
conjunctions 

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks. 

 

and avoid repetition  

 Begin to use adverbs showing time and 
place to open sentences. 

 Use prepositions to show place 

 Use apostrophes for contraction and 
possession  

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks. 

 Understand how nouns are formed 
using a range of prefixes  

 

subordinating conjunctions (because, 
when, although).  

 Begin some sentence with a 
subordinate clause. 

 Experiment with verb choices within a 
sentence  

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks.   

 Understand and use pronouns to 
replace nouns within sentences  

 Use technical/specific vocabulary to 
avoid ambiguity  

 Use commas within a list 

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks. 

 Use simple organisational devices 
(headings and sub-headings) 

 Use conjunctions to show cause  
 

Greater depth 
 Change a section of the narrative into 

the third person and identify the 
additional language changes that would 
be made.  

 Include additional features for the form 
and audience of the writing 

 Edit how the sequence of the story is 
expressed through conjunctions, 
adverbs and prepositions 

 Extend the use of commas beyond 
single words within the list. 

 Write with a clear audience and identify 
additional language choices which 
reflect the knowledge of the reader  

Spring half term 1 Spring half term 2 
Greta and the Giants Amazing Islands The King who banned the dark How the stars came to be 

Text: Retell or write a narrative showing 
good vs bad.  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To entertain and show how 
language choices can create an effect 

Text: A non-chronological report in the 
style of a travel guide  
Audience: People who are thinking about 
visiting other countries  
Purpose: Showing information in an 
impersonal style  

Text:  Writing a narrative with a strong 
dilemma  
Audience:  Other children for a bed time 
story  
Purpose: Use language which sustains the 
reader’s interest  

Text: Writing a non-chronological report 
based on research  
Audience: Children who want to learn 
about the sun and the moon (fictitious 
report based on the class text)  
Purpose: To inform people of two 
contrasting subjects  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Draw inferences about characters 
thoughts, feelings and motives. 

 Fully understand the use of a full 
stop, particularly where the 
following sentence begins with a 
pronoun.  

 Use inverted commas to show 
dialogue between two characters 

 Identify how language and 
presentation contribute to 
meaning. 

 Plan writing with a clear audience 

 Use headings and sub headings to 
aid presentation 

 Organise paragraphs around one 
particular theme 

 Use comparisons to help the reader 
make connections (e.g. the whale 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Discuss words and phrases which 
capture the reader’s interest 

 Plan writing with a clear audience 
and purpose 

 Write a five part narrative with a 
strong dilemma  

 Securely use inverted commas to 
show character dialogue 

 Recognise key themes across non-
fiction texts 

 Structure writing using an 
introductory paragraph  

 Choose formal vocabulary to suit 
the audience of the text 

 Use sub-headings which are precise 
and engaging to the audience 

 Organise paragraphs around one 
theme and begin to use a general 
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 Use dialogue to build a relationship 
between two characters 

 Choose adjectives, adverbs and 
verbs which have a specific impact 
on the reader (e.g. making the 
reader think a character is good or 
bad) 

 Begin to experiment with figurative 
language – use similes to describe 
people or places 

 Use simple, compound and complex 
sentences within writing.  

shark is roughly the size of a bus) 

 Write in the present tense  

 Use a did you know box with 
interesting individual facts to grab 
the attention of the reader  

 Use adjectives which are factual  

 Understand what compound and 
complex sentences are. 

 Begin to use subordinate 
conjunctions to join sentences.  

 Make links between paragraphs by 
using repeated pronouns or nouns.  

 Use dialogue to move the action 
forward.  

 Use additional detail within the 
reporting clause to move the action 
forward.  

 Choose precise nouns and verbs to 
create a specific impact on the 
reader and give clues as to author’s 
viewpoint.  

 Use simple, compound and complex 
sentences within writing. 

 Use simple sentences to add 
tension during the dilemma  

 

opening sentence to introduce the 
paragraph’s topic.  

 Use a glossary to explain the 
meaning of key words 

 Write in the third person and 
maintain this throughout writing  

Greater depth 
 Edit and redraft a section of dialogue to 

show clearly the author’s view point of 
the characters.  

 Change the form of the report, and 
adapt the layout and language features 
according to the new form. E.g. a 
website article or leaflet 

  Choose one section of the text to edit 
and redraft, focussing specifically on 
the language choices and how these 
create an effect on the reader.  

 Use compare and contrast language to 
compare the subject of the non-
chronological report to a similar subject  

Summer half term 1 Summer half term 2 
Marcy and the Riddle of the Sphinx The Owl Tree I ate sunshine for breakfast (background 

information text not model text)  

Text: A narrative which has a clear 
problem and resolution  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To structure a text into clear 
sections  

Text: A set of instructions that can be 
easily followed  
Audience: Visitors to the Hancock 
Museum Newcastle  
Purpose: To enable visitors to understand 
a process  

Text: Narrative where dialogue moves the 
story forward 
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To show the importance of 
effective dialogue within a narrative  

Text: Write a persuasive letter  
Audience: Sunderland City Council  
Purpose: To convince the council to 
preserve the cities green areas and plant 
more plants.  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Understand the purpose of dialogue 
within a text 

 Use expanded noun phrases to add 
detail and precision  

 Use conjunctions to show time, place 
and cause.  

 Experiment with different sentence 

 Explain the language and structural 
features of instructions 

 Write increasingly complicated 
instructions with clear audience, 
ensuring they can be easily followed 

 Use precise nouns to give detail and 
avoid ambiguity  

 Choose verbs to suit the purpose 

 Use adverbs and adverbial phrases to 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Understand how dialogue can build a 
character 

 Use a boxing up plan to plan with a 
clear purpose, audience and form  

 Write a story which has a problem and 
resolution, with the dialogue moving 
the story forward. 

 Understand how writers use expressive 
language to affect the reader 

 Use emotive language to convey a view 
point  

 Independently organise paragraphs 
around a theme.  

 Use a wider range of subordinate 
conjunctions to extend sentences  

 Use leading phrases (I am sure you 
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openers such as two adjectives or a 
verb.  

 Begin to use similes for abstract 
concepts such as the weather. 

 Use a boxing up plan to plan each 
paragraph  

 Write well-structured paragraphs which 
build on previous detail. 

 Use a range of sentence types within 
paragraphs  

add clarity to the reader 

 Identify and use ways in which the 
layout can aid the reader  

 Proof read for spelling and punctuation 
errors 

 Correct punctuate direct speech using 
inverted commas and correct 
punctuation within the dialogue 

 Use prepositions to express time, place 
and manner 

 Proof read for spelling and punctuation 
errors 

 Use a range of sentence types within 
paragraphs 

 Use the present perfect tense instead 
of the simple past 

agree, It is clear that, Surely you would 
prefer)  

 Use rhetorical questions to suit the 
purpose  

 Capital letters, full stops, questions 
marks are mostly correct  

 Maintain writing in the first person 

Greater depth 

 Edit the opening paragraph to create a 
description of the setting. 

 Use noun phrases, precise adjectives 
and similes to give detail. 

 Explore a range of organisational 
devices and evaluate their 
effectiveness. 

  Edit the dialogue to show character’s 
personality and motives. 

 Choose additional vocabulary such as 
adverbs and verbs to show 
characterisation. 

 Change the view point of the author. 

 Use contrasting language to create an 
alternative effect.  

 

2022-23 - Year 3 Medium Term Planning for English – Writing 
In July and early-September 2022, Y3 teachers met with our English leads to discuss how the Writing curriculum should be amended this year, to close the gaps in 

learning. These gaps are due to the disruptions that occurred during the Covid period of 2020-21. Medium Term Planning has been amended, and thus will flow into 
Short Term Planning. Ongoing assessments and evaluations of pupil learning will lead to further adjustments, as the term/year progresses. The blue text below 

shows where changes have been made (and we will keep this under review). 

National curriculum objectives Key vocabulary  
Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English Appendix 2 by: 

 extending the range of sentences with more than one clause by using a wider range 
of conjunctions, including when, if, because, although 

 using the present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the past tense 

 choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to avoid 
repetition 

 Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause 

 Using fronted adverbials 

 Learning the grammar for years 3 and 4 in English Appendix 2 
Indicate grammatical and other features by: 

 using commas after fronted adverbials 

 indicating possession by using the possessive apostrophe with plural nouns 

 using and punctuating direct speech 

 

 Preposition 

 Conjunction 

 Clause 

 Subordinate clause 

 Direct speech 

 Consonant 

 Vowel 

 Inverted commas 
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 use and understand the grammatical terminology in English Appendix 2 accurately 
and appropriately when discussing their writing and reading 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 Autumn Half Term 2 
The Fox and the Star Maps  

Jack and the Baked Beanstalk 
The Tin Forest A day in the life of a poo, a gnu and you 

Text: Write a four part narrative with a 
clearly structured ending.  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To entertain and create a sense 
of adventure  

Text: Write a recount of an event, in the 
form of diary 
Audience: The narrator of the diary  
Purpose: To reflect upon a major event 

Text: Write a story in the third person 
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To show historical knowledge in 
an engaging way.  

Text: Write an explanation in the form of a 
‘how to’ guide. (How to make fire in the 
stone age) 
Audience: Reader’s of a children’s 
encyclopaedia   
Purpose: To explain a historical process  

 Identify the narrator’s voice and how 
this is reflected through language 
choices.  

 Identify the person used throughout 
the writing 

 Identify the use of the past tense 

 Plan writing with a clear form using a 
boxed up plan, offering suggestions as 
part of a group. 

 Fully understand the function of a full 
stop. 

 Group sentences of the same topic or 
time to make a section of a narrative. 

 Use a or an correctly before the 
following word. 

 Use adverbs to show time and place 
within a sentence. 

 Begin to use adverbs (single words) to 
open sentences. 

 Join sentences using co-ordinating 
conjunctions 

 Begin to demarcate sentences with 
capital letters and full stops, question 
marks and exclamation marks. 

 Use monster phonic strategies to make 
plausible attempts at spellings 

 Learn the order of the alphabet in 
relation to dictionaries 

 Maintain writing in the first person 

 Organise events in chronological order 

 With support and guidance, begin to 
form paragraphs with additional detail, 
organising sentences into chronological 
order. 

 Use adverbs to show time, place and 
cause. 

 Choose nouns or pronouns for clarity 
and avoid repetition  

 Confidently use full stops within a 
paragraph.  

 Begin to use adverbs showing time and 
place to open sentences. 

 Use prepositions to show place 

 Use apostrophes for contraction  

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks. 

 Understand how nouns are formed 
using a range of prefixes  

 Use monster phonic strategies to make 
plausible attempts at spellings 

 Accurately spell Y1 and Y2 common 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Begin to discuss words and phrases 
which capture the reader’s interest 

 Begin to use inverted commas to mark 
direct speech  

 Maintain writing in the third person  

 Use adverbs, showing time and place, 
to open sentences 

 Extend sentences with a wider range of 
subordinating conjunctions (because, 
when, although).  

 Join sentences with subordinating 
conjunctions 

 Experiment with verb choices within a 
sentence  

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks.   

 Understand and use pronouns to 
replace nouns within sentences  

 Begin to use apostrophes for 
possession 

 Use the first 2/3 letters to locate words 
in a dictionary. 

 Use extended sentences to explain a 
process 

 Use dictionaries to check the meaning 
of words 

 Apply and spell correctly all Key Stage 1 
spelling rules and those covered from 
Year 3 so far.  

 Use quantifiers to add clarity to 
sentences 

 Use irregular simple past tense verbs 

 Use technical/specific vocabulary to 
avoid ambiguity  

 Use commas within a list 

 Demarcate sentences with capital 
letters and full stops, question marks 
and exclamation marks. 

 Use simple organisational devices 
(headings and sub-headings) 

 Use conjunctions to show cause  

 Begin some sentence with a 
subordinate clause. 
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 Accurately spell Y1 and Y2 common 
exception words 

 To show clear distinction between 
ascenders and descenders. 

exception words 

 To form all letters with a consistent size 
and shape 

 

Greater depth 
 Change a section of the narrative into 

the third person and identify the 
additional language changes that would 
be made.  

 Include additional features for the form 
and audience of the writing 

 Edit how the sequence of the story is 
expressed through conjunctions, 
adverbs and prepositions 

 Extend the use of commas beyond 
single words within the list. 

 Write with a clear audience and identify 
additional language choices which 
reflect the knowledge of the reader  

Spring half term 1 Spring half term 2 
Greta and the Giants Amazing Islands The King who banned the dark How the stars came to be 

Text: Retell or write a narrative showing 
good vs bad.  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To entertain and show how 
language choices can create an effect 

Text: A non-chronological report in the 
style of a travel guide  
Audience: People who are thinking about 
visiting other countries  
Purpose: Showing information in an 
impersonal style  

Text:  Writing a narrative with a strong 
dilemma  
Audience:  Other children for a bed time 
story  
Purpose: Use language which sustains the 
reader’s interest  

Text: Writing a non-chronological report 
based on research  
Audience: Children who want to learn 
about the sun and the moon (fictitious 
report based on the class text)  
Purpose: To inform people of two 
contrasting subjects  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Draw inferences about characters 
thoughts, feelings and motives. 

 Fully understand the use of a full 
stop, particularly where the 
following sentence begins with a 
pronoun.  

 Use inverted commas to show 
dialogue between two characters 

 Use dialogue to build a relationship 
between two characters 

 Choose adjectives, adverbs and 
verbs which have a specific impact 
on the reader (e.g. making the 
reader think a character is good or 
bad) 

 Identify how language and 
presentation contribute to 
meaning. 

 Plan writing with a clear audience 

 Use headings and sub headings to 
aid presentation 

 Organise paragraphs around one 
particular theme 

 Use comparisons to help the reader 
make connections (e.g. the whale 
shark is roughly the size of a bus) 

 Write in the present tense  

 Use a did you know box with 
interesting individual facts to grab 
the attention of the reader  

 Use adjectives which are factual  

 Understand what compound and 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Discuss words and phrases which 
capture the reader’s interest 

 Plan writing with a clear audience 
and purpose 

 Write a five part narrative with a 
strong dilemma  

 Securely use inverted commas to 
show character dialogue 

 Use dialogue to move the action 
forward.  

 Use additional detail within the 
reporting clause to move the action 
forward.  

 Choose precise nouns and verbs to 
create a specific impact on the 

 Recognise key themes across non-
fiction texts 

 Structure writing using an 
introductory paragraph  

 Choose formal vocabulary to suit 
the audience of the text 

 Use sub-headings which are precise 
and engaging to the audience 

 Organise paragraphs around one 
theme and begin to use a general 
opening sentence to introduce the 
paragraph’s topic.  

 Use a glossary to explain the 
meaning of key words 

 Write in the third person and 
maintain this throughout writing  
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 Begin to experiment with figurative 
language – use similes to describe 
people or places 

 Use simple, compound and complex 
sentences within writing.  

complex sentences are. 

 Begin to use subordinate 
conjunctions to join sentences.  

 Make links between paragraphs by 
using repeated pronouns or nouns.  

reader and give clues as to author’s 
viewpoint.  

 Use simple, compound and complex 
sentences within writing. 

 Use simple sentences to add 
tension during the dilemma  

 

Greater depth 
 Edit and redraft a section of dialogue to 

show clearly the author’s view point of 
the characters.  

 Change the form of the report, and 
adapt the layout and language features 
according to the new form. E.g. a 
website article or leaflet 

  Choose one section of the text to edit 
and redraft, focussing specifically on 
the language choices and how these 
create an effect on the reader.  

 Use compare and contrast language to 
compare the subject of the non-
chronological report to a similar subject  

Summer half term 1 Summer half term 2 
Marcy and the Riddle of the Sphinx The Owl Tree I ate sunshine for breakfast (background 

information text not model text)  

Text: A narrative which has a clear 
problem and resolution  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To structure a text into clear 
sections  

Text: A set of instructions that can be 
easily followed  
Audience: Visitors to the Hancock 
Museum Newcastle  
Purpose: To enable visitors to understand 
a process  

Text: Narrative where dialogue moves the 
story forward 
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly. 
Purpose: To show the importance of 
effective dialogue within a narrative  

Text: Write a persuasive letter  
Audience: Sunderland City Council  
Purpose: To convince the council to 
preserve the cities green areas and plant 
more plants.  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Understand the purpose of dialogue 
within a text 

 Use expanded noun phrases to add 
detail and precision  

 Use conjunctions to show time, place 
and cause.  

 Experiment with different sentence 
openers such as two adjectives or a 
verb.  

 Begin to use similes for abstract 
concepts such as the weather. 

 Use a boxing up plan to plan each 
paragraph  

 Write well-structured paragraphs which 

 Explain the language and structural 
features of instructions 

 Write increasingly complicated 
instructions with clear audience, 
ensuring they can be easily followed 

 Use precise nouns to give detail and 
avoid ambiguity  

 Choose verbs to suit the purpose 

 Use adverbs and adverbial phrases to 
add clarity to the reader 

 Identify and use ways in which the 
layout can aid the reader  

 Proof read for spelling and punctuation 
errors 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Understand how dialogue can build a 
character 

 Use a boxing up plan to plan with a 
clear purpose, audience and form  

 Write a story which has a problem and 
resolution, with the dialogue moving 
the story forward. 

 Correct punctuate direct speech using 
inverted commas and correct 
punctuation within the dialogue 

 Use prepositions to express time, place 
and manner 

 Proof read for spelling and punctuation 
errors 

 Understand how writers use expressive 
language to affect the reader 

 Use emotive language to convey a view 
point  

 Independently organise paragraphs 
around a theme.  

 Use a wider range of subordinate 
conjunctions to extend sentences  

 Use leading phrases (I am sure you 
agree, It is clear that, Surely you would 
prefer)  

 Use rhetorical questions to suit the 
purpose  

 Capital letters, full stops, questions 
marks are mostly correct  

 Maintain writing in the first person 
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build on previous detail. 

 Use a range of sentence types within 
paragraphs  

 Use a range of sentence types within 
paragraphs 

 Use the present perfect tense instead 
of the simple past 

Greater depth 

 Edit the opening paragraph to create a 
description of the setting. 

 Use noun phrases, precise adjectives 
and similes to give detail. 

 Explore a range of organisational 
devices and evaluate their 
effectiveness. 

  Edit the dialogue to show character’s 
personality and motives. 

 Choose additional vocabulary such as 
adverbs and verbs to show 
characterisation. 

 Change the view point of the author. 

 Use contrasting language to create an 
alternative effect.  
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Year 4 Medium Term Planning for English - Writing 

National curriculum objectives Key vocabulary  

Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English Appendix 2 by: 

 extending the range of sentences with more than one clause by using a wider 
range of conjunctions, including when, if, because, although 

 using the present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the past tense 

 choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to 
avoid repetition 

 Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause 

 Using fronted adverbials 

 Learning the grammar for years 3 and 4 in English Appendix 2 
Indicate grammatical and other features by: 

 using commas after fronted adverbials 

 indicating possession by using the possessive apostrophe with plural nouns 

 using and punctuating direct speech 

 use and understand the grammatical terminology in English Appendix 2 
accurately 

and appropriately when discussing their writing and reading 

 

 Determiner 

 Pronoun  

 Possessive pronoun 

 Adverbial 

 Plural 
 Cohesion 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 Autumn Half Term 2 
Cinderella on the Nile The story of Tutankhamun Pugs of the Frozen North Rise Up 

Text: Write a narrative showing a familiar 
story with a varied and rich vocabulary 
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly  
Purpose: To create a descriptive 
atmosphere  

Text: Write a recount in the first person in 
the form of a letter 
Audience: Visitors to an Egyptian 
exhibition  
Purpose: To inform the reader about 
Egyptian culture  

Text: Write a narrative which has a well 
structured climax and resolution  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly  
Purpose: To entertain and create a 
powerful description   

Text: Write an explanation of how 
something works  
Audience: Other children who want to 
learn about inventions (reading a class 
webpage) 
Purpose: To explain how a machine works  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Plan and write their own version of a 
familiar story focussing on varied and 
rich vocabulary  

 Begin sentences with ‘’ing’ verbs and 
use a comma to separate the 
subordinate clause  

 Ensure capital letters for proper nouns 

 Use expanded noun phrases to add 
clarity to a sentence 

 Use possessive pronouns within 
sentences 

 Maintain the first person throughout 
writing  

 Use apostrophes to show plural 
possession  

 Ensure accuracy and consistency in 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use repetition in a sentence that gives 
three actions  

 Begin to use determiners to clarify 
(their, those, these,) 

 Use inverted commas for dialogue, with 
a capital letter for the word following 
the inverted comma. 

 Use an impersonal tone when 
explaining 

 Structure paragraphs to ensure clarity 
for the reader 

 Use nouns which avoid repetition  

 Use prepositions within a sentence  

 Use comparative adjectives 

 Include diagrams to support their 
writing 
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are used accurately.  

 Begin to use expanded noun phrases to 
add additional detail 

 Use inverted commas to show dialogue, 
plus comma to separate the reporting 
clause.  

 Confidently use adverbs to show time, 
place and manner. 

subject use of past tense and subject-
verb agreements 

 

 Begin to use fronted adverbials to begin 
sentences. 

 Choose verbs carefully to represent the 
desired effect on the reader  

 Use adverbs to show time and cause 
within sentences and at the beginning  

 Use conjunctions which show cause 
and effect   

Greater depth 
 Choose vocabulary which will provoke 

sympathy or dislike of a character  
 Change the form in which the recount 

is written (e.g. to a diary) 

 Choose the text and language features 
to suit the new form 

 Re-draft the conflict stage of the 
narrative and use devices to build 
tension 

 re-draft the explanation in an informal 
style, changing the language to suit the 
new audience  

Spring half term 1 Spring half term 2 
Leo and the Gorgon’s curse  The Wild Robot  

Text: A narrative which uses 
organisational devices to guide the reader 
Audience: Children in Y3 who will be 
reading books by the same author  
Purpose: To structure a text by the choice 
of language  

Text: A persuasive advertisement 
Audience: School P.E. Co-ordinator  
Purpose: To persuade Mrs Bracknall to 
arrange a mini school Olympics  

Text: A narrative with a clear and 
atmospheric setting 
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly 
Purpose: To create a vivid image in the 
reader’s mind. 

Text: A descriptive non-chronological 
report  
Audience:  Children reading a survival 
guide 
Purpose: To inform the reader of different 
dangerous animals  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use fronted adverbials to begin 
sentences 

 Develop the use of sentences with 
more than one clause 

 Begin to understand and use the past 
progressive tense  

 Use pronouns to create cohesion across 
paragraphs and avoid repetition. 

 Use repeated words and phrases to 
create cohesion across paragraphs  

 Use effective similes within writing  

 Understand and use prepositional 
phrases 

 Understand and use the past perfect 
tense  

 Understand and use standard English 
forms for verb inflections (we were 
instead of we was) 

 Begin to understand and use hyperbole 

 Maintain a formal style throughout an 
extended piece of writing  

 Carefully choose rhetorical questions to 
engage the reader 

 Choose precise nouns, adjectives and 
verbs for a desired effect on the reader. 

 Use power of three sentences within 
the writing  

 Choose pronouns and nouns within and 
across sentences to aid cohesion.  
 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Understand and use the present 
progressive  

 Confidently use fronted adverbials 
within writing  

 Begin to experiment with wider 
figurative language, including 
onomatopoeia and alliteration 

 Understand and use noun phrases to 
add detail 

 Use expanded noun phrases which 
have been modified with preposition 
phrases 

 Correctly use possessive apostrophes 
after plurals  

 Use rich and varied vocabulary 
identified through reading  

 Use generalising language  

 Maintain the present tense throughout 
writing  

 Understand the difference between 
fact and opinion  

 Use a wider range of subordinating 
conjunctions (because, although, while) 
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Greater depth 

 Edit and redraft a section of the 
narrative, looking at how adverbial 
phrases and pronouns can be used to 
organise a text. 

 Re-draft the persuasive text to a TV 
advert. 

 Use vocabulary and linguistic devices to 
suit the new form 

 Transform the narrative with a change 
in atmosphere  

 Explore how language changes when 
writing in the past by writing about an 
extinct animal.  

Summer half term 1 Summer half term 2 
The explorer What the elephant heard The Sound of Silence 

Text: A narrative which writes in role as 
the character  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly 
Purpose:  

Text: A recount in the form of a formal 
letter 
Audience: David Attenborough to use in 
his new documentary 
Purpose: To show sequential events  

Text: A narrative which has a strong 
central character 
Audience: The new class teacher  
Purpose: To entertain and show good 
characterisation 

Text: A compare and contrast non-
chronological report  
Audience: People visiting a museum 
wanting to learn about a historical person 
Purpose: To form part of a museum 
exhibition  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Maintain the 1
st

 or 3
rd

 person 
throughout writing  

 Use fronted adverbials to begin 
sentences and demarcate with a 
comma 

 Begin to experiment with wider 
figurative language, including 
personification  

 Use a wide range of sentence types 

 Organise paragraphs around a theme or 
time, and choose pronouns or nouns to 
make links between paragraphs.  

 Use an introductory paragraph which 
answers who, what, when where and 
why 

 Write in chronological order, making 
links between paragraphs  

 Maintain a formal tone throughout an 
extended piece of writing  

 Show control over the choice of tense 
within writing  

 End with a closing statement or 
paragraph to re orientate the reader 

 Effectively use conjunctions, adverbs 
and prepositions to express time, cause 
and place.  

 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Understand and use the present 
perfect tense 

 Begin to experiment with relative 
clauses to add additional information to 
the reader 

 Use a wide range of sentence types and 
begin to think about their impact on 
the reader.  

 Use figurative language within the 
description 

 Use expanded noun phrases which are 
modified by adjectives, nouns and 
prepositional phrases.  

 Maintain writing within the third 
person 

 Guide the reader through the text by 
carefully selecting layout features 

 Use cohesive words or phrases which 
compare or contrast ideas  

 Choose appropriately technical 
language and provide a glossary which 
shows an understanding of the reader 

 Use a wider range of subordinating 
conjunctions (whereas, rather, even 
though)  

 Correctly use apostrophes to show 
plural possession 

Greater depth 

 Re-draft the narrative to write from 
two perspectives  

 Write a recount in the style of a diary 
and propose own changes to make to 
suit the new form  

 Develop additional characters and add 
detail to settings using adjectives and 
figurative language.  

 Consistently use dialogue sparingly to 
effectively add detail to the writing and 
support characterisation  

 Re-draft to make the text suitable for a 
different audience and purpose (e.g. an 
entry in a non-fiction book) 
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Year 5 Medium Term Planning for English - Writing 

National curriculum objectives Key vocabulary  
Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English Appendix 2 by: 

 Recognising vocabulary and structures that are appropriate for formal speech and 
writing, including subjunctive forms 

 Using passive verbs to affect the presentation of information in a sentence 

 Using the perfect form of verbs to mark relationships of time and cause 

 Using expanded noun phrases to convey complicated information concisely 

 Using modal verbs or adverbs to indicate degrees of possibility 

 Using relative clauses beginning with who, which, where, when, whose, that or with 
an implied (i.e. omitted) relative pronoun 

 Learning the grammar for years 5 and 6 in English Appendix 2 
Indicate grammatical and other features by:  

 Using commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity in writing 

 Using hyphens to avoid ambiguity 

 Using brackets, dashes or commas to indicate parenthesis 

 Using semi-colons, colons or dashes to mark boundaries between independent 
clauses 

 Using a colon to introduce a list 

 Punctuating bullet points consistently 
Use and understand the grammatical terminology in English Appendix 2 accurately and 
appropriately in discussing their writing and reading. 
 
 

 

 Modal verb 

 Relative pronoun 

 Relative clause 

 Parenthesis 

 Dash 

 Bracket 

 Cohesion 

 Ambiguity 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 Autumn Half Term 2 
Queen of Darkness  Holes Wild animals of the North 

Text: Write a five part narrative which has 
clear links between each section  
Audience: Children during an English 
assembly 
Purpose: To entertain and engage young 
readers 

Text: Write a concise recount in a specific 
form 
Audience: Children who want to learn 
about the Romans 
Purpose: To recall information about a 
visit 

Text: Write a narrative which is both tense 
and humorous   
Audience:  Children during an English 
assembly 
Purpose: To entertain a wide range of 
readers  

Text: Write a comparative non-
chronological report which suits the 
formality of the audience.  
Audience: A children’s online 
encyclopaedia  
Purpose: To inform in a concise but clear 
manner  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use literary devices such as repetition, 
alliteration,  and “rule of three” 

 Use brackets for parenthesis  

 Choose nouns and adjectives for clarity  

 Experiment with moving parts of a 
sentence to create different effects 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Begin to use dialogue to convey 
character. 

 Begin to experiment with the passive 
voice 

 Use hyphens to avoid ambiguity  

 Use expanded noun phrases to convey 
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 Use inverted commas to demarcate 
speech, and commas to separate 
reporting clauses.  

 Use fronted adverbials, separated with 
a comma, which create links between 
paragraphs. 

 Begin to use fronted prepositional 
phrases  

 Use conjunctions and adverbials to 
create cohesion between paragraphs  

 Use accurate and precise technical 
vocabulary  

 Use modifying adjectives to add detail 
or to qualify a point.  

 Use relative pronouns, including whom.  

 Indicate degrees of possibility using 
adverbs  

 Use rhetorical questions to amuse the 
reader.  

 Use adverbials of time, place and 
manner 

 Use a wide range of conjunctions to link 
ideas, and to show contrast 

 Carefully select proper nouns to 
suggest character traits  

more complex meaning clearly 

 Accurately use both the past and 
present tense within a piece of writing.  

 Ensure there is a well-structured final 
paragraph to re-orientate the reader 

 Begin to use parenthesis to provide the 
reader with additional detail  

Greater depth 
 Change the atmosphere of the story 

and have a solid understanding of how 
language choices and sentence 
structure change to adapt the 
atmosphere.  

 Edit or re-write the recount so that it is 
suitable for two audience (children and 
their parents). 

 Use shifts in formality to suit both 
intended readers.  
 
 
 
 
 

 Adapt the story and use repetition of 
phrases, ideas and motifs to change the 
focus of the story 

 Create an additional genre within the 
non-chronological (either instructions 
or explanation) and use the appropriate 
formality to suit the genre.  

Spring half term 1 Spring half term 2 
Harry Miller’s Run  Song of the Dolphin Boy The Dam 

Text: A narrative which is inspired by a 
particular author  
Audience: David Almond  
Purpose: To show how an author can 
inspire writing  

Text: A formal persuasive letter  
Audience:  Staff at Seven Stories 
Purpose: To persuade a local venue to 
host a David Almond exhibition.  

Text: Writing a narrative from another 
character’s view point 
Audience:  Children during an English 
assembly  
Purpose: To use emotive language to 
convey a message or meaning. 

Text: A linear procedural text 
Audience: Judges at Blue Peter (Green 
Badge Award)   
Purpose: To show understanding of a 
procedure   

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Begin to experiment with wider 
figurative language, including clichés  

 Understand why non-standard English 
may be used within a piece of writing  

 Begin to include relative clauses using a 
range of relative pronouns 

 Use second person pronouns to engage 
with the reader 

 Use modal verbs to indicate degrees of 
possibility  

 Show awareness of the reader by 
including humour or word play. 

 Use the rule of three 

 Effectively use rhetorical questions to 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use relative clauses, using a range of 
relative pronouns 

 Understand how to chance nouns and 
adjectives into verbs by adding suffixes 

 Show a contrast between inward 
feelings and outward actions by 

 Use parenthesis to provide the reader 
with additional detail 

 Avoid use of ‘you’ to make writing more 
formal 

 Use factual adjectives to avoid 
ambiguity  

 Adapt degrees of formality and 
informality to suit the form of the 
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 Begin to use clauses to drop in 
additional detail about a character 

 Identify language choices made by an 
author and use them within own 
writing.  

engage the reader  

 Structure paragraphs to move from 
general statements to more specific 
examples 

 

choosing contrasting language  

 Begin to use the subjunctive form to 
show character’s thoughts or feelings 

 Use adverbials to make links within 
paragraphs  

 Begin to use metaphors 

instructions 

 Use relative clauses to add further 
information relevant to the reader  

 

Greater depth 

 Adapt the story for a different 
audience, aiming for consistency and 
style (write for a KS2 audience, rather 
than an adult) 

 Re-draft the letter by including quotes 
or references to add a level of formality 
to the letter. 

 Change the story to show parallel 
narrators where events are portrayed 
at the same time. 

 Change to a non-linear structure with 
language choices which signal where 
the reader should look.   

Summer half term 1 Summer half term 2 
The 1000 year old boy  The Jamie Drake Equation Counting on Katherine 

Text: A non-linear narrative showing 
changes in time  
Audience: Children during assembly 
Purpose: To use language which can signal 
changes in time  

Text: A balanced discussion text  
Audience: Alfie from 1000 year old boy 
Purpose: Discuss whether a character 
should take a particular action (taking of a 
life pearl)  

Text: A narrative with a clear narrative 
voice 
Audience: The character’s father 
Purpose: To use dialogue, language and 
structural features to show a view point 

Text: A concise and impersonal 
explanation text  
Audience: Visitors to a science exhibition 
Purpose: To explain a process in a concise 
manner 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Begin to use commas to avoid 
ambiguity.  

 Use adverbs to indicate degrees of 
possibility 

 Use parenthesis to provide the reader 
with additional detail, understanding 
the weighting of dashes.  

 Deliberately choose vocabulary to 
repeat 

 Use the correct speech punctuation, 
including the punctuation within 
speech.  

 Use relative clauses, including those 
where the relative pronoun is omitted 

 Understand and use adverbs and modal 
verbs to indicate degrees of possibility. 

 Use conditionals within sentences to 
show theories  

 Begin to use semi-colons and colons 
within writing 

 Use adverbial phrases to make links 
between paragraphs  

 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use commas to clarify meaning and 
avoid ambiguity  

 Use metaphors to create mood and 
embellish description  

 Use repetition for effect  

 Use correct speech punctuation  

 Choose dialogue carefully to advance 
the action of the story. 

 Begin to use semi-colons and colons 
within writing  

 Describe setting using a range of 
devices including imagery, sensory 
details and symbolism 

 Plan, compose, edit and refine an 
explanation text showing awareness of 
the reader  

 Use parenthesis to add clarification of 
technical vocabulary  

 Alternate between formal and informal 
language where appropriate (e.g. You’ll 
be surprised to know that) 

 Use conjunctions showing cause and 
effect  

 Use correctly punctuated relative 
clauses to provide further information 

 Use preposition phrases and expanded 
noun phrases to add detail, 
qualification and precision   

Greater depth 

 Redraft a section of the non-linear 
narrative to show changes in 
atmosphere and mood.  

 Combine a discussion text with a non-
chronological report  

 Add an additional narrative voice 
demonstrating a change in formality 

 Transform the writing to include a 
mixture of styles which would suit 
multiple audiences. 

 Look at embedding other text types, or 
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other audiences based on a shift of 
formality. 

 
 

Year 6 Medium Term Planning for English - Writing 

National curriculum objectives Key vocabulary  
Develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English Appendix 2 by: 

 Recognising vocabulary and structures that are appropriate for formal speech and 
writing, including subjunctive forms 

 Using passive verbs to affect the presentation of information in a sentence 

 Using the perfect form of verbs to mark relationships of time and cause 

 Using expanded noun phrases to convey complicated information concisely 

 Using modal verbs or adverbs to indicate degrees of possibility 

 Using relative clauses beginning with who, which, where, when, whose, that or with 
an implied (i.e. omitted) relative pronoun 

 Learning the grammar for years 5 and 6 in English Appendix 2 
Indicate grammatical and other features by:  

 Using commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity in writing 

 Using hyphens to avoid ambiguity 

 Using brackets, dashes or commas to indicate parenthesis 

 Using semi-colons, colons or dashes to mark boundaries between independent 
clauses 

 Using a colon to introduce a list 

 Punctuating bullet points consistently 

 Use and understand the grammatical terminology in English Appendix 2 accurately 
and appropriately in discussing their writing and reading. 

 

 Subject 

 Object 

 Active 

 Passive 

 Synonym 

 Antonym 

 Ellipses 

 Hyphen 

 Colon 

 Semi-colon 

 Bullet points 

Knowledge and Skills 

Autumn Half Term 1 Autumn Half Term 2 
Oliver Twist Porridge Pincher Faces Court 

(Class novel: Rooftoppers) 
The Ship of Shadows  

Text: Write a narrative inspired by a play 
script  
Audience: Children in an English assembly  
Purpose: To entertain children  

Text: A recount of an event in the form of 
a newspaper 
Audience: Victorian Britain  
Purpose: To inform people of an event 
and sensationalise to show view points  

Text: A narrative which creates a tense 
atmosphere  
Audience: Children in an English assembly  
Purpose: To entertain and build tension  

Text: A comparative non-chronological 
report  
Audience: A website about different parts 
of the world   
Purpose: To inform others of geographical 
facts  
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As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use inverted commas to demarcate 
speech, and commas to separate 
reporting clauses, when using dialogue 
to move the action forward and show 
character development.  

 Use sentences which include a variety 
of compound and complex clauses.  

 Use a range of sentence openers and 
vary their use throughout the writing. 

 Use similes and personification to 
create a description  

 Use relative clauses with relative 
pronouns and begin to use relative 
clauses with an omitted relative 
pronoun. 

 Use a range of conjunctions, adverbs 
and prepositions to order events, link 
previous ideas, and provide 
exemplification. 

 Use hyphens for compound words to 
avoid ambiguity.  

 Begin to use modal verbs  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use repetition or words, phrases and 
sentence structures for dramatic effect  

 Use dashes to mark the boundary 
between clauses, adding emphasis or 
surprise.  

 Use ellipses effectively to create 
suspense.  

 Use metaphors to create a specific 
atmosphere  

 Understand that synonyms have slightly 
different word meanings, and choose 
synonyms appropriately. 

 Use colons to introduce a list  

 Show awareness of how to make 
writing succinct by using grammar and 
punctuation taught so far precisely to 
engage the reader 

 Use layout devices such as headings, 
sub-headings, bullets and tables to 
structure texts 

 Effectively use modal verbs within 
sentences  

 Use a range of subordinating and co-
ordinating conjunctions effectively to 
link ideas in and across paragraphs.  

Greater depth 
 Edit or redraft to focus on 

characterisation and independently 
choose vocabulary and grammar 
choices to reflect this change.  

 Independently reflect upon how 
formality changes when the 
purpose/audience of the recount 
changes. 

 Change the atmosphere of the story (to 
one of humour) and independently 
focus on how language choices, 
sentence structure and grammar must 
change.  
 
 
 

 Transform the recount to be suitable 
for multiple audiences – adapt the 
levels of formality for the multi-
audience. 

Spring half term 1 Spring half term 2 
When the sky falls Skyward: Female pilots of the war (for context) 

Text: Write an extended narrative which 
creates a powerful descriptive 
atmosphere. 
Audience: Authors who have been 
inspired by the war  
Purpose: To show accurate historical 
context through fiction writing  

Text: Write a balanced discussion text 
showing two view points equally before 
concluding 
Audience: Class teacher 
Purpose: To evaluate whether animals 
should be kept in captivity  

Text: To write a historical narrative and 
convey factual information throughout the 
narrative 
Audience: Children who are learning 
about WW2 
Purpose: To entertain whilst providing 
historical content  

Text: A non-chronological report which 
informs and entertains  
Audience: Children who wish to learn 
about mountain environments  
Purpose: to provide factual information 
and engages and entertains the reader  

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use the perfect form of verbs to show 
relationships in time  

 Begin to use the passive voice 

 Begin to use semi-colons and dashes to 

 Understand and begin to use the 
subjunctive mood to show appropriate 
formality  

 Understand and use conditional 
phrases to lead the reader into a way of 
thinking.  

 To explain the impact language can 
have on the reader 

 To understand how an author can use 
foreshadowing techniques through 
their choice of language 

 Choose appropriate vocabulary based 

 Use the perfect form of verbs to show 
relationships in time and cause  

 Use modal verbs to indicate possibility 

 Use questions which engage the reader 
and introduce new information 

 Use commas accurately to clarify 
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mark boundaries between independent 
clauses.  

 Use colons to introduce a list  

 Use cohesive devices such as repetition 
of a phrase across paragraphs 

 Choose synonyms and antonyms for 
specific effect on the reader  

 Use punctuation for elaboration of a 
point (using colons, semi-colons and 
parenthesis) 

 Effectively choose and use conjunctions 
to make links within and across 
paragraphs  

 Carefully select emotive language to 
elicit an emotional response from the 
reader 

on their connotations  

 Use expanded noun phrases, with 
adjectives and prepositional phrases. 

 To structure paragraphs, making links 
between ideas across different 
paragraphs.  

meaning  

 To choose precise and concise language 
and grammar to convey meaning.  

Greater depth 

 To utilise the styles of other authors 
and incorporate their techniques into 
their writing  

   Independently adapt the writing for the 
general public as well as the Prime 
minister, controlling levels of formality. 

Summer half term 1 Summer half term 2 
The Eye of the North 
(2022 As the Sky falls) 

 Darwin’s Dragons On the Origin of species 

Text: To write a non-linear narrative  
Audience: To Year 5 children 
Purpose: To show shifts in time and 
narrator 

Text: Persuasive text within a formal letter 
Audience: Mr McAnaney 
Purpose: To persuade whilst maintaining 
an appropriate level of formality  

Text: Write a narrative with clear 
distinction between characters. 
Audience: Children in an English assembly 
Purpose: To engage younger readers and 
make them invest in a character’s fate. 

Text: Write a discussion text of a scientific 
principle   
Audience: Visitors to a Charles Darwin 
exhibition   
Purpose: To show both sides of a 
discussion  
 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Identify the differences between formal 
and informal vocabulary choices 

 Understand that contractions are used 
in informal genres and utilise this skill 
when developing a character 

 Use question tags and contractions to 
show distinctions in formality between 
characters 

 Link ideas across paragraphsp using 
cohesive devices such as repetition of a 
word or phrase.  

 
 

 Use expanded noun phrases to 
concisely and factually present 
information  

 Use relative clauses with an omitted 
relative pronoun. 

 Use colons to introduce a list and semi-
colons within lists  

 Use both the active and passive voice 
within sentences. 

 Build cohesion across and within 
paragraphs using conjunctions, adverbs 
and synonyms.  

 Use hyphens to avoid ambiguity  
 

As well as grammatical features 
previously covered:  

 Use commas to clarify meaning and 
avoid ambiguity  

 Use ellipses correctly and for effect  

 Use adverbials as cohesive devices 
within and across paragraphs  

 Use a variety of sentence structures to 
engage the reader throughout 
sustained periods of description.  

 Understand and use the subjunctive 
mood to show appropriate formality  

 Use brackets, dashes and commas to 
indicate parenthesis  

 Punctuate bullet points consistently 
and correctly  

 Use layout devices efficiently to 
signpost the reader  

 Use the semi-colon, colon and dash to 
mark the boundary between 
independent clauses 
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Greater depth 

 To independently change the formality 
of the narration so that sections 
contrast. 

 To independently transform the text for 
a different audience thus creating a 
shift in formality.   

 Transform a section of the text to show 
greater character development through 
the use of dialogue and action.  

 Present information or recount 
information in any way they choose, 
demonstrating appropriate language 
and structural choices  
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4. Mathematics Medium-Term Planning 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Every day in school, from our 2-year-olds in nursery to our Year 6 pupils, our 
children are experiencing the world of mathematics all around them. 
 

As well as teaching key skills and knowledge about number, shape, space and 
measures, statistics, calculation, algebra and much more, our lessons also foster an 
understanding of problem-solving, methodical thinking and logical strategies. 
 

Maths offers children a powerful way of communicating. The children learn to 
explore and explain their ideas using symbols, diagrams and spoken and written 
language. They also start to discover how mathematics has developed over time and 
how it contributes to our society and culture. 
 

Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for Maths, our Long and Medium 
Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘Maths in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
https://grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Mathematics-25072021143238/ 
 
 

 
 

In the Mathematics Medium Term Plans that follow, the following acronyms are used: 

 WT: Working towards 

 EXS: Expected Standard 

 GD: Greater Depth 

 PS: Problem Solving 

 R: Reasoning 

https://grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Mathematics-25072021143238/
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YEAR 1 AUTUMN 
 Number: Place Value (within 10) Number: Addition and Subtraction (within 10) Geometry: Shape Consolidation 

 Week 1-5 Week 6-10 Week 11 Week 12 

N
at

io
n

al
 C

u
rr

ic
u

lu
m

 

 Identify and represent numbers using 
objects and pictorial representations 
including the number line, and use the 
language of: equal to, more than, less than 
(fewer), most, least 

 Count to and across 100, forwards and 
backwards, beginning with zero or 1, or 
from any given number 

 Compare numbers using and = signs 

 Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in 
numerals and words 

 identify and represent numbers using objects and 
pictorial representations including the number line, 
and use the language of: equal to, more than, less 
than (fewer) 

 Read, write and interpret mathematical statements 
involving addition (+), subtraction (–) and equals (=) 
signs 

  Represent and use number bonds and related 
subtraction facts within 20 

 Add and subtract 1-digit and 2-digit numbers to 20, 
including zero 

 Recognise and name common 2-D shapes, 
including: (e.g. rectangles (including 
squares), circles and triangles).  

 Recognise and name common 3-D shapes, 
including: (e.g. cuboids (including cubes), 
pyramids and spheres). 

   
   

   
  C

o
n

so
lid

at
io

n
 

W
h

it
e 

R
o

se
 S

m
al

l S
te

p
s 

Step 1 Sort objects 
Step 2 Count objects  
Step 3 Count objects from a larger group  
Step 4 Represent objects  
Step 5 Recognise numbers as words  
Step 6 Count on from any number  
Step 7 1 more  
Step 8 Count backwards within 10 
Step 9 1 less  
Step 10 Compare groups by matching  
Step 11 Fewer, more, same  
Step 12 Less than, greater than, equal to  
Step 13 Compare numbers  
Step 14 Order objects and numbers  
Step 15 The number line 
 

Step 1 Introduce parts and wholes  
Step 2 Part-whole model  
Step 3 Write number sentences  
Step 4 Fact families – addition facts  
Step 5 Number bonds within 10  
Step 6 Systematic number bonds within 10  
Step 7 Number bonds to 10  
Step 8 Addition – add together 
Step 9 Addition – add more  
Step 10 Addition problems  
Step 11 Find a part  
Step 12 Subtraction – find a part  
Step 13 Fact families – the eight facts  
Step 14 Subtraction – take away/cross out (How many 
left?)  
Step 15 Take away (How many left?)  
Step 16 Subtraction on a number line 
Step 17 Add or subtract 1 or 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 1 Recognise and name 3-D shapes 
Step 2 Sort 3-D shapes  
Step 3 Recognise and name 2-D shapes  
Step 4 Sort 2-D shapes  
Step 5 Patterns with 2-D and 3-D shapes 
 

    
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
  C

o
n

so
lid

at
io

n
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Te
ac

h
e

r 
A

ss
es

sm
e

n
t 

Fr
am

ew
o

rk
 

W
T 

Read and write numbers in numerals (to 
10). 

 Add and subtract (one digit numbers) explaining their 
method verbally in pictures or using apparatus.  

 Recall at least four of the six number bonds for 10 and 
reason about associated facts. 

 Name some common 2D and 3D shapes from a 
group of shapes or from pictures of the shapes 
and describe some of their properties.   

 

EX
S • Read scales in divisions (of ones).  Recall all the number bonds to and within 10. and use these 

to reason with. 
 Name and describe properties of 2D and 3D 

shapes. 
 

G
D

 

 Read scales where not all numbers on the 
scale are given and estimate points in 
between. 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that 
involve more than one step.  

 Use reasoning about numbers and 
relationships to solve more complex 
problems and explain their thinking 

 Use reasoning about numbers and relationships to solve 
more complex problems and explain their thinking. 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that involve more than one 
step. 

 Describe the similarities and differences of 2D 
and 3D shapes, using their properties. 

 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete and pictorial representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Begin to independently find a starting point to break into a problem 

 Use trial and improvement strategy 

 Independently find possibilities 

 With support (adult, peer) check work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers and errors) 

 Independently pattern spot and copy and continue a pattern (objects, shapes, numbers, spatial) predicting what will come next 

 With support, investigate statements 

R
  Describe and explain with reasons 

 Listen to others’ explanations and try to make sense of them 
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YEAR 1 SPRING 

 Number: Place Value (within 20) 
Number: Addition and 

Subtraction 
Number: Place Value (within 50) 

(inc multiples of 2,5 and 10) 
Measurement: 

Length & Height 
Measurement:  

Weight & Volume 
 Week 1-3 Week 4-6 Week 7-8 Week 9-10 Week 11-12 

N
at

io
n

al
 C

u
rr

ic
u

lu
m

 

 Count to and across 100, 
forwards and backwards, 
beginning with zero or 1, or 
from any given number  

 Identify and represent 
numbers using objects and 
pictorial representations 
including the number line, 
and use the language of: 
equal to, more than, less 
than (fewer), most, least 

 Identify and represent 
numbers using objects and 
pictorial representations 
including the number line, 
and use the language of: 
equal to, more than, less 
than (fewer), most, least  

 Count, read and write 
numbers to 100 in 
numerals; count in multiples 
of 2s, 5s and 10s 

 Read and write numbers 
from 1 to 20 in numerals 
and words 

 Given a number, identify 1 
more and 1 less 

 Read, write and interpret 
mathematical statements 
involving addition (+), 
subtraction (–) and equals (=) 
signs  

 Add and subtract 1-digit and 2-
digit numbers to 20, including 
zero 

 Represent and use number 
bonds and related subtraction 
facts within 20 

 Solve one-step problems that 
involve addition and 
subtraction, using concrete 
objects and pictorial 
representations, and missing 
number problems such as 7 = ? 
– 9 

 Count to and across 100, forwards 
and backwards, beginning with zero 
or 1, or from any given number  

 Identify and represent numbers 
using objects and pictorial 
representations including the 
number line, and use the language 
of: equal to, more than, less than 
(fewer), most, least 

 Count, read and write numbers to 
100 in numerals; count in multiples 
of 2s, 5s and 10s 

 Given a number, identify 1 more 
and 1 less 

 Compare, describe 
and solve practical 
problems for: 
lengths and height; 
mass/weight; 
capacity and 
volume; time 

 Measure and begin 
to record the 
following: lengths 
and heights; 
mass/weight; 
capacity and 
volume; time 

 Compare, describe and solve 
practical problems for: lengths 
and heights; mass/weight; 
capacity and volume; time 

 Measure and begin to record the 
following: lengths and heights; 
mass/weights; capacity and 
volume; time 
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W
h
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e 

R
o
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m
al

l S
te

p
s 

Step 1 Count within 20 
Step 2 Understand 10 
Step 3 Understand 11,12 and 
13 
Step 4 14, 15 and 16 
Step 5 Understand 17,18 and 
19 
Step 6 Understand 20 
Step 7 1 more and 1 less 
Step 8 The number line to 20 
Step 9 Use a number line to 
20 
Step 10 Estimate on a number 
line to 20 
        
 
 

Step 1 Add by counting on within 
20 
Step 2 Add ones using number 
bonds 
Step 3 Find and number bonds to 
20 
Step 4 Doubles 
Step 5 Near doubles 
Step 6 Subtract ones using 
number bonds 
Step 7 Subtraction – counting 
back 
Step 8 Subtraction – finding the 
difference 
Step 9 Related facts 
Step 10 Missing number 
problems 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 1 Count from 20 to 50 
Step 2 20,30,40 and 50 
Step 3 Count by making groups of 
tens 
Step 4 Groups of tens and ones 
Step 5 Partition into tens and ones 
Step 6 The number line to 50 
Step 7 Estimate on a number line to 
50 
Step 8 1 more, 1 less 

Step 1 Compare 
lengths and heights 
Step 2 Measure 
length using objects 
Step 3 Measure 
length in 
centimetres 
 

Step 1 Heavier and lighter 
Step 2 Measure mass 
Step 3 Compare mass 
Step 4 Full and empty 
Step 5 Compare volume 
Step 6 Measure capacity 
Step 7 Compare capacity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Te
ac

h
er

 A
ss

e
ss

m
en

t 
as

ks
 

W
T 

 Read and write numbers in 
numerals (to 20).  

 Partition a two-digit 
number into tens and ones 
and demonstrate and 
understanding of place 
value, though they may use 
structured resources to 
support them. 

 Add and subtract (one digit 
numbers) explaining their 
method verbally in 
pictures or using 
apparatus.  

 Recall at least four of the 
six number bonds for 10 
and reason about 
associated facts. 

 Read and write numbers in 
numerals (to 50).  

 Partition a two-digit number into 
tens and ones and demonstrate and 
understanding of place value, 
though they may use structured 
resources to support them 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
All 

EX
S 

 Partition two digit 
numbers into different 
combinations of tens and 
ones, explaining their 
thinking verbally, in pictures 
or using apparatus. 

 Recall all the number 
bonds to and within 10, 
and use these to reason 
with and calculate bonds 
to and within 20, 
recognising other 
associated additive 

 Read scales in divisions of ones, 
twos, fives. 

 Partition two digit numbers into 
different combinations of tens and 
ones, explaining their thinking 
verbally, in pictures or using 
apparatus. 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
All 
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relationships 

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

G
D

 

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and relationships 
to solve more complex 
problems and explain their 
thinking.  

 Solve unfamiliar word 
problems that involve more 
than one step. 

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and relationships 
to solve more complex 
problems & explain their 
thinking. 

 Solve unfamiliar word 
problems that involves 
more than one step 

 Read scales where not all numbers 
on the scale are given and estimate 
points in between.  

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that 
involve more than one step. 

 Use reasoning 
about numbers and 
relationships to 
solve more complex 
problems and 
explain their 
thinking. 

 Solve unfamiliar 
word problems that 
involve more than 
one step. 

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and 
relationships to solve 
more complex 
problems and explain 
their thinking.  

 Solve unfamiliar word 
problems that involve 
more than one step. 

 
All 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete and pictorial representations, if required. 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Use trial and improvement strategy. 

 Independently find possibilities. 

 With support (adult, peer) check work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers and errors). 

 Independently pattern spot and copy and continue a pattern (objects, shapes, numbers, spatial) predicting what will come next. 

 With support, investigate statements. 

R
  Describe and explain with reasons. 

 Listen to others’ explanations and try to make sense of them. 
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Year 1 – Summer 
 Number: 

Multiplication and 
Division (including 

multiples of 2,5 and 
10) 

Number: Fractions 
Geometry: 

Position and 
Direction 

Number: Place Value 
(within 100) 

Measurement: 
Money 

Measurement: Time  

 Week 1-3 Week 4-5 Week 6 Week 7-8 Week 9 Week 10-11 Week 12 
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 Count in multiples of 
twos, fives and tens. 

 Solve one step 
problems involving 
multiplication and 
division, by 
calculating the 
answer using 
concrete objects, 
pictorial 
representations and 
arrays with the 
support of the 
teacher 

 Recognise, find and 
name a half as one of 
two equal parts of an 
object, shape or 
quantity.  

 Recognise, find and 
name a quarter as 
one of four equal 
parts of an object, 
shape or quantity. 

 Compare, describe 
and solve practical 
problems for: lengths 
and heights (for 
example, long/short, 
longer/shorter, 
tall/short, 
double/half)  

 Compare, describe 
and solve practical 
problems for: 
mass/weight [for 
example, heavy/light, 
heavier than, lighter 
than]; capacity and 
volume [for example, 
full/empty, more 
than, less than, half, 
half full, quarter]. 

 Describe position, 
direction and 
movement, 
including whole, 
half, quarter and 
three quarter turns 

 Count to and across 100, 
forwards and backwards, 
beginning with 0 or 1, or 
from any given number.  

 Count, read and write 
numbers to 100 in numerals. 

 Given a number, identify one 
more and one less. 

 Identify and represent 
numbers using objects and 
pictorial representations 
including the number line, 
and use the language of: 
equal to, more than, less 
than, most, least. 

 Recognise and 
know the value of 
different 
denominations of 
coins and notes. 

 Sequence events in 
chronological order using 
language [for example, 
before and after, next, first, 
today, yesterday, tomorrow, 
morning, afternoon and 
evening.  

 Recognise and use language 
relating to dates, including 
days of the week, weeks, 
months and years. 

 Tell the time to the hour & 
half past the hour &draw 
hands on a clock face to show 
these times. 

 Compare, describe and solve 
practical problems for time 
[for example, quicker, slower, 
earlier, later].  

 Measure and begin to record 
time (hours, minutes, 
seconds). 

C
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 Count in multiples of 
twos, fives and tens. 

 Solve one step 
problems involving 
multiplication and 
division, by 
calculating the 
answer using 
concrete objects, 
pictorial 
representations and 
arrays with the 
support of the 
teacher 

 Recognise, find and 
name a half as one of 
two equal parts of an 
object, shape or 
quantity.  

 Recognise, find and 
name a quarter as 
one of four equal 
parts of an object, 
shape or quantity. 

 Compare, describe 
and solve practical 
problems for: lengths 
and heights (for 
example, long/short, 
longer/shorter, 
tall/short, 
double/half)  

 Compare, describe 
and solve practical 
problems for: 
mass/weight [for 
example, heavy/light, 
heavier than, lighter 
than]; capacity and 
volume [for example, 
full/empty, more 
than, less than, half, 
half full, quarter]. 

Describe position, 
direction and 
movement, including 
whole, half, quarter 
and three quarter 
turns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Count to and across 100, 
forwards and backwards, 
beginning with 0 or 1, or 
from any given number.  

 Count, read and write 
numbers to 100 in numerals. 

 Given a number, identify one 
more and one less. 

 Identify and represent 
numbers using objects and 
pictorial representations 
including the number line, 
and use the language of: 
equal to, more than, less 
than, most, least. 

 Recognise and 
know the value of 
different 
denominations of 
coins and notes. 

 Sequence events in 
chronological order using 
language [for example, 
before and after, next, 
first, today, yesterday, 
tomorrow, morning, 
afternoon and evening.  

 Recognise and use 
language relating to dates, 
including days of the 
week, weeks, months and 
years. 

 Tell the time to the hour & 
half past the hour &draw 
hands on a clock face to 
show these times. 

 Compare, describe and 
solve practical problems 
for time [for example, 
quicker, slower, earlier, 
later].  

 Measure and begin to 
record time (hours, 
minutes, seconds). 
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s  Count in 10s.  

 Make equal groups.  

 Add equal groups.  

 Make arrays.  

 Make doubles.  

 Make equal groups – 
grouping.  

 Make equal groups – 
sharing 

 Halving shapes or 
objects. 

 Halving a quantity. 

 Find a quarter of a 
shape or object. 

 Find a quarter of a 
quantity. 

 Describe turns. 

 Describe Position 
(1).  

 Describe Position 
(2). 

 Counting to 100. 

 Partitioning numbers. 

 Comparing numbers (1). 

 Comparing numbers (2). 

 Ordering numbers. 

 One more, one less. 

 Recognising 
coins. 

 Recognising 
notes. 

 Counting in coins 

 Before and after.  

 Dates.  

 Time to the hour.  

 Time to the half hour. 

 Writing time.  

 Comparing time. 
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 Count in 2s, 5s 
and 10s from 0 
and use this to 
solve problems. 

 N/A  N/A   Read and write numbers in 
numerals (to 50).  

 Partition a two-digit number 
into tens and ones and 
demonstrate and 
understanding of place 
value, though they may use 
structured resources to 
support them. 

 Know the value of 
different coins. 

 Read the time on a clock  

EX
S 

 Recall 
multiplication 
and division 
facts for 2 and 
10 and use 
them to solve 
simple 
problems, 
demonstrating 
and 
understanding 
of the 
commutativity 
as necessary. 

 Identify ¼ of a 
number or shape 
and know that all 
the parts must be 
equal parts of the 
whole. 

  Read scales in divisions of 
ones, twos, fives. 

 Partition two digit numbers 
into different combinations 
of tens and ones, 
explaining their thinking 
verbally, in pictures or 
using apparatus 

 

 Use different 
coins to make 
the same 
amount 

 
 

 Read the time on a clock 
(to half an hour) 

 

G
D

 

 Use reasoning 
about numbers 
and 
relationships to 
solve more 
complex 
problems and 
explain their 
thinking.  

 Solve unfamiliar 
word problems 
that involves 
more than one 
step. 
 
 

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and 
relationships to solve 
more complex 
problems and explain 
their thinking.  

 Solve unfamiliar word 
problems that 
involves more than 
one step. 

 Solve unfamiliar 
word problems that 
involves more than 
one step.  

 Use reasoning 
about numbers and 
relationships to 
solve more complex 
problems and 
explain their 
thinking. 

 . Read scales where not all 
numbers on the scale are 
given and estimate points in 
between. Solve unfamiliar 
word problems that involves 
more than one step.  

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and relationships 
to solve more complex 
problems and explain their 
thinking. 

 Solve unfamiliar 
word problems 
that involves 
more than one 
step.  

 Use reasoning 
about numbers 
and relationships 
to solve more 
complex 
problems and 
explain their 
thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word 
problems that involves 
more than one step. 

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and relationships 
to solve more complex 
problems and explain their 
thinking. 
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P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete and pictorial representations, if required. 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Use trial and improvement strategy. 

 Independently find possibilities. 

 With support (adult, peer) check work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers and errors). 

 Independently pattern spot and copy and continue a pattern (objects, shapes, numbers, spatial) predicting what will come next. 

 With support, investigate statements. 

R
  Describe and explain with reasons. 

 Listen to others’ explanations and try to make sense of them. 
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Year 2 Autumn 
 Number: Place Value Number: Addition and Subtraction Geometry: Properties of Shape 

 Week 1-4 Week 5-9 Week 10-12 
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 Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals 
and words (Y1) 

 Read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals 
and in words 

 Read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals 
and in words 

 Identify, represent and estimate numbers using 
different representations, including the number line 

 Count in steps of 2, 3 and 5 from 0, and in 10s from 
any number, forward and backward 

 Recognise the place value of each digit in a 2-digit 
number (tens, ones) 

 Compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100; use 
and = signs 

 Recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20 
fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100 

 Add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, 
pictorial representations, and mentally, including:  
o a 2-digit number and 1s,  
o a 2-digit number and 10s,  
o two 2-digit numbers  
o adding three 1-digit numbers 

 Compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100; use and = 
signs 

 Identify and describe the properties of 2-D shapes, 
including the number of sides, and line symmetry in a 
vertical line 

 Compare and sort common 2-D and 3-D shapes and 
everyday objects 

 Identify and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, 
including the number of edges, vertices and faces 

 Identify 2-D shapes on the surface of 3-D shapes 
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Step 1 Numbers to 20  
Step 2 Count objects to 100 by making 10s  
Step 3 Recognise tens and ones  
Step 4 Use a place value chart  
Step 5 Partition numbers to 100  
Step 6 Write numbers to 100 in words  
Step 7 Flexibly partition numbers to 100  
Step 8 Write numbers to 100 in expanded form 
Step 9 10s on the number line to 100  
Step 10 10s and 1s on the number line to 100  
Step 11 Estimate numbers on a number line  
Step 12 Compare objects  
Step 13 Compare numbers  
Step 14 Order objects and numbers  
Step 15 Count in 2s, 5s and 10s  
Step 16 Count in 3s 

Step 1 Bonds to 10  
Step 2 Fact families - addition and subtraction bonds 
within 20  
Step 3 Related facts  
Step 4 Bonds to 100 (tens)  
Step 5 Add and subtract 1s  
Step 6 Add by making 10  
Step 7 Add three 1-digit numbers  
Step 8 Add to the next 10 
Step 9 Add across a 10  
Step 10 Subtract across 10  
Step 11 Subtract from a 10  
Step 12 Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number 
(across a 10)  
Step 13 10 more, 10 less  
Step 14 Add and subtract 10s  
Step 15 Add two 2-digit numbers (not across a 10)  
Step 16 Add two 2-digit numbers (across a 10) 
Step 17 Subtract two 2-digit numbers (not across a 10)  

Step 1 Recognise 2-D and 3-D shapes  
Step 2 Count sides on 2-D shapes  
Step 3 Count vertices on 2-D shapes  
Step 4 Draw 2-D shapes  
Step 5 Lines of symmetry on shapes  
Step 6 Use lines of symmetry to complete shapes  
Step 7 Sort 2-D shapes  
Step 8 Count faces on 3-D shapes 
Step 9 Count edges on 3-D shapes  
Step 10 Count vertices on 3-D shapes  
Step 11 Sort 3-D shapes  
Step 12 Make patterns with 2-D and 3-D shapes 
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Step 18 Subtract two 2-digit numbers (across a 10)  
Step 19 Mixed addition and subtraction  
Step 20 Compare number sentences  
Step 21 Missing number problems 
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 Read and write numbers in numerals up to 100 

 Partition a two-digit number into tens and ones 
and demonstrate an understanding of place 
value, though they may use structures 
resources to support them 

 Add and subtract (one digit numbers) explaining their 
method verbally in pictures or using apparatus 

 Recall at least four of the six number bonds for 10 and 
reason about associated facts  

 

 Recognise 2D and 3D shapes 

 Count sides on 2D shapes 

 Count vertices on 2D shapes 

 Draw 2D shapes 

 Lines of symmetry 

 Sort 2D shapes 

 Make patterns with 2D shapes 

 Count faces on 3D shapes 

 Count edges on 3D shapes 

 Count vertices on 3D shapes 

 Sort 3D shapes 

 Make patterns with 3D shapes. 

EX
S 

 Read scales in divisions of ones, twos, fives and 
tens 

 Partition two digit numbers into different 
combinations of tens and ones, explaining their 
thinking verbally, in pictures or using apparatus 

 Recall all the number bonds to and within 10 and use 
these to reason with and calculate bonds to and within 
20, recognising other associated additive relationships 

 

 Recognise 2D and 3D shapes 

 Count sides on 2D shapes 

 Count vertices on 2D shapes 

 Draw 2D shapes 

 Lines of symmetry 

 Sort 2D shapes 

 Make patterns with 2D shapes 

 Count faces on 3D shapes 

 Count edges on 3D shapes 

 Count vertices on 3D shapes 

 Sort 3D shapes 

 Make patterns with 3D shapes. 
 
 

   
   

   
   

  G
D

 

 Read scales where not all numbers on the scale 
are given and estimate points in between 

 Use reasoning about numbers and 
relationships to solve more complex problems 
and explain their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems the involve 
more than one step 

 Use reasoning about numbers and relationships to solve 
more complex problems and explain their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that involve more than 
one step 

 

 Recognise 2D and 3D shapes 

 Count sides on 2D shapes 

 Count vertices on 2D shapes 

 Draw 2D shapes 

 Lines of symmetry 

 Sort 2D shapes 

 Make patterns with 2D shapes. 
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P
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Independently find a starting point to break into a problem 

 With support work systematically 

 Independently find possibilities 

 Independently check work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers and errors) 

 Pattern spot and predict what will come next in a pattern/sequence (numbers, shapes, spatial 

 R
   

  

 Explain with reasons and beginning to use given sentence stems and connectives to expand 

 Listen to others’ explanations, make sense of them and compare and evaluate 

 Begin to edit and improve their own and a peer’s explanation 

 With support, investigate statements and conjectures 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions 
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Year 2 Spring 

 Measurement: Money Number: Multiplication and Division Measurement: Length and Height 
Measurement: Mass, Capacity and 

Temperature 
 Week 1-2 Week 3-7 Week 8-9 Week 10-12 
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 Recognise and use symbols for 
pounds (£) and pence (p); 
combine amounts to make a 
particular value.  

 Solve simple problems in a 
practical context involving 
addition and subtraction of 
money of the same unit, 
including giving change. 

 
 
 
 
 

 Calculate mathematical statements for 
multiplication and division within the 
multiplication tables and write them using 
the multiplication (×), division (÷) and equals 
(=) signs 

 Show that multiplication of two numbers can 
be done in any order (commutative) and 
division of one number by another cannot 

 Recall and use multiplication and division 
facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication 
tables, including recognising odd and even 
numbers 

 Choose and use appropriate standard 
units to estimate and measure 
length/height in any direction (m/cm); 
mass (kg/g); temperature (°C); capacity 
(litres/ml) to the nearest appropriate 
unit, using rulers, scales, thermometers 
and measuring vessels.  

 Compare and order lengths, mass, 
volume/capacity and record the results 
using>, < and =. 

 Solve problems with addition and 
subtraction using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations, including those 
involving numbers, quantities and 
measures  

 Solve problems involving multiplication 
and division, using materials, arrays, 
repeated addition, mental methods, and 
multiplication and division facts, 
including problems in contexts 

 

 Choose and use appropriate standard 
units to estimate and measure 
length/height in any direction 
(m/cm); mass (kg/g); temperature 
(°C); capacity (litres/ml) to the 
nearest appropriate unit, using 
rulers, scales, thermometers and 
measuring vessels. 

 Compare and order lengths, mass, 
volume/capacity and record the 
results using >, < and =. 
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s Step 1 Count money – pence.  
Step 2 Count money – pounds 
(notes and coins).  
Step 3 Count money – notes 
and coins.  
Step 4 Select money.  
Step 5 Make the same amount.  
Step 6 Compare money.  
Step 7 Calculate with money 
Step 8 Make a pound 
Step 9 Find change 
Step 10 Two-step problems 

Step 1 Recognise equal groups.  
Step 2 Make equal groups.  
Step 3 Add equal groups.  
Step 4 Introduce the multiplication symbol 
Step 5 Multiplication sentences  
Step 6 Use arrays.  
Step 7 Make equal groups – grouping 
Step 8 Make equal groups - sharing 
Step 9 The2 times-table.  
Step 10 Divide by 2 
Step 11 Doubling and halving 
Step 12 Odd and even numbers 
Step 13 The 10 times-table 

Step 1 Measure in centimetres 
Step 2 Measure in metres 
Step 3 Compare lengths and heights 
Step 4 Order lengths and heights 
Step 5 Four operations with lengths and 
heights 

Step 1 Compare mass 
Step 2 Measure in grams 
Step 3 Measure in kilograms 
Step 4 Four operations with mass 
Step 5 Compare volume and capacity 
Step 6 Measure in millimetres 
Step 7 Measure in litres 
Step 8 Four operations with volume 
and capacity 
Step 9 Temperature 
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Step 14 Divide by 10 
Step 15 The 5 times-table 
Step 16 Divide by 5 
Step 17 The 5 and 10 times-tables 
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 Know the value of 
different coins 
 

 Make equal groups – sharing 

 Make equal groups – grouping 

 Divide by 2 

 Odd and even numbers 

 Divide by 5 

 Divide by 10 

 N/A  N/A 
EX

S 

 Use different coins to 
make the same amount 

 Recall multiplication and division facts for 2,5 
and 10 and use them to solve simple 
problems, demonstrating and understanding 
the commutativity as necessary. 

 Make equal groups – sharing 

 Make equal groups – grouping 

 Divide by 2 

 Odd and even numbers 

 Divide by 5 

 Divide by 10 

 N/A  N/A 

   
   

   
   

   
   

 G
D

 

 Use reasoning about 
numbers and relationships 
to solve more complex 
problems and explain their 
thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word 
problems that involve 
more than one step 

  

 Recall and use multiplication and division facts 
for 2, 5 and 10 and make deductions outside 
known numbers facts. 

 Use reasoning about numbers and 
relationships to solve more complex problems 
and explain their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that involve 
more than one step 

 Make equal groups – sharing 

 Make equal groups – grouping 

 Divide by 2 

 Odd and even numbers 

 Divide by 5 

 Divide by 10 

 Use reasoning about numbers and 
relationships to solve more complex 
problems and explain their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that 
involve more than one step 

 

 Use reasoning about numbers and 
relationships to solve more complex 
problems and explain their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that 
involve more than one step 

 

   
   

   
   

   
   

 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Independently find a starting point to break into a problem 
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 With support work systematically 

 Independently find possibilities 

 Independently check work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers and errors) 

 Pattern spot and predict what will come next in a pattern/sequence (numbers, shapes, spatial 

 With support, investigate statements and conjectures 

R
 

 Explain with reasons and begin to use given sentence stems and connectives to expand 

 Listen to others’ explanations, make sense of them and compare and evaluate 

 Begin to edit and improve their own and a peer’s explanation 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions 

 
 

Year 2 – Summer 
 Number: Fractions Measurement: Time Statistics Geometry: Position and Direction  

 Week 1-3 Week 4-6 Week 7-8 Week 9-10 Wk11- 12 
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 Recognise, find, name and 
write fractions 13, 14, 24and 
34of a length, shape, set of 
objects or quantity.  

 Write simple fractions for 
example, ½ of 6 = 3 and 
recognise the equivalence of 
2/4 and 1/2.   

 

  Tell and write the time to five 
minutes, including quarter 
past/to the hour and  draw 
the hands on a clock face to 
show these times. 

 Know the number of minutes 
in an hour and the number of 
hours in a day. 

 Compare and sequence 
intervals of time. 

 Interpret and construct simple 
pictograms, tally charts, block 
diagrams and simple tables.  

 Ask and answer simple 
questions by counting the 
number of objects in each 
category and sorting the 
categories by quantity.  

 Ask and answer questions about 
totalling and comparing 
categorical data. 

 Use mathematical vocabulary to 
describe position, direction and 
movement including movement in a 
straight line and distinguishing 
between rotation as a turn and in 
terms of right angles for quarter, half 
and three-quarter turns (clockwise 
and anti-clockwise).  

 Order and arrange combinations of 
mathematical objects in patterns and 
sequences. 
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 Make equal parts 

 Recognise half 

 Find half 

 Recognise  quarter 

 Find a quarter 

 Recognise a third 

 Find a third 

 Unit fractions 

 Non0unit fractions. 

 Equivalence of ½ and ²/₄ 

 Find three quarters 

 Count in fractions 
 
 

 o’clock and half past 

 Quarter past and quarter to 

 Telling time to 5 minutes 

 Minutes in an hour, hours in a 
day 

 Find durations of time 

 Compare durations of time. 
 

 Make tally charts 

 Draw pictograms (1-1) 

 Interpret pictograms (1-1) 

 Draw pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Interpret pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Block diagrams. 
 
 

 Describing movement 

 Describing turns 

 Describing movement and turns 

 Making patterns with shapes 
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 Make equal parts 

 Recognise half 

 Find half 

 Recognise  quarter 

 Find a quarter 

 Recognise a third 

 Find a third 

 Unit fractions 

 Non0unit fractions 

 Equivalence of ½ and ²/₄ 

 Find three quarters 

 Count in fractions 

 Read the time on a clock 

 
 Make tally charts 

 Draw pictograms (1-1) 

 Interpret pictograms (1-1) 

 Draw pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Interpret pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Block diagrams. 

 N/A 
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 Make equal parts 

 Recognise half 

 Find half 

 Recognise  quarter 

 Find a quarter 

 Recognise a third 

 Find a third 

 Unit fractions 

 Non0unit fractions 

 Equivalence of ½ and ²/₄ 

 Find three quarters. 

 Read the time on a clock to the 
nearest 15 minutes 
 

 Make tally charts 

 Draw pictograms (1-1) 

 Interpret pictograms (1-1) 

 Draw pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Interpret pictograms (2, 5 and 10 

 Block diagrams. 

 N/A 
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 Count in fractions 

G
D

 

 Make equal parts 

 Recognise half 

 Find half 

 Recognise  quarter 

 Find a quarter 

 Recognise a third 

 Find a third 

 Unit fractions 

 Non0unit fracttons 

 Equivalence of ½ and ²/₄. 
Find three quarters 

 Count in fractions 
 

 Read the time on a clock to the 
nearest 5 minutes 

 Use reasoning about numbers 
and relationships to solve more 
complex problems and explain 
their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems 
that involve more than one step 
 

 Make tally charts 

 Draw pictograms (1-1) 

 Interpret pictograms (1-1) 

 Draw pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Interpret pictograms (2, 5 and 10) 

 Block diagrams. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Use reasoning about numbers and 
relationships to solve more complex 
problems and explain their thinking 

 Solve unfamiliar word problems that 
involve more than one step 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Independently find a starting point to break into a problem 

 With support work systematically 

 Independently find possibilities 

 Independently check work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers and errors) 

 Pattern spot and predict what will come next in a pattern/sequence (numbers, shapes, spatial 

 With support, investigate statements and conjectures 

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
  

  

R
 

 Explain with reasons and beginning to use given sentence stems and connectives to expand 

 Listen to others’ explanations, make sense of them and compare and evaluate 

 Begin to edit and improve their own and a peer’s explanation 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions 
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Maths Year 3 - Autumn 
 Number: Place Value Number: Addition and Subtraction Number: Multiplication and Division 

 Week 1-3 Week 4-8 Week 9-11 
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 Identify, represent and estimate numbers using 
different representations 

 Recognise the place value of each digit in a 3-
digit number (hundreds, tens, ones) 

 Count from zero in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 
100; find 10 or 100 more or less than a given 
number 

 Count from zero in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100 

 Read and write numbers up to 1,000 in 
numerals and word 

 Compare and order numbers up to 1,000 s 
 

 Add and subtract numbers mentally, including:  
o a 3-digit number and ones  
o a 3-digit number and tens  
o a 3-digit number and hundreds 

 Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal 
written methods of columnar addition and subtraction  

 Solve problems, including missing number problems, using 
number facts, place value, and more complex addition and 
subtraction 

 Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations 
to check answers 

 Show that multiplication of two numbers can be 
done in any order (commutative) and division on 
one number by another cannot (Y2) 

 Count in steps of 2, 3 and 5 from 0, and in 10s 
from any number, forward and backward (Y2) 

 Recall and use multiplication and division facts 
for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, 
including recognising odd and even numbers (Y2) 

 Recall and use multiplication and division facts 
for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables 

 Write and calculate mathematical statements for 
multiplication and division using the 
multiplication tables that they know, including 
for 2-digit numbers times 1-digit numbers, using 
mental and progressing to formal written 
methods 
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Step 1 Represent numbers to 100  
Step 2 Partition numbers to 100  
Step 3 Number line to 100  
Step 4 Hundreds  
Step 5 Represent numbers to 1,000  
Step 6 Partition numbers to 1,000  
Step 7 Flexible partitioning of numbers to 1,000  
Step 8 Hundreds, tens and ones 
Step 9 Find 1, 10 or 100 more or less  
Step 10 Number line to 1,000  
Step 11 Estimate on a number line to 1,000  
Step 12 Compare numbers to 1,000  
Step 13 Order numbers to 1,000  
Step 14 Count in 50s 
 

Step 1 Apply number bonds within 10 
 Step 2 Add and subtract 1s  
Step 3 Add and subtract 10s  
Step 4 Add and subtract 100s  
Step 5 Spot the pattern  
Step 6 Add 1s across a 10  
Step 7 Add 10s across a 100 Step 8 Subtract 1s across a 10 
Step 9 Subtract 10s across a 100  
Step 10 Make connections  
Step 11 Add two numbers (no exchange)  
Step 12 Subtract two numbers (no exchange)  
Step 13 Add two numbers (across a 10)  
Step 14 Add two numbers (across a 100)  
Step 15 Subtract two numbers (across a 10)  
Step 16 Subtract two numbers (across a 100 
Step 17 Add 2-digit and 3-digit numbers  
Step 18 Subtract a 2-digit number from a 3-digit number  
Step 19 Complements to 100  
Step 20 Estimate answers  

Step 1 Multiplication – equal groups  
Step 2 Use arrays  
Step 3 Multiples of 2  
Step 4 Multiples of 5 and 10  
Step 5 Sharing and grouping  
Step 6 Multiply by 3  
Step 7 Divide by 3 
Step 8 The 3 times-table 
Step 9 Multiply by 4  
Step 10 Divide by 4  
Step 11 The 4 times-table  
Step 12 Multiply by 8  
Step 13 Divide by 8  
Step 14 The 8 times-table  
Step 15 The 2, 4 and 8 times-tables 
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Step 21 Inverse operations  
Step 22 Make decisions 
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Independently find an efficient way to solve a range of problems 

 Independently work systematically 

 Independently find possibilities using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and predict what will come next in a pattern/sequence (numbers, shape or spatial) 

 Independently investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 

   
   

  R
 

 Provide a convinced argument 

 Reflect on others’ convinced explanations and use this to improve their work 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s convinced explanation 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions 

 
 

Maths Year 3 - Spring 
 Number: Multiplication and 

Division 
Measurement: Length and 

Perimeter 
Fractions 

Measurement: Mass, Capacity 
and Temperature 

 Week 1-3 Week 4-6 Week 7-9 Week 1-0-12 
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 Recall and use multiplication 
facts for the 2, 5 and 10 
multiplication tables, including 
recognising odd and even 
numbers (Y2) 

 Write and calculate 
mathematical statements for 
multiplication and division using 
the multiplication tables that 
they know, including for 2-digit 
numbers times 1-digit numbers, 
using mental and progressing to 
formal written methods 

 Solve problems, including 

 Measure, compare, add and 
subtract: lengths (m/cm/mm); mass 
(kg/g); volume/capacity (l/ml).  

 Measure the perimeter of simple 2D 
shapes 

 Recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete 
set of objects: unit fractions and non-unit 
fractions with small denominators 

 Compare and order unit fractions, and fractions 
with the same denominators 

 Measure, compare, add and subtract: lengths 
(m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g); volume/capacity 
(l/ml) 

 Recognise and show, using diagrams, equivalent 
fractions with small denominators 

 Measure, compare, add and 
subtract: lengths (m/cm/mm); 
mass (kg/g); volume/capacity 
(l/ml). 
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missing number problems, 
involving multiplication and 
division, including positive 
integer scaling problems and 
correspondence problems in 
which n objects are connected 
to m objects 
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Step 1 Multiples of 10 
Step 2 Related calculations 
Step 3 Reasoning about 
multiplication 
Step 4 Multiply a 2-digit number by 
a 1-digit number – no exchange 
Step 5 Multiply a 2-digit number by 
a 1-digit number – with exchange 
Step 6 Link multiplication and 
division 
Step 7 Divide a 2-digit number by a 
1-digit number – no exchange 
Step 8 Divide a 2-digit number by a 
1-digit number – flexible 
partitioning 
Step 9 Divide a 2-digit number by a 
1-digit number – with remainders 
Step 10 Scaling 
Step 11 How many ways? 

Step 1 Measure in metres and 
centimetres 
Step 2 Measure in millimetres 
Step 3 Measure in centimetres and 
millimetres 
Step 4 Metres, centimetres and 
millimetres 
Step 5 Equivalent lengths (metres and 
centimetres) 
Step 6 Equivalent lengths (centimetres 
and millimetres) 
Step 7 Compare lengths 
Step 8 Add lengths 
Step 9 Subtract lengths  
Step 10 What is perimeter? 
Step 11 Measure perimeter 
Step 12 Calculate perimeter 

Step 1 Understand the denominators of unit 
fractions 
Step 2 Compare and order unit fractions 
Step 3 Understand the numerators of non-unit 
fractions 
Step 4 Understand the whole 
Step 5 Compare and order non-unit fractions 
Step 6 Fractions and scales 
Step 7 Fractions on a number line 
Step 8 Count in fraction on a number line 
Step 9 Equivalent fractions on a number line 
Step 10 Equivalent fractions as a bar chart 

Step 1 Use scales 
Step 2 Measure mass in grams 
Step 3 Measure mass in kilograms 
and grams 
Step 4 Equivalent masses 
(kilograms and grams) 
Step 5 Compare mass 
Step 6 Add and subtract mass 
Step 7 Measure capacity and 
volume in millilitres 
Step 8 Measure capacity and 
volume in litres and millilitres 
Step 9 Equivalent capacities and 
volumes (litres and millilitres) 
Step 10 Compare capacity and 
volume 
Step 11 Add and subtract capacity 
and volume 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Independently find an efficient way to solve a range of problems 

 Independently work systematically 

 Independently find possibilities using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and predict what will come next in a pattern/sequence (numbers, shape or spatial) 

 Independently investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 
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 Provide a convinced argument 

 Reflect on others’ convinced explanations and use this to improve their work 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s convinced explanation 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions 

 

Maths Year 3 - Summer  
 

Factions Measurement: Money Measurement: Time 
Geometry: Property of 

Shape 
Statistics Consolidation 

 Week 1-2 Week 3-4 Week 5-7 Week 8-9 Week 10-11 Week 12 
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 Recognise and show, 
using diagrams, 
equivalent fractions with 
small denominators.  

 Compare and order unit 
fractions, and fractions 
with the same 
denominators.  

 Add and subtract fractions 
with the same 
denominator within one 
whole *for example,⁵⁄₇ + 
¹⁄₇ = ⁶⁄₇+.  

 Solve problems that 
involve all of the above. 

  Add and subtract 
amounts of money to give 
change, using both £ and 
p in practical contexts. 

 Tell and write the time 
from an analogue clock, 
including using Roman 
numerals from I to XII and 
12-hour and 24-hour 
clocks.  

 Estimate and read time 
with increasing accuracy 
to the nearest minute.  

 Record and compare time 
in terms of seconds, 
minutes and hours.  

 Use vocabulary such as 
o’clock, a.m./p.m., 
morning, afternoon, noon 
& midnight.  

 Know the number of 
seconds in a minute and 
the number of days in 
each month, year and leap 
year.  

 Compare durations of 
events [for example to 
calculate the time taken 
by particular events or 
tasks]. 

 

 Recognise angles as a 
property of shape or a 
description of a turn. 

 Identify right angles, 
recognise that two right 
angles make a half-turn, 
three make three quarters 
of a turn and four a 
complete turn; identify 
whether angles are 
greater than or less than a 
right angle. 

 Identify horizontal and 
vertical lines and pairs of 
perpendicular and parallel 
lines. 

 Draw 2-D shapes and 
make 3-D shapes using 
modelling materials. 

 Recognise 3-D shapes in 
different orientations and 
describe them 

 

 Interpret and present 
data using bar charts, 
pictograms and tables. 

 Solve one-step and two-
step questions [for 
example, ‘How many 
more?’ and ‘How many 
fewer?’+ using 
information presented in 
scaled bar charts and 
pictograms and tables. 

 

All 
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 Equivalent fractions (1) 

 Equivalent fractions (2) 

 Equivalent fractions (3) 

 Compare fractions 

 Order fractions 

 Add fractions 

 Subtract fractions 

 Add and subtract amounts 
of money to give change, 
using both £ and p in 
practical contexts. 

 Months and years 

 Hours in a day 

 Telling the time to 5 
minutes 

 Telling the time to the 
minute 

 AM and PM 

 24 hour clock 

 Finding the duration 

 Comparing the duration 

 Start and end times 

 Measuring time in 
seconds 

 Turns and angles 

 Right angles in shapes 

 Compare angles 

 Draw accurately 

 Horizontal and vertical 

 Parallel & perpendicular. 

 Recognise & describe 2D 
shapes 

 Recognise and describe 
3D shapes 

 Make 3D shapes. 

 Interpret and present data 
using bar charts, pictograms 
and tables. 

 Solve one-step and two-step 
questions *for example, ‘How 
many more?’ and ‘How many 
fewer?’+ using information 
presented in scaled bar charts 
and pictograms and tables 

All 
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Independently find an efficient way to solve a range of problems 

 Independently work systematically 

 Independently find possibilities using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and predict what will come next in a pattern/sequence (numbers, shape or spatial) 

 Independently investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 
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 Provide a convinced argument 

 Reflect on others’ convinced explanations and use this to improve their work 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s convinced explanation 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions 
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Maths Year 4 - Autumn 

 Number: Place Value 
Number: Addition and 

Subtraction 
Measurement: Area Number: Multiplication and Division  

 Week 1-4 Week 5-7 Week 8 Week 9-11 Week 12 
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 Read and write numbers up 
to 1,000 in numerals and 
words (Y3) 

 Recognise the place value of 
each digit in a 3-digit 
number (hundreds, tens, 
ones) (Y3) 

 Identify, represent and 
estimate numbers using 
different representations 

 Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 
25 and 1,000 

 Recognise the place value of 
each digit in a 4-digit 
number (thousands, 
hundreds, tens and ones) 

 Find 1,000 more or less than 
a given number 

 Order and compare numbers 
beyond 1,000 

 Read Roman numerals to 
100 (I to C) and know that 
over time, the numeral 
system changed to include 
the concept of zero and 
place value 

 Round any number to the 
nearest 10, 100 or 1,000 

 Add and subtract numbers with 
up to 4 digits using the formal 
written methods of columnar 
addition and subtraction where 
appropriate. 

 Solve addition and subtraction 
two step problems in contexts, 
deciding which operations and 
methods to use and why. 

 Estimate and use inverse 
operations to check answers to a 
calculation. 

 

 Find the area of rectilinear 
shapes by counting 
squares. 

 Recall multiplication and division facts for 
multiplication tables up to 12 × 12  

 Recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in 
mental calculations 

 Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1,000 

 Use place value, known and derived facts to multiply 
and divide mentally, including: multiplying by 0 and 
1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three numbers 
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Step 1 Represent numbers to 
1,000  
Step 2 Partition numbers to 
1,000  
Step 3 Number line to 1,000  
Step 4 Thousands  
Step 5 Represent numbers to 
10,000  
Step 6 Partition numbers to 
10,000  
Step 7 Flexible partitioning of 
numbers to 10,000  
Step 8 Find 1, 10, 100, 1,000 
more or less 
Step 9 Number line to 10,000  
Step 10 Estimate on a number 
line to 10,000  
Step 11 Compare numbers to 
10,000  
Step 12 Order numbers to 
10,000  
Step 13 Roman numerals  
Step 14 Round to the nearest 
10  
Step 15 Round to the nearest 
100  
Step 16 Round to the nearest 
1,000 
Step 17 Round to the nearest 
10, 100 or 1,000 

Step 1 Add and subtract 1s, 10s, 
100s and 1,000s  
Step 2 Add up to two 4-digit 
numbers – no exchange  
Step 3 Add two 4-digit numbers – 
one exchange  
Step 4 Add two 4-digit numbers – 
more than one exchange 
Step 5 Subtract two 4-digit 
numbers – no exchange  
Step 6 Subtract two 4-digit 
numbers – one exchange  
Step 7 Subtract two 4-digit 
numbers – more than one 
exchange  
Step 8 Efficient subtraction 
Step 9 Estimate answers  
Step 10 Checking strategies 

Step 1 What is area?  
Step 2 Count squares  
Step 3 Make shapes 
Step 4 Compare areas 

Step 1 Multiples of 3  
Step 2 Multiply and divide by 6  
Step 3 6 times-table and division facts  
Step 4 Multiply and divide by 9  
Step 5 9 times-table and division facts  
Step 6 The 3, 6 and 9 times-tables  
Step 7 Multiply and divide by 7  
Step 8 7 times-table and division facts 
Step 9 11 times-table and division facts  
Step 10 12 times-table and division facts  
Step 11 Multiply by 1 and 0  
Step 12 Divide a number by 1 and itself  
Step 13 Multiply three numbers 
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems 

 Develop and apply a systematic approach 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and with support, express generalisations/rules in words 
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 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 
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 Provide a clear, correct, logical justification and with support, express generalisation/rules formed in words 

 Reflect on others’ justifications and use this to improve their work 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s justification 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions 

 
 
 
 
 

Maths Year 4 - Spring 

 
Number: Multiplication and 

Division 
Measurement: Length and Perimeter Number: Fractions Number: Decimals 

 Week 1-3 Week 4-5 Week 6-9 Week 10-12 
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 Recognise and use factor pairs and 
commutativity in mental 
calculations 

 Recall multiplication and division 
facts for multiplication tables up to 
12 × 12 

 Multiply and divide whole numbers 
and those involving decimals by 10, 
100 and 1,000 (Y5) 

 Solve problems involving 
multiplying and adding, including 
using the distributive law to 
multiply 2-digit numbers by 1 digit, 
integer scaling problems and harder 
correspondence problems such as n 
objects are connected to m objects 

 Multiply 2-digit and 3-digit numbers 
by a 1-digit number using formal 
written layout 

 Use place value, known and derived 
facts to multiply and divide mentally, 

 Convert between different units of 
measure [for example, kilometre to 
metre; hour to minute] 

 Measure and calculate the perimeter 
of a rectilinear figure (including 
squares) in centimetres and metres 

 Recognise and use fractions as 
numbers: unit fractions and non-unit 
fractions with small denominators 
(Y3) 

 Recognise and show, using diagrams, 
families of common equivalent 
fractions 

 Add and subtract fractions with the 
same denominator 

 Count up and down in tenths; 
recognise that tenths arise from 
dividing an object into 10 equal parts 
and in dividing 1-digit numbers or 
quantities by 10 (Y3) 

 Recognise and write decimal 
equivalents of any number of tenths 
or hundredths 

 Compare numbers with the same 
number of decimal places up to 2 
decimal places 

 Find the effect of dividing a 1- or 2-
digit number by 10 and 100, 
identifying the value of the digits in 
the answer as ones, tenths and 
hundredths 

 Recognise and show, using diagrams, 
families of common equivalent 
fractions 
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including: multiplying by 0 and 1; 
dividing by 1; multiplying together 3 
numbers 
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Step 1 Factor pairs 
Step 2 Use factor pairs 
Step 3 Multiply by 10 
Step 4 Multiply by 100 
Step 5 Divide by 10 
Step 6 Divide by 100 
Step 7 Related facts – multiplication 
and division 
Step 8 Informal written methods for 
multiplication 
Step 9 Multiply a 2-digit number by a 
1-digit number 
Step 10 Multiply a 3-digit number by a 
1-digit number 
Step 11 Divide a 2-digit number by a 
1-digit number (1) 
Step 12 Divide a 2-digit number by a 
1-digit number (2) 
Step 13 Divide a 3-digit number by a 
1-digit number 
Step 14 Correspondence problems 
Step 15 Efficient multiplication 

Step 1 Measure in kilometres and metres 
Step 2 Equivalent lengths (kilometres and 
metres) 
Step 3 Perimeter on a grid 
Step 4 Perimeter of a rectangle 
Step 5 Perimeter of rectilinear shapes 
Step 6 Find missing lengths in rectilinear 
shapes 
Step 7 Calculate the perimeter of 
rectilinear shapes 
Step 8 Perimeter of regular polygons 
Step 9 Perimeter of polygons 

Step 1 Understand the whole 
Step 2 Count beyond 1 
Step 3 Partition a mixed number 
Step 4 Number lines with mixed numbers 
Step 5 Compare and order mixed 
numbers 
Step 6 Understand improper fractions 
Step 7 Convert mixed numbers to 
improper fractions 
Step 8 Convert improper fractions to 
mixed numbers 
Step 9 Equivalent fractions on a number 
line 
Step 10 Equivalent fraction families 
Step 11 Add two or more fractions 
Step 12 Add fractions and mixed 
numbers 
Step 13 Subtract two fractions 
Step 14 Subtract from whole amounts 
Step 15 Subtract from mixed numbers 

Step 1 Tenths as fractions 
Step 2 Tenths as decimals 
Step 3 Tenths on a place value chart 
Step 4 Tenths on a number line 
Step 5 Divide a 1-digit number by 10 
Step 6 Divide a 2-digit number by 10 
Step 7 Hundredths as fractions 
Step 8 Hundredths as decimals 
Step 9 Hundredths on a place value chart 
Step 10 Divide a 1- or 2-digit number by 
100 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems 

 Develop and apply a systematic approach 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and with support, express generalisations/rules in words 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 

   
   

   

R
 

 Provide a clear, correct, logical justification and with support, express generalisation/rules formed in words 

 Reflect on others’ justifications and use this to improve their work 
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 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s justification 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions 

 
 

Maths Year 4 - Summer 
 

Number: Decimals 
Measurement: 

Money 
Measurement: Time Consolidation 

Geometry: Property 
of Shape 

Statistics 
Geometry: Position 

and Direction 

 Week 1-2 Week 3-4 Week 5-6 Week 7 Week 8-9 Week 10 Week 11- 12 
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 Compare numbers with 
the same number of 
decimal places up to two  
decimal places.  

 Round decimals with 
one decimal place to the 
nearest whole number. 

 Recognise and write 
decimal equivalents to 
¼, ½ and ¾. 

 Find the effect of 
dividing a one or two 
digit number by 10 or 
100, identifying the 
value of the digits in the 
answer as ones, tenths 
and hundredths. 

 Estimate, compare and 
calculate different 
measures, including 
money in pounds and 
pence. 

 Solve simple measure 
and money problems 
involving fractions and 
decimals to two decimal 
places. 

 Read, write and convert 
time between analogue 
and digital 12- and 24-
hour clocks. 

 Solve problems involving 
converting from hours to 
minutes; minutes to 
seconds; years to 
months; weeks to days 

Consolidation  Identify acute and obtuse 
angles and compare and 
order angles up to two 
right angles by size. 

 Compare and classify 
geometric shapes, 
including quadrilaterals 
& triangles, based on 
their properties & sizes. 

 Identify lines of 
symmetry in 2-D shapes 
presented in different 
orientations. 

 Complete a simple 
symmetric figure with 
respect to a specific line 
of symmetry. 

 Interpret and 
present discrete 
and continuous 
data using 
appropriate 
graphical methods, 
including bar charts 
and time graphs. 

 Solve comparison, 
sum and difference 
problems using 
information 
presented in bar 
charts, pictograms, 
tables and other 
graphs. 

 Describe positions on a 2D 
grid as coordinates in the 
first quadrant.  

 Plot specified points and 
draw sides to complete a 
given polygon. 

 Describe movements 
between positions as 
translations of a given unit 
to the left/ right and up/ 
down. 
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 Make a whole 

 Write decimals 

 Compare decimals 

 Order decimals 

 Round decimals 

 Halves and 
quarters. 

 Pounds and pence 

 Ordering amounts 
of money 

 Using rounding to 
estimate money 

 Four operations 

 Hours, minutes and 
seconds 

 Years, months, weeks and 
days 

 Analogue to digital – 12 
hour 

 Analogue to digital – 24 
hour. 

 
 
 

  Identify angles. 

 Compare and order 
angles.  

 Triangles 

 Quadrilaterals 

 Lines of symmetry 

 Complete a symmetric 
figure. 

 
 
 
 

 Interpret charts.  

 Comparison, sum 
and difference.  

 Introducing line 
graphs 

 Line graphs. 

 Describe position 

 Draw on a grid 

 Move on a grid 

 Describe a movement 
on a grid 
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems 

 Develop and apply a systematic approach 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and with support, express generalisations/rules in words 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 

R
 

 Provide a clear, correct, logical justification and with support, express generalisation/rules formed in words 

 Reflect on others’ justifications and use this to improve their work 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s justification 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions 

 
 

Maths Year 5 - Autumn 
 

Number: Place Value 
Number: Addition and 

Subtraction 
Number: Multiplication and Division Number: Fractions A 

 Week 1-3 Week 4-5 Week 6-8 Week 9-12 
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 Read Roman numerals to 
1,000 (M) and recognise years 
written in Roman numerals 

 Read, write, order and 
compare numbers to at least 
1,000,000 and determine the 
value of each digit  

 Count forwards or backwards 
in steps of powers of 10 for 
any given number up to 
1,000,000 

 Solve number problems and 
practical problems involving 
the above 

 Add and subtract numbers 
mentally with increasingly large 
numbers 

 Add and subtract whole numbers 
with more than four digits, 
including using formal written 
methods (columnar addition and 
subtraction) 

 Solve addition and subtraction 
multi-step problems in contexts, 
deciding which operations and 
methods to use and why 

 Round any number up to 
1,000,000 to the nearest 10, 100, 

 Identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor 
pairs of a number, and common factors of two numbers 

 Solve problems involving multiplication and division, 
including using their knowledge of factors and multiples, 
squares and cubes 

 Know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime 
factors and composite (non-prime) numbers  

 Establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and recall 
prime numbers up to 19 

 Recognise and use square numbers and cube numbers, 
and the notation for squared (2) and cubed (3) 

 Multiply and divide whole numbers and those involving 
decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000 

 Multiply and divide numbers mentally, drawing upon 

 Identify, name and write equivalent 
fractions of a given fraction, 
represented visually, including tenths 
and hundredths 

 Recognise mixed numbers and 
improper fractions and convert from 
one form to the other and write 
mathematical statements > 1 as a 
mixed number 

 Compare and order fractions whose 
denominators are all multiples of the 
same number 

 Add and subtract fractions with the 
same denominator, and 
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1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 

 Use rounding to check answers to 
calculations and determine, in the 
context of a problem, levels of 
accuracy. 

 
 

known facts denominators that are multiples of 
the same number 
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Step 1 Roman numerals to 
1,000  
Step 2 Numbers to 10,000  
Step 3 Numbers to 100,000  
Step 4 Numbers to 1,000,000  
Step 5 Read and write numbers 
to 1,000,000  
Step 6 Powers of 10  
Step 7 
10/100/1,000/10,000/100,000 
more or less  
Step 8 Partition numbers to 
1,000,000 
Step 9 Number line to 
1,000,000  
Step 10 Compare and order 
numbers to 100,000  
Step 11 Compare and order 
numbers to 1,000,000  
Step 12 Round to the nearest 
10, 100 or 1,000  
Step 13 Round within 100,000  
Step 14 Round within 
1,000,000 
 

Step 1 Mental strategies  
Step 2 Add whole numbers with 
more than four digits  
Step 3 Subtract whole numbers 
with more than four digits  
Step 4 Round to check answers 
Step 5 Inverse operations (addition 
and subtraction)  
Step 6 Multi-step addition and 
subtraction problems  
Step 7 Compare calculations  
Step 8 Find missing numbers 
 

Step 1 Multiples  
Step 2 Common multiples  
Step 3 Factors  
Step 4 Common factors  
Step 5 Prime numbers  
Step 6 Square numbers  
Step 7 Cube numbers  
Step 8 Multiply by 10, 100 and 1,000 
Step 9 Divide by 10, 100 and 1,000  
Step 10 Multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 
 

Step 1 Find fractions equivalent to a 
unit fraction  
Step 2 Find fractions equivalent to a 
non-unit fraction  
Step 3 Recognise equivalent fractions  
Step 4 Convert improper fractions to 
mixed numbers  
Step 5 Convert mixed numbers to 
improper fractions  
Step 6 Compare fractions less than 1  
Step 7 Order fractions less than 1  
Step 8 Compare and order fractions 
greater than 1 
Step 9 Add and subtract fractions 
with the same denominator  
Step 10 Add fractions within 1  
Step 11 Add fractions with total 
greater than 1  
Step 12 Add to a mixed number  
Step 13 Add two mixed numbers  
Step 14 Subtract fractions  
Step 15 Subtract from a mixed 
number  
Step 16 Subtract from a mixed 
number – breaking the whole 
Step 17 Subtract two mixed numbers 

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

P
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems 

 Organise work from the outset, looking for ways to record and work systematically 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support 
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 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and independently express generalisations/rules in words 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 

   
   

   
   

R
 

 Provide a clear, correct, logical justification, expressing generalisation/rules in words. 

 Reflect on others’ justifications and use this to improve their work. 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s justification. 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if? ‘questions 

 

Maths Year 5 - Spring 
 Number: Multiplication and 

Division 
Number: Fractions B 

Number: Decimals and 
Percentages 

Measurement: Perimeter and 
Area 

Statistics 

 Week 1-3 Week 4-5 Week 6-8 Week 9-10 Week 11-12 
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 Multiply numbers up to four 
digits by a 1- or 2-digit number 
using a formal written method, 
including long multiplication for 
2-digit numbers 

 Divide up to four digits by a 1-
digit number using the formal 
written method of short division 
and interpret remainders 
appropriately for the context 

 Solve problems involving 
multiplication and division, 
including using their knowledge 
of factors and multiples, squares 
and cubes 

 

 Multiply proper fractions 
and mixed numbers by 
whole numbers, supported 
by materials and diagrams 

 Solve problems involving 
increasingly harder fractions 
to calculate quantities, and 
fractions to divide 
quantities, including non-
unit fractions where the 
answer is a whole number 
(Y4) 

 
 
 
 

 Read, write, order and compare 
numbers with up to 3 decimal 
places 

 Read and write decimal numbers 
as fractions 

 Identify, name and write 
equivalent fractions of a given 
fraction, represented visually, 
including tenths and hundredths 

 Solve problems which require 
knowing percentage and decimal 
equivalents of 1/2, 1/4, 1/5, 2/5, 
4/5 and those fractions with a 
denominator of a multiple of 10 or 
25 

 Recognise and use thousandths 
and relate them to tenths, 
hundredths and decimal 
equivalents 

 Solve problems involving numbers 
up to 3 decimal places 

 Round decimals with 2 decimal 
places to the nearest whole 

 Measure and calculate the 
perimeter of composite rectilinear 
shapes in centimetres and metres.  

 Calculate and compare the area of 
rectangles (including squares), 
including using standard units, 
square centimetres (cm²) and 
square metres (m²), and estimate 
the area of irregular shapes. 

 Solve 
comparison, sum 
and difference 
problems using 
information 
presented in a 
line graph. 

 Complete, read 
and interpret 
information in 
tables including 
timetables. 
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number and to 1 decimal place 

 Recognise the per cent symbol (%) 
and understand that per cent 
relates to “number of parts per 
100”, and write percentages as a 
fraction with denominator 100, 
and as a decimal fraction 
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Step 1 Multiply up to a 4-digit 
number by a 1-digit number 
Step 2 Multiply a 2-digit number 
by a 2-digit number (area model) 
Step 3 Multiply a 2-digit number 
by a 2-digit number 
Step 4 Multiply a 3-digit number 
by a 2-digit number 
Step 5 Multiply a 4-digit number 
by a 2-digit number 
Step 6 Solve problems with 
multiplication 
Step 7 Short division 
Step 8 Divide a 4-digit number by 
a 1-digit number 
Step 9 Divide with remainders 
Step 10 Efficient division 
Step 11 Solve problems with 
multiplication and division 
 

Step 1 Multiply a unit 
fraction by an integer 
Step 2 Multiply a non-unit 
fraction by an integer  
Step 3 Multiply a mixed 
number by an integer 
Step 4 Calculate a fraction of 
a quantity 
Step 5 Fraction of an amount 
Step 6 Find the whole 
Step 7 Use fractions as 
operators 

Step 1 Decimals up to 2 decimal 
places 
Step 2 Equivalent fractions and 
decimals (tenths) 
Step 3 Equivalent fractions and 
decimals (hundredths) 
Step 4 Equivalent fractions and 
decimals 
Step 5 Thousandths as fractions 
Step 6 Thousandths as decimals  
Step 7 Thousandths on a place 
value chart 
Step 8 Order and compare any 
decimal (same number of decimal 
places) 
Step 9 Order and compare any 
decimals with up to 3 decimal 
places 
Step 10 Round to the nearest 
whole number 
Step 11 Round to 1 decimal place 
Step 12 Understand percentages 

Step 1 Perimeter of rectangles 
Step 2 Perimeter of rectilinear 
shapes 
Step 3 Perimeter of polygons 
Step 4 Area of rectangles 
Step 5 Area of compound shapes 
Step 6 Estimate area 

Step 1 Draw line 
graphs 
Step 2 Read and 
interpret line 
graphs 
Step 3 Read and 
interpret tables 
Step 4 Two-way 
tables 
Step 5 Read and 
interpret 
timetables 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems 

 Organise work from the outset, looking for ways to record and work systematically 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and independently express generalisations/rules in words 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 
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 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 
R

 
 Provide a clear, correct, logical justification, expressing generalisation/rules in words. 

 Reflect on others’ justifications and use this to improve their work. 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s justification. 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if? ‘questions 

 
 
 
 

Maths Year 5 - Summer 

 Geometry: Property of Shape 
Geometry: Position and 

Direction 
Number: Decimals 

Negative 
Numbers 

Measurements: 
Converting Units 

Measurement: 
Volume 

 Wk 1-3 Week 4-5 Week 6-8 Week 9 Week 10-11 Week 12 
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 Identify 3D shapes, including cubes and other 
cuboids, from 2D representations.  

 Use the properties of rectangles to deduce 
related facts and find missing lengths and 
angles.  

 Distinguish between regular and irregular 
polygons based on reasoning about equal sides 
and angles.  

 Know angles are measured in degrees: 
estimate and compare acute, obtuse and reflex 
angles.  

 Draw given angles, and measure them in 
degrees.  

 Identify: angles at a point and one whole turn 
(total 360°), angles at a point on a straight line 
and ½ a turn (total 180°) other multiples of 90° 

 Identify, describe and represent 
the position of a shape 
following a reflection or 
translation, using the 
appropriate language, and 
know that the shape has not 
changed. 

 Solve problems involving 
number up to three decimal 
places. 

 Multiply and divide whole 
numbers and those involving 
decimals by 10, 100 and 1000. 

 Use all four operations to solve 
problems involving measure [ 
for example, length, mass, 
volume, money] using decimal 
notation, including scaling. 

  Convert between 
different units of 
metric measure [for 
example, km and m; 
cm and m; cm and mm; 
g and kg; l and ml]. 

 Understand and use 
approximate 
equivalences between 
metric units and 
common imperial units 
such as inches, pounds 
and pints.  

 Solve problems 
involving converting 
between units of time. 

 Estimate volume 
[for example 
using 1cm3 
blocks to build 
cuboids 
(including 
cubes)] and 
capacity [for 
example, using 
water]. 

 Use all four 
operations to 
solve problems 
involving 
measure. 
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 Measuring angles in degrees. 

 Measuring with a protractor (1).  

 Measuring with a protractor (2) 

 Drawing lines and angles accurately. 

 Calculating angles on a straight line. 

 Calculating angles around a point. 

 Calculating lengths and angles in shapes. 

 Regular and irregular polygons.  

 Reasoning about 3D shapes 

 Position in the first quadrant. 

 Reflection.  

 Reflection with coordinates. 

 Translation.  

 Translation with coordinates. 

 Adding decimals within 1. 

 Subtracting decimals within 1. 

 Complements to 1. 

 Adding decimals – crossing the 
whole. 

 Adding decimals with the same 
number of decimal places. 

 Subtracting decimals with the 
same number of decimal places. 

  Kilograms and 
kilometres. 

 Milligrams and 
millilitres.  

 Metric units. 

 Imperial units.  

 Converting units of 
time.  

 Timetables. 

 What is volume?  

 Compare 
volume.  

 Estimate 
volume.  

 Estimate 
capacity. 
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 Adding decimals with a 
different number of dec places. 

 Subtracting decimals with a 
different number of dec places. 

 Adding and subtracting whole 
and decimals. 

 Decimal sequences. 

 Multiplying decimals by 10, 100 
and 1000.  

 Dividing decimals by 10, 100 
and 1,000. 
 

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

P
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 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems 

 Organise work from the outset, looking for ways to record and work systematically 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support 

 Independently check and improve work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve) 

 Pattern spot and independently express generalisations/rules in words 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer 

   
   

   
   

R
 

 Provide a clear, correct, logical justification, expressing generalisation/rules in words. 

 Reflect on others’ justifications and use this to improve their work. 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s justification. 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if? ‘questions 
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Maths Year 6 - Autumn 

 
Number: Place 

Value 
Number: Addition, Subtraction, 

Multiplication and Division 
Number: Fractions Number: Fractions B 

Measurement: 
Converting Units 

 Week 1-2 Week 3-7 Week 8-9 Week 10-11 Week 12 
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 Read, write, 
order and 
compare 
numbers up to 
10,000,000 and 
determine the 
value of each 
digit. 

 Round any whole 
number to a 
required degree 
of accuracy.  

 Use negative 
numbers in 
context, and 
calculate 
intervals across 
zero. 

 Solve number 
and practical 
problems that 
involve all of the 
above. 

 Solve addition and subtraction multi-step 
problems in contexts, deciding which 
operations and methods to use and why 

 Solve problems involving addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division 

 Use estimation to check answers to 
calculations and determine, in the context 
of a problem, an appropriate degree of 
accuracy 

 Identify common factors, common multiples 
and prime numbers 

 Multiply multi-digit numbers up to four 
digits by a 2-digit whole number using the 
formal written method of long 
multiplication 

 Perform mental calculations, including with 
mixed operations and large numbers 

 Divide numbers up to four digits by a 2-digit 
number using the formal written method of 
short division where appropriate, 
interpreting remainders according to the 
context 

 Divide numbers up to four digits by a 2-digit 
whole number using the formal written 
method of long division, and interpret 
remainders as whole number remainders, 
fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate for 
the context 

 

 Use common factors 
to simplify fractions; 
use common multiples 
to express fractions in 
the same 
denomination.  

 Compare and order 
fractions, including 
fractions >1.  

 Add and subtract 
fractions with different 
denominators and 
mixed numbers, using 
the concept of 
equivalent fractions.  

 Identify common 
factors, common 
multiples and prime 
numbers 

 Solve addition and 
subtraction multi-step 
problems in contexts, 
deciding which 
operations and 
methods to use and 
why  

 Solve problems 
involving addition, 
subtraction, 
multiplication and 

 Multiply proper fractions and 
mixed numbers by whole 
numbers, supported by 
materials and diagrams (Y5) 

 Multiply simple pairs of proper 
fractions, writing the answer in 
its simplest form 

 Divide proper fractions by 
whole numbers 

 Add and subtract fractions with 
different denominators and 
mixed numbers, using the 
concept of equivalent fractions 

 Solve problems involving 
addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division 

 Associate a fraction with 
division and calculate decimal 
fraction equivalents 

 Solve problems 
involving the 
calculation and 
conversion of units of 
measure, using 
decimal notation up 
to three decimal 
places where 
appropriate.  

 Use, read, write and 
convert between 
standard units, 
converting 
measurements of 
length, mass, volume 
and time from a 
smaller unit of 
measure to a larger 
unit, and vice versa, 
using decimal 
notation to up to 3 
d.p.  

 Convert between 
miles and kilometres. 
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Step 1 Numbers to 
1,000,000  
Step 2 Numbers to 
10,000,000  
Step 3 Read and 
write numbers to 
10,000,000  
Step 4 Powers of 10  
Step 5 Number line 
to 10,000,000 Step 6 
Compare and order 
any integers  
Step 7 Round any 
integer  
Step 8 Negative 
numbers 
 

Step 1 Add and subtract integers  
Step 2 Common factors  
Step 3 Common multiples  
Step 4 Rules of divisibility  
Step 5 Primes to 100  
Step 6 Square and cube numbers  
Step 7 Multiply up to a 4-digit number by a 2-digit 
number  
Step 8 Solve problems with multiplication 
Step 9 Short division  
Step 10 Division using factors  
Step 11 Introduction to long division  
Step 12 Long division with remainders  
Step 13 Solve problems with division  
Step 14 Solve multi-step problems  
Step 15 Order of operations  
Step 16 Mental calculations and estimation 
Step 17 Reason from known facts 

Step 1 Equivalent fractions 
and simplifying  
Step 2 Equivalent fractions 
on a number line  
Step 3 Compare and order 
(denominator)  
Step 4 Compare and order 
(numerator)  
Step 5 Add and subtract 
simple fractions  
Step 6 Add and subtract 
any two fractions  
Step 7 Add mixed 
numbers Step 8 Subtract 
mixed number 
Step 9 Multi-step 
problems 

Step 1 Multiply fractions by integers  
Step 2 Multiply fractions by 
fractions  
Step 3 Divide a fraction by an 
integer  
Step 4 Divide any fraction by an 
integer 
Step 5 Mixed questions with 
fractions  
Step 6 Fraction of an amount  
Step 7 Fraction of an amount – find 
the whole 
 

Step 1 Metric measures 
Step 2 Convert metric 
measures  
Step 3 Calculate with 
metric measures  
Step 4 Miles and 
kilometres  
Step 5 Imperial measures 

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required. 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate. 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems. 

 Organise work from the outset, looking for ways to record and work systematically. 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support. 

 Independently check and improve their work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve). 

 Pattern spot and begin to express generalisations/proof using words and symbolic notation. 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples. 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer. 

R
 

 Provide proof of reasoning, expressing generalisations in words and symbolic notation. 

 Reflect on others’ proof and use this to improve their own work. 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s proof. 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions. 
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Maths Year 6 - Spring 

 
Number: Ratio Number: Algebra Number: Decimals 

Number: Fractions, 
Decimals and 
Percentages 

Measurement: Area, 
Perimeter and Volume 

Statistics 

 Week 1-2 Week 3-4 Week 5-6 Week 7-8 Week 9-10 Week 11-12 
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 Solve problems involving 
the relative sizes of two 
quantities where missing 
values can be found by 
using integer 
multiplication and 
division facts 

 Solve problems involving 
unequal sharing and 
grouping using 
knowledge of fractions 
and multiples 

 Solve problems involving 
similar shapes where the 
scale factor is known or 
can be found 

 

 Use simple formulae  

 Generate and describe 
linear number 
sequences 

 Find pairs of numbers 
that satisfy an equation 
with two unknowns  

 Enumerate possibilities 
of combinations of two 
variables 

 Express missing number 
problems algebraically 

 
 

 Identify the value of each 
digit in numbers given to 3 
decimal places and multiply 
and divide numbers by 10, 
100 and 1,000 giving 
answers up to 3 decimal 
places 

 Solve problems which 
require answers to be 
rounded to specified 
degrees of accuracy 

 Solve addition and 
subtraction multi-step 
problems in contexts, 
deciding which operations 
and methods to use and 
why 

 Multiply 1-digit numbers 
with up to 2 decimal places 
by whole numbers 

 Use written division 
methods in cases where the 
answer has up to 2 decimal 
places 

 Solve problems involving 
addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division 

 Use common 
factors to simplify 
fractions; use 
common multiples 
to express fractions 
in the same 
denomination 

 Associate a fraction 
with division and 
calculate decimal 
fraction 
equivalents for a 
simple fraction 

 Recall and use 
equivalences 
between simple 
fractions, decimals 
and percentages, 
including in 
different contexts 

 Compare and order 
fractions, including 
fractions >1 

 Solve problems 
involving the 
calculation of 
percentages and 
the use of 
percentages for 
comparison 
 
 
 

 Recognise that shapes with 
the same areas can have 
different perimeters and 
vice versa 

 Recognise when it is 
possible to use formulae 
for area and volume of 
shapes 

 Calculate the area of 
parallelograms and 
triangles 

 Calculate, estimate and 
compare volume of cubes 
and cuboids using standard 
units, including cubic 
centimetres (cm3) and cubic 
metres (m3), and extending 
to other units 

 Interpret and 
construct pie charts 
and line graphs and 
use these to solve 
problems 

 Interpret and 
present discrete and 
continuous data 
using appropriate 
graphical methods, 
including bar charts 
and time graphs 
(Year 4) 

 Calculate and 
interpret the mean 
as an average 
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Step 1 Add or multiply? 
Step 2 Use ratio language 
Step 3 Introduction  to the 
ration symbol 
Step 4 Ratio and fractions 
Step 5 Scale drawing 
Step 6 Use scale factors 
Step 7 Similar shapes 
Step 8 Ratio problems 
Step 9 Proportion 
problems 
Step 10 Recipes 

Step 1 1-step function 
machines 
Step 2 2-step function 
machines 
Step 3 Form expressions 
Step 4 Subscription 
Step 5 Formulae 
Step 6 Form equations 
Step 7 Solve 1-step 
equations 
Step 8 Solve 2-step 
equations 
Step 9 Find pairs of values 
Step 10 Solve problems with 
two unknowns 

Step 1 Place value within 1 
Step 2 Place value – integers and 
decimals 
Step 3 Round decimals 
Step 4 Add and subtract decimals 
Step 5 Multiply by 10, 100, 100 
and 1,000 
Step 6 Divide by 10, 100, 100 and 
1,000 
Step 7 Multiply decimals by 
integers 
Step 8 Divide decimals by 
integers 
Step 9 Multiply and divide 
decimals in context 
 

Step 1 Decimal and 
fraction equivalents 
Step 2 Fractions as 
division 
Step 3 Understand 
percentages 
Step 4 Fractions to 
percentages 
Step 5 Equivalent 
fractions, decimals and 
percentages 
Step 6 Order fractions, 
decimals and 
percentages 
Step 7 Percentage of an 
amount – one step 
Step 8 Percentage of an 
amount – multi-step 
Step 9 Percentages – 
missing values 
 

Step 1 Shapes- same area 
Step 2 Area and perimeter 
Step 3 Area of a triangle 
Step 4 Area of a right-angled 
triangle 
Step 5 Area of any triangle 
Step 6 Area of parallelogram 
Step 7 Volume – counting cubes 
Step 8 Volume of a cuboid 
 

Step 1 Line graphs 
Step 2 Dual bar charts 
Step 3 Read and 
interpret pie charts 
Step 4 Pie charts and 
percentages 
Step 5 Draw pie charts 
Step 6 The mean 

 

   
   

   
   

   
   

P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required. 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate. 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems. 

 Organise work from the outset, looking for ways to record and work systematically. 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support. 

 Independently check and improve their work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve). 

 Pattern spot and begin to express generalisations/proof using words and symbolic notation. 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples. 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer. 

R
 

 Provide proof of reasoning, expressing generalisations in words and symbolic notation. 

 Reflect on others’ proof and use this to improve their own work. 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s proof. 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions. 
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Maths Year 6 - Summer 
 Geometry: Properties of Shapes Geometry: Position and Direction Themed Projects, Consolidation and Problem Solving 

 Week 1-3 Week 4 Week 5-12 
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 .Draw 2-D shapes using  given 
dimensions and angles.  

 Compare and classify geometric 
shapes based on their properties and 
sizes and find unknown angles in any 
triangles, quadrilaterals and regular 
polygons.  

 Recognise angles where they meet at 
a point, are on a straight line, or are 
vertically opposite, and find missing 
angles. 

 
 

 Describe positions on the full 
coordinate grid (all four quadrants).  

 Draw and translate simple shapes on 
the coordinate plane, and reflect 
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 Measure with a protractor. 

 Introduce angles.  

 Calculate angles.  

 Vertically opposite angles.  

 Angles in a triangle.  

 Angles in a triangle – special cases.  

 Angles in a triangle – missing angles.  

 Angles in special quadrilaterals.  

 Angles in regular polygons. 

 Draw shapes accurately.  

 Nets of 3D shapes 

 Coordinates in the first quadrant. 

 Coordinate in four quadrants. 

 Translations.  

 Reflections. 
 
 
 
 

 

  P
S 

 Engage with mathematical activities and problems, making links and moving between different representations (concrete, pictorial, abstract) 

 Independently choose to scaffold thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, if required. 

 Independently choose to represent thinking using concrete, pictorial or abstract representations, as appropriate. 

 Make suggestions of ways to solve a range of problems. 

 Organise work from the outset, looking for ways to record and work systematically. 

 Find and predict possibilities that match the context using patterns spotted to support. 

 Independently check and improve their work (e.g. look for other possibilities, repeats, missing answers, errors and ways to improve). 
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 Pattern spot and begin to express generalisations/proof using words and symbolic notation. 

 Make and investigate conjectures and provide examples and counter-examples. 

 When they have solved a problem, pose a similar problem for a peer. 

R
 

 Provide proof of reasoning, expressing generalisations in words and symbolic notation. 

 Reflect on others’ proof and use this to improve their own work. 

 Edit and improve their own and a peer’s proof. 

 Investigate ‘what if?’ questions. 

 Create ‘what if?’ questions. 
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4. Science Medium-Term Planning 
 

 

 
 
At Grangetown Primary School, Science is a fundamental part of our curriculum. 
 
Teachers are aware that Science is happening everywhere and utilise opportunities to challenge 
children and encourage them to ask questions, think logically and discuss findings. 
 
From mixing water and powder paint in Early Years to choosing a range of balanced food groups in 
the dinner hall, Science flows throughout the day-to-day experiences  
in GPS as well as in science lessons. 
 
Science at Grangetown is practical and offers many opportunities for children to carry out 
frequent enquiries, developing knowledge, resilience and problem-solving. Children learn about 
how science has adapted the world that we live in today and develop a sense of pride for their 
heritage. 
 
 As a school, we are aware of how vital STEM careers are to economic growth. Through 
workshops, trips, research and visitors, children are driven to learn about STEM careers and are 
inspired think about how their future could help to form a better world and how they can become 
budding Scientists. 
 
Our Long and Medium Term Planning for Science, our Policy, Intent, Implementation and Impact 
statement, our plus some ‘Science in Action Case Studies’ are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Science/  
  

  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Science/
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Year group: Y1 – Autumn Term  Subject Area: Science Unit: Animals, inc humans Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
EYFS 

 Explore the natural world 
around them, making 
observations and drawing 
pictures of animals and 
plants. 

 Identify and name a variety of common animals including fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals  

 Identify and name a variety of common animals that are carnivores, herbivores 
and omnivores  

 Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals, including pets)  

 Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body and say 
which part of the body is associated with each sense. 

Y2 

 Notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which 
grow into adults  

 Find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, 
including humans, for survival (water, food and air) 

 Describe the importance for humans of exercise, eating the 
right amounts of different types of food, and hygiene. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Humans are not animals 
Insects are not animals  

PSHE – all about me 
English – Dear Zoo 

Animal workshop 

Lesson Sequence   

Identify,  
Compare, and  
classify 

Identify,  
compare and 
classify 

Identify,  
compare and 
classify 

Identify,  
compare and 
classify 

Identify, group 
and classify 

Pattern  
seeking 

Research Comparative 
testing 

Problem      
solving 

Lesson 1 
What is my 
name? 
 
To know and 
name a variety 
of common 
animals. 

Lesson 2 
Who has a 
beak? 
 
To know and 
compare the 
common 
structures of a 
variety of 
animals. 
 

Lesson 3 
What is the 
same and what 
is different? 
 
To know and 
compare the 
common 
structures of a 
variety of 
animals. 
 

Lesson 4 
Whose poo is it? 
 
To know what 
carnivore, 
herbivore and 
omnivore 
means. 
To know which 
animals have 
which diet type.  

Lesson 5 
Where are my 
elbows? 
 
To know the 
names of the 
human body 
parts. 
 

Lesson 6 
Do people with 
small feet have 
small hands? 
 
To know the 
names of the 
human body 
parts. 

Lesson 7 
What is that 
noise? 
 
To know which 
body part is 
associated with 
which sense. 
 

Lesson 8 
Is my sense of 
smell better 
when I can’t 
see? 
 
To know the 5 
senses.    

Lesson 8 
Do all mammals 
have the same 
senses as 
humans? 
 
To know which 
animals are 
mammals. 
To know which 
part of the body is 
associated with 
sense. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 2 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 3 
Asking simple 
questions and 

Lesson 4 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 5 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 6 
Gathering and 
recording data 

Lesson 7 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 8 
Using their 
observations 

Lesson 9 
Gathering and 
recording data 
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recognising that 
they can be 
answered in 
different ways 

to help in 
answering 
questions. 

and ideas to 
suggest answers 
to questions 

to help in 
answering 
questions. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Animal 
Amphibian  
Mammal 
Bird 
Reptile  
Fish  
A range of 
common animal 
names  

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary from 
lesson 5 in 
addition to: 
Beak  
Mouth  
Eating  
Sharp  
Bill 
 
 

Lesson 3 
 Vocabulary 
from lesson 1-2 
in addition to: 
Feathers 
Claws 
Gills 
Scales 
Wing 
Fin 
Fur 
Hair 
Paws 
Hooves  

Lesson 4 
Herbivore 
Carnivore 
Omnivore 
Meat 
Vegetables  
Fruit  

Lesson 5&6 
Head  
Body  
Eyes 
Mouth 
Teeth 
Nails 
Elbow 
Arms 
Legs 
Knee 
Feet 
Toes  
Hands fingers 

 
Nails 
Elbow 
Arms 
Legs 
Knee 
Feet 
Toes  
Hands fingers 
Nose  
Eye  
Tongue 
Teeth  

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary 
covered in 
lesson 5&6 in 
addition to: 
Touch 
Smell  
Taste 
Sight  
Sound  
Hear  
See 
Feel 
Scent  
Taste buds  

Lesson 8 
Vocabulary 
covered in 
lessons 5-7 

Lesson 9 
Vocabulary 
covered lesson 
1-8. 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Images of 
common 
animals (good 
coverage of 
different animal 
groups). 
Or 
Real life animal 
workshop. 

Lesson 2 
Images of 
animals. 
Sorting hoops. 

Lesson 3 
Images of 
animals. 
Sorting hoops. 

Lesson 4 
Brown 
playdough with 
meat, meat and 
veg and just veg. 

Lesson 5 
 Big paper and 
pens. 

Lesson 6 
Measuring tool 
(non-standard) 

Lesson 7 
Lemons 
Velcro 
Tambourine  
Kaleidoscope 
Lavender  

Lesson 8 
Oranges 
Lemon 
Lavender  
Crisps  
Blindfold 

Lesson 9 
Poster paper. 
Internet/textbo
oks 
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Year group: Y1 – Spring Term Subject Area: Science Unit: Plants Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
EYFS 

 Explore the natural world around 
them, making observations and 
drawing pictures of animals and 
plants 

 Identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, 
including deciduous and evergreen trees  

 Identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common 
flowering plants, including trees 

Y2 

 Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into 
mature plants  

 Find out and describe how plants need water, light 
and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy  

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Plants are flowers 
Trees are not plants 

JIGSAW – growing  Walk to backhouse park to collect tree leaves 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, classify       
and group 

Identify, classify       
and group  

Identify, classify       
and group  

Observe overtime Identify, compare 
 and classify 

Pattern seeking Research 

Lesson 1 
How can you sort the 
plants?  
 
To identify and 
name a variety of 
common wild and 
garden plants. 
 

Lesson 2 
Which plants grow in 
our school?  
 
To identify and 
name a variety of 
common wild and 
garden plants. 
 

Lesson 3 
Which parts of the 
plant are above the 
soil? 
 
To identify and 
describe the basic 
structures of a 
common flowering 
plant. 
 

Lesson 4 
How does a petal 
change overtime?  
 
To identify and 
describe the basic 
structures of a 
common flowering 
plant. 
 

Lesson 5 
How can we sort the 
tree leaves?  
 
To identify and 
describe the basic 
structure of a variety 
of common trees 

Lesson 6 
Do all trees lose their 
leaves in Autumn?  
 
To identify and 
name a variety of 
deciduous trees and 
evergreen trees 

Lesson 7 
What is the most 
common type of 
plant in Britain?  
 
To identify and 
name a variety of 
common wild and 
garden plants, 
including deciduous 
and evergreen trees  

Key skills taught  

Lesson 1 
Identify and classify  

 

Lesson 2 
Asking simple 
questions 

Lesson 3 
Identify and classify  

Lesson 4  
Observing closely 

Lesson 5 
Identify and classify  

Lesson 6  
Gathering data to 
help in answering 
questions 

Lesson 7 
Gathering data to 
help in answering 
questions 

Key vocabulary  

Lesson 1 
Plant 
Colour 
Size 

Lesson 2 
Fruit 
Berries 
Wildflower 

Lesson 3 
Plant 
Petal 
Fruit 

Lesson 4  
Petal 
Plant 
Flower 

Lesson 5 
Name of trees found 
in Backhouse Park 
Leaf 

Lesson 6  
Lesson 5 vocabulary 
in addition to: 
Evergreen 

Lesson 7 
Plant 
Research 
Common 
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Flowering 
Fruit 
 

Name of a variety of 
plants in school 
grounds. 
 

Flower 
Roots 
Stem 
Leaves 
Soil 

Deciduous 

Resources  

Lesson 1 
A range of plants 
Sorting hoops 

Lesson 2 
Magnifying glasses 
Identification sheet 
School grounds 

Lesson 3 
Plant in soil 

Lesson 4  
Flowering plant 
iPad 

Lesson 5 
Tree identification 
sheet 
Magnifying glasses 
Clipboards 

Lesson 6  
Trees in school 
grounds 

Lesson 7 
Ipad/textbook/inter
net 

 

 

Year group: Y1 – Summer Term Subject Area: Science Unit: Everyday materials  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
EYFS 

 Safely use and explore a variety of 
materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design, 
texture, form and function. 

 Share their creations, explaining 
the process they have used. 

 Make use of props and materials 
when role playing characters in 
narratives and stories.  

 Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made  
 Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, 

plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock  
 Describe the simple physical properties of a variety of everyday 

materials  
 Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the 

basis of their simple physical properties. 

Y2 

 Notice that animals, including humans, have offspring 
which grow into adults. 

 Find out about and describe the basic needs of 
animals, including humans, for survival (water, food 
and air). 

 Describe the importance for humans of exercise, 
eating the right amounts of different types of food, 
and hygiene. 

Common Misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Material means fabric  
Only building materials are 
material 
‘Rock’ is an object  
 
 
 
 

DT – making a moving toy  Toy museum – looking at materials and toys. 
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Lesson Sequence 
Identify, group and  
classify 

Identify, group and  
classify 

Identify, group and  
classify  

Problem solve Comparative testing Comparative testing  

Lesson 1 
What is a material? 
 
To know the name of 
everyday materials. 
 

Lesson 2 
What is my toy made of? 
 
To know that an object 
and the material it is 
made from is different. 

Lesson 3 
How can we group 
materials? 
 
To compare the simple 
physical properties 
(soft/hard etc). 
 

Lesson 4 
Which material should I 
use for a den for Teddy? 
 
To describe the physical 
properties of a variety of 
everyday materials. 

Lesson 5 
Does it float or sink? 
 
 
To group the simple 
physical properties of 
everyday materials. 

Lesson 6 
Which material is best 
for a bouncy ball? 
 
To compare a variety of 
everyday materials on 
the basis of their simple 
physical properties.  

Key skills taught  

Lesson 1 
Ask simple questions 
based on observations 
and experiences 
 

Lesson 2 
Ask simple questions 
based on observations 
and experiences 

Lesson 3 
Identify and classify 

Lesson 4 
Discuss their findings 
following their 
observations 

Lesson 5 
Perform simple tests 
with support 

Lesson 6 
Perform simple tests 
with support 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Material 
Wood, plastic, metal, 
glass, water and rock 
 

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary covered in 
previous lessons in 
addition to:  
Object  

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary covered in 
previous lessons in 
addition to:  
Hard, Soft, Waterproof, 
Absorbent, Bendy, 
Stiff, Fragile, Rough, 
Smooth 

Lesson 4 
Vocabulary covered in 
previous lessons in. 
 

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary covered in 
previous lessons in 
addition to:  
Float 
Sink 
Buoyant 

Lesson 6 
Vocabulary covered in 
previous lessons. 
 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
A range of everyday 
materials 

Lesson 2 
Common toys 

Lesson 3 
A range of everyday 
objects. 
Sorting hoops 

Lesson 4 
A variety of materials  
Water 

Lesson 5 
A clear bowl of water 
 

Lesson 6 
A range of materials to 
test 
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Year group: Y1 – Autumn, Spring & Summer Terms Subject Area: Science Unit: Seasonal changes Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
EYFS 

 Understand some important 
processes and changes in the 
natural world around them, 
including the seasons and changing 
states of matter. 

 Observe changes across the four seasons  
 Observe and describe weather associated with the seasons and 

how day length varies.  

Y3 

 Recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that 
there are ways to protect their eyes. 

Y5 
 Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night 

and the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky.  

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

It is only winter if it snows 
It is always sunny in the summer. 

Linked to ‘Plant’ unit in science  Trip to Backhouse Park 

Lesson Sequence 
Theory  Pattern seeking Research 

 
Theory Comparative       

testing 
Research Research 

Lesson 1  
Can you find signs of 
Autumn? 
 
To observe and 
describe the 
weather linked to a 
season. 

Lesson 2 
Do bigger trees lose 
their leaves first? 
 
To know and 
observe some of the 
changes across the 
seasons. 
 

Lesson 3 
When does the sun 
set in Winter? 
 
To know how that 
day length is 
associated with the 
season. 
 
 

Lesson 4 
How do you know it 
is Spring? 
 
To observe and 
describe the 
weather linked to a 
season. 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Does it rain more in 
Spring or Summer? 
 
To know that 
weather is 
associated with 
seasons. 
 

Lesson 6 
How hot does it get 
in England in 
August?  
 
To know that 
weather is 
associated with 
seasons. 
 

Lesson 7 
When does the sun 
set in Summer? 
 
To know that day 
length varies across 
the seasons. 

Key Skills Taught  

Lesson 1 
Discuss their findings 
following their 
observations. 

Lesson 2 
Make relevant 
observations using 
simple equipment. 

Lesson 3 
Gather and record 
data in a range of 
ways. 

Lesson 4  
Use diagrams to 
record data. 

Lesson 5 
Perform simple tests 
with support. 
 

Lesson 6  
Gather and record 
data in a range of 
ways. 

Lesson 7 
Gather and record 
data in a range of 
ways. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Autumn 
Seasons 
Trees 

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 1 in 
addition to: 

Lesson 3 
Winter 
Sunset  
Time 

Lesson 4  
Spring 
Flowers 
Plants  

Lesson 5 
Rain 
Weather 
Season 

Lesson 6  
Weather  
Temperature  
August  

Lesson 7 
 Summer 
Sunset 
Time 
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Leaves 
Weather  
Temperature  

Deciduous  
 

Early Babies 
Trees 
Temperature  

Spring 
Summer 

Summertime 
Heat 

Late 

Resources  

Lesson 1 
 Autumn hunt sheets 

Lesson 2 
  

Lesson 3 
 Ipad/internet  

Lesson 4  
Spring hunt sheets 

Lesson 5 
Rain gauge  

Lesson 6  
Ipads/internet 
access 

Lesson 7 
 Ipads/internet 
access 
 

 

 

Year group: Y2 – Autumn 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Everyday Materials  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y1  

 Distinguish between an object and 
the material from which it is made. 

 Identify and name a variety of 
everyday materials, including 
wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, 
and rock. 

 Describe the simple physical 
properties of a variety of everyday 
materials. 

 Compare and group together a 
variety of everyday materials on 
the basis of their simple physical 
properties.  

 Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, 
including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard 
for particular uses. 

 Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can 
be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching.  

Y3 

 Compare and group together a variety of everyday 
materials on the basis of whether they are attracted 
to a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials 
(magnets) 

 Compare and group together different kinds of rocks 
on the basis of their appearance and simple physical 
properties (rocks)  

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Solid is another word for hard 
Rock is an object not material 

DT  A broken buddy bench. 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, classify       
and sort 

Identify, classify       
and sort 

Observation     
overtime 

Problem solve Pattern seek Problem solve Research 

Lesson 1 
How can I sort the 
materials?  

Lesson 2 
What is my 
classroom made of? 

Lesson 3 
How long does slime 
take to shrink back 

Lesson 4 
How can I fix the 
buddy bench? 

Lesson 5 
Does more water 
make my sand castle 

Lesson 6 
What material 
would be best for a 

Lesson 7 
Who is John Dunlop? 
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To know that 
materials can be 
grouped by their 
properties. 

To know that 
materials can be 
used for more than 
one thing. 

after stretching it? 
 
To know that 
materials can change 
shape by applying 
force. 

To know that some 
materials are 
suitable for 
particular uses. 

stronger? 
To know that 
variables can impact 
the strength of 
materials. 

phone case? 
 
To identify the 
suitability of 
materials. 
 

To know the impact 
that significant 
scientists have had 
on everyday 
materials. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 2 
Identifying and 
classifying 

Lesson 3 
Performing simple 
tests 

Lesson 4  
Using their 
observations and 
ideas to suggest 
answers to questions 

Lesson 5 
Performing simple 
tests 

Lesson 6  
Using their 
observations and 
ideas to suggest 
answers to questions 

Lesson 7 
Gathering and 
recording data to 
help in answering 
questions. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Materials 
Wood 
Plastic 
Paper 
Cardboard 
Metal 
Glass 
Rock 
Properties 
Hard 
Soft 
Shiny  
Strong 
Fragile 
Dull 
Rough 

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary from 
lesson 1 in addition 
to: 
Objects 
Table 
IWB 
Keyboard 
Pencil 
Book 
Made of 

Lesson 3 
Slime 
Sponge 
Rock 
Playdough 
Bend 
Stretch 
Twist 
Squash 
Force 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 4  
Fragile 
Strong  
Appropriate 
Wood  
Plastic 
Paper 
Car 

Lesson 5 
Strength  
Solid 
Hard 
 

Lesson 6  
Vocabulary from 
lesson 1 in addition 
to: 
Appropriate  
Suitable  

Lesson 7 
John Dunlop 
Materials  
Tyre 
Inflatable  
Rubber 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Sorting hoops 
Wood 

Lesson 2 
 Classroom objects 
Sorting hoops 

Lesson 3 
Slime 
Sponge 

Lesson 4  
Cardboard 
Paper 

Lesson 5 
Sand 
Water 

Lesson 6  
Wood 
Plastic 

Lesson 7 
 Internet 
access/textbooks 
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Plastic 
Paper 
Cardboard 
Metal 
Glass 
Rock 

Rock 
Playdough 
Stopwatch 
 

Wood  
Plastic 
Images of broken 
bench 

Bucket 
Measuring jug 

Paper 
Cardboard 
Metal 
Glass 
Rock 

 

 

Year group: Y2 – Autumn 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Animals, inc humans Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y1  

 identify and name a variety of common 
animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, 
birds and mammals  

 Identify and name a variety of common 
animals that are carnivores, herbivores and 
omnivores Science 149 Statutory requirements  

 Describe and compare the structure of a 
variety of common animals (fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals, including pets)  

 Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts 
of the human body and say which part of the 
body is associated with each sense 

 Notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which grow into adults  
 Find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for 

survival (water, food and air) 
 Describe the importance for humans of exercise, eating the right amounts of 

different types of food, and hygiene. 

Y3 

 Identify that animals, including 
humans, need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they 
cannot make their own food; they get 
nutrition from what they eat  

 Identify that humans and some other 
animals have skeletons and muscles 
for support, protection and 
movement. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities  

Diet is something to lose weight 
All animals in the sea are fish and have 
gills 

JIGSAW – needs and wants 
 

Visit baby animals at the farm 
Parents bring in any baby pets 
at the end of the school day. 

Lesson Sequence 

Identify, classify             
and group 

Observation           
overtime 

Research Comparative               
testing 

Osbervation            
overtime 

Problem solving 

Lesson 1 
Where is my mammy? 
 
To know that animals 
have offspring. 

Lesson 2 
Have I changed? 
 
To know that offspring 
grow into adults. 

Lesson 3 
What’s in my emergency 
backpack? 
 
To know that animals 

Lesson 4 
How does my heartbeat 
change after exercise? 
To describe the 
importance of exercise. 

Lesson 5 
What happens if I don’t 
wash my hands? 
 
To know the importance 

Lesson 6 
What foods should we 
have at the Christmas 
party? 
To know the importance 
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 including humans have 
basic needs. 

of good hygiene.  of eating the right 
amounts of different 
food. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Identifying and 
classifying  

Lesson 2 
Using their observations 
and ideas to suggest 
answers to questions 

Lesson 3 
Gathering and recording 
data to help in 
answering questions. 

Lesson 4  
Performing simple tests 

Lesson 5 
Observing closely, using 
simple equipment 

Lesson 6  
Gathering and recording 
data to help in answering 
questions. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Offspring  
Baby  
Parent 
Reproduction  
A range of baby animal 
names (calf, piglet etc) 

Lesson 2 
Growth 
Baby  
Child 
Adult  
Change  
Develop 

Lesson 3 
Needs/wants 
Basic needs 
Water 
Exercise 
Food  
Air  

Lesson 4  
Healthy 
Heartrate 
Exercise  
Health  
Pumps blood 
Important  

Lesson 5 
Hygiene  
Wash  
Bacteria  
Disease  
 

Lesson 6  
Diet 
Food 
Nutrition  
Food types (meat, fish, 
vegetables, rice, bread 
etc) 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Images/videos 
Actual animals for a 
workshop 

Lesson 2 
Images/video 

Lesson 3 
 Backpack template  

Lesson 4  
Digital timer – IWB 

Lesson 5 
Bread x2 
Soap 

Lesson 6  
Party plates 
Pens 
Asda click and collect 
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Year group: Y2 – Spring Term Subject Area: Science Unit: Plants Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Y1  

 Identify and name a variety of 
common wild and garden 
plants, including deciduous and 
evergreen trees  

 Identify and describe the basic 
structure of a variety of 
common flowering plants, 
including trees 

 Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature 
plants  

 Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable 
temperature to grow and stay healthy 

Y3 
 Identify and describe the functions of different parts of 

flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers  
 Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth (air, 

light, water, nutrients from soil, and room to grow) and how 
they vary from plant to plant  

 Investigate the way in which water is transported within 
plants 

 Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of 
flowering plants, including pollination, seed formation and 
seed dispersal. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 Plants are not alive because 
they don’t move. 

 Seeds are dead. 

 Plants need light to grow. 

JIGSAW – basic needs Visit from a farmer/trip to a crop farm 
 
 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, classify       
and group 

Observation    
overtime  

Comparative       
testing 

Observation     
overtime  

Pattern seeking   
 

Comparative       
testing 

Research  

Lesson 1 
Is it a seed or a bulb? 
 
To observe and 
describe bulbs and 
seeds. 
 

Lesson 2 + 3 
How do seeds and 
bulbs change? 
 
To observe and 
describe how seeds 
and bulbs grow into 
mature plants. 

Lesson 4 
Can a plant grow 
without water and 
light? 
 
To know that a plant 
needs water and 
light to grow and 
stay healthy. 
 

Lesson 5 
How long does a 
germinated seedling 
take to move 
towards the light 
source? 
 
To know that a plant 
needs light to stay 
healthy. 

Lesson 6 
Does light impact 
how tall a plant 
grows? 
 
To know that a plant 
needs light to stay 
healthy. 
 

Lesson 7 
Which temperature 
is best for a plant to 
grow after it has 
germinated?  
 
To know that plants 
need a suitable 
temperature to grow 
and stay healthy. 

Lesson 8 
How do farmers 
grow plants over the 
4 seasons? 
 
To know that plants 
need water, light 
and a suitable 
temperature to grow 
and stay healthy. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Identify, classify and 
group  

Lesson 2 + 3 
 Observing closely 

Lesson 4 
Gathering and 
recording data to 

Lesson 5 
Observing closely, 
using simple 

Lesson 6 
Set up and 
performing simple 

Lesson 7 
Set up and 
performing simple 

Lesson 8 
Using their 
observations and 
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 help in answering 
questions 

equipment 
 

tests tests using simple 
equipment 

ideas to suggest 
answers to questions 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Seed 
Bulb 
Plant 
Soil 
Shape 
Size 
Colour 
Group 

Lesson 2 + 3 
Seed 
Bulb 
Plant 
Germinate  
Grow 
Stem 
Leaves 
Flower 
Roots 

Lesson 4 
 Vocabulary from 
lessons 2 + 3 in 
addition to: 
Healthy  
 

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary from 
lessons 2-4. 

Lesson 6 
Vocabulary from 
lessons 2-4 in 
addition to: 
Measure 
Tall 
Compare 
Cm  

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary from 
lessons 2-4 in 
addition to: 
Thermometer 
Degrees celsious  

Lesson 8 
Farm 
Crops 
Greenhouse 
 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Seeds  
Bulbs 
Sorting hoops 

Lesson 2 + 3 
Soil 
Shovel  
Sunflower seeds 
Cups 
Watering can 
iPads 

Lesson 4 
Cress seeds 
Plant pots 
Soil 
Watering can 
Cupboard  

Lesson 5 
Cotton wool 
Germinated seeds 
Light source 
Stop start animation 
on ipads  

Lesson 6 
3 plants  
Direct light 
Slight light 
Darkness (cupboard) 
Ruler 

Lesson 7 
2 plants 
Indoors space 
Outdoor space 
Thermometer  

Lesson 8 
Ipad/textbook/inter
net  
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Year group: Y2 – Summer Term Subject Area: Science Unit: Living things in their habitats Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
EYFS 

 Developing an understanding of growth, 
decay and changes over time  

 Shows care and concern for living things and 
the environment 

 Knows about similarities and differences in 
relation to places, objects, materials and 
living things 

 Talks about the features of their own 
immediate environment and how 
environments might vary from one another 

 Makes observations of animals and plants 
and explains why some things occur, and talks 
about changes 

 Explore and compare the differences between things that are 
living, dead, and things that have never been alive  

 Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they 
are suited and describe how different habitats provide for the 
basic needs of different kinds of animals and plants, and how 
they depend on each other  

 Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their 
habitats, including microhabitats  

 Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other 
animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, and identify and 
name different sources of food. 

 

Y4 

 Recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of 
ways  

 Explore and use classification keys to help group, identify 
and name a variety of living things in their local and wider 
environment  

 Recognise that environments can change and that this can 
sometimes pose dangers to living things.  

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Plants and seeds are not alive because 
they don’t move. 
Fire is alive. 
Wooden objects have never lived. 

Maths – pictograms  
Geography – locations  

Trip to beach for rock pooling  

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, group  
and classify  

Identify, group 
and classify 

Identify, group  
and classify 

Research Research Comparative  
testing 

Problem solve Research 

Lesson 1 
Which things are 
living, dead and 
have never lived? 
 
To know the 
differences 
between things 
that are living, 
dead and have 
never been alive.  

Lesson 2 
Are there any 
habitats in school? 
 
To know that most 
living things live in 
a habitat. 
 

Lesson 3 
Where does it 
live? 
 
To know variety of 
plant and animals 
in their habitats. 

Lesson 4 
Why are habitats 
important? What 
is a microhabitat? 
 
To know that 
living things and 
habitats depend 
on each other. 
To know what 
microhabitats are. 

Lesson 5 
How can a cactus 
survive?  
 
To know that 
habitats are suited 
to the living thing 
and provide a 
basic need for 
animals and 
plants. 

Lesson 6 
Are there more 
living things in 
microhabitats in 
the school grounds 
or at the beach? 
 
To name a variety 
of microhabitats.  
 

Lesson 7 
Can you create a 
habitat for a new 
creature? 
 
To know that 
living things live in 
a habitat that they 
are suited to and 
that provides basic 
needs. 

Lesson 8 
What is a food 
chain? 
 
To know that 
animals obtain 
their food from 
plants and 
animals.  
 
To name a simple 
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  food chain. To 
identify the 
sources of food. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Identify and 
classify, making 
comparisons. 

Lesson 2 
Identify and 
classify, making 
comparisons. 
 

Lesson 3 
Ask simple 
questions and 
recognise that 
they can be 
answered in 
different ways. 

Lesson 4  
Ask simple 
questions and 
recognise that 
they can be 
answered in 
different ways. 

Lesson 5 
Gather and record 
data to answer 
questions. 
 

Lesson 6  
Perform simple 
tests. 
 
Use pictograms 
and block 
diagrams to 
record data. 

Lesson 7 
Using their 
observations and 
ideas to suggest 
answers to simple 
questions. 

Lesson 8 
Using their 
observations and 
ideas to suggest 
answers to 
simple questions. 

Key vocabulary taught 

Lesson 1 
Living  
Dead  
Alive 
 

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary 
covered in lesson 
1 in addition to: 
Habitat  

Lesson 3 
Habitats 
Forest, ocean, 
flowerbed, desert, 
meadow, 
seashore, soil, 
cave etc 

Lesson 4 
Vocabulary taught 
in lessons 1-3 in 
addition to: 
Microhabitat 
Leaf, log, under 
stone etc 
Depend  

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary taught 
in lessons 1-4 in 
addition to: 
Suitable 
Appropriate 
Basic needs 
Survive 
Shelter 
Protection 
Food and water 

Lesson 6 
Vocabulary taught 
in lessons 1-5 in 
addition to: 
Contrast  
Beach  
Rock pool 
 

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary 
previously taught. 
 

Lesson 8 
Food chain 
Food source 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Things collected 
from outside. 
Sorting hoops. 

Lesson 2 
School field. 
Minibeast 
collecting pots. 

Lesson 3 
Printed names of 
common habitats. 
Living things to 
sort into those 
habitats (plants 
and animals). 

Lesson 4 
Books/iPads/comp
uters 

Lesson 5 
Books/iPads/comp
uters 

Lesson 6 
Tally charts 
Pictogram  

Lesson 7 
Clay/playdough 
A range of natural 
objects e.g. 
leaves/rocks/shelt
er etc. 

Lesson 8 
Animal pictures 
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Year group: Y3 – Autumn 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Animals Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y2 

 Children know the basic needs of 
animals and what they need to 
survive. 

 They can name a variety of animals 
in their habitat. 

 They know how animals obtain 
their food and can name simple 
food chains. 

 Children know animals have 
offspring which grow into adults. 

 They know the importance of 
exercise, hygiene and eating a 
balanced diet. 

 Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own food; they get 
nutrition from what they eat  

 Identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons and 
muscles for support, protection and movement.  

Y4 

 Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of 
the digestive system in humans  

 Identify the different types of teeth in humans and 
their simple functions  

 Construct and interpret a variety of food chains, 
identifying producers, predators and prey. 

 recognise that living things can be grouped in a 
variety of ways 

 Explore and use classification keys to help group, 
identify and name a variety of living things in their 
local and wider environment 

 Recognise that environments can change and that 
this can sometimes pose dangers to living things. 

Y5 

 Describe the changes as humans develop to old age. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

All fats are bad for you. 
 

DT – moving animal Sea monkeys in class linked to class text to look at 
animals with an exoskeleton. 

Lesson Sequence 

Research Identify, classify       
and group 

Identify and       
classify 

Research Identify, compare    
and classify 

Pattern seeking Problem solving 

Lesson 1 
Where do I get my 
energy? 
 
To know that 
animals, including 
humans, get their 
nutrition from what 
they eat. 
 

Lesson 2 
What is on my food 
label? 
 
To know that food 
can contain more 
than one nutrient. 
To know that 
humans need the 
right amount and 
types of nutrients. 

Lesson 3 
Are all pizzas 
unhealthy? 
 
To know the names 
of the main food 
groups. 
 

Lesson 4 
How can I stand up? 
 
To know that 
humans and some 
animals have 
skeletons to protect, 
support and move 
their body. 

Lesson 5 
Do all animals have 
a skeleton? 
 
To know that some 
animals have 
skeletons and some 
do not. 

Lesson 6 
Do my bones change 
as I grow older? 
 
To know that 
skeletons change as 
part of their role in 
protecting our 
bodies. 

Lesson 7 
Can a cat hold a 
pencil? 
 
 
To know that 
muscles and bones 
work together to 
help the body to 
move. 
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Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Using 
straightforward 
scientific evidence to 
answer questions or 
to support their 
findings. 

Lesson 2 
Gathering, 
recording, classifying 
and presenting data 
in a variety of ways 
to help in answering 
questions 

Lesson 3 
Setting up simple 
practical enquiries 

Lesson 4 
Recording findings 
using simple labelled 
diagrams. 
 

Lesson 5 
Gathering, 
recording, classifying 
and presenting data 
in a variety of ways 
to help in answering 
questions 

Lesson 6 
Setting up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests 

Lesson 7 
Asking relevant 
questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries 
to answer them 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1, 2 and 3 
Carbohydrates 
Protein 
Fats 
Vitamin 
Minerals  
Dairy 
Sugar 
Nutrients/nutrition  
Food groups 
Fuel 
Food 
Energy 

Lesson 4  
Skeleton 
Bones 
Muscles 
Tendons 
Ligaments  
Body 
Protection 
Movement  
Support 

Resources  

Lesson 1 
iPads/computers/tex
tbooks 
 

Lesson 2 
Variety of food 
packaging  
Sorting hoops 

Lesson 3 
Pizza base 
Protein (ham) 
Tomato base 
Cheese 
Vitamins and 
minerals (spinach) 

Lesson 4 
Skeleton template 
Ipads/computer/text
books 

Lesson 5 
Sorting hoops 
Images  

Lesson 6 
Children from a few 
different classes to 
measure. 

Lesson 7 
Cardboard 
String 
Straws 
Cellotape 
Scissors 
Elastic band 
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Year group: Y3 – Autumn 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Rocks Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y2 

 Identify and compare the suitability 
of a variety of everyday materials, 
including wood, metal, plastic, 
glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard for particular uses.  

 Find out how shapes of solid 
objects made from some materials 
can be changed by squashing, 
bending, twisting and stretching.  

 Compare and group together different kinds of rocks on the basis of 
their appearance and simple physical properties  

 Describe in simple terms how fossils are formed when things that have 
lived are trapped within rock  

 Recognise that soils are made from rocks and organic matter. 

Y4 

 Compare and group materials together, according to 
whether they are solids, liquids or gases.  

 Observe that some materials change state when 
heated or cooled, and measure and research the 
temperature at which this happens in degrees Celsius. 

 Identify the part played by evaporation and 
condensation in the water cycle and associate the 
rate of evaporation with temperature. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

All rocks are hard. 
A fossil are bits of animals. 

History – stone age 
DT – stone paintings  

Dinosaur fossil found in school 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, classify       
and group 

Comparative       
testing 

Comparative       
testing 

Research Research Observe           
overtime  

Comparative       
testing 

Lesson 1 
How can I sort the 
rocks? 
 
To know the 
similarities and 
differences between 
rocks on the basis of 
their appearance. 

Lesson 2 
Which type of rock 
should we use to 
build a new stage? 
 
To compare the 
physical properties 
of rocks. 

Lesson 3 
Which type of rock is 
best for drawing? 
 
To know the 
different properties 
of rocks. 

Lesson 4 
What is a fossil?  
 
To know how fossils 
are formed.  
 
 

Lesson 5 
Who is Mary 
Anning? 
 
To know influential 
scientist and their 
role in the 
development of 
fossils. 

Lesson 6 
What happens when 
you mix soil and 
water? 
 
To know that soil is 
made from rocks 
and organic matter. 

Lesson 7 
Which soil is the 
most absorbent?  
 
To know that 
different soil have 
different amounts of 
rock and organic 
matter. 
 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Gathering, 
recording, classifying 
and presenting data 
in a variety of ways 
to help in answering 

Lesson 2 
Asking relevant 
questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries 
to answer them 

Lesson 3 
Setting up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests 

Lesson 4 
Using 
straightforward 
scientific evidence to 
answer questions or 
to support their 

Lesson 5 
Reporting on 
findings from 
enquiries, including 
oral and written 
explanations, 

Lesson 6 
Setting up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests 

Lesson 7 
Setting up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests 
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questions findings. displays or 
presentations of 
results and 
conclusions 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Grain 
Crystal 
Large 
Small 
Colour 
Dull 
Bright 

Lesson 2 
Granite  
Chalk 
Limestone 
Slate 
Sandstone  
Marble 
Durability  
Permeability 
Hardness  

Lesson 3 
Chalk 
Minerals  
Durable   

Lesson 4  
Fossil  
Animal  
Sedimentary rock 
Rare 
Incomplete  
Organisms 

Lesson 5 
Influential scientist  
Mary Anning  
 

Lesson 6  
Organic matter 
Soil  
Rock  
Prediction  

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary from 
lesson 6 

Resources  

Lesson 1 
Miniscopes 
Rocks 
Magnifying glasses 
Sorting hoops 
  

Lesson 2 
Granite  
Chalk 
Limestone 
Slate 
Sandstone  
Marble 
Durability  
Permeability 
Hardness  

Lesson 3 
Granite  
Chalk 
Limestone 
Slate 
Sandstone  
Marble 
Durability  
Permeability 
Hardness  

Lesson 4 
Fossils 
Miniscops 
Internet 
access/textbook 

Lesson 5 
iPad/computer/texb
ooks 

Lesson 6 
Rock 
Water  
Soil  

Lesson 7 
Rock 
Water  
Soil  
Organic soil 
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Year group: Y3 – Spring 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Magnets and Forces Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Y2 

 Find out how the shapes of 
solid objects made from 
some materials can be 
changed by squashing, 
bending, twisting and 
stretching. 

 Compare how things move on different surfaces  
 Notice that some forces need contact between two objects, but 

magnetic forces can act at a distance  
 Observe how magnets attract or repel each other and attract 

some materials and not others  
 Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on 

the basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet, and 
identify some magnetic materials  

 Describe magnets as having two poles  
 Predict whether two magnets will attract or repel each other, 

depending on which poles are facing. 

Y5 

 Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of 
the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling object  

 Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, 
that act between moving surfaces  

 Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and 
gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

All metals are magnetic 
A bigger magnet has a 
stronger magnetic force  

DT – forces used in moving monster Make a magnetic board game 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, group  
and classify  

Comparative  
testing  

Comparative  
testing 

Identify, group 
 and classify 

Comparative  
testing 

Pattern seeking Observation  
overtime  

Lesson 1 
Which forces are 
needed for children’s 
games? 
 
To know that forces 
can make things 
move. 
To know that some 
forces do not need 
contact.  
 

Lesson 2 
Does the surface 
affect the speed of a 
car? 
 
To know that friction 
can impact how 
things move on 
different surfaces. 

Lesson 3 
Which forces require 
contact? 
 
To know that some 
forces need contact 
between two objects 
but magnetic forces 
can act at a distance. 

Lesson 4 
Which materials are 
magnetic? Are all 
metals magnetic?  
 
To group objects as 
magnetic or not 
magnetic.  
To know that some 
metals are magnetic 
and others are not. 

Lesson 5 
Do both poles of a 
magnet attract to 
each other? 
 

To know that 
magnets have two 
poles. 
To predict whether 
two magnets will 
attract depending on 
which poles are 
facing.   

Lesson 6 
Does the size of the 
magnet affect the 
distance of its force? 
 
To know that the size 
of a magnet does not 
impact its strength.  
 

Lesson 7 
How long does a pin 
stay magnetised for? 
 
To know which 
materials are 
magnetic.  
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Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Ask relevant 
questions when 
prompted and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them 

Lesson 2 
Take accurate 
measurements using 
standard units. 
 

Lesson 3 
Ask relevant 
questions when 
prompted and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them 

Lesson 4 
Set up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests with guidance. 

Lesson 5 
Make careful 
observations, starting 
to work 
systematically. 
 

Lesson 6 
Set up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests with guidance. 

Lesson 7 
Make careful 
observations, starting 
to work 
systematically. 
 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Forces 
Push 
Pull 
Twist  
 

Lesson 2 
Friction  
Forces 
Push  
Pull 
Surface  
Slip  
Slide 

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 1-2 in 
addition to:  
Contact 
Non-contact  
Distance  
Magnetic force  
Magnets 

Lesson 4 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 1-3 in 
addition to:  
Magnetic  
Materials  
 

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 1-4 in 
addition to:  
Poles 
North 
South 
 

Lesson 6 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 1-5 in 
addition to:  
Strength  
Size 
Shape 
 

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 1-6 in 
addition to:  
Magnetised  
 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Children’s games 

Lesson 2 
Toy car 
Ramp 
Different surfaces 
Ruler 

Lesson 3 
Magnets  
Balloon  
 

Lesson 4 
Magnets 
A range of everyday 
materials  

Lesson 5 
Magnets  

Lesson 6 
A range of magnets, 
different sizes and 
shape 

Lesson 6 
Needle/pin 
Wood 
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Year group: Y3 – Spring 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Light Subject Leader: K. Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Y1 
Identify, name, draw and 
label the basic parts of the 
human body and say which 
part of the body is 
associated with each sense. 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 recognise that they need light in order to see things and that dark is the 
absence of light  

 notice that light is reflected from surfaces  

 recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways 
to protect their eyes  

 recognise that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is 
blocked by an opaque object  

 find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change 

Y6  

 Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines.  

 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that 
objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into 
the eye.  

 Explain that we see things because light travels from light 
sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and 
then to our eyes.  

 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why 
shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast them. 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

The moon is a light source. 
Shadows contain details. 
Shadows are objects giving 
off darkness. 

 D&T: Make a puppet for a puppet show  Puppet show – shadows 

 Blindfold activity – importance of light 

Lesson Sequence  
Research  Sort, classify and group Comparative testing  Problem solve 

 
Pattern seeking 

Lesson 1 
How can I see? 
 
To know that light is needed in 
order to see things. To know that 
dark is the absence of light. 

Lesson 2 
What should I wear on my bike? 
 
To know that light is reflected 
from surfaces. 

Lesson 3 
Which material is best for my 
curtains? 
 
To know the definition of opaque, 
translucent and transparent. 

Lesson 4 
Are my sunglasses safe? 
 
To know that light from the sun can 
be dangerous. To know that there 
are ways to protect their eyes. To 
know the definition of translucent 
and transparent. 
 

Lesson 5 + 6 
Can I make my puppet show grow? 
 

To know that shadows are formed 
when the light is blocked by an 
opaque object.  
To know that the size of shadows 
can change. To know there are 
patterns in the way that shadows 
change size. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Using straightforward 
scientific evidence to answer 
questions or to support their 
findings. 

Lesson 2  
Gathering, recording, 
classifying and presenting 
data in a variety of ways to 
help in answering questions 

Lesson 3 
Setting up simple practical 
enquiries, comparative and fair 
tests 

Lesson 4 
Identifying differences, 
similarities or changes related to 
simple scientific ideas and 
processes 

Lesson 5 + 6 
Using straightforward scientific 
evidence to answer questions 
or to support their findings. 
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Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Eyes 
Sight  
Light  
Darkness 
Sunlight  
Light source  
 

Lesson 2  
Vocabulary from lesson 1 in 
addition to: 
Surface 
Shiny 
Matt 
Reflective 
Dangerous  

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary from lessons 1 & 2 
in addition to: 
Opaque  
Translucent  
Transparent 
Solid 

Lesson 4 
Vocabulary from lessons 1 – 3. 
 
 

Lesson 5 + 6 
Vocabulary from lessons 1-4 in 
addition to: 
Shadow 
Block 
Absence  
Solid 
Size 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
iPads/computers/ textbook 
Torches 
Blindfolds 

Lesson 2  
Torches 
Mirrors 
Reflective material 
Matt material  

Lesson 3 
Torches 
Material  
Opaque filter 
Translucent filter 

Lesson 4 
Sunglasses 
Translucent materials 
Transparent materials  

Lesson 5 + 6 
Torch  
Puppets made in DT 
Projector  
White wall 
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Year group: Y3 – Summer Term Subject Area: Science Unit: Plants Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y2 

 Observe and describe how 
seeds and bulbs grow into 
mature plants  

 Find out and describe how 
plants need water, light and a 
suitable temperature to grow 
and stay healthy 

 Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: 
roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers  

 Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, 
nutrients from soil, and room to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant  

 Investigate the way in which water is transported within plants  
 Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, 

including pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal. 

Y4 

 Recognise that environments can change and that this 
can sometimes pose dangers to living things 

Y5 
 Describe the life process of reproduction in some 

plants and animals. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Food comes from the soil 
Flower is the plant 

DT – plant and grow vegetables to use when cooking.  Plant a range of plants. 
Trip to Broomhouse Farm to observe bees. 

Lesson Sequence 

Research Observation 
overtime  

Identify, 
group & 
classify 

Observation 
overtime  

Comparative 
testing 

Comparative 
testing 

Problem 
solve 

Research Research  Pattern 
seeking 

Research 

Lesson 1 
What are 
the 
functions of 
the roots, 
stem/trunk, 
leaves and 
flowers? 
 
To know the 
functions of 
different 
parts of 
flowering 
plants. 

Lesson 2 
Do all plants 
need roots 
and leaves? 
 
To know the 
functions of 
roots and 
leaves.  

Lesson 3 
What is the 
function of 
the flower? 
 
To know the 
functions of 
flowers. 
 

Lesson 4 
How long 
does 
coloured 
water take 
to change 
the petals? 
 
To know the 
function of a 
stem. 
To know 
how water 
is 
transported. 
 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Do plants 
need soil to 
grow? 
 
To know 
that 
nutrients 
from soil are 
required for 
some plant 
growth. 
 

Lesson 6 
Does soil 
type impact 
the growth 
of plants?  
 
To know 
that 
nutrients 
from soil are 
required for 
some plant 
growth. 
 
 

Lesson 7 
How many 
plants can 
we fit in the 
flower bed? 
 
To know 
that room 
to grow is a 
requirement 
for plants 
life and 
growth. 
 

Lesson 8  
Do all plants 
require the 
same 
conditions? 
 
To know 
that 
requirement
s for growth 
vary from 
plant to 
plant. 

Lesson 9 
What are 
the different 
types of 
seed 
dispersal? 
 
To know the 
role of seed 
dispersal in 
the lifecycle 
of a plant. 

Lesson 10 
Are there 
more 
pollinators 
on the 
school field 
or in the 
woodland 
area? 
 
To know the 
role that 
pollination 
is part of the 
life cycle of 
a plant. 

Lesson 11 
Who is Jan 
Ingenhousz? 
 
To know 
influential 
scientists. 
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Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Asking 
relevant 
questions 
and using 
different 
types of 
scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
them 

Lesson 2 
Setting up 
simple 
practical 
enquiries, 
comparative 
and fair 
tests 

 

Lesson 3 
Gathering, 
recording, 
classifying 
and 
presenting 
data in a 
variety of 
ways to help 
in answering 
questions 

 

Lesson 4  
Setting up 
simple 
practical 
enquiries, 
comparative 
and fair 
tests 

 

Lesson 5 
Setting up 
simple 
practical 
enquiries, 
comparative 
and fair 
tests 

 

Lesson 6  
Setting up 
simple 
practical 
enquiries, 
comparative 
and fair 
tests 

 

Lesson 7 
Making 
systematic 
and careful 
observations 
and, where 
appropriate, 
taking 
accurate 
measurement
s using 
standard 
units, using a 
range of 
equipment. 

Lesson 8  
Asking 
relevant 
questions 
and using 
different 
types of 
scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
them 

Lesson 9 
Asking 
relevant 
questions 
and using 
different 
types of 
scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
them 

Lesson 10 
Recording 
findings 
using simple 
scientific 
language, 
drawings, 
labelled 
diagrams, 
keys, bar 
charts, and 
tables 

 

Lesson 11 
Asking 
relevant 
questions 
and using 
different 
types of 
scientific 
enquiries to 
answer them 

Key vocabulary 

Lessons 1-3 
Roots 
Stem 
Trunk 
Leaves 
Flowers 
Functions  
Anchor 
 

 
Transport  
Water 
Photosynthesis  
Attract  
Pollinators 
Seed dispersal 
Pollen  

Lesson 4  
Stem 
Transport 
water 
 

Lesson 5 
Nutrients  
Soil 
 

Lesson 6  
Nutrients  
Soil 
Fertiliser  

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary 
covered in 
lessons 1-6. 

Lesson 8  
Vocabulary 
covered in 
lessons 1-6 
in addition 
to: 
Conditions 
Desert 
Ocean  
Woodlands  

Lesson 9 
Vocabulary 
covered in 
lessons 1-8. 

Lesson 10 
Vocabulary 
covered in 
lessons 1-8. 
Nectar 
Pollen  
Stamen  
Stigma 

Lesson 11 
Photosynthe
sis 
 

Resources   

Lesson 1 
iPads/comp
uters/textbo
oks 

Lesson 2 
1 plant with 
no roots 
1 plant with 
no leaves 

Lesson 3 
Flowers 
Magnifying 
glasses 
Scissors  

Lesson 4  
Coloured 
water 
Stopwatch 
White 
carnation 

Lesson 5 
Seeds 
Cotton wool 
Water 
Soil 

Lesson 6  
Different 
soil types 
Plants 

Lesson 7 
Seed 
packets 
Ruler 
Flower pot 

Lesson 8  
iPads/comp
uters/textbo
oks 

Lesson 9 
iPads/comp
uters/textbo
oks 

Lesson 10 
Outdoor 
area 
Record 
sheet 

Lesson 11 
iPads/compu
ters/textboo
ks 
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Year group: Y4 – Autumn 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: States of matter  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y2 

 Find out how the shapes of solid 
objects made from some materials 
can be changed by squashing, 
bending, twisting and stretching 

Y1 

 Identify and name a variety of 
everyday materials, including wood, 
plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock  

 Describe the simple physical 
properties of a variety of everyday 
materials  

 Compare and group together a 
variety of everyday materials on the 
basis of their simple physical 
properties. 

 Compare and group materials together, according to whether they 
are solids, liquids or gases  

 Observe that some materials change state when they are heated or 
cooled, and measure or research the temperature at which this 
happens in degrees Celsius (°C)  

 Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water 
cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with temperature. 

Y5 

 Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form 
a solution, and describe how to recover a substance 
from a solution  

 Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide 
how mixtures might be separated, including through 
filtering, sieving and evaporating  

 Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and 
fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, 
including metals, wood and plastic  

 Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of 
state are reversible changes  

 Explain that some changes result in the formation of 
new materials, and that this kind of change is not 
usually reversible, including changes associated with 
burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Solid means hard or opaque  
Sand or salt is not a solid 
Steam, water and ice are all 
different substances 
Melting and dissolving are the 
same 

English – Pugs of the Frozen North Trip to the beach to collect salt water 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, sort 
and  
group. 

Comparative 
testing  

Research  Pattern 
seeking  

Observation 
over 
time  

Comparative 
testing 

Comparative 
testing 

Observation 
over  
time 

Comparative 
testing 

Research Observation 
overtime 
  

Lesson 1 
Is it a solid, 
liquid or 
gas? 
 
To know the 
three states 

Lesson 2 
What 
happens to 
milk if I shake 
it?  
To know 
some 

Lesson 3 
What is gas? 
 
To know that 
materials can 
change state. 

Lesson 4 
Does the size 
of an ice cube 
impact how 
fast it melts?  
 
To know that 

Lesson 5 
How long do 
chocolate 
and butter 
take to melt? 
 
To know that 

Lesson 6 
What is the 
melting 
point?  
 
To measure 
the 

Lesson 7 
Does 
seawater 
evaporate 
faster than 
tap water? 
 

Lesson 8 
How long 
does a 
puddle take 
to 
evaporate? 
 

Lesson 9 
Does heat 
speed up 
evaporative? 
 
To know the 
role that 

Lesson 10 
What is a 
cloud? 
 
To know the 
roll 
condensation 

Lesson 11 
What happens 
to the salt in 
saltwater 
during the 
water cycle? 
To know the 
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of matter.  
To know 
which 
materials are 
solid, liquid 
or gas. 

materials 
change state. 
 

materials can 
change state. 

some 
materials 
change state 
when 
heated. 

temperature 
at which 
materials 
melt. 
  

To know the 
role that 
evaporative 
plays in the 
water cycle. 
 

To know the 
role that 
evaporative 
plays in the 
water cycle. 
 

evaporative 
plays in the 
water cycle. 
 

plays in the 
water cycle. 

role that 
evaporative 
and 
condensation 
plays in the 
water cycle. 
 

Key skills taught  
Gather, 
record, 
classify and 
present data 
in a variety 
of ways to 
help in 
answering 
questions 

Record 
findings using 
drawings  

Asking 
relevant 
questions 
and use 
different 
types of 
scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
them. 

Record 
findings using 
a table. 

Make 
systematic 
and careful 
observations 

Record 
findings using 
a bar chart. 
 
 

Identify 
differences, 
similarities or 
changes 
related to 
simple 
scientific 
ideas and 
processes 

Setting up 
simple 
practical 
enquiries, 
comparative 
and fair tests 

Setting up 
simple 
practical 
enquiries, 
comparative 
and fair tests 

Use 
straightforwar
d scientific 
evidence to 
answer 
questions 

Report 
findings using 
oral 
explanations. 

Key vocabulary 
Lesson 1 
Solid 
Liquid 
Gas 
State 
Particles  

 Lesson 2 
Vocab from 
lesson 1 in 
addition to: 
Change 
Material  

Lesson 3,4 &5 
Vocab from lesson 1&2 in addition to: 
Melts 
Frozen 
  

Lesson 6 
Vocab from 
lesson 1,2&3 
in addition to: 
Temperature 
Thermometer  
Melting point 

Lesson 7, 8 & 9 
Evaporate 
Liquid 
Gas 
Water cycle 
Heat 
 

Lesson 10 & 11 
Vocab from lesson 7,8,9 in 
addition to: 
Condensation 
Cloud 

Resources 
Lesson 1 
Three 
balloons 
filled with 
air, water 
and ice. 
Slime 
Gloop 
Toothpaste 
 

 Lesson 2 
Milk 
Container  
Camera  

Lesson 3 
iPads 
Non-fiction 
books 
Balloon 
Vinegar  
Bicarb 

Lesson 4 
Three ice 
cubes 
different size 
Timer 

Lesson 5 
Chocolate  
Butter 
Timer 
Heat source 

Lesson 6 
Chocolate  
Butter 
Ice 
Heat source 
Thermometer  

Lesson 7 
Salt water 
Tap water 
Timer 
 

Lesson 8 
Timer 

Lesson 9 
Water 
Containers 
Heat source 
(radiator) 

Lesson 10 
iPad 

Lesson 11 
Bowl 
Glass 
Salt water 
Cling film 
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Year group: Y4 – Spring 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Animals including humans  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y3 

 Identify that animals, including humans, 
need the right types and amount of 
nutrition, and that they cannot make their 
own food; they get nutrition from what 
they eat  

 Identify that humans and some other 
animals have skeletons and muscles for 
support, protection and movement. 

 Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of the digestive 
system in humans  

 Identify the different types of teeth in humans and their simple 
functions  

 Construct and interpret a variety of food chains, identifying 
producers, predators and prey. 

Y5 

 Describe the changes as humans develop to old age. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Arrows on a food chain means ‘eats’ 
Food and water go down different tube 
when you eat and drink 

JIGSAW – hygiene  Dentist to visit school 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, classify        
and group 

Observe changes  
overtime 

Identify, classify       
and group  

To problem solving Problem solving  Identify, compare     
and classify 

Lesson 1 
Are my teeth all the 
same? 
 
To know that humans 
have 4 different types of 
teeth. 
 

Lesson 2 
What happens to my 
teeth if I drink fizzy pop? 
 
To know how to look 
after human teeth. 

Lesson 3 
Which parts of my 
digestive system can I 
see from the outside of 
my body? 
 
To know the names of 
the basic parts of the 
digestive system. 

Lesson 4 
What happens to a 
biscuit once I have 
swallowed it? 
 
To describe the process 
of the digestive system. 
 

Lesson 5 
Would the big bad wolf 
eat the three little pigs? 
 
To know a variety of 
food chains.  
To know the producer, 
predator and prey. 
  

Lesson 6 
Are these your teeth? 
 
To know animals have 
different teeth 
depending on their role 
in the food chain.  

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Gathering, recording and 
classifying. 

Lesson 2 
Making systematic and 
careful observations 

Lesson 3 
Identifying differences, 
similarities or changes 
related to simple 
scientific ideas and 
processes 
 

Lesson 4 
Reporting on findings 
from enquiries displays. 

Lesson 5 
Using straightforward 
scientific evidence to 
answer questions or to 
support their findings. 

Lesson 6 
Recording findings using 
simple scientific language 
and drawings  
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Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 & 2 
Teeth  
Canine 
Molars 
Premolars 
Incisors 
Decay 
Plaque    

Lesson 3 & 4 
Digest 
Energy  
Nutrients 
Teeth 
Tongue 
Mouth 
Saliva  
Oesophagus 
Stomach 
Stomach acid 
Small intestine 
Large intestine   
Rectum 
Anus 

Lesson 5 & 6 
Organism  
Consumer  
Producer  
Predator  
Food chain 
Energy  
Ecosystem  

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Model of mouth and 
teeth 
Mirrors to look at own 
teeth 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 
Egg 
Fizzy pop 

Lesson 3 
Sorting hoops 
Body part images 

Lesson 4 
Digestive biscuit 
Water (saliva)  
Finger (tongue) 
Funnel (throat) 
Plastic tube bag 
(oesophagus)  
Sealable bag (stomach) 
Water (stomach acid) 
Tights (small then large 
intestines) 
Small plastic bag (anus) 
Bowl (toilet) 

 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Food chain images 

Lesson 6 
Images of teeth X-Ray 
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Year group: Y4 – Spring 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Electricity   Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
 No explicit teaching  Identify common appliances that run on electricity  

 Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its 
basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers  

 Identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based 
on whether or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery  

 Recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with 
whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit  

 Recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate 
metals with being good conductors. 

Y4 

 Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a 
buzzer with the number and voltage of cells used in 
the circuit  

 Compare and give reasons for variations in how 
components function, including the brightness of 
bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and the on/off position 
of switches  

 Use recognised symbols when representing a simple 
circuit in a diagram. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Plugs have one wire 
Electricity flows out of one end of 
a battery  

DT – design a wind turbine  Parent visitor – electrician using electricity every 
day 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, group  
and classify 

Identify, group  
and classify 

Research  Observation  
overtime  

Problem  
solving 

Comparative  
testing 

Lesson 1 
Is there electricity 
around me? 
 
To know that common 
appliances run on 
electricity.  
To know that some 
appliances run off the 
mains and some off 
batteries. 

Lesson 2 
Am I a conductor?  
 
To know that metals are 
good conductors.  
To recognise common 
conductors and 
insulators. 

Lesson 3 
How can I stay safe? 
 
To know how to work 
safely with electricity. 
 

Lesson 4 + 5 
What is a circuit? 
How long will my battery 
power a circuit? 
 
To identify and name 
basic parts of a circuit. 
To construct a simple 
series electrical circuit. 
To associate a switch 
with whether or not a 
lamp lights and/or a 
motor turns. 

Lesson 6 
Will there be light? 
 
To identify whether or 
not a lamp will light in a 
simple series circuit.  

Lesson 7 
How can I stop the 
current flowing? 
 
To know that a switch 
opens and closes a 
circuit. 
To make a switch using 
the correct materials 
(conductor/insulator). 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Asking relevant 

Lesson 2 
Gathering, recording, 

Lesson 3 
Using straightforward 

Lesson 4 & 5 
Asking relevant 

Lesson 6  
Using results to draw 

Lesson 7 
Reporting on findings 
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questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them 

 

classifying and 
presenting data in a 
variety of ways to help in 
answering questions 

 

scientific evidence to 
answer questions or to 
support their findings. 

 

questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them 

Setting up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests 

simple conclusions, 
make predictions for 
new values, suggest 
improvements and raise 
further questions 

from enquiries, including 
oral and written 
explanations 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Electricity 
Mains 
Socket 
Power 

Lesson 2 
Conductor 
Insulator 
Material 
Metal 
Water 
Circuit  
 

Lesson 3 
Safe 
Caution 
 

Lesson 4 & 5 
Circuit 
Electricity 
Flow 
Bulb 
Battery (cells) 
Wire 
Buzzer 
Light  
Complete loop 

Lesson 6  
Circuit 
Electricity 
Flow 
Bulb 
Battery (cells) 
Wire 
Switch 
Opens  
Closes  

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary covered in 
lessons 1-6 in addition 
to: 
Power  
 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Remote 
Hair dryer 
Fan 

Lesson 2 
Water 
Spoon 
Pencil 
Children 
Clipboard 
 

Lesson 3 
iPad/computers/textboo
ks 

Lesson 4 & 5 
Bulb 
Battery  
Wire 
Buzzer 
Motor  

Lesson 6  
Bulb 
Battery  
Wire 
Buzzer 
Motor 
Switch 

Lesson 7 
 Bulb 
Battery  
Wire 
Buzzer 
Motor 
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Year group: Y4 – Summer 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Living things and their habitats  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y2 

 Explore and compare the differences 
between things that are living, dead, 
and things that have never been alive  

 Identify that most living things live in 
habitats to which they are suited and 
describe how different habitats provide 
for the basic needs of different kinds of 
animals and plants, and how they 
depend on each other  

 Identify and name a variety of plants 
and animals in their habitats, including 
microhabitats  

 Describe how animals obtain their food 
from plants and other animals, using 
the idea of a simple food chain, and 
identify and name different sources of 
food. 

 Recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of ways  
 Explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a 

variety of living things in their local and wider environment  
 Recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes 

pose dangers to living things.  

Y5 

 Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an 
amphibian, an insect and a bird 

 Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants 
and animals  

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

There is always food for animals. Geography – living things around the world 
English – rainforest non-chronological report  

Explore local area (Backhouse Park) 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, classify  
and group 

Identify, classify  
and group 

Identify, classify  
and group 

Observation  
overtime 

Pattern seeking Research Problem solve 

Lesson 1 
What living things 
can we find in 
school? 
 
To know that living 
things can be 
grouped in a variety 
of ways. 

Lesson 2 
Can you guess the 
living thing? 
 
To know how to use 
a classification key 
to help name a 
variety of living 
things in their local 
environment. 

Lesson 3 
Can you name the 
leaf using your leaf 
classification key? 
 
To know how to use 
a classification key 
to help name a 
variety of living 
things in their local 
environment.  

Lesson 4 
Does rainfall in the 
rainforest change 
over the year? 
 
To recognise that 
environments can 
change.  

Lesson 5 
How has insecticides 
affected the bee 
population? 
 
To know the human 
impact on 
environments can 
pose danger to living 
things. 

Lesson 6 
Why are the 
orangutans in 
danger? 
 
To know the human 
impact on 
environments can 
pose danger to living 
things. 

Lesson 7 
How can we be more 
like Jane Goodall? 
 
To know ways to 
reduce change to 
environments.  
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Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
 Ask relevant 
questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries 
to answer them. 
 

Lesson 2 
Make systematic and 
careful observations 
 

Lesson 3 
Make systematic and 
careful observations 
 

Lesson 4  
Take accurate 
measurements using 
standard units, 
including 
thermometers. 

Lesson 5 
Suggest which way is 
most appropriate for 
data to be tabulated. 

Lesson 6  
Report on findings 
from enquiries, 
including 
presentations of 
results and 
conclusions. 
 

Lesson 7 
Use straightforward 
scientific evidence to 
answer questions or 
to support their 
findings. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Living things 
Invertebrate 
Vertebra  
Minibeast 
Insect 
Flowering plants 
Non-flowering plants  

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 in addition 
to: 
Classify  
Classification  
Classification key 
 
  

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 and 2 in 
addition to:  
Oak, beech, ash, 
holly, lime, hazel, 
larch, elder, birch, 
sycamore, yew & 
chestnut  

Lesson 4  
Environment  
Habitat  
Danger 
Changes  

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary taught in 
lessons 1-4 in 
addition to:  
Insecticides  

Lesson 6  
Vocabulary taught in 
lessons 1-5. 

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary taught in 
lessons 1-5 in 
addition to:  
Suggestions  
Reduce 
 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Collect living things 
around school 
grounds 

Lesson 2 
Make classification 
keys 

Lesson 3 
Leaf classification 
key. 
Leaf hunt to collect 
leaves 

Lesson 4  
Access a pond on 2 
or more occasions. 
Thermometer  

Lesson 5 
iPad/ computer 

Lesson 6  
iPad/ computer 

Lesson 7 
 iPad/ computer 
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Year group: Y4 – Summer 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Sound  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y1  

 Identify, name, draw and 
label the basic parts of the 
human body and say which 
part of the body is associated 
with each sense. 

 Identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something 
vibrating  

 Recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear  
 Find patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that 

produced it  
 Find patterns between the volume of a sound and the strength of the 

vibrations that produced it  
 Recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source 

increases. 

KS3 

 Frequencies of sound waves, measured in hertz (Hz); 
echoes, reflection and absorption of sound 

 Sound needs a medium to travel, the speed of sound 
in air, in water, in solids 

 Sound produced by vibrations of objects, in 
loudspeakers, detected by their effects on 
microphone diaphragm and the ear drum; sound 
waves are longitudinal 

 The auditory range of humans and animals 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Sound can’t travel through 
solids and liquids  
High sounds are loud and 
low sounds are quiet 

Music lessons – pitch 
DT – make a musical instrument  
English 

Class musicians perform to the class. 

Lesson Sequence 
Observation  
overtime 

Identify, group 
and classify 

Problem solving  Comparative  
testing 

Pattern seeking Comparative  
testing  

Research  

Lesson 1 
When is our 
classroom quietest? 
What makes the 
sounds? 
 

 To know what 
decibels are. 

 To know how to 
use a decibel 
meter. 

 To identify how 
sounds are made. 

Lesson 2 
What can you see, 
feel and hear when 
sound is made? 
 

 To know that 
sounds are made 
by something 
vibrating. 

 

Lesson 3 
How does sound 
travel to our ears? 
 
To know that sound 
vibrations travel 
through a medium to 
the ear. 

Lesson 4 
Which object does 
sound travel 
through the best? 
 

 To know that 
sound vibrations 
travel through a 
medium to the 
ear. 

 To know the 
medium can be a 
solid, liquid or 
gas. 

 

Lesson 5 
Do different parts of 
instruments produce a 
different pitch?  
 

 To know what pitch is. 

 To know that there are 
patterns between pitch 
of a sound and features 
of the object the 
produced it. 

Lesson 6 
What happens to 
sound when the 
distance 
increases? 
 

 To know that 
sound gets 
fainter as the 
distance 
increases. 

Lesson 7 
How does the 
strength of the 
sound vibrations 
impact the volume? 
 

 To know that 
strength of the 
sound vibrations 
impact the volume. 
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Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Sound 
Decibel  
Decibel meter 

Lesson 2 
Sound 
Vibrations  
Vibrating  

Lesson 3 
Sound 
Vibrations  
Travel  
Medium  
Ear 

Lesson 4  
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 and 3 in 
addition to:  
Solid 
Liquid 
Gas 

Lesson 5 
Pitch 
High 
Low 
Features 
Sound 

Lesson 6  
Sound 
Distance  
Fainter  
Louder 

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary taught in 
lessons 1-6 in 
addition to: 
Volume  
Strength  

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Make systematic and 
careful observations 
 

Lesson 2 
Ask relevant 
questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries 
to answer them. 

Lesson 3 
Ask relevant 
questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries 
to answer them. 

Lesson 4  
Take accurate 
measurements using 
standard units 

Lesson 5 
Make systematic and 
careful observations 
 

Lesson 6  
Set up simple 
practical enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests. 

Lesson 7 
Report on findings 
from enquiries, 
including oral and 
written 
explanations, 
displays or 
presentations of 
results and 
conclusions. 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
App with a decibel 
meter. 
Clock for reference 
to time. 

Lesson 2 
Drum with a bird 
seed on 
Guitar 
Tuning fork and 
container of water  

Lesson 3 
Sound tubes 
Cup and string 

Lesson 4  
App with a decibel 
meter 
Waterproof bell. 
Liquid, gas and solid 
objects. 

Lesson 5 
Ukulele  – different 
thickness of string 
Ukulele with tighter 
strings  
Keyboard 
Flute 
Glass bottles + 
tapping device – 
different levels of 
water 

Lesson 6  
App with a decibel 
meter 
Whistle on yard 

Lesson 7 
iPad/computer 
Pluck instruments to 
explore 
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Year group: Y5 – Autumn 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Properties and change of materials Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Y4 

 Compare and group materials 
together, according to whether they 
are solids, liquids or gases  

 Observe that some materials change 
state when they are heated or 
cooled, and measure or research the 
temperature at which this happens 
in degrees Celsius (°C)  

 Identify the part played by 
evaporation and condensation in the 
water cycle and associate the rate of 
evaporation with temperature. 

 Compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their 
properties, including their hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity 
(electrical and thermal), and response to magnets  

 Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, and 
describe how to recover a substance from a solution  

 Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might 
be separated, including through filtering, sieving and evaporating  

 Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, for the 
particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood and plastic  

 Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible 
changes 

 Explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, and 
that this kind of change is not usually reversible, including changes 
associated with burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda. 

KS3 
 The properties of the different states of 

matter (solid, liquid and gas) in terms of 
the particle model, including gas pressure 

 Changes of state in terms of the particle 
model 

 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links  Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Thermal insulators warm things up. 

 When a solid is dissolved into a gas it 
disappears.  

 Sugar water cannot be recovered. 

 Dissolving and melting are the same 
thing. 

 Coke and Mentos experiment on the school 
yard 

Lesson Sequence 
Identify, group  
and classify  

Observation  
overtime 

Comparative  
testing 

Observation  
overtime 

Problem  
solving  

Comparative  
testing  

Pattern seeking 

Lesson 1 
How can you sort and 
group the school 
objects?  
 
To group together 
everyday materials 
based on their 
properties (hardness, 

Lesson 2 
Which material is best 
for insulating my cup 
of tea?  
 
To know the uses of 
everyday materials 
including metals, wood 
and plastic.  

Lesson 3 
Which materials are 
soluble and which are 
insoluble? How can we 
recover the sugar? 
 
To know how to 
dissolve a material to 
form a solution. 

Lesson 4 
Does stirring a mixture 
change how quickly a 
solute dissolves?  
 
To know how to 
dissolve a material to 
form a solution. 
 

Lesson 5 
How can we separate 
mixtures? 
 
To know how mixtures 
may be separated 
using filtering, sieving 
and evaporating. 
 

Lesson 6 
What are reversible 
and irreversible 
changes?  
 
To know what 
reversible and 
irreversible mean. 
To know that 

Lesson 7 
Does more vinegar 
make a bicarbonate of 
soda volcano travel 
higher? 
 
To know that 
formation of new 
materials are usually 
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transparency, 
conductivity and 
response to magnets) 

To know how to 
recover a substance 
from a solution. 

dissolving, mixing and 
changing state are 
reversible changes. 
To know that burning 
and the action of acid 
are usually not 
reversible changes. 

not reversible changes.  
To know that burning 
and the action of acid 
are usually not 
reversible changes. 

Key skills  
Lesson 1 
Report findings in oral 
and written forms  
 
 

Lesson 2 
Record data and 
results of increasing 
complexity using 
scientific diagrams and 
labels, bar graphs, line 
graphs and 2 way 
tables. 

Lesson 3 
Begin to use repeat 
readings and know 
why they are needed. 

Lesson 4  
Discuss ways to control 
variables with 
guidance. 

Lesson 5 
Plan different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer questions. 
 

Lesson 6  
Record findings using 
line graphs, bar charts, 
2 way tables, diagrams 
and labels. 
 

Lesson 7 
Take accurate 
measurements using 
familiar scientific 
equipment with 
increasing 
independence, 
selecting appropriate 
equipment. 

Key vocabulary 
Lesson 1 
Hard 
Soft 
Brittle  
Transparent  
Translucent Conductivity  
Magnetic   
Suitable  
Properties  

Lesson 2 
Insulation  
Suitable  
Properties  
 

Lesson 3 
Dissolve 
Soluble  
Insoluble  
Solution  
Solvent  
Solute  

Lesson 4  
Vocabulary covered in 
lesson 3 in addition to: 
Particles  

Lesson 5 
Mixture  
Separate  

Lesson 6  
Reversible change 
Irreversible change 
Chemical reaction 
Burn 
Acid 
Filter 
Evaporation  
Particles  
New material  

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary covering in 
lesson 6 in addition to: 
Pattern 

Resources  
Lesson 1 
A range of objects with 
different properties 
Sorting hoops 

Lesson 2 
 Hot water (to be 
demonstrated by 
teacher) 
Paper cup 
Plastic cup 
Ceramic cup 
Metal cup 
Thermometer  

Lesson 3 
 Water 
Bath salts 
Sugar 
Flour 
Tea bags 

Lesson 4  
Sugar 
Hot water 
Spoon  
Thermometer  

Lesson 5 
Pasta 
Lentils  
Water  
Sand 
Paper clips 
Magnets 
Sieve  
Filter paper 

Lesson 6  
Paper (to burn)  
Lighter  
Bicarbonate of soda 
Vinegar  
Sugar water 
Sand water  
Coke  
Mentos tablets 

Lesson 7 
Card volcanoes 
Meter ruler  
Ipad – photos 
Bicarbonate of soda 
Vinegar  
Measuring jug 
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Year group: Y5 – Autumn 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Forces Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y3 

 Compare how things move on different surfaces  

 Notice that some forces need contact between two 
objects, but magnetic forces can act at a distance  

 Observe how magnets attract or repel each other 
and attract some materials and not others  

 Compare and group together a variety of everyday 
materials on the basis of whether they are attracted 
to a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials  

 Describe magnets as having two poles  

 Predict whether two magnets will attract or repel 
each other, depending on which poles are facing. 

 Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of 
the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling object  

 Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, 
that act between moving surfaces  

 Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and 
gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect.  

KS3 

 Opposing forces and equilibrium: weight held 
by stretched spring or supported on a 
compressed surface  

 Forces being needed to cause objects to stop or 
start moving, or to change their speed or 
direction of motion (qualitative only)  

 Change depending on direction of force and its 
size. 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Force means someone makes 
you do something 
A stationary objects has no force 

DT - mechanical systems using gears or pulleys  

Lesson Sequence 

Research  Pattern        
seeking 

Problem          
solve 

Comparative 
testing 

Comparative 
testing 

Observation 
overtime 

Identify,        
group & 
classify 

Problem          
solve 

Lesson 1 
How do I not fall 
off Earth? 
 

To know that 
objects fall 
towards Earth 
because of gravity. 
To know who Isaac 
Newton is. 

Lesson 2 
Does the weight of 
an object impact 
its gravitational 
pull?  
To measure the 
effect of gravity on 
objects.  

Lesson 3 
How can I make 
the buggy move? 
 
To know that 
forces move an 
object. 

Lesson 4 
Which surface is 
best for 
moonwalking? 
To know the 
effects of friction.  
 

Lesson 5 
Does size impact 
the effectiveness 
of a parachute? 
To know the 
effects of air 
resistance.  

Lesson 6 
Can I outrun a 
swimmer? 
 
To know the 
effects of water 
resistance.  

Lesson 7 
What is a 
mechanism?  
 
To know what 
pulleys leavers 
and gears are. 
 

Lesson 8 
Does a pulley help 
lift a heavy load?   
 
To know that 
mechanisms can 
allow a smaller 
force to have a 
greater effect. 

Key skills 

Lesson 1 
Identify scientific 

Lesson 2 
Take 

Lesson3 
To investigate 

Lesson 4 
Plan scientific 

Lesson 5 
Record data and 

Lesson 6 
Plan scientific 

Lesson 7 
Compare, identify 

Lesson 8 
Report and 
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evidence that has 
been used to 
support or refute 
ideas or 
arguments. 

measurements, 
using a range of 
scientific 
equipment. 

through trial and 
error by setting up 
simple practical 
enquiries.  

enquiries to 
answer questions, 
including 
recognising and 
controlling 
variables where 
necessary 

results of 
increasing 
complexity using 
tables. 

enquiries to 
answer questions, 
including 
recognising and 
controlling 
variables where 
necessary 

and classify. present findings 
from enquiries 
orally. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Gravity  
Newtons 
Force 

Lesson 2 
Vocab from lesson 
1 in addition to: 
Grams 

Lesson 3 
Vocab from lesson 
1 in addition to: 
Push  
Pull 

Lesson 4 
Vocab from lesson 
1&3 in addition to: 
Friction 
Resistance  
Surface 
Opposite force 

Lesson 5 
Vocab from lesson 
1&3 in addition to: 
Air resistance 
Surface area 
Opposite force 
 

Lesson 6 
Vocab from lesson 
1&3 in addition to: 
Up thrust 
Water resistance  
Opposite force 
Density  

Lesson 7 & 8 
Mechanisms  
Pulleys 
Leavers 
Gears 
Load 
Pivot 
Rotation 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Classroom objects. 
Force meter. 

Lesson 2 
Force meter. 
Classroom objects. 
Scales. 

Lesson 3 
Wheels x4 
Cardboard box 
Straws x4 
Balloon 
 

Lesson 4 
Force meter. 
Child’s shoe. 
Different surfaces. 

Lesson 5 
Big cardboard 
Paper helicopter  
Cupcake cases 
small 
Cupcake cases 
medium 
Cupcake cases 
large 
Stopwatch 

Lesson 6 
Four pennies 
Three liquids 
(water, oil, glue). 
Four bottles 
Stopwatch. 

Lesson 7 
 

Lesson 8 
Bobbin  
Pencil 
String/yarn 
Pot/cup/yogurt 
container 
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Year group: Y5 – Spring 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Living things in their habitats Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y4 

 Recognise that living things can be grouped in a 
variety of ways  

 Explore and use classification keys to help group, 
identify and name a variety of living things in their 
local and wider environment  

 Recognise that environments can change and that 
this can sometimes pose dangers to living things. 

 Describe the differences in the life cycles of a 
mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird 

 Describe the life process of reproduction in some 
plants and animals  

Y6 

 Describe how living things are classified into broad groups according 
to common observable characteristics and based on similarities and 
differences, including microorganisms, plants and animals  

 Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific 
characteristics. 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

All plants have flowers 
Only birds lay eggs  
 

 Tadpoles in class for life cycle  
Parents to bring in any baby animals to share 

Lesson Sequence 
Theory  Identify, group  

and classify 
Identify, group  
and classify 

Pattern seeking Research  Research Identify, group  
and classify  

Research 

Lesson 1 
What is 
reproduction? 
 
To know the 
sexual and 
asexual 
reproductions in 
animals and 
plants. 

Lesson 2 
How do 
strawberries and 
potatoes grow? 
 
To know what 
asexual and 
sexual 
reproduction of 
plants means. 
To know and 
observe the life 
process of 
reproduction in 
some plants. 
 
 
 

Lesson 3 
How do algae and 
daffodils 
reproduce? 
 
To compare the 
life process of 
reproduction in 
some plants. 
 

Lesson 4 
Do bigger 
mammals have a 
longer gestational 
period? 
 
To know the 
sexual 
reproduction life 
process of 
animals. 
 

Lesson 5 
What are the life 
cycles of a cat and 
a butterfly?  
 
To know the life 
cycle of a 
mammal. 
To know the life 
cycle of an insect. 

Lesson 6 
What are the life 
cycles of a robin 
and a frog? 
 
To know the life 
cycle of a bird. 
To know the life 
cycle of an 
amphibian. 

Lesson 7 
What are the 
differences and 
similarities 
between an insect 
and an 
amphibian? 
 
To know the 
differences and 
make 
comparisons 
between the life 
cycles of different 
animal types. 

Lesson 8  
Who is David 
Attenborough? 
 
To know the work 
of a significant 
naturalist.  
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Skills taught: 

Lesson 1 
 Theory 

Lesson 2 
Plan different 
types of scientific 
enquiries to 
answer questions. 
 

Lesson 3 
Plan different 
types of scientific 
enquiries to 
answer questions. 
 

Lesson 4  
Record data and 
results of 
increasing 
complexity using 
scientific 
diagrams and 
labels, bar graphs, 
line graphs and 2 
way tables. 

Lesson 5 
Record data and 
results of 
increasing 
complexity using 
scientific 
diagrams and 
labels, bar graphs, 
line graphs and 2 
way tables. 

Lesson 6  
Record data and 
results of 
increasing 
complexity using 
scientific 
diagrams and 
labels, bar graphs, 
line graphs and 2 
way tables. 

Lesson 7 
Report and 
present findings 
from enquiries, 
using conclusions 
and beginning to 
discuss causal 
relationships. 
 

Lesson 8 
Report findings in 
oral and written 
forms  
 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Reproduction 
Sexual 
Asexual  
Plants 
Animals  
Cells (gametes) 
Male cells 
Female cells 
Identical  
Pollen  
Ovary 
Pollination 
Grow   

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary from 
lesson 1.  
 

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary from 
lesson 1 in 
addition to: 
Countryside 
Desert 
Ocean  
Habitat   
 

Lesson 4  
Reproduction 
Life process   
Mammal  
Pattern 
Gestational 
period 
Pregnancy  

Lesson 5 
Life cycle 
Mate 
Mammal 
Cat  
Kitten 
Insect 
Butterfly  
Eggs 
Caterpillar  
Chrysalis (pupa) 
Metamorphosis 

Lesson 6  
Life cycle 
Mate 
Bird 
Amphibian  
Egg 
Hatchling 
Fledging  
Adult bird 
Frog spawn 
Tadpole 
Froglet 
Frog 
Metamorphosis 

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary 
covered in lesson 
5 and 6 in 
addition to: 
Metamorphosis 

Lesson 8 
Naturalist  
Important  
Significant 
individual  
Contribution  

Resources  

Lesson 1 
  

Lesson 2 
Strawberry  
Potato  
Soil  
Plant pot 

Lesson 3 
iPad/computer 

Lesson 4  
iPad/computer  

Lesson 5 
Pasta types for 
butterfly life cycle 
(fusilli, shell and 
bowtie)  
Images of cats at 
different stages 

Lesson 6  
Life cycle 
template to fill 
and annotate. 

Lesson 7 
 Venn diagrams 

Lesson 8 
BBC documentary  
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Year group: Y5 – Spring 2 and 
Summer 1 

Subject Area: Science Unit: Earth and Space Subject Leader: K.Beetham 

 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
KS1 and Y3 

 Understand changes in weather 
patterns and seasons.  

 Compare how things move on different 
surfaces.  

 Notice that some forces need contact 
between two objects, but magnetic 
forces can act at a distance. 

 Describe magnets as having two poles.  

 Predict whether two magnets with 
attract or repel each other, depending 
on which poles are facing 

 
 
 

 Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the 
Sun in the solar system  

 Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth  
 Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies  
 Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the 

apparent movement of the Sun across the sky.  

KS3 

 Gravity force, weight = mass x gravitational field 
strength (g), on Earth g=10 N/kg, different on other 
planets and stars; gravity forces between Earth and 
Moon, and between Earth and Sun (qualitative only) 

 Our Sun as a star, other stars in our galaxy, other 
galaxies The seasons and the Earth’s tilt, day length 
at different times of year, in different hemispheres 
the light year as a unit of astronomical distance  

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
The Sun is a planet  
The Sun rotates around the Earth 
The Sun moves across the sky 
The Earth is flat 

Art – Peter Thorpe rockets  Planet songs 
Video clips on BBC bitesize 

 

Research 
 

Research 
 

Pattern seeking Research Problem solve Observation  
overtime  

Lesson 1 
What are the names of 
the planets in the Solar 
System? 
 
To know the name of the 
planets, including Earth 
 

Lesson 2 
How long does it take 
the Earth to orbit the 
Sun? 
 
To describe the 
movement of Earth, and 
other planets, relative to 
the Sun in the solar 
system 
 

Lesson 3 
Does the temperature of 
each plant relate to their 
distance from the sun? 
 
To describe the 
movement of Earth, and 
other planets, relative to 
the Sun in the solar 
system 

Lesson 4 
What are the phases of 
the moon? 
 
To know that the Moon 
is relative to the Earth. 

Lesson 5 
Can you make a model 
of the Sun, Moon and 
Earth that represents 
their distance from each 
other? 
 
To know that the Sun, 
Earth and Moon are 
spherical bodies. 

Lesson 6 
Where is the sun 
throughout the school 
day? 
 
To know that day and 
night occurs due to the 
Earth’s rotation. 
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Skills taught 

Lesson 1 
 

Lesson 2 
Identify scientific 
evidence that has been 
used to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments. 

Lesson 3 
Plan different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer questions. 
 

Lesson 4  
Report findings in oral 
and written forms  
 

Lesson 5 
Set up simple practical 
enquiries, comparative 
and fair tests. 

Lesson 6  
Set up simple practical 
enquiries, comparative 
and fair tests. 

Key vocabulary  

Lesson 1 
Solar system  
Planet  
Name of planets 
Sun 
Star 
Moon 

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 in addition to: 
Orbit  
Heliocentric  
Leap year  

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 and 2 in 
addition to: 
Temperature  
Distance  
 

Lesson 4  
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 -3 in addition 
to: 
Phases of the moon 
New moon  
Waxing crescent  
First quarter 
Waxing gibbous 
Full moon 
Waning gibbous  
Last quarter 
Waning crescent  
Lunar  

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 -4 in addition 
to: 
Spherical  

Lesson 6  
Vocabulary taught in 
lesson 1 -5 in addition 
to: 
Day and night 
Earth 
Rotation 
 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
iPad/computer/books 

Lesson 2 
iPad/computer/books 

Lesson 3 
 iPad/computer/books 

Lesson 4  
iPad/computer/books 
Oreo 

Lesson 5 
Spherical fruit e.g. 
orange, melon etc 

Lesson 6  
Chalk  
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Year group: Y5 – Summer 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Animals inc humans Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y4 

 Describe the simple functions of 
the basic parts of the digestive 
system in humans  

 Identify the different types of teeth 
in humans and their simple 
functions  

 Construct and interpret a variety of 
food chains, identifying producers, 
predators and prey. 

 Describe the changes as humans develop to old age. Y6 

 Identify and name the main parts of the human 
circulatory system, and describe the functions of the 
heart, blood vessels and blood  

 Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and 
lifestyle on the way their bodies function  

 Describe the ways in which nutrients and water are 
transported within animals, including humans. 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
All humans live to 100 RSE – puberty  Any parents with new babies in their family bring the 

baby into school at the end of the day so children can 
have a good observation. 

Lesson Sequence 

Pattern seeking Identify, classify & 
group 

Research Identify, classify & 
group 

Comparative    
testing 

Pattern seeking  

Lesson 21 
How big does a foetus 
grow?  
 
To know the changes to 
a human foetus. 

Lesson 2 
What can toddlers do 
that babies can’t?  
 
To know the changes 
between babies to 
children. 

Lesson 3 
Why will I get sweaty 
and spotty during 
puberty? 
 

To know the changes that 
occur during puberty. 

Lesson 4 
What are the differences 
and similarities between 
girls and boys during 
puberty? 
 

To know what happens 
during puberty. 

Lesson 5 
What are the differences 
between adult and old 
age? 
 

To know the changes 
that occur from an adult 
to old age. 

Lesson 6 
What are the age stages 
of life? 
 

To know the human life 
cycle. 
 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Recording data and 
results of increasing 
complexity using scatter 
graphs 

Lesson 2 
Identifying scientific 
evidence that has been 
used to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments. 

Lesson 3 
Identifying scientific 
evidence that has been 
used to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments. 

Lesson 4 
Reporting and 
presenting findings from 
enquiries in verbal form. 

Lesson 5 
Planning different types 
of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions 

Lesson 6 
Reporting and 
presenting findings from 
enquiries, including 
conclusions, causal 
relationships in written 
form in form of a 
presentation. 
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Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Development  
Growth  
Size 

Lesson 2 
Toddler 
Baby 
Development 
Walking 
Talking 
Communicate 
Cry 
Toilet 
Eating 
Milk 

Lesson 3 
Puberty 
Development 
Changes 
Hormones 
Skin 
Spots 
Sweat glands 
Sweat 

Lesson 4 
Vocabulary from lesson 
4 in addition to: 
Mood 
Periods 
Sperm 
Ejaculation  
Breast 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Elderly  
Old age 
65+ 
Wrinkles 
Grey hair 
Bone density  
Memory 

Lesson 6 
Life cycle 
Humans 
Foetus 
Baby 
Toddler 
Child 
Teenager 
Adult 
Old age 

Resources  

Lesson 2 
Different sized fruit 
linked to gestational 
size. 
Measuring tape. 

Lesson 2 
Images of babies and 
toddlers 
Baby items such as 
bottle, cot, nappy etc 
borrowed from EYFS. 

Lesson 3 
iPads/computer/textboo
ks 

Lesson 4 
Sorting hoops 
Statements/images 

Lesson 5 
Images of old age 
Images of adults 

Lesson 6 
Images/statements of 
the stages of age. 
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Year group: Y6 – Autumn 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Electricity Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y4 

 Identify common appliances that run on 
electricity  

 Construct a simple series electrical circuit, 
identifying and naming its basic parts, 
including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and 
buzzers  

 Identify whether or not a lamp will light in 
a simple series circuit, based on whether 
or not the lamp is part of a complete loop 
with a battery  

 Recognise that a switch opens and closes 
a circuit and associate this with whether 
or not a lamp lights in a simple series 
circuit  

 Recognise some common conductors and 
insulators, and associate metals with 
being good conductors. 

 Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a 
buzzer with the number and voltage of cells used in the 
circuit  

 Compare and give reasons for variations in how 
components function, including the brightness of bulbs, the 
loudness of buzzers and the on/off position of switches  

 Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit 
in a diagram.  

KS3 

 Electric current, measured in amperes, in circuits, series and 
parallel circuits, currents add where branches meet and 
current as flow of charge. 

 Potential difference, measured in volts, battery and bulb 
ratings; resistance, measured in ohms, as the ratio of 
potential difference (p.d.) to current.  

 Differences in resistance between conducting and insulating 
components (quantitative). 

 Static electricity  separation of positive or negative charges 
when objects are rubbed together: transfer of electrons, 
forces between charged objects   

 The idea of electric field, forces acting across the space 
between objects not in contact. 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Electricity works by flowing out of a 
plug to the component. 
 

  

Lesson Sequence 

Research 
 

Identify, group     
and classify 

Theory Comparative   
testing 

Pattern            
seeking 

Comparative   
testing 

Problem Solve 

Lesson 1 
What is electricity?  
 
To know the key 
components of a 
circuit. 

Lesson 2 
Can a circuit become 
overloaded? 
 
To follow symbols 
when building a 
circuit. 
 

Lesson 3 
Can I draw and make 
a circuit? 
 
To use symbols 
when representing a 
circuit in a diagram. 

Lesson 4 
Do I always need a 
battery in a circuit? 
 
To compare the 
brightness of bulbs. 

Lesson 5 
Will changing the 
battery change my 
circuit? 
To know that voltage 
is associated with 
the 
brightness/volume. 

Lesson 6 
Which wire is best? 
 
To compare and give 
reason for variations 
of wires.  
 

Lesson 7 
Can I make a traffic 
light? 
 

To compare and give 
reasons for 
variations in how 
components 
function.  

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Key skills taught 

Identify scientific 
evidence that has 
been used to 
support or refute 
ideas or arguments. 

Plan different types 
of scientific 
enquiries to answer 
questions 

Draw and recognise 
symbols  

Plan different types 
of scientific 
enquiries to answer 
questions. 

Use test results to 
make predictions to 
set up further 
comparative and fair 
tests 

Record data and 
results of increasing 
complexity in tables. 

Plan different types 
of scientific 
enquiries to answer 
questions, including 
recognising and 
controlling variables 
where necessary. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1,2 & 3 
Electricity  
Static electricity  
Current  
Circuit 
Buzzer 
 

Switch 
Bulb  
Light 
Motor 
Wires  
Battery 

Lesson 4  
Vocab from lessons 
1-3 in addition to: 
Electrodes  
Electrolyte  
Cell  
Battery 
Voltage  

Lesson 5 
Vocab from lessons 
1-4 in addition to: 
Voltage  
Volts 

Lesson 6  
Vocab from lessons 
1-5 in addition to: 
Variable  

Lesson 7 
Vocab from lessons 
1-6 
 
 

Resources 

Balloon 
Bits of tissue paper 
iPad 

Batteries  
Battery case 
Wires 
Clips 
Buzzer 
Bulb 
Motor  
Switch 

Batteries  
Battery case 
Wires 
Clips 
Buzzer 
Bulb 
Motor 
Switch 

Wires 
Clips 
Bulb  
Lemons  
Copper coins 
Zinc nail 
LED bulbs  

Wires 
Clips 
Bulb  
Battery case 
Different voltage 
batteries  

Battery and holder 
Different thickness 
and length wires  
Clips  
1 component chosen 
by chn e.g. 
buzzer/bulb 
 

Black card 
Red, orange and 
green tissue paper 
Crocodile leads with 
clips 
3 bulbs and holders 
Battery 
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Year group: Y6 – Autumn 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Animals inc humans Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Y4 

 Describe the simple functions of 
the basic parts of the digestive 
system in humans  

 Identify the different types of 
teeth in humans and their 
simple functions  

 Construct and interpret a 
variety of food chains, 
identifying producers, predators 
and prey. 

 Identify and name the main parts of the human 
circulatory system, and describe the functions of 
the heart, blood vessels and blood  

 Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and 
lifestyle on the way their bodies function  
 Describe the ways in which nutrients and water are 

transported within animals, including humans. 

KS3 

 The skeletal and muscular systems  

 The structure and functions of the human skeleton, to include support, 
protection, movement and making blood cells  

 Biomechanics – the interaction between skeleton and muscles, 
including the measurement of force exerted by different muscles  

 The function of muscles and examples of antagonistic muscles. 

 Nutrition and digestion  

 Content of a healthy human diet: carbohydrates, lipids (fats and oils), 
proteins, vitamins, minerals, dietary fibre and water, and why each is 
needed  

 Calculations of energy requirements in a healthy daily diet  

 The consequences of imbalances in the diet, including obesity, 
starvation and deficiency diseases  

 The tissues and organs of the human digestive system, including 
adaptations to function and how the digestive system digests food 
(enzymes simply as biological catalysts) 

 The importance of bacteria in the human digestive system  

 Plants making carbohydrates in their leaves by photosynthesis and 
gaining mineral nutrients and water from the soil via their roots. 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Diet is to lose weight. 
All drugs are bad.  

PE Make some healthy food 

Lesson Sequence 

Research Identify, classify  
and group 

Research Pattern seeking Comparative  
testing  

Research Problem          
solving 

Lesson 1 
True or false?  
 
To know the main 
parts of the human 
circulatory system. 
To recognise the 

Lesson 2 
Which parts of the 
body are in the 
circulatory system 
and which are not? 
 
To know the main 

Lesson 3 
What does the heart 
do? 
 
To know the 
functions of the 
heart, blood vessels 

Lesson 4 
Do girls’ active heart 
rates return to their 
resting heart rate 
quicker than boys’? 
 
To know the impact 

Lesson 5 
What happens when 
I drink and eat? 
 
Describe the ways in 
which nutrients and 
water and 

Lesson 6 
How can I keep my 
heart healthy? 
 
To know the impact 
diet, exercise, drugs 
and lifestyle has on 

Lesson 7 
How can I keep my 
heart healthy? 
 
To know the impact 
diet, exercise, drugs 
and lifestyle has on 
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impact of diet, 
exercise, drugs and 
lifestyle on the 
bodies function. 

parts of the human 
circulatory system. 
 

and blood. 
 

that exercise has on 
the way our body 
functions. 

transported within 
animals.  

the way their bodies 
function. 

the way their bodies 
function. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Report and present 
findings from 
enquiries, including 
explanations of and 
degree of trust in 
results 

Lesson 2 
Identify scientific 
evidence that has 
been used to 
support or refute 
ideas or arguments. 

Lesson 3 
Report and present 
findings from 
enquiries, including 
conclusions in oral 
form. 

Lesson 4  
Take measurements, 
using a range of 
scientific equipment, 
with increasing 
accuracy and 
precision, taking 
repeat readings 
when appropriate 

Lesson 5 
Planning different 
types of scientific 
enquiries to answer 
questions, including 
recognising and 
controlling variables 
where necessary 

Lesson 6  
Identify scientific 
evidence that has 
been used to 
support or refute 
ideas or arguments 

Lesson 7 
 Planning different 
types of scientific 
enquiries to answer 
questions, including 
recognising and 
controlling variables 
where necessary 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Drugs 
Heart 
Heartrate 
Diet 
Exercise 
Circulatory system 
Veins  
Vessels  
Artery 
Blood 

Lesson 2 
Circulatory system 
Heart 
Blood vessels 
Veins 
Arteries 
Capillaries  
Alveoli 
Blood 

Lesson 3 
 Lesson 2 vocab in 
addition to: 
Transport 
Oxygen  
Oxygenated blood 
Transfer  
Exchange  

Lesson 4  
Active heart-rate 
Resting heart rate 
Returning heart rate 
Difference  

Lesson 5 
Nutrients  
Nutrition  
Food groups 
Transport 
Diffuse 
Water  

Lesson 6  
All vocab covered is 
lessons 1-5. 

Lesson 7 
All vocab covered in 
lessons 1-5. 

Resources 

Lesson 1 
iPad/computers 
Statements to 
answer true or false 
(some recap Y4 and 
some introduce Y6). 

Lesson 2 
Body parts images. 
Hoops for sorting. 

Lesson 3 
 
iPads/computers/tex
t books. 

Lesson 4  
Stopwatch. 
Heart rate monitor. 

Lesson 5 
2 gummy worms. 
Water. 
Video 
demonstration of 
food. 

Lesson 6  
iPads/text books. 

Lesson 7 
 Science books. 
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Year group: Y6 – Spring 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Living things and their habitats Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y5  

 Describe the differences in the life 
cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an 
insect and a bird 

 Describe the life process of 
reproduction in some plants and 
animals  

 Describe how living things are classified into broad groups 
according to common observable characteristics and based on 
similarities and differences, including microorganisms, plants and 
animals  

 Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific 
characteristics.  

KS3 

 Cells as the fundamental unit of living organisms, including how to 
observe, interpret and record cell structure using a light microscope 

 The functions of the cell wall, cell membrane, cytoplasm, nucleus, 
vacuole, mitochondria and chloroplasts 

 The similarities and differences between plant and animal cells 

 The role of diffusion in the movement of materials in and between 
cells 

 The structural adaptations of some unicellular organisms 

 The hierarchical organisation of multicellular organisms: from cells 
to tissues to organs to systems to organisms 

Common misconceptions  Cross-curricular links (if relevant to this Unit) Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Mushrooms are plants 
All microorganisms are harmful  

 Grow their own microorganism (bacteria)  
Walk to Backhouse Park to see what is growing.  

Lesson Sequence 
Observation  
overtime  

Identify, group  
and classify 

Identify, group  
and classify 

Identify, group  
and classify 

Identify, group  
and classify 

Pattern seeking Research 

Lesson 1 
What are 
microorganisms? Are 
they always harmful? 
How long does it take 
to grow bacteria? 
 
To know what 
microorganisms are. 
To know 
characteristics of 
microorganism. 

Lesson 2 
Can you sort the living 
things into 
microorganisms, plants 
and animals? 
 
To know the broad 
groups of living things. 
 
 

Lesson 3 
How can you classify 
the living things? 
 
To use Carroll 
diagrams to classify 
living things. 
 

Lesson 4 
Can you classify 
daffodils based on 
their characteristics?  
 
To describe the 
characteristics of 
plants. 
To know how to use a 
branching database. 

Lesson 5 
Can you classify the 
animals?  
 
To classify animals 
based on their 
common observable 
characteristics.  

Lesson 6 
Are there more 
vertebrates or 
invertebrates in the 
school grounds? 
 
To compare living 
things based on their 
observable 
characteristics. 

Lesson 7 
Who is Carl Linnaeus?  
 
To know the 
contributions to 
classification. 
 
 
 

Key skills taught 
Lesson 1 
Plan different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, 
including recognising 
and controlling 

Lesson 2 
 Plan different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer questions 

Lesson 3 
Record data and 
results of increasing 
complexity using 
scientific diagrams and 
labels, classification 

Lesson 4  
Record data and 
results of increasing 
complexity using 
scientific diagrams and 
labels, classification 

Lesson 5 
Plan different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer questions 

Lesson 6  
Take repeat readings 
when appropriate. 

Lesson 7 
Identify scientific 
evidence that has been 
used to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments. 
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variables where 
necessary 

keys, tables, scatter 
graphs, bar and line 
graphs. 

keys, tables, scatter 
graphs, bar and line 
graphs. 

Key vocabulary 
Lesson 1 
Microorganisms  
Fungi 
Bacteria 
Algae  
Viruses 
Archaea  
Protists  

Lesson 2 
Vocabulary covered in 
lesson 1 in addition to: 
Living things 
Plants 
Microorganisms  
Animals 
 

Lesson 3 
Classify 
Classification  
Carol diagram  
Taxonomy  
 

Lesson 4  
Coronas  
Petal  
Shape  
Colour  

Lesson 5 
Vertebrate 
Invertebrate    
Mammal  
Fish 
Amphibian  
Insect  

Lesson 6  
Vertebrate 
Invertebrate    

Lesson 7 
Taxonomist 
Taxonomy  
 

Resources 
Lesson 1 
Petri dish 
Nutrient agar 

Lesson 2 
Sorting hoops 
Photos  

Lesson 3 
Carrol diagram  
 

Lesson 4  
Daffodils – different 
colours 

Lesson 5 
Photos of living things 
Key vocab printed  

Lesson 6  
iPads for photos 
Recording sheet. 

Lesson 7 
 iPad/computers/book 

 

 

Year group: Y6 – Spring 2 and Summer 1 Subject Area: Science Unit: Light Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y1  

 recognise that they need light in 
order to see things and that dark is 
the absence of light  

 notice that light is reflected from 
surfaces  

 recognise that light from the sun 
can be dangerous and that there 
are ways to protect their eyes  

 recognise that shadows are formed 
when the light from a light source is 
blocked by an opaque object  

 find patterns in the way that the 
size of shadows change 

 Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines  

 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects 
are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye  

 Explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to 
our eyes or from light sources to objects and then to our eyes  

 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows 
have the same shape as the objects that cast them. 

KS3 

 the similarities and differences between light waves 
and waves in matter 

 light waves travelling through a vacuum; speed of light 

 the transmission of light through materials: 
absorption, diffuse scattering and specular reflection 
at a surface 

 use of ray model to explain imaging in mirrors, the 
pinhole camera, the refraction of light and action of 
convex lens in focusing (qualitative); the human eye 

 light transferring energy from source to absorber, 
leading to chemical and electrical effects; 
photosensitive material in the retina and in cameras 

 colours and the different frequencies of light, white 
light and prisms (qualitative only); differential colour 
effects in absorption and diffuse reflection 
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Common misconception Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
The moon gives off light. 
Shadows have facial features. 
Light can curve around corners. 

English – WW2  WW2 blackout 

Lesson Sequence 
Comparative 
testing 

Investigation Problem 
solving 

Research  Comparative 
testing  

Pattern   
seeking 

Research  Problem 
solving 

Research  

Lesson 1 
Can light rays 
bend? 
 
To know that 
light travels in 
straight lines. 
 

Lesson 2 
What happens 
when light 
shines on a 
mirror? 
 
To know that 
light travels in 
straight lines 
and reflects off 
objects. 
 

Lesson 3 
How does a 
periscope 
work? 
 
To know that 
objects are 
seen because 
they reflect 
light. 
 

Lesson 4 
How can I see 
classroom 
objects? 
 
To know that 
light travels 
from a light 
source to our 
eyes or from a 
light source to 
objects then to 
our eyes. 

Lesson 5 
Whose shadow 
is it?  
 
To know that 
shadows have 
the same shape 
as the objects 
that cast them. 

Lesson 6 
Does the 
distance from a 
light source 
change the 
shape of a 
shadow? 
 
To know that 
light travels in 
straight lines 
and means 
shadows have 
the same shape 
as the object. 

Lesson 7 
What did Isaac 
Newton 
discover about 
light? 
 
To know the 
significant 
findings of Isaac 
Newton.  

Lesson 8 
How can white 
light split? 
 
To know that 
light travels in 
straight lines. 

Lesson 9 
How do iPhone 
technicians use 
light on 
screens? 
 
To know how 
knowledge of 
light is used in 
workplaces.  

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
Planning 
different types 
of scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
questions, 
including 
recognising and 
controlling 
variables where 
necessary 

Lesson 2 
Recording data 
and results of 
increasing 
complexity 
using scientific 
diagrams and 
labels 

Lesson 3 
Reporting and 
presenting 
findings from 
enquiries 

Lesson 4  
Identifying 
scientific 
evidence that 
has been used 
to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments. 

Lesson 5 
Planning 
different types 
of scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
questions, 
including 
recognising and 
controlling 
variables where 
necessary 

Lesson 6  
Planning 
different types 
of scientific 
enquiries to 
answer 
questions, 
including 
recognising and 
controlling 
variables where 
necessary 

Lesson 7 
Identifying 
scientific 
evidence that 
has been used 
to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments 

Lesson 8 
Identifying 
scientific 
evidence that 
has been used 
to support or 
refute ideas or 
arguments. 

Lesson 9  
Using test 
results to make 
predictions to 
set up further 
comparative 
and fair tests 
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Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Light 
Light rays 
Straight lines 
Travel 
Direction 

Lesson 2 
Light  
Light rays 
Straight lines 
Reflect  
Bounces 

Lesson 3 
Vocabulary 
from lesson 1-2 
in addition to: 
Periscope  

Lesson 4  
Vocabulary 
from lessons 1-
2. 

Lesson 5 
Shadow 
Straight lines 
Absence 
Darkness 
Shape 
Outline  

Lesson 6  
Vocabulary 
from lesson 5 in 
addition to: 
Shape  
Size  
Distance 
 
 

Lesson 7 
Isaac Newton 
Rainbow 
White light 
Split 
Prism  
 

Lesson 8 
Vocabulary 
from lesson 7. 

Lesson 9 
Vocabulary 
from lesson 7 in 
addition to: 
Work place 
Technicians  

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Hose pipe/tube 
Torch  

Lesson 2 
Torches 
Mirrors 

Lesson 3 
Template 
(cereal box)  
Mirror  
Glue 
Scissors 

Lesson 4  
Classroom 
objects 
iPad/computer/
textbooks 
 

Lesson 5 
Chalk 
 

Lesson 6  
Torches  
Objects 

Lesson 7 
iPads/computer
/textbooks 

Lesson 8 
White paper 
Glass prism 
White light  
Dark room  

Lesson 9 
Colour lenses  
Torches 
Ipad/computer
/textbooks 

 

 

Year group: Y6 – Summer 2 Subject Area: Science Unit: Evolution and inheritance  Subject Leader: K.Beetham 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Y3 
 

 Describe in simple terms how fossils are 
formed when things that have lived are 
trapped within rock 

Y5 
o Describe the life process of 

reproduction in some plants and animals 

 Recognise that living things have changed over time 
and that fossils provide information about living 
things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago  

 Recognise that living things produce offspring of the 
same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not 
identical to their parents  

 Identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit 
their environment in different ways and that 
adaptation may lead to evolution.  

KS3 

 Heredity as the process by which genetic information is transmitted from 
one generation to the next 

 A simple model of chromosomes, genes and DNA in heredity, including the 
part played by Watson, Crick, Wilkins and Franklin in the development of the 
DNA model 

 Differences between species 

 The variation between individuals within a species being continuous or 
discontinuous, to include measurement and graphical representation of 
variation 

 The variation between species and between individuals of the same species 
meaning some organisms compete more successfully, which can drive 
natural selection 

 Changes in the environment which may leave individuals within a species, 
and some entire species, less well adapted to compete successfully and 
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reproduce, which in turn may lead to extinction 

 The importance of maintaining biodiversity and the use of gene banks to 
preserve hereditary material 

Common misconceptions Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Adaptations occur during a lifespan 
e.g. neck grows longer. 
Offspring represent their parent of the same 
sex  
Caveman and dinosaurs were alive at the same 
time 

 Exploring fossils  

Lesson Sequence 
Theory  Comparative  

testing 
Theory  Research Research Research Research  

Lesson 1 
How have humans 
changed overtime?  
 
To know that living 
things have changed 
overtime. 
 

Lesson 2 
Are offspring always 
the same as their 
parents? 
 
To know that 
offspring are the 
same kind but often 
varies from their 
parents. 

Lesson 3 
How did giraffes get 
long necks? 
 
 
To know what 
evolution means. 

Lesson 4 
What can fossils 
teach us about the 
way that horses 
have changed?  
 
To know that fossils 
provide information 
about living things 
that inhabited the 
Earth millions of 
year ago. 

Lesson 5 
How do camels 
survive in the desert?  
 
To know how 
animals have 
adapted to suit their 
environment in 
different ways. 

Lesson 6 
How do water lilies 
survive in water? 
 
To know how plants 
have adapted to suit 
their environment in 
different ways.  
 

Lesson 7 
How did Charles 
Darwin impact 
theories on 
evolution? 
To know the impact 
that significant 
scientists have on 
the understanding of 
evolution. 

Key skills taught 

Lesson 1 
 Theory 

Lesson 2 
Record data and 
results of increasing 
complexity using 
scientific diagrams 
and labels, 
classification keys, 
tables, scatter 
graphs, bar and line 
graphs. 

Lesson 3 
 Theory  

Lesson 4  
Identify scientific 
evidence that has 
been used to 
support or refute 
ideas or arguments. 

Lesson 5 
Report and present 
findings from 
enquiries, including 
conclusions, causal 
relationships and 
explanations of and 
degree of trust in 
results, in oral and 
written forms such 

Lesson 6  
Report and present 
findings from 
enquiries, including 
conclusions, causal 
relationships and 
explanations of and 
degree of trust in 
results, in oral and 
written forms such 

Lesson 7 
Identify scientific 
evidence that has 
been used to 
support or refute 
ideas or arguments. 
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as displays and other 
presentations. 

as displays and other 
presentations. 

Key vocabulary 

Lesson 1 
Australopithecus  
Homo Habilis  
Homo Erectus  
Homo Neanderthals 
Homo Sapiens  
 

Lesson 2 
Offspring  
Reproduction  
Breeding 
Genes  
Generation  
Hereditary  
Inherited 
Characteristics  
Dominant 
characteristics 

Lesson 3 
Evolution 
Adaptation 
Survival  
Natural selection  

Lesson 4  
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 3 in 
addition to: 
Fossil 
Inhabited  

Lesson 5 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 3. 
 
 

Lesson 6  
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 3. 
 

Lesson 7 
Vocabulary covered 
in lesson 3 in 
addition to: 
Theory of evolution  

Resources 

Lesson 1 
Images of different 
human stages 

Lesson 2 
 A range of images of 
parents/offspring  

Lesson 3 
  

Lesson 4  
Fossils 
Image examples 

Lesson 5 
iPad/computer 

Lesson 6  
iPad/computer 

Lesson 7 
iPad/computer 
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5. History Medium-Term Planning 
 
 
 

 
 
History at Grangetown inspires the children’s interest in learning about what has 
happened in the past and how this affects the world in which we live today. 
 

The children will learn about different areas of history, both British and that of the 
wider world, in chronological order They will make links between the different 
aspects of history taught. 
 

The children will use historical vocabulary and develop the skills to be able to ask 
questions about what happened in the past and why. They will consider how events 
from the past can shape the way societies live today. 
 

The children will learn about the history of Sunderland and how events and people 
have shaped the city.  They will have visits and workshops which will enhance the 
learning that is taught in the classrooms. 
 

Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for History, our Long and 
Medium Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘History in Action Case Studies’, are 
here: www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/History/  

Y4 children examine original historical artefacts, at Holy Trinity Church (‘1719’) in Sunderland’s historic East End. 

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/History/
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: History  Unit 1: Within Living Memory   Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge 
EYFS – Understanding of the 
world: remembers and talks 
about significant events in their 
own experience.   
Recognises and describes 
special times or events for their 
family. 

National curriculum objectives 
Changes within living memory.  Where appropriate, these should be used to 
reveal aspects of change in national life 

Future linked knowledge 
Be able to order objects chronologically using a time line (life 
of a famous person) 
Knowing life was different in the past ( event a person from a 
long time ago) 

Notes Cross-curricular links 
PSHE: looking at yourself now and as a baby  
Art: Using IT to make a picture of the toys, drawing of the toys 

Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Looking at a range of toys 
Artefact boxes from Sunderland Museum  

Lesson Sequence 

Toys 
Lesson 1 
What is history? 
 
To know what history is and to know 
that some objects are new, some are 
old and that they were used a long 
time ago. 
 
 

Lesson 2 

Which toys did previous 
generations play with?  How 
are toys that previous 
generations played with 
different to our toys that we 
play with now? 

 

To know that the toys that their 
parents played with will be 
different from their toys.  To 
identify toys that are old or 
came from the past. 

To know which toys are old and 
which are new.  To identify the 
ways in which they are 
different. 

 

Lesson 3 
What chronological order can we put 
the toys in?  
 
To know what a timeline is and that 
objects are placed on it in a 
chronological order.  To know which 
objects are the oldest and which toys 
are the newest and why. 

 
 
 

Lesson 4 

What are these older objects/toys used for? 

 

To know the uses of different toys or objects and who 
might use them.  
 
  
 

 

Key vocabulary (specific vocabulary will depend on what is focused upon in each lesson)  

History 
Old 
New 

In the past 
Generations 
Parents  

Chronological order 
Time line 
Oldest 

Older 
Uses  
Belongs to   
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Long time ago  
 

Grandparents 
New 
Modern 
Electricity 
Battery  

Newest 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To know and understand what the history means 

 Put objects in chronological order from recent history 

 Identify the main differences between old and new objects 

 To discuss what objects/toys might be used for 

 Use language such as old, new, long time ago 

 Answer questions using an artefact or a photograph 

 Answer questions using a range of artefacts  
 
 

Year group: 1 Subject Area: History  Unit 2: Local History  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowing what history is and 
that famous people and 
objects from the past are 
important today  

Significant historical events, people and places in their own locality  Knowing about the history of the area near their school 

Notes Cross-curricular links 
Art: drawing/painting objects from the old school  

Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Use of old photographs 
Old rocking horse from the old school building 
Looking at the parts of the school that still exist (wall 
around the play park, girl/boy entrance signs from old 
school in the courtyard) 
Speaking to a parent/teacher that taught in or went to 
the old school.  

Lesson Sequence 

A Study of the Old Grangetown Primary School 
Lesson 1 
How can we find out about the past? 
What did our school look like in the past? 
 
To know that we can find out about the 

Lesson 2 
Why was the old Grangetown Primary 
School demolished? 
How were the school days different in the 
old school compared to ours today? 

Lesson 3 
What are the artefacts/objects that were 
used in the old school?  
 
To know the names of some of the objects 

Lesson 4 
Why does change happen?  
 
To know that things change over time and 
there is a need for it.  To know that this is 
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past by looking at objects, photographs 
and things around us.  To know our school 
looked different in the past and why.  

To know when the old school was built 
and when it was demolished.  To know 
why buildings have to be demolished and 
why Grangetown School was demolished. 
To know as well as the school building 
changing, what the children did and they 
were taught was different.  To know and 
understand some of the differences. 
Interview with a teacher or parent who 
worked or attended the old school  
 
 
 
 

that were used in the old school 
(chalkboards, bells etc.). To know why 
these aren’t used today and why some 
objects we use in school today were not 
used then (iPads, computers etc.). 
 
 
 

 

due to buildings getting older and not 
being in good condition, technology 
changing and improving etc.    

Key vocabulary (Specific vocabulary will depend on who the famous person is)  
Artefacts 
Past  

Demolished 
Dangerous  
Lessons 
Uniform 
Equipment 
Technology 
School day  

Artefacts 
Change 
Technology 
Chalkboards 
bell 
 

Change  
Technology  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Use language such as old, new, long time ago 

 Answer questions using an artefact or a photograph 

 Answer questions using a range of artefacts 

 To make predictions using the knowledge they have 

 Put objects in chronological order from recent history 

 Identify the main differences between old and new objects 
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: History  Unit 3: Study of a famous person within the UK Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowledge of what 
history is and knowledge 
that history is about the 
past  

The lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and 
international achievement.  Some should be used to compare aspects of life in different 
periods.  

Knowing about a famous person from outside the UK 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 English: story of the famous person   

Art: drawing a portrait of the famous person 
Computing: researching the famous person 

Looking at objects and pictures about the famous 
person 
Hot seating activity  
Artefact boxes from Sunderland Museum  

Lesson Sequence 

Lives of Significant People  
Lesson 1 
What does it mean to be 
famous?  Can you name 
someone who is famous 
and why you think they are 
famous?  How does 
someone become famous?  
 
To know what it means if a 
person is famous.  To know 
that many types of people 
can be famous.  To know 
the different ways that a 
person can become famous  

Lesson 2 
Who is the famous person?  
 
To know who the person is 
and why they are famous.  
To know when this person 
was born, died and where 
they lived in the UK. 
 
*possible famous people 
could include: Guy Fawkes, 
LS Lowry, Beatrix Potter or 
Grace Darling.  

Lesson 3 
What events lead up to this 
person becoming famous? 
 
To know and understand 
the events that led up to 
making this person famous. 
 

Lesson 4 
What key event made that 
person famous? 
 
To know the key event that 
made that person famous 
and how it links to the 
events that led up to it. 

Lesson 5 
What impact did the key 
event have on a person’s 
life? 
 
To know how a key 
event changed that 
person’s live life.  To 
know if it was a good or 
bad change? 
 

Lesson 6  
How did this famous 
person have an impact 
on people’s lives today? 
 
To know how and what 
the famous person did in 
the past has an impact 
on our lives today. 

Key vocabulary 
Fame 
Famous   

Born  
Died 
Lived  
 
 
 
 
 

Events 
Timeline   

Key event   Impact 
Changed  

Impact 
Now   
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Use language such as old, new, long time ago 
 Place events in chronological order  
 Answer questions using an artefact or a photograph 
 Answer questions using a range of artefacts 
 To explain what the word famous means 
 To make predictions using the knowledge they have 
 To find out more about a famous person from the past and carry out some research on him/her 
 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: History  Unit 1: A Study of a Famous Event Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Study of a famous person 
who had an impact in the 
past and today  

Events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally (for example, The Great Fire 
of London, the first aeroplane flight or events commemorated through festivals or anniversaries)  
 
 

To know other key events through history 
and the impact they have had 

 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 English: stories about the famous event 

Drama/music: acting out the famous event  
 
 

Look at objects linked to the event 
Photographs/ film footage of the event  

 

Lesson Sequence 

Beyond Living Memory 
Lesson 1 
What is the famous event which 
happened before your 
grandparents were born?  
 
To know what the famous event 
is and that it happened a long 
time ago.  To know the key 
events of the story   
 

Lesson 2 
How did the era affect the event? 
 
To know that the event was 
affected or caused by the 
era/time it happened in.  To 
know that the event may not 
have  happened today due to 
different circumstances  
 

Lesson 3 and 4 
What happened that led up to 
the event? 
 
To know that there were key 
events which led up to the 
famous event.  To know the 
chronological order in which 
these happened and why  
 
 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Who are the significant people 
that were involved in the event?  
 
To know which people were 
significant to the event and why.  
To know if they caused the 
famous event or were affected 
by it 

Lesson 6 
How did the event affect the lives 
of the people at the time? How 
did the event affect the lives of 
children?  How does the event 
impact the lives of people now?  
 
 
To know and understand that the 
famous event affected the lives 
of people’s lives at the time.  To 
know if effect was positive or 
negative.  To know and 
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understand how the event 
affected the lives of children. 
To know that even though the 
famous event happened in the 
past, it still has an impact on 
people’s lives today.  To know 
and understand why it has an 
effect. 

Key vocabulary (Specific vocabulary will depend on what the famous event is) 
Famous 
Before I was born 
Past  

Era 
Effect  
Circumstances  

Time line 
Chronological order  
Events  

Significant people 
King Charles II 
Samuel Pepys  
Thomas Farriner 
 

Affects 
Positive 
Negative  
Today/modern times  
Impact  

Key skills throughout the unit 

 Sequence events in chronological order and give reasons 

 Understand that significant event’s changed people’s lives 

 Use language such as ‘before I was born’, ‘when I was younger’ and use words such as before, after, past, present, then and now 

 Understand that we learn about history from people’s accounts of an event 

 Answer questions about a specific source 

 Develop research skills 

 Use 2 different ways to find out about the past 

 Explain why eye witness accounts may vary 

 Understand that time lines can vary in time length  

 
  

Year group: 2 Subject Area: History  Unit 2: Lives of Significant People Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge 
 

National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Study a famous person who had an impact in 
the past and today.  Know what it means to 
be famous. 
 

 

The lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and 
international achievements.  Some should be used to compare aspects of life in 
different periods. 
 
 
 

To know other figures from history and the 
impact they have had on people’s lives 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 PSHE: To reflect on a person’s life and what lessons we can learn from them. 

Geography – country and continent the person comes from 
 
 

Look at objects linked to that person 
Look at photographs/film footage about 
that famous person 
Hot seating activities  

Lesson Sequence 

A Study of a Famous Person 

Lesson 1 
Who is this person and 
why are they famous in 
history?  
 
To know who the famous 
person is and why they are 
famous.  To know when 
this person was born, 
when they died and where 
they lived. 
 
*Possible famous people 
could include Christopher 
Columbus, Rosa Parks, 
Amy Johnson, Amelia 
Earhart or Martin Luther 
King 

 Lesson 2 
What are the key events in 
the life of that famous 
person? 
 
To know the events that 
happened in that famous 
person’s life.  To know the 
order in which they 
happened and why  
 

Lesson 3 
How did that famous 
person impact people 
around the world? 
 
To know that the life of 
that famous person had a 
global impact.  To know 
and understand what 
these impacts were.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 4 
How did that famous 
person and what they did 
affect different groups of 
people? 
 
To know the life and what 
the famous person did 
affected did groups of 
people in different ways.  
To know and understand 
which people were 
affected and why. 
Emelia Earhart and the 
women of aviation world 
then.  
 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Why can we learn from the 
actions of that famous 
person? 
 
To know that we can learn 
lessons from the actions of 
that famous person.  To 
know what these lessons are 
what they teach us. 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 6 
What impacts do famous 
people have across the 
generations?  
 
To know that the lives and 
actions of famous people 
can have an impact that 
last a long time (across 
generations).  To know and 
give examples of these 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key vocabulary (Specific vocabulary will depend on who the famous person is)  

Born 
Died 
Lived 

Time line 
Key events 
Chronological order 

 Impact 
Global 

 Impact 
Affect 

 Lesson 5 
Lessons 
 

Lesson 6 
Span 
Generations  

Key skills throughout the unit 

 Sequence events in chronological order and give reasons 

 Understand that significant event’s changed people’s lives 

 Use language such as ‘before I was born’, ‘when I was younger’ and use words such as before, after, past, present, then and now 

 Understand that we learn about history from people’s accounts of an event 

 Answer questions about a specific source 
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 Develop research skills 

 Use 2 different ways to find out about the past 

 Explain why eye witness accounts may vary 
 Understand that time lines can vary in time length  

 
  

 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: History  Unit 3: Local History  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
The life of a significant 
individual from the past who 
has contributed to national and 
international achievements  

Significant historical events, people and places in their own locality  
 

To know about another significant local 
individual – Jack Crawford  

 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Use of Local History 
Library@ETR (Sunderland 
Council) for a factsheet about 
Harry Watts (History Subject 
Lead has a copy) 

Geography: Locate places linked to Harry on an historical map 
English: Descriptive writing about being at sea/rescuing people 
 
 

Visit to Sunderland museum to see Harry’s 
medals 
Visit to Harry Watt’s grave  

Lesson Sequence 

The Life of Harry Watts 
Lesson 1 
Who was Harry Watts? 
 
Know who Harry Watts was, 
where and when he was born. 
Know about his early life – 
types of jobs that he had as a 
child 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 
What was Harry’s life like at sea? 
 
Know what Harry’s job at sea was 
and the places he travelled to. 
Know that he saved many lives 
while at sea and he saved lives 
working as a rigger in the 
shipyards. 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 3 
What did Harry do when he 
returned to shore? 
 
Know that Harry became a diver 
and joined the lifeboat service in 
Sunderland. 
Know about the other ways 
Harry saved lives (helped in 
rescues when County Durham 
mines flooded and part of the 
rescue part in the Tay Bridge 
Disaster). 

Lesson 4 
How did the people of 
Sunderland recognise Harry’s 
bravery?  
 
Know that Harry was awarded 
medals. 
Know that his medals were 
stolen and thrown in a fire – 
people of Sunderland paid for 
replacements. 
Know the medals are on show at 
Sunderland Museum. 
*This can be taught as part of a 
visit to Sunderland Museum. 

Lesson 5 
What happened to Harry Watt? 
 
Know that Harry wasn’t well off 
in old age.  Know he was helped 
by philanthropist Andrew 
Carnegie 
 
Know when Harry died and 
where 
 
*This can be taught as part of the 
visit to Sunderland Museum. 
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Key vocabulary 
East End 
Mariner 
Breadwinner 
Shilling 
Sixpence 
Weaver 
Apprentice sailor  
 

Quebec 
Drowning 
Rigger 
Shipyards  

Diver 
Sunderland Lifeboat and Life 
Brigade Services 
Lambton Drops 
Tay Bridge Disaster  

Medals 
Replacements 
Sunderland Museum  

Philanthropist 
Hero Fund 
Legacy  

Key skills throughout the unit 

 Sequence events in chronological order and give reasons 

 Understand that significant event’s changed people’s lives 

 Use language such as ‘before I was born’, ‘when I was younger’ and use words such as before, after, past, present, then and now 

 Understand that we learn about history from people’s accounts of an event 

 Answer questions about a specific source 

 Develop research skills 

 Use 2 different ways to find out about the past 

 Explain why eye witness accounts may vary 

 Understand that time lines can vary in time length  
 
 
  

Year group: 3 Subject Area: History  Unit 1: Chronology (Stone Age to 1066) Stone Age   Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
 To know what chronological 
order is 
To know what history is 
To understand that artefacts 
teach us about the past  

Changes in Britain form the Stone Age to the Iron Age  To know that a period of time becomes a civilisation 
To know that societies had structure  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Book – The Stone Age Boy Science: Rocks and Soils 

Art: Cave art and making jewellery  
 
 
 

Stone age workshop or survival workshop  
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Lesson Sequence 

Stone Age  
Lesson 1 
What is prehistory? 
 

To know what is meant 
by prehistory.  To 
identify where it 
comes on a timeline ad 
why it is at the 
beginning.  Talk about 
how we know about 
prehistory because of 
artefacts rather than 
written documents. 
 
To know what the 
Stone Age is and that it 
is divided into 3 
distinct periods. 

Lesson 2 
What were the 
settlements like in the 
different Stone Ages? 
 
To know how 
settlements differed 
across the 3 Stone Age 
periods.  To know 
what their dwellings 
were like and why they 
changed over time. 
 

Lesson 3 
How did the materials 
used by the Stone Age 
changed across the 
period? 
 
To know which 
materials Stone Age 
people used for 
making tools and 
weapons.  To know 
how and why these 
changed over the 3 
periods.      
 

Lesson 4 
How did the materials 
used by the Stone Age 
changed across the 
period? 
 
To know which 
materials Stone Age 
people used for 
making clothes and 
jewellery.  To know 
how and why these 
changed over the 3 
periods.      
 

Lesson 5 
What is the Bronze 
Age? 
 
To know that the 
Bronze Age followed 
the Stone Age and why 
it was called the 
Bronze Age.  To 
identify some of the 
changes from the 
Stone Age (tools, 
weapons, homes etc.). 
 

Lesson 6 
What is the Iron Age? 
 
To know that the Iron 
Age followed the 
Bronze Age and why it 
was called that.  To 
identify some of the 
changes from the 
Stone Age (tools, 
weapons, homes etc.). 
  

Lesson 7 
What happened after 
the Iron Age? 
 
To know when the Iron 
Age ended and that 
the Roman civilisation 
followed in Great 
Britain.  

Key vocabulary 
Archaeologists 
Prehistory 
Artefacts  
Neanderthals 
Palaeolithic (Old Stone 
Age) 
Mesolithic (Middle 
Stone Age) 
Neolithic (New Stone 
Age) 
Hunter-gatherer   

Dwelling 
Caves 
Conical frame  
Timber 
Stone 
Midden  

Bone 
Flint 
Animal skin   

Clay  
Shells 
Stones  

Bronze 
Bronze as an alloy (tin 
and copper)  
Weapons  
Tools  

Iron  
Ore 
Smelting  

Romans  
Empire 
Julius Caesar 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Recognise the part that archaeologists have had in helping us understand more about what happened in the past 

 Use various sources of evidence to answer questions 

 Use various sources to piece together information about a period in history 

 Research a specific event from the past 

 Use their ‘information finding’ skills in writing to help them write about historical information 
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 Thoroughly research, and identify similarities and differences between given periods in history 

  To place key periods of time chronologically in a time line  

 Begin to use more than one source of information to bring together a conclusion about an historical event 

 Use specific search engines on the internet to help them find information more rapidly.  

 
 

Year group:  3 Subject Area: History  Unit 2: Local History Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowing that an area can change in its 
use, buildings and jobs. 

 A local history study linked to periods of time studied under chronology;, or a local 
study that could extend beyond 1066 

 To know that industries and land use 
we have now will change 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Use of Local History Library@ETR 
(Sunderland Council) for factsheets 
about local industries.(History Subject 
Leader has copies) 
There may be other industries that 
could be looked at, such as pottery. 

Geography: Locating on historical maps where industries of the past were found 
 
 

 Coal, Glass and Ships workshop at the 
Sunderland Museum 

 Visit the places discussed to see how 
they have changed – river walk 

Lesson Sequence 

How Industry has Changed in Sunderland 
Lesson 1 
What industries did Sunderland have 
in the past? 
 
Know what industries Sunderland was 
famous for in the past – shipbuilding, 
coal mining, glass making. 
Know where in Sunderland these 
industries were found 

Lesson 2 
How has the land use changed in 
Sunderland (coal mining)? 
 
Know that the Stadium of Light was built on 
Monkwearmouth Colliery. 
Know why the stadium has that name. 
Know why there is a Davy Light monument 
outside of the stadium. 
 

Lesson 3 
How has the area around the River 
Wear changed? 
 
Know that ship building is no longer a 
major industry and so the use of the 
River Wear and surrounding areas has 
changed. 
Know which changes have taken place 
(building of bridges, marina etc.) 

Lesson 4 
What modern industries have replaced 
those from the past? 
 
Know that local industry has changed and 
why. 
Know that car manufacturing is important 
to Sunderland (Nissan). 
Know the timeline of Nissan in Sunderland 
(when it was built, types of cars etc. 

Key vocabulary 
Industry 
River Wear 
Ship building 
Coal mining 
Glass making  
 

Stadium of Light 
Davy Lamp 
Colliery 
Coal mining   

River Wear 
Ship building 
 
  

Car manufacturing 
Nissan 
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Key skills throughout unit 
 Use sources of evidence to answer questions 

 Describe a key event from Sunderland’s history using a range of evidence from different sources 

 To explain that something which has happened in the past can affect the way we live today 

 To recognise that industry and land use will continue to change as technology changes  
 
 

Year group: 3  Subject Area: History  Unit 3: Ancient Ancients (approx.. 3000 years 
ago) Ancient Egyptians  

Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 

 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
To know that societies change 
over time 
To know what a civilisation  is  
 

The achievements of the earliest civilisations – an overview of where and when the 
first civilisations appeared and an in-depth study of Ancient Egypt  

Knowledge of further ancient civilisations (Mayans and 
the Greeks)  
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Geography: locating where Egypt is in the world and the River Nile 

DT: making a shaduf 
Maths: pyramids  

Workshop at the Oriental Museum, Durham or at the 
Museum of the North 
Looking at artefacts – what are they and what where 
they used for 

Lesson Sequence 

Ancient Egyptians  
Lesson 1 
Which advanced societies 
were around 3000 years 
ago? 
Who lead the civilisation of 
the Ancient Egyptians? 
 

To know what is meant by 
ancient society/civilisation.  
To know which societies 
are classed as being 
ancient.  To know the 
chronological order of 
these societies.  
 
To know that the Ancient 

Lesson 2 
How was the society 
structured and how did it 
change over time? 
 
To know that the society 
was structured as a 
hierarchy and was a class 
system.  To know which 
people were at which level 
of the class system.    
 

Lesson 3 
 What were the pyramids 
and why were they built? 
 

To know what the use of 
the pyramids were and 
why they were important 
to the Egyptians. 
To know the processes 
involved in building them 

Lesson 4 
How did religion influence 
daily life? 
 
To know that religion was 
an important part of 
Egyptian life.  To know that 
they worshipped gods and 
goddesses and they take 
different forms.   
 

Lesson 5 
What was mummification? 
 
To know the 
process/stages involved in 
mummification. 
To know the significance of 
the process for the Ancient 
Egyptians   

Lesson 6 
Why was the River Nile 
important? 
 
To know where the River 
Nile is located in Egypt. 
To know how it was used 
by the Ancient Egyptians 
and the importance of it in 
their daily lives.  
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Egyptians were led by 
pharaohs and those were 
part of a dynasty.  To know 
who Tutankhamen was and 
when he ruled.    
 

Key vocabulary 
Society 
Ancient 
Advanced  
Egypt 
Sumer 
Indus Valley 
Shang Dynasty   
Pharaohs 
Tutankhamen 
Supreme leader 
Dynasty   
 

Pharaoh 
Vizers 
High priests & Nobles 
Officials, scribes 
Craftsmen 
Slaves, labourers and 
peasants  

Pyramid 
Burial places/monuments 
Afterlife 
Limestone  
 

God 
Goddesses 
 

Mummification 
Afterlife 
Canopic jars 
High priests 
Embalming  
 

River Nile 
Canals 
Delta 
Irrigation 
Farming  

Key skills throughout unit 
 Use a timeline to show main events within a period of history 

 Recognise the part that archaeologists have had in helping us understand more about what happened in the past 

 Use various sources of evidence to answer questions 

 Use various sources to piece together information about a period in history 

 Research a specific event from the past 

 Use their ‘information finding’ skills in writing to help them write about historical information 

 Thoroughly research, and identify similarities and differences between given periods in history 

  To place key periods of time chronologically in a time line  

 Appreciate that some ancient civilisations showed greater advancements than people who lived centuries after them 

 Begin to use more than one source of information to bring together a conclusion about an historical event 

 Can they use specific search engines on the Internet to help them find information more rapidly? 
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Year group: 4  Subject Area: History  Unit 1: civilisations from 1000 years ago – The Mayans  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowing that archaeologists have 
helped us to understand about the 
past. 
Knowing about the structure and of 
the Ancient Egyptian civilisation   

A non-European society that provides contrasts with British history – Mayan 
civilisation  

To know that Greek society was also organised in a 
hierarchal way. 
To know that religion was also important to the 
Romans and Greeks. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Book – The Chocolate Tree Maths: reading calendars and the Mayan number system 

DT: making tiles and steles using clay 
Geography: using an atlas or map to locate countries   

Mayan Day 
Use of artefacts – children to predict who uses the 
artefacts and what they were used for.   
 

Lesson Sequence 

Mayan Civilisation  
Lesson 1 
Where are the Mayans 
in the historical time 
line? 
 
Identify where the 
Mayans come on a 
timeline.  To know 
which modern day 
countries the Mayans 
inhabited.   
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 
Where and when were 
the remains of the 
Mayan civilisation 
discovered?   
 
To know who 
discovered the 
remains of the Mayan 
civilisation and when.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 3 
Why the Mayans 
considered an 
advanced society in 
relation to that period 
of time in Europe? 
 
To know that the 
Mayans were an 
advanced society 
compared to societies 
in Europe.  To know 
that the Mayans 
invented hieroglyphs, 
astronomy, calendar 
system and zero in the 
Maths system. 

Lesson 4 
Which buildings were 
important and how do 
these compare with 
modern life? 
 
To know that the 
Mayans built pyramids, 
palaces and temples.  
To know why these 
were important to the 
Mayans and what they 
were used for. To 
name some of the 
important buildings  
 
 

Lesson 5 
How was Mayan 
society organised? 
 
To know that the 
Mayan society was 
divided into city states.  
That within each city 
state people were 
divided into a social 
group 
 
 
 

Lesson 6 
What religious beliefs 
influenced their daily 
lives?  
 
To know that religion 
was an important part 
of Mayan life.  To 
know what some of 
the nature gods 
represented and why 
they were considered 
important.  To know 
how the Gods were 
worshipped. 
 
 

Lesson 7 
What was Mayan daily 
life like? 
 
To know that that 
there were specific 
roles for children, men 
and women in Mayan 
society.  To know what 
homes they lived in 
and what they farmed. 
 
 
 

Key vocabulary 

Mayan 
Mexico 
Belize 
Guatemala 

Herman Cortes 
Conquistadors 
Colony 
Mesoamerica  

Astronomy 
Solar calendar – Haab 
Hieroglyphs  
Codices 

Temples 
Palaces 
Pyramids 
Worship 

City state 
Absolute monarchy 
King 
Nobles/priests 

Nature gods 
Ritual  
Ceremony 
Sacrifices 

Huts 
Crops 
Maize 
Sacred 
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El Salvador 
Honduras  

Long calendar  Chichen Itza 
Sacred  

Palace officials 
Merchants and traders 
Farmers 
Labourers 
Slaves  

Afterlife  
Underworld 
 

Merchants 
Farmers  

Key skills throughout unit 

  Recognise the part that archaeologists have had in helping us understand more about what happened in the past 

 Use a time line to show main events within a period of history 

 To compare and contrast information 

 Give more than one reason to support an historical argument 

 Use various sources of evidence to answer questions 

 Use various sources to piece together information about a period in history 

 Research a specific event from the past 

 Use their ‘information finding’ skills in writing to help them write about historical information 

 Thoroughly research, and identify similarities and differences between given periods in history 

 Appreciate that some ancient civilisations showed greater advancements than people who lived centuries after them 

 Begin to use more than one source of information to bring together a conclusion about an historical event 

 Can they use specific search engines on the Internet to help them find information more rapidly? 
  
 

Year group:  4 Subject Area: History  Unit 2 : Ancient Greece Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowing how Mayan society was 
organised in a hierarchal way. 
Knowing that religion had a major 
impact on Mayan life. 
Use of artefacts to learn about Mayan 
life 

Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the 
Western world  

Use of artefacts to learn about Roman society 
How Roman life was structured  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Greek Myths  Art: features of art from different historical periods.  Drawings of body language in 

sketches and paintings and pottery  
Geography: using an atlas or a map 
English: reading and retelling of Greek myths  
 
 

Greek Day 
Use of artefacts – children to predict who 
uses the artefacts and what they were used 
for. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Greek Life and Their Influence on the Western World  
Lesson 1 
Where are the Ancient 
Greeks in the historical 
time line? 
 
Identify where the Ancient 
Greeks come on a timeline.  
To know the location of 
Greece in the world and its 
islands   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 
What are the main 
characteristics of the 
Athenians and Spartans? 
Describe the differences 
between the two main 
civilisations? 
 
To identify who the 
Athenians and Spartans 
are. 
Locate the places on a 
map. 
Identify the characteristics 
of the Athens and Sparta. 
To know the differences 
between the two 
civilisations and compare 
and contrast the 
civilisations of Athens and 
Sparta 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 3 
What was the structure of 
society and understand 
how life differed for people 
in each group? 
 
To know that Ancient 
Greece was divided into 
city states and that society 
was divided into social 
classes.  To know what life 
was like for citizens in each 
class. 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 4 
What influence did the 
gods have on Ancient 
Greece?  
 
To know that Ancient 
Greece had a religious 
system - this consisted of 
gods and goddesses.  To 
know that the gods and 
goddess controlled aspects 
of their life.  To know that 
temples were important 
for worship 
 
 

Lesson 5 
What were the Ancient 
Greek Olympics? 
 
To know that the Ancient 
Greeks held national sport 
festivals, with the most 
important being the 
Olympic Games. To now 
when the first Games was 
held. To know the sports 
that were involved in the 
Olympics and that it was 
part of a religious festival.  
To know how the modern 
Olympics differs from the 
Ancient Olympics  
 
 
 
 

Lesson 6 
How did the Ancient Greek 
civilisation influence the 
modern world? 
 
To know how the Ancient 
Greek civilisation has 
influenced the modern 
world, e.g democracy. 
To know what democracy 
and how it was organised in 
Ancient Greek times.  To 
know how democracy in 
Greek times differs to 
democracy in the UK 

Key vocabulary 
Chronological order 
Time line 
 

Athens 
Sparta 
Characteristics 
Civilisation   
Compare 
Contrast  
 
 

City states 
Social classes 

 God 
Goddess 
Temple 
Gaia (the Earth) 
Uranos (the sky) 
Mount Olympus 

 Gymnasiums 
Athletes 
Olympia 
Zeus 
Religious festival  
 

Democracy 
Ekklesai 
Boule 
Dikasteria 
Vote 
Elect 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Use a timeline to show main events within a period of history 

 Research two versions of the same event and say how they differ 

 Begin to appreciate that how we make decisions has been through a Parliament for sometime 

 Give more than one reason to support an historical argument 

 Communicate knowledge and understanding orally and in writing and offer points of view based upon what they found out 

 Explain how events from the past have helped shape our lives 

 Appreciate that some ancient civilisations showed greater advancements than people who lived centuries after them 

 To compare and contrast differences between two civilisations 

 To explain that something which has happened in the past can affect the way we live today 
 
 
 

Year group: 4  Subject Area: History  Unit 3: Local History Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Knowing that an area can change 
in its use, buildings and jobs 
(Industrial Sunderland)  

A local history study linked to periods of time studied under chronology 
or a local study that could extend beyond 1066 

To know  more about the life and times of the 
Victorians  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Use of Local History Library@ETR 
(Sunderland Council) for a 
factsheet about the event 
(History Subject Leader has a 
copy)  
The Disaster is remembered 
every year with a ceremony in 
Mowbray Park (the school has 
been involved with this in the 
past) 
 
 
 
 
 

English: Writing a retell of the event in the form of a diary entry or 
newspaper report 
PSHE: Thinking about what it would have been like for the children and 
families 
Art: Designing a memorial  

Workshop at Sunderland Museum 
Visit the memorial in Mowbray Park 
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Lesson Sequence 

The Victoria Hall Disaster  
Lesson 1 
What was the Victoria Hall? 
 

Know what the Victoria Hall was and 
where it was located in Sunderland. 
Know what type of events the hall was 
used for. 
Know why Victoria Hall was important to 
the people of Sunderland. 
 

Lesson 2 
What was the disaster at the Victoria Hall? 
 

Know when the disaster took place and 
who was involved. 
Know what the disaster was and the 
reasons it occurred. 
What  
 
 

Lesson 3 
How was the disaster recorded? 
 

Know the disaster was reported 
throughout the country. 
Know about different accounts of the 
incident and how it affected the people of 
Sunderland 

Lesson 4 
What happened after the tragedy? 
 

Know that Queen Victoria was informed of 
the disaster and that a poem was written 
about it. 
Know that money was raised for funerals 
and that some of the money was used to 
build a memorial. 
Know that the disaster led to a change in 
the law that is still in place today. 

Key vocabulary 

Gothic style building 
Dress circle 
Gallery 
Venue 
Public meetings 
Entertainments  

Travelling entertainers 
‘the greatest treat for children ever given’ 
Suffocated 
Sunday School  

National newspapers 
Eye-witness accounts 
 
  

Queen Victoria 
Condolences 
William McGonagall  poet of ‘The 
Sunderland Calamity’   
Memorial 
Inquest 
Parliament 
Law  
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Summarise the main points from a local event and explain the order in which key events happen 

 Describe a key event from Sunderland’s history using a range of evidence from different sources 

 To explain that something which has happened in the past can affect the way we live today 
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Year group:  5  Subject Area: History  Unit 1: Chronology (Stone Age to 1066) – The Romans  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

To know what Britain was like 
before the Romans invaded 
To know how different aspects 
of the Iron Age might have 
affected the success of the 
Roman invasion 

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain   To know that the inventions introduced by 
the Romans had an impact on other 
historical era(use of roads, water systems)  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Class novel - Queen of Darkness Geography: use of  an atlas or a map 

English: reading and retelling of Roman stories.  Historical fiction book, e.g. Queen of the 
Darkness 
 

Roman Day  
Use of artefacts - children to predict who 
uses the artefacts and what they were used 
for.   
Visit to local Roman sites (Arbeia or 
Segedunum) 
 

Lesson Sequence 

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain  
Lesson 1 
Where are the Romans 
in the historical time 
line? 
 

Identify where the 
Romans come on a 
timeline.  To know 
where the Roman 
empire came from.  
To compare two 
contrasting stories 
about the founding 
of Rome.   

Lesson 2 
How did Britain 
become part of the 
Roman Empire? 
 
To know why the 
Romans wanted to 
invade.  To compare 
the different invasion 
attempts and 
understand which was 
successful and why.   
 
 

Lesson 3 
What did the Romans 
build after they settled 
in Britain? 
 
To know that the 
landscape of Britain 
was changed by what 
the Romans built.  To 
know that Roman 
designed buildings and 
structures made a 
more efficient society.  
 
 

Lesson 4 
What were houses like 
in Roman Britain? 
 
To know that Romans 
built houses and that 
evidence of these still 
exist today.  To know 
identify the features of 
the different houses. 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 5 
Was there resistance 
to the Roman invasion 
of Britain? Who was 
Boudicca?  
 
To know that many 
Britons didn’t want to 
be ruled by the 
Romans.  To know who 
Boudicca was and her 
rebellion against the 
Romans.   
 
 

Lesson 6 
Who was Julius 
Caesar?  
 
To know about the key 
events in the life of 
Julius Caesar.  To know 
why he was important 
in the Roman Empire. 
 
 
 

Lesson 7 
What lasting impact 
did the Romans leave 
in Britain? 
 
To know that the 
Romans left a legacy in 
Britain and this 
impacts on modern 
Britain.  
 
 

Key vocabulary 
Chronological order 
Time line 

Invasion 
Empire 

Landscape 
Society 

Roundhouse 
Villa 

Britannia 
Iceni Tribe 

General 
Senate 

Legacy 
Legal system 
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Empire 
 

Emperor  
Tribes 
Gaul 
Britannia 
Julius Caesar 
Claudius   

Roman roads 
Aqueducts  

Insulae 
Domus  
Mosaic 
Archaeologists 
 

Queen Boudicca 
King Prasutagus 
Colchester 
St. Albans  

Consul 
Dictator 
Assassinate 
Julien calendar 
 

Government 
Taxes 
Christian religion 
Road network  

Key skills throughout unit 
 Use dates and historical language in their work 

 Place events in chronological order on a timeline  

 Test out a hypothesis to answer a question 

 Appreciate that significant events in history have helped shape the country we have today 

 Research two versions of an event and say how they differ 

 Explain how events from the past have helped shape our lives 

 Make comparisons between historical periods ; explaining things have changed and things which have stayed the same 

 Appreciate that some ancient civilisations showed greater advancement than people who lived centuries after them Use dates and historical language in their work 
 
 
 
 

Year group: 5  Subject Area: History  Unit 2: Anglo-Saxons and Vikings  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowing that Britain was divided 
into kingdoms and then ruled by 
Rome following the Roman Invasion  

 Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots. 

 The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to the time of 
Edward the Confessor 

Knowing that the rule of Britain changed over the 
centuries many times based on religion and which 
country was in power at that time 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 English: Writing stories with a setting of Anglo-Saxon and Viking times 

Geography: locating kingdoms and villages on maps.  Knowing the origin of town 
and city place names  

Visit to Palace Green at Durham for possible Anglo-
Saxon/Viking workshop 
 

Lesson Sequence 

Anglo-Saxon and Viking Invasion  
Lesson 1 
Why did the Romans 
withdraw from Britain 
in c. AD 410? 
 
Identify why the 

Lesson 2 
Who were the Anglo-
Saxons and when did 
they invade? 
 
To know that Anglo-

Lesson 3 
How were the Anglo-
Saxon settlements and 
villages organised? 
 
To know that the 

Lesson 4 
To know the 
significance of Anglo-
Saxon place names? 
 
To know that names of 

Lesson 5 
What were the Anglo-
Saxon laws and how 
was justice given? 
 
To know that each 

Lesson 6 
Who were the Vikings 
and when and why did 
they invade Britain? 
 
To know where the 

Lesson 7 
How did the Anglo-
Saxons resist the 
invasion of the 
Vikings? 
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Roman Empire ended 
in Britain.  To know 
that the Roman Empire 
was split into two 
separate empires: 
Western and Eastern. 
To know why Roman 
soldiers retreated from 
Britain 

Saxons are formed 
from three tribes who 
emigrated to Britain: 
Angles, Saxons and the 
Jutes. To know which 
countries they came 
from and when.  To 
know that by CE600, 
there were 7 
kingdoms: East Anglia, 
Mercia, Northumbria, 
Wessex, Kent, Sussex 
and Essex.  Each was 
ruled by a king 
 
 
 
 
 

Anglo-Saxons lived 
differently compared 
to the Romans – in 
villages not busy 
towns. 
To know the types of 
houses the Anglo-
Saxons lived in and 
how the villages was 
organised. 
 
 
 
 

the 7 kingdoms have 
certain meanings and 
where they come 
from.  To know that 
many towns and cities 
today have names that 
came from Anglo-
Saxon times. 

kingdom and king had 
their own laws.  To 
know that villages 
were divided into 
tithings.  To know 
about the Wergild 
system of payment to 
victims.  To know the 
names of the 
punishments given to 
criminals. 
 

Vikings came from 
(Demark, Norway and 
Sweden).  To know 
why the Vikings 
invaded and how they 
achieved it. 

To know that only the 
Kingdom of Wessex 
was the only one to 
survive Viking invasion.  
To know that King 
Alfred was the King of 
Wessex.  To know that 
Alfred beat the Vikings 
at the Battle of 
Ashdown.  To know 
that the Viking King 
Guthrun captured 
Chippenham and this 
led to the Battle of 
Edington in 878 and he 
was defeated.  To 
know what the Treaty 
of Wedmore is and the 
formation of Danelaw 
resist the invasion of 
the Vikings?  
 

Key vocabulary 

Western Empire 
Eastern Empire 
Politicians 
Corruption 
Tribes 
Emperor Diocletian 
Invasion 
Vandals 
Vangoths 
Germanic tribes  

Anglo-Saxons 
Invasion 
Kingdom  
Angles 
Jutes 
Saxons 
East Anglia 
Mercia 
Northumbria 
Wessex 
Essex 
Sussex 
Kent 
 
 

Kingdom 
Settlement 
Villages 
Village chief 
Water source 
Family houses  

Name origins 
Towns  
Cities 
Suffixes  
__ham 
__forth  
__ford 
 
 

Justice 
Law 
Tithing 
Hue and cry 
Stoning, branding, 
stocks, exile 
Wergild 
Jury 
Oath keepers 
 

Vikings 
Denmark 
Norway Sweden 
Long ships 
Raided 
Pillaged 
Monasteries 
Scotland  
York  
 

King Alfred the Great 
Wessex 
Battle of Ashdown 871 
King Guthrun of the 
Vikings 
Chippenham 
Battle of Edington 878 
Treaty of Wedmore 
Christian 
Danelaw 886 
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Key skills throughout unit 
 Use dates and historical language in their work 

 Test out a hypothesis to answer a question 

 Appreciate that significant events in history have helped shape the country we have today 

 Research two versions of an event and say how they differ 

 Explain how events from the past have helped shape our lives 

 Make comparisons between historical periods ; explaining things have changed and things which have stayed the same 

 Appreciate that some ancient civilisations showed greater advancement than people who lived centuries after them  
  
 

Year group:  5 Subject Area: History  Unit 3: Local History  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Knowing that Britain was 
divided into kingdoms and 
rueled by Anglo-Saxon kings 

 A local history study linked to periods of time studied under chronology or a local study 
that could extnd beyond 1066 

Knowing about the changes which took place 
within Christianity  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Use of Local History 
Library@ETR (Sunderland 
Council) for a factsheet 
about Biscop and St. Peter’s 
church (History Subject 
Leader has a copy)  

Art: drawings of St. Peter’s church  
English: Describing life in the monastery from the viewpoint of a monk 
 

Visit to St Peter’s Church with workshop about 
Benedict Biscop at Sunderland Museum  
 

Lesson Sequence 

Benedict Biscop and St. Peter’s Church  
Lesson 1 
Who was Benedict Biscop? 
 
Know who Benedict Biscop was and about 
his life. 
Know why he is an important figure both 
in Christianity and locally. 
 
 

Lesson 2 
Why did Benedict Biscop build St. Peter’s 
monastery? 
 
Know why the monastery was built and 
where it is found. 
Know the way the monastery was built 
and what it looked like. 
 
 

Lesson 3 
What was life like for a monk at St. Peter’s 
monastery? 
 
Know what life was like for a monk. 
Know what their daily routine would have 
been like? 
Know that St. Bede (Northern Saint) lived 
at the monastery.  

Lesson 4 
Why was a second monastery built at 
Jarrow? 
What happened to Benedict Biscop and St. 
Peter’s monastery? 
 
Know that a second monastery was built 
at Jarrow due to the success of St. Peter’s. 
Know that the two monasteries are 
classed as twin monasteries. 
Know what Benedict Biscop did in his later 
life, how he died and where he is buried. 
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Know that Benedict was made a patron 
saint of Sunderland. 
Know what remains of the original 
monastery and how it is used today. 
*  This will be taught both in class and 
when visiting St. Peter’s Church  

Key vocabulary 
Born 628AD 
Biscop Baducing 
Rome 
Pilgrimage 
Monastery 
Roman Christianity  

King Ecgfrith 
Monkwearmouth  
Masons 
Glaziers 
 

Saxon kingdom 
Self-sufficient 
Church services 
 

Ceolfrith – Bishop of Jarrow 
Twinned monasteries  
Patron Saint of Sunderland 
Died 12

th
 January 690 

Altar 
Dedication to faith 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Use dates and historical language in their work 

 To place key events in chronological order 

 To understand and describe what life was like in the past  

 Describe a key event from Sunderland’s history using a range of evidence from different sources 

 
 
 

Year group:  6 Subject Area: History  Unit 1: Beyond 1066 – The Victorians  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
To know some of the historical eras 
that occurred before the Victorians 
and how each era bring changes 
and developments  

A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupil’s chronological knowledge 
beyond 1066 

Challenges for Britain , Europe and the 
wider world 1901 to the present day 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Maths: dates and time lines  

English: writing a diary entry as Florence Nightingale or a Victorian child.  
Geography: counties involved in the Crimean War  
 
 
 

Visit to Beamish 
Visit to the Orphanage  in the East End  
Looking at Victorian objects  
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Lesson Sequence 

The Victorians  

Lesson 1 
Where are the 
Victorians in 
comparison to 
other empires? 
 
To know where 
the Victorians 
come on a 
timeline. To know 
how Victorians 
lived  
 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 
When did Queen 
Victoria rule? 
 
To know when 
Victoria was born 
and died. 
To identify in 
chronological order 
the key events she 
ruled over. 
 

Lesson 3 
What was the 
industrial 
revelation?  
 
To know what the 
industrial 
revolution is.  Know 
the dates, causes 
and inventions of 
the industrial 
revolution.   
Know who Brunel 
was, what he 
invented and how 
this revolutionised   
travel 

Lesson 4 
Why were some 
Victorians rich and 
why were some 
poor? 
 
To know that poor 
people in Victorian 
times worked in 
poor conditions.  To 
know that rich 
Victorians made 
many from the 
industrial 
revolution   

Lesson 5 
What was life like 
for children in 
Victorian times? 
 
To understand that 
children were 
forced into labour 
rather than 
education.  To 
know the date of 
the education 
reform acts and 
why it was 
important  
 

Lesson 6 
Why were the 
police created?  
 
To know that the 
Victorian era was 
the birth of the 
modern police 
force.  To know 
where the word 
‘peelers’ originated 
from. 
 

Lesson 7 
Who was Florence 
Nightingale?  
 
To know when 
Florence 
Nightingale was 
born and died.  To 
know her role in 
the Crimean War 
and why she was 
called ‘The Lady of 
the Lamp’.  To 
explain modern 
nursing reforms. 

Lesson 8 
What were 
hospitals and 
surgery like in 
Victorian times? 
 
To know that 
surgery was 
revolutionised by 
the invention of 
anaesthetic and 
antiseptics. 
To know who Louis 
Pasteur was the 
impact he had on 
medicine. 
 
 

Key vocabulary 
Empire  
Victorians  

Monarch 
Reign 
Sovereign  

Industrial  
Revolution 
Engineer 
Steamship 
Transatlantic 

Debtor’s Prison 
Workhouse 
 
Artisan 
Cane  

Workhouse 
Refractory cell 
Education Reform 
Act 

 Peeler 
Constable   
Reform  

Crimean War 
Hygiene 
Matron 
Plague  
Reforms 

 Antiseptic 
Anaesthetic  
Typhoid 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Place historical events and people from the past societies and periods in a chronological framework 

 Summarise how Britain has had a major influence on world history 

 Summarise the main events from a specific period in history explaining the order in which key events happened 

 Describe a key event from Britain’s past using a range of evidence from different sources 

 Summarise the main events from a specific period in history explaining the impact on the modern world 
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Year group:  6 Subject Area: History  Unit 2: Beyond 1066 – World War 2 Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
War between Greeks and Spartans 
and its causes and resolution 
Conflict between Anglo Saxons and 
Vikings and its causes and resolution  

A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupil’s chronological 
knowledge beyond 1066 

Know the challenges for Britain, Europe and the 
wider world 1901 to the present day, studying 
the holocaust.  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Book – Letters from the Lighthouse  Art: Propaganda art  

DT: Designing and making of Anderson shelters  
Maths: dates and time lines  
 
 
 

Eden Camp visit  
World War 2 day 
Use of WW2 medals  

Lesson Sequence 
World War 2 

Lesson 1 
Where is World War 2 
in the historical time 
line? 
 
Identify where World 
War 2 is in location to 
other major events in 
history. 
 

Lesson 2 
Who was Adolf Hitler 
and how was he 
involved in the 
outbreak of war? 
Who were the allies? 
 
Know who Adolf Hitler 
was. 
Know that Adolf Hitler 
came to power 
following World War 1.  
Identify the countries 
that Hitler invaded. 
Know why the invasion 
of Poland led to the 
outbreak of war. 
 
Name the countries of 
the allies and the axis 
Know that not all 
countries joined the 

Lesson 3 
What was the role of 
women during the 
war? 
 
Know that some 
women worked in the 
munitions factories. 
Know some women 
joined the land army 
  

Lesson 4 
What was the Blitz? 
 
Know when the Blitz 
was. 
Know why the location 
of the Blitz impacted 
the country.  
Know what strategies 
people used to protect 
themselves during the 
Blitz. 
 

Lesson 5 
What is evacuation 
and why were children 
evacuated? 
 

Be able to define 
evacuation 
Know that children 
were evacuated from 
cities to less densely 
populated areas 
Know that some 
children returned from 
evacuation and then 
returned. 
Know the role of 
billeting officers 
Know that children had 
differing experiences. 
 
 

Lesson 6 
What was the Battle of 
Britain? 
 
Know the dates of the 
Battle of Britain 
Explain the countries 
and planes involved in 
the Battle of Britain. 
Explain the significance 
of the Battle of Britain. 

Lesson 7 
Lesson 8 
What was rationing 
and why?  
 
Be able to define 
rationing. 
Understand why 
certain items were 
rationed?  
Explain the Dig for 
Victory campaign. 
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war at the same time. 
Be able to order the 
joining of the countries 
chronologically.  

Key vocabulary 

WW1 
Roman Invasion 
Anglo-Saxon and Viking 
rule 

Invasion 
Treaty 
Appeasement 
Allies 
Axis  
 
 

Munitions  
Propaganda 

Blitzkrieg  
ARP warden 
Anderson Shelter 

Evacuation 
Kindertransport 
Railways   
Billeting Officer  
 

Spitfire 
Hurricane 
 

Rationing 
Imports  
Agriculture  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Explain and understand some of the reasons behind the outbreak of war 

 Identify and explain their understanding of propaganda  

 Use an atlas to identify countries involved in the war and place these on a map using a suitable key 

 Summarise the main events from a specific period in history explaining the order in which key events happened 

 Describe a key event from Britain’s past using a range of evidence from different sources 

 Look at two different versions and say how the author may be attempting to persuade or give a specific view point 

 Appreciate that war/s would inevitably have brought much distress and bloodshed 
 
 

Year group:  6 Subject Area: History  Unit 3: Local History  Subject Leader: A McLoughlin 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Know other historical 
events that are important 
to Sunderland’s history 
(Victoria Hall Disaster) 

 A local history study linked to periods of time studied under chronology;, or a local study that could extend 
beyond 1066 

To know further ways in which 
Sunderland has played a role in 
sea battles 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities  

Use of Local History 
Library@ETR (Sunderland 
Council) for a factsheet 
about Jack Crawford 
(History Subject Leader 
has a copy)  

Geography: using historical maps and locating significant places on them 
English: Writing about life in the Royal Navy.  Writing as Jack (diary entry) or about the incident (newspaper 
report)  
 

Visit to Sunderland Museum to 
see Jack’s medal (possible 
workshop) 
Visit statue in Mowbray Park 
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Lesson Sequence 

Jack Crawford  
Lesson 1 
Who was Jack Crawford? 
 
Know who Jack Crawford was. 
Know about his early life and 
family. 
Identify significant places linked 
to Jack on maps 

Lesson 2 
What was Sunderland like in 
Jack’s time? 
 
Know what industries and 
businesses were active in Jack’s 
time.   
Understand why these industries 
were important  
 

Lesson 3 
What was life like in the navy at 
that time? 
 
Know that many men were press-
ganged into the navy. 
Know what life in the Royal Navy 
was like – cramped conditions, 
illnesses. 
  

Lesson 4 
What role did Jack Crawford play 
at the Battle of Camperdown 
1797? 
 

Know why Britain was at war with 
France. 
Know what led to the Battle of 
Camperdown. 
Know what Jack did during the 
battle and why it is seen as 
important 

Lesson 5 
What happened to Jack after the 
battle? 
 
Know that Jack was seen as a 
hero and why this was. 
Know when and how Jack died 
and how the city of Sunderland 
commemorated his actions at 
sea. 

Key vocabulary 

Keelman  
Pottery Bank 
Royal Navy 
Apprentice 
 

River trade 
Harbour 
Sail makers 
Rope makers 
Apprentice 
Artisans  

Press-ganged  
Royal Navy 
Naval battles 
 

Battle of Camperdown 
Admiral Duncan 
HMS Venerable 
Union Flag 
Morale 

Victory procession 
Silver medal 
King George III 
Cholera 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Place historical events and people from past societies and periods in a chronological framework 

 Summarise the main events from a specific period in history explaining the order in which key events happen 

 To compare differences between life then and now and explain why these changes have occurred 

 Describe a key event from Sunderland’s history using a range of evidence from different sources 
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6. Geography Medium-Term Planning 
 

 
 
 

Geography at Grangetown ignites the children's interest in and curiosity about the 
world around them. 
 

Our children use geographical vocabulary, tools and maps to identify and describe 
natural and human-created systems or features. They engage in fieldwork to 
observe, explore, measure and record features in the landscape, and to consider 
how humans interact with the world around them. 
 

Our school site provides the basis for much hands-on learning about geography. The 
children also learn about their own locality here in Sunderland and the North East, 
through visits which contribute to activities in the classroom. They also explore the 
wider world - nationally and internationally - to deepen their knowledge, expand 
their skills, and allow them to make comparisons between places and people locally, 
nationally and globally. 
 

Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for Geography, our Long and 
Medium Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘Geography in Action Case Studies’, 
are here: www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Geography/  

 

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Geography/
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 - All about the UK Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Comments and asks questions 
about aspects of their familiar 
world such as the place where 
they live or the natural world 
(EYFS) 

Locational knowledge: 
Name, locate and identify characteristics of the four countries and capital cities of 
the United Kingdom and its surrounding seas 
Skills and Fieldwork: 
Use world maps to identify the United Kingdom and its countries 

Describe some physical features of their 
own locality (Y2) 
Know the names of and locate at least eight 
counties and at least six cities in England 
(Y3) 
Know, name and locate the main rivers in 
the UK (Y5) 
Know where the main mountain regions 
are in the UK (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 
 
 

  
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Know the names  of the four countries that make up the UK and name the three 
main seas that surround the UK 

Know the name of and locate the four capital cities of England, Wales, 
Scotland, Northern Ireland and their own city  
Know their own address including postcode 

Lesson 1:  
Know what a 
map is; look at 
different maps 
and how and 
why they are 
used. 

Lesson 2: Know and understand what a 
country is and what it is made up of. 
Know what country they live in and the 
four countries that make up the UK. 
Understand where these countries are in 
relation to each other. 

Lesson 3:  Know and 
understand what a sea 
is and how it is 
enclosed by land. 
Name the three seas 
that surround the UK  

Lesson 4: Understand what a city is compared to a 
country. Know the name of and locate their own 
city in relation to being part of England. Learn 
their own address and postcode and locate where 
it is using Google maps/Google Earth. 

Lesson 5: Know the four 
capital cities of England, 
Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland and 
locate them. 

Key Vocabulary  

Maps       
Geography      
Globe 
Atlas        

United Kingdom (UK) 
Country 
Government 
Territory 
England 
Wales       
Scotland    
Northern Ireland 

North Sea      
Irish Sea    
English Channel Land  
Sea           

City 
Sunderland 
Postcode 
Address 
Street 
City 
  

London 
Edinburgh     
Belfast       
Cardiff  
Capital city      

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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North 
East 
South 
West     

Key skill throughout unit 

 Use a world map and globe to identify the UK and its countries 

 To use a compass 

 Construct a simple map e.g. a journey to school from home/school grounds 

 Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of their school and it’s grounds 
  
 

Year group: 1 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - Hot and Cold Places Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Makes observations of animals 
and plants and explains why 
some things occur, and talks 
about changes (EYFS) 

Human and physical geography: 
Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom and the 
location of hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the Equator and the 
North and South Poles 

Know at least five differences between living 
in the UK and a Mediterranean country (Y3) 
Know where the equator, Tropic of Cancer 
and Tropic of Capricorn are on the world 
map (Y4) 
Know the physical and human differences 
between the UK and North America (Y5) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 Art – Dotted seasonal printing, leaf printing 
 
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Know and recognise main 
weather symbols 

Know which is the hottest and coldest season in 
the UK 

Know features of hot and cold places in the world 

Lesson 1:  Know and 
understand what a 
weather forecast is and 
why they are needed. 
Identify and recognise 
main weather symbols 
used. 

Lesson 2: Know and understand what a season 
is and why we have them. Identify the four 
seasons and understand how to recognise 
them. Focus on the seasons of summer and 
winter. Understand and explain their 
differences. 

Lesson 3:  Identify four 
different climates around 
the world. Know and locate 
hot and cold countries in 
each of these areas of the 
world. 

Lesson 4: Know and recognise different features of hot 
and cold countries. Understand how these weather 
conditions effect living things. Understand how these 
weather conditions effect living things. 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Key Vocabulary  

Weather 
Symbols 
Forecast 
 

Longest day 
Shortest day 
Rain 
Sun 
Earth 
Sun 
Season 
Features 
 

Temperate 
Cold 
Warm 
Tropical 
Climate 

Deserts 
Plants 
Sun 
Adapt 
Rainfall 
Snow 
Ice 
Cold 

Key skill throughout unit 

Use a world map and globe to identify the UK and it’s countries 
Explain how different weather conditions can affect the lives of humans, animals and plants. 
Explain the differences between the four seasons 
  
 

Year group: 1 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 3 - Cities, Towns and Villages Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Talk about the features of 
their own immediate 
environment and how 
environments might vary 
from one another (EYFS) 
Know their address including 
their postcode (Y1) 

Place knowledge: 
Understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the 
human and physical geography of a small area of the United Kingdom 
Human and physical geography: 
Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key human features including: city, 
town, village 
Skills and Fieldwork: 
Use simple compass directions (North, South, East and West) 

Explain some of the advantages and 
disadvantages of living in a city or village (Y2) 
Know and use the terminologies: left and right; 
below, next to (Y2) 
Know and name the eight points of a compass 
(Y3) 
Know why most cities are located by a river (Y5) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 Maths – position and direction - using compass points in relation to moving 
shapes and objects 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local walk observing different physical and 
human features – can the children spot the 
features around them? 
Use Beebots for direction 
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Lesson Sequence 

Know the main differences between a city, town and a village Know which is N, E, S, and W 
on a compass 

Lesson 1:  Know and 
understand what a city is 
and its features. Identify 
their own city and locate 
this on a map.   

Lesson 2: Know and 
understand what a 
town is and its features. 
Locate a nearby town 
on a map. 

Lesson 3: Know and 
understand what a village is 
and its features. Locate a 
nearby village on a map.  

Lesson 4:  Compare and contrast cities, 
towns and villages and their features. Know 
and understand how cities, towns and 
villages are connected. Explain why this is 
important. 

Lesson 5: Know what a 
compass is, and how and why 
they are used. Identify the 
compass points and use them 
during directions. 

Key Vocabulary  

City 
Cathedral 
Shops 
Cinema 
Museums 
Places of worship 
School 
Transport 

Town hall 
Places of worship 
School 
Transport 

Church 
School 
Countryside 
Small 
Settlements 
Farms 
 

Compare  
Contrast 
Similarities  
Differences 
Transport 
Trains 
Cars 
Pathways 
Railways 
Trade 
Leisure 
Tourism 

North  
East 
West 
South 
Compass 
Direction 
 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Use a compass 

 Explain why cities, villages and towns are connected 
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Year group: 2 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 - Continents and Oceans Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

To know what a map is and how and why 
they are used (Y1) 
To know and locate the four countries that 
make up the UK and their capital cities (Y1) 
To know the seas that surround the UK (Y1) 
To locate their own city in relation to 
England (Y1) 
To know their own address and use Google 
Earth/Maps to locate (Y1) 

Locational knowledge: 
Know and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans 
Geography skills and fieldwork: 
Use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and 
its countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans studied at 
this key stage 
Use simple compass directions (North, South, East and West) and 
locational and directional language [for example, near and far; left and 
right], to describe the location of features and routes on a map 

Know the names of and locate a number of 
South American countries (Y4) 
Know the names of four counties from the 
southern and four countries from the 
northern hemisphere (Y4) 
Locate the USA and Canada on a map and 
in an atlas (Y5) 
Explain how the water cycle works (Y5) 
Know the names of and locate at least eight 
European countries (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

  Using Hopscotch songs to learn the 7 
continents and 5 oceans 
Use paper plates to create a map of the 
world labelled with the continents and 
oceans 

 

Know the names of and locate the seven continents of the world Know the names of and locate the five oceans of the 
world 

Lesson 1: Introduce what is an Atlas and 
how they are used. Look at the difference 
between using a map and an Atlas.   

Lesson 2: Understand what a continent is and how it includes 
a number of countries. Identify and locate the seven 
continents of the world using world maps, atlases and globes. 

Lesson 3: Know and understand the difference 
between a sea and an ocean. Know the names and 
locate the five oceans of the world. 

Know and use the terminologies: left and right; next to and below 

Running through all lessons: To know and use the terminologies: left and right; below, next to and use this language to compare the position of continents and 
oceans in relation to each other. 

Key Vocabulary  

Map 
Atlas 
Globe 

Country  
Continent  
Group 
Land 
Sea 

Pacific 
Atlantic 
India 
Southern 
Arctic 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – 
subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Ocean 
 Asia 
Africa 
North America 
South America 
Antarctica 
Europe 
Australia 
Largest 
Smallest 

Ocean  
Sea 
Ocean 
Difference 
Smaller 
Body of water 
Deeper 

Key skill throughout unit: 

To use a world map, globe and atlas to identify the seven continents and five oceans 
To use positional language 
  
 
 
 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - England vs Non-European Country Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know the name of and locate the 
four capital cities of England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland and 
their own city (Y1) 

Place knowledge: 
Understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the human 
and physical geography of a small area of the United Kingdom, and of a small area in 
a contrasting non-European country 

Know at least five differences between 
UK and Mediterranean country (Y3) 
Know key differences between UK and 
North America (Y5) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

   
 
 

 

Lesson Sequence  

Know the main differences between a place in England and that of a small place in a non-European country Explain some of the advantages and disadvantages of 
living in a city or village 

Lesson 1: Know and understand 
what it means to be a non-
European country. Know and 
locate some countries on a map. 

Lesson 2: Know and understand 
some of the key facts, features or 
characteristics of Kenya e.g. 
famous for, weather, wildlife. 

Lesson 3: Compare and contrast 
the characteristics of Kenya with 
the characteristics of the UK. 

Lesson 4: Recap and identify what a city is and what 
the features are. Discuss and explain the advantages 
and disadvantages of living in a city. 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Key Vocabulary  
Europe 
Government 
Kenya 
Norway 
Germany 
Italy 
France 

Continent  
East Africa 
Borders 
Indian Ocean  
Seasons 
Tropical 
Terrain 
Mountains 

Mountains  
Education  
Monarchy  
Climate 
Wildlife (native UK breeds) 
Festivals 
Religious Celebrations 

Cathedral 
Shopping centres 
Cinemas 
Theatre 
Stadiums 
Tourism  
Entertainment 
Transport 

Key skill throughout unit 

 To use the correct vocabulary associated within a village or a city 

 To use a map to locate a non-European country 

 To explain the differences between the UK and a non-European country 
 
 
 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - Physical Features Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Explore the natural world 
around them (EYFS) 
Know the main differences 
between a city, town, and 
village (Y1) 
 

Human and physical geography: 
Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to: key physical features, 
including beach, cliff, forest, mountain, lake, island, valley, and river. 
Skills and Fieldwork: 
Use aerial photographs to recognise landmarks and basic human and 
physical features 
Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of 
their school and the key human and physical features of its surrounding 
environment.  

Know the names of and locate some of the world’s 
deserts (Y4) 
Label layers of a rainforest and understand 
deforestation (Y4) 
Know, name, and locate the main rivers in the UK (Y5) 
Know main human and physical differences between 
developed and developing countries (Y5) 
Know where the main mountain ranges are in the UK 
(Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Identify the following physical features: mountain, lake, island, valley, river, 
cliff, forest, and beach 

Describe some physical features of their own locality 

Lesson 1: Know and understand a 
physical feature is and identify 
examples of each. 

Lesson 2:  Know where physical 
features are within the UK and find 
them using maps or atlases. 

Lesson 3: Use images and aerial photographs of the local area to find key places and 
areas of the locality. Draw and label a map of the surrounding environment and 
identify the physical features. 

Key Vocabulary  

physical     
lake 
river     
forest 
mountain 
valley 
island 

Backhouse Park 
Hendon Beach 
Roker and Seaburn Beaches 
Tunstall Hill 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Construct a simple map of their locality using aerial photographs 

 Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the key human and physical features of the school’s surrounding environment 
  

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 - Counties and Cities in England Subject Leader: K Muldowney 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

To know what a map is and how and why they are 
used (Y1) 
To know and locate the four countries that make up 
the UK and their capital cities (Y1) 
To locate their own city in relation to England (Y1) 
Explain some of the advantages and disadvantages of 
living in a city or village (Y2) 
Describe some physical features of their own locality 
(Y2) 

Locational knowledge: 
Name and locate counties and cities of the United 
Kingdom 
 

Know at least five differences between living in the 
UK and a Mediterranean country (Y3) 
Know key differences between living in the UK and in 
a country in either North America (Y5) 
 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
   

 
 
 
 

 
To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Know the names of an locate at least eight counties and at least six cities in England 

Lesson 1: Know and explain what 
a county is, why we have them 
and understand the relation of 
counties to countries, cities, and 
towns. 

Lesson 2: Name 
and locate the 
counties around 
your own local 
area. 

Lesson 3: Name and 
locate counties around 
England using maps, 
atlases, and globes. 
 

Lesson 4: Explain 
what a city is in 
comparison to a 
town and how city 
status is given.  

Lesson 5: Name and locate 
the cities around their local 
area, understanding which 
county they are a part of. 

Lesson 6: Name and 
locate the cities around 
England using maps, 
atlases, and globes. 

Key Vocabulary  

Education 
Government 
Public Safety 
Waste Management  
Towns 

Tyne and Wear 
County Durham 
Yorkshire 
Northumberland  
 

Range of England 
counties  

Status 
Legal 
National 
Government 
Historical  

Sunderland 
Newcastle 
Tyne and Wear 

Range of England cities 

Key skill throughout unit 

Explain differences between a town and city and give comparisons 
  
 

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - UK vs Mediterranean Country Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know which is the hottest and coldest 
season in the UK (Y1) 
Know features of hot and cold places in 
the world (Y1) 
Know and name the seven continents of 
the world (Y2) 
Know and name the five oceans of the 
world (Y2) 

Place knowledge: 
Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study 
of human and physical geography of a region of the United Kingdom 
and a region in a European country. 

Know what is meant by the term tropics (Y4) 
Know what is meant by biomes and know 
what a specific feature of a biome is (Y4) 
Know key differences between living in the 
UK and a country in North America (Y5) 
Know main human and physical differences 
between developed and developing 
countries (Y5) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 
 
 
 
 

French –  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Know at least five differences between living in the UK and a Mediterranean country 

Lesson 1: Know and understand 
where the Mediterranean region 
is, and which countries are in this 
area of the world. 

Lesson 2: Investigate what living in 
the Mediterranean would be like 
by researching about: 
climate/seasons, landscape, food, 
culture, languages. 

Lesson 3: Investigate what living 
in the UK is like by researching 
about: climate/seasons, 
landscape, food, culture, 
languages. 

Lesson 4:  Compare and contrast the UK to the 
Mediterranean facts focusing on where they live to a 
specific Mediterranean country. 

Key Vocabulary  

Mediterranean sea 
Italy 
Greece 
Egypt 
Cyprus 
France 
Spain 

Region 
Temperature 
Rainfall 
Mountains 
Desert  
Beaches 
Tourism 
Landmarks 

Similarities  
Differences 
Seasons 
Opinion 
Locality 

Key skill throughout unit 

Explain the key differences between living in the UK or a Mediterranean country and give their opinions. 
  
 
 

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 3 - Direction and Maps Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know the four main points on a 
compass (Y1) 
Know and use the terminology of 
left, right, below and next to (Y2) 

Skills and fieldwork: 
Use the eight points of a compass  
Use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical 
features in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch maps, plans 
and graphs, and digital technologies. 
 

Use Google Earth to locate a country and 
place of interest (Y5) 
Know what most ordnance survey symbols 
and stand for (Y6) 
Know how to use a six figure grid reference 
(Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Know and name the eight points of a 
compass 

Know how to plan a journey within the UK, using a road map 

Lesson 1: Recap and know what a compass 
is, and how and why they are used. 
Identify the eight compass points and use 
them during directions. 

Lesson 2:  Know and understand 
what a road map is and why they 
are used. Identify key features 
and symbols of a road map and 
explain why it is important to 
plan journeys. 

Lesson 3:  Read and 
understand a map of the 
local area around their 
school. Identify main roads, 
side streets and places they 
recognise (where they live) 

Lesson 4: Go on a walk 
around the local area to a 
specific point. Identify any 
places they pass and 
roads they walk along.  

Lesson 5: Children to plan 
own journey of walk 
taken previous lesson 
using a road map of the 
local area. 

Key Vocabulary  

Direction 
North, South 
East, West 

Journey 
Symbols 
 

Roads, streets 
Churches 
Beaches 
Schools 

Plan 
Road 
Symbols 
Signs 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Identify key features of a locality by using a map 

 Accurately plot NESW on a map 

 Use four figure grid references  
  
 
 
 

Year group: 4  Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 - The Tropics and Equator Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know where the equator, North 
Pole and South Pole are on a 
globe (Y1) 
Know the names of a locate the 
seven continents of the world 
(Y2) 

Place Knowledge: 
understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human 
and physical geography of a region within South America 
Locational knowledge: 
Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus South America, concentrating on 
their environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries, and 
major cities. 

Know the names of four counties in the 
southern and four in the northern 
hemisphere (Y4) 
Know the names of, and locate, a number 
of North American countries (Y5) 
Know about time zones and work out 
differences (Y5) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Pugs of the Frozen North text 
Ernest Shackleton – research 
explorers 

ICT – Interest Research, EBook Creation, Programming maps 
Maths – coordinates  
English – Pugs of the Frozen North narrative - setting 
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Lesson Sequence 

Know what is meant by the term ‘tropics’ Know where the equator, Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn and the Greenwich Meridian are on a 
world map 
Use maps and globes to locate the equator, Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn and the Greenwich 
Meridian 

Lesson 1:  Know and identify 
the longitude and latitude 
lines on a world map and 
globe. Understand their 
relation to equator. 

Lesson 2: Understand and 
define the term tropics. 
Know the seasonal 
differences are between 
tropics and other areas of the 
world.  

Lesson 3:  Know where the 
equator is and countries 
that surround this. Locate 
the Tropic of Cancer and 
Capricorn in relation to the 
equator.  

Lesson 4: Locate continents and 
countries that surround the tropics. 
Identify similarities in the tropics 
and differences to the rest of the 
world. 

Lesson 5: Know and locate the 
Prime Meridian (Greenwich). 
Understand the eastern and 
western hemisphere. Identify 
countries in these areas. 

Identify and name the Arctic and Antarctic circles   

Lesson 6: Know and locate 
the Arctic circle and identify 
the parts of North America 
and Europe that are in its 
region.  

Lesson 7: Know and locate 
the Antarctic circle and 
discuss the importance for 
scientific research. 

Lesson 8: Identify the main 
differences between the 
Arctic and Antarctic regions 
including animals, weather, 
land/water area 

  

Key Vocabulary  

Longitude, Latitude, Equator 
Direction, Left, right 
North, West,South  
East 

Tropics 
Seasons 
Temperature 
Climate 
Distance 
 

Equator 
Relation to 
Tropics 

Continents  
Countries  
Seasons 
Dry and wet seasons 

Prime Meridian (Greenwich) 
Eastern 
Western 
Locate 

Arctic  
North America 
Europe 
Region 
Ice 
Land area 

Science 
Important 
Antarctic  
 

    

Key skill throughout unit 

 Locate the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn and Arctic and Antarctic circles 

 Locate the same place on a globe and in an atlas. 
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Year group: 4  Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - South America Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know where the equator, North Pole 
and South Pole are on a globe (Y1) 
Know the names of a locate the 
seven continents of the world (Y2) 
Know where the Equator, Tropic of 
Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn (Y4) 

Place Knowledge: 
understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of 
human and physical geography of a region within South America 
Locational knowledge: 
Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus South America, 
concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human 
characteristics, countries, and major cities.  

Know the names of, and locate, a number of 
North American countries (Y5) 
Know about time zones and work out 
differences (Y5) 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 ICT – Interest Research, EBook Creation  
 
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Know the names of four countries from the northern and four from the southern 
hemisphere 

Know the names of and locate a number of South American countries 

Lesson 1:  What are the 
northern and southern 
hemispheres? 
Understand the main 
seasonal and 
geographical differences 
between the two. 
 

Lesson 2: Know the 
continents that sit within 
each hemisphere. Identify 
the differences in physical 
features, population and 
pollution.  

Lesson 3: Know the 
names of and locate four 
countries from the 
northern and four 
countries from the 
southern hemisphere. 
Identify countries on 
both a globe and in an 
atlas. 

Lesson 4: Know and 
locate where South 
America sits on the 
globe and on a world 
map. Know key facts 
about the continent, 
including population, 
land area and physical 
features. 

Lesson 5: Know and 
locate a number of South 
American countries. 
Understand which 
countries border each 
other.  
 

Lesson 6: Focus on one 
South American country. 
Understand key facts 
about this and present 
information to others in 
the form of a PowerPoint 
or EBook.  
 

Key Vocabulary  

Seasons 
Summer 
Winter 
Autumn  
Spring 
Hemisphere  
Continents 
Equator 

Hemisphere  
Population 
Pollution 
Features 
Continents 

Northern hemisphere 
Southern hemisphere 
Locate 
 

Population 
Land area 
Physical features 
Facts 
 

Border 
 
 

Present 
Population 
Land area 
Largest city 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Key skill throughout unit 

 Locate the same place on a globe and in an atlas 

 Gather and present information through research  
  
 

Year group: 4  Subject Area: Geography Unit: 3 – Rainforests Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know features of hot and cold places 
in the world (Y1) 
Know where the equator, north pole 
and south pole (Y1) 
Know how a specific habitat 
provides for the basic needs of 
things living there (Y2) 

Human and physical geography: 
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: 
climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts 
 
 

Explain how human activity has caused an 
environment to change (Y6) 
Understand how human and physical processes 
interact to influence, and change landscapes, 
environments and the climate; and how human 
activity relies on effective functioning of natural 
systems (KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Great Kapok Tree 
Poem – Rainforest Grew All Around 

Maths – using data, tables and graphs to look at rainfall, climate and 
temperature. 
Science – animals including humans 

Visit to winter gardens 
Rainforest visitor  

Lesson Sequence 

Know what is meant by biomes and know what are 
the features of a specific biome 
Know how to use graphs to record features such as 
temperature, rainfall or climate across a locality 

Label layers of the rainforest and know what deforestation is 

Lesson 1: Understand 
the term biome. Find 
and locate different 
types of biomes across 
the world. 
 

Lesson 2: Choose a 
specific biome 
(rainforest) and identify 
the features including: 
climate, rainfall, wildlife, 
vegetation 

Lesson 3: Know what a 
rainforest is and name 
and locate some around 
the world. 

Lesson 4: Know and 
label the different layers 
of the rainforest. 
Understand why these 
layers are different. 

Lesson 5: Identify plants 
and animals that live 
within each layer and 
how they have different 
adaptations and needs 
for survival. 
 

Lesson 6: Understand the 
meaning of the term 
‘deforestation’. Know and 
explain why deforestation 
happens and its uses. 
 

Label layers of the 
rainforest and know 
what deforestation is 
 
 

Know the names of and 
locate some of the 
world’s deserts 
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Lesson 7: Explain the 
impact deforestation has 
on an environment 
(including animals). 
Form a viewpoint that 
explores both sides to an 
argument. 

Lesson 8: Understand 
what a desert is. Identify 
features of a desert. 
Where are deserts 
located? 

    

Key Vocabulary  

Biome  
Tundra 
Desert 
Rainforest 
Organisms 
Adaptations 
Environment 
Physical climate 
Savanna  
Grasslands 

Rainforest  
Vegetation 
Wildlife 
Rainfall 
Tropical 
Humid 
 

Locate 
Amazon 
Congo  
Sundaland 
Indo-Burma 
Australiasia  

Canopy 
Forest Floor 
Understory 
Emergent  
Undergrowth 
Rainfall 
Endangered 
Habitat 
Adaptation 
Sunlight 
Vines 

Amount 
Rainfall 
Sunlight 
Adaptations 
Habitat 
Needs 
Survival 
Prey 
Predator 

Deforestation 
Impact  
Logging 
Timber 
Farming 
Mining 
Road building 
Biodiversity 
Habitat 
Global warming 

Deforestation 
Impact  
Biodiversity 
Habitat 
Global warming 
Soil erosion 
Flooding 

Hot deserts 
Cold deserts 
Dust storm 
Equator 
Precipitation 
Rainfall 
Temperature 

    

Key skill throughout unit 

 Explain how a locality (rainforest) has changed over time with reference to human features 
 Explore different views about a environmental issue and form their own viewpoint 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 - North America Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

 Know the name of and locate the 
four capital cities of England, 
Wales, Scotland and Northern 
Ireland (Y1) 

 Know main differences between a 
place in England and that of a 
small place in a non-European 
country (Y2) 

 Know at least five differences 
between living in UK and in a 
Mediterranean country (Y3) 

Locational Knowledge: 
Name and locate countries and using maps to focus on North America, 
concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human 
characteristics, countries and major cities. 
Place Knowledge: 
Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of 
human and physical geography of a region of North America 
 
 

 Know the names of and locate eight major 
capital cities across the world (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Read ‘Holes’ by Louis Sachar during 
English sessions 

English: Story with North American setting Watch film ‘Holes’ to understand time changes 
(setting of Texas desert) 

Lesson Sequence 

Know the names of, and locate, a number of 
North American countries 
 

Know the names of and locate at least 8 major 
capital cities across North America 
 

Know key differences between living in the UK and in a 
country in North America 

Lesson 1: 
Understand how 
many countries 
comprise North 
America and which 
bodies of water 
surround it. 

Lesson 2: Identify and 
locate some human and 
physical features within 
North America, 
identifying which 
countries these belong 
to. 

Lesson 3:  Know and understand what a capital 
city is and why a city is given the capital status. 
Use maps and atlases to locate eight capital cities 
across North America. 

Lesson 4: Identify major 
states within the North, 
East, South and West of the 
USA and understand the 
differences between their 
climates, lifestyles and time 
zones. 

Lesson 5: Compare and contrast 
living within the UK (their own 
area) to living within a specific 
area of North America. 

Key Vocabulary  

Pacific Ocean 
Atlantic Ocean 
Arctic Ocean 
Caribbean Sea 

Mountains 
Grand Canyon 
Rivers 
Desert 

Government 
Education 
Tourism 
Population 
Capital 

North  
East  
West 
South 
Climate 

Climate 
Time zones 
Compare 
Contrast 
Differences 
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Washington D.C  
Ottawa 
Mexico City 
Belmopan  

Time Zones Similarities 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Locate the USA and Canada on a map and in an atlas 

 Explain what a place may be like in the future, taking account of issues impacting human features 

 Explain how a location fits into its wider geographical location, with reference to human and economical features 
  
 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - Rivers Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Describe some physical features of 
their own locality (Y2) 
Identify the following physical 
features: river, valley, beach (Y2) 
Know the name of the River 
situation in the Amazon rainforest 
and its uses (Y4)  

Locational Knowledge: 
Name and locate counties and cities of the UK, geographical regions and 
their human and physical characteristics (including rivers) and how some 
of these have changed over time 
Human and Physical Geography 
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: 
rivers and the water cycle 
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: land 
use, trade links, natural resources such as water 

Know why industrial areas and ports are 
important (Y6) 
Know where the mountain ranges are in the UK 
(Y6)  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 Science – understanding the water cycle Trip to River Wear  

Lesson Sequence 

Explain the 
features of a 
water cycle 

Know, name and locate the main 
rivers in the UK 

Know and label 
the main features 
of a river 

Know the name of and 
locate a number of the 
world’s longest rivers 

Know why most 
cities are located 
by a river 

Use Google Earth to locate a country 
or place of interest and to follow the 
journey of rivers 

Lesson 1: Know 
and understand 
what the water 
cycle is, why it is 
important and 
how the features 
help us get clean 

Lesson 2: 
Know and 
understand 
what a river is 
and how they 
are formed 
and develop.  

Lesson 3: Locate 
main rivers in the 
UK using maps 
and atlases 
identifying which 
towns and cities 
are situated 

Lesson 4: Know 
and label the 
main features of 
a river and why 
they are 
important for a 
river to function.  

Lesson 5: Describe the 
journey of a river and 
the landforms they 
create and change. 

Lesson 6: Know 
and understand the 
benefits of a river. 
Understand how 
these impact 
transport, trade 
and population. 

Lesson 7: Identify 
longest rivers from 
around the world 
using maps and 
discuss where they 
are in relation to 
the UK. 

Lesson 8: 
Follow the 
journey of the 
River Wear 
from start to 
end using 
knowledge 
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water around these. from River visit. 

Key Vocabulary  

Water cycle 
Precipitation 
Condensation 
Evaporation 

Flow 
Bank 
Rainfall 
Gravity 
Erode 
Gorges 
Valleys 

Thames 
Wear 
Tyne 
Ouse 
Trent 
Severn 

V-Shaped valleys 
Meanders 
Floodplains 
Deltas 
Waterfalls 
Rapids 
Gorges 

Erosion 
Pollution 
Landforms 
Flooding 
 

Trade 
Transport 
Population 
Growth 
Expand 

Amazon 
Nile 
Yellow River 
Yangtze 
Congo River 
 

County Durham 
Pennines 
Chester-le-
Street 
Sunderland 
North Sea 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Explain why main cities of the world are situated by rivers 

 Explain why water is such a valuable commodity  

 Explain how the water cycle works 

 Explain why people are attracted to live by rivers 

 Describe how rivers have an impact on people’s lives 

 Name and locate the world’s major rivers on a map and in an atlas 
  
 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 3 - Developed and Developing Countries Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Identify the following physical features: 
mountain, lake, island, valley, river, 
cliff, forest and beach (Y2)  
Know the main differences between a 
place in England and that of a small 
place in a non-European country (Y3) 

Locational Knowledge: 
Identify time zones (including day and night) 
Human & Physical Geography: 
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including types 
of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the 
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water 
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: 
climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes 
and earthquakes, and the water cycle 

Know the names of and locate a number of 
the world’s highest mountains (Y6) 
Know where the main mountain ranges are in 
the UK (Y6) 
Know why industrial areas are important (Y6) 
Understand similar and different links 
between human and physical geography of 
region within Africa (KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 Science – space and how moving of plants effects time zones 
Maths – addition and subtraction when working out time zone differences, 
using and reading time 
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Lesson Sequence 

Know main human and physical differences between developed and developing countries Know about time zones and work out differences 

Lesson 1: Know and 
understand what it  
means to be a 
developed or 
developing country 

Lesson 2: Identify which 
countries are developing 
and the features that 
make them a developing 
country. 

Lesson 3: Know and 
understand why 
Britain is a developed 
country compared to 
those of developing 
status. 

Lesson 4: Recap what human 
and physical features are. 
Know and understand the 
differences between the UK 
and a developing country. 

Lesson 5: Know and understand what a time zone is and 
why they are different around the world. Look at time 
zones from different countries and work out the 
differences. 
 

Key Vocabulary  

Developed 
Developing 
Economy 
Tourism 
Education 
Sanitation 
Economy 
Government 
Democracy  
Civil War 

Mountains 
Landmines 
Leisure 
Schools 
Churches 
Transport 
Rivers 

Time zones 
Sun 
Orbit 
Earth 
Rotation 
 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Explain how a location fits into its wider geographical location, with reference to human and economical features 
 Explain what a place might be like in the future, taking account of issues impacting human features 
  
 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 – European Countries and the World Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know and locate the seven continents of 
the world (Y2) 
Know the names of a locate at least eight 
countries and six cities in England (Y3)  
Know the names of a locate a number of 
South American countries (Y4) 
Know the names of and locate a number 
of North American countries (Y5) 
 

Locational knowledge: 
Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe 
(including the location of Russia) and North and South America, 
concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and 
human characteristics, countries, and major cities. 
Geographical skills and fieldwork: 
Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate 
countries and describe features studied 
 

Extend their locational knowledge and deepen 
their special awareness of the worlds countries 
focusing on key physical and human features 
countries and major cities (KS3) 
Build on their knowledge of globes, maps and 
atlases and apply and develop their knowledge in 
the classroom and on the field (KS3) 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

  
 
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Know the names of and locate at least eight 
European countries 

Know the names of and locate at least eight capital cities across the world 

Lesson 1: Understand 
how many and which 
countries comprise 
Europe and which 
bodies of water 
surround it. 

Lesson 2: Identify and 
locate the physical 
features within Europe, 
identifying which 
countries these belong 
to. 

Lesson 3: Explain the 
importance of a capital 
city, and why the 
government is located 
there. 

Lesson 4: Research a 
European capital city 
and explain why Europe 
is one of the most 
populated continents. 

Lesson 5: Find and 
locate eight capital cities 
across the world, 
focusing on those both 
inside and outside of 
Europe. 

Lesson 6: Identify the 
populations of capital cities 
across the world. Explain the 
impact tourism may have on 
the city. 

Key Vocabulary  

Arctic ocean 
Atlantic Ocean 
Mediterranean Sea 
Black sea 
Caspian Sea 
 

Mountains 
Rivers 
Volcanos 
Deserts 
Rainforests 
Lowlands 
Seas 
 

Capital 
Government  
Population 
Location 

Europe  
Population 
Tourism 

Capital 
Government 
Population 
 

Economy 
Tourism 
Population 
Income 
Living 
Cost 

Key skill throughout unit 

Explain how human activity has caused an environment to change  
Use maps, aerial photos, plans and web resources to describe what a locality might be like 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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 Year group: 6 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - Mountains and Volcanoes Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Identifying physical features, 
including: mountains (Y2) 
Explored views on environmental 
issues (Y4) 
Recognising environments can 
changes and pose a threat to living 
things (Y4) 

Human and physical geography: 
Describe and understand key aspects of: physical geography, including: 
mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes  
 
 

Physical geography relating to: plate tectonics 
(KS3) 
Understand the human and physical processes 
that influence and change environments, 
landscapes, and the climate (KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 Maths: using coordinates to locate areas on a map 
Science: Knowing how the earth changes over time 
English: Mountains Around the World book – writing a discussion 

Possible VR Headset Workshop – Visiting 
Mountain Ranges around the World  
Possible VR Headset Workshop – Visiting 
Volcanoes around the World 

Lesson Sequence 

Know where the main 
mountain regions are in 
the UK 

Know the names of a number 
of the world’s highest 
mountains 

Know what causes an earthquake Label the different parts of a volcano 

Lesson 1: Identify what a 
mountain is and how 
they are formed. Locate 
highest and lowest 
mountain regions within 
UK on a map. 

Lesson 2: Identify and locate 
the world’s highest mountain 
ranges. Explain how 
mountains may change over 
time and how they can be a 
hostile and dangerous 
environment. 

Lesson 3: Know and 
understand where 
earthquakes are 
located, why and how 
they happen. 

Lesson 4: Understand 
how often 
earthquakes happen 
and the impact they 
have on both 
environments and 
people. 

Lesson 5: Know what a 
volcano is and how they 
are formed. Understand 
where they are located. 

Lesson 6: Know and label 
the different parts of a 
volcano. Explain the reasons 
volcanoes erupt and the 
impact this has on the 
environment. 

Key Vocabulary  

Tectonic plates 
Region 
Environment  
Erosion 
Earth’s crust 
Formation 

Climate 
Environment 
Summit 
Landscape 
Peak 

Tectonic plates 
Climate 
Friction 
Energy 
Earth’s crust 

Impact 
Aftermath 
 

Lava 
Tectonic plates 
Boundaries 
Dormant 
Active 
Extinct 

Eruption cloud 
Magma chamber 
Lava 
Crust 
Vent 
Volcanic bomb 
Molten rock 
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Key skill throughout unit 

 Confidently explain scale and use maps with a range of scales 

 Use maps, aerial photos, plans and web resources to describe what a locality might be like 

 Explain how human activity has caused an environment to change 
  
 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 3 - Industrial Areas and Ports Subject Leader: V Stell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Use four figure grid references (Y3) 
Know how to plan a journey within the 
UK, using a road map (Y3) 

Skills and fieldwork: 
Use four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key (including the use of 
Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the 
wider world 

Interpret ordnance survey maps in the class and the 
field including using grid references and scale (KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

  
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Know why industrial areas and ports are 
important 

Know how to use six-figure grid references 
 

Know what most of the ordnance survey symbols 
stand for 

Lesson 1: Know and 
understand what an 
industrial area and a 
port are and why they 
are there. 

Lesson 2: Explain and 
justify the impact that 
industrial areas and 
ports have on those who 
live there. 

Lesson 3: Know what 
a grid reference is and 
what they can be 
used for. 

Lesson 4:  Use a six 
figure grid reference 
to locate a specific 
area on a map 

Lesson 5: Record 
six figure grid 
reference from a 
given area 

Lesson 5: What is an 
ordnance survey 
map?  Who would 
use one and what 
symbols are used? 

Lesson 6: Using a map of their 
own area, create a ordnance 
survey map using some 
traditional symbols and some of 
their own. 

Key Vocabulary  

Cargo 
Inland  
Roads 
Trade 
Factories 
Ships 
Buildings 

Migration 
Economy 
Education 
Unemployment  
Population 

Six figures 
Maps 
Location 
Area 

Businesses 
Location 
Direction 
Symbols 
 
 

Key skill throughout unit 

 Accurately use a six figure grid reference 

 Use OS maps to answer questions 
 Recognise key symbols on an ordnance survey map 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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7. Physical Education Medium-Term Planning 
 
 

 
 
Our high-quality and carefully planned physical education curriculum enables all 
pupils to participate in, enjoy and succeed in sport. 
 

It provides opportunities for pupils to become physically confident in a way that 
supports their health and fitness. 
 

Opportunities to compete in sport and other activities enable pupils to acquire a 
range of physical skills, and also build character and help to embed values such as 
fairness and respect. 

 
Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for PE, our Long and Medium 
Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘PE in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Physical-Education/  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Physical-Education/
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Medium Term Planning in PE: ‘PE Planning’ Scheme 
 

 
 
To support our PE provision, we buy into PE Planning, a highly-regarded scheme 
created by an experienced team of PE Specialists. 
 
Our PE curriculum is taught through this scheme, which is in-line with the National 
Curriculum and is used to aid teaching staff in their subject knowledge and planning 
of PE.  
 
Each unit of work is accompanied with medium term planning. These plans include 
prior learning, progression links, key unit objectives, key vocabulary and resources 
or equipment that will be needed.  
 
Within each unit of work is a series of detailed lesson plans which cover the 
objectives set out in the medium term plan. A lesson follows the structure of a warm 
up, skill development, a game and a cool down. Teachers tailor the weekly lesson 
plans to suit the needs of their class and annotate plans accordingly.  
 
As well as lesson plans, PE Planning includes assessment activities, advice for staff 
on how to deliver teach areas of PE - for example Dance - and ideas for lunchtime 
activities. 

https://peplanning.org.uk/
https://peplanning.org.uk/teaching-dance-its-not-that-daunting/
https://peplanning.org.uk/resource/lunchtime-games/
https://peplanning.org.uk/resource/lunchtime-games/
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8. Design and Technology Medium-Term Planning 
 

 
 
Design and technology is a creative, rigorous and practical subject.  
 
Using their creativity and imagination, and through discussion, pupils design and 
make products that solve real and relevant problems within a variety of contexts, 
considering their own and others’ needs, wants and values.  
 
In Design Technology, pupils draw on disciplines including mathematics, science, 
engineering, computing and art. Pupils learn how to become resourceful, innovative 
and enterprising. 
 
Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for Design & Technology, our 
Long and Medium Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘D&T in Action Case Studies’, 
are here: www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Design-Technology/  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Design-Technology/
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Year group: 1  Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 1 – Exploring Mechanisms  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Handle equipment and tools 
effectively, including pencils for 
writing. Safely use and explore a 
variety of materials, tools and 
techniques (EYFS) 

 Explore and use mechanisms - for example, levers, sliders, wheels and axles, in their 
products. 

 Explore and evaluate a range of existing products. 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against set criteria. 

 Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, for 
example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing.  

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components, including construction and 
materials. 

Use joining, folding or rolling to make a 
product stronger and more stable. 
Incorporate some types of movement 
into models. Join materials and 
components in different ways (Y2) 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 History: old and new toys 
English: writing instructions 

Explore old and new toys 

Lesson Sequence 

To explore mechanisms.  To design a product that 
moves.  

To choose appropriate 
resources and tools for a 
specific task use them 
appropriately and safely. 

To make a product that moves. 
To choose appropriate resources and tools 
for a specific task and use them 
appropriately and safely. 

To describe how something 
works. 
To explain what went well 
with their work 

Lesson 1:   
Explore the term 
mechanisms. Look and 
discuss different toys 
and how they move.  
 

Lesson 2:  
Chosen model for whole 
class to be looked at in 
detail. Discuss how the 
model moves and what 
materials have been used.  

Lesson 3:   
Discuss the materials that will 
be used when creating the 
chosen model. Explore 
joining the materials together 
to see what works best.  

Lesson 4 and Lesson 5:  
Create a model using appropriate resources 
and tools effectively and safely. Add an 
image of the final product to art and DT 
books. 
 

Lesson 6:  
Discuss the model; creating 
an evaluation.  

Key Vocabulary  

Movement  
Push  
Pull 
Join 
Wheels  

Movement  
Materials  
 

Movement  
Materials  
Join  
Tools 
 

Movement  
Tools  
Materials  
 

Evaluation  
Movement  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To design and make a purposeful product selecting appropriate tools.  

 To generate ideas through discussion. 

 To evaluate own product. 
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Year group: 1  Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 2 – Food Technology  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know the importance for a healthy 
diet, and talk about ways to keep 
healthy and safe (EYFS) 
 

Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes.  
Understand where food comes from.  

Weigh and describe ingredients in a 
recipe and explain what it means to be 
hygienic (Y2) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Linked to The Giant Jam 
Sandwich text 

English – write instructions to a recipe  Trip to Asda to buy ingredients 
 

Lesson Sequence 

To know how to wash hands and make sure surfaces are clean. 
To understand and discuss where food comes from. 

To know how to wash hands and make sure surfaces are clean. 
To cut food safely. To describe the texture of foods 

Lesson 1:   
Look at and discuss the words safety 
and hygiene. Children to recap how to 
wash their hands carefully. Discuss and 
understand the basic principles of what 
is meant by a healthy and varied diet. 

Lesson 2:  
Explore where food comes 
from, e.g. farms, fruit 
growing on tree, growing 
wheat for bread. 

Lesson 3:   
Discuss the equipment and 
ingredients needed for the recipe. 
(The ingredients could be bought 
from Asda in this lesson). 
 

Lesson 4 and Lesson 5:  
Recap hand washing and making sure surfaces are clean before 
following the instructions for the recipe. Add an image of the food to 
art and DT books. Discuss what went well during the making of the 
recipe. Talk about and describe the appearance and texture of the 
food. 
 

Key Vocabulary  
Safety  
Hygiene  
Wash  
Soap 
Water  
Healthy  
Varied diet  
Eat well plate 
 

Farmers  
Fields  
Animals  
 

Recipe  
Ingredients  
Cutlery  
Knife  
Chopping board  
 
 

Recipe  
Instructions  
Ingredients  
Hygiene  
Cutlery  
Knife  
Chopping board  
Texture  
Appearance  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To understand where food comes from. 

 To have knowledge of a healthy and balanced diet. 

 To have knowledge of hygiene and safety. 

 To know how to cut food.  
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 Year group: 1  Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 3 – Moving Mechanisms  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Handle equipment and tools 
effectively, including pencils for 
writing. Safely use and explore a 
variety of materials, tools and 
techniques (EYFS) 

 Explore and use mechanisms - for example, levers, sliders, wheels and axles, in their products. 

 Explore and evaluate a range of existing products. 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against set criteria. 

 Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, for example, cutting, 
shaping, joining and finishing.  

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components, including construction and materials. 

 Design purposeful, functional, appealing products for themselves and others users based on design 
criteria.  

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas.  

Use joining, folding or rolling to make a 
product stronger and more stable. 
Incorporate some types of movement into 
models. Join materials and components in 
different ways (Y2) 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Children to create moving models of 
lighthouses.  

Geography: Local lighthouses  
History: Grace Darling 
Science: Light  

Class trip to Souter Lighthouse and Roker 
Beach.  

Lesson Sequence 
To use own ideas to design 
something and describe how 
their own idea works.  
To design a product that 
moves. 

To use own ideas to make something. To make a product that moves. To choose 
appropriate resources and tools for a specific task and use them appropriately and 
safely. 
 

To describe how something 
works. 
To explain what went well 
with their work. 

To experiment with how to 
make own model stronger. 

Lesson 1:   
Recap how different models 
move. Children to create their 
own ideas for a 
model/structure and write a 
plan. 

Lesson 2:  
Discuss the materials that will be 
used when creating the individual 
models. Explore using appropriate 
materials to ensure the models can 
move.   

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:  
Create individual model. Ensure the 
product can move effectively. Add an 
image of the final product to art and DT 
books . 
 

Lesson 5:  
Discuss the model; creating 
an evaluation. Think about 
how to make the product 
stronger if they were to 
make it again.  

Lesson 6:  
Experiment with different 
materials and carry out tests 
to see which materials make 
own model stronger. E.g. 
using card or wooden sticks.   

Key Vocabulary  

Movement  
Push 
Pull 
Join 
Wheels  

Movement  
Materials  

Movement  
Materials  
Join  
Tools  
 

Evaluation  
Movement  
 

Testing  
Stronger  
Sturdy  
Materials  

Key skills throughout unit 
 To design and make a purposeful product selecting appropriate tools.  

 To generate ideas through discussion. 

 To evaluate own product. 
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 Year group: 2 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 1 – Mechanisms/Structures Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Experiment with how to 
make own model stronger 
(Y1) 

 Build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, stiffer and more stable.  

 Explore and use mechanisms - for example, levers, sliders, wheels and axles, in their products. 

 Explore and evaluate a range of existing products. 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against set criteria. 

 Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, for example, cutting, shaping, 
joining and finishing.  

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components, including construction and materials.  

Know how to strengthen a product by 
stiffening a given part or reinforce a part of 
the structure. Use a simple IT program 
within the design (Y3)  
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 English – The Three Billy Goats Gruff  
 

 
 
 

Lesson Sequence 
To explore mechanisms. 
To think of an idea and plan what to do next. 

To join materials and components in different ways. 
To use joining, folding or rolling to make it stronger and more stable. 
To incorporate some type of movement into models. 

To explain what works well and not so 
well in the model they have made. 

Lesson 1:   
Explore the term 
mechanisms. Look and 
discuss different toys, 
structures and bridges and 
how they move.  
 

Lesson 2:  
Children to create their 
own ideas for a 
model/structure and 
write a plan, e.g. a bridge.  

Lesson 3:   
Discuss the materials that will be used 
when creating the models/ structures. 
Explore joining, folding and rolling and 
how to make sure the structure is stable 
and can move.   

Lesson 4 and lesson 5:  
Create a model/structure. Ensure 
the product is stable and has some 
type of movement, e.g. Can part of 
their bridge move?  Add an image of 
the final product to art and DT 
books. 

Lesson 6:  
Reflect on the model/structure; create 
an evaluation to go in their art and DT 
books alongside the image.  

Key Vocabulary  

Mechanism  
Push, Pull, Join, Handle  
Wheels 
Lever  
Structure 

Plan  
Write 
Instructions  
 

Materials  
Join  
Fold  
Roll 
Stable  
Movement  

Join  
Fold 
Roll  
Stable  
Movement 

Evaluate  
Strengths  
Improvements  

Key skills throughout unit 
 To design and make a model selecting appropriate tools with some type of movement. 

 To generate ideas through discussion and creating a plan. 

 To evaluate own product. 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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 Year group: 2 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 2 – Textiles  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Use own ideas to design 
something and describe how 
their own idea works. Use own 
ideas to make something. 
Describe how something 
works. Explain what went well 
with their work (Y1). 

 Design purposeful, functional, appealing products for themselves and other users based on 
design criteria. Design, generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through talking, 
drawing, templates and mock-ups. 

 Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks (for example, 
cutting, shaping, joining and finishing), select from and use a wide range of materials and 
components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their 
characteristics. 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria 

Design a product and make sure that it looks 
attractive. Choose a material for both its 
suitability and its appearance. Join textiles of 
different types in different ways. Choose 
textiles both for their appearance and also 
qualities. Explain how to improve a finished 
model (Y3). 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Special occasions –  
Chinese New Year, 
Valentine’s day, Easter  

 
 
 

 

Lesson Sequence 
To think of an idea and plan what to do next. 
To explain why they have chosen specific textiles. 
To choose tools and materials and explain why they have chosen them. 
 

To select from and use a range of tools and 
equipment to perform practical tasks. 
To select from and use a wide range of materials.  

To suggest improvements to their 
own work and that of others 
 

Lesson 1:   
Explore different types of decorations 
made from different materials. Children to 
plan a design for their decoration, e.g. 
special occasion, shape, colour, materials.  
 

Lesson 2:  
Children to practise cutting and sewing 
skills using samples and templates of the 
materials and designs they have chosen to 
use. Ensure safety rules are established.  

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:   
Use the plans and knowledge of cutting and 
sewing to begin to create their decoration. 
Follow the instructions and remind of safety 
rules. Add an image of the final product to art 
and DT books.  

Lesson 5:  
Reflect on the decoration and discuss 
what worked well and what could be 
changed to improve it.  

Key Vocabulary  

Decoration  
Plan  
Colour  
Shape  
Material  
Tools  

Material  
Sewing needle  
Thread  
Design  
Template  
 

Sew  
Cut  
Thread  
Instructions 
 

Evaluate  
Improvements  
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To select a range of appropriate tools, equipment and materials and explain why they have been chosen. 

 To generate ideas through talking and drawing. 
  

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Year group: 2  Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 3 – Food Technology  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Cut food safely. Describe the texture of food. 
Know how to wash own hands and make 
sure surfaces are clean (Y1) 
 

 Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes.  

 Understand where food comes from. 
 
 
 

Describe how food ingredients come together. 
Weigh out ingredients and follow a given recipe to 
create a dish. Talk about which food is healthy and 
which food is not. Know when food is ready for 
harvesting (Y3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Ensure all equipment is prepared and ready 
to access.  

English: Write instructions to a recipe  
PSHE: Healthy Me Jigsaw unit 
Science: Animals including humans  

Food tasting 

Lesson Sequence 
To explain what is means to be hygienic. To understand a healthy and varied diet. 

To discuss where food comes from. 
To know how to wash hands and make sure surfaces are clean. 
To be hygienic in the kitchen.  
To describe the ingredients used when making a dish or cake 
To weigh ingredients to use in a recipe. 
To cut food safely.  

Lesson 1:   
Look at and discuss the words safety and 
hygiene and how to be hygienic in the 
kitchen.  

Lesson 2:  
Discuss and understand what is meant by a healthy and varied diet. Look at 
the food groups and discuss where some of the food may come from, e.g. 
farms, animals, fruit growing on tree, chips being made from potatoes, 
bread. 

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:   
Recap hand washing and making sure surfaces are clean before following the 
instructions for the recipe. Weigh and describe the wet and dry ingredients. 
Add an image of the food to art and DT books.   

Key Vocabulary  
Safety  
Hygiene  
Wash  
Soap 
Water  
 
 

Healthy , Varied diet, Eat well plate, Food groups 
Fruit and vegetables, Carbohydrates, Protein  
Dairy 
Fats/oils  
Farmers  
Fields  
Animals  

Recipe, Instructions, Ingredients  
Hygiene  
Weigh  
Scales  
Cutlery  
Whisk  
Knife  
Chopping board  
Texture  
Appearance 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To have knowledge of a healthy and balanced diet. 

 To have knowledge of hygiene and safety. 

 To be hygienic in the kitchen. 

 To know how to weigh ingredients.  
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 Year group: 3  Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 1 – Mechanisms Pneumatic Systems Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Choose tools and materials and 
explain why they have chosen 
them. Measure materials to use in 
a model or structure. (Y2)   

 Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, 
functional appealing products that are fit for purpose.  

 Generate and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches 
and computer-aided design.  

 Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, 
including cutting, accurately.  

 Apply their understanding of computing to program their products.  

Know which tools to use for particular 
tasks and show knowledge of using the 
tool. Use IT, where appropriate, to add to 
the quality of the product (Y4) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Class set of syringes, tube and 
balloons 

Science – animals 
English – The Fox and the Star 

Explore how to move an object using air. 
Show range of objects – flying rockets, paper 
airplanes.  

Lesson Sequence 
To design a product and make sure that it looks attractive.  
To select the most appropriate tools and techniques for a given task.  
To choose a material for both its suitability and its appearance.  
To choose textiles both for their appearance and also qualities. 

To use a simple IT 
program within the 
design. 
 

To choose a material 
for both its suitability 
and its appearance.  
 

To join textiles of different types in different 
ways. To work accurately to measure, make 
cuts and make holes. 

Lesson 1 and lesson 2:   
Explore different examples of a product. Look at the features. Create a plan 
for the product. Plan the materials and textiles that will be needed for their 
chosen design. Discus and write the tools that will needed, e.g. scissors to 
cut.  

Lesson 3:   
Create a poster on Word 
linking to the design the 
children have planned.   

Lesson 4:  
Children to go to the 
local beach to collect 
materials for their 
design.  

Lesson 5 and lesson 6:  
Create the chosen product, following the plans 
and joining the materials for the finished 
product. Add an image of the final product to 
Sketchbook.  

Key Vocabulary  

Plan, Design  
Materials, Textiles   
Equipment  
Tools 
Techniques  

Software 
Microsoft Word 
Save  
Print 
 

Material  
Natural objects  

Model , Materials  
Textiles 
Joining  
Plan, Create  
Make  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To design and make a product selecting appropriate tools, techniques and materials.  

 To generate ideas through discussion and creating a plan with annotated sketches.  

 To use a simple IT program within the design. 
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 Year group: 3 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 2: Textiles  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Explain why they have 
chosen specific textiles. 
Choose tools and materials 
and explain why they have 
been chosen. Evaluate and 
suggest improvements to 
their own work (Y2).  

 Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products 
that are fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups. 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks. Select from and use a 
wide range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, 
according to their functional properties and aesthetic qualities. Investigate and analyse a range of existing 
products. 

 Apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures. 

Know which tools to use for a particular task 
and show knowledge of handling the tool. 
Know which material is likely to give the best 
outcome. Evaluate and suggest improvements 
for design (Y4).  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Teacher to create a class 
on Tinkercad using HC’s 
school account.   

English – The King who banned the dark and How the stars came to be 
Science – Light 
ICT – using a variety of software 

Varied styles of toy puppets to explore.  

Lesson Sequence 
To prove that a design meets a set criteria. 
To use a number of components.  
To know how to strengthen a product by stiffening a given part or reinforce a part of the 
structure  

To use a simple IT program within the 
design. 
 

To choose a material for both its suitability and its 
appearance. To join textiles of different types in 
different ways. To work accurately to measure, 
make cuts and make holes. 

Lesson 1 and lesson 2:   
Explore different examples of a 
product, e.g. puppets – hand, 
finger, shadow. Look at the 
features of them. Create a plan 
and design for the chosen product, 
e.g. finger puppet. Plan the 
materials and textiles that will be 
needed for their chosen design. 
Discuss and write the tools that 
will be needed, e.g. scissors to cut, 
needle and thread. 

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:   

Using Tinkercad, create a computer 
aided design of a 3D model of a stage 
for the puppets. 
  

Lesson 5 and lesson 6:  
Create the chosen product, e.g. finger 
puppet, following the plans and joining the 
materials for the finished product. Add an 
image of the final product to art and DT 
books. 

Lesson 1 and lesson 2:   
Explore different examples of a product, e.g. 
puppets – hand, finger, shadow. Look at the 
features of them. Create a plan and design for the 
chosen product, e.g. finger puppet. Plan the 
materials and textiles that will be needed for 
their chosen design. Discuss and write the tools 
that will be needed, e.g. scissors to cut, needle 
and thread. 

Key Vocabulary  

Plan, Design  
Materials, Textiles   
Equipment, Tools 
Techniques  

Software, Microsoft Word 
Save  
Print 
  

Model , Materials  
Textiles, Joining  
Plan 
Create, Make  
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Key skills throughout unit 
 To design and make a product selecting appropriate tools, techniques and materials.  

 To generate ideas through discussion and creating a plan with annotated sketches.  

 To use a simple IT program within the design. 
 
 

 Year group: 3  Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 3 – Food Technology Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Weigh ingredients to use in a 
recipe. Describe the ingredients 
used when making a dish or cake. 
Explain what it means to be 
hygienic (Y2).   
 

 Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet. 

 Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking 
techniques. 

 Understand seasonality and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, 
reared, caught and processed. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, 
for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing, accurately. 

Know how to be both hygienic and safe 
when using food. Bring a creative 
element to the food product being 
designed (Y4). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Ensure all equipment is 
prepared. 

Maths: Geometry – measurement  
Science: Animals including humans – healthy eating 
 

Healthy eating workshop with the school 
nurse. 
 

Lesson Sequence 

To understand the principles of a 
health and varied diet.  
To talk about which food is 
healthy and which food is not. 

To know when food is ready for 
harvesting 

To plan a predominantly savoury dish.  To prepare and cook a savoury dish. 
To describe how food ingredients come together 
To weigh out ingredients and follow a given recipe to 
create a dish 

Lesson 1 and 2:   
Explore the principles of a 
healthy and varied diet. Look at 
the food groups and nutritional 
information food has on the 
body.   
 

Lesson 3:  
Discuss where our food comes 
from and how certain foods are 
made, e.g. crops, wheat used to 
make bread. Understand how and 
when certain foods are ready for 
harvesting, e.g. months/seasons  

Lesson 4:  
Discuss the terms savoury and sweet 
dishes, look at two different dishes 
and compare the cooking techniques, 
e.g. jam/fruit tarts and soup. Plan a 
recipe, looking at the ingredients and 
equipment needed.  
 
 

Lesson 5 and 6:   
Recap hygiene and safety when handling, preparing 
and making food. Measure ingredients accurately 
and follow the recipe carefully. Add an image of the 
food to art and DT books. 
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Key Vocabulary  

Healthy  
Varied diet  
Balanced  
Nutrition 
Eat well plate  
Food groups 
Fruit and vegetables  
Carbohydrates  
Protein  
Dairy 
Fats/oils  

Farms 
Farmers  
Fishing  
Fields  
Crops  
Harvesting  
Combine harvester  
Seasons 

Savoury  
Sweet  
Cooking techniques  
Recipe  
Plan  
Ingredients  
Equipment  

Recipe  
Hygiene  
Safety  
Handle  
Prepare  
Make  
Measure  
Ingredients  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To understand the principles of a healthy and varied diet.  

 To be able to prepare and cook a recipe using the appropriate tools and techniques.  

 To understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed. 
  

 

Year group: 4 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 1 – Food Technology  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

To describe how food ingredients 
come together. To weigh out 
ingredients and follow a given 
recipe to create a dish. To talk 
about which food is healthy and 
which food is not. To know when 
food is ready for harvesting (Y3).  
 

 Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet.  

 Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of 
cooking technique.  

 Understand seasonality and know where and how a variety of ingredients are 
grown, reared, caught and processed.  

 Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, 
functional, appealing products that are fit for a purpose.  

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical 
tasks, for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing, accurately. 

To be both hygienic and safe in the 
kitchen. To know how to prepare a meal 
by collecting the ingredients in the first 
place. To know which season various 
foods are available for harvesting (Y5). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Linked to Pugs of the North text. Geography: tropics and the equator  
English: linking to explorers from Pugs of the Frozen North 
 

Showing rations of what Arctic Explorers 
would take on an expedition. 
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Lesson Sequence 

To understand a healthy and balanced 
diet.  
To know how to be both hygienic and 
safe when using food.  

To use ideas from other people when 
designing. 

To bring a creative element to 
the food product being designed. 

To know which tools to use for a particular task 
and show knowledge of handling the tool. 
To measure accurately. 
To know how to be both hygienic and safe 
when using food. 

Lesson 1:   
Discuss the importance of a healthy 
and balanced diet. Recap the food 
groups, nutritional information. 
Discuss the terms hygienic and safety 
and understand the importance.  
 

Lesson 2 and lesson 3:   
Research the types of food arctic 
explorers eat. Discuss the nutritional 
value and how their diets may be 
different to ours. Understand 
seasonality and know where and how 
ingredients are grown. Create a 
poster for a chosen food, using the 
research found and nutritional 
elements.  

Lesson 4:  
Create a recipe for a product, e.g. 
polar pate, sledging biscuits, 
bannock. When creating the 
recipe, think about what could be 
changed or added.  Add recipe to 
art and DT books. 

Lesson 5 and lesson 6:  
Recap hygiene and safety when handling, 
preparing and making food. Measure 
ingredients accurately and follow the recipe 
carefully. Add an image of the food to art and 
DT books.  

Key Vocabulary  

Healthy  
Balanced  
Diet  
Nutrition  
Hygiene  
Safety  
 

Nutrition 
Diets  
Balanced  
Arctic  
 

Recipe  
Design  
Instructions  
 

Hygiene  
Safety  
Handle  
Prepare  
Make  
Measure  
Ingredients  
Recipe  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To understand the principles of a healthy and varied diet.  

 To be able to prepare and cook a recipe using the appropriate tools and techniques.  

 To understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed. 
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Year group: 4 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 2 – Mechanisms  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to strengthen a 
product by stiffening a 
given part or reinforce a 
part of the structure (Y3) 

 Generate develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated 
sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and 
computer-aided design. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform tasks. 

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components.  

 Understand and mechanical systems in their products - for example, gears, pulleys, 
cams, levers and linkages 

 Understand and use electrical systems in their products, for example series circuits 
incorporating switches, bulbs, buzzers and motors.  

 Apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and control their products. 

Produce a detailed, step by step plan.  
Design a product that requires pulleys or 
gears. Link scientific knowledge to design 
by using pulleys or gears. Make a product 
that relies on pulleys or gears. Use more 
complex IT program to help enhance the 
quality of the product produced (Y5)  
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Children will be taught 
circuits in Science lessons.  

Science: Electricity  
Maths: Geometry 3D shapes 
English: The Wild Robot text and The Iron Man.  

Mrs Millican’s 3D model of the Iron 
Robot. Watch The Iron Giant film.  
 

Lesson Sequence 

To communicate ideas in a range of ways, including by 
sketches and drawings which are annotated. 
To links scientific knowledge by using lights, switches or 
buzzers. 

To make a product which 
uses both electrical (simple 
circuit) and mechanical 
components. 
 

To use electrical systems to 
enhance the quality of the 
product.  
To persevere and adapt work 
when original ideas do not 
work. 

To evaluate and suggest improvements 
for design. 
To use IT, where appropriate, to add to 
the quality of the product.  
To explain how the original design has 
been improved. 

Lesson 1:   
Show examples of light boxes 
and explain that the children 
will be learning about electricity 
in Science. Discuss ways of 
creating a box/cube. Explore 
different cube nets. Create a 
plan for a light box with 
drawings.  
 

Lesson 2: 
Explore moving paper 
mechanisms with 
inputs and outputs. 
Create a mechanical 
component with 
levers and linkages 
using card and split 
pins, etc. 

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4: 
Explore different materials in 
the construction of a 
decorative light box, e.g. 
cardboard, paper and create 
a box with a design. Select 
appropriate tools. Add the 
moving mechanism to one of 
the sides.  

Lesson 5:   
Explore the ways in which a 
light box may be illuminated, 
e.g. simple circuits with one 
or more bulb. Children to 
explore making their own 
simple circuits and then 
create a more permanent 
circuit to fix inside the light 
box. Add photograph into art 
and DT books.   

Lesson 6:  
Evaluate the light box and suggest ways 
to improve designs. Use the current 
evaluation and think about using IT 
resources to modify original plan and 
explain what has been improved and why. 
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Key Vocabulary  

Cube  
3D shape  
Net  
Plan  
  

Moving mechanism 
Input  
Output  
Component 
Lever  
Linkage  

Materials  
Component  
Make  
Join  
Fold  
Tools  

Switch  
Bulb  
Wires  
Batteries  
Circuits  
Electrical  

Evaluate  
Improvements  
 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To understand and use electrical systems in their products. 

 To create a moving mechanism.  

 To select appropriate tools, equipment and materials.  
  

 

Year group: 4 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 3 – Textiles  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Choose a material for both its 
suitability and its appearance. 
Join textiles of different types 
in different ways. Choose 
textiles both for their 
appearance and also qualities. 
Explain how to improve a 
finished model (Y3). 

 Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, 
appealing products that are fit for purpose. 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks. 

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components. 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the 
views of others to improve their work. 

Use a range of tools and equipment 
competently. Evaluate appearance and 
function against original criteria (Y5). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Have a range of musical 
instruments to explore.  

Science: Sound – identifying how sounds are made and recognising the vibrations, patterns 
and pitch. 
 

Exploring sounds within the rainforest 
and using body percussion and objects 
around the room to replicate.  

Lesson Sequence 

To produce a plan and explain it. 
To think what the user would want when choosing textiles. 
To know which material is likely to give the best outcome. 

To evaluate products for both their 
purpose and appearance.  

To present a product in 
an interesting way. 
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Lesson 1:   
Explore different musical instruments 
and the sounds they make. Children to 
choose a musical instrument they would 
like to make and explore different 
materials that make a similar sound. 

Lesson 2:  
Create a plan for a 
chosen musical 
instrument. Write 
down the materials and 
tools needed to make.  

Lesson 3 and 4: 
Create a musical instrument, 
selecting appropriate tools 
and materials. Add image of 
product to art and DT books. 

Lesson 5:   
Write an evaluation for the 
product. Think about what worked 
well in relation to purpose and 
appearance. Use this lesson to 
make any amendments.  

Lesson 6:  
In groups, create a short 
performance to present 
in front of the class/all of 
Year 4.  

Key Vocabulary  

Musical instruments  
Sounds  
Materials  
 

Plan  
Materials 
Tools  
Equipment  

Materials (e.g. beads, string, 
felt, tissue paper, etc.) 
Tools 
Equipment  

Evaluate  
Purpose  
Appearance  
Amendments 

Perform 
Skills 
Rhythm  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose. 

 To select appropriate tools, equipment and materials.  

 To generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion. 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 1 – Mechanical Structures  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Links scientific knowledge by using 
lights, switches or buzzers. Use electrical 
systems to enhance the quality of the 
product. Use IT to add to the quality of 
the product (Y4). 

 Understand and use mechanical systems in their products, for 
example, gears, pulleys, cams, levers and linkages. 

 Apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and 
control their products.  

 

Use electrical systems correctly and accurately 
to enhance a product. Use different kinds of 
circuits. Know which IT product would further 
enhance a specific product. Use knowledge to 
improve a made product (Y6). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Linked to Holes text. Science: Forces  
 

Explore different structures including toys and 
how they move. 

Lesson Sequence 

To produce a detailed, step by step plan.  
To design a product that requires pulleys or gears.  
To link scientific knowledge to design by using pulleys or gears. 
 

To make a product that relies on 
pulleys or gears. 

To use more complex IT program to help 
enhance the quality of the product 
produced. 

Lesson 1:   
Research different mechanical systems 
including gears, pullers, cams, levers and 
linkages. Design and create a poster for 
their chosen model. E.g. a system used to 
dig holes.  

Lesson 2 and Lesson 3: 
Create a step by step plan for their 
chosen products, annotating where 
the pulley or gears will be.  

Lesson 4 and Lesson 5:   
Use the step by step plan to create 
their product ensuring it moves by a 
pulley or gear. Add an image of the 
final product to art and DT books.  

Lesson 6:  
Use an online program such as Scratch to 
code the movement of the product. Add 
an image of the program to art and DT 
books.  
 

Key Vocabulary  

Mechanical systems 
Pulleys  
Gears 
Design  
Forces  

Plan  
Annotate  
Design  
 

Final product  
Movement  
Pulley  
Gears  
 

IT program  
Scratch  
Coding  
Movement  
Motion  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To be able to design and make a product that requires pulleys or gears.  

 To use an IT programme to enhance the product.  
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 2 – Mechanisms Pop Up Books Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Use ideas from other people 
when designing. Communicate 
ideas in a range of ways. Know 
which tools to use for a particular 
task and show knowledge of 
handling the tool. Evaluate and 
suggest improvements (Y4).  
 

 Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, 
functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, aimed at particular 
individuals or groups. 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks.  

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components. 

 Investigate and analyse a range of existing products. 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the 
views of others to improve their work. 

 

Use market research to inform plans 
and ideas. Justify planning in a 
convincing way. Know which tool to 
use for a specific task and use it 
correctly and safely. Know how to test 
and evaluate designed products (Y6). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 
 

Computing: 3D designs    

Lesson Sequence 

To explain how a product will appeal to a 
specific audience. 
To come up with a range of ideas after 
collecting information from different 
sources. 

To use a range of tools and equipment 
competently.  
To make a prototype before making a 
final version. 

To use a range of tools and 
equipment competently.  
To use a range of tools, equipment, 
materials and techniques.  

To suggest alternative plans; outlining 
the positive features and draw backs 
evaluate appearance and function 
against original criteria. 

Lesson 1:   
Explore different examples of pop up 
books (lift the flap, sider pop-ups, rotating 
pop-ups, etc.) and identify a chosen 
audience, e.g. book for a certain year 
group. Children to collate their own ideas 
from online research, questionnaires, 
siblings in school, etc.  

Lesson 2 and Lesson 3:   
Children to use their multiple ideas to 
choose a final design and create a 
plan. Add in the type/s of pop-up 
techniques. Children to test out the 
techniques to create a prototype. Add 
an image of prototype to art and DT 
books.  

Lesson 4 and Lesson 5:   
Create the structure of the book, 
including the pop-up features to 
make their mechanisms using levers 
and linkages. Use layering to hide 
the mechanisms and add writing, 
colour and illustrations. Add image 
of product to art and DT books.  

Lesson 6:   
Children to evaluate their product, 
share and discuss with the class. Think 
about the pros and cons of the process 
and well as the final product.  

Key Vocabulary  

Pop-up  
Mechanisms  
Levers 

Prototype  
Tools  
Equipment  

Design  
Tools  
Equipment  

Evaluate  
Reflect  
Discussion  

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Linkages 
Input  
Output  
Audience  
Sources  
Ideas  
 

Materials  
Techniques  
Levers 
Linkages 
Input 
Output  

Materials  
Techniques  
Layering 
Levers 
Linkages  
Input 
Output 

Success criteria  
Process  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To be able to ideas and develop annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes and computer-aided designs. 

 To select appropriate tools and materials for the task.  

 To be able to reflect and evaluate their own work.  
  

 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 3 – Food Technology  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to be both hygienic 
and safe when using food. 
Bring a creative element to the 
food product being designed (Y4) 

 Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet. 

 Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of 
cooking techniques. 

 Understand seasonality and know where and how a variety of ingredients are 
grown, reared, caught and processed. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical 
tasks, for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing, accurately. 

Explain how food ingredients should be 
stored and give reasons. 
Work within a budget to create a meal 
understand the difference between a 
savoury and sweet dish (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Ensure all equipment is 
prepared. 
 

Maths: measuring and weighing the ingredients, use of temperature scales, use of 

chronological order, seasons, shapes 

English: reading and understanding the recipe, written evaluation, group discussion  

Science: irreversible changes, food hygiene and kitchen safety  

Healthy eating workshop with the 
school nurse.  

Lesson Sequence 

To be both hygienic and safe in the 
kitchen 
 

To know which season 
various foods are available 
for harvesting 
 

To know how to prepare a meal by 
collecting the ingredients in the first place 
 

To prepare and cook a savoury dish. 
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Lesson 1:   
Discuss and identify the potential 
dangers in the kitchen and the 
consequences of the particular 
danger. Understand how to make the 
kitchen a safer place. Discuss being 
hygienic and safe in the kitchen, e.g. 
cross contamination, cleaning, storing 
food.  

Lesson 2:   
Research various foods that 
are grown, reared, caught 
and processed in different 
seasons. Discuss and 
understand when harvesting 
happens.  
 

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:  
Identify the process of preparing a meal, 
where the food comes from, collecting the 
ingredients, preparing and weighing the 
ingredients ready to cook. Plan a 
meal/predominately savoury dish and 
identify the ingredients and equipment.  

Lesson 5 and Lesson 6:   
Recap hygiene and safety when handling, 
preparing and making food. Measure 
ingredients accurately and follow the recipe 
carefully. Add an image of the food to art and 
DT books. 

Key Vocabulary  

Hygiene  
Safety  
Dangers  
Kitchen  
 

Farms 
Farmers  
Fishing  
Fields  
Crops  
Harvesting  
Combine harvester  
Seasons 

Process 
Prepare  
Meal  
Savoury  
Ingredients  
Equipment  
Plan  
Recipe  

Recipe  
Hygiene  
Safety  
Handle  
Prepare  
Make  
Measure  
Ingredients  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To be able to prepare and cook a recipe using the appropriate tools and techniques.  

 To be hygienic and safe in the kitchen. 

 To understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed. 
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Year group: 6 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 1 – Electrical Systems  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Links scientific knowledge to 
design by using pulleys or gears. 
Uses more complex IT program to 
help enhance the quality of the 
product produced (Y5) 

 Apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more 
complex structures.  

 Understand and use electrical systems in their products - for example series 
circuits incorporating switches, bulbs, buzzers and motors.  

 Apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and control their 
products.  

Understand how more advanced 
electrical and electronic systems can be 
powered and used in their products (for 
example, circuits with heat, light, sound 
and movement as inputs and outputs) 
(KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

Children will be taught circuits in 
Science lessons. 

Science: Light and electricity 
 

Children to play the board game 
Operation. 

Lesson Sequence 
To understand electrical 
systems and circuits.  

To use different kinds of circuit in their product. Use electrical systems 
correctly and accurately to enhance a given product. Use knowledge to 
improve a made product by strengthening, stiffening or reinforcing. 

To hide joints so as to improve the 
look of their product. 

To know which IT product 
would further enhance a 
specific product. 

Lesson 1:   
Research different electrical 
systems including light 
circuits and alarms and 
explore the different kinds of 
circuits incorporating 
switches, bulbs, buzzers and 
motors.  

Lesson 2:  
Explore using different kinds of 
circuits and give reasons and 
examples for their uses. Create 
a design for a steady hand game 
and draw out the circuit they 
will need for their product.  

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:   
Create a wired steady hand game using an 
electrical system that works correctly. 
Evaluate the product and discuss the ways 
in which they could improve it. Take a 
photograph of the model and add to art 
and DT books. 

Lesson 5:  
Use their evaluation to improve 
their design for the final product, 
e.g. creating a box or stand to hide 
wires. Add an image of the final 
product to art and DT books 
alongside the image of the 
product before the amendments. 

Lesson 6:  
Use a video and add a QR 
code to the box of their final 
product.  

Key Vocabulary  

Electrical system  
Motors  
Circuits  
Switches  
Bulb  
Buzzer 

Electrical motors  
Circuits  
Switches  
Bulb  
Buzzer  
 

Electrical system  
Wire  
Evaluate  
Final product  

Evaluation  
Improvements  
Joints  
Sketchbook  

QR code  
Generator 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To understand electrical systems and circuits and be able to design and make a product showing a type of circuit. 

 To be able to suggest and make improvements to a product.  

 To apply skills of computing to further enhance a product. 
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 Year group: 6 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 2 – Market Research and Textiles Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Come up with a range of 
ideas after collecting 
information from 
different sources. Use a 
range of tools, 
equipment, materials 
and techniques. (Y5)  

 Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, 
functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals 
or groups. 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas.  

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment for practical tasks. 

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and components.  

Select from and use specialist tools, 
techniques, processes, equipment and 
machinery precisely, including computer-aided 
manufacture. Select from and use a wider, 
more complex range of materials, components 
and ingredients, taking into account their 
properties (KS3). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 History: World War 2 
 
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

To use market research to inform plans and 
ideas. 

To justify planning in a convincing way. 
To show that culture and society is considered in 
plans and designs.  
To know which tool to use for a specific practical 
task and what each is used for. 

To follow and refine original plans. 
To know how to use any tool correctly and safely. 
To explain why a specific tool is best for a specific action. 
 

Lesson 1:   
Discuss the task of designing and making the 
model (e.g. model of an air-raid shelter). Create 
their own market research including surveys 
and questionnaires for the making of their 
models, e.g. materials, structure, shape, etc.  

Lesson 2:  
Create a detailed plan for the model. Ensure plans 
have explanations of the tools and materials 
intended to use. Children to be able to explain why 
they have chosen specific materials.  

Lesson 3 and Lesson 4:  
Use the plans to create their own model. Ensure the children 
think about what they are using specific tools. Encourage 
children to check if the models are secure and stable. Make 
suggestions and changes of construction if necessary.  
  

Key Vocabulary  

Market research, Surveys, Questionnaires  
Design, Make  

Plan, Design,  
Tools, Materials  
Explain, Justify  

Model , Plan, Tools  
Equipment, Materials, Construction  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas.  

 To select appropriate tools and materials for the task and ensure they are used correctly and safely.  

 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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 Year group: 6 Subject Area: Design Technology Unit 3 – Food Technology  Subject Leader: H Cassidy 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Be both hygienic and safe in the 
kitchen. Know how to prepare a 
meal by collecting the 
ingredients in the first place. 
Know which season various foods 
are available for harvesting (Y5). 

 Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet. 

 Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking 
techniques. 

 Understand seasonality and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, 
reared, caught and processed. 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, 
for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing, accurately. 

 

Understand and apply the principles of 
nutrition and health. Cook a repertoire of 
predominantly savoury dishes so that they 
are able to feed themselves and others a 
healthy and varied diet. Become 
competent in a range of cooking 
techniques. Understand the source, 
seasonality and characteristics of a broad 
range of ingredients (KS3). 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

 
 

  

Lesson Sequence 

To understand the difference between 
a savoury and sweet dish 

To explain how food ingredients 
should be stored and give reasons 
 

To work within a budget to 
create a meal 
 

To prepare and cook a savoury dish. 
 

Lesson 1:   
Discuss the terms savoury and sweet. 
Understand what they both mean and 
look at two different dishes (one 
savoury and one sweet) and compare 
them.  
 

Lesson 2 and lesson 3:   
Discuss being hygienic and safe in the 
kitchen and explore how food should 
be stored. Create poster explaining 
the reasons for storing food correctly.  

Lesson 4:  
Create a meal using a given 
budget. Use information to plan 
items and calculate the amount 
to ensure they stick within their 
budget. Ensure the meals are 
healthy and varied.  

Lesson 5 and Lesson 6:   
Recap hygiene and safety when handling, 
preparing and making food. Measure 
ingredients accurately and follow the recipe 
carefully. Add an image of the food to art and 
DT books. 

Key Vocabulary  

Savoury  
Sweet  
Compare  

Hygienic, Safety  
Kitchen, Food, Storage  

Budget, Plan, Meal  
Calculate, Healthy, Varied  
Balanced, Diet  

Recipe, Hygiene, Safety  
Handle, Prepare, Make  
Measure, Ingredients  

Key skills throughout unit 

 To explain how food should be safely stored.  

 To be able to prepare and cook a recipe on a budget using the appropriate tools and techniques and understand savoury and sweet dishes.  

 To be hygienic and safe in the kitchen. 
  

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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9. Art & Design Medium-Term Planning 
 

 
 
Art and design embodies some of the highest forms of human creativity. 
 

A high-quality art and design education should engage, inspire and challenge pupils, 
equipping them with the knowledge and skills to experiment, invent and create their 
own works of art. 
 

As pupils progress, they should be able to think critically and develop a more 
rigorous understanding of art and design. They should also know how art and design 
both reflect and shape our history, and contribute to the culture, creativity and 
wealth of our nation. 
 

Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for Art, our Long and Medium 
Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘Art in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Art/  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Art/
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: Art Unit: 1 - Drawing Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Pablo Picasso 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Experiment with colour (EYFS) 
 

Use drawing to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination.  Use three different grades of pencil when 
drawing (4B, 8B, HB). Know how to use 
charcoal, pencil and pastel to create art. Know 
how to use a viewfinder to focus on a specific 
part of an artefact before drawing it (Y2) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
See each lesson   

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To know how to show how people feel in paintings and drawings. 

 To communicate something about themselves in their drawings. 

 To know how to use 2 different grades of pencils to create lines of different thickness in drawings. 
Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce the artist using images of 
their artwork. Look at the content of the art 
and the techniques the artist has used. Focus 
on the portraits and colours of the artists work. 
Discuss the feelings within the artwork and 
how we can identify them.  

Lesson 2:  Experiment using two different grades 
of pencils to create a grid showing thickness, 
harder, lighter, softer and darker tones. Take one 
piece of art from the focus artist and sketch 
elements of their work experimenting with their 
mark making and taking inspiration from the 
artist’s portraits and shapes. 

Lesson 3: Children design art from 
the artist’s inspirations. Discuss 
themselves in their drawing, shapes 
and colours to match their features. 
Know which type of resources and 
techniques they will use, pencils, 
charcoal and pastels.  

Lesson 4: Children to begin creating 
their design following their ideas 
carefully. Include the techniques which 
we have identified in order to show 
how they are feeling. Experiment with 
what works and make changes if 
needed. 

Notes: 
Common questions be from the following:  
• What has been used to create the art? 
• What is in the artwork? 
• How does it make you feel? 

Notes: 
Children could create a grid with different grade 
pencils. 
 
 

Notes: 
Pablo Picasso design – use of different resources and techniques. 

Key Vocabulary  

Techniques 
Content 
Artist 
Style 
Shape  

Experiment  
Grade pencils  
Harder  
Lighter 
Softer  

Colour 
Shape  
Features 
Feelings  
Design  

Create  
Evaluate  
Change  
Edit  
Sketch 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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Feelings  
Self portrait  

Darker  
Thickness  

Plan Grade pencils  
Self portrait 

Key skills throughout unit 

To experiment with visual elements of line, shape, pattern and colour.  
  
 

Year group: 1 Subject Area: Art Unit: 2 – Painting/Printing Subject Leader: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Beatriz Milhazes 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Safely use and explore a variety of 
materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design 
and texture (EYFS) 

Develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, 
line. Shape, form and space.  
Use a range of materials creatively to design and make products.  

Know how to mix paint to create all the secondary 
colours. Know how to create brown with paint. Know 
how to create tints with paint by adding white and know 
how to create tones with paint by adding black. Know 
how to create a printed piece of art by pressing, rolling, 
rubbing and stamping. Experiment with patterns and 
pull string art (Y2) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
See each lesson  

 
 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To know how to create moods in art work using colour 

 To know the names of the primary and secondary colours. 

 To know how to create a repeating pattern using sponges, vegetables and fruit. 
Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce Beatriz Milhazes using 
images of her artwork. Know and discuss 
the background of the artist and what their 
usual style is. Identify use of colour, shape, 
techniques and discuss the effect this may 
have. Discuss the mood within the artwork 
from the use of colours.  

Lesson 2: Know the primary 
colours and how to make 
colours by mixing primary 
colours to create secondary 
colours. Make own colour 
palettes and colour wheel using 
primary and secondary colours. 

Lesson 3:  
Discuss and experiment with the 
different materials that can be 
used to create prints, including 
using stamps, sponges, vegetables 
and fruit.  
 

Lesson 4: Children plan 
their own Beatriz Milhazes 
style artwork. Choose 
preferred shape, colours 
and style and print. Sketch 
design into sketchbooks 
and add colour. 

Lesson 5: Create own piece of 
art work following the 
inspiration from Beatriz 
Milhazes. Planning is used to 
support design. Patterns and 
printing to be used across 
design. 

Notes:  
Beatriz Milhazes used vibrant colours to 
and repeated patterns create artwork.  
Paints can be used to experiment with 

Notes:  
Use paints, pencil and pens to experiment with creating a colour 
wheel.  
Experiment with different patterns when printing with sponges, 

Notes:  
Beatriz Milhazes design – 
colours and patterns. 

Notes: 
Art work can be completed 
outside of sketchbook – 
photographs in sketchbook 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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techniques and patterns.  vegetables and fruit. 

Key Vocabulary  
Primary  
Secondary  
Colour wheel  
Mix 
Patterns  
Shape  
Techniques 
Mood 
Colours  

Primary  
Secondary  
Colour wheel 
Print 
Patterns 
Repeating 
Material 
 

Design 
Plan 
Practice 

Create 
Artwork 
Inspiration 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Experiment with the styles used by other artists 

 Use printing techniques to create repeated patterns.  
  
 

Year group: 1 Subject Area: Art Unit: 3 – Sculpture  Subject Leader: A Wight 
 

Focus Artist: Yayoi Kusama 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Use and explore a variety of 
materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design, 
texture, form and function (EYFS) 

Use a range of materials creatively to design and make products. 
 

Know how to make and join simple clay products (Y2) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson 
 

 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To know how to cut, roll and coil a range of materials including malleable materials. 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce the artist and some key facts 
about her. Look at a few images of her sculptures 
and discuss what the children think of them.  
Introduce some different malleable materials such 
as play dough, plasticine, scrunched foil, clay and 
get the children to create different shapes and 

Lesson 2: Look at Kusama’s pumpkins 
and flower sculptures. What shapes 
can they see?  
Can experiment with the malleable 
materials to create similar shapes and 
ideas to Kusama’s?  They could make 

Lesson 3: Children draw a simple 
sketch in their books of what they are 
going to create – a flower, pumpkin or 
other. Can they decide what 
equipment they need? What colours 
does Kusama use? What colours will 

Lesson 4: The children then start using 
modeling dough or clay to create their 
designs. They could add texture and details 
to the surface of their designs using the 
clay tools.  
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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discuss which materials were better to make 
shapes with?  

flowers and pumpkins or could 
experiment with other fruit and/or 
vegetables or other types of organic 
matter.  

they choose? How can they make it 
look like her work?  
 

 

Notes: 
Yayoki Kusama is a Japanese contemporary artist 
who works primarily in sculpture.  
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-
yayoi-kusama  
 
The children could start with a photo of Yayoki and 
some key facts or short captions around her photo 
to give them a background of who she is.  
 
There could be photographs of the children 
experimenting with the materials, or even a 
description from some children about their 
findings.   

Notes: 
The children could have photos of 
Kusama’s work which they label with 
the elements they want to recreate.  
 
The children could have photos of the 
work they have experimented with 
stuck into their Art and DT books.  

Notes: 
The children should be encouraged to 
choose bright colours that will contrast 
with each other.  
 
They could add dots to the finished 
piece to make it more Kusama style.  

Notes: 
The children should try to look at their 
work and decide what they might have 
done differently and celebrate what went 
well for them.  

Key Vocabulary  
Malleable materials 
Play dough, clay, plasticine 
Shapes, Patterns  
Crafting  
Techniques  

Experiment  
Malleable materials 
Patters 
Cut  
Roll  
Coil  

Design  
Shapes  
Patters  
Line drawing  

Push 
Pull 
Stretch 
Rolling  
Pinching  
Carving  
Smoothing  
Joining  

Key skills throughout unit 
 To safely cut, roll and coil malleable materials.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-yayoi-kusama
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-yayoi-kusama
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Year group: 2 Subject Area: Art Unit: 1 - Drawing Subject Leader: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Dennis Creffield 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Know how to use 2 different grades of 
pencils to create lines of different 
thickness in drawings (Y1) 
 

Use drawing to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination.  Know how to show facial expressions in art. 
Know how to use different grades of pencil (4B, 
8B and HB) to shade and to show different 
tones and textures (Y3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To choose and use three different grades of pencil when drawing (4B, 8B, HB). 

 To know how to use charcoal, pencil and pastel to create art. 

 To know how to use a viewfinder to focus on a specific part of an artefact before drawing it. 
Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce the artist using 
images of their artwork. Analyse the art 
looking at content of the art,  techniques 
they have used. 
Research into the background of the 
artists and what their usual style is. 
 

Lesson 2:  Experiment using three different 
grades of pencils to create a grid showing 
harder, lighter, softer and darker tones. 
Experiment with different patterns and 
textures also showing light and dark.  
Take one piece of art from the focus artist 
and sketch elements of their work 
experimenting with their mark making and 
taking inspiration from the artist. 

Lesson 3: Children design art from 
the artists inspirations. Know where 
to add shading, shadows and 
highlights to their drawing. Know 
which type of resources and 
techniques they will use, pencils, 
charcoal and pastels.  
Choose an artefact and think about 
which area they will draw using a 
viewfinder. 

Lesson 4: Children to 
begin creating their 
design following their 
ideas carefully. 
Experiment with what 
works and make changes 
if needed. 

Lesson 5: Children to 
begin creating their 
artefact design using 
a viewfinder. 
Experiment with 
what works and make 
changes if needed. 

Notes: 
Common questions to analyse work could 
be from the following:  
• What has been used to create the art? 
• What is in the artwork and why has the 

artist chosen to create this? 
• Children could create a spider diagram 

of note taking around the art work in 
their art books. 

 
 

Notes: 
Children could create a grid with different 
grade pencils. 
 
Children could create a grid with different 
textures.  
 
 

Notes: 
Dennis Creffield design – use of 
different resources and techniques. 

Notes: 
Children should be allowed to change their 
designs/plans if something they have planned 
doesn’t work when they have tried – encourage 
children to try their design before changing 
(changes can be noted onto their design through 
an editing pen). 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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Key Vocabulary  
Techniques 
Content 
Diagram 
Artist 
Analyse 
Style 

Experiment  
Grade pencils  
Harder  
Lighter 
Softer  
Darker  
Tone  
Pattern  
Textures  

Charcoal  
Pastel  
Shading  
Shadows 
Highlights  
Techniques  
Colour  
Light  
Dark  
Design  
Plan 

Create  
Evaluate  
Change  
Edit  
Sketch 
Viewfinder  
Section  
Artefact  
Grade pencils  
Charcoal  
Pastel 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To experiment with visual elements of line, shape, pattern and colour.  

 To use and layer different material including grades of pencils, charcoal and pastels.  
  
 
 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: Art Unit: 2 – Painting/Printing Subject Leader: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Henri Matisse 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Know how to create moods in art work using 
colour. Know the names of the primary and 
secondary colours (Y1) 
Know how to create repeating patterns using 
sponges, vegetables and fruit (Y1) 

Develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, 
pattern, texture, line. Shape, form and space.  
Use a range of materials creatively to design and make products.  

Know where each of the primary and secondary colours 
sit on the colour wheel. Know how to use a range of 
brushes to create different effects in painting (Y3) 
Know how to print onto different materials using at least 
four colours (Y4) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To know how to mix paint to create all the secondary colours. 

 To know how to create brown with paint. 

 To know how to create tints with paint by adding white and know how to create tones with paint by adding black. 

 To know how to create a printed piece of art by pressing, rolling, rubbing and stamping. 

 To experiment with patterns and pull string art. 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce Henri Matisse using 
images of his artwork. Know and discuss 
the background of the artist and what their 
usual style is. Identify use of colour, shape, 
techniques and discuss the effect this may 
have. Know the primary colours and how to 
make colours by mixing primary colours to 
create secondary colours.  

Lesson 2: Make own colour 
palettes using primary and 
secondary colours. Explore 
creating brown by mixing the 
three primary colours.  
Explore light and dark shades of 
a colour by adding white and 
black paint.  

Lesson 3:  
Discuss the different techniques 
and materials that can be used to 
create prints, including using 
stamps and block printing using a 
brayer (roller). Also discuss and 
explore pull string art. Experiment 
with different techniques and 
patterns.  
 

Lesson 4: Children plan 
their own Henri Matisse 
style artwork. Choose 
preferred shape, colours 
and style and print. Sketch 
design into sketchbooks 
and add colour. 

Lesson 5: Create own piece of 
art work following the 
inspiration from Henri Matisse. 
Planning is used to support 
design. Patterns and printing to 
be used across design. 

Notes:  
Henri Matisse used vibrant colours to 
create artwork.  
Paints can be used to experiment with 
techniques and patterns.  

Notes:  
Materials to have different patterns, including different stamps 
printed onto different materials such as card and hessian. 

Notes:  
Henri Matise design – 
colours and patterns. 

Notes: 
Art work can be completed 
outside of sketchbook – 
photographs in sketchbook 

Key Vocabulary  
Primary  
Secondary  
Colour 
Mix 
Patterns  
Shape  
Techniques 
 

Print 
Block 
Patterns 
Repeating 
Material 
Painting 
Pull string  
Brayer  
Light  
Dark  

Design 
Plan 
Practice 

Create 
Artwork 
Inspiration 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Experiment with the styles used by other artists 

 Use printing techniques to create patterns.  
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Year group: 2 Subject Area: Art Unit: 3 – Sculpting Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Michelle Stitzlein  

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Know how to cut, roll and coil a range of materials 
including malleable materials (Y1) 

Use a range of materials creatively to design and make products. Create sculptures which are life size (Y3) 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
See each lesson Science – living things and their habitats 

 
 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To know how to make and join simple clay products 
 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce Michelle Stitzlein using 
images of her artwork. Know and discuss 
the background of the artist and what their 
usual style is. Identify use of colour, shape, 
techniques, objects used.  

Lesson 2: Experiment using recycled 
objects and materials to make a natural 
image onto cardboard/card, e.g. plants, 
flowers, butterfly.  

Lesson 4: Children plan their own Michelle 
Stitzlein style artwork. Choose a plant or 
animal to design using clay. Choose 
preferred shapes, detail and colour. Sketch 
design into sketchbooks.  

Lesson 5: Create own piece of art work following 
the inspiration from Michelle Stitzlein. Join clay 
together to form patterns and shapes.   

Notes:  
Michelle Stitzlein used recycled objects   
Materials to create artwork. 
 

Notes:  
Materials to have different shapes and 
textures.  

Notes:  
Michelle Stitzlein design – colours and 
patterns. 

Notes: 
Clay product to be completed outside of 
sketchbook – photographs in sketchbook. 

Key Vocabulary  
Patterns  
Shape  
Techniques 
Nature  
Animals  
Recycled objects  
 

Recycled objects  
Materials  
Natural  
Shapes  
Textures  
 

Design 
Plan 
Shapes 
Detail  
 

Create 
Artwork 
Clay  
Join  
Shape 
Pattern  
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Experiment with materials.  

 Use clay to create artwork inspired from an artist.  
  
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Year group: 3 Subject Area: Art Unit: 1 - Drawing Subject Leader: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Rob Pruitt   

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
To choose and use three different grades 
of pencil when drawing (4B, 8B, HB) (Y2) 
 
 

Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and 
sculpture with a range of materials (for example, pencil, charcoal, paint and clay).  
Create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review and revisit 
ideas.  

To know how to show facial expressions and 
body language in sketches and paintings (Y4) 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
 To know how to use different grades of pencil (4B, 8B and HB) to shade and to show different tones and textures.  

 To know how to show facial expressions in art. 

 To know how to use sketches to produce a final piece of art. 
Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce the focus artist using 
images of their artwork. Analyse the art 
looking at content of the art, the 
emotions and techniques they have used. 
Research into the background of the 
artists and what their usual style is. 

Lesson 2:  Experiment using different grades 
of pencils to create a grid showing different 
tones. Experiment with pencils making 
different kinds of marking techniques 
including light-heavy, hatch, cross hatch, 
stippling, etc. Fill in a grid making light to 
dark tones from the different grade pencils.  

Lesson 3: Discuss facial expressions and the 
different features within each expression. Show 
examples of the artists art work. Children design a 
piece of art from the artists inspirations. Know 
which colours, lines and expression they will be 
drawing. Know which type of resources and 
techniques they will use (charcoal, grade pencils). 

Lesson 4: Children to begin creating 
their facial expression (Rob Pruitt) 
following their ideas carefully. 
Experiment with what works and 
make changes if needed.  
 

Notes:  
Common questions to analyse work could 
be from the following: 

 What colours have been used? 

 How does the colours/art make you 
feel? 

 What has been used to create the art? 

 What is in the artwork and why has the 
artist chosen to create this? 

Children could create a spider diagram of 
note taking around the art work in their 
art books. 
 

Notes: 
Children could create grid with different 
texture techniques.  
 
Children could sketch and experiment with 
drawing different individual areas of the 
face. 
 

Notes: 
Rob Pruitt design – children could take 
photographs of their friends to help with sketch. 
Use computer or iPad software to create line 
drawings od expressions.  

Notes: 
Children should be allowed to 
change their designs/plans if 
something they have planned 
doesn’t work when they have tried 
– encourage children to try their 
design before changing (changes 
can be noted onto their design 
through an editing pen) 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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Key Vocabulary  
Mood 
Emotions  
Techniques 
Diagram 
Artist 
Analyse 
Style 

Hatching 
Cross-hatching 
Stipples 
Waves 
Curls 
Dashes 
Circles 
Texture 
Tone  
Facial expressions 
Experiment 

Shape 
Colour 
Size 
Perspective 
Pastels 
Charcoal 
Pencil 
Plan 
Design 

Create 
Evaluate  
Change 
Edit 
Sketch 
Final piece  

Key skills throughout unit 
 To experiment with facial experiments using visual elements of line, shape, pattern, tone and texture.  

 To use and layer different material including grades of pencils 
  
 
 
 
 

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Art Unit: 2 – Painting/Printing Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Paul Klee 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Know how to mix paint to create all the 
secondary colours. Know how to create tints 
with paint by adding white and know how to 
create tones with paint by adding black (Y2).  
 

Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials (for example, pencil, 
charcoal, paint and clay).  
Create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review 
and revisit ideas. 

Create all the colours they need. Use a wide range of 
techniques (layering) (Y4).  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

 To know where each of the primary and secondary colours sit on the colour wheel.  

 To know how to create a background using a wash. 

 To know how to use a range of brushes to create different effects in painting 

 To know how to use digital images and combine with other media.  

 To know how to use IT to create art which includes their own work and that of others. 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce Paul Klee using images of 
his artwork. Know and discuss the 
background of the artist and what their usual 
style is. Identify use of colour, shape, 
techniques and discuss the effect this may 
have. Know the primary and secondary 
colours and how to mix colours. Create a 
colour pallet from the colours used in artists 
work.  

Lesson 2: Experiment with different effects 
and textures including paint, water colours, 
thickened paint. Use a wide range of brushes 
to create different effects. Experiment with 
colour by adding white to create a lighter 
shade and black for a darker shade. 
Experiment with colour by also adding more 
water to the water colours for a lighter shade.  
 

Lesson 3: Know how to 
create a printing block 
using a pattern on 
polystyrene. Use digital 
images and IT software 
to experiment with 
patterns.  

Lesson 4: Children plan their 
own Paul Klee style artwork. 
Choose preferred shape, 
colours and style for wash 
background and choose 
pattern to print. Sketch 
design into sketchbooks and 
add colour.  

Lesson 5: Create own piece 
of art work following the 
inspiration from Paul Klee. 
Planning is used to support 
design. Painting 
techniques and printing to 
be used across design. Use 
polystyrene printing block 
from the experiment 
lesson.  

Notes:  
Paul Klee experimented with colour, 
expression and shape.  
Paints can be used to show patterns within 
the artwork. 

Notes:  
Painting techniques and textures – water colours, thickened paint, 
layering.  
Digital images – looking for textures and patterns in objects and use 
iPads for close ups images.  
Computer software – paint, drawing tool on word. 
  
 

Notes:  
Paul Klee design – colours 
and patterns. 

Notes: 
Art work can be completed 
outside of sketchbook – 
photographs in sketchbook 

Key Vocabulary  
Effects 
Texture  
Colour 
Shape 
Style 
Techniques 
Water colour 

Painting  
Background  
Wash  
Printing - polystyrene 
Block 
Objects 
Patterns  
Digital images and software 

Design 
Plan 
Practice 

Create 
Printing - polystyrene 
Final piece  
Artwork 
Inspiration 
Evaluate 
Edit 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Experiment with the styles used by other artists 

 Use sketchbooks to experiment with different texture 
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Year group: 3 Subject Area: Art Unit: 3 – Sculpting Subject Leader: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Antony Gormley 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Know how to make and join simple clay 
products (Y2).  
 

Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials (for example, pencil, 
charcoal, paint, clay).  

Know how to sculpt clay and other mouldable materials 
(Y4).  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objective from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 
To create sculptures which are life size. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 
Lesson 1: Introduce Antony Gormley using 
images of his artwork. Know and discuss the 
background of the artist and what their usual 
style is. Discuss local sculptures including Angel 
of the North. 

Lesson 2: Experiment with different body 
languages and create sketches of different 
body stances showing different movement. 
E.g. running, standing, pointing, etc.   

Lesson 4: Create a design for chosen 
human form in line drawing. Choose 
materials and equipment needed to add 
around the wire, e.g. foil, modroc, 
newspaper.  

Lesson 5: Use the wire to mould into 
the desired shape/stance. Then add 
to the wire using chosen material.  

Notes:  
Antony Gormley creates sculptures of human forms.  

Notes:  
Create design in sketchbook. 

Notes: 
Photographs of sketchbooks to be 
added in sketchbook. 

Key Vocabulary  
Human form  
Sculptures  
 

Body language  
Stances  
Sketches 

Design 
Plan 
Materials  
Equipment  

Create 
Final piece  
Artwork 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
Experiment with different body stances and create a wire sculpture.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly – HT to oversee 
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Year group: 4 Subject Area: Art Unit: 1 - Drawing Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artists: Jansson Stegner/Petra Palmeri  

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to show how people feel in 
drawings (Y1) 
Know how to create moods in art work 
using colour (Y1) 
Choose and use three different grades of 
pencil when drawing (Y2) 
Know how to use pencil, pastel and 
charcoal to create art (Y2) 
Know how to show facial expressions in art 
(Y3) 
Know how to use different grades of pencil 
to shade and show tones and texture (Y3) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to 
review and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques: including drawing  
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

Know how to use shading to create mood 
and feeling (Y5) 
Know how to organise line, tone, shape, 
and colour to represent figures and forms 
in movement (Y5) 
Know how to express emotion in art (Y5) 
Create sketches which communicate 
emotions (Y6) 
Use a full range of pencils, charcoal or 
pastels when creating a piece of 
observational art (Y6) 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson Maths – shape and symmetry  
 
 

 

Objectives from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

 Know how to use marks and lines to show texture in art 

 Know how to show facial expressions and body language in sketches and paintings 

 Know how to use line, tone, shape and colour to represent figures and forms in movement and know how to show reflections 

 Know how different artists developed their specific techniques 
 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce both artists using images of 
their artwork. Analyse the art looking at 
content of the art, mood, and techniques they 
have used. Research into the background of the 
artists and what their usual style is. 

Lesson 2:  Experiment using 
marks and lines to creature 
texture (hatching, waves, 
dashes, circles, stipples). Take 
one piece of art from both the 
focus artists and sketch 
elements of their work 
experimenting with their mark 

Lesson 3: Children design 
two sets of art from both 
artists’ inspirations. Know 
which colours, shape, size 
and perspective they will be 
drawing from. Know which 
type of resources and 
techniques they will use 

Lesson 4: Children to 
begin creating their 
facial expression and 
body language design 
(Jansson Stegner) 
following their ideas 
carefully. Experiment 
with what works and 

Lesson 5: Children to 
begin creating their 
reflective design 
following their ideas 
carefully. Experiment 
with what works and 
make changes if 
needed. 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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making and taking inspiration 
from the artist. 

(pastels, charcoal, pencils) make changes if 
needed.  

Notes:  
Common questions to analyse work could be 
from the following: 

- What colours have been used? 
- How does the colours/art make you 

feel? 
- What has been used to create the art? 
- Is it realistic? 
- What is in the artwork and why has the 

artist chosen to create this? 
Children could create a spider diagram of note 
taking around the art work in their art books. 

Notes: 
Children could create grid with 
different texture techniques.  
 
Children could sketch and 
experiment with drawing 
different individual areas of the 
face and body. 
 
Children could use mirrors and 
water to draw reflections of 
anything different to marbles. 

Notes: 
Petra Palmeri design – use of 
mirrors or water for children 
to come up with original 
ideas for reflecting 
 
Jansson Stegner design – 
children could take 
photographs of their friends 
to help with sketch 

Notes: 
Children should be allowed to change their 
designs/plans if something they have planned 
doesn’t work when they have tried – encourage 
children to try their design before changing 
(changes can be noted onto their design 
through an editing pen) 

Key Vocabulary  

Mood 
Techniques 
Content 
Diagram 
Artist 
Analyse 
Style 

Hatching 
Cross-hatching 
Stipples 
Waves 
Curles 
Dashes 
Circles 
Texture 
Facial expressions 
Reflections 
Experiment 

Shape 
Colour 
Size 
Perspective 
Pastels 
Charcoal 
Pencil 
Plan 
Design 

Create 
Evaluate  
Change 
Edit 
Sketch 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Experiment with the styles used by other artists 

 Use sketchbooks to help create facial expressions 

 Use sketchbooks to experiment with different texture 

 Use photographs to help create reflections 
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Year group: 4 Subject Area: Art Unit: 2 – Painting/Printing Subject Leaders: K Muldowney and H Cassidy 
 

Focus Artists: Robert Delaunay 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to create a repeating pattern using 
sponges, vegetables and fruit (Y1) 
Know how to mix paint to create all the 
secondary colours (Y2) 
Know how to create brown with paint (Y2) 
Know how to create tints with paint by adding 
white and know how to create tones by 
adding black (Y2) 
Know how to create a printed piece of art by 
pressing, rolling, rubbing and stamping (Y2) 
Know where each of the primary and 
secondary colours sit on the colour wheel (Y3) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use 
them to review and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques: 
including painting and printing 
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

Create a range of moods in their paintings using 
media and painting techniques (Y5) 
Print using a number of colours onto different 
materials (Y5) 
Know how to create an accurate print design 
following given criteria (Y5) 
Use a wide range of techniques (Y6) 
Explain why they have chosen specific painting 
techniques (Y6) 
Know which media to use to create maximum 
impact (Y6) 
Know how to overprint using different colours (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

 Create all the colours they need 

 Use shading to create mood and feeling 

 Use a wide range of techniques (layering) 

 Know how to print onto different materials using at least four colours 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce Robert Delaunay using images 
of his artwork. Know and discuss the background 
of the artist and what their usual style is. Identify 
use of colour, shape, techniques and discuss the 
effect this may have. Make own colour palettes 
using a range of warm and cool colours and shade 
these accordingly. 

Lesson 2: Know how 
to print on different 
materials using at 
least four colours. 
Experiment with 
different objects and 
materials. 

Lesson 3: Know how 
to use layering 
technique while 
painting. Use a range 
of different shapes 
and colours to 
practice this 
technique. 

Lesson 4: Children plan 
their own Robert Delaunay 
style artwork. Choose 
preferred shape, colours 
and style and print. Sketch 
design into sketchbooks 
and add colour. 

Lesson 5: Create own piece of 
art work following the 
inspiration from Robert 
Delaunay. Planning is used to 
support design. Layering 
technique and printing to be 
used across design. 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Notes:  
Robert Delaunay wanted to create joyful images – 
with bright colours.  
Paints can be used to show warm and cool tones 
and look at shading. 

Notes:  
Objects can be with different textures, 
everyday objects. 
Materials: tissue paper, card, hessian, Perspex 
sheets 

Notes:  
 

Notes: 
Art work can be completed 
outside of sketchbook – 
photographs in sketchbook 

Key Vocabulary  

Warm 
Cool 
Tone 
Tint 
Colour 
Shape 
Style 
Techniques 
Water colour 

Print 
Block 
Objects 
Repeating 
Material 
Layering 
Painting 

Design 
Plan 
Practice 

Create 
Masterpiece 
Artwork 
Inspiration 
Evaluate 
Edit 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Experiment with the styles used by other artists 

 Use sketchbooks to experiment with different texture 
  

 
 

Year group: 4 Subject Area: Art Unit: 3 - Sculpture Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artist: Linda Lopez  

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to cut, roll and coil a range 
of materials including malleable 
materials (Y1)  
Know how to make and join simple 
clay products (Y2) 
Create sculptures which are life size 
(Y3) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review 
and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques: including drawing  
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

Sculpt other mouldable materials (Y5) 
Create models which are a range of 
different materials (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson ICT – Research skills 
Science – Materials 
 

 To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Objective from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

Know how to sculpt clay and other mouldable materials 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 

Lesson 1: Know and understand what 
mouldable materials are and how clay 
is one of these. Research into why 
clay is used, and what the advantages 
and disadvantages are of using these 
in sculptures. Discuss and analyse 
Linda Lopez and her artwork using 
clay. 

Lesson 2:  Look at the different shapes 
created by Linda Lopez. Use small 
amounts of clay to create these shapes 
and begin to join them together. 
Evaluate the different ways Linda Lopez 
makes designs and choose the most 
easy and effective. 

Lesson 3: In sketchbooks, design a 
plan of which shape their model 
will be. Evaluate whether their 
design may work, and know and 
understand some difficulties that 
may arise. 

Lesson 4: Create sculpture inspired by 
Linda Lopez following own planning and 
design. Add paint and decoration and 
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of 
the design.  

Notes:  
Possible link to science – materials 

Notes: 
 

Notes: 
 

Notes: 
 

Key Vocabulary  

Sculpt 
Mouldable 
Material 
Clay 
Plasticine 
Play-dough. 

Shapes 
Mould 
Effect 
 

Design 
Evaluate  
Plan 
 

Sculpture 
Decorate 
Colour 
Design 
Plan 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Experiment with the styles used by other artists 

 Explain the uses of different mouldable materials in art 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Art Unit: 1 - Drawing Subject Leaders: K Muldowney and H Cassidy 
 

Focus Artists: L.S Lowry 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to show how people feel in drawings (Y1) 
Know how to create moods in art work using colour 
(Y1) 
Choose and use three different grades of pencil when 
drawing (Y2) 
Know how to use pencil, pastel and charcoal to create 
art (Y2) 
Know how to show facial expressions in art (Y3) 
Know how to use different grades of pencil to shade 
and show tones and texture (Y3) 
Know how to use marks and lines to show texture in 
art (Y4) 
Know how to show facial expressions and body 
language in sketches and paintings (Y4) 
Know how to use line, tone, shape and colour to 
represent figures and forms in movement and know 
how to show reflections (Y4) 
Know how different artists developed their specific 
techniques (Y4) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations 
and use them to review and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design 
techniques: including drawing  
Know about great artists, architects and designers 
in history 
 

Create sketches which communicate emotions and a 
sense of self with accuracy and imagination (Y6) 
Use a full range of pencils, charcoal or pastels when 
creating a piece of observational art (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson 
 
 
 

 Matchstalk Men and Matchstalk Cats and Dogs song 
- about L.S Lowry and his life and success. 

Objectives from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

 Know how to use shading to create mood and feeling  

 Know how to organise line, tone, shape and colour to represent figures and forms of movement  

 Know how to express emotion in art  

 Experiment by using marks and lines to create texture 
 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the 
curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design/Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce L.S 
Lowry and his most famous 
drawings and paintings. 
Recognise the techniques he 
uses and inspiration behind 
his work. Analyse and 
understand Lowry’s style 
and history of his work. 
Choose small section of his 
‘Going to Work’ piece and 
sketch this into their books. 

Lesson 2: Recognise 
the different textures 
that can be shown in 
artwork. Understand 
when and where 
texture should be used 
and experiment using a 
range of textures on a 
grid. 

Lesson 3: Using Lowry’s 
‘Going to the Match’ 
painting, know and 
understand how to organise 
tones, shapes and colour to 
represent forms of 
movement. Recognise the 
movement and directions in 
his work and mimic this in 
their sketchbooks. 

Lesson 4: Know and 
understand the techniques 
shading, focusing on tones 
and colours. Identify warm, 
cool and neutral tones and 
understand the effect these 
colours have on the art 
produced. Create strips of 
tones to shade. Identify 
feelings and emotions these 
tones may show within art. 
 

Lesson 5: Using Lowry’s work as 
inspiration, create a Lowry styled drawing 
using oil pastels. Children to draw 
background of local area (city centre, 
Grangetown) before drawing matchstick 
style people to represent figures and forms 
of movement. Evaluate the effect of 
drawing before adding the movement in. 

Notes:  
Range of drawings and 
painting to be shown – 
ensure to look at the 
similarities and differences 
between the two. 

Notes: 
Can children create 
their own textures 
based on objects they 
know of? (baskets, 
hair) 

Notes: 
Children to only focus on the 
people in Lowry’s paintings. 
Children to change direction 
of people and organise their 
ideas. 

Notes: 
 

Notes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v06yd
wRkYvY – tutorial on using perspective  

Key Vocabulary  

Oil pastels, Movement 
Sketch, Industrial, Century 
Matchstick, Similar, 
Different 

Texture, Definition 
Realistic, Dark 
Light 

Tone, Shape, Organise 
Movement, Figures, 
Direction, Position 

Tones, Warm, Cool, Neutral 
Mood, Emotion 

Inspiration, Local, Background 
History, Create, Design, Edit, Evaluate 

Key skills throughout unit 

Research the work of an artist and use their work to replicate a style 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v06ydwRkYvY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v06ydwRkYvY
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Art Unit: 2 – Painting/Printing Subject Leaders: K Muldowney and H Cassidy 
 

Focus Artists: Van Gogh 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to create a repeating pattern using 
sponges, vegetables and fruit (Y1) 
Know how to mix paint to create all the 
secondary colours (Y2) 
Know how to create brown with paint (Y2) 
Know how to create tints with paint by adding 
white and know how to create tones by 
adding black (Y2) 
Know how to create a printed piece of art by 
pressing, rolling, rubbing and stamping (Y2) 
Know where each of the primary and 
secondary colours sit on the colour wheel 
(Y3) 
Create all the colours they need (Y4) 
Use shading to create mood and feeling (Y4) 
Use a wide range of techniques (layering) (Y4) 
Know how to print onto different materials 
using at least four colours (Y4) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use 
them to review and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques: 
including painting and printing 
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

Use a wide range of techniques (Y6) 
Explain why they have chosen specific painting 
techniques (Y6) 
Know which media to use to create maximum 
impact (Y6) 
Know how to overprint using different colours (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

 Create a range of moods in their paintings using different media or painting techniques 

 Print using a number of colours onto different materials 

 Know how to create an accurate print design following given criteria 

 Experiment with media to create emotion in art 
Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce Van Gogh and 
his art work. Know the history of 
Van Gogh and how his art has 

Lesson 2: Focus on ‘The 
Sunflowers’. Understand the 
reason behind the painting. 

Lesson 3: Focus on ‘Starry 
Night’. Know and discuss the 
main ideas of the painting. 

Lesson 4: Using lino 
surface, create designs 
forming buildings that 

Lesson 5: Following on from 
printing, use painting 
techniques to design a 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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inspired many others. Know which 
techniques he uses and the effect 
on his paintings. Know and 
understand the style of 
impressionism. 

Know and use the impasto 
technique and experiment with 
different brush strokes to 
create their own version of ‘The 
Sunflowers’ 

Experiment using different 
brushes and shades of blue to 
create swirls that represent 
the sky. 

represent the buildings 
within Starry Night. Print 
designs onto own art 
work a range of colours 
and repetition.  

background for ‘Starry Night’ 
inspired work.  

Notes:  
Children could look at artwork that 
has been inspired by Van Gogh. 

Notes:  
 

Notes: Notes:  
 

Notes: 
Children could use a range of 
colours to show a different 
mood. 

Key Vocabulary  

Inspired 
Famous 
History 
Oil Painting 
Impressionism 

Impasto 
Brushes 
Techniques 
Stroke 
Technique 

Shade 
Tone 
Brushes 
 

Lino 
Relief  
Brayer  
Colour 
Repeat 

Create  
Artwork 
Inspired 
Experiment 
Background 

Key skills throughout unit 

To be added. 
  
 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Art Unit: 3 - Sculpture Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artists: Anna Borgman/Candy Lenk & Peter Thorpe 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to cut, roll and coil a range 
of materials including malleable 
materials (Y1)  
Know how to make and join simple 
clay products (Y2) 
Create sculptures which are life size 
(Y3) 
Know how to sculpt clay and other 
mouldable materials (Y4) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review 
and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques: including drawing  
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

Create models which are a range of 
different materials (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 
To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Objective from Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

Know how to sculpt clay and other mouldable materials 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design/Create 

Lesson 1: Know and understand what 
mouldable materials are and how 
modroc is one of these. Introduce all 
artists and compare their work on 
Space art. Give opinions on which 
artist they like best.  

Lesson 2: Using various Peter Thorpe 
designs, experiment using marbling 
painting technique and drawing from 
prior learning. Create a Peter Thorpe 
inspired piece of artwork for 
background. 

Lesson 3: Look at Anna Borgman and Candy Lenk’s work on an asteroid. Know 
and understand how to use modroc. Use cardboard to attach their background 
and modroc to create a 3D asteroid flying through Earth. 

Notes:  
Peter Thorpe – uses paintings and 
drawings with bright bold colours 
 
Anna Borgman and Candy Lenk – 
large sculptures of asteroids and 
elements of space (lacks in colour) 

Notes: 
Used as a background for sculpture art 
based on Anna Borgman and Candy 
Lenk. 

Notes: 
Ensure the size of the asteroid is no larger than the palm of their hand – this will 
stop it being too heavy to be apart of a 3D model. 
Teacher to have a model pre-made. 

Key Vocabulary  

Modroc 
Mouldable 
Materials 
Sculpture 
Compare and contrast 
Opinion 
Impact 

Marbling 
Painting 
Techniques 
Inspire 
Colours 
 

Plan 
Create 
Mould 
Modroc 
3D – Three Dimensional 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

Research the work of an artist and use their work to replicate a style 
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Year group: 6 Subject Area: Art Unit: 1 - Drawing Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artists: Koren Shadmi /Pez 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to show how people feel in drawings (Y1) 
Know how to create moods in art work using colour (Y1) 
Choose and use three different grades of pencil when 
drawing (Y2) 
Know how to use pencil, pastel and charcoal to create art 
(Y2) 
Know how to show facial expressions in art (Y3) 
Know how to use different grades of pencil to shade and 
show tones and texture (Y3) 
Know how to use marks and lines to show texture in art (Y4) 
Know how to show facial expressions and body language in 
sketches and paintings (Y4) 
Know how to use line, tone, shape and colour to represent 
figures and forms in movement and know how to show 
reflections (Y4) 
Know how different artists developed their specific 
techniques (Y4) 
Know how to use shading to create mood and feeling (Y5) 
Know how to organise line, tone, shape and colour to 
represent figures and forms of movement (Y5) 
Know how to express emotion in art (Y5) 

To create sketchbooks to record their 
observations and use them to review and 
revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design 
techniques: including drawing  
Know about great artists, architects and 
designers in history 
 

 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives from Long Term Planning 

 Create sketches which communicate emotions and a sense of self with accuracy and imagination 

 Use a full range of pencils, charcoal or pastels when creating a piece of observational art  
 
 
 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-
termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce the art work 
of the artists chosen.  Focusing 
on ‘The Silent Polluters’ by Koren 
Shadmi and ‘Always’ by Pez, 
analyse the concepts and themes 
shown in the art and discuss how 
abstract they are. Analyse both 
artworks and compare the two. 

Lesson 2: Know and 
understand how to sketch 
observational art taking 
inspiration from both Pez 
and Koren Shadmi. 

Lesson 3: Discuss the issues 
that the world faces that 
could be portrayed through 
art. Design and sketch a 
drawing inside a plastic 
bottle representing a world 
issue. 

Lesson 4: Focusing on 
the ‘Silent Polluters’, 
Sketch the bottom half 
of face from a taken 
photograph.  
 

Lesson 5: Finishing a final piece, add 
sketches which communicate emotion 
above the bottom half of the face. 
Know, understand and discuss the 
emotion within their own art and the 
issue they have shown. 

Notes:  
Specific art from the two artists 
have been chosen – children will 
not research or look into their 
backgrounds.  

Notes: 
Pez – sketch plastic bottles 
Koren Shadmi – scrunched 
up piece of paper 

Notes: 
 

Notes: 
 

Notes: 
 

Key Vocabulary  

To be added 
 

    

Key skills throughout unit 

 Understand what a specific artist is trying to achieve in any given situation 

 Understand why art can be very abstract and what message the artist is trying to convey 
  
 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Art Unit: 2 – Painting/Printing Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artists: M.C Esher 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to create a repeating pattern using 
sponges, vegetables and fruit (Y1) 
Know how to mix paint to create all the 
secondary colours (Y2) 
Know how to create brown with paint (Y2) 
Know how to create tints with paint by adding 
white and know how to create tones by 
adding black (Y2) 
Know how to create a printed piece of art by 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use 
them to review and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques: 
including painting and printing 
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

To use a range of techniques to record their 
observations in sketchbooks, journals and other 
media as a basis for exploring their ideas (KS3) 
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pressing, rolling, rubbing and stamping (Y2) 
Know where each of the primary and 
secondary colours sit on the colour wheel (Y3)  
Create all the colours they need (Y4) 
Use shading to create mood and feeling (Y4)  
Use a wide range of techniques (Y4) 
Know how to print onto different materials 
using at least four different colours (Y4) 
Create a range of moods in their paintings 
using media and painting techniques (Y5) 
Print using a number of colours onto different 
materials (Y5) 
Know how to create an accurate print design 
following given criteria (Y5) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

 

 Use a wide range of techniques (anamorphis) 

 Explain why they have chosen specific painting techniques 

 Know how to overprint using different colours 

 Know which media to use to create maximum impact 

Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce M.C Esher and a number of 
his art pieces. Know and understand the terms 
‘anamorphis’ and ‘tessellations’ within art and 
what effect they have. Use different shapes to 
practice different types of tessellations. 

Lesson 2: Design a tessellation art piece 
and using Styrofoam pieces, create a relief 
print using a range of overprinted colours. 
Know and discuss why certain designs may 
not work when on Styrofoam. 

Lesson 3: Experiment with 
anamorphis and follow a 
grid, drawing anamorphic 
designs. Use mirrored foil 
cylinders to show designs. 

Lesson 4: Draw an anamorphic 3D 
hole. Use a range of painting 
techniques and evaluate the 
different effects. 

Notes:  
 

Notes:  
Children could design tessellation before 
moving onto Styrofoam piece. 

Notes:  
Square grid used on both 
anamorphic design and 
blank paper – children to use 
squares to help draw the 
sketch carefully. 

Notes: 
Children could draw multiple small 
anamorphic holes and using 
different painting techniques to 
show colour – which shows the 
best effect? 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Key Vocabulary  

Anamorphis 
Tessellation 
Shapes 
Illusion 

Relief 
Overprint 
Colour 
Tessellation 
Styrofoam 

Sketch 
Foil 
Cylinder 
Anamorphis 
Illusion 

Anamorphic 
Three Dimensional 
Colour 
Techniques 
Evaluate 

Key skills throughout unit 

Explain the reasons why a design may need to be changed when creating a final piece 
  

 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Art Unit: 3 - Sculpture Subject Leaders: A Barnett 
 

Focus Artists: Alan Wolfson 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Know how to cut, roll and coil a range 
of materials including malleable 
materials (Y1)  
Know how to make and join simple 
clay products (Y2) 
Create sculptures which are life size 
(Y3) 
Know how to sculpt clay and other 
mouldable materials (Y4)  
Know how to sculpt clay and other 
mouldable materials (Y5) 

To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review 
and revisit ideas 
To improve their mastery of art and design techniques:  
Know about great artists, architects and designers in history 
 

To increase their proficiency in the handling 
of different materials (KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  

See each lesson  
 

 

Objectives – from our Long Term Planning (Quest 1) 

Create models which are a range of different scales 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be populated by teachers, as they begin to use the curriculum – subject leader to then update half-termly. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Introduce Experiment Design Create 

Lesson 1: Introduce the work of Alan 
Wolfson and research the background 
behind his work. Know and 
understand the setting of Manhattan 
and what the buildings and subways 
look like there.  

Lesson 2: Create own sketches of Alan 
Wolfson sculptures using his work for 
inspiration. Look at own metro and 
train stations locally and compare the 
two. Create a mood board of different 
buildings created by Alan Wolfson 

Lesson 3: Using SketchUp software/apps, 
choose a sculpture designed by Alan 
Wolfson and design own set of 
Manhattan buildings based on his work.  
Use mood board from previous lesson. 

Lesson 4: Using cardboard, paper and 
card, children to create their buildings 
design in the style of Alan Wolfson. 
 

Notes:  
Can the children recognise through 
photographs which is the real 
Manhattan street and which is the 
model? 

Notes: 
 

Notes: 
SketchUp Software to be added to 
computers or iPads. 

Notes: 
If available or appropriate, plastic 
sheets can be used and ordered. 

Key Vocabulary  

Manhattan 
Suburbs 
Subways 
Research 
Sculpture 
Miniature 

Mood board 
Ideas 
Sketch 

Design 
Plan 
3D – Three Dimensional 
App 
Software 

Create 
Mould 
Cut 
Model 
Edit 
Evaluate 

Key skills throughout unit 

Understand what a specific artist is trying to achieve in any given situation 
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10. Computing Medium-Term Planning 
 

 
 
 

Our high-quality Computing curriculum will equip the children with the knowledge, 
understanding and hands-on skills they need, to enable them to make sense of 
digital technology and to use it productively, appropriately and safely.  
 
Our curriculum ensures that pupils:  
 

 Know that digital technology is embedded in many aspects of life – not just in the 
iPad they hold but also – for example - in the washing machine in the kitchen, the 
TV in the front room and within the systems that control airline flight paths or 
the ticketing systems at the local theatre or football club! 

 Know how to use digital technology as a useful tool – for example to control a 
device, to carry out research, to communicate, to organise, to draw, to make 
music or movies, to solve mathematical and technical problems, and to create a 
document. 

 Gain an understanding of computer science, including computational thinking, 
programming and algorithms. 

 

Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for Computing, our Long and 
Medium Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘Computing in Action Case Studies’, 
are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Computing-ICT/  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Computing-ICT/
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Computing – Reception 
Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1  Spring 2  

Experiments with and operates 
simple equipment 

 Appropriate computer software Video recording and photos Information from digital devices 

Key skills and knowledge: 
 Recognise purposes for using 

technology in school and at home 

 Recognise text, images and sound when 
using ICT 

 Develop an interest in ICT by using age 
appropriate websites or programs 

Key skills and knowledge: 
 Use simple software to make things 

happen 

 Develop an interest in ICT by using age 
appropriate websites or programs 

 Press buttons on a floor robot and talk 
about the movements 

Key skills and knowledge: 
 Use a camera or sound recorder to 

collect photos or sound 

 Recognise text, images and sound when 
using ICT 

Key skills and knowledge: 
 Be aware that the Internet can be used 

to find things out. 

 Be aware that information can be in 
different forms, e.g., video, pictures and 
sound, as well as text. 

Key Experiences: 
 Use an interactive whiteboard for mark-

making. 

 Role play area with a range of 
technology, both functioning and model 
/ broken devices, or a variety of 
electronic toys, such as remote 
controlled cars, walkie-talkies as part of 
continuous provision. 

 Control a range of ‘toys’ using remote 
controls. 

 

Key Experiences: 
 Using a codeapillar to navigate from 

one point to another, e.g. between 
locations from core texts or between 
characters. 

 Control a range of ‘toys’ using remote 
controls. 

 Accessing age appropriate apps on 
iPads, e.g. Doodle Buddy – creating 
their own pictures. 

Key Experiences: 
 Interact with and explore their 

environment using multimedia 
equipment, including digital cameras, 
video cameras, microscopes, webcams 
and visualisers to capture still and 
moving images.  

 With help, play back captured still or 
moving images, becoming familiar with 
the control buttons, e.g., using play, 
stop and pause. 

 Take photographs of shapes round the 
school. 

Key Experiences: 
 Use a shortcut such as an icon on the 

desktop to navigate to a specific 
website.  

 Explore a given internet page to find 
out information. 

 In guided or shared reading, use an 
online or multimedia book and talk 
about how it compares to a paper-
based book.  
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Birth to 5 Matters: 
• Knows how to operate simple 
equipment, e.g. turns on CD player, uses a 
remote control, can navigate touch-
capable technology with support(range 5) 
• Shows an interest in technological toys 
with knobs or pulleys, real objects such as 
cameras, and touchscreen devices such as 
mobile phones and tablets(range 5) 
• Shows skill in making toys work by 
pressing parts or lifting flaps to achieve 
effects such as sound, movements or new 
images (range 5) 
• Develops digital literacy skills by being 
able to access, understand and interact 
with a range of technologies (range 6) 

Birth to 5 Matters: 
• Knows that information can be retrieved 
from digital devices and the internet(range 
5) 
• Can use the internet with adult 
supervision to find and retrieve 
information of interest to them (range 6) 

Birth to 5 Matters: 
•Completes a simple program on 
electronic devices (range 6) 
• Uses ICT hardware to interact with age 
appropriate computer software (range 6) 

Birth to 5 Matters: 
• Can create content such as a video 
recording, stories, and/or draw a picture 
on screen (range 6) 

Online Safety Strands 
Self-Image and Identity & Online 
Relationships 
 I can recognise, online or offline, that 

anyone can say ‘no’ / ‘please stop’ / ‘I’ll 
tell’ / ‘I’ll ask’ to somebody who asks 
me to do something that makes me feel 
sad, embarrassed or upset. 

 I can recognise some ways in which the 
internet can be used to communicate. 

 I can give examples of how I (might) use 
technology to communicate with 
people I know. 

Online Safety Strand - Online Bullying 
 
 I can describe ways that some people 

can be unkind online. 

 I can offer examples of how this can 
make others feel. 

 

Online Safety Strands - Online 
Reputation 
 
 I can identify ways that I can put 

information on the internet. 

Online Safety Strand - Managing 
Online Information 
 
 I can talk about how to use the internet 

as a way of finding information online. 

 I can identify devices I could use to 
access information on the internet. 
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Year group: Reception Summer 1 Introduction to a keyboard and mouse Subject Leader: V Mitchell 

Prior linked knowledge Birth to 5 Matters curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Understanding the World – Technology – 
Range 5 
• Knows how to operate simple equipment, 

e.g. turns on CD player, uses a remote 
control, can navigate touch-capable 
technology with support(range 5) 

• Shows an interest in technological toys with 
knobs or pulleys, real objects such as 
cameras, and touchscreen devices such as 
mobile phones and tablets(range 5) 

• Shows skill in making toys work by pressing 
parts or lifting flaps to achieve effects such 
as sound, movements or new images 
(range 5) 

Understanding the World – Technology – Range 6 
 Uses ICT hardware to interact with age appropriate 

computer software. 

 Can create content such as a video recording, stories, 
and/or draw a picture on screen. 

 Develops digital literacy skills by being able to access, 
understand and interact with a range of technologies. 

Year 1 - Mouse and Keyboard Skills 
 To learn how to use the mouse and keyboard effectively:  

 To learn how to move the mouse and left clicking to select an 
object. 

 To drag and drop with the mouse.  

 To find letters on a keyboard and begin touch typing with home 
row keys. 

Resources Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Lesson 1: mouse, stickers. Click the mouse song: https://youtu.be/JgNTSt3pGdY  
Lesson 2: keyboard 
Lesson 3: computer, keyboard and mouse 
Lesson 4: http://boowakwala.uptoten.com/kids/  
boowakwala-homefirstclicks.html  
Lesson 5: jelly bods on software dock 
Lesson 6: https://www.digipuzzle.net/digipuzzle  
/kids puzzles/puzzle_jigsaw.htm?language=english &linkback=.. /../../main/kids/index.htm  

Privacy and Security 
 I can identify some simple examples of my personal information 

(e.g. name, address, birthday, age, location). 

 I can describe who would be trustworthy to share this 
information with; I can explain why they are trusted. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1  
What is a mouse and 
what is its function? 
To name a mouse. To 
know what a mouse is 
and how to use it. 
Explore the scroll wheel 
and left click function. 
 
 

Lesson 2  
What is a keyboard and 
what is its function? 
To name a keyboard. To 
know what a keyboard 
is and how to use it. 

Lesson 3  
Switch on and log-on 
 
To switch on and log 
onto a computer with 
support. 

Lesson 4  
Hover & Click 
 
To use the left click on a 
mouse to click a 
target/picture on the 
screen. 

Lesson 5 
Paint by Colours 
 
To explore and develop 
their mouse skills by 
clicking on a picture to 
paint by colours. 

Lesson 6 
Jigsaw 
 
To use the mouse to rearrange jigsaw 
pieces on screen. 

https://youtu.be/JgNTSt3pGdY
http://boowakwala.uptoten.com/kids/boowakwala-homefirstclicks.html
http://boowakwala.uptoten.com/kids/boowakwala-homefirstclicks.html
https://www.digipuzzle.net/digipuzzle/kids%20/puzzles/puzzle_jigsaw.htm?language=english&linkback=..%20/../../main/kids/index.htm
https://www.digipuzzle.net/digipuzzle/kids%20/puzzles/puzzle_jigsaw.htm?language=english&linkback=..%20/../../main/kids/index.htm
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Key vocabulary 
Mouse 
Scroll wheel 
Click 
Left click 
Screen  
Computer  

Keyboard 
Computer 
Keys 
Letters 
Numbers  
Enter key 

Keyboard 
Computer 
Keys 
Letters 
Numbers 
Switch on  
Log on 
Enter key 

Mouse 
Scroll wheel 
Click 
Left click 
Screen  
Computer 

Mouse 
Scroll wheel 
Click 
Left click 
Screen  
Computer 

Mouse 
Scroll wheel 
Click 
Left click 
Screen  
Computer 
Drag/move 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Begin to use a keyboard and develop familiarity with important keys.  

 Begin to use a mouse and be aware of its function. 

 Use a mouse to rearrange objects and pictures on a screen 

 Develop mouse control through simple activities on-screen including click-and-drag, drag-and-drop. 
 
 

Year group:  Reception Summer 2 Applying Mouse Skills Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge Birth to 5 Matters curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Understanding the World – Technology – 
Range 5 
• Knows how to operate simple equipment, e.g. 

turns on CD player, uses a remote control, can 
navigate touch-capable technology with 
support(range 5) 

• Shows an interest in technological toys with 
knobs or pulleys, real objects such as cameras, 
and touchscreen devices such as mobile 
phones and tablets(range 5) 

• Shows skill in making toys work by pressing 
parts or lifting flaps to achieve effects such as 
sound, movements or new images (range 5) 

Understanding the World – Technology – Range 6 
 Uses ICT hardware to interact with age appropriate 

computer software. 

 Can create content such as a video recording, stories, 
and/or draw a picture on screen. 

 Develops digital literacy skills by being able to access, 
understand and interact with a range of technologies. 

Year 1 - Mouse and Keyboard Skills 
 To learn how to use the mouse and keyboard effectively:  

 To learn how to move the mouse and left clicking to select an 
object. 

 To drag and drop with the mouse.  

 To find letters on a keyboard and begin touch typing with 
home row keys. 

Year 1 - Mouse and Keyboard Skills 
 To change the background colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position images on a page. 

 To type and position text on a page. 

 To add text to label images. 

 To use word banks to write sentences about images. 

Resources Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Lesson 1: computer, software dock 
Lesson 2 & Lesson 3: 2 Infant video toolkit – 2Paint 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & Copyright and 
Ownership 
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Lessons 4-6: Tux Paint 
 

 I can identify rules that help keep us safe and healthy in and 
beyond the home when using technology. 

 I can give some simple examples of these rules. 

 I know that work I create belongs to me. 

 I can name my work so that others know it belongs to me. 
Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1  
Using the dock 

Recall how to switch on and log on. 
To find an age appropriate software 
program on the dock. 

Lessons 2 & 3 
It’s Me 

To use a simple paint program to draw a 
digital picture of their face.  
To use the keyboard to label their picture. 
To type their name and age under their 
picture. 

Lessons 4 & 5 
Tux Paint Introduction 

To become familiar with the simple paint 
package Tux Paint. 
To explore and experiment with changing 
the background of a canvas in Tux Paint. 
To explore and experiment with the 
stamper function. 

Lesson 6 
Tux Paint  

To create a themed picture using the 
paintbrush function and recalling skills 
learned in previous two lessons (changing 
background and using stampers). 

Key vocabulary  
Computer 
Keyboard 
Mouse 
Switch on 
Log on 
Enter Key 
Dock 
Program  

Computer 
Keyboard 
Mouse 
Switch on 
Log on 
Enter Key 
Keys 
Paintbrush 
Colours  
Bucket  
Letters 
Numbers  

Computer 
Keyboard 
Mouse 
Switch on 
Log on 
Enter Key 
Keys 
Background colour 
Stamper  
 

Computer 
Keyboard 
Mouse 
Switch on 
Log on 
Enter Key 
Keys 
Background colour 
Stamper  
Paintbrush 
Colours  
Bucket  

Key skills throughout unit 
 Begin to use a keyboard and develop familiarity with important keys. 

 Explore options and make choices with toys, software and websites. 

 Use simple software to make things happen. 

 Use paint programs to create pictures. 
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Year group: 1 Autumn 1 iLearn2 Unit: Mouse & Keyboard Skills Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

EYFS Understanding the World – 
Technology – Range 6 

 Uses ICT hardware to interact with 
age appropriate computer software. 

 Develops digital literacy skills by 
being able to access, understand and 
interact with a range of technologies. 

 use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and 
retrieve digital content. 

Y3 Document Editing: 

 To copy and paste text and images. 

 To find and replace words. 

 To format text for a purpose. 

 To edit images inside documents. 
 

Resources Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected World/Project Evolve): 

iLearn2 used for all lessons in addition to: 
Lesson 1: video on iLearn2 & abcya.com 
Lesson 2: abcya.com 
Lesson 3: code.org 
Lesson 4: abcya.com 
Lesson 5: bbc dance mat typing 

Self-image and Identity & Online Relationships 

 If something happens that makes me feel sad, worried, uncomfortable or 
frightened I can give examples of when and how to speak to an adult I can 
trust. 

 I can give examples of when I should ask permission to do something online 
and explain why this is important. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Mouse & Trackpad - video 
To know what a mouse is and 
does. 
Improving Accuracy (dot-to-
dot) 
To know what a mouse is, 
does and how to use it with 
increased accuracy. 
To connect the dots to make a 
picture, using the mouse. 

Lesson 2 - Click & Drag 
To know that a mouse can 
click and drag. 
To click and drag items to 
make a house. 
 

Lesson 3 - Puzzles 
To confidently know a 
mouse’s function. 
To use mouse skills to 
complete simple puzzles.  
 

Lesson 4 - Find letters on a 
keyboard 
To know there are 
letters/numbers on a 
keyboard. 
To be able to find specific 
letters on a keyboard.  
 

Lesson 5 - Home row keys 
To know what touch typing 
means. 
To begin to learn the basics of 
typing on the keyboard, trying 
to use all fingers to type the 
keys, following the character’s 
lead. 

Key vocabulary 

Trackpad, Mouse, Typing 
Control, Cursor (arrow),  
Selecting, Moving, Buttons 
Left button, Right button 
Scroll wheel, Drag Gestures, 

Click 
Drag 
Arrow 
Drop 
Left 

Click 
Drag 
Arrow 
Drop 
Left 

Keyboard 
Letters 
Numbers 
Keys 
Type 

Keyboard 
Home row keys 
Letters 
Colon 
Semi colon 
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Mouse, Left button, Arrow, 
Select, Click 

Right 
 

Right 
 

 
 

Space bar 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To learn how to use the mouse and keyboard effectively: 

 Mouse skills; move mouse, left/right click, drag and drop. 

 Typing skills; Find letters on keyboard and begin touch typing with home row keys 

 
 

Year group: 1 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Digital Art Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

EYFS Understanding the World – 
Technology – Range 6 

 Can create content such as a 
video recording, stories, and/or 
draw a picture on screen. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise and manipulate 
digital content. 

Year 2: Digital Art 

 Use lines and fill tools to make interesting 
patterns. 

 Add a variety of shapes (outlines and fill) and 
label them with text.  

 Re-create a graphic using pixels of different 
colours. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons: iLearn2 & digipuzzle  Look at examples of a range of 
mosaics – real and digital. 

 Show the children a range of digital 
art, including mosaics, with 
recognisable characters. 

 Art – creating a digital piece 
of art. 

 

Online Bullying  

 I can describe how to behave online in ways that 
do not upset others and can give examples. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 - Mosaics 
To know what a mosaic is. To be able 
to create a digital mosaic with pixels 
on a computer.  

Lesson 2 - Animals 
To apply their digital art skills to a 
mosaic with more pixels, creating a 
mosaic picture of an animal. To know 
that in order to increase my accuracy 
that I need to work on my mosaic one 
row at a time. 
 

Lesson 3 - Game characters 
To apply and consolidate skills learned 
to create a mosaic of a recognisable 
game character. 

Lesson 4 - Cartoons 
To apply and consolidate skills learned 
to create a mosaic of a recognisable 
cartoon character. 
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Key vocabulary 

Digital art 
Pixels 
Mosaic 
Row 
Copy 

Digital art 
Pixels 
Mosaic 
Row 
Copy 

Digital art 
Pixels 
Mosaic 
Row 
Copy 

Digital art 
Pixels 
Mosaic 
Row 
Copy 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Change the colour of individual pixels to accurately re-create basic artwork. 

 Make changes where required. 

 Change the colour of individual pixels to accurately re-create detailed artwork. 
 
 

Year group:  1 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: Recognise uses of ICT Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

EYFS – Understanding the 
World – Technology, Range 
6: 

 Develops digital literacy 
skills by being able to 
access, understand and 
interact with a range of 
technologies. 

 
 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve 
digital content. 

Year 1 Introduce Programming 

 To understand sequence and algorithms. 

 To sequence instructions (commands) to 
achieve an objective. 

 To use distances in commands. 

 To predict, write, execute and debug a 
simple program. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular Links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

iLearn2 used for all lessons 
in addition to: 
 
Lesson 1: iLearn2 video and 
computer hunt/pictures of a 
variety of objects and 
equipment 
Lesson 2: bbc go digital 

 Provide a range of different items 
from around home and school, can 
they find out which items are 
examples of computers. 

 Go on a computer treasure hunt 
around school. 

 English – simple recount of the 
computer treasure hunt around school. 

Online Reputation 

 I can recognise that information can stay 
online and could be copied. 

 I can describe what information I should 
not put online without asking a trusted 
adult first. 
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website  
Lesson 3: abcya.com and 
unplugged computer spotter 
sheet 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What are computers and what do we use them for? 
To know what a computer is, how we can recognise 
them and how they are used to help us. 
Computer Treasure Hunt 
To watch the video to learn how we can recognise 
computers. 
To be able to recognise a computer and to find some 
examples of these in school. 

Lesson 2 - Computer Spotter 
To be able to identify examples of computers in a 
variety of settings and scenarios using the computer 
spotter website.  

Lesson 3 - Activity 4 – Find the Technology 
To find out more about what a variety of computers 
and technology do. To be able to recognise a range 
of technology through a game and through an 
unplugged activity. 

Key vocabulary 

Computer 
Laptop 
PC 
Tablet/ipad 
Traffic light 
Calculator 
Microwave 
Smart plugs 
Beebot 
Program 
Documents 
Internet 
Microprocessor (small computer) 
Instructions 
Store instructions 
Memory 
 

Computer 
Laptop 
PC 
Tablet/ipad 
Traffic light 
Calculator 
Microwave 
LCD TV 
Mobile phone 
Program 
Microprocessor (small computer) 
Store instructions 
 

Computer 
Camera 
Device charging station 
Drone 
Headphones 
Keyboard 
Laptop 
Modem and router 
Monitor 
Mouse 
Printer 
Projector 
Smartphone 
Smart Speaker 
Smart watch 
Whiteboard 
Tablet 
USB flash drive 
Game console, Webcam 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Recognise common uses of technology beyond school. 

 Understand computers store and follow instructions. 

 Spot digital technology in school or at home. 

 Find a piece of computer equipment amongst day to day objects and choose the correct definition. 

 Understand how different technology helps us. 

 
 
 

Year group:  1 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: Text and Images Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

EYFS – Understanding the 
World – Technology, Range 
6: 

 Can create content such 
as a video recording, 
stories, and/or draw a 
picture on screen. 

 Develops digital literacy 
skills by being able to 
access, understand and 
interact with a range of 
technologies. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate 
and retrieve digital content. 

Year 2 E Book Creation 

 To add a book cover with title, author, colour and 
image. 

 To add multiple pages based on a theme. 

 To add text on different pages. 

 To insert images on different pages to match the 
theme/text 

 To add voice recordings to match the text and 
theme. 

Resources Possible 
hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular Links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Resources for use on a 
desktop (resource differs if 
using an iPad) 
 
iLearn2 used for all lessons 
in addition to: 
Lesson 1&2: abcya – colour, 

 To use images from a 
Where’s Wally book. 

 Children to have a 
flower/plant in the 
classroom to use as a 
stimulus. 

 Science – Labelling images of an animal or 
plant 

 D&T – Sequencing a process or creating a 
design 

Managing Online Information 

 I can give examples of how to find information using 
digital technologies, e.g. search engines, voice 
activated searching. 

 I know/understand that we can encounter a range 
of things online including things we like as don’t like 
as well as things which are real or make believe/a 
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paint and draw 
Lesson 3: jit - paint  

joke. 

 I know how to get help from a trusted adult if we 
see content that makes us feel sad, uncomfortable 
worried or frightened. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Where’s Wally  
To create a find and discover (Where’s Wally style) 
page using colours, pictures and text. To use in paint 
software to add multiple images. To be able to add 
text to provide instructions. 

Lesson 2  
Label images with text  
To add and label shape stickers in a paint program. 
To use a paint program to add and label images 
linked to a common theme. 

Lesson 3  
Word Banks  
To use a word bank tool when writing sentences 
about pictures. To use the keyboard to type a 
sentence to match a picture. To use a digital word 
bank for support. 

Key vocabulary 

Background 
People 
Resize 
Position 
Add/insert 
 

Insert 
Image 
Label 
Text  

Keyboard 
Keys 
Letters 
Space 
Type 
Word bank 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Change the background colour of a page. 

 Add, resize and position images on a page. 

 Type and position text on a page. 

 Label pictures with text. 

 Use word banks to write sentences about images. 
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Year group: 1 Summer 1 iLearn2 Unit: 3D Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

EYFS Understanding the World – 
Technology – Range 6 

 Uses ICT hardware to interact 
with age appropriate computer 
software. 

 Can create content such as a 
video recording, stories, and/or 
draw a picture on screen. 

 Develops digital literacy skills by 
being able to access, 
understand and interact with a 
range of technologies. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise and manipulate 
digital content. 

Year 3 3D Design  

 To understand and use 3D space on a grid. 

 To re-create or design familiar 3D models using 
cubes, such as tables and chairs. 

 To use chisel tool to improve and adapt models. 

 To colour individual blocks or whole models. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

iLearn2 used for all lessons in 
addition to: 
Lesson 1: PBSkids.org 
Lesson 2: abcya.com 
Lesson 3: citycreator.com 
Lesson 4: abcya.com 

 Teacher to use a photo/visit 
from their pet to design the 
shelter for.  

 Design and Technology: the 
importance of your design and 
selecting components for your 
product 

Privacy and Security 

 I can explain how passwords can be used to protect 
information, accounts and devices. 

 I can recognise more detailed examples of 
information that is personal to someone (e.g. 
where someone lives and goes to school, family 
names). 

 I can explain why it is important to always ask a 
trusted adult before sharing any personal 
information online, belonging to myself or others. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 - Design an animal shelter 
To change the colour and pattern of a 
design.  
To design an animal shelter. 

Lesson 2 - Design a treehouse 
To be able to carefully position objects 
on a design and to move and rotate 
objects. 
To design a treehouse. 

Lesson 3 - Design a City 
To be able to carefully position objects 
on a design, considering the position 
of all other objects on the design. 
To design a city. 

Lesson 4 - Design a robot 
To insert and adjust objects on a 
design, including; resizing, rotating and 
flipping them. 
To design a robot. 
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Key vocabulary 

Design 
Colour 
Pattern 
 

Design 
Position 
Move 
Rotate 
 

Design 
Position 
 

Resize 
Rotate 
Flip 
Arrange 
In front 
Behind 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Change the colour and pattern of elements.  

 Position and rotate objects on a design. 

 Position objects in relation to each other. 

 Resize, rotate, flip and arrange objects behind/in front of each other. 

 
 

Year group:  1 Summer 2 iLearn2 Unit: Coding – Introduce Programming Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

EYFS Understanding the 
World – Technology – 
Range 6 

 Completes a simple 
program on electronic 
devices  

 Uses ICT hardware to 
interact with age 
appropriate computer 
software 

 Understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as 
programs on digital devices; and that programs execute by following 
precise and unambiguous instructions. 

 Create and debug simple programs. 

 Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs. 

Year 2 Scratch Jr Programming 

 Program movements using loops (repetition) 

 Program outputs for audio or text 

 Find errors in a program (debug) 

 Program Inputs (touch or clicking) 

 Program selection/conditions (if one sprite hits 
another) 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

iLearn2 used for all lessons 
in addition to: 
Lesson 1: iLearn2 video & 
bt codeacake 
Lesson 2: j2e – turtle 
Lesson 3: code monkey & 

 Application of coding skills 
through use of the code-a-
pillars and beebots. 

 Sandwich bot. 

 English – writing and following instructions, 
sequencing instructions, following pictorial plans 
to complete simple tasks, to predict what might 
happen if given instructions are inaccurate, 
storytelling – the map of a story, playing games 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & 
Copyright and Ownership 

 I can explain rules to keep myself safe 
when using technology both in and 
beyond the home. 

 I can explain why work I create using 
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digipuzzle (or beebot 
unplugged) 
Lesson 4: j2e – turtle 
Lesson 5: code monkey, 
code.org, codeforlife.org 
 

e.g. ‘Simon Says’. 

 Geography – maps, plan a route. 

 Maths – positional language, sequencing 
numbers. Numbered instructions that are 
‘jumbled up’. Visualise and use everyday 
language to describe the position of objects, 
direction and distance when moving them, e.g. 
when moving and placing objects on a game 
board. Following and giving instructions involving 
position, direction and movement. 

technology belongs to me. 
 I can say why it belongs to me (e.g. ‘I 

designed it’ or ‘I filmed it’). 

 I can save my work so that others 
know it belongs to me (e.g. filename, 
name on content). 

 I understand that work created by 
others does not belong to me even if I 
save a copy. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Let’s Start Programming and 
Bake a Cake 
To know that instructions 
need to be carried out in the 
correct order.  
To sequence the instructions 
in order to be able to bake a 
cake. 

Lesson 2  
Directions 
To use direction arrows to 
move the wolf to move 
around different houses.  

Lesson 3  
Predicting, sequencing, 
executing and debugging 
To use arrow blocks and 
beebot buttons to program a 
character to move to a set 
destination. To be able to 
debug a program if necessary. 
Challenge with distances 
To predict a route and 
sequence distance commands 
to program an on-screen 
object to achieve an objective. 

Lesson 4  
Shapes 
To be able to program a sprite 
to create a 2D shape. 

Lessons 5 & 6  
Code Blocks  
To sequence code blocks, 
including movement and 
execute to write a program to 
achieve an objective. 
To use code blocks to help the 
beaver fix his dam. To use 
different code blocks to get 
the van to the house. 

Key vocabulary  

Digital  
Programming 
program 
Sequence 
Instructions  
Correct order 
Algorithm 
Debug 
Predict 

Program 
Direction 
Direction arrows 
Forward 
Back 
Turn left 
Turn right 
Sequence 
Predict 

Program 
Arrow code blocks 
Sequence 
Target 
Avoid 

Sprite 
Program 
Arrows 
Square 
Equal sides 
Repeat 
Remove 
Command 
 

Code Blocks 
Sequence 
Start block 
Play icon 
Execute 
Move forward block 
Turn code block  
Code 
East (right) 
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execute  North (up) 
Run 
Program 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Place instructions into the correct order (sequence) to make something work.  

 Use direction arrows to move an on-screen object (character/sprite) to achieve an objective. 

 Correct (debug) errors, if necessary.  

 Predict a route and sequence distance commands to program an on-screen object to achieve an objective.  

 Predict and sequence movement and pen commands to program the drawing of different 2D shapes.  

 Sequence code blocks, including movements and execute (start program) blocks to write a program to achieve an objective. 

 
 
 

Year group: 2 Autumn 1 iLearn2 Unit: Comic Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 1 Text and Images: 

 To change the background 
colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position 
images on a page. 

 To type and position text on a 
page. 

 To add text to label images 
 To use word banks to write 

sentences about images. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise and manipulate digital 
content. 

Year 3 Digital Storyboard & Comic Creation: 

 To add and edit backgrounds. 

 To add and edit characters, including changing 
posture, expression and clothing. 

 To add narration and speech bubbles, including 
formatting text. 

 To search for objects to use and to duplicate 
objects to match scenes. 

 To extend their comic to include a storyline. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

iLearn2 & make belief comix 
website 

 Explore a range of different 
comics – both printed and online. 
Explore their key features. 

 

 English: Create a comic based 
upon class text. 

 PSHE: Create a comic linked to 
current jigsaw piece, e.g. 
Healthy Me. 

 

Self Image and Identity & Online Relationships 

 I can explain how other people may look and 
act differently online and offline. 

 I can give examples of issues online that might 
make someone feel sad, worried, 
uncomfortable or frightened; I can give 
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examples of how they might get help. 

 I can give examples of how someone might use 
technology to communicate with others they 
don’t also know offline and explain why this 
might be risky (e.g. email, online gaming, a 
penpal in another school/country). 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Backgrounds To change the 
background of a comic. 
Characters: To insert characters into a 
comic 

Lesson 2  
Speech bubbles & Narration 
To add speech and narration to comic 
panels. 

Lesson 3  
Objects, stickers/words  
To add objects and stickers to comic 
panels.  

Lesson 4  
Edit comic 
To edit and refine a comic. 

Key vocabulary 

Comic 
Background  
Image 
Colour  
Character  
Move 
Arrange  
Scale 
Flip 
Delete 

Comic 
Speech 
Narration  
Panel  

Objects  
Stickers  
Panels 

Comic 
Character  
Move 
Arrange 
Scale 
Flip 
Delete 
Comic 
Speech 
Narration  
Panel 
Objects  
Stickers  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Add, resize and organise colour or picture backgrounds. 

 Add, resize, organise characters/objects to different panels. 

 Add narration using text and direct speech using speech bubbles. 
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Year group: 2 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Introduction to Animation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1 Text and Images 

 To change the background 
colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position 
images on a page. 

 To type and position text on 
a page. 

 To add text to label images 

 To use word banks to write 
sentences about images. 

Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and 
retrieve digital content. 

Year 4 Animation 
 To create a stop-motion video by duplicating slides that 

include backgrounds and shapes. 

 To create animation using transition and animation effects 
(morph, motion paths, pulse etc), including taking and 
editing a screenshot. 

 To animate individual elements of objects.  

 To create animated GIF files by animating pixels. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Lesson 1 – Puppet Pals 
iPad app 
Lessons 2 &3 : jit – 
animate 
Lessons 4 & 5 – I can 
animate ipad app 

 Explore examples of 
animations using chosen 
software. 

 Investigate features of 
chosen software. 

 English: Animate and retell a narrative from 
the class text. 

Online Bullying 

 I can explain what bullying is, how people may bully 
others and how bullying can make someone feel. 

 I can explain why anyone who experiences bullying 
is not to blame. 

 I can talk about how anyone experiencing bullying 
can get help. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
To use an ipad app to create a simple screen 
recording animation 
To be able to personalise an animation through 
changing their back ground and characters.  
To add voiceovers and use gestures to move and 
resize the characters. To be able to export the 
animation. 

Lessons 2 & 3 
To create an animation with multiple objects 
moving simultaneously 
To explore an animation creation website.  
To explore the different options and tools available to 
select from for their animation, including adding, 
moving and flipping objects.  
To skills learned to create an animated scene, linked 
to a class text. To add text to my animation to 
enhance the scene. 
 
 

Lessons 4 & 5 
To create a stop motion and time lapse animation 
To create a stop motion and time lapse animation on 
iPads, using I can animate app. 
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Key vocabulary 

Character  
Backdrop 
Background 
Image 
Photo 
Gestures 
Resize 
Flip 
Animate  
Export 
Save 

Frame 
Clone 
Direction 
Resize 
Text 
Speech bubble 
Character 
Background 
Flip 
Move 
 

Photo 
Green screen 
Move 
Onion skin effect 
Animation 
Undo 
Delete 
Copy 
Speed 
Frame  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Add a background and objects to a frame (including text) 

 Copy/clone a frame and move objects to create an animation, including flipping objects. 

 Create an animation with multiple objects moving simultaneously. 

 Create screen-recording animation. 

 Create stop-motion animation with photos. 

 
 
 
 

Year group:  2 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: Ebook Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1 Text and Images: 

 To change the background 
colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position 
images on a page. 

 To type and position text on 
a page. 

 To add text to label images 

 To use word banks to write 
sentences about images. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and 
retrieve digital content. 

Year 3 Digital Storyboard: 

 To add and edit backgrounds. 

 To add and edit characters, including changing 
posture, expression and clothing. 

 To add narration and speech bubbles, including 
formatting text. 

 To search for objects to use and to duplicate 
objects to match scenes. 
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Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons: writereader.com 
(can be accessed from Safari 
on an iPad) 
Lesson 1: iLearn2 video, 
unplugged storyboard 
designer and a range of 
ebooks. 

 Look at a range of ebooks, 
considering their content. 

 Information texts linked to subjects, e.g., 
Geography, History 
Instruction/explanation texts linked to 
subjects, e.g., Science, Design Technology 
or Computing. 

Online Reputation 

 I can explain how information put online about 
me can last for a long time. 

 I can describe how anyone’s online information 
could be seen by others. 

 I know who to talk to if something has been put 
online without consent or if it is incorrect. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 - What is an 
eBook? 
To know what an ebook 
is and to design their 
own. 

Lesson 2 - Begin ebook 
creation 
To know what each of 
the ebook creation tools 
do. To create a cover 
page, including a title, 
author, colour and 
image. 

Lesson 3 - Continue 
ebook creation 
To be able to add 
multiple pages. 
To create and edit text 
on the pages. 

Lesson 4 - Continue 
ebook creation 
To add text to match the 
chosen theme onto 
different ebook pages. 

Lesson 5 - Continue 
ebook creation 
To search the libray and 
add images to match the 
chosen theme onto 
different ebook pages. 
To create their own 
images. 

Lesson 6 - Complete 
ebook creation 
To add voice recordings 
to their pages.  

Key vocabulary 

Ebook 
Images 
Voice recording 
Title 
Cover page 
Author 
Pages 
Text 
 

Ebook 
Cover page 
Title 
Author 
Background colour 
Image 
 

Ebook 
Background colour 
Insert 
 
 

Insert 
Text 
Pages 
Ebook 
 

Ebook 
Insert 
Images 
Pages 
 

Ebook 
Pages 
Insert 
Voice recordings 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Add a book cover with title, author, colour and image. 

 Add multiple pages based on a theme. 

 Add text on different pages. 

 Add images on different pages to match the theme/text. 

 Add voice recordings to match the text and theme. 
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Year group: 2 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: Digital Art Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1: Digital Art 

 To create pictures linked to other 
topics, exploring different tools 
and to make changes where 
required. 

 To change the colour of individual 
pixels to accurately re-create 
basic artwork. 

 To change the colour of individual 
pixels to accurately re-create 
detailed artwork. 

Use technology purposefully to create, organise and manipulate digital 
content. 

Year 3: Digital Art 

 To create digital artwork using different thickness 
of lines and digital tools: 

 To use various lines and fill tools plus copy/paste 
and rotation to create pattern effects. 

 To use shapes, fill, copy/paste, zoom and flip to 
create reflective symmetry effects. 

 To use stamps, copy/paste, layers 
and multiple frames to create animated GIF 
computer graphics. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 
and the PixilArt website 

 Show the children some 
examples of Mondrian’s 
artwork. 

 Children to explore 
examples of pixel art – can 
they recognise who it is. 

 

 Art: Creating a digital work of art. 

 Maths: Creating symmetrical pictures, 
creating and labelling 2D shapes. 

 Science: Creating a healthy plate of food. 

Managing Online Information 

 I can use simple keywords in search engines. 

 I can demonstrate how to navigate a simple 
webpage to get to information I need (e.g. home, 
forward, back buttons; links, tabs and sections). 

 I can explain the difference between things that 
are imaginary, ‘made up’ or ‘make believe’ and 
things that are ‘true’ or ‘real’. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Pixel Art 
To recreate a graphic of a recognisable 
cartoon character using appropriate 
colours in PixilArt. 

Lesson 2  
Mondrian Artwork 
To create lines on a grid and to fill in 
the squares using the fill tool, creating 
their own Mondrian style artwork. 

Lesson 3  
Shapes and Text 
To add a variety of shapes to their 
artwork. To use the text tool to label 
their shapes. 

Lesson 4  
Plate of Food 
To create a plate of healthy food, using 
a variety of shapes and colours and 
include text labels. 

Key vocabulary 

Digital Art 
Pixels 
Page size 
Fill 

Digital art 
Drawing 
Editor 
Tools 

Pixels 
Side tools 
Border 
Click and drag 

Pixels 
Side tools 
Border 
Click and drag 
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Undo button Canvas 
Pixels 
Undo button 
Click and drag 
Line  
Grid  
Fill colours 
 

Fill 
Palette  
Rubber tool 
Undo button 
Label 
Text tool 

Fill 
Palette  
Rubber tool 
Undo button 
Label 
Text tool 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Use lines and fill tools to make interesting patterns. 

 Add a variety of shapes (outlines and fill) and label them with text. 

 Re-create a graphic using pixels of different colours. 
 
 
 

Year group: 2 Summer 1 iLearn2 Unit: Data Handling Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 1 Text and Images: 
 To change the background 

colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position 
images on a page. 

 To type and position text on a 
page. 

 To add text to label images 

 To use word banks to write 
sentences about images. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise and manipulate digital 
content. 

Year 4: Data Handling: 

 To change appearance of cells in a spreadsheet 
(fill colour and border) then add and align text. 

 To find and add data to a spreadsheet, resize 
cells and use the software to create a suitable 
chart with a title. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

iLearn2 used for all lessons, in 
addition to: 
 
Lesson 1: iLearn2 video & 
unplugged tally sheet 

 Using the ‘unplugged’ activity 
where the children survey their 
friends about their favourite 
animal/food etc. 

 

 Maths –Statistics: creating 
pictograms, block graphs and 
answering questions based on 
the presented data. 

Privacy and Security 

 I can describe how online information about 
me could be seen by others. 

 I can explain and give examples of what is 
meant by ‘private’ and ‘keeping things private’. 
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Lesson 2: jit – pictogram 
Lesson 3: jit - chart 

 I can describe and explain some rules for 
keeping personal information private (e.g. 
creating and protecting passwords). 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
‘Unplugged’ Activity: Understand the word ‘data’ 
and collect data as a tally 
To watch the video to understand what ‘data’ is. To 
collect data by surveying my friends. To represent 
their own data as a tally in a table. 

Lesson 2  
Present data as a pictogram 
To present their data in a pictogram. To use the 
available tools to label the pictogram. 
 

Lesson 3  
Create a chart/graph for different types of data 
To use the available tools to edit a table. To create a 
chart or graph. To be able to choose the correct 
chart to represent different data. 

Key vocabulary 

Data 
Tally  
 

Tally 
Data 
Pictogram  
Label 

Data 
Bar Chart 
Pie chart 
Line Graph 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Understand what data is and collect it as a tally.  

 Use software to label a pictogram and add data to each column. 

 Edit a table with correct titles and numbers. 

 Use software to create a bar chart/pie chart/line chart suitable for the data. 

 Interpret a pictogram/bar chart/line chart. 

 
 
 

Year group:  2 Summer 2 Unit: Scratch Jr Programming Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 1: Introduce Programming 
 To place instructions into the correct order 

(sequence) to make something work.  
 To use direction arrows to move an on-screen 

object (character/sprite) to achieve an objective. 
 To correct (debug) errors, if necessary.  
 To predict a route and sequence distance 

commands to program an on-screen object to 

 Understand what algorithms are; how they are 
implemented as programs on digital devices; and 
that programs execute by following precise and 
unambiguous instructions. 

 Create and debug simple programs. 

 Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of 
simple programs. 

Year 3 Scratch Programming 

 Design, write and debug programs that 
accomplish specific goals (including outputs) 

 Use repetition in programs. 

 Work with various forms of inputs; keyboard, 
mouse and touch screen. 

 Write programs to stimulate physical systems. 
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achieve an objective.  
 To predict and sequence movement and pen 

commands to program the drawing of different 2D 
shapes.  

 To sequence code blocks, including movements and 
execute (start program) blocks to write a program 
to achieve an objective. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities  

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 
and Scratch Jr 
(software on computer 
or iPad app) 

Unplugged lesson 1 – using a 
soft toy/character of their 
choosing and paper code 
blocks. 

 English: writing and following instructions, 
sequencing instructions, following pictorial plans 
to complete simple tasks, to predict what might 
happen if given instructions are inaccurate, 
storytelling – the map of a story. Retelling 
stories, sequencing events. 

 Geography: maps, planning routes. 

 Maths – positional language, sequencing 
numbers. Numbered instructions that are 
‘jumbled up’. Visualise and use everyday 
language to describe the position of objects, 
direction and distance when moving them, e.g. 
when moving and placing objects on a game 
board. Following and giving instructions involving 
position, direction and movement. Coordinates, 
rotation, solving problems, using mathematical 
vocabulary, ‘shopping’ in class- investigating and 
using money. 

 PE – obstacle courses, gym / dance routines 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & Copyright and 
Ownership 

 I can explain simple guidance for using 
technology in different environments and 
settings, e.g. accessing online technologies in 
public places and the home environment. 

 I can say how those rules/guides can help 
anyone accessing online technologies. 

 I can recognise that content on the internet may 
belong to other people.  

 I can describe why other people’s work belongs 
to them. 

 
 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
(Unplugged) Introduction to  
Scratch Jr  
To know the function of each 
of the code blocks in Scratch 

Lesson 2  
Scratch Jr  
To create a simple animation 
using movement, text and 
audio outputs and scene 

Lesson 3  
Scratch Plants  
To be introduced to inputs. To 
program a flower sprite to 
receive messages from other 

Lesson 4  
Scratch Quiz  
To know when to use the 
touch and click inputs.  
To create a quiz, including 

Lesson 5  
Scratch Jr Space  
To confidently know the 
function of inputs and outputs 
and that you can change a 
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jr. changing code blocks. sprites that will make the 
flower grow when touched.  

using the touch inputs, sprites 
to ask and answer questions. 

sprite’s conditions.  
To program a simple game 
using arrow sprites that can be 
used as inputs and selection. 

Key vocabulary 

Code blocks 
Program 
Bug 
Debug 
Script 
Sprite 
Motion block 
Look block 
Sound block 
Control block 
End block 
Repeat, repeat forever 

Sprites 
Text 
Backdrops 
Program 
Scene  
Inputs 
Outputs 
Touch input 
Audio output 
Speech blocks 

Sprites 
Backdrops 
Program 
Inputs 
Touch input 
 

Sprite 
Touch input 
Click input 
Look blocks 
End blocks 
 

Backdrop 
Resize 
Arrow sprites 
Sprite 
Scene 
Input  
Output 
Look blocks 
Trigger blocks 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Program movements using loops (repetition) 

 Program outputs for audio or text 

 Find errors in a program (debug) 

 Program Inputs (touch or clicking) 

 Program selection/conditions (if one sprite hits another) 
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Year group: 3 Autumn 1 iLearn2 Unit: Digital Storyboard and Comic Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2 Comic Creation: 

 To add, resize and organise 
colour or picture 
backgrounds 

 To add, resize, organise 
characters & objects to 
different panels. 

 To add narration using text 
and direct speech using 
speech bubbles. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of 
programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 4 Ebook Creation: 

 To add a page colour and style and I can add, position 
and format text on different pages. 

 To add and position images from camera/web. 

 To add audio, including hiding it behind an object. 

 To add hyperlinks to text and images and use 
hyperlinks for navigation. 

 To add and format shapes and embed content such as 
maps. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
StoryboardThat (can be 
extended through use of 
Comic Life. 
 

 Look at examples of digital 
comics/storyboards and real 
comics. 

 

 English – creating a 
storyboard based on events 
from class text. 

 History – creating a 
storyboard based on a 
historical study. 

 

Self Image and Identity & Online Relationships 

 I can explain ways in which someone might change 
their identity depending on what they are doing 
online (e.g. gaming; using an avatar; social media) 
and why. 

 I can explain why someone may change their mind 
about trusting anyone with something if they feel 
nervous, uncomfortable or worried. 

 I can explain what it means to ‘know someone’ 
online and why this might be different from 
knowing someone offline. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a storyboard? To know what a storyboard is, why 
we use them and have an overview of the skills they will 
be learning throughout this unit. 
Backdrops: To add and edit backdrops, including changing 
the weather and lighting. 
Characters: To add a character to a storyboard, including 
adjusting its size, position, look and posture. 

Lesson 2 
Narration: To add a text box to add some 
narration. To adjust the size, colour and style 
of the text. 
Duplicate and search: To duplicate items on 
the storyboard. To search for objects to add 
to scenes. 

Lesson 3 
Speech Bubbles 
To add a new scene and speech bubbles. 
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Key vocabulary 

Digital Storyboard 
Comic 
Scene/Frame 
Animation 
Film 
Panel 
Backdrops 
Characters 
Text 
Objects 
Duplicate 
Search 
Speech bubbles 

Backdrops 
Weather 
Lighting 
Characters 
Size 
Position 
Look 
Posture 
 

Text box 
Text 
Narration 
Size 
Colour 
Style 
Scene 
Duplicate 
Copy 
Search 
Objects 
 

Panel 
Frame 
Scene 
Speech bubbles 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Add and edit backgrounds. 

 Add and edit characters, including changing posture, expression and clothing. 

 Add narration and speech bubbles, including formatting text. 

 Duplicate objects to match scenes. 

 Search for objects to use. 

 Extend their comic to include a storyline. 
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Year group: 3 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Digital Art Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2: Digital Art 

 Use lines and fill tools to 
make interesting 
patterns. 

 Add a variety of shapes 
(outlines and fill) and 
label them with text.  

 Re-create a graphic using 
pixels of different colours. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) 
on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 6: Graphic Design 

 To use a program to recreate and design their own 
graphics, including: 

 Add, adjust and fill shapes 

 Group shapes to improve accuracy and speed 

 Add and customise gradient effects 

 Adjust transparency/opacity for a purpose  

 Accurately rotate shapes 

Resources  Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
PixilArt 
 
 

 Explore wrapping paper, looking at 
its features and how they could 
apply this to their design. 

 Look at examples of landscape 
reflections and discuss the tools 
used. 

 Look at examples of retro computer 
game backgrounds/menu screens, 
thinking how layers can be used to 
create these. 

 Art: Creating a digital work of 
art. 

 Maths: Creating symmetrical 
pictures. 

Online Bullying 
o I can describe appropriate ways to behave 

towards other people online and why this is 
important. 

o I can give examples of how bullying behaviour 
could appear online and how someone can get 
support. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Wrapping Paper 
To create a digital drawing that can be duplicated. 
To use the copy and paste functions, alongside the 
transform tools to create wrapping paper effects. 

Lesson 2  
Landscape Reflections 
To use various tools to build a city landscape and 
reflective symmetry. 

Lesson 3 & 4  
Computer Game Graphic Design and Animation 
To use the stamp tool and copy and paste to build 
up a computer game background. To add layers and 
frames to a background to animate a character. 
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Key vocabulary 

Digital art 
Pixels 
Canvas size 
Lines 
Fill  
Circles  
Zoom controls 
Duplicate  
Rotate  
Flip  

Pixels 
Flip 
Reflection 
Colour palette  
Square tool 
Fill tool 
Zoom controls 
Lines tool 
Pencil 
Copy  
Paste  

Pixels 
Stamps 
Copy 
Paste 
Layers 
Graphic 
Select tool 
Highlight  
Layer 
Frame 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Use various lines and fill tools plus copy/paste and rotation to create pattern effects.  

 Use shapes, fill, copy/paste, zoom and flip to create reflective symmetry effects.  

 Use stamps, copy/paste, layers and multiple frames to create animated GIF computer graphics. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Year group:  3 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: 3D Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1 - 3D Design 

 To change the colour 
and pattern of elements 

 To position and rotate 
objects on a design and to 
position objects in relation 
to each other. 

 To resize, rotate, flip and 
arrange objects 
behind/in front of each 
other. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a 
range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 5 – 3D Design 

 To understand 3D spacial awareness. 

 To add 3D shapes, resize, adjust height, 
duplicate and use the different perspective. 

 To re-create different types of buildings using 
3D shapes. 

 To create roads/paths by adjusting the height 
of 3D shapes. 

 To add windows and door shapes. 
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Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities  Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Lesson 1: 3d digi puzzle 
website  
Lesson 2: Don’t flood the 
fidgets website  
 
Lessons 3-5 use iLearn2 and 
3D slash website 
 

Exploring the tools in chosen software. 
Look at examples of 3D designs – what are 
they and what tools have been used? 

Design Technology: Exploring 
and creating 3D mechanism 
designs. 
 
Geography: Exploring 
environmental effects on 
housing and communities. 

Online Bullying 

 I can describe appropriate ways to behave 
towards other people online and why this 
is important. 

 I can give examples of how bullying 
behaviour could appear online and how 
someone can get support. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is 3D? Understanding 
3D Space: To recall what the 
term 3D means and to 
understand what 3D design 
and 3D space is. To know the 
many applications of 3D 
design.  
 

Lesson 2  
Don’t Flood the Fidgets: Learn 
how to use the Don’t Flood 
the Fidgets website. To design 
a city that protects home from 
flooding, using tools and 
working within a budget. 
 

Lesson 3 
3D tools: To explore the tools 
in 3D Splash. To be able to 
rotate and zoom into the grid. 
3D table and using the Chisel: 
To use the available tools to 
begin a 3D table design. To 
use the chisel tool to select 
and remove parts of a design 
if I make a mistake or to 
improve a design. 

Lesson 4 
Extend your 3D model 
To use different sized blocks 
to extend a 3D model and 
turn it into a different design. 
Colours 
To adjust the colour of a 
design. To select the 
appropriate colour tool 
depending on the amount of 
colour required. 

Lesson 5 
Apply your 3D design skills 
To apply skills learned across 
the unit to design another 
item of furniture, or part of a 
room. 

Key vocabulary 

3D 
Three dimensional 
Front 
Side/s 
All dimensions  
Moving 
Resizing 
360 degrees 
Details 
3D design software 
Architects 

3D Design 
Simulate 
Tools 
Undo 
Delete 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3D Design 
Zoom 
Rotate 
Slide 
Boundary 
Undo 
Column 
Rows 
Model 
 
 

3D Design 
Zoom 
Rotate 
Sides 
Slide 
Boundary 
Undo 
Column 
Rows 
Model 
Blocks 

3D Design 
Zoom 
Rotate 
Sides 
Slide  
Boundary 
Undo 
Column 
Rows 
Model 
Blocks 
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Rotate 
Layers 
Pickaxe 
Trash can 

 
 
 
 
 

Size 
Tools 
Personalise 
Spray can 
Colour 
Bucket 

Size 
Colour  
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Understand and use 3D space on a grid. 

 To design cities/towns for a purpose and to a budget. 
 Re-create or design familiar 3D models using cubes, such as tables and chairs. 

 Use chisel tool to improve and adapt models. 

 Colour individual blocks or whole models. 
 
 
 

Year group: 3 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: Music Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 1 Mouse and Keyboard Skills: 

 To learn how to use the mouse and 
keyboard effectively:  

 To learn how to move the mouse 
and left clicking to select an object. 

 To drag and drop with the mouse.  
 To find letters on a keyboard and 

begin touch typing with home row 
keys. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a 
range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given 
goals. 

Year 5 Music Creation: 

 To create and edit digital music, including: 

 Layering tracks using sounds and effects 

 Creating effective instrument tracks. 

 Editing tracks, effectively adjusting volume and 
adding effects. 

Resources Possible 
hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2, in addition to: 
Lesson 1: Music Lab Song Maker 
Lesson 2: Incredibox 
Lesson 3: Isle of Tunes (computer or 

Discuss the 
advantages and 
disadvantages of 
creating music on a 

 Maths: symmetry 

 Music: understanding and exploring 
how music is created 

Managing Online Information 

 I can demonstrate how to use key phrases in 
search engines to gather accurate information 
online. 
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iPad app) 
 

computer.  I can describe and demonstrate how we can 
get help from a trusted adult if we see 
content that makes us feel sad, 
uncomfortable worried or frightened. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Music Lab Song Maker 
To create their own composition using scales, 
chords, melody and rhythm/beats. 

Lesson 2  
Incredibox 
To use mixing tools to build a song, including; beats, 
effects, melodies and sampled voices. 

Lesson 3  
Isle of Tunes 
To use the available tools to create my own sound 
island including; beats, sounds, melodies and sound 
effects. 
 

Key vocabulary  

Scales 
Chords 
Melodies 
Rhythm 
Tempo  

Beats 
Effects 
Melodies 
Samples 
Voices  

Beats 
Sounds 
Melodies 
Sound effects 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Create ascending and descending scales. 

 Add chords evenly across the scales. 

 Add arpeggios and melodies. 

 Add a steady and even rhythm. 

 Use sampled sounds to create an effective mix. 

 Build beats, melody (tones) and effects. 
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Year group:  3 Summer 1 iLearn2 Unit: Document Editing and Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1 Text and Images: 

 To change the background 
colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position 
images on a page. 

 To type and position text 
on a page. 

 To add text to label 
images 

 To use word banks 
to write sentences about 
images. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) 
on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 4 Ebook Creation: 

 To add a page colour and style and I can add, 
position and format text on different pages. 

 To add and position images from camera/web. 

 To add audio, including hiding it behind an 
object. 

 To add hyperlinks to text and images and use 
hyperlinks for navigation. 

 To add and format shapes and embed content 
such as maps. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Teachers may also want to 
look at the computer keys 
video and activity from 
the Typing Activity Pack, 
to help pupils use the 
different keys to edit their 
document. 
 
All lessons use explanatory 
videos on iLearn2 and 
children will be using 
Word as the word 
processor. 

 Watch the introduction video 
together for this unit of work – 
what is the difference between 
a word processor and other 
software such as Excel or 
Powerpoint. 

 English – to copy and paste a class 
poem. 

 History – to be able to copy and paste 
an informational paragraph linked to 
unit of work. 

Privacy and Security 

 I can describe simple strategies for creating 
and keeping passwords private. 

 I can give reasons why someone should only 
share information with people they choose to 
and can trust. I can explain that if they are not 
sureor feel pressured then they should tell a 
trusted adult. 

 I can describe how connected devices can 
collect and share anyone’s information with 
others. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a word processor?  
To learn the difference between a word 
processor and other software. 
Copy and Paste Text 

Lesson 2  
Change the Appearance of 
Text  
To change the appearance 
and formatting of a text 

Lesson 3  
Add an image and edit it  
To add and edit image 
within a text document.  

Lesson 4  
Bullet Points 
To add bullet points to a 
list of text. 

Lesson 5  
Keyboard Shortcuts 
To explore a range of 
keyboard shortcuts and to 
know what happens when 

https://www.ilearn2.co.uk/touch-typing-html/
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To be able to copy and paste a passage of 
text into a text document 
Find and Replace Text 
To be able to edit the text in a document by 
replacing words with a better choice of 
words. 

document, including; the 
colour, alignment and size 
of the text. 

you use a given keyboard 
shortcut. 

Key vocabulary  

Software  
Word Processor 
Text document 
Word 
Pages 
Writing  
Powerpoint 
Presentations 
Excel 
Data 

Spreadsheets 
Click 
Drag 
Copy 
Paste 
Cursor 
Find 
Replace 
Delete 
Keyboard  
 

Format 
Colour 
Alignment 
Size 
 

Copy 
Paste 
Document 
Right click 
Cursor 
Left click 
Arrow key 
Enter key 
Text wrapping 
Border effects 

Return key 
Click  
Highlight  
Bullet points 
List 
 

Keyboard shortcuts 
Formatting 
Bold 
Underline 
Italics 
Align 
Paragraph 
Font size 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Copy and paste text and images 

 Find and replace words. 

 Format text for a purpose. 

 Edit images inside documents. 

 Add bullet points to make lists. 

 Experiment with keyboard shortcuts. 
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Year group: 3 Summer 2  iLearn2 Unit: Scratch Programming Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2 Scratch Jr Programming: 
Use code blocks to: 

 Program movements. 

 Program Inputs (touch or clicking). 

 Program outputs for audio or text 

 Find errors in a program (debug). 

 Program conditions (if one sprite hits 
another). 

 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goal, 
including simulating physical systems. 

 Use sequence and repetition in programs; work with various 
forms of input. 

Year 4 Scratch Programming 

 To plan and test algorithms and programs, 
detecting and correcting errors as needed and 
to debug programs 

 To use sequence, selection and repetition in 
programs. 

 To use variables and various forms of input 
and output. 

 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities  

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 & 
Scratch 

 Explore the features of 
Scratch 3.0, comparing to 
Scratch Jr 

 Use a programmable robot, 
e.g. a beebot to make a 
shape – what shape did it 
make and did I repeat any of 
the commands? 

 

 Geography – programming an 
interactive map of the Antarctic, 
Arctic and South America 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & Copyright and 
Ownership 

 I can explain why spending too much time using 
technology can sometimes have a negative impact on 
anyone, e.g. mood, sleep, body, relationships; I can 
give some examples of both positive and negative 
activities where it is easy to spend a lot of time 
engaged. 

 I can explain why copying someone else’s work from 
the internet without permission isn’t fair and can 
explain what problems this might cause. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
An introduction to scratch & 
Scratch Chat 
To know why we use scratch 
and the different parts of the 
Scratch editor. To be able to 
write a program to have two 
sprites talk to each other.  

Lesson 2  
Scratch Shapes  
To draw a variety of shapes 
and to know what to change 
to adjust the size of a shape. 
To use loops to repeat code 
and simplify a program. 
 

Lesson 3  
Scratch Control 
To know what an input is. 
To use keyboard inputs to 
controls sprites in different 
ways. 

Lesson 4 
Scratch Maps  
To program mouse inputs and 
text outputs. 
To program an interactive 
map in Scratch, making facts 
appear when clicked. 

Lesson 5  
Scratch Traffic Lights 
To know how wait commands 
and loops work and apply this 
to simulate a traffic light 
sequence.  
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Key vocabulary 

Program 
Language 
Coding 
Code blocks 
Text based language 
Backdrop 
Stage 
Sprite 
Background 
Text output 
Wait block 
Distance 
Execute 
Glide to 
Text to speech code blocks 

Sprite 
Project preview 
Execute 
Event block 
Movement 
Turn 
Motion blocks 
Repeat 
Pen block 
Loop 
Steps 
degrees 

Input 
Output 
Sprite 
x-axis 
y-axis 
Keyboard 
Arrow keys 
Loop 
 

Mouse inputs 
Touch inputs 
Text outputs 
Backdrop 
Markers 
Conditions 
Sprite 

Costume changes 
Wait commands 
Duplicate tool 
Sequence 
Loop 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals (including outputs) 

 Use repetition in programs. 

 Work with various forms of inputs; keyboard, mouse and touch screen. 
 Write programs to stimulate physical systems. 
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Year group:  4 Autumn 1 iLearn2 Unit: Internet Research Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 1 Mouse and Keyboard 
Skills: 
 To learn how to use the 

mouse and keyboard 
effectively:  

 To learn how to move the 
mouse and left clicking to 
select an object. 

 To drag and drop with the 
mouse.  

 To find letters on a keyboard 
and begin touch typing with 
home row keys. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of 
programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 5 - Computer Networks and the Internet: 

 To understand computer networks, including the 
internet and cloud computing; how they can provide 
multiple services, such as the World Wide Web, and 
the opportunities they offer for communication and 
collaboration. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for 
a Connected World/Project Evolve): 

Lessons 2, 3 and 5 require 
access to a child friendly 
search engine (swiggle, 
kiddle, kidrex, DK find out) 
Lesson 1: iLearn2 videos, 
minibeast research sheet & 
uksafari.com/minibeasts 
Lesson 2: birthday facts 
template  
Lesson 3: where did you find 
it template 
Lesson 4: weather at school 
template 
Lesson 5: fake news 
template  
 
 
 

 Fake News or Real news 
gameshow/quiz – can they 
guess which is the fake and 
real news. 

 History/Geography: Using skills learned to research 
facts about current unit of work 

Self-Image and Identity & Online 
Relationships 

 I can explain how my online 
identity can be different to my 
offline identity 

 I can describe positive ways for 
someone to interact with 
others online and understand 
how this will positively impact 
on how others perceive them. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Internet Research & Top 5 tips 
To know how to use a search engine to find out the answer to a 
question. 
Parts of an Internet Browser 
To know the features and parts of an internet browser and their 
function. 
Minibeasts 
To navigate within a given website and research facts about 
minibeasts. 

Lesson 2  
Birthday Facts 
To use a search 
engine to research 
important events 
and facts about the 
date of their 
birthday. 

Lesson 3  
Where did you find 
it? 
To use search 
technologies to find 
out specific pieces of 
information. To 
reference the 
correct source of the 
information. 

Lesson 4  
Compare websites 
To know how to be 
discerning when 
evaluating digital 
content. To 
compare 
information about 
the local weather 
across several 
weather websites. 

Lessons 5  
Fake News 
To check for fake 
news by cross 
referencing facts 
across more than one 
website. 

Key vocabulary  

Research 
Search 
Search engine 
Keywords 
Results  
Trusting websites 
Trustworthy 
Secure  
Unreliable  
Search tools  
Cross-referencing 
Copying and pasting 

Internet browser 
Software 
Website 
Google Chrome 
Edge 
Safari 
Address Bar 
World wide web 
Website address 
Left and right arrows 
Favourites icon 
Refresh icon 
Tab 

Research 
Search 
Search engine 
Keywords 
Results  
Trustworthy 
Secure  
Unreliable  
Search tools  
Cross-referencing 

Research 
Search 
Search engine 
Keywords 
Results  
Trustworthy 
Secure  
Unreliable  
Source  

Research 
Search 
Search engine 
Keywords 
Results  
Trustworthy 
Secure  
Unreliable  
Adverts 
 

Research 
Search 
Search engine 
Keywords 
Results  
Trustworthy 
Secure  
Unreliable  
Adverts 
Fake news 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Appreciate how search results are selected and ranked and show awareness of different strategies for finding specific information. 

 Understand the features of an Internet Browser. 

 Use search technologies (different websites) to find specific pieces of information. 

 Reference the correct source of information. 

 Be discerning in evaluating digital content. 

 Check the internet for fake news by cross-referencing facts. 
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Year group: 4 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Data Handling Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2: Data Handling: 

 To label a pictogram and add 
data to each column. 

 To present data in a bar chart 

 To answer and ask questions 
about bar charts 

Collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and 
information. 

Year 5: Data Handling: 

 To design and create a spreadsheet for a specific purpose 

 To select and use non-adjacent cells plus resize multiple 
cell widths and copy/paste cells 

 To use formulae to find totals, averages and 
maximum/minimum numbers 

 To search a database for specific information. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 
and either Excel or 
Numbers on an iPad 

 Play a real board game/app 
version of battleships – then 
look at how spreadsheets 
can be used to play this. 

 

 Maths: Creating a times table 
game, playing battleships with co-
ordinates  

 Science: collecting data on a variety 
of minibeasts and the number that 
live in different habitats. 

Online Bullying 

 I can recognise when someone is upset, hurt or angry 
online. 

 I can describe ways people can be bullied through a range 
of media (e.g. image, video, text, chat). 

 I can explain why people need to think carefully about 
how content they post might affect others, their feelings 
and how it may affect how others feel about them (their 
reputation). 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a Spreadsheet? To know and understand what a spreadsheet is and its 
use. 
Battleships: To change the appearance of the cells in a spreadsheet to play a 
game of battleships. To add text to keep track of the moves of each player. 

Lesson 2 - Multiplication Game 
To change the appearance of cells in a 
spreadsheet to mark out an area that 
is being used. To add and align text 
into spreadsheet cells. 
 

Lesson 3 - Minibeasts 
To add data to a spreadsheet. 
To resize cells within a spreadsheet. To 
create a chart from a set of data. 

Key vocabulary 

Spreadsheet 
Cell 
Grid 
Data 
Heading 

Spreadsheet 
Cell 
Grid 
Colour  
Data 

Spreadsheet 
Cell 
Grid 
Colour  
Text 

Spreadsheet 
Cell 
Grid 
Resize 
Chart  
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Chart Cell reference 
Type 

Align  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Change appearance of cells in a spreadsheet (fill colour and border) then add and align text.  

 Find and add data to a spreadsheet, resize cells and use the software to create a suitable chart with a title. 
 
 
 

Year group:  4 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: E Book Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 2 Ebook Creation 

 To add a book cover with 
title, author, colour and 
image. 

 To add multiple pages based 
on a theme. 

 To add text on different 
pages. 

 To insert images on different 
pages to match the 
theme/text 

 To add voice recordings to 
match the text and theme. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range 
of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that 
accomplish given goals. 

Year 5 App Design: 

 To use the tools in different 
presentation software to design an app. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons will use iLearn2 
and Book Creator.  
 
The online version of Book 
Creator works online on any 
device. This version is much 
better for assessment of 
pupil ebooks. 
 
 

Look at real books and examples of 
ebooks. What features do the ebooks 
have? 
 

English/Guided Reading – Book review of 
class text. 

Online Reputation 

 I can describe how to find out 
information about others by 
searching online. 

 I can explain ways that some of the 
information aboutanyoneonlinecould 
havebeencreated,copied or shared by 
others. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Begin ebook creation and front cover: To select 
from a range of page shapes for the book. To add to 
and edit text on the front cover, including size and 
colour. To add subtitles to direct readers of the 
ebook. 
Page background: To know which tools I need to 
use to change the background of a page, such as the 
colour or texture. 

Lesson 2 
Shapes: To add shapes to pages and change the 
colour and shape of them. To speed up ebook shape 
creation through copy and paste. To create a shape 
shadow. 
Images: To use the in-built image feature to search 
for images. To insert images onto ebook pages. 

Lesson 3: Adding and 
editing pages 
To recall how to use a 
range of tools to add to 
my pages, including: 
adding and editing text, 
adding images, editing 
the backgrounds, using 
the shape tool. 

Lesson 4: Adding sound 
and hyperlinks 
To use the microphone 
to add a voice recording 
to the ebook pages. To 
add hyperlinks to the 
ebook pages. 

Key vocabulary 

Ebook 
Page shape 
Text 
Front cover 
Size 
Colour 
Alignment 

Ebook 
Background 
Colour 
Texture 

Shapes 
Colour 
Copy 
Paste 
Shadow  

Image search 
Insert 
Images 
 
 

Pages 
Text 
Backgrounds 
Shape 
 

Voice recording 
Hyperlinks 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Choose a suitable page shape and add a title and subtitle. 

 Change the background colour/texture of a page. 

 Add, resize and change the colour of a shape then copy and paste it. 

 Search for and add suitable images then resize and position them. 

 Create another page with a background, image, shapes and text. 

 Add an audio recording of the page text. 

 Use hyperlinks for navigation. 
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Year group: 4 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: Animation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 2 Introduction to Animation 

 To add a background and objects to a 
frame (including text) 

 To copy/clone a frame and move 
objects to create an animation, 
including flipping objects. 

 To create an animation with multiple 
objects moving simultaneously. 

 To create a screen-recording animation. 

 To create a stop-motion animation with 
photos. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content 
that accomplish given goals 

Year 6  Image Editing  

 To edit a photo/image using an online photo 
editor. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
either Keynote or Powerpoint. 
 
Unplugged assessment activity 
at the end of the unit. 
 
Lesson 5: Wick Editor website 
Lesson 6: Piskel App Website 

 Watch clips of original Wallace 
and Gromit animations, using 
stop motion animation. How did 
Nick Parks create these 
animations? 

 Retelling a story, linked to a class text 
in English. 

 Capturing a process in Science. 

Managing Online Information 

 Icananalyseinformationto make a 
judgement about probable accuracy and I 
understand why it is important 
tomakemyown decisionsregardingcontent 
and that my decisions are 
respectedbyothers. 

 I can explain why lots of people sharing the 
same opinionsorbeliefsonlinedo 
notmakethoseopinionsor beliefstrue. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Begin creation of stop 
motion animation 
To create a simple stop 
motion animation in 
chosen software by 
duplicating slides with 
background colour 

Lesson 2 
Add and edit 
backgrounds and slide 
transitions in stop 
motion animation 
To know that I can add 
and edit backgrounds, 
shapes and text in 

Lesson 3 
Animated Directions 
To use Motion Path 
Animations in chosen 
software to create 
navigation animations. 
To duplicate slides and 
add text. 

Lesson 4 
Pulse animations 
To use pulse animations 
to show the rate of the 
human heartbeat. To 
add shapes and icons to 
my slide. To adjust the 
speed and loop of a 

Lesson 5 
Individual elements 
To create and animate 
their own stick person 
illustration. To clone 
frames and move 
individual elements on 
each frame to create a 

Lesson 6 
Create animated GIF files 
using moving pixels 
To create an animated 
GIF. To copy the frames 
and use the move icon to 
create an animation. 
To use the flip icon to 
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and shapes.  chosen software for a 
purpose. 
To know that I can 
program specific tools to 
create animations of 
objects between slides  

Challenge: To add a text 
box to include the 
distance of each 
direction on each 
animated slide. 

pulse animation.  stop-motion animation change the direction of 
the graphic. 
Challenge: To create 
layers to a project to 
create backgrounds. 

Key vocabulary 

Stop motion animation 
Duplicate 
Clone 
Shapes 
Size 
 
 

Background 
Shapes 
Text  
Duplicate  
Slides 
Morph/magic move 
transition 
 
 
 
 

Screenshot 
Motion paths 
Navigation animation 
Duplicate  
Slides 
Text  
 

Shape 
Icon 
Pulse animation 
Timing 
Speed 
Loop 
 
 

Illustration 
Clone 
Image 
Frame 
Elements 
Objects 
 
 

Copy 
Clone 
Pixel 
Graphic  
Move icon 
Flip  
Direction 
Text 
Layers  
Character 
Background 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Create a stop-motion video by duplicating slides that include backgrounds and shapes.  

 Create animation using transition and animation effects (morph, motion paths, pulse etc), including taking and editing a screenshot. 

 Animate individual elements of objects. 

 Create animated GIF files by animating pixels. 
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Year group:  4 Summer 1 iLearn2 Unit: Coding – Scratch Programming Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 3 Scratch Programming 

 To design, write and 
debug programs that 
accomplish specific goals 
(including outputs) 

 To use repetition in 
programs. 

 To work with various 
forms of inputs; 
keyboard, mouse and 
touch screen. 

 To write programs to 
simulate physical systems. 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goal, including 
stimulating physical systems. 

 Use sequence, selection and repetition in programs: work with various forms of 
input. 

Year 5 Scratch Programming 

 Program list variables that chooses 
randomly. 

 Program Inputs, outputs, loops, 
conditions, sensing and variables. 

 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

 All lessons access iLearn2 
& Scratch in addition to: 

 Lesson 1: Scratch Racing 
Primm sheet (unplugged). 

 Lessons 2 & 3: Teacher to 
assess whether children 
need 1 or 2 lessons. 

 Extension lesson: VR Vex 
website (optional 
extension if class only 
need 1 lesson for Scratch 
Rock Band) 

 
 
 
 

 Look at examples of inputs and outputs 
and sort them into those two groups. 

 Write simple programs with an error 
within them and ask a friend to debug 
their program. 

 Creating a quiz based on learned 
facts in other subjects areas. 

 

Privacy and Security 

 I can describe strategies for keeping 
personal information private, depending 
on context. 

 I can explain that internet use is never 
fully private and is monitored, e.g. adult 
supervision. 
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Sequence of Lessons 

Lesson 1  
Scratch Racing 
To know which code blocks to 
use to program inputs, loops 
and sensing when controlling 
a sprite. To program a 
multiplayer racing game in 
Scratch. 

Lesson 2 & 3  
Scratch Rock Band 
To know about a range of 
outputs (speakers, monitor, 
headphones).  
To program an interactive rock 
band in Scratch. 

Lesson 4  
Scratch Debugging 
To know the importance of 
debugging and its origins. To 
find bugs and debug programs 
using Scratch. 

Lesson 5  
Scratch Quiz 
To program a quiz in Scratch 
using inputs, outputs, 
selection, operators and 
variables. 

Optional Extension  
VR Vex 
To program a virtual robot 
across a number grid using an 
alternative coding 
environment. To know which 
code blocks to use to simplify 
my program. 

Key vocabulary 

Sprite  
Object  
Selection 
Sensing 
Loops 
Inputs 
Output 
 
 

Sprite  
Output 
Musical notes 
Touch input 
Animation 
Guitar chords 
Sound outputs 
Instruments 
Speaker icon 
Loop 

Sprite  
Debug 
Correcting 
Improve 
Bug 
Error 
Code 
 

Sprite  
Input 
Output 
Selection 
Operator 
Variable 
 

Code blocks 
Virtual reality 
Debug 
Correcting 
Improve 
Bug 
Error 
Code 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Program inputs with loops, selection and sensing for interactions. 

 Work with variables and various forms of input and output. 

 Debug programs that accomplish goals (correcting errors). 

 Use selection, data variables and operators. 

 Program a virtual robot using Scratch blocks. 
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Year group:  4 Summer 2 iLearn2 Unit: Video Editing Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 3 Digital Storyboard and 
Comic Creation 

 To add and edit backgrounds. 

 To add and edit characters, 
including changing posture, 
expression and clothing. 

 To add narration and speech 
bubbles, including formatting 
text. 

 To search for objects to use and 
to duplicate objects to match 
scenes. 

 To extend their comic to include 
a storyline. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including 
internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, systems and content that 
accomplish given goals. 

Year 5 App Design: 

 To use the tools in different presentation software to 
design an app. 

Year 6 Image Editing: 

 To edit a photo/image using an online editor, 
including: 

 Take and crop a screenshot and learn about ratios. 

 Adjust the colours, brightness, contrast and filters. 

 Add drawing and text layers. 

 Import new images as layers and resize/add effects. 

 Save finished image to use in other projects. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 
videos and access to 
imovie on their iPads, 
google images and pen 
and paper. 

 Using their iPad camera to 
take video footage during the 
science States of matter unit. 

 Maths – creating a video to explain a 
strategy or concept. 

 Science – Creating a video to explain 
the different states of matter. 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & Copyright and 
Ownership 

 I can explain how using technology can be a 
distraction from other things, in both a 
positive and negative way. 

 When searching on the internet for content to 
use, I can explain why I need to consider who 
owns it and whether I havetherighttoreuseit. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Introduction & adding scene images 
To know why we need to edit videos. To 
be able to select a welcome image to add 
to the start of my video. To write a short 
script as a welcome to the video. 

Lesson 2 
Add more clips and use 
transition effects 
To be able to add new 
image scenes and 
voiceover. To use a range 

Lesson 3 
Titles 
To know what a slide title 
is. To add and adjust slide 
titles. To use titles to add 
the informational text from 

Lesson 4 
Elements (shapes) 
To use elements (shapes) 
to improve my 
explanation. To use an 
image search on safari to 

Lesson 5 
Background music 
To select a suitable 
background track. To 
adjust the volume and 
audio fade according to the 
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Voiceovers and cropping clips 
To use the microphone to add a voiceover 
to the video timeline. To import video clips 
into imovie. To know how I can crop my 
clips. 

of different transition 
effects in between my 
image scenes. 

my voiceover. find and save a shape. To 
insert and adjust the 
elements within my video. 

video clips. 
Exporting your project 
To be able to export my 
project. 

Key vocabulary  

Welcome image 
Video 
Image 
Undo button 
Landscape  

Voiceover 
Script 
Timeline  
Microphone 
 

Clips 
Transition effects 
Images 
Voiceover 
 

Titles 
Style 
Shadow  
Colour 
Preview  
Voiceover  
 
 

Shapes 
Search 
 

Background music 
Volume 
Play head 
Audio 
Soundtracks 
Fade  
Export 
Share  
Save 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Add scene images. 

 Add scripted voiceover audio, adjust the volume and crop clips (including splitting a clip). 

 Add more clips and use transition effects. 

 Add titles. 

 Use elements such as shapes. 

 Add music background music and adjust the volume. 

 Export a project. 
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Year group: 5 Autumn 1 iLearn2 Unit: Programming in Scratch Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 4 Scratch Programming: 
 To program inputs with loops, 

selection and sensing for 
interactions. 

 To work with variables and various 
forms of input and output. 

 To debug programs that accomplish 
goals (correcting errors). 

 To use selection, data variables and 
operators. 

 To program a virtual robot using 
Scratch blocks. 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals. 

 Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with various 
forms of input and output. 

 Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to 
detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs. 

Year 6 Scratch Programming 

 To program inputs, outputs, loops and 
random variables for unpredictability. 

 To program inputs, selection, sensing, 
random variables, operators for direction 
and data variables for scoring. 

 To use inputs, selection (conditions), loops, 
sensing, costume changes and broadcasts. 

 To work with multiple sprites, sending 
broadcast messages between them. 

Resources and Notes Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
Scratch, in addition to: 
 
Lesson 2: VRVex website. 
 
 

 Children to be given a paper maze 
puzzle – getting a character/person to 
the exit of the maze. What did you 
have to do? Why couldn’t you go in a 
certain direction at some points of the 
maze? Apply this to their scratch maze 
activites. 

Maths:  

 Position and direction – 
directing their sprites to 
move in a certain way. 

 Creating values (scoring 
systems). 

 

Self Image and Identity & Online 
Relationships 

 I can explain how identity online can be 
copied, modified or altered. 

 I can demonstrate how to make 
responsible choices about having an online 
identity, depending on context. 

 I can explain how someone can get help if 
they are having problems and identify 
when to tell a trusted adult. 

 I can demonstrate how to support others 
(including those who are having 
difficulties) online. 

Lesson Sequence  

Lesson 1 
Scratch Maze 
To program a maze game using, 
including: keyboard inputs, conditions 

Lesson 2 
Scratch Virtual Robot Maze 
To program a virtual robot to sense an 
object, move and turn to navigate a 

Lessons 3 & 4  
Scratch Football 
To write a program for a football 
game, including:  

Lesson 5  
Scratch Sentences 
To program sentences that choose 
randomly from different words, 
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and sensing, variables and a game 
timer. 

maze. inputs, outputs, conditions, random 
variables and values.  

created from list variables.  

Key vocabulary 

Input 
Conditions 
Sensing 
Variables 
Game timer 

Input 
Conditions 
Distance sensing 
Move 
Turn 
Navigate 
 

Random variable 
Value (scoring) 
Input 
Output 
Conditions  

List variable 
Function 
operator 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Program inputs for control, selection (conditions) and sensing for interaction and data variables for scoring and a game timer.  

 Program distance sensing and movement. 

 Program inputs, outputs, loops, conditions, sensing and variables. 

 Program list variables that choose randomly.  

 
 
 

Year group:  5 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Music Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 3 Music Creation: 

 To create music using digital tools and learn 
about different musical terms, including: 

 Creating ascending and descending scales. 

 Adding chords evenly across the scales. 

 Adding arpeggios and melodies. 

 Adding a steady and even rhythm. 

 Using sampled sounds to create an effective 
mix. 

 Build beats, melody (tones) and effects. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software 
(including internet services) on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 To undertake creative projects that involve selecting, 
using, and combining multiple applications, preferably 
across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

 Lesson 1: Beepbox  

 Lesson 2: Sampulator 

 Children to play on a game 
app called Pizza Snake. 

 Music: creating, layering and 
editing tracks. 

Online Bullying 

 I can recognise online bullying can be 
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 Lesson 3: Grageband for iPad 
 

How do they think the 
music was created? 

different to bullying in the physical world and 
can describe some of those differences. 

 I can explain how anyone can get help if they 
are being bullied online and identify when to 
tell a trusted adult.  

 I can identify a range of ways to report 
concerns and access support both in school 
and at home about online bullying. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Beep box 
To know what multi tracking is. To create and edit a 
simple multi-track composition, adjusting the 
volume and effects on Beepbox.  

Lesson 2  
Sampulator 
To use a keyboard to create a simple multi-track 
piece of music, using pre-recorded instrument 
samples  on Sampulator. 

Lessons 3 & 4  
Garage Band 
To use Garageband to create and edit a simple multi-
track piece of music. 

Key vocabulary  

Multi tracking 
Sound 
Recording  
Key 
Melody line 
Reverb 
Tempo 
Rhythm 
Instrument 
Volume  
Export  

Multi tracking 
Samples  
Instrument 
Beat  
Key 
Keyboard  
Volume 
Effects 
Re-record 
Bars  
Bpm 
 

Track, Multi tracking, Beat  
Recording, Layer, Tempo 
Metrognome, Patterns  
Bars  
Rhythm 
Instrument 
Volume 
Mute  
Effects 
Chord  
Crop  
Note  
Phrases 
Key  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Layer tracks using sounds and effects. 

 Create effective instrument tracks. 

 Edit tracks and effectively adjust volume and add effects.  
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Year group:  5 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: App Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 4 Ebook Creation: 

 To select a suitable page shape and add a 
title and subtitle. 

 To change the background colour/texture of 
a page. 

 To add, resize and change the colour of a 
shape then copy and paste it. 

 To search for and add suitable images then 
resize and position them. 

 To create additional pages with a 
background, image, shapes and text. 

 To add an audio recording of the page text. 

 To use hyperlinks for navigation. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range 
of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 6 – Web Design 

 To understand how to use web services to create 
fully functional websites, including:  

 Adding and formatting text within a website. 

 Organising sections and pages. 
Adding and editing images. 

 Including other features such as hyperlinks, 
buttons and files. 

 Evaluating other websites and providing 
constructive feedback. 

 Making necessary changes to the website based 
on feedback. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and teachers need 
to choose the software to use across the 
lessons (Powerpoint or Keynote).  
 
Teacher to use the same presentation 
software that the class used in the Y4 
animation unit. 

 View the school website – 
what features and pages 
are the most important to 
include on our app? 

 History – creating a page in 
the app about the Anglo 
Saxons/Vikings. 

 

Online Reputation 

 I can search for information about an 
individual online and summarise the 
information found. 

 I can describe ways that information 
aboutanyone online can be used by others 
to make judgments about an individual and 
whythese may be incorrect. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
App Design Introduction & Slide size 
and colour: To begin to design a 
mobile app. To change the size of the 
slides to suit the mobile app. To 
change the background colour of the 
slides. 
Text and Images: To create a welcome 
page for the app. To insert and edit 

Lesson 2 & 3 - Icons and Text 
To design the content of pages 3 and 4 in 
order in order to create/select an 
appropriate icon. To create/select an 
appropriate icon for each page. To 
change the colour of the icons. 

Lesson 4 - Other Slides 
To duplicate the first slide and edit the 
content to speed up the creation 
process. 
 

Lesson 5 - Create Navigation using 
hyperlinks 
To create hyperlinks to navigate 
through the pages. 
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images, including: crop, rotation, 
borders to suit the app design. 

Key vocabulary 

App 
Slides 
Size 
Background 
Colour 
 

Welcome page 
Insert images 
Edit  
Crop 
Rotation 
Border 

Duplicate 
Icons 
Colour 
Transparent 
 

Page  
Icon 
Home page 
Duplicate 
Slide 
Sorter 

Hyperlink 
Navigate 
Pages  
Icon 
Slide 
Design  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Use the tools in different presentation software (PowerPoint, Keynote, Google Slides) to design an app with: 
– Slide size and background colour 
– Text and Images (including transparent images) on different pages 
– Icons 
– Interactions using hyperlinks 

 
 
 

Year group: 5 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: 3D Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 3 - 3D Design 

 To understand and use 3D space 
on a grid. 

 To design cities/towns for a 
purpose and to a budget. 

 To re-create or design familiar 3D 
models using cubes, such as 
tables and chairs. 

 To use chisel tool to improve 
and adapt models. 

 To colour individual blocks or 
whole models. 

 
 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a 
range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 6 – Graphic Design 

 To use a program to recreate and 
design their own graphics, 
including: 

 Add, adjust and fill shapes 

 Group shapes to improve 
accuracy and speed 

 Add and customise gradient 
effects 

 Adjust transparency/opacity for a 
purpose  

 Accurately rotate shapes 
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Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links 
 

Online Safety strand (Education for 
a Connected World/Project Evolve):  

Lesson 1: iLearn2 video 
Lesson 2 - 6: iLearn2 & Tinkercad 
website 
 
 
 
 
 

 Exploring the tools and views on 
the Tinkercad website. 

 Designing their own building to 
apply their skills. 

 Explore a model of the solar 
system – how could we recreate 
this? 

 Science - recreating the solar system. 
 

Managing Online Information 

 I can evaluate digital content and 
explain how to make choices 
about what is trustworthy e.g. 
differentiating between adverts 
and search results. 

 I can explain key concepts 
including; information, reviews, 
fact, opinion, belief, validity, 
reliability and evidence. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 - Recall - What is 3D? 
Understanding 3D Space 
To recall what the term 3D means 
and to understand what 3D design 
and 3D space is. To know what the 
many applications of 3D design are. 
Tinkercad controls 
To learn about and explore the tools 
and various views on the tinkercad 
website. 

Lesson 2 - 3D row of houses 
To use cubes and square-
based pyramids to build a 
row of houses by changing 
the size, colour, height and 
using duplicate tools. 

Lesson 3 - Other buildings 
To apply the skills used to 
build the houses to create 
other types of buildings such 
as a garage on the side of 
the house, church and 
factory using other 3D 
shapes. 

Lesson 4 - Add gardens, 
roads and paths. Windows 
and doors 
To adjust the height of the 
cube to create gardens, 
roads and paths. To create 
windows and doors for the 
buildings. 

Lesson 5 - Solar system 
To re-create the solar 
system using sphere shapes 
of different sizes, position 
and text labels. To create a 
planet and how to change 
the size of the shapes to 
represent different planets. 

Key vocabulary 

3D / 3D design 
Three 
dimensional 
Front 
Side 
All dimensions  
Moving 
Resizing 
360 degrees 
Sides 

Work pane 
Zoom 
Perspective 
Orthographic 
Drag 
elements 
 

3D Design 
3D shapes 
Colour 
Brick 
Perspective 
Orthographic 
Zoom 
Scroll 
Drag 
Rotate 

3D Design 
3D shapes 
Colour 
Brick 
Perspective 
Orthographic 
Zoom 
Scroll 
Drag 
Rotate 

Box shape 
Height 
Colour 
Perspective  
Duplicate  
Thickness 
 

3D Design 
3D shapes 
Colour 
Brick 
Perspective 
Orthographic 
Zoom 
Scroll 
Drag 
Rotate 
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Details 
3D design 
software 
Architects 
Rotate 
Layers 

Duplicate 
Row 
Height  
 

Duplicate 
Row 
Height 

Duplicate 
Row 
Height 
Text label 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Understand 3D spacial awareness. 

 Add 3D shapes, resize, adjust height, duplicate and use the different perspective. 

 Re-create different types of buildings using 3D shapes. 

 Create roads/paths by adjusting the height of 3D shapes. 

 Add windows and door shapes. 

 
 

Year group: 5 Summer 1 iLearn2 Unit: Data Handling Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 4: Data Handling: 

 To change appearance of 
cells in a spreadsheet (fill 
colour and border) then 
add and align text. 

 To find and add data to a 
spreadsheet, resize cells 
and use the software to 
create a suitable chart 
with a title. 

 
 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services).  

 Collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information. 

Year 6: Maths – Statistics: 

 Read and interpret line graphs. 

 Draw line graphs. 

 Use line graphs to solve problems. 

 Read, draw and interpret pie charts. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

 All Lessons use iLearn2 
and chosen spreadsheet 
software (Excel or 

 Look at examples of pixel art. Explore 
how to resize and shade cells. 

 Science – searching databases about 
animals. 

 Art/Geography – using the 

Privacy and Security  

 I can explain what a strong password is 
and demonstrate how to create one. 
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Numbers) in addition to: 

 Lessons 2, 3 & 4: Tour de 
France map & Google 
Maps 

 Lesson 5: database search 
sheet & 
j2e.com/data/examples 

spreadsheet to recreate a river. 
 

 I can explain how many free apps or 
services may read and share private 
information (e.g. friends, contacts, likes, 
images, videos, voice, messages, 
geolocation) with others. 

 I can explain what app permissions are 
and can give some examples. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Pixel Art in a Spreadsheet 
To learn how to resize multiple cell widths at once 
and how to select non-adjacent cells to create some 
pixel art.   

Lessons 2, 3 & 4  
Tour de France 
To find data and create a Tour de France 
spreadsheet (with formulae). 

Lesson 5  
Search a Database 
To search provided databases to find specific 
information to answer a given set of questions. 

Key vocabulary 

Spreadsheet 
Cell 
Fill  
Non-adjacent cell 
Right click 
Multiple cells 
Resize  
Cell width 

Spreadsheet, Cell, Column titles, Data, Cell width 
Formula, Total 
Average 
Maximum/minimum  
Cell reference 
Return key 

Spreadsheet 
Cell 
Database 
Record 
Field  
Sort 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Select and use non-adjacent cells plus resize multiple cell widths and copy/paste cells. 

 Find data and create a spreadsheet to suit it. 

 Use formulae to find totals, averages and maximum/minimum numbers. 

 Search a database for specific information. 
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Year group:  5 Summer 2 iLearn2 Unit: Computer Networks and the Internet Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 4 Internet Research: 

 To use search technologies to find specific 
pieces of information  

 To appreciate how search results are selected 
and ranked and show awareness of 
different strategies for finding specific 
information 

 To know that not all websites are accurate 
and can check information by cross-
referencing facts 

 To reference the correct source of 
information  

 To be discerning in evaluating digital content 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software 
(including internet services) on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 6 - Computers: Past, Present and Future 

 To understand how technology has changed over time. 

 To understand the impact (positive/negative) 
technological changes have on society. 

 To predict how technology will change in the future. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

 Lesson 1: video on iLearn2, 
computer networks pdf 

 Lesson 2: bbc video ‘how the 
internet works’, youtube ‘a 
journey to the bottom of the 
internet’ video, youtube video 
‘how cloud computing works’ 

 Lesson 3: bbc video ‘how email 
works’, email simulator activity 
sheet 

 Lesson 4: video on iLearn2, access 
to padlet 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 In a large space, children to 
take on a role of a piece of 
equipment in a computer 
network. 

 Lesson 2 – Video of how 
email works & ‘unplugged’ 
email simulator 

 Lesson 3 – creating and 
adding to a class padlet. 

 Science/History/Geography 
– recalling prior knowledge 
on a class padlet 

 English – sharing 
predictions or suggesting an 
alternative ending to a class 
text. 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & Copyright and 
Ownership 

 I can describe ways technology can affect health 
and well-being both positively (e.g. mindfulness 
apps) and negatively. 

 I can describe some strategies, tips or advice to 
promote health and wellbeing with regards to 
technology. 

 I can assess and justify when it is acceptable to use 
the work of others. 

 I can give examples of content that is permitted to 
be reused and know how this content can be found 
online. 
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Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 (unplugged lesson) - 
Understand Computer Networks 
To know what a computer network is 
and how they work. To answer 
questions about computer networks. 
To take on a role of a piece of 
equipment or signal to further 
understand how a network works.  

Lesson 2 (unplugged lesson) - 
Understand Internet and Cloud 
Computing 
To understand the internet and cloud 
computing and how they help us. To 
know that we need a wired network to 
create a wireless network. To discuss 
and record the advantages and 
disadvantages of cloud computing. 

Lesson 3 (unplugged lesson) - What is 
email and how can we use it safely? 
To know what email is and how it 
works. To select the most appropriate 
form of communication for a given 
scenario. To take part in an unplugged 
email simulator activity to gain a 
deeper understanding of how email 
works. 

Lesson 4 - How and why can we 
collaborate online? 
To know and understand how and why 
people collaborate online. To 
collaborate online in a safe 
environment with peers, using padlet. 

Key vocabulary  

Computer network 
Server network 
Equipment 
Switches 
Printer 
Router 
Wireless devices 
Wireless access points 
Computers 
IP address 

Internet 
Wireless network 
Wired network 
Protocol 
Packet  
Data 
 
 

Email 
Communication 
Postal letters 
Facetime 
Skype 
Messages 
Address book 
Inbox 
Outbox  
Junk 
Compose 
Attachment 
Cc 
Bcc 
Reply  

Collaborate 
Online 
Feedback 
Share ideas 
Collaboration tools 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Understand Computer Networks, Internet and Cloud Computing and how they help us. 

 What is email and how can we use it safely? 

 Understand how and why we collaborate online (including blogging). 
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Year group:  6 Autumn 1 Unit: Computers: Past, Present and Future Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 5 Computer Networks and 
the Internet: 

 To understand computer 
networks, including the internet 
and cloud computing; how they 
can provide multiple services, 
such as the World Wide Web, 
and the opportunities they offer 
for communication and 
collaboration. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of 
programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 understand the hardware and software 
components that make up computer systems, and 
how they communicate with one another and with 
other systems.  

 understand how instructions are stored and 
executed within a computer system; understand 
how data of various types (including text, sounds 
and pictures) can be represented and manipulated 
digitally, in the form of binary digits 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

 Lesson 1: computers at home 
sheet or access to desktop 
publishing software, youtube 
‘this drone is a lifeguard’ video, 
youtube video ‘inside alibaba’s 
smart warehouse’, document 
software. 

 Lesson 2: iLearn2 video, adobe 
spark timeline creator. 

 Lesson 3: 1980s to now pdf, 
access to a child friendly search 
engine. 

 Lesson 4: how was technology 
predicted powerpoint. 

 Look at examples of older 
pieces of equipment and 
technology. Is this modern 
technology? Guess what 
the piece of 
equipment/hardware is 
and what purpose it has. 

 In lesson 4, look at how 
the film Back to the Future 
predicted what technology 
would be like and compare 
it to current technology. 

 Design Technology – exploring the 
electrical systems used in 
products and how they help us. 

 History – exploring the history of 
technology and computers and 
the technological advances that 
have occurred over time. 

 

Self Image and Identity 

 I can identify and critically evaluate online 
content relating to gender, race, religion, 
disability, culture and other groups, and explain 
why it is important to challenge and reject 
inappropriate representations online. 

 I can describe issues online that could make 
anyone feel sad, worried, uncomfortable or 
frightened. I know and can give examples of 
how to get help, both on and offline. 

 I can explain the importance of asking until I get 
the help needed. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 - Computers (present) 
To recall how computers help our lives. To know the 
differences between computers in the past and now. 
To present how computers and current technology 

Lessons 2 & 3 - Computers (Past) 
To know how computers and technology has 
changed over the past 30 years.  
To create a simplified key event timeline of the 

Lesson 4 - Computers (Future) 
To predict what computers will be like in the future, 
linked to our everyday life and how tasks and 
hobbies could be improved by technology. 
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help us and our families. history of computing. 
To research what pieces of 1980s technology was 
used for and how the same tasks are achieved now. 

Key vocabulary 

Computers 
Present/now  
Drone 
Cars 
Cameras 
 
 

Computers 
Past 
Pre-internet 
Floppy disks 
Cassettes 
Cartridges 
CDs 
Mouse 
Windows 
Mac 

Artificial intelligence (AI) 
Machine learning 
Robots 
Tablets 
Video conference 
Wearable technology 
3D cinema 
Drones 
Robots 
Finger print payments 
Electric cars 

Key skills throughout unit 

  Show awareness of how computers and digital technology helps us today. 

 Understand how technology has changed over time and represent it as an interactive timeline. 

 Understand the impact (positive/negative) technological changes have on society. 

 Predict how technology will change in the future.  
 
 

Year group: 6 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Scratch Programming Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 5 Scratch Programming: 

 To program inputs for 
control, selection 
(conditions) and sensing for 
interaction and 
data variables for scoring 
and a game timer.  

 To program distance sensing 
and movement. 

 To program inputs, outputs, 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals; solve 
problems by decomposing them into smaller parts. 

 Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables 
and various forms of input and output. 

 Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to 
detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 Design, use and evaluate computational 
abstractions that model the state and behaviour of 
real-world problems and physical systems 
understand several key algorithms that reflect 
computational thinking. 

 Use logical reasoning to compare the utility of 
alternative algorithms for the same problem. 
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loops, conditions, sensing 
and variables. 

 To program list variables that 
choose randomly. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
Scratch. 
 
 

 To play a retro space invaders game 
and explore how they use this to 
program their own space invaders 
style game. 

 To play a retro pong game and 
explore how they use this to 
program their own pong style game. 

Maths:  

 Position and direction – directing their 
sprites to move in a certain way. 

 Problem solving. 

Online Relationships 

 I can explain how sharing something online may 
have an impact either positively or negatively. 

 I can describe how to be kind and show respect 
for others online including the importance of 
respecting boundaries regarding what is shared 
about them online and how to support them if 
others do not. 

 I can describe how things shared privately 
online can have unintended consequences for 
others, e.g. screen-grabs. 

 I can explain that taking or sharing 
inappropriate images of someone (e.g. 
embarrassing images), even if they say it is 
okay, may have an impact for the sharer and 
others; and who can help if someone is worried 
about this. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Scratch Space 
To program a space invaders style 
game, using: inputs, selection, sensing, 
loops, random variables, conditions. 

Lesson 2 
Scratch Tennis 
To program a tennis style game in 
Scratch using: inputs, selection, 
sensing, random variables, operators, 
data variables. 

Lesson 3 
Scratch Paint 
To program a Microsoft paint style 
program in Scratch, using: inputs to 
draw, sensing, selection and 
broadcasts. 

Lessons 4 & 5 
Scratch Tablet 
To program a tablet simulator in 
Scratch using the following commands; 
click/touch inputs, message 
commands, show and hide sprites, 
costume changes. 

Key vocabulary 
Sprite 
Costume changes 
Backdrop 

Sprite 
Backdrop 
Inputs 

Sprite 
Inputs 
Erase all code block 

Sprite 
Simulator 
Stage 
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Inputs 
Selection 
Sensing 
Operators 
Random variables 
Loop 

Selection 
Sensing 
Operators 
Random variables 
Loop 
Condition 

Selection 
Sensing 
Operators 
Broadcast 

Home button 
Input 
Broadcast 
App icon 
App screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Program inputs, outputs, loops and random variables for unpredictability.  

 Program inputs, selection, sensing, random variables, operators for direction and data variables for scoring. 

 Use inputs, selection (conditions), loops, sensing, costume changes and broadcasts. 
 Work with multiple sprites, sending broadcast messages between them. 

 
 

Year group:  6 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Virtual Reality Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 5 3D Design: 

 To use 3D Computer Aided Design software to add and 
combine shapes to design a 3D model, including: 

 Understanding 3D spacial awareness. 

 Adding 3D shapes, resize, adjust height, duplicate and 
use the different perspective and using these to re-
create different types of buildings, roads/paths. 

 Adding shapes for windows and doors. 
Year 5 Scratch Programming: 

 To program inputs for control, selection (conditions) and 
sensing for interaction and data variables for scoring and 
a game timer.  

 To program distance sensing and movement. 

 To program inputs, outputs, loops, conditions, sensing 
and variables. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of 
software (including internet services) on a 
range of digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given goals. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 design, use and evaluate computational abstractions 
that model the state and behaviour of real-world 
problems and physical systems. 

 undertake creative projects that involve selecting, 
using, and combining multiple applications, preferably 
across a range of devices, to achieve challenging 
goals, including collecting and analysing data and 
meeting the needs of known users 
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 To program list variables that choose randomly. 
Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 

activities 
Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 

World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 & Cospaces 
website/app. 
 
Pupils can view their environment 
through the app and using Google 
Cardboard. 

 English and Art - Build story 
settings to inspire descriptive 
writing.  

 History – Creating a virtual 
reality environment of an event 
in WWII. 

 History: Dramatisation of 
an event in WWII/WWII 
blackout 

 

Online Bullying 

 I can describe how to capture bullying 
content as evidence (e.g screen- grab, URL, 
profile) to share with others who can help 
me. 

 I can explain how someone would report 
online bullying in different contexts. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What is Virtual Reality 
To know what virtual reality I and how it can 
be used to help people.  
Spaces and environments 
To begin to create their own space. To begin 
to change the environment. 
The camera 
To use the camera to be able to view the 
space as a player. To view the camera from 
different angles. 
Objects 
To add objects to an environment from the 
built in library and drag the objects into the 
environment. To be able to alter the object’s 
colour. 

Lesson 2  
Animation 
To alter an object through 
animation in an 
environment.  
Write Code 
To use code blocks to 
move an object in an 
environment. To program 
how far an object is to 
move, the direction it will 
take and how long it will 
take. To use a loop to 
make an object move 
continuously. 

Lesson 3  
Use groups 
To group objects together 
to make it easier to 
program them at the 
same time. 

Lesson 4  
Text, conditions and 
inputs 
To use code to make the 
environment more 
interesting. To use the 
actions and events code 
blocks to make a game 
interactive. Challenge: To 
use the code blocks to 
program a character to 
give instructions, or say a 
fact.  
 

Lesson 5 
Scenes, Shapes and 
conditions 
To add another scene to 
the Cospace. To create 
planet shapes and add 
conditions to show factgs 
when a plant is clicked. 

Key vocabulary  

Virtual Reality 
Computer generated 
VR headset 
Immersive 
Reality 
Space 

Objects 
Drag  
Rotate 
Colour  
 
 

Animation 
Movement 
Realism  
Code 
Blocks 
Loop 

Groups 
Program 
Duplicate 
Blocks  
Text 
Conditions 

Scene 
Shape 
Condition 
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Editor 
Environment 
Camera 
Arrows 
360 degrees 
Tilt 
Orbiting  
Speed 
 

Movement 
Turn  
Direction  
 

Inputs 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Learn what virtual reality is and how it can be used to help people. 

 Add, move and resize objects in a virtual reality environment  

 Animate objects for realism. 

 Use code blocks to add movement (with grouping) and interactions (conditions). 

 Create multiple scenes of VR environments. 
 
 

Year group: 6 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: Image Editing Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 4 Animation: 

 To create a stop-motion video by duplicating 
slides that include backgrounds and shapes. 

 To create animation using transition and 
animation effects (morph, motion paths, pulse 
etc), including taking and editing a screenshot. 

 To animate individual elements of objects.  

 To create animated GIF files by animating 
pixels. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range 
of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 Undertake creative projects that involve 
selecting, using, and combining multiple 
applications, preferably across a range of 
devices, to achieve challenging goals 

Resources Possible 
hooks/enrichment 
activities 
 

Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a 
Connected World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2, in addition to: 

 Lesson 1: PixLR X editor & chosen 
 Exploring edited and 

unedited images. 
 Science – exploring filters, light and 

colour editing and the effect of light on 

Online Reputation  

 I can explain the ways in which anyone 
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presentation software (powerpoint or 
keynote) 

 Lessons 2 & 3: PixLR X editor & Google 
Maps 

 Lesson 4: PixLR E editor 

What has been 
edited? 

 

an image. can develop a positive online 
reputation. 

 I can explain strategies anyone can 
use to protect their ‘digital 
personality’ and online reputation, 
including degrees of anonymity. 

Lesson Sequence  

Lesson 1 - What is image editing?  
Adjusting colours, contrast and 
brightness to improve an image 
To adjust and edit an image to improve 
its appearance. To create a before and 
after slide in presentation software to 
compare the image improvements. 

Lesson 2 & 3 
Taking, Importing a Screenshot, Crop & Ratios 
To take and import a screenshot from Google Maps into image editing software. 
To crop a screenshot. 
Add Text and Drawing Layers  
To edit and annotate the map image screenshot by adding drawing and text layers.   
Add Image Layers  
To add images as layers and resize and add effects to a map image. 
 
 

Lesson 4 
Add colour elements to a black 
and white image 
To add colour elements to a black 
and white image using an image 
editor. 

Key vocabulary 

Colour, Light, Tone  
Right click 
Image 
Zoom 
Adjust tool 
Colour editing 
Temperature 
Vibrance 
Tint  
Brightness 
Contrast  
Highlight 
Shadow 
Sharpen  
Before and after  

Screenshot 
Import 
Crop 
Ratios, Aspect ratio 
Proportions 
Annotate 
Brush tool 
Brush size 
Font style 
Text tool 
Drawing layer 
Text layer 
Images 
Image layer 
Resize 
Effects  

Right click 
Image 
Zoom tool 
Colour image 
Layers 
Duplicate 
Background copy 
Saturation  
Click and drag 
Rubber brush 
Edit menu 
Undo  
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Key skills throughout unit 

Adjust the colours, brightness and contrast to improve a photo. 
Create a before and after slide in presentation software.  
Take and crop a screenshot. 
Add drawing and text layers. 
Import new images as layers and resize them to fit. 
Add colour elements to a black and white photo using layers and eraser tools. 

 
 

Year group: 6 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: Graphic Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 5 3D Design: 

 To use 3D Computer Aided Design 
software to add and combine 
shapes to design a 3D model, 
including: 

 Understanding 3D spacial 
awareness. 

 Adding 3D shapes, resize, adjust 
height, duplicate and use 
the different perspective and using 
these to re-create different types of 
buildings, roads/paths. 

 Adding shapes for windows and 
doors. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range 
of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 Undertake creative projects that involve selecting, 
using, and combining multiple applications, 
preferably across a range of devices, to achieve 
challenging goals, including collecting and 
analysing data and meeting the needs of known 
users 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and  
chosen presentation 
software (powerpoint or 
Keynote). 

 Explore examples of different app 
icons. Look carefully at their features, 
use of shapes, colours and order 
arrangements. 

 

 Design Technology – using 
market research when 
designing their own icon. 

 

Managing Online Information 

 I can explain how search engines work and how 
results are selected and ranked. 

 I can describe how some online information can 
be opinion and can offer examples. 

 I can explain how and why some people may 
present ‘opinions’ as ‘facts’; why the 
popularity of an opinion or the personalities of 
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those promoting it does not necessarily make 
it true, fair or perhaps evenlegal. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is Graphic Design? 

 To understand what graphic design is, what 
a graphic designer does and how a 
computer makes the process easier. 
 

Calculator icon 

 To re-create the calculator app icon. 

 To add shapes to an icon. 

 To select appropriate colours for the 
shapes within an icon. 

 To group and duplicate shapes. 

Lesson 2 - Weather icon 

 To re-create the weather app 
icon. 

 To apply a gradient effect to an 
icon shape. 

 To adjust the transparency 
settings to show different parts of 
shapes on an icon. 

Lesson 3 - Photos App icon 

 To re-create the photos app icon. 

 To add shapes, then duplicate, 
group and rotate them. 

 To recall how to add a gradient to 
the shapes. 

 To adjust the transparency for 
each shape and adjust the order 
arrangement. 

Lesson 4 - Make your own icon 

 To apply learned graphic design 
skills to design and create their 
own app icon.  

 To gradient fill shapes. 

 To use transparency/opacity 
effects. 

 To rotate shapes. 

Key vocabulary 

Graphic design 
Graphic designer 
Graphics 
Shapes 
Elements 
App icons 
Colours 
Gradients 
Transparency 
Colour picker 
Resize 
Adjust  
Fill bucket 
Paste  
Guide lines 
Group 
Duplicate  

Graphic design 
Graphics 
App icons 
Shapes 
Resize 
Adjust  
Fill bucket 
Paste  
Guide lines 
Group 
Duplicate  
Gradient 
Transparency  
 

Graphic design 
Graphics 
App icons 
Shapes 
Resize 
Adjust  
Fill bucket 
Paste  
Guide lines 
Group 
Duplicate  
Gradient 
Transparency  
Order  

Graphic design 
Graphics 
App icons 
Shapes 
Resize 
Adjust  
Fill bucket 
Paste  
Guide lines 
Group 
Duplicate  
Gradient 
Transparency  
Order 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Add, adjust and fill shapes. 

 Group shapes to improve accuracy and speed. 

 Add and customise gradient effects. 

 Adjust transparency/opacity for a purpose. 

 Use a colour picker correctly (Keynote and PowerPoint only) 

 Accurately rotate shapes. 

 
 
 

Year group: 6 Summer 1 & 2 iLearn2 Unit: Web Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 5 App Design: 

 To use the tools in different 
presentation software to design an 
app, including: 

 Adjusting the slide size and 
background colour. 

 Adding text and inserting 
images (including transparent 
images) on different pages. 

 Using icons. 

 Including interactions using 
hyperlinks. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including 
internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, systems and content that 
accomplish given goals. 

Key Stage 3 Computing: 

 Create, re-use, revise and re-purpose digital artefacts 
for a given audience, with attention to 
trustworthiness, design and usability. 

 Undertake creative projects that involve selecting, 
using, and combining multiple applications, preferably 
across a range of devices, to achieve challenging 
goals. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
Edublogs 

 Investigate and evaluate 
a range of websites, 
including the school 
website and iLearn 2. 
What features do they 
have in common? 

 History – creating a website linked 
to a previous learned or current 
unit of study. 

 Geography – Creating a webpage, 
explaining what they have found 
out about mountains and 
volcanoes. 

Privacy and Security, Health and Wellbeing & Copyright and 
Ownership  

 I can describe effective ways people can manage 
passwords (e.g. storing them securely or saving them in 
the browser). 

 I can explain what to do if a password is shared, lost or 
stolen. 

 I can describe how and why people should keep their 
software and apps up to date, e.g. auto updates. 
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 I can describe common systems that regulate age- 
related content (e.g.PEGI, BBFC, parental warnings) and 
describe their purpose. 

 I recognise and can discuss the pressures that 
technology can place on someone and how / when they 
could manage this. 

 I can demonstrate the use of search tools to find and 
access online content which can be reused by others. 

 I can demonstrate how to make references to and 
acknowledge sources I have used from the internet. 

Sequence 
Introduction and the dashboard: To know the different 
features and tools feature on a website. To know the 
ways in which you can navigate around the website. To 
be log in to the webpage creator and access the 
dashboard for their webpage. 
Create a Static Homepage: To know what a homepage is. 
To create a static homepage. 
Themes: To change the theme/layout of their website.  
Site Identity: To edit the title and tagline of their website.  
To use a search engine to search for and save an image. 
To add and edit the website icon. 

Header and Background Images: To personalise and 
change the header. To edit the header and background 
images. 
Sidebar, widgets and mobile view: To know what a 
sidebar and a widget is. To adjust the sidebars of the 
website. To know add a variety of widgets to their 
website. To observe how their website will be viewed on 
different sized screens.  
Text and Images: To add text and images to their 
website. To know that I can edit the text and images on 
their website. 

More pages and navigation: To add extra pages to their 
website. To edit the navigation of their website, including 
creating a sub-menu.  
Feedback: To share a link to their website with a peer. To 
provide constructive feedback to a peer about their 
webpage. 

Key vocabulary  

Introduction 
and the 
Dashboard 
Design 
Publish 
Website 
Programming 
language 
Dashboard 
Navigate 
Sidebar 
 
 

Create a static 
Homepage 
Homepage 
Website 
Page 
Live 
Publish 
 
 
 

Themes 
Theme 
Design 
Layout 
Style 
 

Site Identity 
Image 
Title 
Tagline 
Crop 
Icon 

Header and 
Background 
Images 
Header 
Background 
image 
 

Sidebar, 
widgets and 
mobile view 
Sidebar 
Widget 
Icon  
Reorder 
Publish  
Mobile view 
 

Text and 
Images 
Content 
Text 
Images 
Word 
processor 
 

More pages 
and navigation 
Page 
Navigation 
Sub-menu 
Content 

Feedback 
Website URL 
Browser 
Feedback 
Navigation 
Side bar 
Design 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Create a static homepage. 

 Choose a suitable website theme. 

 Change the site identity to a suitable title, tagline and website icon. 

 Upload a suitable header and/or background image. 

 Adjust the website sidebar and add suitable widgets. 

 Add text and images to a page and edit them. 

 Add multiple pages and edit the navigation, including sub-menus. 

 Provide constructive feedback for your classmates’ websites. 
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11. Music Medium-Term Planning 

 

 
 
Music is incredibly important for children; helping them to express themselves, to 
explore different cultures, as well as teaching valuable knowledge and skills.  At 
Grangetown Primary School, we’re proud to offer the New Model Music Curriculum 
as part of the Charanga music scheme. This provides children with the full coverage 
of learning, under the National Curriculum for music. 
 
Music is taught in our school in a lively, engaging and enriching way. Children have 
constant opportunities to listen to, create and perform music.  
 
Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for Music, our Long and Medium 
Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘Music in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Music-25072021115950/  
 

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Music-25072021115950/
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Medium Term Planning for Music – the Charanga Scheme of Work 
 

 
 
In music, we follow the Charanga scheme of learning throughout school, from Year 1 
to Year 6. Charanga is an award-winning music scheme that meets and exceeds the 
national curriculum for music. Learning is integrated, meaning that in every lesson, 
children learn skills and knowledge based around listening to music, singing, playing 
instruments, composing/improvising and performing. 
 
For each year group, each half term follows a theme; such as 'How does music tell 
stories about the past?' or 'How can music make a difference to our lives?' These 
themes teach children not only the skills and knowledge associated with music but 
also how music is applied to and enriches the world around them. This makes a 
cross-curricular link to our Personal, Health and Social Education (PHSE) curriculum. 
 
Each half term, children learn to sing a number of increasingly complex songs; 
exploring their time signatures, styles and arrangements. Children also use our wide 
range of musical instruments to build skills based around keeping to a beat, rhythm 
variation, chords and melodies. As well as playing to existing musical compositions, 
children have plenty of time in music lessons to express themselves, via their own 
compositions and improvisations. 
 
The final piece of the musical jigsaw at Grangetown is performance. Children have 
the opportunity to build their own self confidence by performing their musical 
creations and masterpieces. 
 
A typical lesson consists of warm up activities based around finding and keeping the 
beat of a piece of music, exploring the musical style and lyrical content of an existing 
song, singing or playing instruments and performing as a whole group; often with 
some children performing percussion while others play instruments, with some 
taking on singing duties. 
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 French Medium-Term Planning 
 

 
 
Grangetown Primary School celebrates and welcomes diversity within and beyond 
our school community. It is our aim to introduce learners to the wider world and 
increase their knowledge and understanding of other cultures. 
 

Learning an additional language gives our pupils the opportunity to widen and 
expand their understanding of the world - this breaks down barriers, encourages the 
learner to become more open minded and builds tolerance. 
 

Learning a language is also valid from a technical viewpoint, in terms of the 
mechanics of how language works, the comparisons made with English and the 
subsequent positive impact upon other academic disciplines. 
 
Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for French, our Long and Medium 
Term Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘French in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/French/  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/French/
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Year group:  2 Autumn 1  Unit: Travelling to France Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

 Children are new to 
French lessons in year 2 

 No national curriculum objectives for Key Stage 1 French  Parisian monuments and attractions 

 Introducing yourself 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Rhyme: Deux Petits Oiseaux 
Song: Toc, toc, toc. 
Clip: Barnaby Bear goes to Paris 

 Geographical knowledge that France is a different country 

 Maths – counting to 5; paying with Euros 

 Thierry Tricolore puppet 
 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Classroom instructions and 
basic greetings 
 
To respond to someone 
saying hello and goodbye 
in French. 
To listen and respond to 
basic classroom 
instructions. 
Be able to look at an 
image of an instruction 
and say the correct 
phrase. 

Lesson 2 
France as a different 
country and modes of 
transport used to get there 
 
To understand that France 
is a different country. 
To explain how to travel to 
France from Sunderland.  
To know the French 
names of 5 modes of 
transport used to get to 
France. 
To use the correct action 
for each mode of 
transport. 

Lesson 3 
Saying your name. Paris is 
the capital of France. 
Things to do in Paris. 
 
To be able to say your 
name in French. 
To be able to say the 
name of the capital city of 
France. 
To talk about what you 
can do in Paris when you 
are visiting.  
To write the names of 
modes of transport. 
 

Lesson 4 
Names of modes of 
transport. 
 
To be able to recognise 
the names of modes of 
transport already learnt 
and begin to learn new 
ones. 
To identify ways to 
remember new words.  

Lesson 5 
Counting to 5 in French. 
Paying with Euros. 
 
To be able to count to 5 
verbally in French. 
To explain that Euros are 
the currency used in 
France. 
To plan a day in Paris with 
5 Euros to spend. 

Lesson 6 
Reading and 
understanding the names 
of modes of transport. 
 
To be able to select the 
correct word from a list to 
write next to the picture. 
To be able to come up 
with an action for a new 
mode of transport 

Key vocabulary 
Bonjour (Madame) 
 
taisez-vous, levez-vous, 
asseyez-vous, écoutez, 
regardez 
 
Au revoir (Madame) 
 
 
 
 

La France, Paris 
 
le train, le bateau, l’avion, 
le bus, la voiture 

Je m’appelle  
 

le train, le bateau, l’avion, 
le bus, la voiture 
 

un, deux, trois, quatre, 
cinq, six 
Euros 

le train, le bateau, l’avion, 
le bus, la voiture, la moto, 
l’hélicoptère, le vélo, le 
camion 
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Key skills throughout unit 
 To respond to someone saying hello in French. 

 To listen to and understand basic classroom instructions in French. 

 To explain that France is a country in Europe. 

 To identify ways to travel to Paris from Sunderland. 

 To be able to say the names of modes of transport in French. 

 To identify countries where French is spoken. 

 To explain how to pay for things in France. 

 To count to 6 in French. 

 To read, understand and write the names of modes of transport in French. 

 To recite the rhyme ‘Deux Petits Oiseaux’ with actions. 

 To join in with the song ‘Bonjour, Salut’. 

 To respond to the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles?’ 
 
 

Year group:  1 Autumn 2 Unit: Hello, Hi Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
No prior knowledge of French  No national curriculum objectives for Key Stage 1 French  Introducing yourself 

 Counting in French 

 Using colours to describe animals 

 Understanding classroom instructions 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song: Bonjour, Salut 
Song: Toc, Toc, Toc 
Story: Joyeux Noël Berthe 
Song: Cataclop 

 

 Geography: Knowing that France is a different country 
 

 

 Performing the song ‘Cataclop’. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To understand that France 
is a different country. To 
say hello and goodbye. 
 
To look at a map and 
understand where we are 
and where France is. 

Lesson 2 
To be able to say hello and 
goodbye. To listen to some 
classroom instructions. 
 
To join in with some of the 
words to a song and 
actions. 

Lesson 3 
To say your name. 
 
To join in with a song 
which helps to learn how 
to say your name. 
To tell a puppet your 
name in a French phrase. 

Lesson 4 
To say the names of 
colours in French. 
 
To learn some actions and 
names of four colours in 
French. 
To join in with a game 

Lesson 5 
To understand when 
someone says how they 
are feeling. 
 
To listen to the song about 
the donkey and join in 
with the actions. 

Lesson 6 
To follow a story in French. 
To learn about Christmas 
traditions. 
 
To join in with some of the 
words to a Christmas 
song. 
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To listen to a song in 
French. 
To join in with initial 
actions to the song. 
To listen to a new word 
and repeat it in chorus and 
individually. 
To learn how to say your 
name. 
To ask someone else their 
name within a song. 
To create a puppet 
picture. 

To learn the word for ‘hi’. 
To listen to 3 classroom 
instructions and join with 
an action to help 
remember them. 
To say hello or hi to a 
puppet. 
To join in with a game of 
Simon Says. 
To listen for the ford for 
‘bye’ in a song. 
 

To give a puppet a French 
name.  
To pretend to be the 
puppet and say your 
name. 

using actions and names 
of colours. 
To use the actions in a 
song about colours. 
To listen to a song about 
the donkey in the nativity 
in French. 
  
 

To learn some actions to 
help remember the 
phrases to explain how 
you are feeling. 
   
 

To listen to a story about 
Christmas in France. 
To learn at least one 
difference between how 
children in France 
celebrate Christmas and 
how we do.  

Key vocabulary 
Bonjour 
Je m’appelle ….. 
 
Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 

Salut 
Écoutez, Regardez, Taisez-
vous 
Au revoir 

Je m’appelle….. 

 
bleu, rouge, jaune, vert Ça va ? 

Ça va bien. 
Ça va mal. 

Joyeux Noël 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To listen to and understand basic classroom instructions in French. 

 To respond to the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 

 To ask the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 

 To join in with a song in French. 

 To hear and understand the name of a colour in French. 

 To follow a story in French. 
 
 

Year group:  2 Spring 1 Unit: Days of the Week Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
 Colours in French 

 Classroom instructions 

 Saying your name 

 No national curriculum objectives for Key Stage 1 French  Using the date in work 

 Counting 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song: Jours de la Semaine 
Story: La Semaine de Berthe 
 

 Maths: Days of the week, counting to 10 

 R.E. To learn about the Epiphany and its importance in France 

 Performing the song ‘Jours de la 
Semaine’. 
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Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
What is the Festival of the 
Kings?  

 
To recall classroom 
instructions.  
To say Happy New Year in 
French.  
To understand what the 
Fête des Rois is and how it 
is celebrated in France. 
To decorate a crown and 
then use the names of the 
colours in French from 
memory to describe it.   

Lesson 2 
To join in with the actions 
to the song ‘Jours de la 
Semaine’ 

 
To listen to a song in 
French. 
To join in with initial 
actions to the song. 
To listen to a story and 
begin to use the pictures 
to aid understanding. 
To recall how to say your 
name. 
To ask someone else their 
name within a song. 

Lesson 3 
To follow a story featuring 
the days of the week 
 
To copy actions to help 
remember the French 
names for days of the 
week. 
To follow the story and 
listen for the names of 
days of the week. 
To follow actions for each 
activity in the story. 

Lesson 4 
To read the names of days 
of the week 
 
To recognise the word in a 
sentence from the story 
for a day of the week. 
To join in with a speaking 
game focussing on the 
days of the week. 
To match up the day of 
the week with the image 
from the story relating to 
that day. 

Lesson 5 
To write the names of days 
of the week in French. 
 
To sing along with the 
words from the song 
‘Jours de la Semaine’. 
To order the days of the 
week in English and then 
in French. 
To look at the words in 
French and find 
similarities and 
differences. 
To write the names of 
days of the week in a mini-
book and illustrate 
according to the story. 
To count to 10 verbally. 

Lesson 6 
To follow a different, 
familiar story which 
contains the days of the 
week. 
 
To listen to the story ‘The 
Very Hungry Caterpillar’ in 
French and raise a hand 
when a day of the week is 
mentioned. 
To say the name of the 
day of the week when the 
story is read aloud again. 
To join in with a song 
about colours and find an 
item in the classroom 
which is the colour you 
have been asked for. 

Key vocabulary 
Bonne Année 
L’Épiphanie 
La Galette 
Le Roi/La Renne 
rouge, vert, jaune, bleu, 
orange 

lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, 
vendredi, samedi, dimanche 
 
Je m’appelle…  
 
Comment tu t’appelles ? 

lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, 
vendredi, samedi, dimanche 

 

lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, 
vendredi, samedi, dimanche 

 

lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, 
vendredi, samedi, dimanche 

 

lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, 
vendredi, samedi, dimanche 
rouge, jaune, bleu, vert 

 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To describe the colour of something in French. 

 To listen to and understand basic classroom instructions in French. 

 To use actions to help remember the French names for days of the week. 

 To count to 10 verbally in French. 

 To read, understand and write the names of days of the week in French. 

 To join in with the song ‘Jours de la Semaine’ and the song ‘Les Couleurs’. 

 To respond to the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 

 To ask the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 
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Year group:  1 Spring 2 Unit: My Family Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
 Classroom instructions 

 Saying hello 

 Introducing yourself 

 Talking about how you feel 

 Colours 

 No national curriculum objectives for Key Stage 1 French  Counting in French 

 Using colours to describe animals 

    Understanding classroom instructions 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song: Les Couleurs 
Rhyme: Voici Ma Famille 
 

 Maths: Counting to 6; simple addition sums to 6 

 RE: Celebrating Easter in France 

 Learning about Easter in France 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To answer someone asking 
how you are. 
 
To join in with the song 
Bonjour, Salut using 
actions. 
To understand the 
question ça va? 
To respond to the 
question saying how you 
are feeling. 
To show understanding of 
phrases relating to how 
you are feeling.   

Lesson 2 
To listen to the names of 
family members 
 
To respond to the 
question Ça va ? 
To hear and repeat the 
names of family members. 
To listen for the name of 
one family member and 
hold up a picture when 
you hear it. 
To listen out for 2 rhyming 
words. 
 
 

Lesson 3 
To say the names of family 
members. 
 
To listen to a short rhyme. 
To say the name of the 
family member who is 
missing. 
To practise classroom 
instructions. 
 

Lesson 4 
To read and understand 
the names of 4 colours. 
 
To join in with the actions 
to a song. 
To say the name of a 
colour in French. 
To read and understand 
the names of colours and 
use that colour. 
 

Lesson 5 
To write the names of 
numbers 1-6 in French 
 
To join in with a number 
song. 
To copy the name of a 
number in French. 
To complete simple 
addition sums to 6 in 
French. 
To count how many family 
members there are and 
say the number in French.   
 

Lesson 6 
To understand how 
children in France 
celebrate Easter. 
 
To watch a clip about how 
children in France 
celebrate Easter and 
answer comprehension 
questions.  
To complete a mini-book 
with Easter related images 
and a French greeting.  

Key vocabulary 
Bonjour 
Ça va ? 
Ça va bien, ça va mal 
 

ma mère, mon père, ma 
sœur, mon frère 

ma mère, mon père, ma 
sœur, mon frère 
 
Écoutez, Regardez, Taisez-
vous 
 
 
 

bleu, rouge, jaune, vert un, deux, trois, quatre, 
cinq, six 

Pâques, une cloche, un 
lapin, un poussin, un œuf, 
des fleurs 
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Key skills throughout unit 
 To listen to and understand basic classroom instructions in French. 

 To respond to the question ‘Ça va ?’ 

 To ask the question ‘Ça va ?’ 

 To join in with a song in French. 

 To read and understand the name of a colour in French. 

 To write the name of a number in French. 
 
 
 

Year group:  2 Summer 1 Unit: The Carnival of the Animals Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
 Saying your name 

 Asking someone else’s 

name. 

 Animals  

No national curriculum objectives for Key Stage 1 French  Describing animals 

 Introducing yourself 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Music: Le Carnaval des 
Animaux, Camille Saint-Saëns 

 Music: Le Carnaval des Animaux, Camille Saint-Saëns  Making a mask and acting as the 
animal. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To say the names of 3 animals in 
French 
 
To show understanding of 
classroom instructions. 
To listen to a piece of classical 
music and explain your opinion. 
To listen to a new word and 
repeat it in chorus and 
individually. 
To find an appropriate action for 
each animal. 
To say the name of an animal 
independently. 
  

Lesson 2 
To listen for the name of an 
animal 
 
To recap the names of animals 
depicted in the music. 
To use the action for an animal 
when the word is heard. 
To say the name of an animal 
when the action is seen. 
To repeat the name of an animal 
if it is appropriate. 
To explain what has helped with 
remembering new words. 

Lesson 3 
To learn the names of 3 more 
animals in French 
 
To practise classroom 
instructions. 
To recall the initial animals. 
To come up with the actions 
which will be helpful to 
remember new words. 
To write the names of animals 
and draw them. 
To recall new vocabulary. 

Lesson 4 
To make an animal mask and 
say which animal it is in French 
 
To play a game involving the 
names of the six animals in the 
music. 
To design a mask based on one 
of the animals. 
To say the kind of animal your 
mask is. 
To write the French name for 
the animal. 
To ask another animal its name.  
To say your own name. 

Lesson 5 
To perform a short conversation 
with a partner to the rest of the 
class 
 
To ask how someone is feeling 
and to respond to this question. 
To ask what someone is called 
and respond. 
To practise a short conversation 
with a partner.  
To perform the conversation to 
the rest of the class.  
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Key vocabulary 
un lion, un oiseau, un poisson un lion, un oiseau, un poisson un kangourou, un éléphant, une 

tortue 
Comment tu t’appelles ? 
Je m’appelle …… 

Comment tu t’appelles ? 
Je m’appelle …… 
Ça va ? 
Ça va bien/mal. 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To listen to and understand basic classroom instructions in French. 

 To read, understand and write the names of animals in French. 

 To respond to the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 

 To ask the question ‘Comment tu t’appelles ?’ 

 To ask the question ‘Ça va ?’ 

 To respond to the question ‘Ça va ?’ 

 To rehearse a simple conversation and perform it to the class. 
 

Year group:  1 Summer 2 Unit: On the Farm Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
 Saying your name 

 Counting to 6 

 No national curriculum objectives for Key Stage 1 French  Counting in French 

 Describing animals 

 Phonic work 

 Classroom instructions 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Song: Dans la Ferme de 

Mathurin  

 Story: Aboie Georges! 

 Maths: Counting animals.  Performing the song ‘Dans la Ferme de 
Mathurin’.  

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To say the names of farm 
animals. 
 
To say how you are 
feeling. 
To hear the name of farm 
animals and repeat them. 
To use an action to help 
remember the names of 
farm animals. 

Lesson 2 
To know how to use 
manners in French.  
 
To listen to the words in 
French for please and 
thank you. To repeat 
them. 
To recall classroom 
instructions. 
To listen for a farm animal 

Lesson 3 
To hear and understand 
the names of farm 
animals. 
 
To take part in a song 
when appropriate. 
To learn the names of two 
additional animals. 
To listen to the names of 
animals. 

Lesson 4 
To consolidate learning 
names of farm animals 
 
To listen for the name of 
an animal. 
To read the names of 
animals and understand 
them. 
To select the correct word 
to write next to a picture. 

Lesson 5 
To say the name of a farm 
animal accurately 
 
To join in with the song 
Dans la Ferme de 
Mathurin. 
To learn how phonemes 
can sound different in 
French and English. 
To listen to a story about 

Lesson 6 
To recognise the French 
name of farm animals in a 
story. 
 
To read and understand 
the name of a farm 
animal. 
To join in with familiar 
words in a story. 
To perform the song Dans 
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To listen for an animal 
name and show 
understanding. 
To know the noise a 
French animal makes in 
comparison to an English 
animal. 

name and respond with a 
physical action.  
To say the name of a farm 
animal. 
To join in with the French 
version of the song ‘Old 
Macdonald had a Farm.’  

To explain which words 
have been remembered 
and what has helped. 

To count to 6 in French 
counting the number of 
farm animals. 
 

animals. 
To say the names of 
animals when they appear 
in the story. 
 
   
 

la Ferme de Mathurin. 

Key vocabulary 
un canard, un mouton, un 
cochon, une vache 
 
 

s’il vous plaÎt, merci, 
pardon 

un cheval, un chien un canard, un mouton, un 
cochon, une vache, un 
cheval, un chien 
 

un canard, un mouton, un 
cochon, une vache, un 
cheval, un chien 
 

un canard, un mouton, un 
cochon, une vache, un 
cheval, un chien 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To listen to and understand basic classroom instructions in French. 

 To join in with a song in French. 

 To count to 6 verbally in French. 

 To read, understand and write the names farm animals in French. 

 To respond to the question ‘Ça va ?’ 

 To ask the question ‘Ça va ?’ 

 To follow a story in French. 
 
 

Year group:  3 Autumn 1  Unit: Paris Landmarks Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Counting to 10 in 

French verbally. 

 Knowledge that Paris is 
the capital of France. 

 Basic classroom 
instructions. 

 Names of colours. 

 Phonics in names of 
some colours. 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Parisian monuments and attractions 

 Use of the French alphabet 

 Phonic knowledge of key sounds 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Book: Mr Chicken Goes to 
Paris 

 Literacy – common and proper nouns 

 Geography – Location of Paris in France 

 Thierry Tricolore puppet 
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Rhyme : Deux Petits 
Oiseaux 

 Maths – France known as the Hexagon, simple sums in French 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Classroom instructions and 
basic greetings 
 
To respond to someone 
saying hello and goodbye 
in French. 
To listen and respond to 
classroom instructions. 
To respond when the name 
of a colour is called.  
To understand when being 
asked your name and 
respond appropriately. 
 

Lesson 2 
Definition of common and 
proper nouns. Location of 
Paris in France 
 
To join in with a song and 
ask someone’s name and 
respond when asked the 
same question. 
To know terms Paris and la 
France and share prior 
knowledge of Paris. 
To know that consonants 
are often silent at the end 
of a word in French.  
To explain why France is 
known as l’Hexagone 

Lesson 3 
Location of Paris in France. 
Spelling using the French 
alphabet. Writing 
classroom instructions 
 
To be able to locate Paris 
on a map of France.  
To know the French names 
for the letters used in the 
word ‘Paris’. 
To be able to spell Paris in 
French.  
To write an instruction in 
French. 

Lesson 4 
Asking how something is 
spelt. To spell ‘Nounours’ 
using the French names for 
letters 
 
To be able to understand 
the question ‘Comment ça 
s’écrit?’ 
Ability to understand and 
respond to additional 
classroom instructions.  
To know the phonic action 
for the phoneme ‘y’. 

Lesson 5 
Where is France in Europe? 
What can you see in Paris? 
Phonics used in numbers 1-
3 
 
To remember the numbers 
from 1-3 in French and be 
able to use the phonic 
actions in these numbers.  
To be able to locate France 
in Europe and Paris in 
France. 
To recognise and name la 
Tour Eiffel, la Tour 
Montparnasse, le Louvre, 
l’Arc de Triomphe.   

Lesson 6 
Assessment week 
 
Ability to listen to greetings 
and ascertain who they are 
directed at. 
Ability to locate France in 
Europe and Paris in France. 
Ability to recognise 
common and proper 
nouns. 
Ability to read statements 
and place them in the 
correct part of a 
conversation. 
Ability to spell Nounours 
and Paris. 

Key vocabulary 
Bonjour 
(Madame/Monsieur/ 
Nounours/les enfants) 
 
taisez-vous, levez-vous, 
asseyez-vous, écoutez, 
regardez, croisez les bras 
 
Comment tu t’appelles ? 
 
bleu, rouge, vert, jaune 
 
Au revoir 
(Madame/Monsieur/ 
Nounours/les enfants) 
 
 

Comment t’appelles-tu? 
 
Je m’appelle…… 
 
Paris, la France 
 
l’Hexagone 
 
Nouns, common and 
proper 

P – a – r – i – s; Écoutez !  
Regardez ! Taisez-vous ! 
Croisez les bras ! 
Levez-vous ! 
Asseyez-vous ! 

N-o-u-n-o-u-r-s; Écoutez 
!  Regardez ! Taisez-vous ! 
Croisez les bras ! 
Levez-vous ! 
Asseyez-vous ! 
Asseyez-vous 
correctement! Levez le 
doigt! 
 
bleu, rouge, vert, jaune 

la Tour Eiffel, la Tour 
Montparnasse, le Louvre, 
l’Arc de Triomphe.   
 

All vocabulary used in the 
topic 
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Key skills throughout unit 
 To understand and respond to classroom instructions 

 To understand the question ‘What are you called?’ in French and respond to the question. 

 To explain the difference between common and proper nouns. 

 To locate France in Europe and Paris in France. 

 To name countries around the world where French is an official language. 

 To spell ‘Paris’ and ‘Nounours’ using the French alphabet. 

 To know the phonic actions for sounds used in numbers 1-3. 
 
 
 

Year group:  3 Autumn 2 Unit: Countries of the UK Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Knowledge of the 

countries of the UK in 
geography lessons. 

 Basic classroom 
instructions. 

 Manners in French. 

 Counting to 6 in French. 

 Oui/non 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and 
responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the 
spelling, sound and meaning of words. 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures. 
 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when 

they are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Description of the capital cities of the UK 

 Using intonation to convey meaning 

 Using ‘C’est…’ to construct a sentence. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Story : Bonne Nuit Canada  Literacy – common and proper nouns and capital letters, ordering words using alphabetical 

order 

 Geography – The countries of the UK and their capital cities; French-speaking Canada 

 Making a mini-book based on Bonne Nuit 
Canada.  

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Using manners in French. 
The countries of the UK. 
Pronunciation of word 
sending in consonants. 
 
To use manners in French. 
To be able to name the UK, 
Great Britain and the 4 
countries in the UK in 

Lesson 2 
To follow silent letter 
rules.To be able to name 
the UK, Great Britain and 
the 4 countries in the UK in 
French.  
Revisit counting to 6. 
 
To be able to label a map 
of the UK with the names 

Lesson 3 
To learn the names of the 
capital cities of the UK. To 
order them alphabetically. 
 
To recap asking someone 
their names and 
responding to the 
question. 
To read aloud the names of 

Lesson 4 
To be able to say what 
something is using ‘C’est + 
noun’.  
 
To count in turn to 6, 
including the number 0. 
To recall the key 
vocabulary learnt this half-
term so far. To use ‘C’est’ 

Lesson 5 
To be able to understand 
and answer questions 
about capital cities. To 
listen to a Christmas song. 
 
To understand the 
question ‘Quelle est la 
capitale de …?’ and 
respond using ‘C’est…’. 

Lesson 6 
To respond using oui/non. 
To understand a question 
using C’est + noun. To 
understand the importance 
of intonation 
 
To recall classroom 
instructions. Using 
‘oui/non’ with childrens 
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French. To know that the 
names of countries begin 
with a capital letter 
because they are proper 
nouns.  
To follow silent letter rules. 

of the countries in French. 
To be able to write and say 
the names of numbers 1-6 
in French.  
To read the story Bonne 
Nuit Canada. 
 

the capital cities of each 
country in the UK. 
To order the names of the 
cities of the UK 
alphabetically. 
To produce a mini-book 
based on the story Bonne 
Nuit Canada. 

to give the names of the 
capital cities of the UK in a 
phrase.  

To listen to the song ‘Le 
Renne de Noël’. To look at 
the words and find the 
words we have already 
learnt in year 2 in the song. 

names, children answer 
questions.  
Using ‘C’est…’ as a 
statement and ‘C’est… ?’ as 
a question. To understand 
that intonation changes 
the meaning of the phrase. 
 

Key vocabulary 
Bonjour, s’il te plaît, merci, 
au revoir 
 
le Royaume-Uni 
la Grande Bretagne 
l’Angleterre 
l’Écosse 
l’Irlande du Nord 
le Pays de Galles 
 

le Royaume-Uni 
la Grande Bretagne 
l’Angleterre 
l’Écosse 
l’Irlande du Nord 
le Pays de Galles 
 
un, deux, trois, quatre, 
cinq, six 

Belfast, Cardiff, Londres, 
Édimbourg 

C’est… 
  
Londres, Belfast, Cardiff, 
Édimbourg, Paris 

Quelle est la capitale de…? 
  
C’est… 
  
Londres, Belfast, Cardiff, 
Édimbourg, Paris 
 
Nez, oreilles, tête, père 

Belfast, Cardiff, Londres, 

Édimbourg 

  

C’est… 

  

C’est...?  

 

Oui/non, c’est 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To say please and thank you in French. 

 Pronouncing words correctly with a silent final consonant. 

 Counting to 6 in French. 

 Locating the capital cities of the UK in each country. 

 Using C’est as a sentence opener either as a statement or a question dependant on intonation. 
 
 

Year group:  3 Spring 1 Unit: Visiting Paris Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Basic classroom 

instructions. 

 Counting to 6 in 
French. 

 Oui/non 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the 
spelling, sound and meaning of words. 

 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those 
of others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures. 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Describing Paris. 

 Producing sentences using ‘C’est…’ 

 Counting to a higher number. 
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 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 describe people, places, things and actions orally* and in writing 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song: Il y a quel qu’un ? 
Song : Au Clair de la Lune 

 R.E.: The Epiphany and its importance in France 

 Literacy – Using a conjunction in a sentence; vowels and consonants 

 Geography – The countries of the UK and their capital cities, landmarks of Paris 

 Maths – Counting 

 Singing the song ‘Il y a quel qu’un ?’ and 
watching the recording back. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
What is the Festival of the 
Kings? To use a conjunction 
in a French sentence. 

 
To recall classroom 
instructions.  
To say Happy New Year in 
French.  
To understand what the 
Fête des Rois is and how it 
is celebrated in France. 
To recall the names of 
countries and cities of the 
UK. 
To use ‘C’est..’ to say a 
simple sentence. 
To understand a question 
using ‘C’est …. ou…. ?’ 
To construct a question 
using the above structure. 

Lesson 2 
To learn about Paris 
landmarks and their names 
in French. 
 
To recall polite words and 
asking how someone is and 
replying. 
To learn 4 additional 
classroom instructions. 
To understand the terms 
vowel and consonant and 
learn the French names for 
these terms. 
To hear a letter pattern 
and say the name of the 
city. 
To recall the names of 
Paris landmarks and learn 
about some additional 
attractions using actions to 
aid recall. 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 3 
To recall numbers 1-6 
To find strategies to aid 
pronunciation and 
memorisation. 
 
To practise counting to six 
in French. 
To listen to the 
pronunciation of a native 
speaker and mimic it. 
To memorise names using 
sound and meaning. 
To use number labels. 
To produce a question 
using a number label and 
correct intonation. 

Lesson 4 
To hear and recognise the 
‘un’ phoneme. 
 
To count to ten using a 
song.  
To join in with the actions 
from a song using the ‘un’ 
phoneme.  
To hear the phoneme and 
raise a hand. 
To highlight the grapheme 
in the song lyrics. 
To show understanding of 
song lyrics. 

Lesson 5 
To produce words through 
blending sounds. 
 
To join in with the words 
from a song. 
To recall vowel/consonant 
order using numbers to 6. 
To practise phonic sounds 
in numbers 7-12. 
To blend sounds together 
to make the numbers 7-12. 
To find strategies to help 
to remember how to spell 
these words. 

Lesson 6 
To write and say simple 
sentences about Paris 
monuments. 
 
To practise writing the 
names of Paris monuments 
and read some examples 
aloud. 
To identify the 6 Paris 
monuments we have been 
learning about. 
To write simple sentences 
using ‘C’est + noun’. 
To read aloud an example 
of a sentence written.  
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Key vocabulary 
Bonne Année 
la Galette 
ou 
C’est… ou …? 
C’est… 
 
Belfast, Cardiff, Londres, 
Édimbourg, Paris 

Comment ça va? Ça va 
bien, mal, comme çi, 
comme ça 
merci, pardon, s’il te plaît 
sautez, marchez, courez, 
marchez sur la pointe des 
pieds 
 
voyelle consonne 
 
le Sacré-Cœur, la Statue de 
la Liberté 
 

La Tour Eiffel 
L’Arc de Triomphe,  
La Tour Montparnasse, 
Le Louvre, 
La Statue de la Liberté 
Le Sacré-Cœur 
 
Numéro un/deux/trois etc. 

un, quelqu'un, brun 
 
lapin, cheval, oiseau 

zéro, un, deux, trois, 
quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, 
neuf, dix, onze, douze 

La Tour Eiffel 
L’Arc de Triomphe,  
La Tour Montparnasse, 
Le Louvre, 
La Statue de la Liberté 
Le Sacré-Cœur 
  
C’est ……….. 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To say please and thank you in French. 

 To listen and understand classroom instructions. 

 Using phonic sounds and blending them to make words. 

 Counting to 12 in French. 

 Using C’est as a sentence opener either as a statement or a question dependant on intonation. 
 
 

Year group:  3 Spring 2 Unit: Describing Paris Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Counting to 10 in 

French verbally. 

 Names of monuments 
and attractions in Paris 

 Classroom instructions. 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, 
sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Parisian monuments and attractions 

 Counting up to higher numbers 

 Saying more complex sentences to describe 
Paris. 

 Using an adverb and the verb ‘il y a’ in a 
sentence to describe what is in the 
garden/woods/sea. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Book: Où Est Mon 

Chat ? 

 Song: Lulu la Tortue 

 Literacy – Using an adverb in a sentence. Using a conjunction in a sentence. Using a comma 
and a conjunction with more than two nouns in a sentence.  

 Maths – Counting up and down, counting in groups of one, two or three numbers. 

 Looking at a 24 hour timelapse of Paris and 
saying sentences to describe what is in the 
picture.  
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 Geography – Rivers and canals  Joining in with the actions from the song 
‘Lulu la Tortue’.   

 Counting the cats in the story ‘Où Est Mon 
Chat ?’ 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Asking someone their 
name and responding. 
Asking and answering a 
simple question. 
 
To ask someone their 
name and respond to the 
same question. 
To count to 10 in French. 
To ask a question using 
‘C’est… ou ….. ?’.  
To use the correct 
intonation when asking the 
question. 
To look at the Paris skyline 
and answer questions in 
the same style in a simple 
sentence.  

Lesson 2 
Writing and saying a 
sentence using a verb and 
an adverb 
 

To join in with the actions 
to a song. 
To learn the names of 3 
more visitor attractions in 
Paris.  
To understand the 
difference between a river 
and a canal. 
To understand what an 
adverb is and use the 
adverb ‘À Paris, …’ 
 

Lesson 3 
To use a template to create 
a spoken sentence to 
describe what is in Paris. 
 
To join in with a game of 
‘Jacques a Dit’  using 
classroom instructions. 
To create a spoken 
sentence based on 
structure learnt last lesson 
using a model sentence 
and images to help.  
To read and understand 
sentences using this 
structure and familiar 
language. 

Lesson 4 
To use a conjunction to 
extend a sentence. To 
count up to 12 and back 
down again. 
 
To count in French from 0-
12 and back down again. 
To count in groups of one, 
two or three numbers. 
To understand a spoken 
sentence and say whether 
it is correct or incorrect 
using ‘oui’ or ‘non’. 
To understand the function 
of a conjunction in a 
sentence. 
To link two nouns using the 
conjunction ‘et’. 

Lesson 5 
To use a comma along with 
a conjunction in a sentence 
to link more than two 
nouns in a sentence. 
 
To listen to the story ‘Où 
Est Mon Chat ?’. 
To count in French to see 
how many cats are in the 
story.  
To understand how to use 
a comma and a 
conjunction in a sentence 
with more than two nouns. 
To write and say such a 
sentence. 

Lesson 6 
To learn about the adverb 
‘aussi’ and how to use it in 
a sentence. To complete a 
listening assessment. 
 
To understand two 
sentences written and read 
aloud which describe what 
there is in Paris.  
To understand how to use 
the adverb ‘aussi’. 
To complete a listening 
assessment to show 
understanding of work 
done this half-term. 

Key vocabulary 
Comment tu t’appelles ? Je 
m’appelle ___ 
La Tour Eiffel, l’Arc de 
Triomphe, la Tour 
Montparnasse, le Louvre, 
Le Sacré-Cœur, la Statue 
de la Liberté 
C’est …. ou ….. ? 
C’est ….. 
 
 
 
 

La Seine, le Canal Saint-
Martin, les Bouquinistes 
 
À Paris, il y a …. 

À Paris, il y a ….  
 
L’Opéra, le Musée du Quai 
Branly, le Centre Pompidou 

À Paris, 
il y a…   et ... 
 

À Paris,  
 
il y a..., ….. et …… 
 

Il y a aussi ……….. 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 To understand the question ‘What are you called?’ in French and respond to the question. 

 To understand the use of an adverb in a sentence. 

 To know the names of 6 additional landmarks and attractions in Paris. 
 To use an adverb, verb, conjunction and at least 2 nouns in a sentence to describe what is in Paris.  
 To join in with the words and actions to the song ‘Lulu la Tortue’. 

 
 
 

Year group:  3 Summer 1 Unit: Talking About Yourself Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Names of the countries 

of the UK 

 Saying your name 

 Numbers to 12 

 Sentence structure: In 
Paris, there is…. There 
is also….. 

 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Talking about the landmarks of London. 

 Fronted adverbials. 

 Verb structure ‘il y a’ 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Story: J’habite ici 

 Song: Frère Jacques 

 Geography : Names of 4 countries of the UK and their capital cities. 

 Geography: Landmarks in the Belfast, Cardiff and Edinburgh. 

 Link to Sunderland and local places which 
can be included in written work and to make 
an advert and record it.  

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Classroom instructions. 
What is there in Paris? 
 
To listen and respond to 
classroom instructions. 
To read and understand 
sentences describing what 
is in Paris. 
(landmarks/attractions) 
To write sentences 
including an adverb, verb, 

Lesson 2 
How old are you? 
 
To count up to 12 and back 
down again. 
To recognise the question 
‘Quel âge as-tu?’ and be 
able to respond in French. 
To understand that ‘j’ai’ 
means I have.  
To understand that it is not 
possible to translate 

Lesson 3 
Where do you live? What is 
there in Belfast? 
 
To recognise the question 
‘Tu habites où ?’.  
To be able to respond 
saying the name of a 
country in the UK.  
To accurately say the 
names of landmarks in 
Belfast.  

Lesson 4 
What is there in Cardiff? 
 
To ask and answer familiar 
questions. 
To learn the names of 
Cardiff landmarks.  
To be able to use a 
speaking frame to 
accurately say a sentence 
to describe what is in 
Cardiff. 

Lesson 5 
What is there in 
Edinburgh? 
 
To learn about Edinburgh 
and some of its landmarks. 
To use phonic knowledge 
and prior learning to aid 
pronunciation. 
To use a speaking frame to 
describe what there is in 
Edinburgh. 

Lesson 6 
Introducing myself and my 
hometown. 
 
To listen to the story 
‘J’habite Ici’ and discuss 
what it is about. 
To read aloud and 
understand questions and 
answers based on 
Sunderland. 
To write a paragraph 
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conjunction and nouns. 
To read sentences aloud to 
class. 
  

directly in this case. 
Sometimes it is necessary 
to translate ideas and not 
words. 
 

To use a speaking frame to 
say a sentence to describe 
what is in Belfast.  
 

introducing myself and my 
hometown using some 
new language and words I 
already know. 
To record an advert for 
Sunderland. 

Key vocabulary 
Taisez-vous, Levez-vous, 
Asseyez-vous, Écoutez, 
Regardez, Croisez les bras, 
Asseyez-vous 
correctement! Levez le 
doigt! Marchez, Courez, 
Sautez, Marchez sur la 
pointe des pieds 
 
À Paris,  
 
il y a..., ….. et …… 
 
il y a aussi…. 

J’ai 
 
Tu as quel âge ? 
 
J’ai --- ans. 
 

Tu habites où ? 
 
J’habite… 
 
en Angleterre, en France, 
en Écosse, en Irelande du 
Nord, au Pays de Galles 
 
À Belfast, il y a 
le Centre Titanic, le 
château, le Gros Poisson, 
l’horloge, la Statue de 
Thanksgiving 
 

À Cardiff, il y a le château, 
l’hôtel de ville, l’Assemblée 
Nationale, la bibliothèque, 
le stade 

À Édimbourg, il y a 
Le zoo, le tramway, le 
Parlement, le château 

Vocabulary learnt this half-
term 
 
le phare, la plage 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To understand and respond to classroom instructions 

 To understand the question ‘What are you called?’ in French and respond. 

 To understand the question ‘Where do you live?’ in French and respond. 

 To be able to use a speaking frame to describe what there is in a particular city. 

 To write a short paragraph, introducing yourself and talking about Sunderland. 
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Year group:  3 Summer 2 Unit: Postcards from a holiday Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Names of the countries 

of the UK 

 Numbers to 12 

 Sentence structure: In 
Paris, there is…. There is 
also….. 

 Landmarks of Belfast, 
Cardiff and Edinburgh 

 Sentence structure: In 
Paris/Cardiff/Edinburgh, 
there is ….. There is 
also….. 

 C’est: It is/This is 
 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 

introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 

clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Fronted adverbials. 

 Verb structure ‘il y a’ 

 Sentence structure using adverbs, verb, 
noun, adjective and conjunction  

 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Rhyme: La Tour Eiffel a trois 
cents mètres  
Story: Papa Poule 

  

 English: Sentence structure using an adverb, verb, noun and conjunction. 

 Geography: Names of 4 countries of the UK and their capital cities. 

 Geography: Landmarks in London. 

 Performing the rhyme ‘La Tour Eiffel a Trois 
Cent Mètres’ 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To find out about London 
landmarks and how to name 
them. 
To use a speaking frame to 
say what landmarks there 
are in London. 
To find out about the acute 
accent on the letter ‘e’ 
 
To revise numbers 0-12 by 
counting in twos. 
To read and understand an 
introduction to a child and 

Lesson 2 
To use a speaking frame to 
say what landmarks there 
are in Paris. 
To find out about the 
articles le, la, les, l’ 
 
To be able to understand a 
range of questions and 
answer them accurately.  
To predict the sentences 
using prior knowledge of 
names of attractions in 
Paris. 

Lesson 3 
To develop listening and 
reading skills 
 
To recap classroom 
instructions. 
To recall the names of 
attractions in the chosen 
city, checking for accuracy. 
To listen to a verbal 
description and recall what 
was said. To check 
understanding and then 
read aloud, taking care 

Lesson 4 
To use context and other 
clues in reading 
comprehension. 
To write from memory. 
 
To perform the rhyme ‘La 
Tour Eiffel A Trois Cent 
Mètres’ with support 
initially. 
To read and understand a 
postcard from Edinburgh. 
To read aloud using 
accurate pronunciation 

Lesson 5 
To recap the names of 
attractions in Paris.  
To revise familiar 
questions and answers 
To create a spoken 
sentence using adverb, 
verb, nouns and a 
conjunction. 
 
To recall the names of 
attractions in Paris. 
To recall familiar questions 
and answers. 

Lesson 6 
Reading and writing 
assessment 
 
To perform the rhyme ‘La 
Tour Eiffel’ without any 
support. 
To read a text and select 
the appropriate word to fill 
the gap.  
To write a sentence or 
sentences in French to 
describe what there is in 
Paris. 
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the capital city in the 
country where they live: 
London. 
To be able to use a speaking 
frame to describe what is in 
London.  
To understand the use of the 
acute accent. 

To use a speaking frame to 
describe what is in Paris.  
To understand that there 
are 4 ways to say ‘the’ in 
French. 

with pronunciation and 
intonation. 
To listen to a story in 
French: Papa Poule. 
 

and intonation.  
To understand how to use 
context to understand an 
unfamiliar word. 
To use context to insert 
missing words from the 
text. 

To listen to a description 
of what is in Paris and 
recall what was said.  
To produce a sentence 
including an adverb, verb, 
nouns, and a conjunction.  
To perform the rhyme ‘La 
Tour Eiffel’.  
 

Key vocabulary 
À Londres, il y a …… 
Il y a aussi …….. 
 
la cathédrale, le pont, Big 
Ben, la grande roue, le 
Parlement 

Comment tu t’appelles ? 
Tu as quel âge ? 
Tu habites où ?  
Quelle est la capitale de …. 
? 
 
Definite article 
le/la/les/l’ 

Language previously learnt 
depending on which city is 
chosen. 

Je suis 
 
en vacances 
 

C’est....... 
 
La Tour Eiffel, la Tour 
Montparnasse, le Sacré 
Cœur, l’Arc de Triomphe, 
les Bouquinistes, le Musée 
du Quai Branley 

Vocabulary previously 
learnt. 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To recall familiar questions and respond accordingly 

 To use the sentence structure ‘Il y a..’ to describe what is in a particular city 

 To use context to understand when reading French 

 To write a sentence from memory 

 
 

Year group:  4 Autumn 1 Unit: Animals Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Numbers to 12 

 C’est – It is/This is 

 Il y a – There is/are 

 Sentence structure 
using adverbs, verb, 
noun, adjective and 
conjunction  

 The names of the 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and 
responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to 
those of others; seek clarification and help 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the 
spelling, sound and meaning of words 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Fronted adverbials. 

 Verb structure ‘il y a’ 

 Sentence structure using adverbs, verb, noun, 
adjective and conjunction  

 Using animal nouns in a sentence with 
adjectives.  
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countries and capital 
cities of the UK in 
French. 

 Spelling a selection of 
French words. 

 Number labels in 
French 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Present information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they 
are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express 
ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places and things orally and in writing 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Song : Le Rock ‘n’ Roll 

des Animaux 
 English: Fronted adverbials, memory strategies for spelling words. 

 Maths: simple sums in lesson starters. 

 Performing the song ‘Le Rock ‘n’ Roll des 
Animaux’. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To learn the names of 
some animals. 
 
To begin to learn the 
names of 8 animals in 
French. 
To recall the definition of a 
noun. 
To work on the phonics of 
the new vocabulary. 

Lesson 2 
To practise the ‘on’ 
phoneme in the context of 
animals. 
 
To recall the names of the 
countries and capital cities 
of the UK.  
To listen to a question in 
French about two animals 
and be able to respond.  
To look at the written 
names of the animals and 
discuss memory strategies.  
To listen to a song and 
highlight the animal nouns 
in the lyrics. 
To show understanding of 
the lyrics. 

Lesson 3 
To read and understand 
the names of animals in 
French. 
 
To be able to lip read and 
say which animal it is in a 
simple French sentence. 
To select the correct word 
from a list. 
To recite the alphabet in 
French. 
To listen to a French name 
for an animal being spelled 
out and to say which 
animal it is in a simple 
French sentence.  
To understand the use of 
the conjunction ou in a 
sentence.  
 
 

Lesson 4 
To use a speaking frame to 
practise asking and 
answering questions with a 
partner. 
To recall numbers 0-12. 
To recall number labels 
and understand them 
being used in a question. 
To practise asking the 
question ‘Le numéro --, 
c’est un---ou un ---?’ 
and the response ‘C’est 
un…’ 
To understand the concept 
of liaison. 
 

Lesson 5 
To use a fronted adverbial 
to begin a sentence about 
animals. 
 
To join in with a song, 
singing some of the words. 
To understand the use of a 
fronted adverbial. 
To use the fronted 
adverbial ‘Dans le Jardin, 
…’ in a sentence verbally.  
 
 

Lesson 6 
Listening, reading and 
writing assessment week. 
 
To listen to short phrases 
and French and show 
understanding. 
To read sentences using 
the fronted adverbial ‘Dans 
le jardin, …’ and show 
understanding.  
To write sentences using 
the same fronted adverbial 
to explain which animals 
are in the garden.  
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Key vocabulary 
un poussin, un lapin, un 
renard, un canard, un 
mouton, un poisson, un 
furet, un perroquet 
 

un poussin, un lapin, un 
renard, un canard, un 
mouton, un poisson, un 
furet, un perroquet 
 
un lion, un cochon, un 
hérisson 
 

un poussin, un lapin, un 
renard, un canard, un 
mouton, un poisson, un 
furet, un perroquet 

 

C’est un … ou un  ? 

 

Le numéro un, deux, trois, 
quatre, cinq, six, sept, 
huit,. neuf, dix, onze, 
douze 

C’est…..un poussin, un 

lapin, un renard, un 
canard, un mouton un 
poisson, un furet, un 
perroquet 

Dans le jardin, il y a …. 
un poussin, un 
lapin, un renard, un 
canard, un mouton un 
poisson, un furet, un 
perroquet 
 

All vocabulary learnt this 
half-term 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To recall numbers 0-12. 

 To use a speaking frame to aid speaking skills. 

 To use the sentence structure ‘Il y a..’ to describe which animal is in the garden. 

 To use phonic awareness when singing a song. 

 To use a familiar sentence structure in a new context. 

 To learn the names of letters in the French alphabet. 
 
 

Year group:  4 Autumn 2 Unit: Describing Animals Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Names of animals 

 Adverbial phrase ‘Dans 
le jardin..’ 

 Numbers to 12 
Use of there is (il y a) 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Describing animals in the woods/sea 

 Describing what is in your garden/house. 

 Using adjectives. 

 Describing what is in the town using the verb 
form ‘Il y a…’ 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Book: Petit-Bleu et Petit-
Jaune 
Song: Le Chat en Chocolat 
  

 English: The role of an adjective. 

 Geography: Parks and gardens in Paris. 

 Performing the song ‘Le Chat en Chocolat’ 
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Lesson 1 
To answer simple questions 
about what is in the 
garden. 
 
To complete a self-
assessment based on 
knowledge and skills 
gained last half-term. 
To understand the 
questions ‘Qu’est-ce que 
c’est ?’ and ‘Qu’est-ce qu’il 
y a dans le Jardin ?’. 
To be able to respond to 
these questions 
appropriately.  
To listen to the song ‘Le 
Chat en Chocolat’ and join 
in with the actions.  

Lesson 2 
To understand liaison in 
pronunciation.  
 
To join in with the actions 
to the song ‘Le Chat en 
Chocolat’. 
To learn 4 new animal 
nouns. 
To understand that when 
nouns start with a vowel, 
the final consonant of the 
word before is pronounced 
(liaison). 
To find and use a strategy 
for learning the new 
nouns.  
To discover the ‘Jardin de 
Luxembourg’. 

Lesson 3 
To construct a spoken 
sentence with more than 
one noun. 
 
To join in with the actions 
and some of the words in 
the song ‘Le Chat en 
Chocolat’. 
To count to 12 and back 
again. 
To ask someone their 
name and respond to the 
same question. 
To recap 12 animal nouns 
with a focus on 
pronunciation. 
To use a conjunction in a 
sentence with more than 
one noun. 
To discover the ‘Jardin des 
Tuileries’ and use a video 
of Le Louvre to say simple 
sentences about Paris. 

Lesson 4 
To write a sentence using a 
writing frame. 
 
To read a word aloud using 
accurate pronunciation. 
To recap names of 
attractions in Paris and use 
them in a sentence. 
To use a writing frame to 
write sentences including 
an adverb, verb, nouns and 
a conjunction. 
To read sentences aloud. 
 

Lesson 5 
To use colours as 
adjectives. 
 
To join in with the words 
and actions to the song ‘Le 
Chat en Chocolat’. 
To listen to the story ‘Petit-
Bleu et Petit-Jaune’. 
Revisit the names of 
colours. Focus on the 
phonic sounds in these 
words. 
To understand the role of 
the adjective in a sentence.  
To understand that colour 
adjectives follow the noun 
in French. 

Lesson 6 
Listening assessment 
 
To join in with the words 
and actions to the song ‘Le 
Chat en Chocolat’. 
To listen for particular 
sounds in familiar words. 
To listen for words which 
have a silent final 
consonant. 
To hear liaison when 
saying words which begin 
with a vowel. 
To listen and show 
understanding of short 
phrases about animals.  
 
 
  

Key vocabulary 
Qu’est-ce que c’est ?  
Qu’est-ce qu’il y a dans le 
jardin ? 
 

C’est un ……. 
 

Dans le jardin, il y a un …. 

un ours, un éléphant, un 
escargot, un âne 
 

Qu’est-ce qu’il y a dans le 
jardin ? 
 

Dans le jardin, il y a un …. 

Qu’est-ce qu’il y a dans le 
jardin ? 
 
Dans le jardin, il y a… et …. 
 
 

Quel âge as-tu? 
 
J’ai … ans 
 
Dans le jardin, il y a un… et 
un …. 

rouge, bleu, jaune, vert 
 

Vocabulary learnt this half-
term 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To describe what is in the garden using a fronted adverbial. 
 To find strategies to learn new vocabulary. 
 To use a conjunction in a sentence with more than one noun. 
 To use accurate pronunciation to say the names of animals – silent final consonants, liaison. 

 To use colour adjectives after the noun. 
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Year group:  4 Spring 1 Unit: Insects and Sea Creatures Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Names of animals 

 Colours 

 Adverbial phrase ‘Dans 
le jardin..’ 

 Numbers to 12 

 Use of there is (il y a) 

 Position of an adjective 
in a sentence  

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Describing what is in your garden/house 

 Using adjectives for masculine and feminine 
nouns 

 Describing what is in the town using the verb 
form ‘Il y a…’ 

 Asking someone ‘What Can You See?’ in a 
town and responding to the same question  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Story: Ours Brun  

 Story: Toutes les 
Couleurs 

 

 English: The role of a noun and an adjective, determiners and pronouns.  Reading the story ‘Ours Brun’ aloud 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To make sound spelling 
links using colours 
 
To develop phonic 
awareness. 
To develop awareness of 
blended sounds in words. 
To develop strategies for 
memorisation. 
To recognise the names of 
colours. 
To say the names of 

Lesson 2 
To understand a simple 
spoken or written sentence 
about what is in the 
garden. 
 
To identify additional 
colours by saying their 
names.  
To use a speaking frame to 
create sentences including 
adverbial opener, verb, 
nouns and adjectives, and 

Lesson 3 
To create written sentences 
using a writing frame. 
 
To listen to a sequence of 
classroom instructions and 
follow them.  
To understand how to 
make a sentence more 
interesting. 
To create a mini-book to 
illustrate sentences.  
To discover the ‘Bois de 

Lesson 4 
To begin to understand the 
concept of gender of 
nouns. 
 
To recap how to ask 
someone how old they are 
and respond to the same 
question. 
To listen to the story ‘Ours 
Brun’. 
To learn the names of 3 
insects and a mouse in 

Lesson 5 
To be able to say what you 
can see. 
 
To read along with the 
story ‘Ours Brun’. To read 
the story aloud 
independently. 
To learn a new verb and 
use it in context. 
To respond in a short 
sentence to the question 
‘Qu’est-ce que je vois ?’. 

Lesson 6 
Speaking assessment 
 
To use knowledge gained 
this half-term to have a 
short conversation with a 
partner.  
To speak in sentences 
using an adverb, verb, 
nouns and a conjunction. 
To use numbers to 6 in a 
conversation. 
To learn the names of 4 
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colours accurately.  
To listen for a phonic 
sound in the story ‘Toutes 
les Couleurs’. 
 

applying a conjunction to 
link nouns, and to link 
adjectives. 
To understand what a 
cognate is and find some 
examples. 
To discover the ‘Bois de 
Boulogne’. 
 
 

Vincennes’ and the ‘Parc 
Zoologiques de Paris’ 
within it. 
 

French. 
To understand the function 
of a noun.  
To understand that nouns 
have a gender in French. 
To understand that the 
determiner must match 
the gender of the noun.  
To write a sentence from 
memory and then amend 
it. 
 

To say a short sentence 
explaining what you can 
see. 
To revise the function of a 
verb and a prounoun. 
To have a short 
conversation with a 
partner. 
To be introduced to the 
‘Parc Monceau’. 
 

sea creatures. 
 

Key vocabulary 
bleu, rouge, vert, gris, 
jaune, orange, violet, 
marron 

noir, rose, blanc 
le Bois de Boulogne 
 
cognate 

Écoutez, Regardez, Levez-
vous, Asseyez-vous, croisez 
les bras, taisez-vous, levez 
le doigt, asseyez-vous 
correctement 

Tu as quel âge? 
J’ai --- ans 
 
Une abeille, une araignée, 
une coccinelle, une souris 
 
Masculine, feminine nouns 

Que vois-tu ? 
 
Je vois…. 

 

Vocabulary learnt this half-
term 
 
Une baleine, une étoile de 

mer, une méduse, une 

pieuvre 

 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To develop phonic understanding 

 To listen for specific phonic sounds in words 

 To use a speaking frame to create a spoken sentence 

 To use a writing frame to create written sentences 

 To understand the concept of noun gender 

 To read aloud from a familiar story 
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Year group:  4 Spring 2 Unit: Creatures from the Sea and in the Woods Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Names of animals 

 Colours 

 Adverbial phrase ‘Dans 
le jardin..’ 

 Use of I can see (je 
vois) 

 Gender of nouns 

 Position of an adjective 
in a sentence  

 Question words 

 French alphabet 

 Ordering words 
alphabetically 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, 
sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words or phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Describing what is in your garden/house 

 Using adjectives for masculine and feminine 
nouns in a town 

 Asking someone ‘What Can You See?’ in a 
town and responding to the same question  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Story: Petit Poisson 

Blanc  
 

 English: Homophones, fronted adverbials, conjunctions 

 Computing and ICT: Producing a Pic-Collage to display work.  

 Producing a Pic-Collage based on written 
work done. Reading this aloud for other class 
in the year group.   

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To recognise a word when 
it is spelt aloud. 
 
To focus on pronunciation 
of certain nouns. 
To hear and recognise a 
familiar noun spelt aloud.  
To spell nouns aloud. 
To say what you can see in 
the sea using a fronted 
adverbial. 

Lesson 2 
To understand adjectival 
agreement. 
 
To listen to the story ‘Petit 
Poisson Blanc’. 
To describe an animal 
using more than one 
colour. 
To notice a difference in 
how adjectives are spelt 
when used with a feminine 

Lesson 3 
To recognise questions. 
 
To say a sentence to 
describe what you can see 
in the sea paying attention 
to the pronunciation of the 
adjective. 
To recognise question 
words in French. 
To explain how to 
recognise a question in 

Lesson 4 
To create spoken sentences 
using fronted adverbials. 
 
To listen to the rhyme 
‘Monsieur l’Escargot’. 
To say what you can see in 
the woods.  
To revise previously learnt 
fronted adverbials 
To create spoken 
sentences to include 

Lesson 5 
To write sentences 
including an adverb, 
masculine and feminine 
nouns, a verb, colour 
adjectives and a 
conjunction. 
 
To recognise a question 
and respond appropriately. 
To write sentences using 
knowledge gained this half-

Lesson 6 
Reading aloud assessment 
 
To read sentences 
produced for Pic-Collage 
aloud for the other class.  
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To understand the 
grammatical term 
‘homophone’. 
To discover ‘la Place du 
Tertre’  
 

noun.  
To identify changes in the 
pronunciation of some 
adjectives when they agree 
with a feminine noun. 
To order French nouns 
alphabetically. 
To learn about ‘la Place de 
la Bastille’.    
 

spoken French.  
To find out about ‘la Place 
de le Concorde’.  
 

masculine and feminine 
nouns and adjectives 
which agree and, if 
possible use a conjunction 
to link sentences. 
To understand the term 
‘fronted adverbial’.  
To discover ‘la Place 
d’Italie’. 

term and produce a Pic-
collage.  
To understand how to use 
conjunctions in a sentence.  
To learn about ‘la Place 
Vendôme’. 

Key vocabulary 
Dans la mer, 
 
La Place du Tertre 
 
Homophone 
 
 

French alphabet 
phonetically spelled 

Dans la mer, je vois... 

Adjectival agreement, 
masculine/feminine nouns 

Qui, que, quand, pourquoi, 
combien, comment, où ? 
 
La Place de la Concorde 

Dans les bois, 
 
La Place d’Italie 
 
Fronted adverbial 

Vocabulary learnt 
previously.  
 
Conjunction 
 

Vocabulary learnt this half-
term 
 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To use the French alphabet 

 To accurately pronounce new vocabulary 

 To use a speaking frame to create a spoken sentence 

 To use a writing frame to create written sentences 

 To understand the concept of adjectival agreement 

 To recognise questions in French 

 To read aloud, observing silent letter rules and recognising familiar letter strings 
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Year group:  4 Summer 1 Unit: Opinions About Animals Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked 
knowledge 

 Understanding of gender 
of nouns 

 Understanding of 
adjectival agreement 

 Understanding of forms 
of definite article 

 Bank of French names 
for animals 

 Knowledge of fronted 
adverbials 

 Numbers to 12 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek 
clarification and help 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar 
written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, 
masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the 
language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Using a bilingual 
dictionary effectively. 

 Using ne…pas to 
produce another 
negative sentence. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible 
hooks/enrichment 
activities  

Rhyme : Un Petit Lapin  English – Use of definite article, plural forms of nouns, use of plural form of indefinite article, using question 
words 

Maths – Counting how many animals there are. Sums in recall activities. 

 Lift the Flap mini book 
to complete topic 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
What is your favourite 
animal? 
 
To talk about your favourite 
animal. 
To revise forms of the 
definite article. 
To learn plural subject 
pronouns: ils/elles 
To learn the plural verb 
form ‘sont’ 
 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 

Do you like….? 
 
To say what you like and 
don’t like 
To understand how to 
use ne...pas 
To learn the plural 
indefinite article des 
 

Lesson 3 
Which animals do you like? 
 

Take part in 
conversations about 
which animals I like and 
don’t like. 
Ask and answer 
questions about how 
many animals there are 

Lesson 5 

How many ….. are 
there? 
 
To use the adverbial 
pronoun en 
To join in with a finger 
rhyme 

Lesson 6 
Producing a lift the flap 
mini book 

 
To write and say 
sentences to say how 
many animals are in a 
particular place. 
To use a bilingual 
dictionary to find new 
nouns to use in 
sentences.  

Lesson 7 
Presenting my lift the flap 
mini book 
 

To perform a finger 
rhyme 
To write and say 
sentences to say how 
many animals are in a 
particular place. 
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Key vocabulary 
Quel est ton animal 
préféré ? 
 
Mon animal préféré, c’est 
le/la/l’………. 
 
les 
 
ils/elles sont 

Tu aimes...? 
 
J’aime, Je n’aime pas 
 
Des 
 

 

Tu aimes quels animaux ? 
 
Il y a combien de...? 
 

En 
 
Il y en a un/deux/trois 

Vocabulary learnt over last 
two half-terms.  
 

All vocabulary used in the 

topic 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To say what your favourite animal is. 

 To use a plural subject pronoun and correct version of verb. 

 To use the verb aimer to say which animals you like and don’t like. 

 To ask how many of a particular animal there are and to respond either with the noun or the adverbial pronoun en. 

 To use a bilingual dictionary to discover new vocabulary. 

 

Year group:  4 Summer 2 Unit: My House and Garden Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Understanding of use of 

fronted adverbial 

 Understanding of gender 
of nouns 

 Sentence structure 

 To say your name and 
how old you are. 

 
 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 

introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 

 Talking about what is in the town. 

 Key features and terminology of a bilingual 
dictionary 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song : Trois Oiseaux 
 

 English: Compound sentences 

 Geography: Talking about London 

 Talking about themselves and creating an 
image and description. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Do you live in a house or a 
flat?  
 
To learn how to say whether 
you live in a house or a flat. 
To learn some new nouns 
which can be found in a 
garden. 
To learn about possessive 

pronouns. 

Lesson 2 
What is in your garden?  
 
Produce spoken sentences 
to describe what is in your 
garden.  
Use ne…pas to describe 
what is not in your garden. 
To create compound 

sentences using ou and 
et. 

Lesson 3 
All About London 
 
To read questions and give 
answers using accurate 
pronunciation. 
To use answers to alter 

them to become your 
own version. 

Lesson 4 
All About Me 
 
To read a text in French 
and understand which 
information to change to 
make it relevant to you. 
To use a bilingual 
dictionary effectively. 
 

Lesson 5 
All About Me (cont) 
 
To write sentences based 
on the text studied last 
week which are relevant to 
you.  
To listen to a Christmas 

song.  

Lesson 6 
Reading and Listening skills 
 
To listen to a native 
speaker talking about 
themselves and answer 
comprehension questions 
as a class. 
To read a similar passage 
with altered details and 
answer the same 
questions. 
To join in with the song 

from last week. 

Key vocabulary 
Une maison, un 
appartement, une chambre, 
une table, des chaises, un 
parasol, un banc, une 
terrasse, une pelouse, un 
arbre, des fleurs, une piscine 

une table, des chaises, un 
parasol, un banc, une 
terrasse, une pelouse, un 
arbre, des fleurs, une 
piscine 
ou, et 

Le Royaume-Uni, l’Angleterre, 
Londres 
Le pont, la cathèdrale, la 
grande roue, le Parlement 

the library, the beach the 
cinema, the park, the theatre, 
the stadium 

En 
 
Il y en a un/deux/trois 

Vocabulary learnt over last 
two half-terms.  

 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To talk about your garden and whether you live in a house or flat. 

 To say how many bedrooms you have. 

 To create compound sentences. 

 To say your name, how old you are and where you live. 

 To talk about your home town. 

 To use a bilingual dictionary to discover new vocabulary. 
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Year group:  5 Autumn 1 Unit: Opinions About Animals Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Understanding of gender 

of nouns 

 Understanding of 
adjectival agreement 

 Understanding of forms 
of definite article 

 Bank of French names 
for animals 

 Knowledge of fronted 
adverbials 

 Numbers to 12 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those 
of others; seek clarification and help 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency 
verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Using a bilingual dictionary effectively. 

 Using ne…pas to produce another negative 
sentence. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Story : Le Livre des J’aime  English – Use of definite article, plural forms of nouns, use of plural form of indefinite article, 

using question words 

 Maths – Counting how many animals there are. Sums in recall activities. 

 Lift the Flap mini book to complete topic 

 

Lesson 1 

What is your favourite 
animal? 
 

To talk about your 
favourite animal. 
To revise forms of the 
definite article. 
To learn plural subject 
pronouns: ils/elles 
To learn the plural verb 
form ‘sont’ 

Lesson 2 

Do you like….? 
 
To say what you like and 
don’t like 
To understand how to 
use ne...pas 
To learn the plural 
indefinite article des 
 

Lesson 3 

Which animals do you 
like? 
 

Take part in 
conversations about 
which animals I like and 
don’t like. 
Ask and answer 
questions about how 
many animals there are 

Lesson 4 

How many ….. are there? 
 
To use the adverbial 
pronoun en 
To join in with a finger 
rhyme 

Lesson 5 

Producing a lift the flap 
mini book 
 
To write and say 
sentences to say how 
many animals are in a 
particular place. 
To use a bilingual 
dictionary to find new 
nouns to use in 
sentences.  

Lesson 6 

Presenting my lift the 
flap mini book 
 

To perform a finger 
rhyme 
To write and say 
sentences to say how 
many animals are in a 
particular place. 

Key vocabulary 

Quel est ton animal 
préféré ? 
 

Tu aimes...? 
 
J’aime, Je n’aime pas 

Tu aimes quels animaux 
? 
 

En 
 
Il y en a un/deux/trois 

Vocabulary learnt over 
last two half-terms.  
 

All vocabulary used in 
the topic 
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Mon animal préféré, 
c’est le/la/l’………. 
 
les 
 
ils/elles sont 

 
Des 
 
 

Il y a combien de...? 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To say what your favourite animal is. 

 To use a plural subject pronoun and correct version of verb. 

 To use the verb aimer to say which animals you like and don’t like. 

 To ask how many of a particular animal there are and to respond either with the noun or the adverbial pronoun en. 

 To use a bilingual dictionary to discover new vocabulary. 
 
 

Year group:  5 Autumn 2 Unit: My House and Garden Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 

 Understanding of use of 
fronted adverbial 

 Understanding of 
gender of nouns 

 Sentence structure 

 To say your name and 
how old you are. 

 
 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and 
responding 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond 
to those of others; seek clarification and help 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express 
ideas clearly 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when 
they are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including 
(where relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of 
high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply 
these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to 
English 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that 
are introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Talking about what is in the town. 

 Key features and terminology of a 
bilingual dictionary 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song : Noël, C’est Comme un 
Rythme de Jazz’ 
 

 English: Compound sentences 

 Geography: Talking about London 
 Talking about themselves and creating an 

image and description. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
Do you live in a house or a 
flat?  
 
To learn how to say 
whether you live in a 
house or a flat. 
To learn some new nouns 
which can be found in a 
garden. 
To learn about possessive 
pronouns. 

Lesson 2 
What is in your garden?  
 
Produce spoken sentences 
to describe what is in your 
garden.  
Use ne…pas to describe 
what is not in your garden. 
To create compound 
sentences using ou and et. 

Lesson 3 
All About London 
 
To read questions and give 
answers using accurate 
pronunciation. 
To use answers to alter 
them to become your own 
version. 

Lesson 4 
All About Me 
 
To read a text in French 
and understand which 
information to change to 
make it relevant to you. 
To use a bilingual 
dictionary effectively. 
To write sentences based 
on the text studied last 
week which are relevant to 
you.  
To listen to a Christmas 
song. 

Lesson 5 
Reading and Listening skills 
 
To listen to a native 
speaker talking about 
themselves and answer 
comprehension questions 
as a class. 
To read a similar passage 
with altered details and 
answer the same 
questions. 
To join in with the song 
from last week. 

Lesson 6 
Christmas in France 
 
To join in with the 
Christmas song. 
To read a description of a 
Christmas tree and draw 
the design. 
To use a bilingual 
dictionary effectively. 

Key vocabulary 
Une maison, un 
appartement, une 
chambre, une table, des 
chaises, un parasol, un 
banc, une terrasse, une 
pelouse, un arbre, des 
fleurs, une piscine 

une table, des chaises, un 
parasol, un banc, une 
terrasse, une pelouse, un 
arbre, des fleurs, une 
piscine 
ou, et 

Le Royaume-Uni, l’Angleterre, 
Londres 
Le pont, la cathèdrale, la 
grande roue, le Parlement 

the library, the beach the 
cinema, the park, the theatre, 
the stadium 

Vocabulary learnt over last 
two half-terms.  
 

Un sapin de Noël, une boule 
de Noël, un Cadeau, un ange, 
une cloche 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To talk about your garden and whether you live in a house or flat. 

 To say how many bedrooms you have. 

 To create compound sentences. 

 To say your name, how old you are and where you live. 

 To talk about your home town. 

 To use a bilingual dictionary to discover new vocabulary. 
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Year group:  5 Spring 1 Unit: Telling the Time Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 The names of the four 

countries of the UK 

 Sentence structure 

 To say your name and 
how old you are. 

 Numbers 0-12 
 

 
 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; 
seek clarification and help 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud 
or using familiar words and phrases 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): 
feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and 
patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from 
or are similar to English 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into 
familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Talking about what is in the town. 

 Key features and terminology of a bilingual 
dictionary 

 Using complex sentences 

 Telling the time using half past, quarter past 
and quarter to 

 
 

Notes  Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song : ‘Qu’est-ce que’ 
Rhyme : Crêpes à la 
vanille 

 R.E.: The Epiphany and its importance in France 

 English: Ordering words alphabetically; use of a bilingual dictionary; complex sentences 

 Geography: Recall of the location of the four countries of the UK, understanding of different 
time zones in France and UK. 

 Maths: Telling the time, units of time 

 Performing the song ‘Qu’est-ce que’ 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
What is the Epiphany? 
What time is it? 
 
To recall numbers 0-12 
To understand the 
Epiphany and its 
importance in France. 
To ask what time it is. 
To say the time on the 
hour. 

Lesson 2 
To focus on the 
spelling of numbers. 
 
To revise the names 
of the 4 countries of 
the UK. 
To recognise the 
spelling of a number 
in the air. 
To write the French 
words for numbers 0-

Lesson 3 
To be introduced to a 
complex sentence in 
French. 
To practise spoken 
questions about your 
name and what time 
it is. 
To answer the 
question ‘Qu’est-ce 
que c’est ?’ relating 
to the places in a 

Lesson 4 
To write a complex 
sentence relating to 
the time in the UK 
and France. 
 
Recall answering the 
question ‘Tu as quel 
âge ?’  
To ask and answer 
the question ‘Quelle 
heure est-il ?’ 

Lesson 5 
To learn numbers 13-
21; To practise the 
grapheme ‘qu’ 
To understand liaison. 
To say complex 
sentences using a 
speaking frame. 
To understand the 
sentence structure of a 
complex sentence. 
To practise numbers 

Lesson 6 
To learn some words 
for units of time. To 
recall vocabulary 
previously learnt 
 
To join in with song 
from last lesson. 
To begin to learn the 
names for units of time 
in French. 
To recall the names of 

Lesson 7 
Listening, reading and 
writing assessment 
 
To listen to a native 
speaker and 
understand what they 
are saying. 
To read and 
understand several 
questions and 
answers. 
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12 in alphabetical 
order. 
To focus on key terms 
from a bilingual 
dictionary. 
To write a sentence 
from memory. 
To begin to learn the 
names for places in a 
town. 

town introduced last 
lesson. 
To read and 
understand a 
complex sentence 
about the time in 
France and the UK. 
To understand the 
time difference 
between the UK and 
France. 

To focus on liaison in 
the answer. 
To use a sentence 
builder to write a 
complex sentence in 
French. 
To read one written 
sentence aloud.   
 

13-21 and use 
strategies to aid 
memorising them. 
To listen to a song 
using the phoneme ‘qu’ 
and join in with actions. 

the countries of the UK 
and place them 
correctly on the map. 
To discuss memory 
strategies to aid recall. 
To rehearse the French 
alphabet. 
To listen to the name 
of an animal spelled 
aloud in French and 
say what it is in a 
simple sentence. 

To order words 
alphabetically. 

Key vocabulary 
Bonne Année 
la Galette 
 
Quelle heure est-il? 
Il est une heure 
Il est deux,trois, quatre, 
cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf, 
dix, onze heures 
 Il est midi/minuit 

Un cinéma, un parc, 
un magasin, un 
restaurant, un 
supermarché 

Il est deux,trois, 
quatre, cinq, six, 
sept, huit, neuf, dix, 
onze heures 
 Il est midi/minuit 
 
Un cinéma, un parc, 
un magasin, un 
restaurant, un 
supermarché 
 
Quand 

Il est deux,trois, 
quatre, cinq, six, 
sept, huit, neuf, dix, 
onze heures 
 Il est midi/minuit 
 
Un cinéma, un parc, 
un magasin, un 
restaurant, un 
supermarché 
 
Quand 

treize, quatorze, 
quinze, seize, dix-sept, 
dix-huit, dix-neuf, vingt, 
vinget-et-un 

Une seconde, une 
minute, une heure, 
une journée/un jour, 
une semaine, un mois, 
un an/une année 

All vocabulary learnt this 
half-term and additional 
vocabulary including 
animals and UK 
countries 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To begin to tell the time. 

 To ask what time it is. 

 To learn numbers 13-21. 

 To create complex sentences. 

 To use memory strategies. 
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Year group:  5 Spring 2 Unit: Places in a town Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Numbers to 21 

 Telling the time on the 
hour 

 To use adjectives in a 
sentence 

 To use a fronted 
adverbial 

 Places in a town 

 The verb voir in a 
question and response. 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, 
sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Telling the time at quarter to the hour 

 Additional names of places in a town (feminine 
nouns) 

 Saying what you do at a particular time 

 Agreement of adjectives 

 Time differences with other cities around the 
world and Paris 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song : Quelle heure est-
il ? (Youtube M Johnson) 

 Maths – Telling the time, counting. 

 English – Use of fronted adverbial, adjectives of size, nouns and a conjunction. Complex 
sentences. 

 Performing ‘Le Rap du Hérisson’ in group work. 

 

Lesson 1 
To tell the time at half past 
the hour 

 
To look at back at 
assessment done before 
half-term. 
To complete a self-
assessment based on 
knowledge and skills 
gained last half-term. 
To say the time at half past 
the hour. 
To revise numbers 0-21 

Lesson 2 
To focus on the silent ‘h’ 
phoneme 
 
To join in with the actions 
for the song ‘Le Rap du 
Hérisson’. 
To read the lyrics and 
decode them to 
understand what the song 
is about.  
To practise a verse in a 
group including actions 
and recite it aloud.  

Lesson 3 
To know how the time is 
written in French 
 
To join in with the actions 
and some of the words in 
the song ‘Le Rap du 
Hérisson’. 
To understand when to say 
‘et demie’ and ‘et demi’ 
when saying half past… 
To understand how the 
time is written down in 
French. 

Lesson 4 
To use size adjectives in a 
sentence.  
 
To join in with the actions 
and some of the words in 
the song ‘Le Rap du 
Hérisson’. 
To say a sentence which 
includes a fronted 
adverbial, two size 
adjectives, two places in a 
town, and a conjunction. 
To learn the names of 

Lesson 5 
To find patterns to help to 
memorise numbers. 
 
To follow the word of the 
song ‘Le Rap du Hérisson’ 
and continue the song with 
the next word when it is 
paused.  
To look for patterns in 
numbers to aid 
memorisation.  
To work in pairs and ask 
the question ‘Le numéro 

Lesson 6 
To tell the time at quarter 
past the hour  
 
To revise the question ‘Que 
vois-tu ?’ and the response 
‘Je vois …..’. 
Which includes two nouns 
and two size adjectives. 
To say that it is quarter 
past the hour, 
understanding how to use 
the phoneme ‘qu’.  
To listen to complex 
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 To revise the function of 
adjectives. 
To read and understand 
adjectives of size. 
To recognise the difference 
between this and colour 
adjectives and their 
placement. 

additional places in a town. 
To understand the terms 
cognate and false friends. 
 

un, qu’est-ce que c’est ?’ 
and respond with ‘C’est un 
grand/petit _____’. 
To focus on the in/im/aim 
phoneme and read familiar 
words aloud.  
 

sentences about the time 
in France and the UK and 
be able to translate them. 

Key vocabulary 
Il est une heure et demie 
Il est…… heures et demie 
Il est midi/minuit et demi 

le hérrison, le hippo, le 
hamster 
Il a le hoquet 
 
 

Il est une heure et demie 
Il est…… heures et demie 
Il est midi/minuit et demi 
 
petit(e)/grand(e) 

un café, un hôpital, un 
château, un théâtre, un 
hôtel 
cognate 
false friend 

trente, numbers 21-39 
 

Il est …... heure(s) et quart. 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Telling the time at quarter past and half past the hour 

 Practising the phonemes: silent ‘h’, in/im/aim 

 Describing places in a town using size adjectives 

 Finding patterns to aid memorisation of numbers to 39 

 Understanding the terms cognate and false friend and giving/finding examples  
 
 
 

Year group:  5 Summer 1 Unit: Major Cities Around the World Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked 
knowledge 

Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 

 Numbers to 39 

 Telling the time on 
the hour, quarter 
past and half past 

 Using size adjectives 

 Using a fronted 
adverbial 

 Places in a town 

 Gender of nouns 

 Time differences 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and 
responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to 
those of others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they 
are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 
 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Additional names of places in a town  

 Writing a letter 

 Time differences between Paris and other parts of the 
world 
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  Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express 
ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including 
(where relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-
frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for 
instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Story – A Lion in Paris 

 Rhyme – Meunier, Tu 
Dors 

 Maths – Telling the time, counting. 

 English – Use of fronted adverbial, adjectives of size, nouns and a conjunction. 
Complex sentences. 

 Geography – Major cities of the world. 

 Reading the story ‘A Lion in Paris’ as a class and 
discussing which attractions they recognise. 

 

Lesson 1 
To create spoken complex 
sentences about the town. 

 
To revise numbers 21-39. 
To ask what is in a 
particular town.  
To respond to the same 
question. 
To use size adjectives 
correctly in a spoken 
sentence. 
To use the negative 
‘ne…pas’ to say what is not 
in the town.  

Lesson 2 
To create written complex 
sentences about the town. 
 
To revisit asking where you 
live and responding with a 
country in the UK or 
France.  
To write and say a complex 
sentence to explain what is 
in the town and what is 
not there.  
To use size adjectives 
correctly in the sentences. 
To use names of towns or 
cities in France. 

Lesson 3 
To revise the concept of 
gender of nouns. 
 
To listen to the rhyme 
‘Meunier, Tu Dors’. 
To write a complex 
sentence from memory. 
To learn the names of 5 
more places in a town 
which are feminine nouns. 
To consider ways to 
memorise new language. 
To revisit the concept of 
gender of nouns in the 
French language. 
To learn what an 
arrondissement is.  
To revise the structure ‘Il y 
a combien de … ?’  with 
units of time. 
 
 

Lesson 4 
To tell the time at quarter 
to the hour.  
 
To listen to the story ‘Un 
Lion À Paris’ 
 To recap 5 feminine nouns 
for places in a town. 
To revisit spoken questions 
and answers for times on 
quarter past the hour. 
To be able to say that it is 
quarter to the hour. 
To listen to a time at 
quarter to the hour and 
understand what is being 
said. 
To understand the French 
postal service and rail 
network.   

Lesson 5 
To learn how to pronounce 
the names of some of the 
major cities of the world.  
 
To recap saying that it is 
quarter to the hour. 
To learn that the time in 
Moscow is 2 hours ahead 
of Paris.  
To create spoken complex 
sentences to say the time 
in Paris and Moscow. 
To create questions and 
answers about what is and 
is not in Jolieville, including 
the feminine nouns from 
this half-term. 
To learn some facts about 
Moscow.  

Lesson 6 
To practise listening, 
speaking and writing clock 
times. Assessment 
 
To listen to times and write 
them down in number 
form using the French 
style.  
To recap the agreement of 
nouns and adjectives. 
To say sentences in French 
ensuring adjectives agree.  
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Key vocabulary 
À Jolieville, il y a …. 
 
grand/petit 
 
il n’y a pas de …. 
 

À Jolieville, il y a …. 
 
grand/petit 
 
il n’y a pas de …. 
 
Nice, Paris, Monte-Carlo 

une banque, une mairie, 
une gare, une piscine, une 
poste 
 
un arrondissement 
 
gender of noun 
masculine, feminine 

Moins le quart 
 
La Poste 
SNCF 
La Gare du Nord 

New York, Sydney, 
Moscou, Tokyo 
 

Vocabulary learnt in this 
half-term 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Telling the time at quarter to the hour 

 Describing places in a town using size adjectives 

 Understanding the concept of adjectival agreement 

 Saying a negative sentence 

 
 
 

Year group:  5 Summer 2 Unit: Writing a letter Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked 
knowledge 

Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 

 Numbers to 39 

 Telling the time on 
the hour, quarter 
past, half past and 
quarter to 

 Describing what is in 
a town 

 Places in a town 

 Gender of nouns 

 Time differences 
 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and 
responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to 
those of others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they 
are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 
 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express 
ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 

 Further work on the arrondissements 

 Saying where I am going or someone else is going in the 
town 

 Saying what time you do a particular activity 

 Answering questions about your daily routine 

 Counting to higher numbers 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Rhyme: Clic Clac  Maths – Telling the time, counting. 

 English –Compound sentences, coordinating conjunction, main/independent clause, 
writing letters 

 Geography – Major cities of the world. 

 Writing a letter to a pen pal. 

 

Lesson 1 
To learn the names of 
additional places in a town. 

 
To revise information 
about where I live. 
To revise numbers to 39 
and learn number 40. 
To learn 5 additional 
feminine nouns (places in a 
town). 
To learn about 
‘pharmacies’ and their 
importance in France.  
To discover language 
learning strategies to 
memorise vocabulary.  

Lesson 2 
To say what is not in a 
town. 
 
To revisit saying a complex 
sentence relating to the 
time difference between 
Moscow and Paris. 
To learn how to talk about 
the times in Tokyo and 
Paris.  
To learn about Tokyo. 
To revise the use of the 
negative adverb ‘ne…pas 
de/pas d’’ 
To learn about the Parisian 
arrondissement system. 
To learn about the 1

st
 

arrondissement. 
To revisit elision. 
To understand what a 
subordinating conjunction 
is.  

Lesson 3 
To tell the time at 5 minute 
intervals. 
 
To produce a complex 
sentence about the time.  
To tell the time at 5 minute 
intervals. 
To read aloud familiar 
questions about the 1

st
 and 

2
nd

 arrondissements. 
To understand the 
formation of ordinal 
numbers 1-20. 
  
 

Lesson 4 
To create compound 
sentences. 
 
To recap asking someone 
their age and responding 
using a wide range of 
higher numbers.  
To create a variety of 
spoken compound 
sentences that include a 
masculine and a feminine 
noun, with an adjective, 
and any other noun with a 
verb and a negative 
adverb. 
To repeat the process in 
writing. 
To understand the 
grammatical terminology: 
compound sentence, 
coordinating conjunction, 
main/independent clause. 
To understand postcodes 
in France and the UK. 
 
   

Lesson 5 
To read and understand a 
letter with some unfamiliar 
vocabulary.  
 
To revisit the sentence 
structure and vocabulary 
used in the previous 
lesson. 
To read a description of a 
town/village aloud and 
understand it.  
To create spoken 
sentences based on these 
descriptions. 
To write a compound 
sentence. 
To read a letter with some 
unfamiliar language and 
attempt to understand. 
To understand letter 
writing convention. 
  

Lesson 6 
Writing Assessment 
 
To write a letter about 
Sunderland using a 
template. 
To understand how to 
address a pen pal in a 
letter. 
To use a French name. 
To read some of your letter 
aloud. 
  

Key vocabulary 
Quarante 
 
Une pharmacie, une 
patinoire, une 

Arrondissement 
 
Negative adverb, elision, 
subordinating conjunction 

le deuxième 
arrondissement 
 
 

compound sentence, 
coordinating conjunction, 
main/independent clause 

Chère amie/Cher ami  
c’est bien ! , c’est super !, 
c’est très intéressant !, 
malheureusement, écris-

Vocabulary learnt in this 
half-term 
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bibliothèque, une église, 
une école, une piscine 

 
 
 

moi pour me le dire  
 
pour les touristes 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Counting to 40 

 To say a complex sentence 

 Telling the time at 5 minute intervals 

 Saying what there is and is not in the town 

 To read a letter and use language learning strategies to understand the meaning 

 To write a letter to a penpal 

 
 

Year group:  6 Autumn 1 Unit: Where Are You Going? Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Phonic knowledge 

based on Physical 
French Phonics 

 Classroom instructions 

 Numbers to 40 

 Knowledge of gender 
of nouns 

 Names of places in a 
town 

 Time differences 
around the world 

 Days of the week 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Counting to 60 

 Explaining where you are going and why 

 Talking about your routine at school 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Song : Du lundi au 
dimanche. 
 

 Maths – Counting in French, counting in twos, telling the time 

 English – definition of preposition, pronoun and verb, adverbial phrases of time and place 

 Joining in with the song Du lundi au 
dimanche. 
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Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To learn how to ask where 
someone is going and 
respond. 
 
To revisit classroom 
instructions learnt in 
previous years.  
To revise numbers 0-40 
and count on to 50. 
To understand the 
question Où vas-tu ? 
To answer this question 
using a feminine noun. 
To understand what a 
preposition, pronoun and 
adverb are. 
 

Lesson 2 
To say where you are going 
using masculine nouns. 
 
To practise using numbers 
to 50. 
To recap saying where you 
are going using feminine 
nouns. 
To say where you are going 
using masculine nouns. 
To understand how the 
preposition and the article 
combine to become a new 
word. 

Lesson 3 
To say where you are going 
using a noun which begins 
with a vowel. 
 
To recall numbers to 50. 
To revisit saying where you 
are going using masculine 
and feminine nouns 
beginning with consonants. 
To understand how to say 
where you are going using 
a noun which begins with a 
vowel. 
To learn about elision. 
To recognise the definite 
article for masculine, 
feminine nouns and nouns 
beginning with a vowel. 

Lesson 4 
To revisit the days of the 
week. 
 
To practise numbers to 12. 
To use phonic knowledge 
to practise the names of 
days of the week in French. 
To join in with the song Du 
lundi au dimanche. 
To revisit saying where you 
are going. 
To ask what time someone 
goes somewhere and 
respond to the same 
question.  
To learn etymology of days 
of the week. 
To learn about adverbial 
phrases of time. 

Lesson 5 
To create spoken and 
written complex sentences. 
 
To recap time difference 
between Paris, Moscow 
and Tokyo.  
To learn that there is a 10 
hour time difference 
between Paris and Sydney.  
To practise written and 
spoken sentences about 
the time in different cities 
around the world. 
 

Lesson 6 
To complete a speaking 
assessment based on 
knowledge gained in this 
unit. 
 
To rehearse questions and 
answers based on 
vocabulary learnt in this 
unit.  
To complete a speaking 
assessment asking where 
someone is going and at 
what time.  

Key vocabulary 
Taisez-vous, Levez-vous, 
Asseyez-vous, Écoutez, 
Regardez, Croisez les bras, 
Asseyez-vous 
correctement! Levez le 
doigt! 
Où vas-tu ? 
Je vais à la ……. 
cinquante 

Je vais au ……. Je vais à l’ …….. Les jours de la semaine, 
lundi, mardi, mercredi, 
jeudi, vendredi, samedi, 
dimanche 
à quelle heure….. ? 

Previously learned 
vocabulary 

Vocabulary learnt in this 
unit.  

Key skills throughout unit 
 To ask questions relating to where someone is going and respond accordingly. 

 To ask what time someone is going to a specific place and respond accordingly. 

 To say where you are going using a masculine noun, feminine noun and a noun beginning with a vowel. 

 To accurately name the days of the week in French. 

 To create spoken and written complex sentences. 
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Year group:  6  Autumn 2 Unit: Freetime Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Talking about your 

home and garden 

 Places in a town 

 Telling the time 

 Favourite animals and 
colours 

 Saying how old you are 

 Saying where you live 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; 
and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 To introduce yourself 

 To introduce your family 

 To describe your routine at school 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Hobbies + Days of the week 
in French - song 

 English: Infinitive, conjugating a verb 
 

 Performing the song hobbies + days of the 
week. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To say which leisure 
activities you are doing.  
 
To revisit talking about 
whether you live in a flat or 
house and how many 
bedrooms you have. 
To learn infinitive form of 
verbs explaining leisure 
activities. 
To learn how to use 
infinitive form of verb in a 
sentence. 

Lesson 2 
To talk in the third person 
about what they are doing 
in their freetime. 
 
To revisit describing what 
is in your garden. 
To practise speaking skills 
using verbs to describe 
what you do in your 
freetime and where you go 
to do it. 
To use this vocabulary to 
talk in the third person. 

Lesson 3 
To create spoken sentences 
to describe where you are 
going and for what 
purpose. 
 
To revisit saying what your 
favourite animal is.  
To say where you are going 
and what you are doing. 
To talk in the third person 
about what you do and 
when. 
To learn about landmarks 

Lesson 4 
To practise writing about 
time, place and purpose.  
 
To recap saying what your 
favourite colour is. 
To ask questions about 
what someone else does at 
a particular time.  
To write sentences to 
describe what someone 
else is doing at a particular 
time and where they are 
doing it. 

Lesson 5 
To practise simple 
conversations to exchange 
personal information. 
 
To understand a 
registration form about 
someone relating to their 
personal information.  
To give personal 
information when speaking 
to a partner. 
To complete a registration 
form about yourself.  

Lesson 6 
To complete a reading and 
writing assessment based 
on work completed this 
half-term. 
 
To recap language learnt 
this half-term. 
To read about someone 
else and when they do a 
particular activity and 
answer questions in 
English.  
To write about someone 
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To listen to a song about 
activities done on a 
particular day.   

To understand how to 
conjugate a verb (aller). 
To learn what a clause of 
purpose is. 

in Paris. 
To learn about St Nicholas’ 
Day. 

To learn about Charles de 
Gaulle 

 else and what they do in 
their freetime.  

Key vocabulary 
faire du skate  

jouer au football  

faire du vélo 

jouer au tennis  

faire un pique-nique 

nager  

emprunter un livre  

patiner  

faire des courses  

boire une limonade 

voir un film 

voir une pièce 

faire du skate  

jouer au football  

faire du vélo 

jouer au tennis  

faire un pique-nique 

nager  

emprunter un livre  

patiner  

faire des courses  

boire une limonade 

voir un film 

voir une pièce 
Conjugating a verb 

Il/elle 

 
Previously learned 
vocabulary 

ton prénom, ton âge, le 
nom de la ville où tu 
habites, ton animal 
préféré, ta couleur 
préférée 

Language learnt this half-
term  

Key skills throughout unit 
 Saying what you do in your freetime 

 Saying where you go to do the activity 

 Talking in the third person 

 To exchange personal information 

 Conjugating the verb aller 
 
 

Year group:  6 Spring 1 Unit: How Are You? Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Writing the date in 

French 

 Numbers to 31 

 Asking how someone is 
and replying 

 Common and proper 
nouns 

 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the 
spelling, sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those 
of others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 To use the date in future work 

 To introduce yourself and your family 
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 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency 
verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Story: Roule Galette 
Song and rhyme: Les Mois de 
l’Année 

 R.E.: The Epiphany and its importance in France 

 English: Common and proper nouns; informal speech; terminology of upper and lower case 

 Maths: Counting to 31; use of ordinal and cardinal numbers 

 To join in with the song Les Mois de l’Année 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To understand the 
Epiphany and its 
importance in France. To 
listen to the story ‘Roule 
Galette’. 
 
To learn about the 
Epiphany and the 
traditions surrounding it in 
France. 
To ask how someone is and 
reply. To use the phrase ‘Et 
toi ?’ as a method of asking 
a question. To understand 
informal speech. 
To learn about the cedilla.  
To listen to the story ‘Roule 
Galette’. 

Lesson 2 
To revise the months of the 
year 
 
To revise the numbers 1-
31.  
To recognise the name of 
your birth month. 
To practise spelling the 
names of months in 
French. 
To understand that months 
of the year are proper 
nouns in English and 
common nouns in French.  
To use a rhyme in French 
to remember the number 
of days in each month. 

Lesson 3 
To ask a question based on 
a statement 
 
To ask how someone is and 
answer the question.  
To ask a question based on 
the structure ‘et toi ?’ 
To recap the use of ordinal 
and cardinal numbers. 
To use ordinal numbers to 
identify months of the 
year. 
To look at the use of the 
circumflex accent.   
To use memory strategies 
to learn the months of the 
year. 

Lesson 4 
To ask when someone’s 
birthday is and say when 
your birthday is 
 
To revise how to ask how 
old someone is and 
respond to the question.  
To recap how to write and 
say the date in French. 
To ask when someone’s 
birthday is and answer the 
same question. 
To understand that 
cardinal numbers are used 
in French when saying the 
date apart from when 
using the 1

st
 of the month. 

 

Lesson 5 
To write the date as a 
phrase and in numerical 
form 
 
To recap saying when your 
birthday is and asking 
when someone else has 
theirs. 
To revise the names of 
days of the week. 
To practise writing the 
date. 
To understand the origin of 
the terms upper and lower 
case. 

Lesson 6 
To complete a listening 
assessment based on the 
work done in this topic. 
 
To complete some revision 
relating to saying the date. 
To complete a listening 
activity based on saying 
the date. 
To complete a self-
assessment to reflect on 
learning this half-term. 

Key vocabulary 
Bonne Année, 
la Galette 
 

janvier, février, mars, avril, 
mai, juin, juillet, août, 
septembre, octobre, 

Salut, Ça va ? Comment 
vas-tu ? 
Ça va, et toi ? 

Quelle est la date de ton 
anniversaire ? 

upper case, lower case  All vocabulary learnt this 
half-term 
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Salut, Ça va ? Comment 
vas-tu ? 
Ça va, et toi ? 
Ça va, oui, ça va, merci 

novembre, décembre Ça va, oui, ça va, merci 

Key skills throughout unit 
 To ask how someone is and respond to the same question 

 To use the date correctly 

 To use memory strategies effectively 

 To use ordinal and cardinal numbers 
 

Year group:  6 Spring 2 Unit: In the Classroom Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Asking how someone is 

and responding. 

 Asking what day and 
date it is. 
Ordering words 
alphabetically 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, 
sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Describing your school day 

 To introduce your family  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Book: L’Année de 

Berthe 

 English – ordering words alphabetically; use of a dictionary, position of adjectives in a sentence 
 
 

 Reading the story L’Année de Berthe aloud. 
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Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To learn to name some typical 
classroom options 
 
To revise asking how someone is 
and what today’s day and date is. 
To learn the name of 6 masculine 
nouns for classroom equipment.  
To order the nouns 
alphabetically.  
To recite the alphabet in French.  
To use a bilingual dictionary. 
To watch a clip showing children 
going to school in France. 

Lesson 2 
To be able to ask for an item of 
classroom equipment politely 
 
To revisit the names of classroom 
items. 
To recall the names of colour 
adjectives. 
To be able to ask for different 
colour pens. 
To understand how to speak 
formally and informally. 
To order the colour nouns 
alphabetically. 
To understand the position of 
adjectives in a sentence in 
French and English. 
To listen to the story L’Année de 
Berthe. 

Lesson 3 
To create long spoken sentences 
using nouns and adjectives 
 
To revisit question and answer 
format for asking for coloured 
pens. 
To say a sentence, from memory, 
adding new classroom items and 
their colours each time. 
To learn the names of additional 
nouns which are items found in 
the classroom. 
 

Lesson 4 
To understand how to use plural 
nouns and adjectives in French 
 
To explain how to show a noun is 
plural in English and in French. 
To understand how to make 
adjectives plural in French. 
To understand that some 
adjectives in French are 
invariable. 
To create written sentences to 
demonstrate learning. 

Lesson 5 
To say my nationality and which 
languages I speak.  
 
To ask how someone spells their 
name and respond to the same 
question. 
To hear a name spelled aloud 
and understand. 
To revise saying where you live. 
To be able to say which 
languages you speak. To 
understand that nationality is an 
adjective and should agree as 
such.  
To understand how 1

st
 April is 

celebrated in France. 

Key vocabulary 
Dans la salle de classe 
Un cahier, un crayon, un 
dictionnaire, un feutre, un 
pinceau, un stylo 
 
À bientôt 

Tu peux me donner xx, s’il te 
plait ? 
voilà !  
merci 
je t’en prie 
formal, informal  

une trousse, une gomme, une 
règle, des ciseaux 

Vocabulary previously used in 
this topic 

Tu peux épeler ton nom ? Tu es de 
quelle nationalité ?  Je suis 
français(e)/ britannique/anglais(e)/ 
écossais(e)/ gallois(e) 
On parle quelles langues au 
Royaume-Uni ?   
On parle l’anglais, le gallois, le 
gaélique ecossaise et le cornique Est-
ce que tu parles d’autres langues ?  
Avec qui ?   
Poisson d’Avril 

Key skills throughout unit 

 To recite the French alphabet aloud 

 To use a bilingual dictionary 

 To ask for something politely 

 To say an extended sentence from memory 

 To use plural nouns and adjectives correctly 
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Year group:  6 Summer 1 Unit: Daily Routine Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Saying what time it is. 

 Using the question 
form Et toi ? 

 Giving your opinion. 

 Saying what your 
favourite is. 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, 
sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Counting to 60 
Introducing your family 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Rhyme: J’enroule, 
j’enroule  
BBC clip Being French: A 

primary school in 
Marseille 

 English – verb paradigms; infinitive of verb, pronouns 

 Maths – Telling the time; counting to 40 

 ICT – Making a presentation to send to a pen pal. 
 

Producing a presentation to send to a pen pal 
in France. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To say how I get to school 
and what time I arrive 
 
To understand question 
and answer format that 
describes how you get to 
school. 

Lesson 2 
To describe the timing of a 
school day 
 
To read and understand 5 
sentences which describe 
the routine of a school day. 
To ask and answer the 

Lesson 3 
To talk about what you do 
at break time at school. 
 
To practise questions and 
answers about the school 
day. 
To learn 7 statements 

Lesson 4 
To recap saying the time 
on the hour and at half 
past the hour. 
 
To revise numbers 0-40. 
To practise questions 
about school routine. 

Lesson 5 
To explain what you like 
doing in French lessons. 
 
To use and respond to the 
question Qu’est-ce que tu 
aimes faire dans la classe 
de français ? 

Lesson 6 
To make a presentation 
using a letter about school 
to send to a pen friend in 
France. 
 
To practice pronunciation 
of phrases learnt this half-
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To practise this with a 
partner. 
To say what time you 
arrive at school. 
To write sentences to say 
how you get to school and 
what time you get there. 
To revisit the function of a 
verb, the infinitive and 
pronouns. 
To understand that most 
French verbs are regular 
and some are irregular. 
To listen to the rhyme 
J’enroule, j’enroule. 

questions relating to these 
sentences.  
To participate in a question 
and answer chain relating 
to timings of the school 
day.                                      
To reflect on how to make 
progress and how to apply 
prior learning. 
To participate in chanting 
the verb paradigm aller. 
To learn about how school 
differs in France. To learn 
about le goûter. 
To participate in the rhyme 
J’enroule, j’enroule. 

relating to what you do at 
break time. 
To use the question tag Et 
toi ? and the response 
expression: Moi aussi.  
To use memorisation 
techniques. 
To use a speaking frame to 
practise recall of 
vocabulary. 
To use verb paradigms to 
conjugate the verbs parler, 
jouer and manger. 

To use and respond to the 
question Quelle est ta 
matière préférée ? 
To use a speaking frame as 
a springboard for a 
conversation about school 
subjects. 
To revise the use of the 
definite article, particularly 
in relation to school 
subjects. 
 
 
 

To read and understand a 
letter from a French 
student, talking about their 
school. 
To begin to write a letter 
about your school. 
To see the verb paradigms 
for écrire, lire and faire. 
 

term.  
To produce a simple 
presentation with 
narration to send to a pen 
pal in France. 
 

Key vocabulary 
Tu viens comment à 
l’école ? 
Je viens à vélo, à pied, à 
trottinette, en taxi, en 
autobus, en voiture 
Tu arrives à l’école à quelle 
heure ?  
J’arrive… 
Infinitive, regular, irregular 

Tu prends le petit déjeuner 
à quelle heure ? 
Je prends le petit 
déjeuner…  
Les cours commencent à 
quelle heure ?  
la récréation  
Le déjeuner, c’est à quelle 
heure ?   
L’école finit à quelle heure 
? 
Verb paradigm 

Qu’est-ce que tu fais 
pendant la récréation ?  
je parle avec mes 
camarades, je joue avec 
mes camarades, je prends 
mon goûter, je parle avec 
les profs, je vais à la 
bibliothèque, je vais aux 
toilettes, je joue au 
football  
Moi aussi 

l’allemand, l’anglais, le 
dessin, l’éducation 
physique, l’espagnol, le 
français, la géographie, 
l’histoire, l’informatique, 
les maths, la musique, les 
sciences 
Quelle est ta matière 
préférée ? 

Qu’est-ce que tu aimes 
faire dans la classe de 
français ? , 
j’aime …, parler français, 
chanter, lire des phrases, 
écrire des phrases, écouter 
des histories, regarder des 
films, apprendre des 
comptines, en savoir plus 
sur Paris, lire des livres, 
jouer à des jeux  

All vocabulary used this 
half-term 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Telling the time 

 Using a sentence builder to aid writing sentences 

 Using phonic knowledge to aid pronunciation 

 Using a bilingual dictionary 

 Reading aloud to an audience 
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Year group:  6 Summer 2 Unit: My Family Subject Leader: C Blackett 
 

Prior linked knowledge Links to the National curriculum Programme of Study Future linked knowledge 
 Counting to 50 

 Talking in the third 
person 

 Places in a town 

 Phonic knowledge 
 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding 

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, 
sound and meaning of words 

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of 
others; seek clarification and help 

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are 
reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases 

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where 
relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; 
key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build 
sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 Work done at secondary school. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Story: Mon Cœur 

 Song : Mon Ami Julien 
 

 English – Use of verb paradigms 

 Maths – numbers to 60 
 

 Introducing your family/famous family to a 
partner. 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1 
To introduce your family. 
 
To revise numbers to 50 
and be introduced to 
numbers 51 – 60. 
To learn new vocabulary 
introducing your family. 
To practise the new 
vocabulary by introducing 

Lesson 2 
To be able to describe what 
your parents do. 
 
To listen to the story ‘Mon 
Cœur’ 
To discuss the story and its 
meaning. 
To revise spoken 
descriptions of a town. 

Lesson 3 
To learn the names of pets. 
 
To practise counting to 60. 
To learn the names of 
animals which are often 
pets. To focus on 
pronunciation with a focus 
on phonics. 
To find memorisation 

Lesson 4 
To say which pets you 
have.  
 
To ask someone if they 
have an animal and to 
respond to the same 
question. 
To turn a positive 
statement into a negative 

Lesson 5 
To talk about your brothers 
and sisters. 
 
To revise special dates and 
talking about pets. 
To respond to the question 
As-tu des frères ou des 
sœurs ? 
To use a relative pronoun 

Lesson 6 
To complete an assessment 
based on learning this year. 
 
To revise key learning from 
year 6. 
To complete an 
assessment based on 
learning this year. 
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your family to a partner. 
To learn how to use 
possessive adjectives in 
French. 
To revise the use of the 
ligature œ.  

To learn how to explain 
what someone does in the 
third person. 
To conjugate and recite the 
regular verb travailler. 
 

techniques for this new 
vocabulary. 
To use a speaking frame to 
consolidate learning of 
new words. 
To recap learning relating 
to silent final consonants. 
To listen to someone 
talking about their pets.  
 

statement. 
To use a negative adverb. 
To revise the use of il and 
elle. 
To listen to the song Mon 
Ami Julien. 

to connect two clauses. 
To write sentences to talk 
about your siblings. 
To join in with the song 
Mon Ami Julien. 

Key vocabulary 
soixante (60);  
voici mon père, mon frère, 
ma mère, ma sœur, mes 
parents, mes frères, mes 
sœurs 

travailler,   
Est-ce que tes parents 
travaillent ? 
Oui, mes parents 
travaillent.  
mon père/ma mère 
travaille, à la maison/en 
ville 

un chat, un chien, un 
cochon d’Inde, un furet, un 
hamster, un lapin, un 
phasme, un poisson, une 
perruche, une poule, une 
souris, une tortue 

As-tu un animal ? Oui, j’ai 
un/une… Non, je n’ai pas 
de/d’ 
 

As-tu des frères ou des 
sœurs ?  
je suis fille unique  
je suis fils unique  
the relative pronoun qui 

Vocabulary learnt 
throughout the year 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Introducing yourself 

 Counting to 60 

 Telling the time 

 To give your opinion 

 To write a complex sentence from memory and manipulate language 

 Using phonic knowledge to aid pronunciation 

 Reading aloud to an audience 
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13. Religious Education  
Medium-Term Planning 

 

 
 
Religious Education develops children's knowledge and understanding of 
religious and non-religious worldviews, and it provokes challenging 
questions about the meaning and purpose of life.  
 

RE teaches pupils to develop respect for others, including people with 
different faiths and beliefs, and helps to challenge prejudice.  It prompts 
pupils to consider their responsibilities to themselves and to others and 
to explore how they might contribute to their communities and to the 
wider society.  It encourages open mindedness, empathy, generosity and 
compassion. 
 

Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for RE, our Medium Term 

Planning, our Policy, plus some ‘RE in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum_areas/Religious-Education/  

 

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum_areas/Religious-Education/
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Year group: FS2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 1 – Autumn 1: Being Special: where do we belong? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge FS2 – what places are special and why  

Making sense 

 re-tell religious stories 
Understanding impact 

 recall simply what happens at a traditional Christian infant baptism and 
dedication 

 recall simply what happens when a baby is welcomed into a religion other 
than Christianity. 

Making connections  

 making connections with personal experiences  

 share and record occasions when things have happened in their lives that 
made them feel special  

 

Making sense 

 Begin to recognise that for Christians, Muslims or Jews, these special things link 
to beliefs about God 

Understanding impact 

 Recognise that some religious people have places which have special meaning 
for them 

 Talk about the things that are special and valued in a place of worship 
Making connections 

 Get to know and use appropriate words to talk about their thoughts and 
feelings when visiting a church (or other place of worship) 

 Express a personal response to the natural world. 

 Talk about somewhere that is special to themselves, saying why 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 
 PSHE Re-enact a Baptism 

Visit a church  
Minister visit or Hindu family visit  

Being Special: Where do we belong? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What makes us feel special? 
Read the Ugly Duckling and 
talk about what made him 
special. 

Lesson 2 
Why do many Christians 
believe that children are 
special to God? 
Look at the story of Jesus 
blessing the children. 
 

Lesson 3 
How are children welcomed 
into the Christian family? 
Look at a Christening/Baptism. 

Lesson 4 
How are some babies 
welcomed into the Muslim 
tradition? 
Look at the Aqiqah ceremony. 

Lesson 5 
 How do Hindu brothers and 
sisters show love for each 
other at a festival? 
Look at Raksha Bandhan. 
Lesson 6 

Key vocabulary   

Special  
Different  

Judaea  
Disciples 
Blessing 
 

Baptism, Dedication  
Ceremony, Invitation  
Card, Certificate  
Gown, Cross 
Bible, Candle, Font  

Shaved hair 
Bad luck 
Trouble  
Silver 
Bitter, Sweet 

Rakhi 
Love 
Festival 
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Key skills throughout unit 
 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting on own experiences from visiting a place of worship 

 Expressing: Explaining practises they may have seen 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts and ceremonies 

 Empathising: Considering the thoughts and feelings and beliefs of others, seeing the world through the eyes of another 

 Applying: Using RE learning in new situations  

 Analysing: Distinguishing between the features of different religions   

 
 
Year group: FS2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 2 – Autumn 2: Why is Christmas special to Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y1: Why does Christmas matter to Christians?) 

Making sense 

 Begin to recognise the word ‘incarnation’ as describing the belief that God 
came to Earth as Jesus 

 Retell religious stories 
Understanding impact 

 Recall simply what happens at a traditional Christmas festival (Christmas) 
Making connections  

 Talk about people who are special to them 

 Say what makes their family and friends special to them 
 

Making sense 

 Recognise that stories of Jesus’ life come from the Gospels  

 Give a clear, simple account of the story of Jesus’ birth and why Jesus is 
important to Christians. 

Understanding impact 

 Give examples of ways in which Christians use the story of Nativity to guide 
their beliefs and actions at Christmas  

Making connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about Christmas for people who are Christians 
and for people who are not 

 Decide what they personally have to be thankful for, giving a reason for their 
ideas 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Art: Creating a nativity scene  
English: Drama/Role play  
 

Visit to St Aidan’s Church for Christmas Service  

Big Question: Why is Christmas special to Christians? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What did we look like 
when we were 
babies? 

Lesson 2 
What is the Christmas 
Story? 
Read the Christmas story 

Lesson 3 
What do Tom and Tessa do 
at a Church at Christmas? 
Use persona dolls to 

Lesson 4 
What songs do people sing 
at Christmas? 
Learn a range of carols 

Lesson 5 
What gifts do people 
give at Christmas? 
Think also about 

Lesson 6 
Visit a Church for a 
Christmas Service  
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Children to bring in 
photo of themselves 
as babies and discuss 
similarities/differences 

explore a Church service at 
Christmas.  

such as Little Donkey, Silent 
Night, Away in a Manger 

Christians helping at 
shelters and cooking 
Christmas lunch for 
homeless 

Whole school visit  

Key vocabulary   

Baby  
Newborn  
 

Jesus/Mary/Joseph/Wise 
men/Shepherds/Bethlehem
/Stable/Manger/Incarnatio
n 

Carol  
Service 
Midnight Mass 
Sing 
Pray  

 Kind 
Sharing 
Thoughtful  
Need 
Care  

 

Key skills throughout unit 
 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting on own experiences from visiting a place of worship 

 Expressing: Explaining practises they may have seen 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts and ceremonies 

 Empathising: Considering the thoughts and feelings and beliefs of others, seeing the world through the eyes of another 

 Applying: Using RE learning in new situations  

 Analysing: Distinguishing between the features of different religions   

 
 
Year group: FS2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 3 – Spring 1:  Christianity- Why is the word God special to Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y1 Unit 1)  

Making sense 

 Retell stories, talking about what they say about the world, God and Human 
beings. 

Understanding impact 

 Say how and when Christians like to thank their creator  
Making connections  

 Talk about things they find puzzling, interesting or wonderful and also about 
their own experiences and feelings about the world  

Making sense 

 Identify what a parable is  

 Tell the story of the Lost Son from the Bible simply and recognise a link with 
the Christian idea of God as a forgiving Father.  

 Give clear, simple accounts of what the story means to Christians 
Understanding the impact 

 Give at least two examples of a way in which Christians show their belief in God 
as loving and forgiving. 

 Give an example of how Christians put their beliefs into practise in worship 
Make Connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about whether they can learn anything from the 
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story for themselves, exploring different ideas.  

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and the connections they make  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Science: Animals around the world 
Art: Creation story paintings 
Music: Learning a Christian praise song  

Outdoor activities linked to how amazing our world is 

Big Question: Why is the word God special to Christians? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What does the word God 
mean? 
 

Lesson 2 
Which people believe in 
God? 
Make links between how 
Christians think God is 
amazing and so are careful 
with how they use his name. 

Lesson 3 
What is amazing about the 
world? 
Discussing animals, nature, 
weather 

Lesson 4 
What is the story that 
Christians and Jews use to 
think about the creator? 
Read the creation story  

Lesson 5 
What do Christians and other 
people (non religious) think 
about the world and how we 
should treat it? 

Key vocabulary   

Creator 
 

Christians  
Christianity  
 

Animals 
Nature 
Weather  
Sun  
Moon  

Creation story  
Creator  
God 
 

Kindness 
Special  
Amazing  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Opinions on God 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from stories  
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Year group: FS2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 4 – Spring 2: Why is Easter special to Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y2 Unit 4)  

Making sense 

 Recognise and retell stories connected with celebration of Easter 

 Say why Easter is a special time for Christians. 
Understanding impact 

 Recognise some symbols Christians use during Holy Week, e.g. palm leaves, 
cross, eggs. 

 Talk about some ways Christians remember these stories at Easter. 
Making connections  

 Talk about ideas of new life in nature 

 Make connections with signs of a new life in nature.  

Making sense 

 Recognise that Incarnation and Salvation are part of a ‘big story’ of the Bible.  

 Tell stories of Holy Week and Easter from the Bible and recognise a link with 
the idea of Salvation (Jesus rescuing people) 

Understanding impact 

 Give at least three examples of how Christians show their beliefs about Jesus’ 
death and resurrection in church worship at Easter 

Making connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about whether the story of Easter only has 
something to say to Christians, or if it has anything to say to pupils about 
sadness, hope or heaven, exploring different ideas and giving a good reason for 
their ideas.  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Do not focus too much on the death 
of Jesus but move onto Christian 
belief in resurrection.  

Art- Making crosses/Easter objects 
DT- Tasting hot cross buns 

Meet a Christian who is willing to talk about Easter 
celebrations  
Make an Easter garden  

Big Question: Why do Christians put a cross in the Easter garden? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What happened on Palm 
Sunday? 
 
Unpack a bag with objects 
linked to Palm Sunday and 
tell the story 

Lesson 2 
What objects are linked to 
Easter? 
 
Look at palm cross, hot cross 
buns, eggs, cross, leaves and 
make connections. Look at 
their meanings.  

Lesson 3 
What does new life mean? 
Link new life – resurrection of 
Jesus to eggs (symbol of new life) 

Lesson 4 
 What artefacts /objects can 
we make linked to Easter? 
 
 

Lesson 5 
What parts of Easter 
celebrations are most special 
to Christians? 
 
Speak to someone who is 
Christian who celebrates Easter 

Key vocabulary   

Palm 
Leaves 
Cross 
Jerusalem 

Palm, Leaves 
Cross 
Jerusalem 
Eggs 
Hot cross buns 

Buds, Bulbs  
Growing  
Life 
Eggs 
Lifecycle  

Cross 
Eggs 
Palm 
Leaves 
 

Church  
Service 
Egg roll 
Family 
Friends 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Opinions on God, explaining concepts, rituals and practises  

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from stories and artefacts and symbols 

 
 
 
Year group: FS2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 5 – Summer 1: What places are special and why? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge Y2: What makes some places sacred to 
believers?  

Making sense 

 Begin to recognise that for Christians, Muslims or Jews, these special things 
link to beliefs about God 

Understanding impact 

 Recognise that some religious people have places which have special 
meaning for them 

 Talk about the things that are special and valued in a place of worship 
Making connections  

 Get to know and use appropriate words to talk about their thoughts and 
feelings when visiting a church (or other place of worship) 

 Express a personal response to the natural world. 

 Talk about somewhere that is special to themselves, saying why 

Making sense 

 Recognise that there are special places where people go to worship, and talk about 
what people do there 

 Identify at least three objects used in worship in two religions and give a simple 
account of how they are used and something about what they mean 

 Identify a belief about worship and a belief about God, connecting these beliefs simply 
to a place of worship 

Understanding impact 

 Give examples of stories, objects, symbols and actions used in churches, mosques 
and/or synagogues that show what people believe 

 Give simple examples of how people worship at a church, mosque or synagogue 

 Talk about why some people like to belong to a sacred building or a community. 
Making connections  

 Think, talk and ask good questions about what happens in a church, synagogue or 
mosque, saying what they think about these questions, giving good reasons for their 
ideas 

 Talk about what makes some places special to people, and what the difference is 
between religious and non-religious special places. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Note that the difference between 
‘special’ and ‘holy’ is different 

Art: Make stained glass windows  
Computing: Use ipads to take pictures of inside a church  
 
 
 

Visit a local Church St Aidan’s. 
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What places are special and why? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Where is special to 
me? 
Discuss favourite 
places at school, 
special places at 
school and home.  
Create a class book of 
special places. 

Lesson 2 
 Where is a special place 
for Christians to go? 
Introduce a church, who 
works in a church. 
Introduce character of 
Grace and look at her 
special place.  

Lesson 3 
What makes a church 
special to Christians? 
Ideally, visit a Church  

Lesson 4 
 Where is a holy place for 
Muslims to go? 
The new Mosque – Imran’s 
story.  
 

Lesson 5 
What makes a mosque 
holy for Muslims? 
Explore the inside of a 
Mosque and learn 
about the call to prayer 

Lesson 6 
What is important in 
a church and a 
mosque? How are 
holy buildings 
similar and 
different? 

Key vocabulary   

Favourite  
Special  
Object 
Place  
Space  
 

Church  
Minister 
Worship 
Clergy 
Special  
Holy  

Worship 
Faith 
Sacred 
Special 
Holy 
Bible 
Cross 
Font 
Altar 
Stained glass window  

Mosque  
Tower 
Dome 
Prayers 
Allah 
Makkah  
Brotherhood  

Special 
Holy  
Prayer  
God  
Minaret  
Muezzin  
 

Features 
Same 
Different  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting on own experiences from visiting a place of worship 

 Expressing: Explaining practises they may have seen 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts and visits 

 Empathising: Considering the thoughts and feelings and beliefs of others, seeing the world through the eyes of another 

 Applying: Using RE learning in new situations  

 Analysing: Distinguishing between the features of different religions   
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Year group: FS2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 6 – Summer 2: Which stories are special and why? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge  

Making sense 

 Identify a sacred text e.g. Bible, Torah 

 Talk about some religious stories 

 Recognise some religious words, e.g. about God 
Understanding impact 

 Talk about some of the things these stories teach believers 
Making connections  

 Identify some of their own feelings in the stories they hear 

 Who is Jewish and how do they live (Year 1) 

 Who is Muslim and how do they live? (Year 2) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

This can be done within the provision or during story 
times also  

Ideas for provision: Special books and bible stories in 
the book area 
David and Goliath messy tray  

Visit a local Church St Aidan’s. 

Which stories are special and why? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is your 
favourite story? 
What do you like 
about it and why? 

Lesson 2 
 What stories do you 
know that are 
special to many 
Christians? 
What do Christians 
think Jesus was like? 
Do you know any 
Bible stories? 

Lesson 3 
 What stories are 
special to Christians 
and Jews? 
Look at the story of 
David and Goliath. 
Recognise some 
religious words from 
the story  

Lesson 4 
 What story shows 
Jesus being a friend 
and caring for 
others? 
Look at the story of 
Zacchaeus 
 

Lesson 5 
What stories are 
special to Muslims? 
Look at the story of 
the first revelation of 
the Qur’an. 

Lesson 6 
What is the holy 
book for Muslims? 

Lesson 7 
What are the 
similarities and 
differences between 
different people’s 
special stories? 

Key vocabulary   

Favourite 
Special  
 

Bible 
Story 
Parable 
Samaritan  
 Nice/kind/caring 
 
 
 

David 
Goliath 
 

Friend 
Kind  
Caring  
 

 Qur’an 
 

Similar 
Different 
Differences 
Similarities  
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Opinions on God 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from stories  

 
 
Year group: 1 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 1 - Autumn 1: What does it mean to belong to a faith community? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Knowledge  Learning Outcomes Future linked knowledge (Y4: How and why do people mark 
significant events in life?) 

Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 from 
FS2  

Make sense of beliefs:  

 Recognise that loving others is important in lots of 
communities Say simply what Jesus and one other religious 
leader taught about loving other people 

Understand the impact:  

 Give an account of what happens at a traditional Christian 
and Jewish or Muslim welcome ceremony, and suggest what 
the actions and symbols mean  

 Identify at least two ways people show they love each other 
and belong to each other when they get married (Christian 
and/or Jewish and non-religious) 

Make connections:  

 Give examples of ways in which people express their identity 
and belonging within faith communities and other 
communities, responding sensitively to differences  

 Talk about what they think is good about being in a 
community, for people in faith communities and for 
themselves, giving a good reason for their ideas 

Make sense of belief: 

 Identify some beliefs about love, commitment and promises in two 
religious traditions and describe what they mean 

 Offer informed suggestions about the meaning and importance of 
ceremonies of commitment for religious and non-religious people 
today 

Understand the impact: 

 Describe what happens in ceremonies of commitment (e.g. 
baptism, sacred thread, marriage) and say what these rituals mean 

 Make simple links between beliefs about love and commitment and 
how people in at least two religious traditions live (e.g. through 
celebrating forgiveness, salvation and freedom at festivals) 

 Identify some differences in how people celebrate commitment 
(e.g. different practices of marriage, or Christian baptism) 

Make connections: 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is good for 
everyone to see life as a journey, and to mark the milestones 

 Make links between ideas of love, commitment and promises in 
religious and non-religious ceremonies 

 Give good reasons why they think ceremonies of commitment are 
or are not valuable today. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 PSHE: Relationships 
English: Ordering the story of the Lost Coin  

Re-enact with dolls welcoming a new baby  
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What does it mean to belong to a faith community? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
How do 
Christians/Muslims/Je
ws show they belong? 
Look at symbols of 
belonging from each 
religion and compare  

Lesson 2 
 Is every person 
valuable? 
Look at the Christian 
story of ‘The Lost Coin’.  
Discuss Jewish 
commandments and 
Muslim teachings which 
show everyone is 
valuable  

Lesson 3 
 How do Christians welcome 
a new baby? 
Focus on Christian Baptism  

Lesson 4 
How do Muslims 
welcome a new baby? 
 

Lesson 5 
How do people show 
they love and belong 
to one another? 
Explore a Christian 
Marriage Ceremony 
and compare to a 
Jewish Wedding 
Ceremony 

 Lesson 6 
What matters about 
being in a 
community? 
Recap learning about 
Muslims/Jews/Christia
ns and think about 
belonging  

Key vocabulary   

Cross/fish/Jesus/Mary/
Church/rosary, bible 
Ka’aba/prayer 
cap/prayer 
mat/Qur’an/Allah/Muh
ammad 
Kiddush cup/Challah 
bread/Menorah/Shabb
at 

Lost 
Care 
Thoughtful 
Found 
Feeling better 
Love 
Neighbours 
Golden rule  

Clean 
Fresh start 
Holy water  
Font 
Candle  
Gown 
cross 

Call to prayer 
Hair shaved 
Allah 
Whisper 
Silver 

Connection/Everlastin
g/Love/rings/vows/pr
omises 
Chuppah 
 
Celebration 

All vocabulary taught 
so far  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, know how to use a wide range of resources as a way of gathering information 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting upon experiences  

 Expressing: Identifying matters of concern  

 Interpreting: Suggesting meanings of religious texts  

 Empathising: Develop the power of imagination to identify feelings such as wonder 
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 2 – Autumn 2: Why does Christmas matter to Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Knowledge (FS2: Why is Christmas special 
to Christians?) 

Learning Outcomes 

Making sense 

 Begin to recognise the word ‘incarnation’ as 
describing the belief that God came to Earth 
as Jesus 

 Retell religious stories 
Understanding impact 

 Recall simply what happens at a traditional 
Christmas festival (Christmas) 

Making connections  

 Talk about people who are special to them 

 Say what makes their family and friends 
special to them 

Making sense 

 Recognise that stories of Jesus’ life come from the Gospels  

 Give a clear, simple account of the story of Jesus’ birth and why Jesus is important to Christians. 
Understanding impact 

 Give examples of ways in which Christians use the story of Nativity to guide their beliefs and actions at 
Christmas  

Making connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about Christmas for people who are Christians and for people who are not 

 Decide what they personally have to be thankful for, giving a reason for their ideas 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Wise men do not feature in the story of Luke  Music: Learning carols  
Geography: Locating Jerusalem and Bethlehem on a world 
map  

Visit to St Aidan’s Church for Christmas Service  
Learn a range of carols  
Make an advent wreath  

Why does Christmas matter to Christians? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
If Jesus was born in 
2022 what would his 
bedroom look like? 
Recap who is Jesus and 
design a bedroom for 
him 

Lesson 2 
 What bedroom did Jesus 
actually get? 
Tell the Christmas Story 
from the Gospel of Luke.  
 

Lesson 3 
 What do Christmas Cards 
show about the birth of 
Jesus? 
Explore a range of Christmas 
cards, even non-religious 
ones 

Lesson 4 
What is advent? 
Explore the 4 week 
preparation for Jesus’ 
birthday 

Lesson 5 
How do people show 
gratitude at 
Christmas? 
Make a thankful paper 
chain  

 Lesson 6 
Why does Christmas 
matter to Christians? 
Revisit the big 
question – what have 
we learnt? 

Key vocabulary   

 Shepherds 
Sheep 
Mary 
Joseph 
Jesus 

Manger 
Shepherds 
Sheep 
Mary 
Joseph 

Wreath 
Candles 
Sunday 
Birth 
Calendars  

Thanks 
Gratitude  
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Angel  Jesus  
Angel  

Light  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, know how to use a wide range of resources as a way of gathering information 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting upon experiences  

 Expressing: Identifying matters of concern  

 Interpreting: Suggesting meanings of religious texts  

 Empathising: Develop the power of imagination to identify feelings such as wonder 

 
 
Year group: 1 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 3 – Spring 1: Who is Jewish and how do they live?  Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (FS2)  Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Year 3)  

 talk about some religious stories 

 recognise some religious words, 
e.g. about God 

 identify some of their own 
feelings in the stories they hear 

 identify a sacred text e.g. Bible, 
Torah 

 talk about some of the things 
these stories teach believers 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the words of the Shema as a Jewish prayer 
Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Jewish people celebrate special times 
(e.g. Shabbat, Sukkot, Chanukah) 

Make connections 

 Talk about what they think is good about reflecting, thanking, 
praising and remembering for Jewish people, giving a good 
reason for their ideas 

 Give a good reason for their ideas about whether reflecting, 
thanking, praising and remembering have something to say 
to them too. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some Jewish beliefs about God, sin and forgiveness 
and describe what they mean. 

 Make clear links between the story of the Exodus and Jewish 
beliefs about God and his relationship with the Jewish 
people 

 Offer informed suggestions about the meaning of the 
Exodus story for Jews today.  

Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between Jewish beliefs about God and his 
people and how Jews live (e.g. through celebrating 
forgiveness, salvation and freedom at festivals) 

 Describe how Jews show their beliefs through worship in 
festivals, both at home and in wider communities 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is 
good for Jews and everyone else to remember the past and 
look forward to the future 

 Make links with the value of personal reflection, saying 
sorry, being forgiven, being grateful, seeking freedom and 
justice in the world today, including pupils’ own lives, and 
giving good reasons for their ideas. 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

This is the first Unit on Judaism the 
children will be learning.  
Key vocabulary to be visible in the 
classroom.  

Geography: Locating Gateshead – our local Jewish community.  
DT: Cooking Jewish cuisine  

Making Challah bread 
Re-enacting the Shabbat  
Creating our own prayer for inside a Mezuzah  
 

What is precious to Jewish people? What does a Mezuzah remind Jewish people about? How and why do Jewish people celebrate Shabbat? 

Lesson Sequence  

Lesson 1 
What special objects 
might we find in a 
Jewish home? 
 
Explore objects  

Lesson 2 
What is inside a 
Mezuzah and what does 
it mean? 
 
Explore and look at the 
prayer inside 

Lesson 3 
Why do Jewish people 
put Mezuzot on the 
doorposts of their 
houses? 
 

Lesson 4 
Why do Jewish people 
have Shabbat each 
week? 
 
Introduce Shabbat  

Lesson 5 
What happens on a 
Friday night? 
 
Re-enact a Friday night in 
a Jewish home  

Lesson 6 
Praying and spending 
time on Shabbat 
 
Learn the Kiddush 
prayer told at Shabbat  

Key vocabulary   

Mezuzah 
Candles sticks  
Challah bread 
Sedar plate 
Matzah cover 
Star of David  
Prayer book 
Chanukiah 

Scroll 
Shema 
Hebrew 
 

Mezuzot  
Shema 
 

Holy 
Shabbat 
Torah  
Creation  
 

Shabbat  
Food preparation  
Shalom 
Candles 
Blessing  
Kiddush prayer 
Challah  
 

Synagogue 
Woship 
Rest 
Ceremonies 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts  

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts and feelings and beliefs of others  
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 4 – Spring 2: Who is Jewish and how do they live?  Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Year 3)  

Make sense of belief: 
• Re-tell simply some stories used in Jewish celebrations 
• Give some examples of how the stories used in celebrations remind Jews about what God is like.  
Understand the impact: 
• Give examples of how Jewish people celebrate special times (e.g. Shabbat, Sukkot, Chanukah) 
• Make links between Jewish ideas of God found in the stories and how people live. 
Give an example of how some Jewish people might remember God in different ways.  
Make connections: 
• Talk about what they think is good about reflecting, thanking, praising and remembering for Jewish 
people, giving a good reason for their ideas 
• Give a good reason for their ideas about whether reflecting, thanking, praising and remembering 
have something to say to them too. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some Jewish beliefs about God, sin and forgiveness 
and describe what they mean. 

 Make clear links between the story of the Exodus and Jewish 
beliefs about God and his relationship with the Jewish 
people 

 Offer informed suggestions about the meaning of the 
Exodus story for Jews today. 

Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between Jewish beliefs about God and his 
people and how Jews live (e.g. through celebrating 
forgiveness, salvation and freedom at festivals) 

 Describe how Jews show their beliefs through worship in 
festivals, both at home and in wider communities 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is 
good for Jews and everyone else to remember the past and 
look forward to the future. 

 Make links with the value of personal reflection, saying 
sorry, being forgiven, being grateful, seeking freedom and 
justice in the world today, including pupils’ own lives, and 
giving good reasons for their ideas. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

This is the first Unit on Judaism the 
children will be learning but the 
second half term of covering it  
Key vocabulary to be visible in the 
classroom.  

DT: Cooking doughnuts and Latkes  
Art: Creating Jewish art  
Drama/English: Re-enacting David and Goliath  
Geography- Locating Jerusalem on the map  
 

Look at art work on http://artlevin.com/ - Jewish art  
Read a story about Hanukkah  
Cooking lesson making doughnuts and Latkes  

What stories do Jewish people tell from the Jewish Bible? What can we learn about the celebration Chanukah/Hanukkah? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What can we learn from 
David and Goliath? 

Lesson 2 
What can we learn from 
the story of Chanukah? 

Lesson 3 
How do Jewish people 
celebrate Chanukah? 

Lesson 4 
How do Jewish people 
celebrate Chanukah? 

Lesson 5 
What brilliant questions 
can we ask about 

Lesson 6 
What do we know 
about Judaism that we 
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What is important 
during Chanukah time? 

Cooking lesson   Chanukah? didn’t know before? 

Key vocabulary   

Brave 
Lonely  
Scary  
Sling  
Israelite  
Goliath  
Spear  

Chanukah 
Hanukkah 
Judaea 
Antiochus 
Greek  
Zeus 
Sabbath 
Mattathias  
Maccabee 
Menorah  
N’er Tamid 

Miracles 
Oil 
Burning 
Dreidl 
Chanukiah 
Latkes 
 

Latkes 
Doughnuts 
Oil 
 Tradition  

Ideas for questions; 
How did the oil last for 8 
days? 
Where is Jerusalem? 
How is oil made? 

All vocab taught across 
this half term 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, know how to use different types of sources as a way of gathering information  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting upon feelings 

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, suggesting meanings of religious texts 

 Discerning: Relating religion to life 

 
 

Year group: 1 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 5 – Summer 1: Christianity: Who do Christians say made the world? (Creation) Subject Ldr: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge Y4 What do Christians learn from the 
creation story? 

Making sense of belief 
Retell the story of creation from Genesis 1:1 -2:3 simply 
Recognise that ‘Creation’ is the beginning of the big story of the bible 
Say what the story tells Christians about God, Creation and the world 
Give at least one example of what Christians do to say thank you to God for Creation 
Understanding the impact 
Think, talk and ask questions about living in an amazing world 
Make Connections  
Give a reason for the ideas they have and the connections they make between the 

Making sense of belief 
Place the concepts of God and Creation on a timeline of the 
Bible’s big story  
Make clear links between Genesis 1 and what Christians believe 
about God and creation  
Recognise that the story of ‘The Fall’ in Genesis 3 gives an 
explanation of why things go wrong in the world 
Understanding the impact 
Describe what Christians do because they believe God is Creator 
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Jewish/Christian Creation story and the world they live in. Describe how and why Christians might pray to God, say sorry 
and ask for forgiveness 
Make Connections  
Ask questions and suggest answers about what might be 
important in the Creation story for Christians and non- Christians 
living today 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Science: caring for our world 
PHSE: Caring for each other and animals 

Creation of a display with artwork. 
 

Who do Christians say made the world? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a creator? 
Look at some made and 
natural objects. Who might 
their creator be? What might 
they be like? 
 

Lesson 2 
What is the story from 
Genesis? 
Read the story of Genesis. 
Explore who Christians and 
Jews say created the world.  

Lesson 3 
How do Christians give 
thanks to God? 
Explore a range of prayers 
which give thanks to God. 
Link with Harvest Festival.  

Lesson 4 
How do we look after the world? 
(God’s creation) 
Link with Science – how to take care 
of plants. How do we care for 
animals? How do we care for the 
environment? Why does this matter? 

Lesson 5 
What is the best thing 
about our world? 
Begin creating a display. 
Think of things we are 
thankful for.  

Key vocabulary   

Creator 
World 
Natural 
Man made 
Kind 
Caring 
Make  

Ocean 
Sea 
Land 
Sky 
Night 
Day 
Creatures 
Mankind  

Prayers 
Charity  
Kindness 
Help  
Support 

Care 
Look after 
Nurture 
Support 
Guide 
 

 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, know how to use a wide range of resources as a way of gathering information 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting upon experiences  

 Expressing: Identifying matters of concern  

 Interpreting: Suggesting meanings of religious texts  

 Empathising: Develop the power of imagination to identify feelings such as wonder 
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Year group: 1 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 6 – Summer 2: How should we care for others and the world? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Knowledge (Y1 Summer 1) Learning Outcomes Future linked knowledge (Year 3)  

Making sense of belief 

 Retell the story of creation from Genesis 1:1 -
2:3 simply 

 Recognise that ‘Creation’ is the beginning of 
the big story of the bible 

 Say what the story tells Christians about God, 
Creation and the world 

 Give at least one example of what Christians 
do to say thank you to God for Creation 

Understanding the impact 

 Think, talk and ask questions about living in 
an amazing world 

Make Connections  

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and the 
connections they make between the 
Jewish/Christian Creation story and the world 
they live in. 

Making sense of belief 

 Identify a story or text that says something 
about each person being unique and valuable 

 Give an example of a key belief some people 
find in one of these stories (e.g. that God 
loves all people) 

 Give a clear, simple account of what Genesis 
1 tells Christians and Jews about the natural 
world 

Understanding the impact 

 Give an example of how people show that 
they care for others (e.g. by giving to charity), 
making a link to one of the stories 

 Give examples of how Christians and Jews can 
show care for the natural earth 

 Say why Christians and Jews might look after 
the natural world 

Make Connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about what 
difference believing in God makes to how 
people treat each other and the natural world 

 Give good reasons why everyone (religious 
and non-religious) should care for others and 
look after the natural world. 

Making sense of belief 

 Place the concepts of God and Creation on a 
timeline of the Bible’s big story  

 Make clear links between Genesis 1 and what 
Christians believe about God and creation 

 Recognise that the story of ‘The Fall’ in 
Genesis 3 gives an explanation of why things 
go wrong in the world 

Understanding the impact 

 Describe what Christians do because they 
believe God is Creator 

 Describe how and why Christians might pray 
to God, say sorry and ask for forgiveness 

Make Connections 

 Ask questions and suggest answers about 
what might be important in the Creation story 
for Christians and non- Christians living today 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Thematic Unit of work 
Recall lesson about Creation, studied in Y1 in 
Summer 1 
 

PSHE: Relationships Make a good/bad collage 
Create art work linked to Kate Neals in the 
Creation story  
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What do Christian, Jewish and non-religious people believe about caring 
for people? 

How do some 
religious and non-

religious people show 
that they care for 

people? 

What stories do Christians and Jewish people 
tell about the beginning of the world and how 

to treat the world? 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1  
Is each person unique 
and important? 
Introduce Christian 
teaching from Matthew 
6:26 Jesus blesses the 
children and Jews Pslam 
8 

Lesson 2 
Why should we care? 
Story of The Good 
Samaritan and Jewish 
story of Ruth and 
Naomi.  

Lesson 3 
How can we ‘build’ 
someone up? 
Learn the song ‘Build 
up’.  
Suggest 
connections/links 
between the song and 
the story of the Good 
Samaritan  

Lesson 4 
How do Christians and 
Jews look after those 
who need help? 
Link back to Jewish 
festival of Sukkot.  
Look at a case study of 
Mother Theresa.  

Lesson 5 
What can we recall 
about the creation 
story? 
How should we treat 
our world? 
Recall lesson – use 
paintings by Kate Neal 
as a talking point.  

Lesson 6 
The world is broken – 
what does this idea 
mean to Christians 
and Jews? 

Key vocabulary   

Bless 
Blessed 
Unique 
Important  

Care 
Samaritan  
Support 
Guidance 
Selfless  

Support 
Guide 
Compliment  
Teach  

Charity  
Guide 
Help   
Teach 

Care 
Respect 
Thoughtfulness  

Bad 
Help 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts  
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Year group: 2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 1  - Autumn 1: Who is a Muslim and how do they live?  Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y3) 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the words of the Shahadah and that it is very important for Muslims 

 Identify some of the key Muslim beliefs about God found in the Shahadah and 
the 99 names of Allah, and give a simple description of what some of them 
mean 

 Give examples of how stories about the Prophet show what Muslims believe 
about Muhammad. 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Muslims use the Shahadah to show what matters to 
them 

 Give examples of how Muslims use stories about the Prophet to guide their 
beliefs and actions (e.g. care for creation, fast in Ramadan) 

 Give examples of how Muslims put their beliefs about prayer into action. 
Make connections 

 Think, talk about and ask questions about Muslim beliefs and ways of living 

 Talk about what they think is good for Muslims about prayer, respect, 
celebration and self-control, giving a good reason for their ideas 

 Give a good reason for their ideas about whether prayer, respect. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some beliefs about God in Islam, expressed in Surah 1 

 Make clear links between beliefs about God and ibadah (e.g. howGod is 
worth worshipping; how Muslims submit to God) 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of ibadah (worship) in Islam (e.g. prayer, fasting,celebrating) 
and describe what they involve. 

 Make links between Muslim beliefs about God and a range of ways in which 
Muslims worship (e.g. in prayer and fasting, as a family and as a community, 
at home and in the mosque) 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about the value of submission and self-
control to Muslims, and whether there are benefits for people who are not 
Muslims. 

 Make links between the Muslim idea of living in harmony with the Creator 
and the need for all people to live in harmony with each other in the world 
today, giving good reasons for their ideas. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

When writing Prophet or 
Muhammad you must write (PBUH) 
Peace be upon him) 

Geography: Looking at a world map to find the countries with 
the biggest Muslim demographics 
PSHE: Being kind, respectful and understanding 

Visit/talk from a Muslim parent 
Looking at artefacts 

Who is a Muslim and how do they live? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a Muslim? 
Introductory lesson  

Lesson 2 
What do Muslims think about 
God? 
What really matters? GOD- 
what does this word mean? 
Why is God so important? 
Discuss the many names for 
God 

Lesson 3 
Who was the Prophet 
Muhammad and why is he 
important to Muslims? 
Discuss how a prophet is a 
leader for Muslims 
Read stories of the prophet  

Lesson 4 
What can people learn from 
Muslim holy words? 
Learn about the Qur’an 

Lesson 5 
What difference does 
worshipping God make to 
Muslims? 
Introduce and explain the 5 
pillars of Islam  
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Key vocabulary   

Muslim 
Arabic 
Allah 
Shahadah 
Messenger  
Five Pillars of Islam  
 

Muslim 
Arabic 
Allah 
Shahadah 
Messenger  
Five Pillars of Islam  
Qur’an 

Muhammad 
Prophet  
Leader 
Shahadah 
 

Shahadah 
Messenger 
God 
Muhammad 
Mount Hira 
Angel Jibril  

Ibadah (worship) 
Five Pillars of Islam 
Salah (prayer) 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts. 
 
 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 2 – Autumn 2: What do Christians believe God is like?  Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Knowledge (Y1: Who do Christians 
say made the world?) 

Learning Outcomes Future linked knowledge (Y3 – What is it like for 
someone to follow God?) 

Making sense of belief 

 Retell the story of creation from Genesis 
1:1 -2:3 simply 

 Recognise that ‘Creation’ is the 
beginning of the big story of the bible 

 Say what the story tells Christians about 
God, Creation and the world 

 Give at least one example of what 
Christians do to say thank you to God 
for Creation 

Understanding the impact 

 Think, talk and ask questions about 
living in an amazing world 

Make Connections  

 Give a reason for the ideas they have 
and the connections they make 

Make sense of belief: 

 Identify what a parable is  

 Tell the story of the Lost Son from the Bible simply and 
recognise a link with the Christian idea of God as Forgiving 
Father  

 Give clear, simple accounts of what the story means to 
Christians 

Understanding the Impact  

 Give at least two examples of a way in which Christians 
show their belief in God as loving and forgiving 

 Give an example of how Christians put their beliefs into 
practise in worship 

Make Connections 

 Think, talk and ask questions about whether they can learn 
anything from the story for themselves, exploring 

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and the connections 

Make sense of belief: 

 Make clear links between the story of Noah and 
the idea of covenant  

Understanding the Impact  

 Make simple links between promises in the story 
of Noah and promises that Christians make at a 
wedding ceremony  

Make Connections 

 Make links between the story of Noah and how 
we live in school and the wider world 
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between the Jewish/Christian Creation 
story and the world they live in. 

they make 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Music: Learn a Christian song or hymn Re-enact the story of the Lost Son  
Learn a Christian prayer and song  

What do Christians believe God is like? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
 What is the story of the 
Lost Son? 
Read the story and 
include some drama 
activities  

Lesson 2 
Is God like a Father? 
How? 
Relate back to the 
story of the Lost Son 
and the fathers 
forgiveness of his sons 

Lesson 3 
 What is the meaning behind the 
parable of ‘The Lost Son?’ 
Explore the concept of God is loving 
and forgiving, like a parent. Write 
ideas of how their parents are loving 
and forgiving 

Lesson 4 
How do Christians show that 
they love God? 
Singing songs, praying, reading 
the Bible, love people, forgive 
people, care about people, go to 
Church, be generous 

Lesson 5 
 What happens in school if you 
do something wrong? 
Explore forgiveness in school and 
new start/new day idea  

Key vocabulary   

Impatient  
Greedy 
Inheritance 
Penniless 
Parable  
Forgiveness  

Forgiveness 
Parent 
Father  
Care 
 

Caring 
Cuddles 
Kisses 
Support 
Guide  

Hymns 
Parables 
Stories 
Bible 
Charity 
Support  
Guide  

Forgiveness  
Care 
Fresh 
New  
consequence 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts  

 Empathising: Considering the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes and beliefs of others. Identify feelings such as love, forgiveness and wonder 
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Year group: 2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 3 – Spring 1: Who is a Muslim and how do they live? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y3) 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the words of the Shahadah and that it is very important for Muslims 

 Identify some of the key Muslim beliefs about God found in the Shahadah and 
the 99 names of Allah, and give a simple description of what some of them 
mean 

 Give examples of how stories about the Prophet show what Muslims believe 
about Muhammad 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Muslims use the Shahadah to show what matters to 
them 

 Give examples of how Muslims use stories about the Prophet to guide their 
beliefs and actions (e.g. care for creation, fast in Ramadan) 

 Give examples of how Muslims put their beliefs about prayer into action. 
Make connections 

 Think, talk about and ask questions about Muslim beliefs and ways of living 

 Talk about what they think is good for Muslims about prayer, respect, 
celebration and self-control, giving a good reason for their ideas 

 Give a good reason for their ideas about whether prayer, respect, 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some beliefs about God in Islam, expressed in Surah 1. 

 Make clear links between beliefs about God and ibadah (e.g. howGod is 
worth worshipping; how Muslims submit to God) 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of ibadah (worship) in Islam (e.g. prayer, fasting,celebrating) 
and describe what they involve. 

 Make links between Muslim beliefs about God and a range of ways in which 
Muslims worship (e.g. in prayer and fasting, as a family and as a community, 
at home and in the mosque) 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about the value of submission and self-
control to Muslims, and whether there are benefits for people who are not 
Muslims. 

 Make links between the Muslim idea of living in harmony with the Creator 
and the need for all people to live in harmony with each other in the world 
today, giving good reasons for their ideas. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

When writing Prophet or 
Muhammad you must write (PBUH) 
Peace be upon him) 

Geography: Looking at a world map to find the countries with 
the biggest Muslim demographics 
PSHE: Being kind, respectful and understanding  

Visit/talk from a Muslim parent 
Looking at artefacts  

Who is a Muslim and how do they live? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
Recall lesson 
What is a Muslim?  
Recall prior learning 
from Spring 1  

Lesson 2 
What are the words of the 
Shahadah and why are they 
important to Muslims? 
 
Order the words of the 
Shahadah 

Lesson 3 
 Why are stories of the 
Prophet important in Islam? 
 
Focus on the story of the tiny 
ants 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesi
ze/clips/z9tqb82 

Lesson 4 
Why are stories of the Prophet 
important in Islam? 
 
Focus on Muhammad and the 
Camel  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
clips/z9tqb82 

Lesson 5 
 Why are stories of the Prophet 
important in Islam? 
 
Focus on Muhammad and the 
black stone  
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Key vocabulary   

Muslim 
Arabic 
Allah 
Shahadah 
Messenger  
Five Pillars of Islam  

Shahadah  Prophet 
Importance 

Prophet  
Islam  
Muhammad 

 
Prophet  
Islam  
Muhammad 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, ask increasingly deep and complex questions about religion  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, respond sensitively 

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, clarify and analyse  with growing confidence 
aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object or symbol or words mean 

 Applying: See aspects and links with other religions  

 Analysing: Join in discussion about issues arising from the study of religion  

 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 4 – Spring 2: Why does Easter matter to Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (FS2)  Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Year 4) 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise and retell stories 
connected with celebration of Easter 

 Say why Easter is a special time for 
Christians 

Understand the impact 

 Recognise some symbols Christians 
use during Holy Week e.g. palm 
leaves, cross, eggs. 

 Talk about some ways Christians 
remember these stories at Easter. 

Make connections 

 Talk about ideas of new life in nature. 
 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise that Incarnation and Salvation are part of a 
‘big story’ of the Bible. 

 Tell stories of Holy Week and Easter from the Bible and 
recognise a link with the idea of Salvation. 

Understand the impact 

 Give at least three examples of how Christians show their 
beliefs about Jesus’ death and resurrection in church 
worship at Easter.  

Make connections 

 Think, talk and ask questions about whether the story of 
Easter only has something to say to Christians, or if it has 
anything to say to pupils about sadness, hope or heaven, 
exploring different ideas and giving a good reason for 
their ideas 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the word ‘Salvation’ and that Christians believe 
Jesus came to ‘save’ or ‘rescue’ people. 

 Offer informed suggestions about what the events of Holy 
Week means to Christians.  

 Give examples of what Christians say about the importance 
of the events of Holy Week.  

Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between the Gospel accounts and how 
Christians mark the Easter events in their communities. 

 Describe how Christians show their beliefs about Jesus in 
worship in different ways.   

Make connections 

 Raise thoughtful questions and suggest some answers about 
why Christians call the day Jesus died ‘Good Friday’; giving 
good reasons for their suggestions.  
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 English: Role play and re-enacting a story  Re-enacting parts of Holy Week through role 
play/puppets 
Making hot cross buns  
Make model Easter eggs 

Why does Easter matter to Christians? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What is the story of Holy Week? 
Introduce the story of Holy Week (Easter 
Story) 
 

Lesson 2 
What were the emotions of 
Jesus’ followers during Holy 
Week?  
Match the emotions to 
different characters at 
different times.  

Lesson 3 
What does new life 
mean? 
Connect the ideas of 
eggs, new life and the 
belief in Jesus’ 
resurrection. 

Lesson 4 
How do Churches 
celebrate different parts 
of Holy Week? 
Good Friday Church 
services, Palm Sunday 
crosses, Easter Sunday 
service. 

Lesson 5 
Is it helpful to believe 
that there is life after 
death? 
Link with the idea that 
Jesus brings ‘Good 
News’.  

Key vocabulary   

Palm Sunday  
Jerusalem  
Judas 
Passover 
Last Supper 
Gethsemane  
Pontius Pilate  
Barabbas 
tomb 

Mary 
John 
Soldiers 
Criminals  
Chief priests  
 

New life  
Resurrection  
Hope 
Pain 
Suffering 
Joy  
 
 

Good Friday  
Palm Sunday  
Easter Sunday  
Crosses 
Giving 
Receiving  
 

Good news  
Hope  
Sadness 
Happiness 
Darkness 
Light  
Joyous  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, ask increasingly deep and complex questions about religion  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, respond sensitively 

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, clarify and analyse  with growing confidence 
aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object or symbol or words mean 

 Applying: See aspects and links with other religions  

 Analysing: Join in discussion about issues arising from the study of religion  
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Year group: 2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 5 – Summer 1: What is the good news Christians say Jesus brings? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y2 – What do 
Christians believe God is like?) 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y3-What kind of world did 
Jesus want?) 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify what a parable is 

 Tell the story of the Lost Son from the 
Bible simply and recognise a link with the 
Christian idea of God as Forgiving Father 

 Give clear, simple accounts of what the 
story means to Christians 

Understanding the Impact 

 Give at least two examples of a way in 
which Christians show their belief in God 
as loving and forgiving 

 Give an example of how Christians put 
their beliefs into practise in worship 

Make Connection 

 Think, talk and ask questions about 
whether they can learn anything from the 
story for themselves, exploring 

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and 
the connections they make 

Make sense of belief 

 Tell stories from the Bible and recognise a link with the 
concept of ‘Gospel’ or ‘good news’ 

 Give clear, simple accounts of what Bible texts mean to 
Christians 

 Recognise that Jesus gives instructions to people about 
how to behave 

Understand the impact 

 Give at least two examples of ways in which Christians 
follow the teachings studied about forgiveness and 
peace, and bringing good news to the friendless 

 Give at least two examples of how Christians put these 
beliefs into practice in the Church community 

Make connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about whether Jesus’ good 
news is only good news for Christians 

 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify texts that come from a Gospel, which tells the 
story of the life and teaching of Jesus 

 Make clear links between the calling of the first 
disciples and how Christians today try to follow Jesus 
and be ‘fishers of people’ 

 Suggest ideas and then find out about what Jesus’ 
actions towards outcasts mean for Christians 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Christians try to show love for 
all, including how Christian leaders try to follow Jesus’ 
teaching in different ways 

Make connections 

 Make links between the importance of love in the 
Bible stories studied and life in the world today, giving 
a good reason for their ideas. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Englsih: Drama – retelling story  
 

Possible visit to a church  
Dramatising the story of Jesus choosing Matthew  

What is the good news Christians say Jesus brings? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Was Jesus a friend to the friendless? 
Look at story from Matthew 9:9–13 tell the 
story of Jesus choosing Matthew the tax 
collector as one of his 12 disciples, a man 
nearly everyone disliked 

Lesson 2 
 Do we need to forgive? What 
did Jesus teach us?  
God forgives people who say 
sorry. Should we forgive 
people who say sorry too? Do 
Christians think Jesus was 
good news because he gave 
God’s forgiveness to everyone 

Lesson 3 
How do Christians bring 
‘good news’ to others? 
Look at a Christian 
Charity that helps the 
homeless  
e.g. St George’s crypt in 
Leeds.  
Do they bring good 

Lesson 4 
How do Christians love 
God and their neighbour? 
Read the story in which 
Jesus tells Peter he must 
forgive someone 490 
times! (Matthew 18:21–
22). What does this say 
about how important 

Lesson 5 
 How do Christians put 
beliefs of forgiveness 
and peace in a Church? 
Where in school do you 
feel safe/part of a 
community/at peace? 
 
Look inside a church and 
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who was sorry? news to the friendless? forgiveness is? How 
would forgiveness bring 
peace?  

think about confessions 
and peaceful worship 

Key vocabulary   

Team 
Disciples 
God news 
Friend 
 

Forgive 
Forgiven 
Forgiveness 
Sorry  

Good news 
Homeless 
Charity 
Friendship  
Support  

Forgive 
Forgiven 
Forgiveness 
Sorry 
Peace 
 

Confession  
Peace 
Forgive 
Forgiveness 
Love  
Community 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, ask increasingly deep and complex questions about religion  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, respond sensitively 

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, clarify and analyse  with growing confidence 
aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object or symbol or words mean 

 Applying: See aspects and links with other religions  

 Analysing: Join in discussion about issues arising from the study of religion  

 
 

Year group: 2 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 6 – Summer 2: What makes some places sacred to believers? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Knowledge (FS2) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge  

Making sense 

 Begin to recognise that for Christians, 
Muslims or Jews, these special things link to 
beliefs about God 

Understanding impact 

 Recognise that some religious people have 
places which have special meaning for them 

 Talk about the things that are special and 
valued in a place of worship 

Making connections  

 Get to know and use appropriate words to 
talk about their thoughts and feelings when 

Making sense 

 Recognise that there are special places where people go 
to worship, and talk about what people do there 

 Identify at least three objects used in worship in two 
religions and give a simple account of how they are used 
and something about what they mean 

 Identify a belief about worship and a belief about God, 
connecting these beliefs simply to a place of worship 

Understanding impact 

 Give examples of stories, objects, symbols and actions 
used in churches, mosques and/or synagogues that show 
what people believe 

 Give simple examples of how people worship at a church, 

 Year 3 Unit 3 (How do festivals and family life show 
what matters to a Muslim?) 

 Year 3 Unit 4 (How do festivals and family life show 
what matters to a Jew?) 
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visiting a church (or other place of worship) 

 Express a personal response to the natural 
world. 

 Talk about somewhere that is special to 
themselves, saying why 

mosque or synagogue 

 Talk about why some people like to belong to a sacred 
building or a community. 

Making connections 

 Think, talk and ask good questions about what happens in 
a church, synagogue or mosque, saying what they think 
about these questions, giving good reasons for their ideas 

 Talk about what makes some places special to people, and 
what the difference is between religious and non-religious 
special places. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Thematic unit  History: Handling artefacts  
Geography: Locating places of worship in the local area  

Visit to a place of worship – Church, Synagogue or 
Mosque  

What makes some places sacred to believers? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
 Which places are 
important to me? 
Where is a sacred 
place for believers to 
go? 
Look at Mosque, 
Synagogue and Church  

Lesson 2 
Which place of 
worship is sacred for 
Christians? 
Look at key areas of a 
Church, artefacts and 
discuss denomination 
of Churches 

Lesson 3 
 What place of 
worship is sacred for 
Jewish people? 
Look at key areas of a 
Synagogue and 
artefacts 

Lesson 4 
 Which place of worship is 
sacred for Muslims? 
Look at key areas of a 
Mosque and artefacts 

Lesson 5 + Lesson 6 
How are places of worship similar and different? Why 
are places of worship important in our community? 
Compare Church, Mosque and Synagogue 
Look at the nearest Church, Mosque and Synagogue  
  
 

Key vocabulary   

Happy 
Safe 
Memories 
Sacred 
Holy 
Special 
Connection 
 

Sacred 
Worship 
Church 
Believer 
Altar 
Cross/crucifix  
Communion table 
Bible 
Font 
Lectern 
 
 

Synagogue  
Ner Tamid 
Ark 
Torah scroll 
Bimah 
Tallit 
Tzitzit  
Tefellin 
Kippah 
Hannukiah 

Mosque 
Wuzu/wudu area 
Calligraphy 
Prayer mat 
Prayer beads 
Minbar 
Mihrab 
Muezzin 
 

All vocabulary taught throughout this unit 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: asking relevant questions about what happens in a Church, Synagogue and Mosque, use a wide range of resources to pursue answers.  

 Reflecting: reflect on religious beliefs and practises and some big questions, reflect upon relationships, similarities and differences between places of worship.  

 Expressing: Explain and describe the ways in which people worship in a Church, Mosque or Synagogue and what the similarities and differences are.  

 Interpreting: Draw meaning from artefacts from a Church, Synagogue and Mosque.  

 Empathising: Consider the thought, beliefs and values of other religions 

 Applying: See links and simple connections between aspects of religion  

 Discerning: Relate learning to life using real first hand visits and linking to our local area 

 Analysing: Distinguish between the features of different religions  

 Synthesising: Linking significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern 

 
 
Year group: 3 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 1 – Autumn 1: What do Christians learn from the creation story? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y1) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y3: What kind of world 
did Jesus want?) 

Making sense of belief 

 Retell the story of creation from Genesis 1:1 -2:3 
simply 

 Recognise that ‘Creation’ is the beginning of the 
big story of the bible 

 Say what the story tells Christians about God, 
Creation and the world 

 Give at least one example of what Christians do 
to say thank you to God for Creation 

Understanding the impact 

 Think, talk and ask questions about living in an 
amazing world 

Make Connections  

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and the 
connections they make between the 
Jewish/Christian Creation story and the world 
they live in. 

 
 

Making sense of belief 

 Place the concepts of God and Creation on a timeline 
of the Bible’s big story  

 Make clear links between Genesis 1 and what 
Christians believe about God and creation  

 Recognise that the story of ‘The Fall’ in Genesis 3 gives 
an explanation of why things go wrong in the world 

Understanding the impact 

 Describe what Christians do because they believe God 
is Creator 

 Describe how and why Christians might pray to God, 
say sorry and ask for forgiveness 

Make Connections  

 Ask questions and suggest answers about what might 
be important in the Creation story for Christians and 
non- Christians living today 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify texts that come from a Gospel, which 
tells the story of the life and teaching of Jesus 

 Make clear links between the calling of the 
first disciples and how Christians today try to 
follow Jesus and be ‘fishers of people’ 

 Suggest ideas and then find out about what 
Jesus’ actions towards outcasts mean for 
Christians 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Christians try to show 
love for all, including how Christian leaders try 
to follow Jesus’ teaching in different ways 

Make connections 

 Make links between the importance of love in 
the Bible stories studied and life in the world 
today, giving a good reason for their ideas. 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

The chn will have some knowledge of the creation 
story already 

History- creating a timeline  
Science- Looking after our world, nature, animals, 
recycling  

Creating a timeline  

What do Christians learn from the creation story? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is the creation 
story? What do 
Christians learn from the 
story? 
 
Read Genesis 1 from 
Resource 1 
Create a small timeline 
with Creation at the 
beginning 

Lesson 2 
What is the story of ‘The 
Fall’ and its meaning? 
 
Read story of Adam and 
Eve and discuss how the 
‘Fall’ by being 
disobedient led them to 
fall from God.  

Lesson 3 
What are the Ten 
Commandments and 
why are they important 
to Christians? 
 
 
 

Lesson 4 
What do Christians do to 
say they are sorry? 
 
Pray, say sorry, ask for 
forgiveness 

Lesson 5 
How do Christians look 
after the world that God 
created? 
 
Look at case studies in 
resources 

Lesson 6 
What can we do to look 
after our world? 
 

Key vocabulary 

Creation 
World 
Life 
 

Disobedient  
Serpent 
Punishment  
Sins 

Commandments  
 

Pray 
Forgiveness  
 

Stewards 
caretakers 

Care 
Appreciate 
Help 
Guide 
Support  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting upon experiences  

 Expressing: Articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion 
which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: Identifying key religious values    

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
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Year group: 3 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 2 – Autumn 2: What is it like for someone to follow God? Subject Leader: C Tose  

Prior Knowledge (Y2: What do Christians 
believe God is like?) 

Learning Outcomes Future linked knowledge (Y3: What kind of world 
did Jesus want?)  

Make sense of belief 

 Identify what a parable is  

 Tell the story of the Lost Son from the Bible 
simply and recognise a link with the Christian 
idea of God as Forgiving Father  

 Give clear, simple accounts of what the story 
means to Christians 

Understanding the Impact  

 Give at least two examples of a way in which 
Christians show their belief in God as loving 
and forgiving 

 Give an example of how Christians put their 
beliefs into practise in worship 

Make Connections 

 Think, talk and ask questions about whether 
they can learn anything from the story for 
themselves, exploring 

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and the 
connections they make 

Making sense of belief 

 Make clear links between the story of Noah and the 
idea of covenant  

Understanding the Impact  

 Make simple links between promises in the story of 
Noah and promises that Christians make at wedding 
ceremonies  

Make Connections 

 Make links between the story of Noah  and how we 
live in school and in wider world  

Make sense of belief 

 Identify texts that come from a Gospel, which 
tells the story of the life and teaching of Jesus 

 Make clear links between the calling of the first 
disciples and how Christians today try to follow 
Jesus and be ‘fishers of people’ 

 Suggest ideas and then find out about what 
Jesus’ actions towards outcasts mean for 
Christians 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Christians try to show 
love for all, including how Christian leaders try 
to follow Jesus’ teaching in different ways 

Make connections 

 Make links between the importance of love in 
the Bible stories studied and life in the world 
today, giving a good reason for their ideas. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 
 

PSHE: Making a promise   Making a class promise  
Exploring children’s bibles  

What is it like for someone to follow God? 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1  
What is the Old and New 
Testament?  
Explore the Old Testament 
happened before Jesus 
was born and the New 
Testament introduces 
Jesus and his followers. 

Lesson 2 
 What qualities did Noah 
have to make God choose 
him? 
Read Noah’s Ark from 
Genesis and think about 
why Noah was chosen 

Lesson 3 
What was Gods covenant 
with Noah? 
Explore Gods pact and 
promise with Noah and 
the covenant between 
God and the creatures on 
the ark  

Lesson 4 
What promises are given 
at a wedding? How do 
these relate to Noah’s 
story? 

Lesson 5 
 What promises do other 
people make? 
Look at Brownies, Doctors, 
Policemen etc  

Lesson 6 
What is it like to follow God? 
trusting God, obeying God, 
believing that God promises 
to stay with them and to 
forgive, and believing that 
God will do this 
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Key vocabulary   

Old Testament  
New Testament 
Bible 
Stories 
Verses  
Parables  

Qualities 
Obedience  
Responsible 
Sensible  
Caring  
Loving  

Pact  
Covenant  
Promise 
Forgiving  
Agreement  

Love 
Forgive  
Obey 
Follow 
Guide 
Support 
Love 
Cherish  

Help 
Guide 
Support 
Care 
Provide 
Serve 
Obey  

 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing 
awareness and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
 
 

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 3 – Spring 1: How do festivals and family life show what matters to a Muslim?  Subject Ldr: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Year 2)   Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Year 5)  
Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the words of the Shahadah and 
that it is very important for Muslims 

 Identify some of the key Muslim beliefs about 
God found in the Shahadah and the 99 names 
of Allah, and give a simple description of what 
some of them mean 

 Give examples of how stories about the 
Prophet show what Muslims believe about 
Muhammad. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some beliefs about God in Islam, expressed 
in Surah 1. 

 Make clear links between beliefs about God and 
ibadah (e.g. how God is worth worshipping; how 
Muslims submit to God 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of ibadah (worship) in Islam (e.g. 
prayer, fasting, celebrating) and describe what they 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify and explain Muslim beliefs about God, the 
Prophet and the Holy Qur’an (e.g. Tawhid; Muhammad 
as the Messenger, Qur’an as the message) 

 Describe ways in which Muslim sources of authority 
guide Muslim living (e.g. Qur’an guidance on Five 
Pillars; Hajj practices follow example of the Prophet) 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Muslim beliefs and 
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Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Muslims use the 
Shahadah to show what matters to them 

 Give examples of how Muslims use stories 
about the Prophet to guide their beliefs and 
actions (e.g. care for creation, fast in 
Ramadan) 

 Give examples of how Muslims put their 
beliefs about prayer into action. 

Make connections 

 Think, talk about and ask questions about 
Muslim beliefs and ways of living 

 Talk about what they think is good for 
Muslims about prayer, respect, celebration 
and self-control, giving a good reason for their 
ideas 

 Give a good reason for their ideas about 
whether prayer, respect, 

involve. 

 Make links between Muslim beliefs about God and a 
range of ways in which Muslims worship (e.g. in 
prayer and fasting, as a family and as a community, 
at home and in the mosque) 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about the value 
of submission and self-control to Muslims, and 
whether there are benefits for people who are not 
Muslims. 

 Make links between the Muslim idea of living in 
harmony with the Creator and the need for all 
people to live in harmony with each other in the 
world today, giving good reasons for their ideas. 

ibadah (e.g. Five Pillars, festivals, mosques, art) 

 Give evidence and examples to show how Muslims put 
their beliefs into practice in different ways 

Make connections 

 Make connections between Muslim beliefs studied and 
Muslim ways of living in Britain/your region today 

 Consider and weigh up the value of e.g. submission, 
obedience, generosity, self-control and worship in the 
lives of Muslims today and articulate responses on how 
far they are valuable to people who are not Muslims 

 Reflect on and articulate what it is like to be a Muslim 
in Britain today, giving good reasons for their views. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 
When writing Prophet or Muhammad you must 
write (PBUH) Peace be upon him) 

PSHE: Being kind, respectful and understanding. Being 
part of a family 

Visit/talk from a Muslim parent 
Looking at artefacts  
Make a model Mosque  
 
 

How do festivals and family life show what matters to a Muslim? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What do we already 
know about Muslims 
and Islam? 
Introduction session  

Lesson 2 
Why is the Mosque a 
special place for 
Muslims 
Listen to an extract of a 
calling to prayer  
Look through 
photographs 

Lesson 3 
Why is the Mosque a 
special place for 
Muslims (2) 
Enquiry 
Look at the layout of the 
Mosque and what 
significance this has. 
 
 

Lesson 4 
What is Ramadan? 
Explore why Muslims 
fast during Ramadan 
Explore Laylat-Ul-Qadr 
(Night of power) 

Lesson 5 
Why do Muslims 
celebrate at the end of 
Ramadan? 
What do Muslims learn 
from the experience? 

Lesson 6 
How do festivals and 
worship show what 
matters to a Muslim? 
What can I learn from 
this? 
Reflect together what they 
have learnt about Muslims  
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Key vocabulary   

Muslim 
Islam  
Ibadah  
Allah 
Muhammad 
Shahadah  
Qur’an 
Mosque  

Mosque  
Minaret 
Dome 
Hall 
Furniture  
Imam 

Mosque  
Minaret 
Dome 
Hall 
Furniture  
Imam 
Arabic 
 

Sawm 
Ramadan 
Poor 
Obey  
Allah  
Eid-ul-Fitr 
Laylat-Ul-Qadr (Night of 
power) 

Sawm 
Ramadan 
Poor 
Obey  
Allah  
Eid-ul-Fitr 

Muslim     
Islam  
Ibadah  
Allah 
Muhammad 
Shahadah  
Qur’an 
Mosque 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
 
 

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 4 – Spring 2: How do festivals and family life show what matters to Jews? Subject Ldr: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y1) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge  (Y5) 

Make sense of belief 

 Re-tell simply some stories used in Jewish 
celebrations 

 Give some examples of how the stories used in 
celebrations remind Jews about what God is 
like.  

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Jewish people celebrate 
special times (e.g. Shabbat, Sukkot, Chanukah) 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some Jewish beliefs about God, sin and 
forgiveness and describe what they mean. 

 Make clear links between the story of the Exodus and 
Jewish beliefs about God and his relationship with the 
Jewish people 

 Offer informed suggestions about the meaning of the 
Exodus story for Jews today. 

Understand the impact 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify and explain Jewish beliefs about God 

 Give examples of some texts that say what 
God is like and explain how Jewish people 
interpret them 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Jewish 
beliefs about the Torah and how Jews use and 
treat 
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 Make links between Jewish ideas of God found 
in the stories and how people live. 

 Give an example of how some Jewish people 
might remember God in different ways.  

Make connections 

 Talk about what they think is good about 
reflecting, thanking, praising and remembering 
for Jewish people, giving a good reason for their 
ideas 

 Give a good reason for their ideas about 
whether reflecting, thanking, praising and 
remembering have something to say to them 
too. 

 Make simple links between Jewish beliefs about God 
and his people and how Jews live (e.g. through 
celebrating forgiveness, salvation and freedom at 
festivals) 

 Describe how Jews show their beliefs through worship 
in festivals, both at home and in wider communities 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it 
is good for Jews and everyone else to remember the 
past and look forward to the future. 

 Make links with the value of personal reflection, saying 
sorry, being forgiven, being grateful, seeking freedom 
and justice in the world today, including pupils’ own 
lives, and giving good reasons for their ideas. 

 Make clear connections between Jewish 
commandments and how Jews live (e.g. in 
relation to kosher laws) 

 Give evidence and examples to show how 
Jewish people put their beliefs into practice in 
different ways (e.g. some differences between 
Orthodox and Progressive Jewish practice) 

Make connections 

 Make connections between Jewish beliefs 
studied and explain how and why they are 
important to Jewish people today 

 Consider and weigh up the value of e.g. 
tradition, ritual, community, study and 
worship in the lives of Jews today, and 
articulate responses on how far they are 
valuable to people who are not Jewish. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

*This is the first Unit on Judaism the children will 
be learning. They usually cover A Judaism unit in 
Y1 but this cohort won’t have had that teaching.  
 
 

Cooking food made during Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah, Yom 
Kippur and Pesach  
 

Creating a mock festival  
Looking at Jewish special objects  
 

What is worth celebrating? What do Jewish families celebrate? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 + Lesson 2 
What can we learn about the Shabbat? 
 
A day of rest in story of commandments, Shabbat – 
Friday Night, Spending time on Shabbat  

Lesson 3 + Lesson 4  
Why do Jewish people celebrate Rosh Hashanah 
and Yom Kippur? 
Look at the festival through a child’s eyes (videos on 
BBC) 

 Lesson 5 + Lesson 6 
 Why is Pesach important for Jews? 
 
Read the story of Exodus and explore how Exodus is 
remembered at Pesach 

Key vocabulary 

Shabbat  
Food preparation  
Shalom 
Candles 
Blessing  

New Year  
Solemn festivals  
Jonah 
Forgiveness  
Sins 

Exodus  
Pesach  
Yeast  
Matzot  
Kosher 
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Kiddush prayer 
Challah  
Holy  
Sabbath  

Nivevah  
Tashlich 
Repentance  
Salvation  
Deliverance 

Chametz 
Seder meal  
Symbolism  
Freedom  
Slavery  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity. Making the association between religions and individual community, national and international life  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, recognising distinctiveness of religious ways of life  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching, 
linking significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern. 

 
 

Year group: 3 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 5 – Summer 1: What kind of world did Jesus want? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Year 2)   Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y4) 

Make sense of belief 

 Tell stories from the Bible and 
recognise a link with the concept of 
‘Gospel’ or ‘good news’ 

 Give clear, simple accounts of what 
Bible texts mean to Christians 

 Recognise that Jesus gives 
instructions to people about how to 
behave 

Understand the impact 

 Give at least two examples of ways in 
which Christians follow the teachings 
studied about forgiveness and peace, 
and bringing good news to the 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify texts that come from a Gospel, which tells the story of the 
life and teaching of Jesus 

 Make clear links between the calling of the first disciples and how 
Christians today try to follow Jesus and be ‘fishers of people’ 

 Suggest ideas and then find out about what Jesus’ actions towards 
outcasts mean for Christians 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of how Christians try to show love for all, including 
how Christian leaders try to follow Jesus’ teaching in different ways 

Make connections 

 Make links between the importance of love in the Bible stories 
studied and life in the world today, giving a good reason for their 
ideas.  

Make sense of belief 

 Identify features of Gospel texts (teachings, parable, 
narrative) 

 Taking account of the context, suggest meanings of Gospel 
texts studied, and compare own ideas with ways which 
Christians interpret biblical texts 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Gospel texts, Jesus’ good 
news, and how Christians live in the Christian community 

Make connections 

 Make connection between Christian teachings and the 
issues, problems and opportunities in the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the issues studied, 
recognising different points of view 
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friendless 

 Give at least two examples of how 
Christians put these beliefs into 
practice in the Church community 

Make connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about 
whether Jesus’ good news is only 
good news for Christians 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Art- create an ideal world  
 

 Make a Church notice board for activities to support the 
community  

What kind of world did Jesus want? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
 What is the story of the 
first disciples? 
(Matthew 4:18–19) Discuss 
what the disciples had to 
give up to follow Jesus  

Lesson 2 
What does the word 
Gospel mean? What are 
‘fishers of people?’ 
 

Lesson 3 
 How did Jesus love the 
vulnerable? 
Look at the story of the 
healing of the leper.  
How did this show his 
followers and Christians 
now how to behave? 

Lesson 4 
How are Christians 
making the type of world 
that Jesus wanted? 
Look at how Churches 
support the community- 
toddler groups, soup 
kitchens, family groups.  

Lesson 5 
What type of world do you 
think Jesus wanted? 
 

Lesson 6 
What are the most important 
things all people can do to 
make the world a better 
place? 

Key vocabulary   

Follow 
Disciple 
Gospel 
Good news  

Good news 
Gospel 
Biography 
Story  
 

Leper 
Outcast 
Kindness 
Forgiveness 
Care 

Support 
Community 
Guidance 
Help  

Kind 
Forgive 
Share 
Friend  
Guide  

Love 
Support 
Care 
Guide 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious 
questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point 
of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
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Year group: 3 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 6 – Summer 2: How and why do people try to make the world a better place? Subject Ldr: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge   (Y1) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Year 5 Summer 1) 
Making sense of belief 

 Retell the story of creation from 
Genesis 1:1 -2:3 simply 

 Recognise that ‘Creation’ is the 
beginning of the big story of the bible 

 Say what the story tells Christians 
about God, Creation and the world 

 Give at least one example of what 
Christians do to say thank you to God 
for Creation 

Understanding the impact 

 Think, talk and ask questions about 
living in an amazing world 

Make Connections  

 Give a reason for the ideas they have 
and the connections they make 
between the Jewish/Christian 
Creation story and the world they live 
in. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some beliefs about why the world is not always a good 
place (e.g. Christian ideas of sin). 

 Make links between religious beliefs and teachings and why people 
try to live and make the world a better place. 

Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between teachings about how to live and ways 
in which people try to make the world a better place (e.g. tikkun 
olam and the charity Tzedek) 

 Describe some examples of how people try to live (e.g. individuals 
and organisations) 

 Identify some differences in how people put their beliefs into 
action 

Make connections: 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about why the world is not 
always a good place, and what are the best ways of making it 
better 

 Make links between some commands for living from religious 
traditions, nonreligious worldviews and pupils’ own ideas 

 Express their own ideas about the best ways to make the world a 
better place, making links with religious ideas studied, giving good 
reasons for their views. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify features of Gospel texts (teachings, parable, 
narrative) 

 Taking account of the context, suggest meanings of Gospel 
texts studied, and compare own ideas with ways which 
Christians interpret biblical texts 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Gospel texts, Jesus’ good 
news, and how Christians live in the Christian community 

Make connections 

 Make connection between Christian teachings and the 
issues, problems and opportunities in the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the issues studied, 
recognising different points of view 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 English: Make a non-chronological report or a diary entry linked 
to Mother Theresa 
PSHE: Being Kind, Friendships 
DT: Baking a better world cake 

 Making a fact file about Mother Theresa.  
Creating their own ‘Better World’ 

How and why do people try to make the world a better place? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
 What is wrong with the 
world? 
Discuss if there is only 
one thing that explains 

Lesson 2 
How can the ‘Golden 
Rule’ help people to 
work out how to make 
the world a better 

Lesson 3 
 What can we learn 
from the Jewish idea of 
‘Repairing the world, 
rescuing the earth’? 

Lesson 4 
What can we find out 
about Mother 
Theresa? 
Develop enquiry skills 

Lesson 5 
How do Muslims try to 
make the world a better 
place? 
Look at the story of the two 

Lesson 6 
 Will we all be world- 
changers? How can we 
each make the world a 
‘better place’? 
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all these things that are 
wrong. Selfishness/lack 
of love/humans? 

place? 
Look at the 9 versions of 
other religions ‘Golden 
Rules’ 

Look at Jewish teachings 
and scriptures  

by making a fact file 
 

brothers. What does the 
story teach about being 
generous? 
Find out about an Islamic 
charity such as Islamic Relief 

Baking a better world 
cake and writing a 
recipe for a better 
world  

Key vocabulary   

Wrong 
Selfish 
Humans 
Hurt 
Pain 
Suffering 
sin 

Help 
Guidance 
Commandment  
Friend 
 

Tikkun olam 
Truth 
Lies 
Quarrel 
Wise 
Saved 
Mended 
repaired 

Uskbub (Ottoman 
Empire) 
Calcutta (India) 
Humanitarian  
Sick 
Needy 
Helpless 
Dedication  
Missionary  
 

Generosity  
Zakah (charity) 
Purifying 
Ramadan 
Islamic Relief  
Charity  
 

Love 
Forgiveness 
Kindness 
Care 
Prayer 
Peace 
Generosity 
Vision 
Honesty 
Courage 
Teamwork 
Determination 
leadership 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers, knowing how to use different types of sources as ways of gathering 
information 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious questions and 
practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing 
awareness and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
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Year group: 4 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 1 – Autumn 1: What is the trinity and why is it important to Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y1: What does it mean to 
belong to a faith community?) 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y5: What does it mean 
if Christians believe God is holy and loving? 

Making sense of belief 

 Retell the story of creation from Genesis 1:1 -
2:3 simply 

 Recognise that ‘Creation’ is the beginning of the 
big story of the bible 

 Say what the story tells Christians about God, 
Creation and the world 

 Give at least one example of what Christians do 
to say thank you to God for Creation 

Understanding the impact 

 Think, talk and ask questions about living in an 
amazing world 

Make Connections  

 Give a reason for the ideas they have and the 
connections they make between the 
Jewish/Christian Creation story and the world 
they live in. 

Making sense of belief 

 Recognise what a ‘Gospel’ is and give an example of 
the kinds of stories it contains  

 Offer suggestions about what texts about baptism and 
Trinity mean 

 Give examples of what these texts mean to some 
Christians today 

Understanding the impact 

 Describe how Christians show their beliefs about God 
the Trinity in worship in different ways and in the way 
they live 

Make Connections  

 Make links between some Bible texts studied and the 
idea of God in Christianity, expressing clearly some 
ideas of their own about what Christians believe God is 
like 

Make sense of belief: 

 Identify some different types of biblical texts, 
using technical terms accurately. 

 Explain connections between biblical texts and 
Christian ideas of God, using theological terms  

Understand the impact: 

 Make clear connections between Bible texts 
studied and what Christians believe about God 

 Show how Christians put their beliefs into 
practice in worship 

Make connections: 

 Weigh up how biblical ideas and teachings 
about God as holy and loving might make a 
difference in the world today, developing 
insights of their own 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 
 

Art- Trinity artwork- stained glass window Watch a Baptism video  

What is the trinity and why is it important to Christians? 

 

Lesson 1 
Was Jesus Baptised? 
Look at the Baptism of 
Jesus from Gospels 
Matthew Chapter 3.  
Think about what the 
word Gospel means. 

Lesson 2 
 What is the trinity? 
Match words linked to 
the Trinity to artwork 
and symbols (Resource 
1) 

Lesson 3 
How do Christians feel 
about ‘The Grace’ and 
why? 
Discuss how it offers a 
blessing. When might 
people say grace? 
 

Lesson 4 
How does a Baptism link 
to the Trinity? 
Explore the prayer said 
at Baptisms which 
include the Trinity. 

Lesson 5 
How can you see God as 
three in one? 
Look at common 
metaphors for this e.g. 
ice, water and steam 

Lesson 6 
End of unit assessment  
 

Key vocabulary 
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Gospels 
Water 
Holy 
Matthew 
Life story  
Biography  

Father 
Son 
Holy Spirit  
 

Father 
Son 
Holy Spirit  
Blessed 
Fellowship 
Amen  

Father 
Son 
Holy Spirit  
Blessed 
Fellowship 
Amen 
Baptism 

Father 
Son 
Holy Spirit  
 

 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflecting upon experiences  

 Expressing: Articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion 
which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: Identifying key religious values    

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 
 
Year group: 4 Unit: 2 – Autumn 2: What do Hindus believe God is like? Subject Leader: C Tose  

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Year 6)  

 Identify some Hindu deities and say how they help Hindus describe God 

 Make clear links between some stories (e.g. Svetaketu, Ganesh, Diwali) and what 
Hindus believe about God 

 Offer informed suggestions about what Hindu murtis express about God 

 Make simple links between beliefs about God and how Hindus live (e.g. choosing a 
deity and worshipping at a Home Shrine; celebrating Diwali) 

 Identify some different ways in which Hindus worship 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is good to think about the 
cycle of create/preserve/destroy in the world today 

 Make links between the Hindu idea of everyone having a ‘spark’ of God in them 
and ideas about the value of people in the world today, giving good reasons for 
their ideas 

 Identify and explain Hindu beliefs, e.g. dharma, karma, samsara, 
moksha, using technical terms accurately 

 Give meanings for the story of the man in the well and explain how it 
relates to Hindu beliefs about samsara, moksha, etc. 

 Make clear connections between Hindu beliefs about dharma, karma, 
samsara and moksha and ways in which Hindus live 

 Connect the four Hindu aims of life and the four stages of life with 
beliefs about dharma, karma, moksha, etc. 

 Give evidence and examples to show how Hindus put their beliefs into 
practice in different ways 

 Make connections between Hindu beliefs studied (e.g. karma and 
dharma), and explain how and why they are important to Hindus 
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 Reflect on and articulate what impact belief in karma and dharma might 
have on individuals and the world, recognising different points of view. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Artefacts are needed for most 
lessons  

Art: Exploring artwork  
 

 Visit to a Hindu temple OR Hindu visitor  
Investigating using artefacts  

What do Hindus believe God is like? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What do Hindu symbols 
and stories show about 
belief in Brahman? 
 

Lesson 2 
How many gods are there 
in popular Hinduism?  
What can we find out 
about Hindu ideas about 
Brahman from looking at 
images of deities?  

Lesson 3 
What does the Trimurti 
represent? 
Is the cycle of 
create/preserve/destroy 
important? 

Lesson 4 
What do Hindu deities 
show about Brahman? 

Lesson 5 
What can we find out 
about Hindu worship in the 
home? 
Explore and investigate 
artefacts  

Lesson 6 
How does the Diwali story 
link to a Hindu deity? 
 

Key vocabulary   

Brahma 
Powerful 
Creator 
Loving 
Aum/om 
Spirit 
Sacred 
Svetaketu 
Ganesh  
Krishna  
 

Gods 
Godesses 
Brahma 
Lakshmi 
Parwati 
Saraswati 
Shiva 
Vishnu 
Deity  

Trimurti 
Cycles 
Nature 
Life 
Death 
Rebirth  
Murti 
Shiva Nataraja- Lord of the 
Dance 
 

Gods 
Godesses 
Brahma 
Lakshmi 
Parwati 
Saraswati 
Shiva 
Vishnu 
Deity 

Puja tray 
Bell 
Flowers 
Water 
Murti 
Deity 
Sweets/sugar/spoon 
Diva lamp 
Wax/ghee 
Worship 
Aum  

Festival of Light  
Ravana 
Rama 
Sita 
Krishna 
Vishnu 
Trimurti 
Ten avatars 
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious 
questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point 
of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
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Year group: 4 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 3 – Spring 1: What does it mean to be Hindu in Britain today? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge Y4 What do 
Hindus believe God is like? 

Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge Y6 Why do Hindus want to be 
good? 

 Identify some Hindu deities and say how 
they help Hindus describe God 

 Make clear links between some stories 
(e.g. Svetaketu, Ganesh, Diwali) and what 
Hindus believe about God 

 Offer informed suggestions about what 
Hindu murtis express about God 

 Make simple links between beliefs about 
God and how Hindus live (e.g. choosing a 
deity and worshipping at a Home Shrine; 
celebrating Diwali) 

 Identify some different ways in which 
Hindus worship 

 Raise questions and suggest answers 
about whether it is good to think about 
the cycle of create/preserve/destroy in 
the world today 

 Make links between the Hindu idea of 
everyone having a ‘spark’ of God in them 
and ideas about the value of people in the 
world today, giving good reasons for their 
ideas 

Making sense of belief 

 Identify the terms dharma, Sanatan Dharma and 
Hinduism and say what they mean  

 Make links between Hindu practices and the idea that 
Hinduism is a whole ‘way of life’ (dharma) 

Understand the impact  

 Describe how Hindus show their faith within their 
families in Britain today (e.g. home puja)  

 Describe how Hindus show their faith within their faith 
communities in Britain today (e.g. arti and bhajans at the 
mandir; in festivals such as Diwali)  

 Identify some different ways in which Hindus show their 
faith (e.g. between different communities in Britain, or 
between Britain and parts of India) 

Make connections  

 Raise questions and suggest answers about what is good 
about being a Hindu in Britain today, and whether taking 
part in family and community rituals is a good thing for 
individuals and society, giving good reasons for their 
ideas. 

 Identify and explain Hindu beliefs, e.g. dharma, karma, 
samsara, moksha, using technical terms accurately 

 Give meanings for the story of the man in the well and 
explain how it relates to Hindu beliefs about samsara, 
moksha, etc. 

 Make clear connections between Hindu beliefs about 
dharma, karma, samsara and moksha and ways in 
which Hindus live Connect the four Hindu aims of life 
and the four stages of life with beliefs about dharma, 
karma, moksha, etc. 

 Give evidence and examples to show how Hindus put 
their beliefs into practice in different ways 

 Make connections between Hindu beliefs studied (e.g. 
karma and dharma), and explain how and why they 
are important to Hindus Reflect on and articulate what 
impact belief in karma and dharma might have on 
individuals and the world, recognising different points 
of view. 

 
 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Recall prior knowledge of Hinduism 
which was studied in Spring 1 

Geography: Demographics of Hindus in Britain today  
Art: Diwali Rangoli patterns  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mock celebration of Diwali  
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What does it mean to be Hindu in Britain today? 

Lesson Sequence 
Lesson 1  
How do Hindus show their faith 
at home? 
Watch the video BBC Two - My 
Life, My Religion, Hinduism, 
Introducing Simran and Vraj 
Think about how faith is shown 
at home for Simran and Vraj 

Lesson 2 
What are some Hindu beliefs shown at home? 
Using the video from last lesson, explore Hindu 
worship at home. 

Lesson 3 
 How do Hindus show their 
faith in the community? 
Watch the video Worship in 
a Hindu temple - 3rd level 
Religious and moral 
education - BBC Bitesize 
Explore the Hindu 
Temple/Mandir  

Lesson 4+5 
How do Hindus celebrate 
Diwali today? 
Spread over 2 lessons  
Read the story, explore how 
the story of Diwali can help 
Hindus and what matters 
most during Diwali  
 

Lesson 6 
What is it like to be Hindu in 
Britain today? 
Where are Hindu’s in Britain? 
Why did they decide to settle 
in Britain? Explore Hinduism 
in Britain 

Key vocabulary   
Introduce the words ‘dharma – 
Hindus whole way of life, and 
‘Sanatan dharma – ‘Eternal way’.  
 

Introduce the words ‘dharma – Hindus whole 
way of life, and ‘Sanatan dharma – ‘Eternal 
way’.  
Bell: To wake the deity up for worship – to 
announce the presence of the worshipper  
Flowers: Represents the beauty and fragrance 
of the created world  
Diva lamp: For aarti (Aarti- symbolises that 
worship removes darkness)  
Water in a pot: Represents life  
Spoon: Used to give water to worshippers after 
it has been blessed  
Murti: an image, usually representing a deity, 
and used  
Puja: Hindu worship  

Temple 
Mandir  
Charity  
Food bank  
 

Diwali 
Rama  
Sita  
Hanuman  
Lakshmi  
Light 
Darkness 
Overcome 
 

Population 
Diversity  
India 
Pakistan 
Census 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious 
questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point 
of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links & make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n5xj7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n5xj7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n5xj7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zqj86sg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zqj86sg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zqj86sg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zqj86sg
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Year group: 4 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 4 – Spring 2: Why do Christians call the day Jesus died as ‘Good Friday? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y2) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y6) 
Make sense of belief 

 Recognise that Incarnation and Salvation 
are part of a ‘big story’ of the Bible. 

 Tell stories of Holy Week and Easter from 
the Bible and recognise a link with the 
idea of Salvation. 

Understand the impact 

 Give at least three examples of how 
Christians show their beliefs about Jesus’ 
death and resurrection in church worship 
at Easter.  

Make connections  

 Think, talk and ask questions about 
whether the story of Easter only has 
something to say to Christians, or if it has 
anything to say to pupils about sadness, 
hope or heaven, exploring different ideas 
and giving a good reason for their ideas 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the word ‘Salvation’ and that Christians 
believe Jesus came to ‘save’ or ‘rescue’ people. 

 Offer informed suggestions about what the events of 
Holy Week means to Christians.  

 Give examples of what Christians say about the 
importance of the events of Holy Week.  

Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between the Gospel accounts and how 
Christians mark the Easter events in their communities. 

 Describe how Christians show their beliefs about Jesus in 
worship in different ways.   

Make connections  

 Raise thoughtful questions and suggest some answers 
about why Christians call the day Jesus died ‘Good 
Friday’; giving good reasons for their suggestions.  

Make sense of belief 

 Outline the ‘big story’ of the Bible, explaining how 
salvation and incarnation fit within i 

 Explain what Christians mean when they say that 
Jesus’ death was a sacrifice 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between the Christian belief in 
Jesus’ death as a sacrifice and how Christians celebrate 
Holy Communion/Lord’s Supper 

 Show how Christians put their beliefs into practice in 
different ways 

Make connections  

 Weigh up the value and impact of ideas of sacrifice in 
their own lives and the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the idea of sacrifice, 
recognising different points of view 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Geography: Look at Easter services in our local area – St 
Aidan’s Church, Tunstall Hill egg roll. 
 

Visit a Church for an Easter service or talk to a 
priest/reverend  
Write a diary entry as Mary 

What can we learn about Good Friday? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What can we remember about Holy Week? 
 
Recap events that happened Palm Sunday, 
Good Friday, Easter Sunday. 
 

Lesson 2 
 How did Mary feel after the 
events of Holy Week? 
 
Write a diary entry as Mary, 
mother of Jesus on Good 
Friday. How was she feeling? 
Would she call the day Good 
Friday? 

Lesson 3 
What do different 
Churches do for Palm 
Sunday, Good Friday 
and Easter Sunday? 
 
Look at types of service, 
music, readings, 
actions, rituals, colour 
and decorations.  

Lesson 4 
What does Salvation 
mean and how does it 
link to Holy Week? 
 
 
Jesus showed them how 
to live a life that pleases 
God 

Lesson 5 
 Why do stories about 
Easter still provoke 
emotion in Christians 
today? 
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Key vocabulary   

Salvation 
Palm  
Death 
Rose 
Resurrection  
 

Sadness 
Bitterness 
Salvation  
Holy 
 

Service 
Music 
Readings 
Bible 
Stories 
Rituals 
Colour 

Salvation 
Save 
Rescue 
Belief 
Wrong path  
 

Sadness 
Hope 
Joy 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity. Making the association between religions and individual community, national and international life  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, recognising distinctiveness of religious ways of life  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching, 
linking significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern  

 
 

Year group: 4 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 5 – Summer 1: For Christians, what was the impact of Pentecost? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge  Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge (Y6 – What kind of King was 
Jesus?) 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the word ‘Salvation’ and that 
Christians believe Jesus came to ‘save’ or 
‘rescue’ people. 

 Offer informed suggestions about what 
the events of Holy Week means to 
Christians.  

 Give examples of what Christians say 
about the importance of the events of 

Make sense of belief 

 Make clear links between the story of Pentecost and 
Christian beliefs about the Kingdom of God on Earth 

 Offer informed suggestions about what the events of 
Pentecost in Acts 2 might mean 

 Give examples of what Pentecost means to some 
Christians now 

Understand the impact 

Make sense of belief 

 Explain connections between biblical texts and the 
concept of the kingdom of God 

 Consider different possible meanings for the biblical 
texts studied, showing awareness of different 
interpretations  

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between belief in the kingdom 
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Holy Week.  
Understand the impact  

 Make simple links between the Gospel 
accounts and how Christians mark the 
Easter events in their communities. 

 Describe how Christians show their beliefs 
about Jesus in worship in different ways.   

Make connections 

 Raise thoughtful questions and suggest 
some answers about why Christians call 
the day Jesus died ‘Good Friday’; giving 
good reasons for their suggestions.  

 Make simple links between the description of Pentecost 
in Act 2, the Holy Spirit, the kingdom of God and how 
Christians live now 

 Describe how Christians show their belief about the Holy 
Spirit in worship 

Make connections 

 Make links between ideas about the kingdom of God in 
the Bible and what people believe about following God 
today, giving good reasons for their ideas  

of God and how Christians put their beliefs into 
practise 

 Show how Christians put their belief into practise in 
different ways  

Make connections 

 Relate the Christian ‘kingdom of God’ model to issues, 
problems and opportunities in the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the idea of the 
importance of love and service in the world today 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Pentecost is the Churches birthday  Art- Holy Spirit artwork  
Guided Reading- Analysing the Lord’s Prayer  

 

For Christians, what was the impact of Pentecost? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What is the story of the 
Pentecost? 
What do the events in the 
Pentecost story mean? 

Lesson 2 
 What is the Christian 
belief of ‘Kingdom of 
God’ on earth? 
A Kingdom where God 
rules in people’s lives 
 
 

Lesson 3 
 What is the Holy Spirit 
who was sent to 
empower the 
disciples? 
 

Lesson 4 
What does the Pentecost 
mean to Christians now? 

Lesson 5 
What do Christians 
believe the Kingdom 
of God should look 
like? 
Use the Lord’s Prayer 
to see what clues it 
gives Christians  

 Lesson 6 
What do Churches do to 
celebrate its birthday? 
(Pentecost)  

Key vocabulary   

New life 
Kingdom  
Raised 
Resurrection  
Rule 
Holy Spirit  
Disciples  
 
 
 

Kingdom  
 

Holy Spirit  
Empowerment  
Power 
 

 Heaven  
Forgiveness 
Temptation  
Deliver 
Kingdom  
Earth  

Pentecost 
Celebration  
Prayer 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity. Making the association between religions and individual community, national and international life  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, recognising distinctiveness of religious ways of life  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching, 
linking significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern  

 
 

Year group: 4 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 6 – Summer 2: How and why do people mark the significant events in life? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y1: What does it mean to belong to 
a faith community? 

Learning Outcomes  

Make sense of beliefs:  
• Recognise that loving others is important in lots of 
communities  
• Say simply what Jesus and one other religious leader taught 
about loving other people Understand the impact:  
• Give an account of what happens at a traditional Christian 
and Jewish or Muslim welcome ceremony, and suggest what 
the actions and symbols mean  
• Identify at least two ways people show they love each other 
and belong to each other when they get married (Christian 
and/or Jewish and non-religious) 
 Make connections:  
• Give examples of ways in which people express their 
identity and belonging within faith communities and other 
communities, responding sensitively to differences  
• Talk about what they think is good about being in a 

Make sense of belief: 
• Identify some beliefs about love, commitment and promises in two religious traditions and 
describe what they mean 
• Offer informed suggestions about the meaning and importance of ceremonies of commitment 
for religious and non-religious people today 
Understand the impact: 
• Describe what happens in ceremonies of commitment (e.g. baptism, sacred thread, marriage) 
and say what these rituals mean 
• Make simple links between beliefs about love and commitment and how people in at least two 
religious traditions live (e.g. through celebrating forgiveness, salvation and freedom at festivals) 
• Identify some differences in how people celebrate commitment (e.g. different practices of 
marriage, or Christian baptism) 
Make connections: 
• Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is good for everyone to see life as a 
journey, and to mark the milestones 
• Make links between ideas of love, commitment and promises in religious and non-religious 
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community, for people in faith communities and for 
themselves, giving a good reason for their ideas 

ceremonies 
• Give good reasons why they think ceremonies of commitment are or are not valuable today. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Thematic unit of work   
 
 

Re-create some ceremonies 
Visit to local places of worship 

How and why do people mark the significant events in life? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 + Lesson 2 
What is the significance of Baptism to Christians? 
What happens and what does it mean? 
Look at the ceremony itself, what happens, 
children’s own personal experiences, importance of 
promises etc.  
 

Lesson 3 + Lesson 4 
What ceremonies do Hindus mark in the journey of 
life? 
Explore the journey of birth to death. Discuss 
signposts Hindus follow to enable them to become 
closer to God.  
Explore reincarnation  

Lesson 5 and Lesson 6:  
Why do people choose to get married? What do 
wedding ceremonies show us about commitment, 
love and promises? 
Look at religious ideas about marriage in the 
Christian, Jewish and Hindu faith.  
Explore the fact that there is an alternative to a 
place of worship for getting married for non-
religious people.  

Key vocabulary   

Baptism 
Confirmation  
Ceremony 
Fulfilment  
Promise 
Declaration  
Faith  
Sin  
Cleansing  
 

Holy Scriptures (The Vedas) 
Dharma 
Reincarnation  
Transmigration of the soul  
Moksha  
 

Christian: 
Vow 
Promise 
Commitment 
Love 
Faithful  
Ceremony 
Order of service 
Interlocking 
Jewish:  
Ketubah 
Contract  
Hindu:  
Steven steps 
Sacred fire 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Asking relevant questions, use a widening range of sources to pursue answers 

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises,  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and anazlyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity.  

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life 

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 
 

 
Yr group: 5 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 1 – Autumn 1:  What does it mean for Christians to believe that God is holy & loving? Subject Ldr: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y3 – What is the trinity?) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge   

Making sense of belief 

 Recognise what a ‘Gospel’ is and give an example of the 
kinds of stories it contains  

 Offer suggestions about what texts about baptism and 
Trinity mean 

 Give examples of what these texts mean to some 
Christians today 

Understanding the impact 

 Describe how Christians show their beliefs about God 
the Trinity in worship in different ways and in the way 
they live 

Make Connections  

 Make links between some Bible texts studied and the 
idea of God in Christianity, expressing clearly some ideas 
of their own about what Christians believe God is like  

Make sense of belief: 

 Identify some different types of biblical texts, using 
technical terms accurately. 

 Explain connections between biblical texts and Christian 
ideas of God, using theological terms  

Understand the impact: 

 Make clear connections between Bible texts studied and 
what Christians believe about God 

 Show how Christians put their beliefs into practice in 
worship 

Make connections: 

 Weigh up how biblical ideas and teachings about God as 
holy and loving might make a difference in the world 
today, developing insights of their own 

 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 DT: Create a cross section of a Cathedral  

 
Looking at images of a Cathedral - 
Durham Cathedral  
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What does it mean for Christians to believe that God is holy and loving? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a divine being/God? 
Describe a ‘divine being’ – what 
would this God be like? 
 
 

Lesson 2 
What does Psalm 103 
and Isaiah 6:1-5 tell us 
about God? 
Explore which parts of 
the texts talk about God 
being holy and which 
about God being loving. 
Examine the differences 
between these ideas 
 

Lesson 3 
How do different parts of a 
Cathedral express idea 
about God as Holy and 
Loving? 

Lesson 4  
Why is it important for 
Christians that the God they 
believe in is holy AND loving? 

Lesson 5 
How do Christians put their beliefs 
and practice into worship? 
Explore and listen to some 
Christian worship songs.  

Key vocabulary   

Divine 
God 
Holy 
 

Holy 
Loving 
Psalm  
Text  
Source  

Holy 
Loving 
Cathedral  

Holy 
Loving 
 

Worship 
Sing 
God  
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual questions with 

increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious 
questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point of 
view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness and clarity¸ make 
increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features of different 
religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to experience, 
evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 2 – Autumn 2: What does it mean to be Muslim in Britain today? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Knowledge ( Year 3)  Learning Outcomes 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some beliefs about God in Islam, expressed in Surah 1. 

 Make clear links between beliefs about God and ibadah (e.g. how God is 
worth worshipping; how Muslims submit to God) 

Understand the impact 

 Give examples of ibadah (worship) in Islam (e.g. prayer, fasting, celebrating) 
and describe what they involve. 

 Make links between Muslim beliefs about God and a range of ways in which 
Muslims worship (e.g. in prayer and fasting, as a family and as a community, 
at home and in the mosque) 

Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about the value of submission and self-
control to Muslims, and whether there are benefits for people who are not 
Muslims. 

 Make links between the Muslim idea of living in harmony with the Creator 
and the need for all people to live in harmony with each other in the world 
today, giving good reasons for their ideas. 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify and explain Muslim beliefs about God, the Prophet and the Holy 
Qur’an (e.g. Tawhid; Muhammad as the Messenger, Qur’an as the message) 

 Describe ways in which Muslim sources of authority guide Muslim living (e.g. 
Qur’an guidance on Five Pillars; Hajj practices follow example of the Prophet) 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Muslim beliefs and ibadah (e.g. Five Pillars, 
festivals, mosques, art)Give evidence and examples to show how Muslims 
put their beliefs into practice in different ways 

Make connections 

 Make connections between Muslim beliefs studied and Muslim ways of 
living in Britain/your region today 

 Consider and weigh up the value of e.g. submission, obedience, generosity, 
self-control and worship in the lives of Muslims today and articulate 
responses on how far they are valuable to people who are not Muslims 

 Reflect on and articulate what it is like to be a Muslim in Britain today, giving 
good reasons for their views. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

With the new curriculum, children 
didn’t complete last unit on Muslims 
in Y2/3 so first lesson will be an 
introduction lesson to Islam and 
Muslims  

Geography: Locating popular Muslim pilgrimages on a world 
map, looking at Census information for our local area and 
region  

 Watch videos of festival Eid 
Have a Muslim parent or child in school tell the chn 
about Eid 
Explore the Qur’an  

What does it mean to be a Muslim in Britain today? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What is a Muslim? Who 
are the Muslims in our 
region? 
Introduction lesson. 
Introduce key concepts 
such as ibadah, Tawhid, 

Lesson 2 
What helps Muslims 
through the journey of 
life? 
Introduce the 5 Pillars of 
Islam as expressions of 
Ibadah. 

Lesson 3  
What is the Festival Eid-
Ul-Adha? 
This is celebrated at the 
end of Hajj. 
Discuss how it is 
celebrated to recall 

Lesson 4  
Why do Muslims want 
to go on pilgrimage? 
Look at Mecca and the 
cave at Hira where the 
Prophet Muhammad 
received the Qur’an. 

Lesson 5  
What is the significance 
of the Holy Qur’an for 
Muslims? 
Final revealed word of 
God. 
Discuss how it was 

Lesson 6 
What does it mean to be 
a Muslim in Britain 
today? 
Recap the five pillars. 
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imam 
Set the context of using 
2011 census of how 
many Muslims in our 
area and region.  

Ibrahim’s faith being 
tested when he asked to 
sacrifice Ismail. 

revealed to the Prophet 
Muhammad by the Angel 
Jibril. 

Key vocabulary   

Muslim 
Region  
Mosque  
Sunni 
Shi’a 
Prophet 
Muhammad 
 

Pillars 
Islam 
Shahadah 
Salah 
Sawm 
Zakat 
Hajj 
Worship 
Belief 

Hajj  
Eid- Ul-Adha  
 

Mecca/Makkah 
Cave of Hira 
Muhammad 
Qur’an 
Kab’ah 
Hajj 
Ihram clothes 
equality 

Qur’an 
Angel Jibril  

Muslim 
Region  
Mosque  
Sunni 
Shi’a 
Prophet 
Muhammad 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas 
about religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing 
awareness and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference 
to experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 3 – Spring 1: Why do Christians believe that Jesus is the Messiah? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y3 – What is the trinity?) Learning Outcomes  
Making sense of belief 

 Recognise what a ‘Gospel’ is and give an example of the kinds 
of stories it contains  

 Offer suggestions about what texts about baptism and Trinity 
mean 

 Give examples of what these texts mean to some Christians 
today 

Understanding the impact 

 Describe how Christians show their beliefs about God the 
Trinity in worship in different ways and in the way they live 

Make Connections 

 Make links between some Bible texts studied and the idea of 
God in Christianity, expressing clearly some ideas of their own 
about what Christians believe God is like  

Make sense of belief 

 Explain the place of incarnation and Messiah within the ‘big story’ of the Bible 

 Identify Gospel and prophecy texts, using technical terms 

 Explain connections between biblical texts, incarnation and Messiah, using theological terms 
Understand the impact 

 Show how Christians put their beliefs about Jesus’ incarnation into practise in different ways in  
celebrating Christmas 

 Comment on how the idea that Jesus is the Messiah makes sense in the wider story of the Bible 
Make connections 

 Weigh up how far the idea of Jesus as the Messiah is important in the world today and what 
difference it might make in people’s lives.  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Read the ‘big story’ of the bible as background for this unit  
 

Create their own saviour  

Why do Christians believe that Jesus is the Messiah? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What kind of person is 
needed when people 
need help? 
 

Lesson 2 
What qualities would a 
Saviour need? 

Lesson 3 
Was Jesus the hoped for 
Messiah? 
Look at A written report 
from the scene 
(Matthew 1:18–24, 2:1–
12) 

Lesson 4  
What is the true 
meaning of Christmas? 
Messiah and Christian 
beliefs about Jesus’ birth  

Lesson 5 
 How can a Christian’s 
life be transformed by 
following Jesus? 
Charity, helping people 
with shopping, funds for 
local causes  

Lesson 6 
 Recap lesson – what 
have we learnt 
throughout this unit? 
End of unit quiz/test 

Key vocabulary   

Kind 
Caring 
Compassionate 
Forgiving  
Knowledgeable 
 

Kind 
Caring 
Compassionate 
Forgiving  
Knowledgeable  

Messiah  
Gospel  
Promised one  

Messiah 
Celebration  
Arrival  
Birth  

Transformed 
Help 
Support 
Guidance 
Charity  
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 

 
 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit: 4 – Spring 2: Why is the Torah so important to Jewish people? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y3) Learning Outcomes  

Make sense of belief 

 Identify some Jewish beliefs about God, sin and forgiveness and describe 

 what they mean. 

 Make clear links between the story of the Exodus and Jewish beliefs 

 about God and his relationship with the Jewish people 

 Offer informed suggestions about the meaning of the Exodus story for 

 Jews today. 
Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between Jewish beliefs about God and his people and 

 how Jews live (e.g. through celebrating forgiveness, salvation and 

 freedom at festivals) 

 Describe how Jews show their beliefs through worship in festivals, both at 

 home and in wider communities 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify and explain Jewish beliefs about God 

 Give examples of some texts that say what God is like and explain how Jewish 
people interpret them 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Jewish beliefs about the Torah and how Jews 
use and treat it 

 Make clear connections between Jewish commandments and how Jews live 
(e.g. in relation to kosher laws) 

 Give evidence and examples to show how Jewish people put their beliefs into 
practice in different ways (e.g. some differences between Orthodox and 
Progressive Jewish practice) 

Make connections 
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Make connections 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is good for Jews 

 and everyone else to remember the past and look forward to the future. 

 Make links with the value of personal reflection, saying sorry, being 

 forgiven, being grateful, seeking freedom and justice in the world today, 

 including pupils’ own lives, and giving good reasons for their ideas. 

 Make connections between Jewish beliefs studied and explain how and why 
they are important to Jewish people today 

 Consider and weigh up the value of e.g. tradition, ritual, community, study and 
worship in the lives of Jews today, and articulate responses on how far they 
are valuable to people who are not Jewish. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 This is the first Unit on Judaism the children will be learning. They usually 
cover A Judaism unit in Y1 but this cohort won’t have had that teaching.  

 Look at website to find out about Jews in North East: 
https://www.jewishgen.org/jcr-uk/england_geographic.htm#glouce 

Geography- Locating areas Jews 
live and Synagogues in the North 
East  
DT- Making and tasting Jewish food  
 

 Visit to a Synagogue in Gateshead 

 Looking at a copy of a Torah  

 Tasting Jewish food  

 Visiting Jewish shops (Gateshead 
community) 

Why is the Torah so important to Jewish people? Are there particular laws that Jewish people 
need to follow? 

What happens during worship at a 
Synagogue? 

Lesson 1 
What can we find 
out about Jewish 
communities in the 
North East?  
 
 

Lesson 2 
What is a Sefer 
Torah? How is it 
used? 
 
 
Explore what is in 
the Torah? 

Lesson 3 
How do Jews treat 
the Sefer Torah? 
 
 
Practises and beliefs 

Lesson 4 and 5 
 How might the words of the Torah affect 
what a Jewish person eats? 
 
Explore Kosher – Plan a meal for a Jewish 
friend, try some Jewish food  

Lesson 6 
 Can I compare two synagogues and 
reflect in their differences and similarities? 

Key vocabulary   

Gateshead 
Synagogue 
Orthadox 
Progressive 
Ethnicities  
Traditional 
Decline 
Community  

Sacred  
Text  
Torah  
Poems 
Commandments  
Exodus 
Holy 
Old Testament  
Tenakh 

Sacred words 
Torah scrolls 
Carried 
Bells 
Prayer shawls  
Velvet mantle 
Beautification  
 

Kosher 
Culture 
Tradition  
Friday night  
Shabbat  
Laws 
Clean  
Trefah  
Hescher (symbol on food) 

Synagogue  
Orthadox 
Progressive 
Ark  
Ner Tmid 
Bimah 
Layout 
Services 
Reform synagogue 
Ordination of women  
 
 

https://www.jewishgen.org/jcr-uk/england_geographic.htm#glouce
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 

 
 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 5 – Summer 1: Christians and how to live: What would Jesus do? (Gospel) Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge Y3 What do Christians learn from the creation story? Learning Outcomes  

Making sense of belief 

 Place the concepts of God and Creation on a timeline of the Bible’s big story  

 Make clear links between Genesis 1 and what Christians believe about God and 
creation 

 Recognise that the story of ‘The Fall’ in Genesis 3 gives an explanation of why 
things go wrong in the world 

Understanding the impact 

 Describe what Christians do because they believe God is Creator 

 Describe how and why Christians might pray to God, say sorry and ask for 
forgiveness 

Make Connections  

 Ask questions and suggest answers about what might be important in the Creation 
story for Christians and non- Christians living today 

Make sense of belief 

 Identify features of Gospel texts (teachings, parable, narrative) 

 Taking account of the context, suggest meanings of Gospel texts 
studied, and compare own ideas with ways which Christians interpret 
biblical texts 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Gospel texts, Jesus’ good news, and 
how Christians live in the Christian community 

Make connections 

 Make connection between Christian teachings and the issues, problems 
and opportunities in the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the issues studied, recognising 
different points of view 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Lesson ideas can be found on the Understanding 
Christianity unit of work. There is also links to 
websites and resources too 

PSHE: How we treat other people  
English: Analysing a text 

Linked to lesson 5: In groups, design a church building 
that reflects the teaching of Jesus about praying, 
worshipping. Create a notice board for the church, plan 
and spend a budget for the new church. 

Christians and how to live: What would Jesus do? (Gospel) 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What would Jesus do? 
Look at the Foundations 
for living: The Wise and 
Foolish Builders, 
Matthew 7:24 -27 
What makes for strong 
foundations in life? 
What did the wise and 
foolish builders learn? 
 
 

Lesson 2 
What would Jesus do 
about prayer today? 
Read some prayers used 
by Christians. Look at the 
4 common components 
of prayer.  
Why do Christians think 
prayer is a good thing to 
do? 

Lesson 3 
What would Jesus do 
about ill health? 
Study one example of a 
Christian mission  for 
healing: The Leprosy 
Mission 
 
 

Lesson 4  
What would Jesus do to 
make a better world?  
What’ wrong with the 
world? What is 
something Christians 
could do to help? 

Lesson 5 
Can Jesus’ good news 
make a difference on life 
today and to the future? 
(See activity from 
Understanding 
Christianity) 
 

Lesson 6 
 Why be generous? 
What would Jesus do? 
Use two examples of 
Christian practise e.g. 
projects to help 
homeless people, food 
banks etc.  

Key vocabulary   

Foundations  
Parable  
 

Praise 
Confession 
Asking 
Thanksgiving  
Sermon  

Minister 
Healer 
Mission  
Leprosy  
Gospel 
Good news 
 

Humanity  
Spoiled 
Sin  
Better 
Follow  

Good news 
Future  
 

Generous 
Time 
Money 
Charity 
Patience  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 
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 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 

 
 

Year group: 5 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 6 – Summer 2: What matters most to Humanists and Christians? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Learning Outcomes 

Make sense of belief 
 Identify and explain beliefs about why people are good and bad (e.g. Christian and Humanist) 
Make links with sources of authority that tell people how to be good (e.g. Christian ideas of ‘being made in the image of God’ but ‘fallen’, and Humanists saying 
people can be ‘good without God’) 
Understand the impact 
• Make clear connections between Christian and Humanist ideas about being good and how people live 
• Suggest reasons why it might be helpful to follow a moral code and why it might be difficult, offering different points of view 
Make connections: 
• Raise important questions and suggest answers about how and why people should be good 
• Make connections between the values studied and their own lives, and their importance in the world today, giving good reasons for their views. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

This is the first time the children will be engaging in 
discussion about Humanism 

PSHE: Following rules  Breaking the rules day in class  
 

What matters most to Humanists and Christians? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What are rules? Do we 
need them? Who breaks 
them? 
Explore why most people 
keep the rules but why 

Lesson 2 
Who is a Humanist? 
What codes for living do 
non-religious people 
use? 
Explore the term and 

Lesson 3 
What values matter 
most to Christians? How 
does it show? 
Look at two texts from 
the bible- The Good 

Lesson 4  
What are the main 
agreements and 
disagreements about 
values between 
Humanists and 

Lesson 5 
Can we create a code of 
living that will help the 
world? 
Look at 10 
commandments and 

Lesson 6 
 What have we learnt 
about Humanist and 
Christian values?  
End of unit quiz/test  
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some break them. Can 
good rules help us? 
 

what humanists think is 
good. 
Look at moral codes and 
consequences  

Samaritan and the 
account of the 
crucifixion.  Look at the 
two texts for similarities 
in Jesus’ values  

Christians? 
Peace and peace- 
making : Exploring one 
value that Christians and 
Humanists share  

ideas from Humanist 
manifesto and the 
Humanists UK website.  
Think how we could 
make a happier city of 
Sunderland.  

Key vocabulary   

Consequences 
Actions 
Villain 
Effects 
Commandments  
Principles  
Conscience  

Humanist 
Honesty 
Truthful 
 

Neighbour  
Forgiveness 
Values 
Path 
Fellowship 
 

Peacemaker  
Peace 
Unity  
Harmony 
Reconciliation  
 

Commandments  
Manifesto  
Violence 
Equality 
Worship 
Belief 
 

All vocab taught 
throughout unit of work  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 
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Year group: 6 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 1 – Autumn 1: Creation and Science: Conflicting or complementary  Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge (Y3 Unit 5) Learning Outcomes  Future linked knowledge  

Making sense of belief 

 Place the concepts of God and 
Creation on a timeline of the Bible’s 
‘big story’. 

 Make clear links between Genesis 1 
and what Christians believe about 
God and Creation 

 Recognise that the story of ‘The fall’ in 
Genesis 3 gives an explanation of why 
things go wrong in the world.  

Understand the impact 

 Describe what Christians do because 
they believe God is Creator 

 Describe how and why Christians 
might pray to God, say sorry and ask 
for forgiveness.  

Make connections  

 Ask questions and suggest answers 
about what might be important in the 
creation story for Christians and for 
non-Christian’s living today.  

Making sense of belief 

 Identify the type of text some Christians say Genesis 1 is, 
and its purpose  

 Taking account of the context, suggest what Genesis 1 
might mean, and compare their ideas with ways in which 
Christians interpret it, showing awareness of different 
interpretations.  

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between Genesis 1 and Christian 
beliefs about God as Creator. 

 Show understanding of why many Christians find science 
and faith go together. 

Make connections  

 Identify key ideas arising from their study of Genesis 1 
and comment on how far these are helpful or inspiring, 
justifying their responses.  

 Weigh up how far the Genesis 1 creation narrative is in 
conflict, or is complementary, with a scientific account, 
giving good reasons for their views. 

 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Science: evolution vs creation  
English: Looking at genres of texts and analysing an 
interview  

Set homework where pupils star gaze.  
 
 

Creation vs science  

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What does Genesis 1: 1- 2:3 
tell us? What type of text is 
it and what is its purpose? 
Can they remember this 

Lesson 2 
What arguments are 
there for and against 
the story of Genesis? 
Can the chn find 

 Lesson 3 
What is cosmology and 
evolution? 
 
Summarise in a simple 

Lesson 4 
What questions do we 
have about the Genesis 
text and the beginnings 
of the universe/life?  

Lesson 5 
Are some scientists 
Christians? How do they 
reconcile their faith with 
their professional work? 

Lesson 6 
Is creation vs science 
complementary or 
conflicting? 
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story as ‘creation story’? evidence for or 
against ideas in 
Genesis? Think about 
the context of the 
story being 2500 
years old.  
Look at ‘The 
message’ translation 
– is Genesis a literal 
account or a 
description of what 
God/creation are 
like.  

diagram   
Are some better 
answered by science or 
some of the text?  

 
Look at Astrophysicist 
Jennifer Wiseman.  
How do they make sense 
of believing in God and 
doing science? 

Do you agree with the 
statement ‘Genesis 
explores why the 
universe and life exists. 
Science explores how the 
universe works the way 
it does’?  

Key vocabulary   

Creation 
Expanse  
Sprout 
Vegetation 
Bearing  
Dominion 
Behold 
 

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/religion/religions/
christianity/beliefs/cr
eationism_1.shtml 
 
 

Big bang 
Evolved 
Evolution  
Science 
 

Universe 
Life  
Science  
 

http://faradayschools.co
m/library/video-gallery/ 
 
 

Complementary  
Conflicting  
Opinion  
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/beliefs/creationism_1.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/beliefs/creationism_1.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/beliefs/creationism_1.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/beliefs/creationism_1.shtml
http://faradayschools.com/library/video-gallery/
http://faradayschools.com/library/video-gallery/
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of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 

 
 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 2 – Autumn 2: Why do some people believe in God and some people not?  Subject Ldr: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge Y5 Christians 
and how to live  

Learning Outcomes  

Make sense of belief 

 Identify features of Gospel texts 
(teachings, parable, narrative) 

 Taking account of the context, suggest 
meanings of Gospel texts studied, and 
compare own ideas with ways which 
Christians interpret biblical texts 

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between 
Gospel texts, Jesus’ good news, and 
how Christians live in the Christian 
community 

Make connections 

 Make connection between Christian 
teachings and the issues, problems 
and opportunities in the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the 
issues studied, recognising different 
points of view 

Make sense of belief 

 Define the terms ‘theist’, ‘atheist’ and ‘agnostic’ and give examples of statements that reflect these beliefs *Identify 
and explain what religious and non-religious people believe about God, saying where they get their ideas from 

 Give examples of reasons why people do or do not believe in God  
Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between what people believe about God and the impact of this belief on how they live 

 Give evidence and examples to show how Christians sometimes disagree about what God is like (e.g. some 
differences in interpreting Genesis)  

Make connections 

 Reflect on and articulate some ways in which believing in God is valuable in the lives of believers, and ways it can be 
challenging 

 Consider and weigh up different views on theism, agnosticism and atheism, expressing insights of their own about 
why people believe in God or not  

 Make connections between belief and behaviour in their own lives, in the light of their learning. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

 Science  A class vote/discussion if children feel comfortable 
talking about their beliefs and religious views  
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Why do some people believe in God and some people do not? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
How many people believe in 
God? 
 

Lesson 2 
 Is God real? What 
do people think? 

 Lesson 3 
Why do people believe 
or not believe in God? 
  

Lesson 4 
What do people say 
about Science and 
believing in God? 

Lesson 5 
What impact does 
believing in God have on 
how people think and 
live? 
 

Lesson 6 
 End of unit assessment  

Key vocabulary   

Theist  
Atheist 
Agnostic 
 

Theist  
Atheist 
Agnostic 
Creation 
Science  
Evolution  

Theist  
Atheist 
Agnostic 
Creation 
Science  
Evolution 

Theist  
Atheist 
Agnostic 
Creation 
Science  
Evolution 

  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 
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Year group: 6 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 3 – Spring 1: Why do Hindus try to be good? Subject Leader: C Tose  

Prior Learning ( Year 4) Learning Outcomes 

 Identify some Hindu deities and say how they help Hindus describe God 

 Make clear links between some stories (e.g. Svetaketu, Ganesh, Diwali) and 
what Hindus believe about God 

 Offer informed suggestions about what Hindu murtis express about God 

 Make simple links between beliefs about God and how Hindus live (e.g. 
choosing a deity and worshipping at a Home Shrine; celebrating Diwali) 

 Identify some different ways in which Hindus worship 

 Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is good to think about 
the cycle of create/preserve/destroy in the world today 

 Make links between the Hindu idea of everyone having a ‘spark’ of God in 
them and ideas about the value of people in the world today, giving good 
reasons for their ideas 

 Identify and explain Hindu beliefs, e.g. dharma, karma, samsara, moksha, 
using technical terms accurately 

 Give meanings for the story of the man in the well and explain how it relates 
to Hindu beliefs about samsara, moksha, etc. 

 Make clear connections between Hindu beliefs about dharma, karma, 
samsara and moksha and ways in which Hindus live 

 Connect the four Hindu aims of life and the four stages of life with beliefs 
about dharma, karma, moksha, etc 

 Give evidence and examples to show how Hindus put their beliefs into 
practice in different ways 

 Make connections between Hindu beliefs studied (e.g. karma and dharma), 
and explain how and why they are important to Hindus 

 Reflect on and articulate what impact belief in karma and dharma might 
have on individuals and the world, recognising different points of view. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

Instead of recalling information, all 
content will be new to the children. 

PSHE: Being good/kind 
English: Interpreting a story  

 Watching videos about Gandhi  
 

Why do Hindus try to be good? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What is Brahman? 
Brief overview of 
Hinduism 
Brahman: God, Ultimate 
reality  

Lesson 2  
Who is Atman? What 
can be learnt about 
Atman through a Hindu 
story? 
Read the story from the 
Mahabharata (Page 13 
resources) 
 

Lesson 3  
Samsara: why is atman 
important? What else is 
important? 
Recap story from 
yesterday. Samara, 
Karma and Dharma- 
how do they fit 
together? 

Lesson 4  
How does Dharma 
affect the way that 
someone might live 
their life? 
Look at the four stages 
of life 

Lesson 5  
What examples does 
Gandhi set about how to 
live? 
Share the story of Ghandi 
and explore the impact 
of his teachings 

Lesson 6  
Why do Hindus try to be 
good? 
How is life affected? 

Key vocabulary   

Aum 
Brahman 
Namaste 
Deities 

Brahman 
Atman 
Pure 
Eternal 

Samsara  
Karma 
Dharma 
Duty  

Duties 
Student 
Householder 
Retired  

Ghandi 
Teachings 
Impact 
Ahimsa 

Samsara  
Moksha 
Karma 
Dharma 
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 Unchanging 
Mahabharata 
Vidura 

 Renounced 
 

Inspiration  
 

Atman 
Brahman 
Gandhi  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas 
about religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing 
awareness and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference 
to experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 

 
 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 4 – Spring 2:  What do Christians believe Jesus did to ‘save’ people? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior Learning ( Year 4) Good Friday  Learning Outcomes 

Make sense of belief 

 Recognise the word ‘Salvation’ and that Christians believe Jesus came to 
‘save’ or ‘rescue’ people. 

 Offer informed suggestions about what the events of Holy Week means to 
Christians.  

 Give examples of what Christians say about the importance of the events of 
Holy Week.  

Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between the Gospel accounts and how Christians mark 
the Easter events in their communities. 

Make sense of belief 

 Outline the ‘big story’ of the Bible, explaining how salvation and incarnation 
fit within it 

 Explain what Christians mean when they say that Jesus’ death was a sacrifice 
Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between the Christian belief in Jesus’ death as a 
sacrifice and how Christians celebrate Holy Communion/Lord’s Supper 

 Show how Christians put their beliefs into practice in different ways 
Make connections  

 Weigh up the value and impact of ideas of sacrifice in their own lives and the 
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 Describe how Christians show their beliefs about Jesus in worship in 
different ways.   

Make connections  

 Raise thoughtful questions and suggest some answers about why Christians 
call the day Jesus died ‘Good Friday’; giving good reasons for their 
suggestions.  

world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the idea of sacrifice, recognising different 
points of view 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

  Art- explore artwork linked to holy week   
 

What do Christians believe Jesus did to ‘save’ people? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
 What happened in Holy 
Week? 
Use Mark 14-15 
How would they portray 
each scene in art? 

Lesson 2  
Was Jesus’ death a 
sacrifice? 
 
Who was responsible 
for Jesus’ death? 
 

Lesson 3  
What is the celebration 
of the communion/the 
Lord’s Supper? 
Look at the symbols of a 
communion – bread and 
wine, sacrifice etc.  

Lesson 4  
What would you 
sacrifice and what for? 
Think about sacrifices 
people make in life and 
why it is done.  

Lesson 5  
Is sacrifice necessary to 
make the world a better 
place? 
 

Lesson 6  
Recap lesson – what have 
we learnt from this unit? 
End of unit quiz/test  

Key vocabulary   

Last Supper 
Garden of Gethesemane 
Judas 
Arrest 
Betrayal  
Trial  
Denial 
 Crucifixion  
Burial  
Resurrection  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sacrifice 
Good 
Sins 
Burden 
Believer  

Communion  
Bread 
Wine 
Sacrifice 
Blood  
Body 
Passover  

Sacrifice 
Give up  

Sacrifice 
Give up 
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Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing 
awareness and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 

 
 

Year group: 6 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 5 – Summer 1: For Christians, what kind of King was Jesus? Subject Leader: C Tose  

Prior Learning (Y4 – Pentecost) Learning Outcomes 

Make sense of belief 

 Make clear links between the story of Pentecost and Christian beliefs about 
the Kingdom of God on Earth 

 Offer informed suggestions about what the events of Pentecost in Acts 2 
might mean 

 Give examples of what Pentecost means to some Christians now 
Understand the impact 

 Make simple links between the description of Pentecost in Act 2, the Holy 
Spirit, the kingdom of God and how Christians live now 

 Describe how Christians show their belief about the Holy Spirit in worship 
Make connections 

 Make links between ideas about the kingdom of God in the Bible and what 
people believe about following God today, giving good reasons for their 
ideas 

Make sense of belief 

 Explain connections between biblical texts and the concept of the kingdom of 
God 

 Consider different possible meanings for the biblical texts studied, showing 
awareness of different interpretations  

Understand the impact 

 Make clear connections between belief in the kingdom of God and how 
Christians put their beliefs into practise 

 Show how Christians put their belief into practise in different ways  
Make connections 

 Relate the Christian ‘kingdom of God’ model to issues, problems and 
opportunities in the world today 

 Articulate their own responses to the idea of the importance of love and 
service in the world today 
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Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

     
 

For Christians, what kind of King was Jesus? 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
 What would a better 
world look like? 
Gather some ideas also 
about troubles facing 
the world today  

Lesson 2  
Who has made a 
difference to this word? 
Look at winners of 
Nobel Peace prizes etc.  
 

Lesson 3  
 What is the concept of 
‘Kingdom of God? 
Read The Feast: Luke 
14:12-24 
 

Lesson 4  
 How do Christians put 
their beliefs into 
practise? 

Lesson 5  
What kind of world did 
Jesus want? 
Explore how local 
churches serve the needs 
of the community 

Lesson 6  
What kind of King is Jesus? 

Key vocabulary   

Troubles 
Strife 
Kind 
Hunger 
Connect 
Love  
 

Difference 
Impact  

 Belief 
Charity  
 

Service  
Supportive 
Kind 
Caring 
Compassionate 
Supportive  

Serve 
 

Key skills throughout unit 
 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual questions with 

increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about religious 
questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point 
of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness and clarity¸ 
make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features of different 
religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to experience, 
evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience 
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Year group: 6 Subject Area: Religious Education   Unit 6 – Summer 2: How does faith help people when life gets hard? Subject Leader: C Tose  
 

Prior linked knowledge  Learning Outcomes   

Knowledge of all faiths and religions taught previously.  Making sense of belief 

 Describe at least three examples of ways in which religions guide people in how to respond to good 
and hard times in life 

 Identify beliefs about life after death in at least two religious traditions, comparing and explaining 
for similarities and differences. 

Understanding the impact 

 Make clear connections between what people believe about God and how they respond to 
challenges in life (e.g. suffering, bereavement) 

 Use evidence and examples to show how beliefs about resurrection/judgement/ heaven/ karma/ 
reincarnation make a difference to how someone lives. 

Making connections 

 Reflect on a range of artistic expressions of afterlife, articulating and explaining different ways of 
understanding these 

 Offer a reasoned response to the unit question, with evidence and example, expressing insights of 
their own. 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities 

A letter will need to be sent home to inform parents 
this unit of work is quite sensitive and discusses death 

 Art: Use artwork to explore concepts of afterlife  Use of art to explain concepts  

How does faith help people when life gets hard?  

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
What is life like? 
Exploring the ups and 
downs  
What might a religious 
believer be thankful for? 

Lesson 2 
 What questions have 
you got about what 
happens when we die? 
Think of reasons why 
people might believe in 
life after death e.g. 
religious teachings, 
Jesus’ ressurection 

 Lesson 3 
 Why do some people 
believe that we do not 
only live once? What is 
reincarnation? 
Explore Hindu, Sikh and 
other religious 
communities beliefs in 
reincarnation and karma 

Lesson 4 
 How do Christians mark 
when someone has 
died? 
Look at ceremonies 
when people have died 

Lesson 5 
What different ideas are 
there about what 
happens when we die? 
What do I think? 
 
Explore some art of the 
afterlife. 
Time to allow for 
personal expression and 
evaluation  
 

Lesson 6 
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Key vocabulary   

Thankful  
Use of metaphors when 
describing life is like ….. 

Welcome 
Unwelcome 
Journey 
Spiritual 
 

Reincarnation 
Karma 
Samsara – hindu 
Cycle 
Atman 
Dharma 
Moksha 

Judgement  
Funeral 
Hymns 
Eulogy  
Memories  

  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Investigating: Use a widening range of source to pursue answers, focus on selecting and understanding relevant sources to deal with religious and spiritual 
questions with increasing insight and sensitivity.  

 Reflecting: Reflecting on religious beliefs and practises, reflect upon feelings, relationships and experiences, thinking and speaking carefully about religious and 
spiritual topics.  

 Expressing: Explaining rituals, ceremonies and practises, explain what words and actions might mean to believers, articulate their own reactions and ideas about 
religious questions and practices, clarify and analyse with growing confidence aspects of religion which they find valuable or interesting. 

 Interpreting: Drawing meaning from artefacts, say what an object means or explain a symbol, suggesting meanings of religious texts. 

 Empathising: Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and values of other, seeing the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues 
from their point of view, deepening understanding of beliefs and practices.  

 Applying: See links and make simple connections between aspects of religion, apply learning from one religious context to new contexts with growing awareness 
and clarity¸ make increasingly subtle and complex links between religious material and their own ideas 

 Analysing: See what kinds of reasons are given to explain religious aspects of life, distinguish between opinion, belief and fact, distinguish between the features 
of different religions and recognise similarities and distinctiveness of religious ways of life.  

 Synthesising: Notice similarities between stories and practices from other religions, use general words to describe a range of religious practice and teaching 

 Evaluating: Describe how religious people show the importance of symbols, key figures, text or stories, debating issues of religious significance with reference to 
experience, evidence and argument, draw conclusions which are balanced, and related to evidence, dialogue and experience. 
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14. PSHE Medium-Term Planning 
 
 

 
 
 
At Grangetown Primary School we offer a nurturing learning environment in which each child is 
encouraged to ‘Reach for the Stars’ and develop to their full potential.  Our school is a place where 
their achievements and successes are shared, celebrated and rewarded.   Our children are at the 
heart of our curriculum and we encourage children to develop their sense of self-worth by playing 
a positive role in contributing to school life and the wider community. 
 
We want our children to become ‘lifelong learners’ equipped with the skills for today’s (and 
tomorrow’s) society.  We provide children with the confidence and ability to develop their skills 
and understanding when having new experiences, meeting new challenges and finding themselves 
in unfamiliar situations. 
 
Our PSHE Curriculum Framework is based on the Jigsaw scheme, and is a whole school approach - 
different year groups focus on the same theme at the same time throughout the year. This allows 
for collaboration across classes and Key Stages to take place and enables school to link the PSHE 
curriculum to our whole school and class assemblies. This whole school approach ensures children 
can build on what they already know and deepen their understanding. As a school, we encourage 
mutual respect and responsibility, and we foster self-esteem in a happy and caring atmosphere. 
 
Our Intent, Implementation and Impact statement for PSHE, our Long and Medium Term Planning, 
our Policy, plus some ‘PSHE in Action Case Studies’, are here: 
www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum/PSHE__RSE/  

 
  

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/Curriculum/PSHE__RSE/
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PSHE Medium Term Planning – Jigsaw 
 

 
 
In PSHE, we follow the Jigsaw scheme of learning throughout school, from Nursery 
to Year 6.  
 
Jigsaw is made up of 6 puzzles each year and there are 6 pieces (lessons) to 
complete within each puzzle. The scheme has a comprehensive set of daily lesson 
plans which teachers adapt and follow to best meet the needs of each individual 
class. The plans include a list of the key vocabulary which should be taught within 
each lesson. 
 
With the Changing Me unit of work, the planning and vocabulary has been adapted 
by our PSHE team to ensure that it is age appropriate and best meets the needs of 
our children. An additional information sheet can be found here which is accessed 
by class teachers prior to teaching this unit of work to ensure that the correct 
objectives are being taught as well as the correct vocabulary introduced. 
 
The scheme follows a sequence which sees each year group completing the same 
puzzle at the same time, allowing for progression to be evident year upon year. 
Completing the same unit at the same time allows for whole school celebration 
events to take place such as assemblies addressing an issue relevant to the learning 
in each class. For example, each year in Spring 1, we hold assemblies where each 
class can share the goals which they have set for themselves to achieve in the New 
Year.  Our curriculum map can be viewed here. 
 
A typical lesson consists of; an introduction where reference is made to the Jigsaw 
charter, a calm me moment using the jigsaw chime, an introductory game, a main 
teaching point and an activity which the children either complete practically or in 
the form of a written task. 
 
 

https://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/docs/MTPs/Changing_me_unit_notes.pdf
https://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/docs/Curriculum/Subject_Maps_for_individual_subject_pages/PSHE_Map.pdf
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Recent Updates, Edits & Tweaks 
 

 
 
 
From August 2022, subject leaders are updating/tweaking within an up to date copy on Quest 1, 
and are then sending the document to Les Mc via We Transfer. Les Mc then updates the ‘master 
copy’ of Quest 2, makes the required changes on the subject pages of the school website, and 
places the updated ‘master copy’ on the staff server. 

 
 
4th August 2022 Andrea Mc changed the order of some of the History MTPs 

17th August 2022 Lesley M made significant updates to Maths MTPs. 

20th-22nd August 2022 Further updates to Maths MTPs Years 1-6 – Autumn Term (Lesley M) 

24th August 2022 Formatting checked throughout document; Bullet-points added to English 
planning; EYFS page & collage added; page numbers checked; (LMc) 

29th August 2022 Computing – extensive updates across all MTPs (especially years 2-6) VM. 

31st August 2022 Various updates across all MTPs Y1-Y6 (Kate B) 

4th September 2022 Page numbers adjusted across the whole document, following the 
updates to Computing and Science (LMc) 

9th September 2022 Updates to MTPs for Design & Technology (HC) 

11th September 2022 Minor change to Y4 Ancient Greece (AMcL) 

11th September 2022 Extensive updates across all French MTPs (CB) 

1st October 2022 Amended Y3 English planning added (NR) 

17th December 2022 Spring Term Maths MTPs (Years 1-6) updated by LMi (NC and WRSS 
sections). 

18th December 2022  Reception – Computing planning added – Overview for year, plus 
detailed plans for Summer 1 and Summer 2 (VM) 

 Reception - Reading planning added (VH) 

 Reception – Writing added (VH) 
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Produced by the GPS team of subject leaders during 2020-21, with further 
development and fine-tuning during 2021-22. 

 

This version last updated 18
th

 December 2022. 

“A Quest is – essentially – a Story. An effective curriculum helps to create a vibrant, engaging 
backdrop for the ‘story’ of each child’s journey through primary school. A good story is coherent, 
has a start, middle and end, and is populated with a range of characters, experiences, events 
and settings – all true of an effective Curriculum!” 
 

From the Forward to the GPS Quest Curriculum (page 2 of this document) 
 


